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PREFACE.

IT

n Writer's object, in the following tale, to
has been .'
describe not so much what might or ought to be, as
what actually is.
Questions constantly arise full of interest and importance,
as to the best mode of meeting the necessities of the poor,
and the various needs of our complex state of society. But
they are full of great difficulty; and until they are determined by competent authority, it would seem safer and wiser,
for women at least, rather to take advantage of the machinery
placed within their reach than to criticise its defects, and
speculate upon the means of its improvement. District
societies may be less valuable than sisterhoods. A clergynan and his wife may be able to do less than clergymen
giving and working together as one body. But these are
ot questions for general consideration; and if we wait till
e are able to decide them to our full satisfaction, the
*portunities of usefulness around us will have escaped-ever to be recalled.
It may be desirable to state, that the character of
tharine Ashton, although in no way intended to reesent any particular individual, was suggested to the
writer by the circumstances of real life.
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KATHARINE ASHTON.

CHAPTER I.
'OME thirty years ago there was to be seen at the lower end
of the principal street, in the market town of Rilworth, in
-- shire, a substantial brick, gable-ended house, standing
ck a little from the pavement, with an iron railing be-e it, and remarkable as being the only exception to the
o of shops which lined each side of the road, from the
tket-place in the centre of the town to the turnpike gate at
entrance. In other respects the building was in no way
eiliar ; it might have been the residence of the lawyer, or the
~tor, or the banker, or the retired tradesman, contented with
moderate competency, and liking better to enjoy the society
~s friends in the town than to live apart in rural exclusiveAnd such, probably, had been its original destination;
t
the time to which reference has been made, the house
appropriated to a different purpose, and those who sai
troop of girls of all ages, from seven to fifteen, issuing from
bout five o'clock in the evening, would at once have reised the Gable House as a school, though they might not
known that it was commonly honoured by the title of the
61, suggesting the idea that it was the only school in the
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such indeed it was, as regarded the more wealthy mem-

of the little community of Rilworth, for the very obvious
that no better instruction was within reach. From time
orial it had been the custom of the Rilworth people to send
ttle girls to Miss Richardson's; some being glad to have
children taught French, and music, and fine work without
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much expense ; and others, more ambitious, considering that it
was a good thing to have them well-grounded in reading, and
writing, and arithmetic, and kept out of the way when they were
of a troublesome age, and that a year or two afterwards at a
finishing school would do all that was needful to fit them for
general society.
To do Miss Richardson justice, she deserved the confidence
reposed in her. She was a lady by birth and in feeling, not
very well informed and only moderately clever, but strictly conIf the children under her care did
scientious and impartial.
not know as much as might have been'wished, they at least
A
learned correctly, and were made obedient and reverent.
foundation was laid upon which a good superstructure might be
raised in after years. So thought the clergyman, and the lawyer,
and the banker, and the brewer, and the coal merchant, and the
wealthy linen-draper, and many other influential persons in
Rilworth, if they thought at all; and laying aside the strict
barriers of exclusiveness, they all agreed in sending their children, when young, to Miss Richardson's.
Three little girls were standing on the school steps. They
were nearly of the same age, between ten and eleven, dressed
very much alike, each carrying a green baize bag, filled, of
course, with books. They seemed hurried at first; probably"
they had the fear of being late before them; but the clock in
the church tower pointed at five minutes to nine, and there were
still some moments left for a little innocent gossip.
' How you did run, Jane !' exclaimed the tallest of the three
children, tapping one of her companions on the shoulder. The
speaker was a bright-eyed, back-haired, rosy-cheeked girl, who
might have been termed decidedly handsome, but it was not a
beauty which gave pleasure. There was an absence of mind,-a certain flippancy of manner which was repelling. ' How you
did run!' she repeated again; 'but Kate and I vowed we would
overtake you, and we did.' ' My aunt was rather late for breakfast,' replied Jane. 'I should have been ready in good time
else; at least, no, I should not; I had forgotten to sew a string
on my bonnet last night, and that kept me.' 'Such a fidget !
did you ever hear anything like it, Kate? Why a pin does just

as well as a string any day.' 'Not for my aunt, Selina,' said
Jane with a smile, which gave a singular brightness to a pale and
rather melancholy face, older in its expression than belonged
rightly to its age. The words were addressed to Selina but the
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smile was for Katharine, and it was answered by another, less

brilliant, yet scarcely less attractive, from the air of thoughtfulness which accompanied it. ' I wonder which is most right,to be late for school, or to fasten your bonnet ribband with a
pin; said Katharine. Jane laughed. ' Most wrong, you mean:
I don't suppose either of them is very wrong, but I like to do
what my aunt tells me.' 'And what Miss Richardson tells you
too, I suppose,' exclaimed Selina: 'run in, do; we shall all
have forfeits if the bell rings.'
She rushed into the house,
almost pushing Jane before her, and beckoning to Katharine to
follow; but Katharine still lingered. She stood by the open
door looking up the busy street. There was no mere curiosity
in the gaze. It was practical, earnest, searching, as if she would
fain satisfy herself in some great doubt or difficulty. 'Yes, everybody is busy,' she said to herself, as she closed the street door.
' Certainly, but please don't think of them now, Kate. Hark !
there is the bell,' and Jane Sinclair's gentle hand was laid upon
her arm. Katharine started, and hurried up the long passage
to the little hall, where the cloaks and bonnets of the dayscholars were kept. 'Go in, Jane ; don't wait for me, I must be
late.' ' No, no, you need not, there is always a minute's grace;
the names are not being called over yet. Here, give me your
bonnet, and let me hang it up.' Selina had taken possession of
;the most convenient peg, and as she hastened past them to the
s
choolroom,
she pointed to it, saying with a triumphant air,
'First come, first served.'
'Herself first, always,' muttered
IKatharine; but Jane made no remark, and only busied herself
with contriving a place for Katharine's shawl upon an under
peg in the corner. 'The bell has stopped; go in, Kate, you
will be just in time.' Katharine hastened through the green
baize door which opened into the schoolroom; her last glance
howed Jane half buried beneath a heap of shawls and cloaks,
which in her hurry she had disarranged. When the list was
Called over, a forfeit mark was placed against the name of-Jane
inclair.
The business of the morning began; lessons were said, genery very correctly ;-small portions of Pinnock's Catechisms,
Iumns of dictionary, and multiplication tables. Selina, or, as
was commonly called by her companions, Selly Fowler, ceased
be triumphant then. She was the lowest in the class when
lessons were ended; and as she went down and down, she
a furtive glance upon Jane Sinclair, quietly pre-eminent at
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the top, and upon Katharine Ashton, who had risen three places,
evidently fearing their ridicule. She need not have feared. Jane
pitied her ; Katharine did not think about her; she was intent
upon the lessons, not upon the individuals who were repeating
them. There was the same look of eager, almost troubled
thought; and at times she gazed around, asking, it seemed, for
help, for explanation; but it was a vain request-understood by
none, least of all by the even-minded, plodding Miss Richardson,
who was fulfilling to the utmost what she felt to be her duty,
whilst insisting upon the lessons being repeated perfectly, exercising strict justice, and enforcing instantaneous obedience.
'Jane Sinclair's forfeit has put her second in the chance for
the prize,' was the murmur that evening in the little anteroom,
as the children were putting on their bonnets and cloaks. No
one seemed glad, not even the tall, proud young lady, the daughter
of the great brewer, who was by Jane's misfortune placed above
her. 'She was very sorry,' she said; ' she would much rather
they had been equal; besides it was such a stupid way of gaining a prize, because some one else was late.' ' Better that way
than no way,' exclaimed Selina, as she tossed Katharine's bonnet
to her across the anteroom. The bonnet fell to the ground, for
Katharine Ashton was turning away to speak to Jane. 'You
must let me tell Miss Richardson how it happened, Jane; it
would be too bad to lose the prize when this is your last half ;
she will be sure to put you up again, for it was all because you
helped me.' ' No good to trust to that, Kate,' said Jane, with a
merry laugh; 'but why trouble about it ? we can never help
others if we won't take a risk.' Jane tied her bonnet with quiet
unconcern, but there was a tear in Katharine Ashton's dark eye,
and she walked away without uttering another word.
When the little school party, who went together to the upper
end of the High Street, separated, Selina Fowler rushed like g
whirlwind up the flight of steps which led to the tall house with
the bright green door, marked with the name of Mr Robert
Fowler, surgeon and dentist. Katharine walked slowly to the
private entrance to Ashton's, the large bookseller and stationer's;.
and Jane pursued her way a little beyond the town, to the row
of small houses standing in little gardens, one of which was the
residence of her maiden aunt, and, for the present, her home.
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CHAPTER II.,

OTHER,'

said

Katharine

Ashton,

as

she

sat

at

work

in

the parlour behind the shop, trying to make the best
4e of the few remaining minutes of daylight, ' do you know I
WyMiss Sinclair to-day, as I went up the street ? I think she
dust be going to live here for good, she has been staying here
o long.'
Eight years had passed since Katharine and Jane were schoolellows. , Eight years will make great changes in habits and
feelings, but they are more obvious to the spectators than to the
jlividuals concerned. It was as natural now for Katharine to
ppak. of Miss Sinclair as it had, been once to talk of Jane.
Mr Fowler told your father, a month ago, that Mrs Sinclair
ad taken the house with the green verandah, opposite St
Pfter's,' replied Mrs Ashton, without raising her eyes from the
winter dress she was diligently employed in altering. ' She was
turning down towards St Peter's when. I saw her,' continued Kathrine ; ' I just caught one look of her face. How she is altered 1 I
should scarcely have known her if Selina had not pointed her
0t ; I dare say she does not recollect me.' A half sigh escaped
Ktharine as she said this, but it was not perceived by her
other. ' Of course not, Kate, any more than you would repipmber her. Have you finished that seam yet?'
'Yes,
Warly; but, mother, do you really think I am so changed ?'
Why, you are grown into a woman, child, and so is Miss
;clair; and she has been away now-let me see-eight
Mgrs; they stayed here just twelve months, I think, after she
tthe school.' ' Her aunt, Miss Maurice, did-not Jane; she
sent away to some cousin, people said,' replied Katharine;
nd then after that we heard that Captain Sinclair was dead,
'Ah, yes,
l that Mrs Sinclair was returned from India.'
remember,-that was some time ago;' and Mrs Ashton,
ving completed her task, carefully folded up her work, and
an to clear the table, saying, at the same time, ' Your
er talked of wanting you to help him look over Lowe's
unt this evening, Kate, so we must have tea early.'
znpromised to do that,' said Katharine, 'but I suppose
on't be in.' ' He told me he should most likely go up to
Fowler's,' replied Mrs Ashton; 'it is very kind of them to
so much notice of him.' Katharine did not echo the feel-
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ing; she worked on in silence-not melancholy, but thoughtful
silence ;-for she was not really altered.
There was the
change from the round-faced, awkward child of eleven, to the
intelligent, keen-sighted, energetic girl of eighteen, but the expression of the face was unaltered, and so was the mind.
Katharine Ashton was often called pretty, but that was not
exactly the proper term to apply to her. There were many girls
of hereage in Rilworth with much more regular features. Happilyforher she had never attracted notice as a child, and so
shi
adgrown up without any thought whether she was goodlooking or not. Perhaps that constituted one of her chief attractibns:; She never troubled herself about what would be said
of her ;she,had no self-consciousness; and no one, therefore,
was afraid of wounding her vanity or giving offence.
It was
impossible not to be at ease with her, because she was quite at
ease with herself. 'Kate Ashton is such a very sensible, goodnatured girl,' was the general remark of mothers who were
anxious for their own children, and therefore were always forming comparisons; and Mrs Ashton herself had never advanced
beyond this opinion. She was not, indeed, a person likely to
wish Katharine to be anything more.
She was herself a
farmer's daughter, educated in the old times, when it was the
custom for farmers' wives and children to make butter and
cheese themselves, instead of leaving the work to servants; and
her chief idea of a woman's excellence consisted in keeping
regular accounts, working quickly and neatly, and making good
pies and puddings. She had sent Katharine to Miss Richardson's, and she had allowed her to learn a little French and
music, but it was sorely against her own judgment ; in fact, she
had only satisfied her conscience by considering that it was
what every one did now, and that, indeed, if Katharine did not
go there, she could not go anywhere.
Mrs Ashton was not as ambitious as her husband, but she
certainly had not as much temptation to be so. He was a great
man in his way. Rilworth was a very central town, and he
was the chief bookseller and stationer in it. His shop was the
common meeting - place for parties who came in from the
country for a day's business. It was a charming lounge for
idlers; for all the new publications were to be seen there, to
say nothing of a reading-room attached to the shop, and a good
circulating library. No one ever thought of driving into Rilworth without making the excuse to call at Ashton's for some
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ting, and no one ever went away without feeling considerable
coidiality towards the obliging, deferential, smiling Mr Ashton,
who had a word of interest for all his customers, and every
species of temptation for their taste or their needs, from the
smooth octavo in clear type and broad margin, destined for the
learned repose of the library, to the little magazine in its
yellow paper cover, pronounced to be exactly suited for the servants' halL
' And Mr Ashton was an important person also, beyond the
limits of his shop. He was a member of the town council, and
considered a great authority in all municipal questions. He was
a charity commissioner, a guardian of the poor ; his name was
one of the foremost on the sanitary committee, the national
school committee, fourth only in the list of the patrons of the
mendicity society; above all, he had for many successive years
filled the office of churchwarden, and had appropriated to himself a splendid pew curtained and lined in the middle aisle,
exactly opposite the pulpit.
Mr Ashton was of course a very busy man ; too busy, it may
be thought, for the success of his shop. That might or might
not be. People said that he was wealthy, and could afford it ;
and then he had an excellent foreman,-grave, subdued, silent,
always at his post. It was a very punctual, well-ordered shop ;
and whilst this continued, no one was inclined to inquire
whether Mr Ashton thought it necessary thoroughly to fulfil the
offices which he undertook, or whether he was contented only
With the glory to be derived from them. Of his private affairs
none beyond the circle of his immediate friends in the same
position of life as himself knew anything. Mrs Ashton sat in
the back parlour, and made her own dresses and mended her
husband's shirts, and Katharine often worked nearly as hard as
the foreman in making out accounts, and was always the person
to assist in unpacking the London parcels, but in the shop she
Was never seen. 'I won't have my daughter dancing about in
the shop with long curls and a furbelowed gown,' was Mr
Ashton's reply to a neighbour who once inquired why he did not
make Kate more useful. 'Other people would as soon fly as let
eir girls be at the beck and call of every idle youngster, and
hy am I not to be as careful of my Kate ?' There might have
n some pride in Mr Ashton's determination, but it was a safe
d wise one. Katharine Ashton seated at work in the back
rlour, had as much simple dignity of manner as the most
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refined lady in the land. Almost too much to please her mother,
who declared she was not a bit like other girls of her age, and
people would think she was set up if she kept so quiet; but not
too much to please her father, who, from a more extensive
knowledge of the world, felt instinctively the value of his child's
delicacy of mind, though he only appreciated it as making her
look, as he said, like a lady. And this was all that was known
or thought of Katharine Ashton, that she was a good, sensible,
quiet girl; possibly a little inclined to be proud, but upon the
whole very right-minded.
And was this all that was hidden beneath that self-possessed
manner, that quick, varying expression of eye, that singular smile
of inward thoughtfulness ?
Katharine's history may be the best reply.
Tea was brought in by the maid-servant, and Mr Ashton was
cGalled in:from the shop. He came in with a smiling face, and
toaid rubbing his hands over, the fire. ' Colonel Forbes will have
a cold drive home to-night: I can't say I envy him. Here, Kate,
give me my chair, and draw the table nearer.' 'Has Colonel
Forbes bought that book of the coloured birds ?' asked Mrs
Ashton. ' All but : he stickles a little at the price, but he will
have it by and by; he says he shall call again to-morrow.'
' Seven guineas is a large price to give for one book,' observed
Katharine, who was seated opposite to the fire, pouring out the
tea. ' Not when there is a lady in the case, Kitty, my child,'
said Mr Ashton, with a meaning smile. 'Foolish things you
women make us do,-hey, wife? isn't it so ?' And he stooped
down and gave his wife a hearty kiss. 'It is a good many
years I hope since you did any foolish thing for me, Mr Ashton,
if that's what you mean,' was the reply; 'but what are you
talking about? what has Colonel Forbes to do with a lady ?'
'Why, not much in the present tense we may suppose,' said Mr
Ashton, who prided himself upon being rather a grammarian,
' but a good deal in the future. By the by, Kitty, his intended
is an old friend of yours. I think I shall tell the Colonel so some
day if he gets uppish, as he is inclined to do.' 'A friend of
mine, father,' said Katharine, 'why I never had any friend.'
'I thought you chits at school made friends with every one,'
replied Mr Ashton. 'Didn't I use to hear you talk of Jane
Sinclair?'
'Oh! yes, Miss Sinclair,-yes I remember,' and
Katharine slightly blushed; 'but I could not call her my friend
exactly, she was only there three quarters of a year, because
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her aunt was ill, and no one knew what to do with her, and I
have not seen her since.' 'And she is grown a fine lady now,'
said Mrs Ashton; 'they say, that Captain Sinclair had heaps of
grand relations, who never did anything for him whilst he was
living; but since his death some one has left Miss Sinclair a
tolerable fortune.' ' Oh ! that is the reason then that they are
going to live in that large house,' said Katharine. ' I thought
just now, mother, when you told me of it, that they must be rich;
but when Miss Sinclair lived with her aunt, it was in a very poky
way,-at least so Selina said.' 'Just like her, knowing everything about everybody's affairs,' said Mr Ashton. 'Mrs
Ashton, what do you say to your son John taking up so much
with Miss Selly Fowler ?' 'I think my son John must manage
his own concerns,' said Mrs Ashton. 'He is only like all other
young men.' ' But I don't think Selly would make him a good
wife,' observed Katharine. 'She is too grand, a great deal; and
I know Mr Fowler thinks it quite a condescension to ask John
to the house.' 'Heigh i' exclaimed Mr Ashton, with a whistle
of surprise, 'condescension, indeed ! why his father was a farmer like mine, and the girl has not a penny. I wonder what he
will say if it comes to a question of settlements.' ' O father !'
exclaimed Katharine, 'you don't mean that there can be ever
anything serious between John and Selina.' ' Why not, child ?'
'Why not !' Katharine's cheek became crimson with eagerness and nervousness. ' I don't know that I can tell exactly,
but I was at school with her.' ' So much the more reason for
being her friend, I should think,' replied Mr Ashton. ' Yes, if I
liked her, and thought she was worth anything. But, father,
John ought to marry some one who would put him up in the
world.' 'Well, Kate,' observed Mrs Ashton, 'for that matter I
don't know what John could do better. Mrs Fowler has a
cousin a clergyman, and they visit at Captain Store's and Mr
Blagrave's, and I know. at the hunt last year Mr Fowler was
asked to dine at Sir John Keene's.'
'But it is not sure that John will be asked too,' replied Katharine; 'besides, I don't think, mother, you quite know what I
mean, and I don't think I can explain to you.'
'And there is no time now,' remarked Mr Ashton,'for herq
eomes Master John himself.'
The door was thrown open rather roughly, and a young man
Sbout three-and-twenty years of age entered the room. He was
good-looking; more so, perhaps, strictly speaking, than his
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sister, whom he strongly resembled; but there was an air of
slang about him, which was very unpleasant when contrasted
with Katharine's quiet simplicity. His black, curling hair had
long been allowed to remain uncut, and his whiskers were
ferocious. He wore a short, sportsman-like coat, and a blue
cravat, loosely tied, which displayed more of his brown throat
than was quite agreeable to the eye. A strong scent of cigars
accompanied him, so strong that Mrs Ashton's first exclamation
was: 'John, don't bring any of those nasty smoking things in
here.' ' Haven't got any, mother,' replied John, seizing the first

chair at hand, and seating himself at the table. ' Kitty, give us a

cup of tea.' ' It is rather cold, John, I am afraid,' said Katharine; 'wait a few minutes, and let me make the water boil.' She
stirred the fire, and lifted the heavy tea-kettle; her brother not
offering to help her, but sitting with his right leg crossed over
his knee, humming a tune. ' Well, John,' said Mr Ashton, ' how
have you and Miss Selly been getting on to-day?' 'Selly's a
goose,' replied John, rather pettishly. 'And is this the first time
you have found that out, John, dear ?' said Katharine, with rather
a malicious smile. 'I can't think what makes you girls so
envious of one another,' exclaimed John; 'as soon as ever one
of you has a civil word said to her, the others are all up in arms.
Selly may not have such a way of keeping accounts as you have,
Kate ; but she's never been bred up to it; as she said to me today, she's a lady ; and, as I said to her, she's a handsome one.
If you live to be a hundred, Kate, you will never be half what
she is.' ' I don't suppose I shall,' said Katharine, laughing;
' when people live to be a hundred, they are generally not very
remarkable fdr beauty. However, John, I don't at all dispute
Selina's good looks, only,'-she stopped, prudently, most likely,
-but the ostensible reason was because the water in the teakettle was boiling over. 'Now, let me make you a bit of toast,'
she said, after pouring the water into the teapot; 'there will be
just time whilst the tea is brewing.' John seemed mollified by
the attention, and cut off the slice of bread himself to save her
the trouble, remarking as he handed it to her, that she was the
best maker of toast in Rilworth. The compliment, it is to be
hoped, repaid Katharine for the scorching heat of the fire before
which she knelt, as her brother certainly had little mercy upon
her; his appetite for toast, especially such toast as Katharine
could make, was prodigious. Mr Ashton lingered in the room
for some time, half amused and half impatient ; but as John
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applied himself to the third round, he exclaimed, ' Well, John,
my boy, it is to be hoped that good eating is good preparation
for work : there is the last London parcel to be unpacked and
sorted to-night; and it's high time you should begin.' 'Dick
Fowler and I are going to the lecture at the Institution,' said
John, carelessly. ' Well ! that's half-past seven,' said his father,
'and it is now a quarter-past six; there will be plenty of time, if
you send off all this rubbish,'-and he gave a push to the teatray; ' Kate will read the invoice.'
'I dare say I could do it all, if it was necessary,' said Kathatine, good-humouredly; Susan will help me to unpack.' 'That
foreman of mine, Dawes, ought to have been in to-night,' said
Mr Ashton; 'but he's engaged too, he tells me. I can't imagine
what all you young men are made of, to be thinking of so many
things besides your work.' ' Do you want your accounts this
evening, father ?' said Katharine, attempting to lift a large
mahogany desk, which stood on a table near the fireplace. Mr
Ashton hesitated a little, 'No; I think not. I have rather a
notion,-did Dick Fowler say if his father was going to the gas
committee to-night, John?' 'He talked something about it, I
did not exactly understand what,' answered John; 'but I know
Mr Fowler is up about it, for Dick told me Colonel Forbes was
going to take a share.' 'That reminds me.' Mr Ashton turned
quickly to his daughter--' There is a set of books, which I promised the Colonel should be sent over to him by the van tomorrow early, so mind you put them up to-night, Kitty; I will
show you which they are presently.' Mr Ashton went into the
shop. Mrs Ashton said she must fetch some more work; and
Katharine also lighted a candle, and was going away, when her
brother pulled her back,-' Stop, Kate, I want to have five words
with you.' Katharine put down her candle, and went back to
the fireplace. 'What do you mean by always putting in such
provoking words about Selly ?' began John. 'Because I think
them, I am afraid,' replied Kate, quickly; 'you know, John, she
really is not worth your having, except just for her pretty face.'
'And the connection,' said John; 'you forget that, Kitty.
She is a peg above us any day.' ' That is just what I doubt,
John,' said Katharine. 'My father thinks so, I know; he never
would let you think of her else, because she has no money; but,
somehow, I never can get out of'my mind that you, and I, and
all of us, are worth quite as much in the world as she is. That
is pride, I dare say; it is wrong, too, I dare say. I wish I could
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be quite sure, though, that it was,'--=and the di-eamy, inward look
peculiar to Katharine's face passed over it for a moment. ' I
don't understand all that backwards and forwards work, Kitty,'
replied John. ' I only know that Selly visits people who won't
take any notice of us; and what's more, too, I know she won't
have anything to say to me whilst I stand behind a counter,
and that's what I want to talk to you about.' 'My dear John !'
and Katharine looked distressed, for her quick mind had
caught in a moment a whole train of troubles consequent upon
this new idea. ' Well I my dear Kate !' he patted her shoulder,
and with a hesitating laugh, added, 'why am I not to be a
gentleman, if I can be ? There's old Andrews means to give
up business soon, and be as grand as the grandest.' 'Where
is the money to come from?' asked Katharine. 'That is
another question, and a sensible one,' observed John, approvingly. 'You mustn't think I've not thought of that, little
Kitty.' 'And what are you going to do to make yourself a
gentlemann' asked Kate, whilst a smile played upon her lips,
which was not quite flattering to her brother's self-love. ' You
don't take to the notion I see, Kitty,' he continued, drawing up
his head, 'but what is to hinder me from having a little business
of my own ?-a farm, we'll say. My father would let me have
the money to stock it; and Selly and I might live to ourselves
quite quietly. Mr Fowler wouldn't object to that as he would to
the shop.'
The movement of Katharine's foot had betrayed considerable
impatience during this speech; there was a sparkle in her eye,
too, which indicated something very like temper. John paused,
but heard no reply. 'Well, Kate ! child ! what are you thinking
of?'
I don't know; I can't say, John.' ' Won't it do?' John
looked at her anxiously; he had more trust in her judgment
than he would have been willing to acknowledge. 'It might do
if Selly was not in the question, and if she wasn't you would
ntver have thought of it.' For pity's sake, speak out, Kate;
how can one make sense of such ins and outs?' Katharine's
quick glance was quieted now, and she said calmly, 'I would
speak out, John, if I thought you would understand me, or if I .
really understood myself. I don't go with you, that you know ;
I don't want to be what you call a lady, or to see you what you
would think a gentleman. I would rather be myself, and see
you yourself; and I don't like Selly for putting you up to beirit
different. I think it is one of her senseless notions, and I can't
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stand it, and it makes me cross, and I wish you had never had
anything to do with her. So now, perhaps, I had better not give
any opinion about the farm.' 'Oh yes, speak up,' said John, a
little sulkily. Katharine still hesitated. ' Well, if I must-I dare
say I don't know much about such things,--but it seems to me
that if people want to be farmers, they should know something
about farming;' and again Katharine's smile was a very little
satirical. 'They can learn, I suppose,' said John.
Yes; but
then if a man takes a farm to learn upon, and finds he can't learn,
what is to become of him, when he has married upon the chance
of succeeding?' 'That's all nonsense, Kitty, every one must
have a beginning; and Selly and I could live upon as little as
we chose.' 'But don't you think, John,' continued Katharine ;
' that it is a pity you did not take to this farming rather earlier,
if you are so bent upon it ? What was the good of all the bookkeeping, and summing, and reading you had at school, if you are
going now to give it all up ?' 'All that is nothing to the point,
Kate; what I say is, that I can't ask Selly Fowler to marry me,
if I am going to stand behind a counter; and so take a farm I mitst,
for there is nothing else to be done.' Katharine took refuge in
silence. ' And you don't choose to talk to my father about it for
me then ?' said John ; Katharine laughed ; she could not help it.
'Of course not, my dear John, what could make you think I should ?'
'Why, because you are a good-natured chit, and have helped
me out of difficulties before.' 'There is no occasion to get into
this one,' replied Katharine, gravely; 'so if I promised to help
you beforehand, it would be leading you in, not out. Seriously,
John,' she continued,-and she put her arm round his neck, and
looked into his face with a smile of arch but winning sweetness,
-' you must listen to reason for one minute. What are you to
do with a farm, and what is Selly to do? She can't make butter
and cheese.' 'No, indeed, I should never wish her to do so.'
'Well, then,' continued Katharine, 'if she can't she must pay
some one who can, and so she must keep farm-servants, and
house-servants, and loads of people to help her, and who is to
pay for it all? You can't do it, John, really you can't. Selly is
iot the wife for you if you take a farm, any more than if you keep
a shop. You are not like a person who can give her plenty 6f
Money and let her sit idle all day. Your wife, John, must work.'
She shan't, though,' said John, impatiently. 'Then she must
starve,' replied Katharine, with a quick laugh; 'have we not all
been brought up to work?' 'Yes, work as a gentleman-that I
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have no objection to,' observed John; ' but not behind a counter.'
'And why not? why, are not people just as good behind a
counter as before one?' asked Katharine. 'It is so mean to care
about it, like being ashamed of one's relations. You mustn't
mind my saying so, John, but I can't bear Selly for putting such
notions into your head ; and if I can't tell why they are wrong,
yet I am sure they are wrong, and mean, and low, and they make
me proud. They make me long to go and stand in the shop myself, and show Selly that I am not above doing what my father
does, and what my grandfather did before him.' John turned
away. 'I have been cross, John, I know. Please forgive me.
Don't go away without a kiss.' Katharine followed him to the
door to stop him. John looked at her kindly, even respectfully.
'I can't think as you do, Kate. I don't say it might not be better
if I did.' 'You might be good for so much, John, I am sure,'
continued Katharine, earnestly; you were made to be good for
a great deal: father says so often, only,'-she seemed very much
afraid of proceeding, but the expression of John's face was softer
and more thoughtful,-' only if you could be one thing, what you
are;-not two things, trying to be something else, or letting Selly
persuade you into trying. You might be like Charlie Ronaldson,
whom my father was praising so the other night, if you would.'
'What ! that solemn, black-looking prig, with his cropped hair
and his books; no, defend me from that!' ' I think the scissors
would do good, though,' said Katharine, playfully. ' Ever
George Andrews does not wear his hair as long as you do.'
'By the by, George Andrews and all his party are to be at the
Institute to-night,' exclaimed John. 'Why don't you come too,
Kate?' 'The London parcel, and the invoice, and the books
for Colonel Forbes,' was Katharine's reply. John delayed, perhaps his conscience reproached him for leaving her to work
alone, but he did not betray the feeling if he had it, and merely
said, as he went away, 'It's one of Colonel Forbes' farms that
would just suit me.'
Katharine began to unpack the parcel by herself. It was cold
work in a back room, or rather closet, without a fire, but she did
not think of that, she was too busy; yet the business, upon the
whole, went on slowly; her mind was not thoroughly given to it.
She thought of a great many things whilst she was taking out
books and putting aside the sheets of brown paper in which they
were wrapped-sometimes of her conversation with John and
her anxiety for him, and of Selina Fowler and her foolish educa,
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tion and absurd fancies; and occasionally of more abstract subjects, but the latter were more feelings than thoughts; she scarcely
realised them to herself, only they gave her rather a feeling of
depression, as if there was something in her kept down, imprisoned,
as if there might be some object or aim in life which she ought
to have, and had not. She did not exactly ask herself what use
there was in unpacking books, but she wondered what was the
good of reading them, what made the people write them, what
made any one do anything, in fact. Many of the books were new
novels; she looked into them and they amused her, but it was
an unsatisfactory peep, because she did not venture to uncut the
leaves. A few, however, were for the circulating library, and
these she seized upon with avidity more for her mother than herself. Mrs Ashton was very fond of a novel when it could be
read out to her, and if they were not both very much engaged in
work, Katharine often took one from the library to read aloud.
She could find a good deal of amusement in the books generally,
and she thought reading aloud a very agreeable way of pleasing
her mother; but the novels were just as perplexing as real life.
People fell in love, and after a good deal of fuss were married at
last, of course, like every one else; but afterwards they went on
just as before, eating and drinking, and sleeping, and talking to
the end-till death. There was no difference that Katharine
could see in any rank. If the people she read of were gentlemen
and ladies, they lived in country houses, and gave large parties,
and the gentlemen went out hunting and shooting, and the
ladies worked worsted-work: but there was no more use in that,
as far as Katharine could see, than there was in her own employment, kneeling down upon the floor, in a back room, unpacking a parcel. She could not wish to change with them, she did
not think it would make her happier-no, she was useful where
she was, pleasing her father and mother, making her home
cheerful. She ought to be happy, and she was happy. Yet at
the very moment Katharine said this to herself, there was a
painful sense of nothingness, of want of interest at her heart,
.hich made her rush back to her work in order that she might
rget it.
The box was unpacked, the books were ranged in order on the
r, ready to be carried into the shop the next morning. Only

lonely Forbes' parcel remained to be put up.

Her father had

the list of books in the parlour, and Katharine went in to
it. She found her mother sitting in the arm-chair, having
B
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fallen asleep over her work. The snuff of the mould candle had
grown very tall, and looked really alarming in its vicinity to the
yards of linen which lay upon the oil-cloth table cover. Katharine's entrance woke Mrs Ashton. She was not very clear as to
the hour, and, rubbing her eyes, inquired in a drowsy voice if it
was tea-time. 'Bedtime, you mean, mother,' said Katharine;
'it is pretty near ten-half-past nine, that is,-won't you have
supper?' 'Better wait for your father; he said he shouldn't be
late,' replied Mrs Ashton; and she sat up, and taking her spectacles, set to work again, as diligently as if she had never left
off. 'Mother,' said Katharine, as she watched her, 'I wish I
could go on stitching and sewing as you do : I should get dreadfully tired if I had as much to do.' 'Wait till you are as old as
I am, Kitty, and then you won't want to be fidgeting about ;
when I was your age I was not half as steady as you are now.'
'They are shirts, aren't they ?' said Katharine, taking up the
work. 'A set for John,' replied Mrs Ashton, 'and, by the time
they are done, there will be a set wanted for your father ;-plenty
'Plenty,' replied Katharine, thoughtto do, isn't there, Kitty?'
fully; 'but one shouldn't be happy, I suppose, without it.' 'No ;
of course not,' replied Mrs Ashton ; 'what were we sent into the
world for except to work? Why, when I was a girl I was up at
half-past four as often as not, and about in the dairy, and looking after all the farm people. My mother never bred me up to
be an idle lady, any more than I have bred you up, Kate ;-a
good, useful girl-that's what your father and I always set our
hearts upon your being.' 'I wonder what Miss Sinclair is?'
said Katharine, who was standing with her eyes fixed upon the
list of books for Colonel Forbes. 'Miss Sinclair, Kitty ! what
on earth makes you think of her ?' 'Only that, I suppose, some
of these books are for her,' observed Katharine, smiling; 'they
don't seem to be much of a gentleman's choice.' 'Oh ! very
likely; paying court,' said Mrs Ashton, with a meaning nod;
'we shall see you having fine things given you some of these
days, Kitty.' 'Perhaps so,' replied Katharine, in the tone of one
who scarcely knew that she was addressed. 'Jane-Miss Sinclair-was always given to reading and learning lessons at MisS
Richardson's,' she added; 'I suppose she is much the same
'She has nothing else to do in the world,' said MVs
now.'
Ashton : ' reading is very well for young ladies who have plenty
of servants to manage everything for them.' ' Jane Sinclair re
when her aunt only kept one servant,' observed Katharine: 'an
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as going to learn all kinds of things besides. I dare say
fah talk French quite well now.' 'Well, Kate,' said Mrs
Etoh-perceiving, as she fancied, a slight amount of discontent
her daughter's voice--' and so can you talk French too. You
ted that old beggar, the other day, where he came from, which
Smnore, I am sure, than I could do.' 'I am afraid my French
uld not help me much if I were to go to France, answered
:tharine, good-humouredly; 'but as I am likely to stay in
land all my life, I suppose it will not much signify. Perhaps,
either, it was a pity we troubled about it when I was at Miss
:hardson's ! it is not likely to be any good to me.' 'Your
other
and I liked you to learn what other girls learned,' said
Ashton; 'and Matty Andrews thought so much about itt was what put us up to giving you a few months of it.'
[atty is a fine lady,' said Katharine; 'I suppose French is
d for fine ladies. But, mother, I don't want to be anything
lnyself,-only, I should like to be the best of myself.' Mrs
Ihton stared at Katharine for a moment through her specles, and then her eyes went down again to her work The
was mystifying, like others which she occasionally heard.
tharine knew that well. There is nothing we are sooner
re of than the fact of not being understood; and she went
,into
silence, or, rather, into a meditation upon Colonel
s' list, and very soon after returned to the back room to
i p the parcel.

s
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CHAPTER III.
E large house with the green verandah, opposite St Peter's
Church, was one of the best in Rilworth. It was so good,
that it had long remained unoccupied, because no one
Afford to take it; or, at least, the persons who could do so
choose to settle in a country town. What made Mrs
fix upon it, was not supposed to be known, though it
esed at. The ostensible reason was, to please Jane, who
remembrance of her childish days in the place, and
it would be pleasant to recall them. It was an agreeat any rate, for Mrs Sinclair for a time. The conen what her position now was, and what she had feared
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it would be when left with only the pension of an officer's widow,
could not but be agreeable even to one who had suffered so
much, and was so thoroughly unworldly. It was a great comfort to feel that economy was not always the first thing to be
thought of, that it was allowable to be lavish in charity and
hospitality. It was delightful to be able to encourage Jane's
generous plans, and only check them with consideration of
prudence for others, not of care for herself. Mrs -Sinclair was
just the person to enjoy this freedom, and be thankful for it.
Yet she was not looking quite happy now; she was grave, and
her glance at Jane, who sat in the library, writing a long letter,
was very anxious. Jane did not perceive it; she was too much
engrossed in her occupation. She also was looking grave, but
it was a very different gravity from her mother's; it was the
thoughtfulness of one who was just beginning to view life truly
and seriously, who had probably been newly awakened to a
sense of its responsibilities; yet there was no anxiety in it, but
rather gladness and hope, and bright confidence. Her pen
moved rapidly.
' I am very happy,' she wrote, 'more happy than I was two
months ago. Everything was confusing then, but now I am
beginning to understand the future, to feel how solemn and yet
how filll of joy it is. At times I trouble myself with fears which
you would laugh at; you have such trust in me, so much more
than I can have in myself. I must one day tell you the history
of my past life, not its events (for they have been very few), but
its feelings. I shall think then that you will judge me truly, and
be better able to make allowance for me. I never knew till now
what an oppression the weight of undeserved praise might be.
But I try to think that it is' not praise from you but love,-and
then I can bear it better; for I feel that I can return it. I know
that I can see no fault in you, and so I can better bear that you
should look blindly upon me. Perhaps, though, it would be
better if we could see each other truly. Have you any faults ?
I do try seriously to believe that you have, mamma tells me I
must. She says, if I dream too much now, there will some day
be a sorrowful wakening; but I would rather dream, I must do
so, for I could not live without it, and I have no fear. Come
what may, one thing can never change-our love.'
So Jane Sinclair wrote two months after she had consented to
be the wife of Colonel Forbes, of Maplestead. Nineteen was
very young to be married; no wonder that Mrs .Sinclair looked
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anxious. And Jane had known so little of her future husband !
Six months before they had been perfect strangers; three,
months before only intimate acquaintances ! When Mrs Sinclair looked back, she could scarcely trace the steps by which
the engagement had been reached. She knew only that Jane
had been thrown more especially into the society of Colonel
Forbes at the house of a friend, when she herself was compelled
to be absent, in attendance upon a dying relation, and that, on
her return, the offer was made openly and honourably, and
accepted timidly, but willingly. There could be no reasonable
objection. Colonel Forbes had character, position, fortune,
everything which in the eyes of the world could render the connection desirable. Jane said he had also deep-seated, sterling
principle, and her mother saw no reason to doubt it. Yet who
would not have trembled to trust the gentle, shrinking, sensitive
girl of nineteen to the stern, commanding, polished man of the
world, twelve years her senior?
Mrs Sinclair begged for a delay in the engagement, but certainty was Colonel Forbes' necessity. If he could not have
certainty, he would have despair, and Mrs Sinclair yielded;.
more, however, to Jane's tearful eyes and pale cheeks than to
the urgent demands of the Colonel. She could have opposed
his words, but she could not oppose Jane's sorrowful but dutiful
submission, and the engagement was ratified, subject only to
the condition, that three months should elapse before the
marriage.
'Colonel Forbes will not be here to-day, Jane, I think you
said,' observed Mrs Sinclair, as she watched the rapid progress
f Jane's pen. ' No, not till to-morrow-to-morrow at four; he
ill not return from London till then. He asked if we would
alk on the Maplestead Road to meet him, and I am writing to
1 him we will.' Mrs Sinclair smiled. It was a very long
essage for such a simple announcement, three pages at least.
st is a happy thing you can write, Jane,' she said; 'Colonel
orbes would never have known anything about you without
'ting.' ' No, only facts,' replied Jane, and her voice had an
ent of sadness. 'He scolds me for it a little now ; he says I
so different from my letters; but I mean to talk to him by
by, mamma, just as I do to you.' ' I trust so, my child,' but
Sinclair was not very confident in her tone. She dreaded
's timidity and reserve of manner. It would not suit all
; it might not suit Colonel Forbes. The coldness would
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be too like himself. Yet he must have seen through it quickly,
or he would not have ventured to risk his happiness by the offer
he had made. If it were only possible to search into people's
hearts to know what it was which influenced them! Mrs Sinclair
need not have been perplexed upon that point. Any person who
looked at Jane would have seen quite sufficient to account for
the fascination she had exercised. It was not regular beauty
which was her charm, but exquisite refinement. She was so slight
and delicate, so graceful and quiet, one could scarcely have desired
any change except it might be a tinge of deeper colour in the
pale cheek, and something of greater animation in the blue,
dreamy eye.
Perhaps, too, some might have required more
warmth of expression; for although all who knew Jane well,
knew also the quickness and depth of her feelings, there were
many who did not know her, and said they never could, and they
were cold in manner in consequence, and frightened Jane, and
threw her back more into herself, and so the evil increased. But
Jane did not see its full extent yet. She had her mother to love
her, and many dear friends who understood her, and one especially, who was only too willing to make her his idol, and so she
lived in her own happy world, and gave no thought to what
might be beyond.
'I must give up to-day, mamma, to business,' said Jane, as at
length she laid down her pen, and folded up her letter. ' If we
are to walk to Maplestead to-morrow, I must go and see my old
woman this afternoon.' 'Mrs Reeves is disconsolate at the notion of your going away, Jane,' said Mrs Sinclair, 'she thought
you were going to be her right hand.' 'Not a very strong one,
I am afraid,' replied Jane, laughing; 'she will be badly off if
she has nothing better to depend upon.' ' I suspect she has not
very much,' observed Mrs Sinclair ; ' there is no one scarcely
living in Rilworth who can do anything. Mr Reeves says it
puts him in despair.' 'He always finds fault with Rilworth,' said
Jane; 'I don't like him for that. I am sure the people are
much better than he fancies; but he cannot know much about
them, for he is only just come.' ' I dare say they may be good in
their way,' replied Mrs Sinclair, ' only Mr Reeves cannot get at
them; and one thing every one must see-the subscriptions are
miserable.' ' Colonel Forbes means to subscribe to the Rilworth
charities,' said Jane. ' I asked him about them the other day,
and he said of course whatsoever I was interested in he should
be delighted to assist ; so Mr Reeves may be happy on that point.
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Dear mamma, why do you look so grave ?' 'Because money is
so much, and does so little, my child,' replied her mother; ' and
because, living in a country town, one cannot help feeling it. I
wonder, Jane, what has become of all those young girls you used
to talk to me about years ago.' 'Yes, Kate, and Selina, and
Matty,' and Jane ran over a long list of names-' so odd it is to
remember how one used to know all about them, and now they
have passed away, quite out of one's sight. I don't like to think
of that : I don't wish to forget any one I have ever been with.'
'That is a young thought, Jane. Life is not long enough to remember every one.' ' They were very good-natured girls, and
clever, too, some of them,' continued Jane, pursuing the current
of her own ideas; 'I should like to know what they have turned
out.' 'Nothing very valuable, I am afraid,' said Mrs Sinclair,
' according to Mr Reeves' account of the Sunday dress.' ' Yes,
that is surprising, certainly,' observed Jane : 'I remember now,
I did see one of them last Sunday as we were going to churchSelina Fowler, and such a gay bonnet she had ! flowers outside
and inside; I knew her directly, because she was so exactly what
she was at school; but they were not all like her, mamma. There
were some very sensible, right-thinking girls; I dare say they
would help Mr Reeves, if he would ask them.' ' Some of them
do help him in the Sunday-school, I believe,' said Mrs Sinclair,
' but they are so fanciful, they do not like to be interfered with ;
and they are always taking offence, thinking that some slight
is intended. It must be very difficult to know what to do with
them.'
'Why should people think that others, especially such clergyswen as Mr Reeves, intend to be rude to them ?' said Jane,
thoughtfully. 'Because they are trying to move beyond their
position,' replied Mrs Sinclair, ' and they are conscious of it.
ople are always then on the qui vive for any neglect. What
we all want to learn is the meaning of that sentence in the Cateism, " to do our duty in that state of life to which God has
led us," and not in any other.'
' Then, mamma,' said Jane, playfully, 'I had better put on my
net, and go out to my old woman; and so give me a kiss,
wish me good-bye, and hope that they won't have dreadful
to tell of each other, for that makes me more unhappy than
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CHAPTER IV.

ANE walked into High Street, and when she reached the
upper end turned into a narrow lane that led into the
country. Just beyond was a row of old picturesque almshouses;
they formed a portion of a small district, which had been given
her in charge by Mr Reeves, the Vicar of Rilworth. Jane did
not think she was doing any vast amount of good by undertaking
a district. She was only a learner, and the work offered her was
much less than it would have been in other parts of the town,
and consisted chiefly in reading to the old women who could not
go to church, and reporting special cases of sickness and distress
to Mr Reeves. Yet it was work; it was something definite, and
under rule, and Jane could better bear to hear, as she was
beginning to hear, of sin and suffering, when she felt that, as
far as in her lay, she was doing something, however slight, to
relieve it.
Since her return to Rilworth she had sometimes felt that life
in a country town-in any town, or large village in fact, or wherever numbers of her fellow-creatures were congregated--would be
very oppressive if she were forced to sit idle. Probably she would
have felt it more if her thoughts had been disengaged; but even
Jane Sinclair, sincere and practical though she undoubtedly was,
now and then grew dreamy when she dwelt upon the bright future
of a married life.
She had paid her visits, and was just leaving the last cottage
beyond the almshouses, when a wide, heavy cart drove down the
lane, and prevented her from crossing the road as she had
intended. She stood for a moment at the cottage door, where
two little boys about four and five years of age were playing.
They had no occasion to run, but of course they did, just as the
cart drew near, and immediately in front of the horse. Of course
also Jane's impulse was to bring them back, but she only succeeded in saving one, the other in his haste fell, and though
unhurt by the wheel, his arm was severely injured.
The screaming, calling, talking, rushing backwards and forwards which ensued, were both confusing and alarming to poor
Jane. The neighbours crowded round the child, and seemed
inclined to appeal to her as, in some way or other, the cause of
the accident. She had rushed after the child, therefore it was
supposed she had made him fall, and Jane found herself con-
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sidered responsible not only for the injury, but for its treatment.
'What was to be done ? What would the young lady wish to be
done? The child was an orphan, he lived with his aunt Stokes,
poor body! she was very weakly, and would never know what
to do with him.' The voices were so eager that Jane could only
indistinctly gather their meaning. She stood in the centre of
the crowd, self-possessed in manner but exceedingly pale, trying
to make herself heard as she suggested the natural step of taking
the child to the nearest surgeon, that his arm might be examined.
A sturdy labourer took the little fellow up, and the crowd moved
on ; for numbers had been attracted to the spot, and no one chose
to go away till everything was known that could be known.
' Mr Fowler's is the nearest, carry him in there,' said an elderly
woman, as they turned the corner into High Street. 'Yes, pray
take him to the first surgeon you can,' said Jane, eagerly. She
was becoming very uneasy, for the child moaned sadly. ' Keep
off, will you ?' said the labourer, as he mounted the steps to the
green door. A few idle boys still peeped in, and Jane was kept
back. A window which opened upon a balcony above was thrown
open, and some one looked out. 'I declare it's Miss Sinclair,'
said a loud, quick voice, and then a lady, wearing a black cap with
rose-coloured ribbons, called out, 'Get back, boys, get back; why
don't you let the lady come up ?' The boys laughed, and
scrambled to the side railings, and one of them in his haste
nearly fell upon Jane. She felt so annoyed that her impulse was
to go away and leave the child now that he was in safe hands;
ut whilst she was hesitating, a young girl appeared at the open
or, and speaking in a decided tone, informed the unruly little
wd that she would send for the policeman if they did not
stantly move; and then making way for Jane, asked if
e would not like to come in. 'Thank you, just for one
moment, if I am not intruding;' and Jane hurried up the steps,
knowing whom she was addressing till she entered the
sage. Then as she looked up, a gleam of satisfaction
htened her countenance, and she exclaimed, ' Katharine!
marine Ashton ! - indeed I did not know you.' 'But I
not forgotten Miss Sinclair,' replied Katharine. An
r smile of pleasure for a moment crossed her face, but her
erbecame more hesitating, and she added, ' Will you walk
irs and wait in the drawing-room? Mr Fowler is out, but
distant is examining the child.' Jane paused a little awk. ' Mrs Fowler and Selina--Miss Fowler-are there,
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are they not?' 'Yes; they would be very glad to see you if you
would like to wait and hear what is the matter with the little boy.'
Jane looked round as if she would willingly have escaped from
the necessity. 'Or the back parlour is empty, if you would
rather stay there,' said Katharine, opening a door near her. Jane
had recovered from her uncomfortable shyness now, and said she
would go up-stairs; only first-they had not met for so many
years-she should like to know how Katharine's family wereher father, and her mother, and her brother. She remembered
how Katharine used to talk of him. The question was of course
reciprocated, and a little family history was given on both sides,
and inquiries were made about Miss Richardson, who had given
up her school and removed from Rilworth, and Katharine was
telling all she could remember, when Mrs Fowler interrupted
them, rushing down the stairs in a silk dress, flounced to such a
width that it almost filled the space between the walls and the
balustrade. Katharine drew back, and Jane was greeted with a
thousand apologies that she had been allowed to remain below.
Mrs Fowler was so anxious seeing her amongst all those rude
boys, and Selina was quite frightened ! Jane only laughed, and
said there was nothing to be alarmed at; but she walked upstairs and Katharine followed.
'Dear Miss Sinclair,'--Selina did not call her ' Dear Jane,'
because Katharine was present-it was delightful to see her-it
was such a long time since they had met, and there were such
interesting things to tell and to hear ! The delight was so noisy
Jane felt almost stunned by it; and the interesting things were
tumbled out from the heterogeneous stores of Miss Fowler's
memory with such rapidity and in such wonderful disorder that
Jane's consciousness of her own identity was rather shaken by
it. She listened to the tall, gaily-dressed, handsome girl who
sat by her side, overwhelming her with civilities till she began
to ask herself whether it was not really true that they had been
great friends, and whether she had not herself suddenly become
very cold-hearted since she could not reciprocate the gratification. Besides, both Mrs Fowler and Selina took such an interest in her affairs, they evidently knew all about her. They
did not, indeed, actually mention Colonel Forbes's name, but
they talked about happy events, and hoped they might be
allowed to congratulate, till poor Jane felt the crimson colour
mounting to her cheeks, and tears of shyness and annoyance
actually gathering in her eyes.
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'Would you be kind enough to ask what the report of the
1ttle boy is?' asked Jane, at length, turning to Katharine
Ashton, who was standing unnoticed by the fireplace. 'Ring,
elina, ring,' said Mrs Fowler; 'I can't think what has become
of Betsey. We have a new housemaid, Miss Sinclair, and it is
4fficult to get her into the ways of the family. Servants are
Ireat troubles, as you young ladies will all find when you have
homes of your own. I can't do anything, can I, Miss Sinclair, in
he way of getting you a servant? Mrs Dore, at the Register
Office, mentioned a good, steady girl to me last week.' Jane tried
to smile and look amiable, but declined the offer of Mrs Fowler's
assistance, as she was not likely to require a servant just yet.
! delay ! well ! you young ladies are particular-that every
qne knows. Selly often tells me that she never shall make up
er mind to be married; but she does not know, does she? till
the time comes.' 'Would you like me to go and ask for the
child myself?' inquired Katharine, breaking into the midst of
)ors Fowler's speech. .' Ah! yes; perhaps it would be as well:
Iiss Sinclair will be very much obliged to you, I am sure. Go
4own to the dispensary, my dear, and knock at the door and ask;
..you know where it is, on the right-hand side, at the bottom of
.e stairs.' Katharine was gone before Jane had time to apolose for the trouble she was giving, and Mrs Fowler went on :
That is Kate Ashton, Miss Sinclair; you must remember Kate
hton at Miss Richardson's. You, and Kate, and my Selly,
re all at school together. She is a very good girl, is Kate ;
you know, quite the lady-that one couldn't expect-but
useful; a great help at home, I believe. She often comes
us : Selly likes the keeping up old friendships, and Kate
y is a very good girl.' ' And old Mr Ashton is considered
rich,' observed Selina; 'they say he won't keep on business
h longer.' ' He has a son to take it, has he not?' asked
feeling quite glad to touch upon a subject which did not
ve personalities. ' Why, yes, yes,' observed Mrs Fowler,
some hesitation, whilst Selina smiled, and bridled her
and said, 'O mamma!' and then stopped, and smiled
"bridled again. 'I am right, Selly,' observed Mrs Fowler,
tg at her: 'old Mr Ashton has got a son to take the
s$; but we may tell Miss Sinclair, between ourselves, that
great doubt whether he ever will take it. You see it's
pity to throw a fine young man away in that fashionbehind a counter, and make nothing of him.' ' The
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business has been so long established,' observed Jane; 'and Mr
Ashton is so much respected, it would have seemed the most
natural thing to do; however, that is really not any concern of
mine, only I hope, for Katharine's sake, that whatever her brother
undertakes he may succeed in.'
'Oh! there is no doubt of that, no doubt whatever,' began
Mrs Fowler; 'he is a very fine ;'the eulogium was stopped
by Katharine's re-entrance. 'Poor child, how is he ?' asked
Selina, before Jane had time to speak. ' In a good deal of pain
from the bruises; but there is no bone broken,' replied Katharine, rather shortly. 'They are going to take him home,' she
added; 'but I said I thought Miss Sinclair would like to see
hini first.' ' Thank you; certainly,' said Jane; 'may I go downstairs ?' and she rose eagerly. ' We are so pleased; it has been
such a great delight to Selly seeing you again,' observed Mrs
Fowler, seizing Jane's hand, and retaining it against her will.
' A great delight, indeed,' echoed Selina; ' we shall meet, I hope,
very often now.' 'As often as circumstances will permit,' said
Mrs Fowler, with a peculiar intonation of the voice, which was
meant as a kind of stage aside; 'you forget that, Selly.' Poor
Jane blushed again, and felt fearfully stiff and cold. 'Good
morning,' was all she could say; and she followed Katharine
down-stairs.
They went into the surgery; the little boy was lying in the
assistant's arris; he was quiet, but very pale. A woman, who
lived in the same house with his aunt, was going to take him
home, but she had gone away on an errand. The assistant was
a little impatient of his burden; he had a good many patients to
attend to, and there was nothing in the case of a child's bruised
arm to excite much sympathy, even if he had much to give. Jane
asked a few questions about the treatment required, and then,
observing the hasty glances which the young surgeon cast at the
door, offered to sit down, and take the child in her lap, and keep
him still. 'He is so dirty,' said Katharine; 'you can't do that.'
Jane did shrink back for a moment as she looked at his soiled
face and torn clothes, and then she smiled, and, putting her arm
round him, said, 'I am afraid it will be a long time before we
help others, if we wait till the world is clean.' An accent in her
voice, or possibly an expression in her face, carried Katharine's
memory far back-to Miss Richardson's-the scene in the pas.
sage, the ringing -of the bell, and the calling over the names. It
had a strange effect upon her;-it seemed to break down a barrier
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,tween herself and Jane*; yet she stood silent and distant as
More. 'I suppose one ought to feel more pity than disgust with
poor little creatures,' said Jane, as she allowed the child's
Lead to rest upon her arm, though not till she had covered it with
handkerchief. 'Their mothers ought to be taught to keep them
lean,' replied Katharine; 'the dirty children in Rilworth are a
isgrace to the town.'
'In spite of the schools,' said Jane,
thoughtfully. 'Do you know Mr Reeves?' she added. 'He
alls sometimes to talk to my father,' replied Katharine. 'He
*a very good man,' said Jane ; 'the poor people seem to like
im very much.' ' Do they? I never heard any one say much
bout him; but my father likes him in the church.' 'And
Ln't you like him too?' asked Jane. 'Oh yes, very much,
hen I hear him, but he generally preaches in the evening, and
hen I stay at home and read to my mother. She is afraid of
king cold if she goes out at night-to church, at least,-it is so
ot.' 'Poor little fellow,' said Jane, again turning her attenWn to the child, 'he is an orphan.' 'He lives in one of the
inshouses in Long Lane, doesn't he?' asked Katharine; 'I
ncied I heard one of the men who brought him say so.' 'Yes,
nth his aunt; I ought to know something about him, for he
longs to my district; but he has been in the country lately.'
tharine looked at him with more interest, and said, she did
know that Miss Sinclair had any particular reason for taking
of him. ' Was her district a very large one ?' 'No, ind, very small !'exclaimed Jane, laughing, 'scarcely to be
ed one, indeed, when compared with others. There are three
cupied now, Mr Reeves says, and in the very worst parts of
town. I don't know who could take them;-there does not
any one in Rilworth willing to come forward.' 'People
d be more like you,' said Katharine, quickly; 'but I sup,generally speaking, every one has his own business to attend
Jane became rather thoughtful, and presently said, in a
ting voice, 'Mr Reeves thinks that the business of the
is every one's business.' 'Oh yes, of course, if they have
ing else to attend to,' said Katharine. ' It is a pity there
Rot more ladies living in Rilworth.' 'And it is such a
ed place!' continued Jane; 'I heard miserable stories
it the other day at the district meeting. One family I
myself in Long Lane, seven children there are, the husband
at the cotton-mill, and gets nine shillings a week, when he
I work, but half the time he is only employed for three
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days out of the six, and then he gets' nothing; so how they all
live is more than I can imagine; and there is an old debt hanging over them for house rent, to be paid by degrees, and the poor
woman told me to-day that she lay awake at night, thinking
what she should do, because all her little furniture would be
seized if the money she had agreed for was not ready. And
another woman I know, with five children, and the husband
quite out of regular work, only gaining half-a-crown or a shilling
occasionally, and the woman looking so ill-actually starved,
and telling me one Saturday evening, when I happened to go
there, that she could not send her children to school any more,
for she had parted with their only decent clothes to get them a
bit of bread. And this sort of thing one feels is going on all
over the town, and no one seems able to get at it, or really help
it.' ' But I thought the District Society did a great deal to help
them,' said Katharine. A sad smile passed over Jane's face.
'If you did but know,' she said, 'what it is to dole out district
tickets to poor, starving people. Sixpence each is their worth;
and we are obliged to be very economical over them. Districts
of forty families are not provided with more than twelve in a
month. I don't mean that one is not glad to give these, or that
the poor people are not grateful for them; but it is startling
when one looks through the list of subscriptions to see persons
contenting themselves with giving half-a-crown and five shillings
a year, and then to hear, as I heard it said the other day, that
there ought to be no poverty in Rilworth, because the District
Society provides for the wants of the poor.'
'You seem to care a great deal about it,' said Katharine ; she
blushed as she spoke, for her tone had been very abrupt, and
she was conscious of it. Jane's dreamy eyes were fixed upon
her for a moment in wonder,-' Can one live amongst them
without caring?' she said.
There was no answer, and there was no time for one. The
woman who was to take charge of the child came in to fetch
him, and he was given into her charge, and Jane went with her.
She would not leave the child, she said, till she had seen what
he would want at home.
They shook hands at parting, and Jane hoped often to see
Katharine again; but her manner was a little awkward, as if
she did not know on what footing to place their acquaintance.
Katharine smiled,-- If you will come and see me in our parlour
behind the shop,' she said, 'I should think it very kind; I am
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nearly all day; my father will not let me go into the shop.'
a held out her hand again-this time with great cordiality,thank you; then if I may come, I will,' and she followed the
oman and the little boy down the street.
Katharine stood at the door looking after her; then she heard
1lina Fowler's voice, and without waiting to be spoken to, she
Pried home.

KATHARINE

CHAPTER V.

ASHTON'S character was one which tinA
folded itself slowly; the bud was only half opened even
0 eighteen, but within it was the form of the perfect flower ! so
iis with all whose dispositions, like hers, are grafted upon
andour and honesty of purpose. There is a great deal of talklg in the present day about truth, and 'shams,' and 'humbugs,'
through it all one cannot help feeling that as much falsity
ben exists in the minds of those who declaim most loudly upon
subject, as in the very persons with whom they are finding
ult. Theories of truth are for the most part untrue. It is
tactical truth which we want,-conscientiousness,-the agreeent of the daily life with the principles upon which it is proOsed to be governed. Let these be what they may,-high or
rv, religious, or merely moral, founded upon right or upon
mistaken judgment,-if the constant effort of the heart is to
p the principle and the action in accordance, there is a hope,
than a hope-almost a certainty, of improvement, for the
tndation of the character is true. And so, on the contrary, if
allow ourselves, in ever so slight a degree, to hold principles
hich we do not heartily try, in spite of constant failure, to carry
in practice, the germ of improvement is wanting, for the
ation of the character is untrue.
Katharine Ashton's tone of mind was not in the least like Jane
clair's. Jane was deeply, earnestly religious, both in feeling
conduct ! Katharine was religious also, but the motive was
not love. Jane was dreamy and imaginative, and but fot
ti~-ceeding unselfishness, and kindness of heart, it would at
have seemed a task beyond her strength to be practical:
rine, on the contrary, was essentially active in body and
~ so active that energy became her snare, for constant
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occupation kept down her higher impulses. Yet one thing they
had in common,-sincerity; and when they met, with the barriers of society and education between them, they understood
each other and were at ease.
Katharine, perhaps, the most so. She had no wish for anything beyond her own position ; no object in striving to be what
she was not. Simple herself, she gave others credit for equal
simplicity; and when Jane met her cordially, and recalled the
pleasant feelings of old times, she received the kindness as it was
intended, not as in any way a condescension, but as the warmth
of heart of an old friend.
Yet there was an influence in Jane's character to which it was
scarcely possible that Katharine should be insensible. She was
very ignorant of herself,-of her own powers,-or even her own
tastes ; but there were some moments in which glimpses of higher
enjoyments than she had yet known, and impulses for nobler
good, shot, as it were, across the twilight of her mind. She could
feel what she did not reason upon ; she had felt the charm of Jane
Sinclair's quiet but chivalrous spirit of self-sacrifice when they
were children together at school. It had insensibly aided to keep
up the standard of her own principles, as its memory lingered
with her in after years; and now it had met her again in the
same form,-unpretending, unexciting, almost concealed by an
impassive manner, yet as intensely earnest, as thoroughly singleminded, as in the young days when Jane lost the chance of her
own reward, because she could not make up her mind to give up
the hope of helping another.
'How can one live amongst them without caring ?' repeated
Katharine to herself, as she walked leisurely home. She had a
new idea in her mind, and she looked down the narrow alleys
and courts, which opened into the High Street of Rilworth, with
something of the feeling of having seen them for the first time.
Yet it did not quite strike her that she could have any concern
with them; she did not know that she had time, or talents, or
money to spare ; as she supposed Jane had. She felt, indeed, that
Jane was using her powers to the best advantage, and she
honoured her for it. If she herself was a lady, with plenty of
money, and nothing to occupy her, it seemed that she would like
to do the same I but now with the business of the shop, and her
duties to her parents, and work for her brother, there could be
no time, she fancied, for anything more.
.Yet Katharine was not happy when she reached home; the old
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gnse of nothingness and uselessness was upon her. She went up
D her room to take off her bonnet, and was sent for to write a
itter--an order, for her father, to go off by that day's post.
[here was a great disinclination in her mind for such work. She
id not see why people should send orders, or what good her father
lid, except to himself, by undertaking to execute them. People
ead, she supposed, for amusement, and what was amusement?
ane Sinclair's work was much more profitable. She wished she
:ould have something like it, instead of her own; but that was
iscontent, and Katharine had a great dread of growing disconented, for she thought that she saw in her own mind a tendency
o it; and she knelt down and repeated a prayer against the fault
iut
of a little book of prayers which Miss Richardson had given
ter. Katharine's sincerity made her do that. A childlike concientiousness took the place of love in her religion. She did
what love and faith would do; but, as yet, she only found safety
i it, not pleasure.
iWriting the letter occupied her till nearly four o'clock,-and
hen there was just time to read to her mother till it grew dark;
o she brought one of the novels from the library, and read
loud till the twilight; and then the fire was stirred, and a bright
daze made, and chairs were drawn near to the cheerful hearth ;
tnd Mr Ashton came in from the shop to have a little talk
before tea.
F;.Well, Kitty,' was his first question, 'where did you go this
-'terhoonwhen I saw you setting forth so boldly up the street by
yourself ?' 'Selly Fowler asked me to walk up and see her,'
replied Katharine; 'she wanted some help about a new dress she
Ogoing to wear to-night, and the maid was busy.' 'Miss Selly
kes to see her handsome face set off by fine clothes-doesn't she
w ?' said Mr Ashton, laughing. 'But what is the party to'A tea-party at Mr Madden's the brewer,' said
t?'
tharine, 'and a dance, too, Selly thinks. She wanted me to
h to go too, father,' added Katharine, with a smile, 'but I did
wish it at all; I should never care to know set-up people like
Miss Maddens.' 'They are very stylish, though,' said Mrs
ton, ' and the Andrews are there for ever.' 'That is partly
:I don't like them, mother dear,' said Katharine; 'I never
ay one that Matty Andrews likes. But, father, I saw Miss
ir to-day, too, at Mr Fowler's, and she asked after you all,
tAfter John, and seemed to remember all about us.' 'Calling
Fowler's, was she?' said Mrs Ashton; 'I never should
c
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have thought they visited; old Miss Mauriceused to keep so much
to herself when she was living here.' 'She was not calling,
though Mrs Fowler took it as a call,' said Katharine, laughing;
'she came there by accident;,because there was a child hurt, and
she had seen it fall, and came to know what the hurt was. She
has one -of the districts, and goes about a good deal, I suspect.'
'Ladies like to fidget in and out with the poor people,' said Mr
Ashton, 'but I don't see, for my part, the good of it. What is
the use of a clergyman if he doesn't look after his own poor?
however, they have nothing else to do in the world-I suppose
that's it.' ' Miss Sinclair thinks the Rilworth people very badly
off,' said Katharine. 'I tell you what, Kitty,' replied Mr Ashton,
somewhat hastily, 'that is just one of the things which young
ladies like to talk about, because they don't understand it.
There's a set of idle vagabonds in Rilworth who will drink, and
won't work, and they may be poor, I grant ; but who can help a
man who won't help himself ?' ' But if the man drinks the woman
suffers,' said Mrs Ashton, who had a natural sympathy for wives.
'Very likely; but let the worst come to the worst, there's the
Union, with plenty to eat and drink, and good teaching for the
children,--there isn't a better school in Rilworth than the Union
School.'
'The poor are very foolish, I must say that,' observed
Mrs Ashton. 'I was talking to Anne Crossin, the new washerwoman, the other day, and asking her why she and her blind
husband did not go into the Union; and she said that if he went
they must all go, and then she shouldn't be with him, or with the
children. But, as I said to her, it's better not to see them, and
to know they are well off, than to be with them and see them
starve. She couldn't take in the notion, though, and said she
would rather work on as she was, and trust in Providence.' 'But,
father,' asked Kate, 'wouldn't a man like that get something
from the parish?' 'That depends,' replied Mr Ashton, oracularly-'you see, Kitty, the guardians of the poor have two
things to attend to-the public and the pauper ;-if they help
the pauper beyond a certain point, they come heavy upon the
public, and then there's an outcry. Poor-rates in Rilworth, as it
is, are monstrously heavy.' ' John Crossin keeps a lodging-house,'
said Mrs Ashton,-' that's the reason why they don't get any
help from the parish.' ' To be sure not !' exclaimed Mr Ashton :
'a man pays his fifteen pounds a year, and rates and taxes, and
yet he wants to be considered a pauper : it's an absurdity.' ' It
does seem fair enough,' observed Mrs Ashton; 'and Anne
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Crossing didn't exactly complain,-only, she said that it would be
no good to her to get into a smaller house, because, if she did,
she should have rent to pay, and now the lodgers did help her
with that, and sometimes there was a trifle over.' ' Then, they
enly want a little help till the man can have his eyes couched,
,and get back to his work again,' said Katharine-' it does seem
rather a hard case.' 'My dear Kitty,'-and Mr Ashton became
a little excited in manner, as he always did when there was a
question about the Union-' it's mere nonsense for a girl like
you to give any opinion about such matters. Guardians of the
poor are bound to protect the public; they can't allow imposition;
they don't want people to starve, and so they say come into the
Union; and if the poor don't choose to come into the Union, they
must take the consequences.' 'Then what Miss Sinclair says isquite true,' said Katharine, 'and it is a great pity that more help
is not given to the District Society ; for you see, fathef,'-and a
smile played upon her lips-' district societies are not bound to
protect the public.' 'I don't know anything about district
societies, and don't care what they do,' replied Mr Ashton, 'but
I never will stand by silent and hear the guardians of the poor
abused. There they are, working week after week like drayhorses to keep down the rates; and every idle vagabond in the
country who doesn't choose to lift his hand to his mouth is to
be put upon them for support : it really is too bad.' 'And things
,were so badly managed in the old poor-law time, when every one
Sas helped,' said Mrs Ashton; 'the sums of money that were
spent!-no one would ever have imagined it; I used to hear my
father talking about it.' 'Sums of money spent, and no good
one ! ' replied Mr Ashton; 'now we have matters regularly
dered and economically too.'
Katharine was not accustomed to argue with her father : and,
the present case, she would not have known what she was to
ue for; but she did not feel that the root of the matter had
reached. Possibly guardians of the poor were bound to
strict; but if they could not give help, who could ?
The- report of the District Visiting Society happened to be
on the table, and she had an impulse to examine the subion list. Mr Ashton's name was down for five shillings
annum; the whole amount of the subscriptions was eighty
ds. Katharine was rather fond of reckoning, so she amused
with making a calculation. The population of Rilworth
about 5ooo-that she knew. Suppose 5oo. only required
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relief, the eighty pounds would be a little more than three
shillings and threepence each.
'Poor Anne Crossin with her blind husband and her seven
children !-no.wonder that her heart sank when she had no
resource even in the guardians of the poor, and her share in the
public charities of the town was but three shillings and threepence in the course of the year.'
Katharine went to bed that night thinking of the poor. She
could Sparcely be said ever really to have thought of them before;
-'-and she did more than think-she prayed for them ; she asked
for special help for special cases-the poor washerwoman-the
woman who lay awake at night thinking how she should pay her
rent-the mother who sold her children's frocks to buy them
-bread. When she rose up from prayer she went to her desk, and
took out half-a-sovereign which she had laid by for the purchase
of a new workbox, and put it in her purse, that it might be offered
on the next opportunity to Miss Sinclair, for her district.

CHAPTER VI.

T T was a bright afternoon for Jane's walk to Maplestead, or
rather on the Maplestead road; very warm for the end of
j
September, and yet very invigorating; and there were glorious
colours on the fading leaves, and dancing lights amongst the
heavy boughs of the old beeches and oaks, and sunshine on the
broad green border of grass by the roadside, and misty, purple
vapour over the peeps of the distant country. In days of yore
there had been a forest where Maplestead stood, and the peculiarities of forest scenery were still to be traced along the road
-glades, and underwood, and spaces where trees had once
stood, now turned into open commons, and rich in heath, and
fern, and gorse: Jane would not have been human .if a glad
feeling of future possession had not enhanced the enjoyment of
that walk. All the property on both sides of the road between
Maplestead and Rilworth for many miles belonged to Colonel
Forbes by recent purchase. The estate was one of the finest in
the county, and she was to share it. It was a very strange fact,
-she could scarcely believe it to be true; she so young, so
ignorant of the ways of the world, so little fitted, as it seemed,
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for a position of influence. Almost she could have thought herself wrong in undertaking it, but there was another fact more
strange-that she should be loved ; that a man like Colonel
Forbes, accustomed to the most intellectual society, fastidious,
clever, universally respected, should care for her-mote than
care for her--that he should have felt the happiness of life at
stake, when he asked if his affection could be returned. That
would have been a problem never to be solved, but that Jane
loved herself, and from the depth of her own feeling could gain
faith to believe in his.
A shadow fell upon the road ; it was very distant, but Jane's
eye caught it in a moment. She stepped forward hastily, but
checked the impulse almost immediately, -and only drew the
closer to her mother's side and became silent.
'There are two,' she said, as the forms of the persons approaching became more distinct. Her tone of disappointment
'met with instant sympathy. ' Some one he has met on the
road, I dare say,' said Mrs Sinclair; ' they will be sure to part
-again.' Jane did not reply, she walked more slowly now, as if
she dreaded the meeting. ' It is not a very prepossessing looking person,' said Mrs Sinclair, smiling ; ' I do not think Colonel
Forbes will long have him for a companion.'
Jane watched them anxiously. She did not like the meeting
to be in the presence of a stranger, and she could willingly have
turned aside to avoid it altogether ; but they were too near for
that. Colonel Forbes stopped when he came up to them, as if
he meant to wish his companion ' good-bye,' but the hint was
not taken. 'It is young Ashton, Mr Ashton the bookseller's son,'
said Mrs Sinclair; 'there is nothing very awful in him, Jane,
so you need not look so alarmed.' Jane was not alarmed at the
sight of John Ashton, she only thought of him as a restraint,
,but she did shrink from something, she could not tell what, and
other limbs trembled, and her heart beat very fast ; and then in
her extreme effort to be self-possessed, she went up to Colonel
Forbes and placed the coldest, most lifeless of hands in his, and
costed him with a remark upon the weather, which might
te as easily have been addressed to John Ashton.
The polished gentleman to whom the words were spoken beyed no signs of the impression which the greeting gave him.
'bbved John Ashton away with an air which did not admit of
ther word being said, offered an arm to Jane and to her
ther, and turned with them towards Maplestead.
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'The young man wants one of my farms,' he said, addressing
Mrs Sinclair. The information was not very interesting, and
no one probably but Jane would have noticed the tone in which
it was made. It struck her, however, as chilling, and there was
a quick glance at Colonel Forbes' countenance, followed by a
slight shadow upon her own. Mrs Sinclair paused; perhaps
she thought that Jane would speak; but finding her silent, she
asked a few questions about the farm and the young man's
prospects. Colonel Forbes went on drily-he could be very dry,
peculiarly uninteresting, when he chose, only one felt that underneath there might be a volcano working, and so there was the
excitement of guessing when it might burst. 'Young Ashton,'
he repeated, 'wants one of my farms ; I don't know whether I
shall let him have it. I don't fancy speculations on my estate.
The young man seems clever enough, but he is theoretical, and
likely to try experiments.' ' He is Katharine Ashton's brother,
mamma,' said Jane, timidly. ' You know him, then, do you ?'
asked Colonel Forbes, a little stiffly. ' Oh yes; that is, I don't
know him, but I know his sister. We were at school together in
these .odd days when I went to Miss Richardson's.' Jane's words
were quite free; but her manner was very hesitating. ' Then
probably you have a wish in the case,' said Colonel Forbes.
Jane's impulse was to say, yes, and to beg that John 'Ashton
might have whatever he wanted, but her unfortunate shyness
stood in the way, and in the same quiet tone she replied that she
did not particularly care about it. A quick ear might have
caught the sound of a gentle sigh which escaped from Mrs
Sinclair as Colonel Forbes became suddenly silent, and a few
minutes afterwards she withdrew her arm from his, and said that
she thought it might be better for her not to go any farther, and
she would turn back. Colonel Forbes was very polite-very
properly desirous that she should not walk by herself, but it was
all a matter of form, and Mrs Sinclair resolutely retraced .her
steps towards Rilworth, and Jane and Colonel Forbes walked on
alone.
Neither of them spoke. Colonel Forbes moved his walking
stick backwards and forwards; Jane went steadily on, looking
neither to the right nor the left. They were very near the first
lodge at Maplestead; their usual walk was the beech tree avenue
which led from it in a side direction to the house. Colorel
Forbes opened the gate, but Jane stopped before entering. Three
persons were coming down the hill, and one was Katharine
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shton; the others Jane did not quite know, but she thought
hat the showy bonnet must be Selina Fowler's. They were so
year that she could not avoid them without positive rudeness.
:olonel Forbes looked like a thundercloud; he held the gate
pen impatiently. Selina was pressing forward to speak, but her
arm was within Katharine's, and Jane saw that she was forcibly
rept back, and they passed with only a bow. Jane turned to
olonel Forbes, and said, with a smile of relief, 'For the sake of
katharine Ashton, you must give the farm to her brother; you
ould have had Miss Selina Fowler forcing her acquaintance
ipon you but for that little bit of tact.' ' And why not for
rour own sake, Jane ?' exclaimed Colonel Forbes, impetuously.
the volcano was about to burst, but Jane did not tremble now,
ktything was better than that miserable stiffness caused by her
Wn fault of manner. 'Are you never to have courage to ask
ne for anything you wish?' he continued,-' must we always
sleet as strangers ? or am I to believe that there is something so
fortunate in myself as to inspire fear when I most earnestly
ng for confidence ?' 'I will try,' said poor Jane, and tears
gathered in her eyes. 'I should have been better if we had
alone, but I thought you would not like it.' 'Like
hat !' he repeated, quickly; 'not that a word or a look should
ss which a stranger might comment upon. You know well
ough, Jane, that I should shrink from that as much as your; but are there not a thousand ways of showing that we
erstand each other? A smile, or an accent, the pressure of
hand even ? And am I never to see anything but that look
a frightened fawn, or feel anything but those icy, graspless
ers ?' 'Wait and see,' said Jane. She looked up into his
with an expression of such confiding love, that the most
stful spirit, even that of Colonel Forbes, could not but have
touched by it. He was a very impatient man, very exg : a man who is impatient and exacting must, in spite of
better principles, too often be selfish and unjust, yet he was
brable, and in a degree soft-hearted. One such look as that
was won back, at least, for the present, and he put his
nd Jane and kissed her, and the cloud passed away.
talked of John Ashton, and the farm, and of Katharine,
sne's acquaintance with her. It was all interesting to
Forbes then; he liked to read Jane's character in what
,and delighted in watching the unconscious betrayal of
gbts, and seeing how, in everything, she had a reference
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to him. She praised Katharine Ashton, and described her sirplicity of manner, her quiet dress, her considerate thoughtfulness,
and, at last, encouraged by the attention she received, and thinking more and more of Katharine, and less and less of herself,
grew quite excited and eloquent. By the time theyreturned to Rilworth, they ha l discoursed upon many subjects, and were both
charmed with their walk-charmed with each other. Jane thought
they were also both charmed with Katharine Ashton; but she
was mistaken; Colonel Forbes had nearly forgotten her existence.
There was a note lying on Jane's table when she reached home.
It ivas from Katharine, enclosing the half-sovereign for the
District Society. ' Miss Ashton had called to see Miss Sinclair,'
the servant said, 'and had waited some time, and then she had
left the note.' 'So nice and good of Katharine Ashton-so
practically good, is it not ?' exclaimed Jane, putting the note
into Colonel Forbes' hand. It was examined and commented
upon. The handwriting was clear and legible, just like Katharine herself, Jane said : the few sentences were well expressed,
from being entirely to the point. Colonel Forbes was attracted
by it. He was a thoughtful man in his way, and very full of
theories. He had theories especially about society. Proud
though he was-as proud perhaps or prouder than any other
man in the county-he yet professed upon some subjects an
ultra liberality. Every one beneath him was to be raised, but
to that precise height which would still admit of his standing
superior. It was pleasant to hear him put forth his views upon
these points; his words flowed so smoothly ; .one felt when
listening to him that the golden days of fraternity and equality
might, after all, not be so complete a myth as the startling facts
of the world would at first lead one to expect.
He was a great educationist too, a staunch upholder of
national, model, and industrial schools ; his speeches in their
favour at public meetings were proverbially good, and his influence in private was always exerted for their support. Yet
strange to say, Colonel Forbes was not a popular man. He
had many political friends amongst the tradespeople of Rilworth, and it was said that if he came forward, he would certainly be returned for the borough, but there was no enthusiasm
for him. He bestowed favour but not sympathy, and he gained
that which favours can buy,-respect and attention,-but affection demanded a price which it was not in his nature to give.
His way of looking at Katharine Ashton's note was a singular
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eremplification of this trait. It was to him a specimen of the
nind of a class, not of an individual. He perceived in it not
what Katharine Ashton saw, or thought, or felt, but what the
laughter of a person in Mr Ashton's position might, under
avourable circumstances, and with the increased advantages of
.he nineteenth century, become. 'Yes, it is a clever, well-ex?ressed note,' he said, as he returned the paper to Jane; 'it
ihows what might be done-what is doing, in fact-all through
;he country. Fifty years ago no one who had not been highly
educated would have been able to write in that way.' ' Katharine Ashton is clever,' said Jane, ' yet I don't believe she is in any
way remarkable; but what I like is the thoughtfulness and the
decision. I quite well remember its striking me, when we were
children together at school, that when a thing was to be done,
Katharine was always the person to begin.' 'I dare say she is
a very good girl,' replied Colonel Forbes, carelessly. ' One
,an't be surprised at the way education creeps on,' he added.
Such a man as Ashton has enormous influence in a town like
Rilworth, and you may be quite sure he is shrewd enough to
;ee that to have his children sensible and well-informed, is to
increase his own power.' 'I suppose all that kind of calculation does go on,' observed Jane, 'and I have no reason for supposing Mr Ashton to be different from his. neighbours, but I
think one would be glad to see persons educating their children
from some better motive than that of increasing their own
power.' 'You must take things as they are, my dear Jane,' was
the reply; 'it does not do to be Utopian. You can't expect
people to put aside as a motive, the tangible good which is set
before their eyes every day, and act from some abstract theory
rhich they have not time to think about.' 'But,' said Jane,
nd her voice was a little hesitating, from the instinctive dread
at they were about to differ,-' I should think that is what
must all learn to do more or less. Justice, and tempere, and truth are excellent virtues in a worldly point of view,
t if we practise them only from worldly motives, their value
Diminished, if not actually lost.' 'Young, dear child, young,'
the Colonel, and he looked complacently upon the soft,
eyes which were so timidly lifted up to his ; 'but we won't
uss the point now,-I must be going; only just sit down,
play to me for a quarter of an hour, and tell me to-morrow
can do anything to please this good friend of yours, KathaAshton.'
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CHAPTER VII.
a busy day at Mr Ashton's. A
Saturday,
T HEgreatnextdealday ofwasbusiness
went on on Saturdays, so many
people came in from the country; the shop was always full
from about one o'clock till five, not perhaps with purchasers
but loungers, who yet very often became purchasers in the end.
Selina Fowler always made a point of going to see Katharine
on a Saturday. She was sure to hear news in some shape or
other, for though Katharine was not curious, she could not avoid
knowing a little of what was-going on in the shop, especially as
Mr Ashton himself would occasionally stray into the parlour,
and narrate, with considerable humour, the sayings and doings
of the unthinking customers, who supposed he had neither eye,
nor ear, nor thought for anything but the sale of his books.
Now do tell me, Kate,' said Selina, as she reposed in a lounging attitude on the seat of a window which looked out into the
back-court and the little garden, 'do tell me when Jane Sinclair
and Colonel Forbes are going to be married.' 'I don't know
Miss Sinclair well enough to ask her,' replied Katharine, who
was diligently stitching a wristband; 'perhaps Selly,' and she
looked up archly, 'you had better inquire, as you seem to think
she is wishing to make your acquaintance.' ' Oh ! as to that,'
replied Selina, tossing back her bonnet, and shaking the profusion of long, black ringlets which half covered her face, 'we
are acquainted, you know. Mamma was saying yesterday, that
really she felt it quite rude not to have called; but we shall
meet next week at the ball, I dare say, and then we can make
apologies.' 'Are you going to the ball ?' asked Katharine, and
a smile, which, however, was not perceived, played upon her
lips. 'Why, of course I am; every one is going.' 'And you
think Miss Sinclair will be there ?' inquired Katharine. 'Jane
Sinclair l certainly. Colonel Forbes is one of the stewards.
And you will be there too, Kate. I tell you every one is going.'
'They call it a Union Ball, don't they?' asked Katharine. 'A
Union Ball in honour of royalty, as I heard George Andrews say
this very day,' replied Selina. 'George is full of it; they have
made him a steward, and he and I are to dance the first country
dance together.' 'What is the price of the tickets ?' asked
Katharine. 'Five shillings; they would not have it higher,
George told me, because of making it more than people could
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and they would not have it less, because it might admit
iple one shouldn't like to be there. Not but there will be
The Dobsons, of the
odd set, as it is, George says.
f a shop, I hear, mean to go, but I don't believe they know
w to dance a bit.' 'A reason why I should not go,' said
tharine. ' I have quite forgotten how to dance, and I never
d but three quarters at Miss Richardson's.' 'Oh! but you
k different,' said Selina; 'it will be quite remarkable if you
't go. They were all but putting your father on the comttee, I heard to-day. You know it won't be at all a poor
ug; if it was, papa and mamma wouldn't hear of my being
ire; but it really is for everybody. I believe the Duchess of
Indeed,' said Katharine, and
wther herself is to be there.'
[ fingers worked faster than ever; 'do you know, Selly, it
ikes me sometimes that the world is going out of its mind ?'
e said it so gravely that Selina could not detect the lurking
tire, and could only answer with a pettish laugh, ' La ! Kate,
it are so foolish, there is no talking to you,' and then put on
r bonnet to go. Katharine, however, was bent upon hearing
tiw more particulars, and Selina, quickly mollified when gaiety
is in question, sat down again, and began a detailed, if not a
ry eloquent description of the whys and the wherefores of the
tion Ball, all of which she professed to have gathered from
Jorge Andrews, the eldest son of the great auctioneer, and a
~d of her brother's; the said George Andrews having been
informed of the facts by Colonel Forbes, who was uncle,
grandson, or hundredth cousin to the Duchess of Lowther.
Duke of Lowther, the great man of the county, had, it
s, lately been flattered by the admission of his eldest son
Parliament without opposition, and his friends were thereanxious that he should give some demonstration of his
ular sympathies, and considered no occasion more fitting
that of a royal birthday. The Duke had been accustomed
tis day to give a dinner to the poor, and a feast to the
1 children, and generally entertained his own particular
ds at his own castle, and these festivities no doubt he would
been willing to pursue; but, under the circumstances,
more special condescension seemed desirable. The Duke
i amiable man, an excellent landlord, a kind friend to all
he had a great wish to promote good feelings amongst
ghbours of every degree, but he did not exactly know how
about it. At last some one suggested a ball, a Union
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Ball, which might be loyal and patriotic, and gracefully cow
descending on the part of the Duke, and Duchess, if they would
patronise it, and thankfully respectful and cordial on the par
of the neighbourhood, if they would make up their minds to go
to it. Balls of this kind were not unknown in Rilworth. They
had been heard of in former days in connection-with charity.
Why, it was said, should not the amusement be equally suitable
in the present instance? It might be open to all persons, and
it would do good to trade, encourage kindly feeling, and be, in
fact, the beginning of that unity of feeling, which is a grand aim
of all persons who wish to better the condition of their fellowcreatures. The idea was mentioned, without the Duke's knowledge, tohis lawyer, Mr Lane; by him it was communicated toI
Mr Madden, the brewer; by him to Mr George Andrews, the son:,
of the auctioneer. A committee was formed, and Colonel Forbes
was requested to discover in what light the proposed ball would
be viewed at the castle. The Duke was kindly interested, the
Duchess most amiable,-the ball was said to be under her especial patronage,-and her name was even suffered to appear in
the printed bills ; then, of course, all the world were to be present.
Katharine Ashton, working in that quiet parlour with her
mother, had not the smallest idea of the excitement which was
prevailing around her. The days of charity balls were long past,
and she had never been present at one. It had not entered her
head, till she heard Selina talk, that any ball of any kind could
come in her way. But it did seem a little tempting now; she
did not wish to dance; she did not care to be finely dressed, but
she thought it would be very pleasant to hear the band of music,
and see the room lighted; and as Selina ran on with her folly,
though Katharine knew it to be folly, she did not think that the
world was quite as much out of its mind as she had at firsts
imagined.
' There, I must go now,' said Selina, at length. ' Mamma will
scold me like anything if I don't get home before four. She promised to take me to Miss Dyer's to see what things she has got.'
' Beginning betimes I see, Miss Selly,' said the laughing voice of
Mr Ashton. He had just come in from the shop, and had caught
the last words; 'Why what a figure you will cut at the ball !'1
Selina was not very fond of Mr Ashton ; she never could make
up her mind whether or not he was laughing at her; and she
would have been afraid of him, only that it would have been
placing him too much on an equality,-and she never forgot the
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oip. 'Colonel Forbes has been in, talking about the ball, Kitty,'
o,1tinued Mr Ashton, 'and he says he hopes to see you there.'
atharinc looked up ii wonder. 'Me, father ! I never spoke to
im.'_ 'More people know Tom Fool than Tom Fool knows,'
claimed Mr Ashton, who was evidently labouring under some
loisurable excitement; 'the Colonel knows you, if you don't
now him. He told me he passed you in the road the day
before yesterday.' 'Oh yes ! I remember now,' said Katharine,
just by the lower lodge at Maplestead; you recollect, don't you,
elina?' 'To be sure; he and Jane Sinclair were having a
weers' walk. How foolish they looked when we came up!' and
elina laughed in a way which made Katharine feel cross. 'I
oppose all persons walk together when they are engaged to be
Married,' she said, rather sharply; 'there was nothing very
)olish that I could see; at any rate, it would have been much
more foolish in us to interrupt them.' 'In you, of course,' said
Selina, tossing her head; 'because you don't visit them.' Kathrine only smiled, and, turning to her father, asked if he knew
whetherr Miss Sinclair would be at the ball? 'I suppose so; of
ourse, indeed, she will be,' was the reply. 'It is to be a ball for
very one,-a Union Ball. The Colonel and I have been having
little talk about the state of things in Rilworth. It is not at
11satisfactory, he says, and I agree with him. There is a want
(the unity, the sympathy, there ought to be; there is no fellowling in the town, and things never will go right till there is.'
Atd do you think the ball will help to produce the fellowling, father?' asked Katharine,-and she laid down her work,
1 waited with real interest for the answer. But Selina broke
'To be sure it will, Kate. I would lay anything that when
rge Andrews and young Madden are dancing in the same
m, they will forget all their quarrels, and be quite friends
in. There's nothing like dancing for making people friends.'
ing your pardon, Miss Selly, that's all nonsense,' said Mr
n. 'It's not George Andrews, nor George anybody, that's
ly thought of, but the town in general. It is the tone
town, the Colonel says, which will be improved by having
oun Ball. Depend upon it, we shan't have all those upstart
and airs, and graces from the Miss Maddens, and the
Lanes, when they find that other people have as good a
td dance and be merry as themselves. I thought,' conMr Ashton, 'the Colonel spoke particularly well upon
ject, and he said he should make a point of being there
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himself, and he meant to bring a large party with him.' 'But,
father,' said Katharine, ' it does not seem to me exactly clear hoy
people are to be at all the more friends for dancing together i
the same room just for one night. They will go away and
forget it, and after all I dare say some of them will take offence.'
'That's because you don't understand the working of things,
Kitty,' replied Mr Ashton. 'What we want in this country is
unity. There is no question of that. We have no unity
amongst us. Now if we can but get up something which all
may join in,-a meeting for some one purpose,-people will
begin to feel they have something in common; and it is not
only the town folks, but the country people,-for they will all
come, Colonel Forbes says. He has taken to the idea himself
mightily. It is just what he has been aiming at for years, he
tells me, to bring people together in a hearty, cordial way. So
you see, Kitty, you must go, and what is more, I must give you
a fine new dress, I suppose.' 'White muslin, with pink bows
down it,-"that's the most genteel,' said Selina. ' It was what
I wore when I went to the Maddens' great party last Christmas.
I am going to have blue silk for the ball; I am tired of white,
and blue does best with my complexion.' ' And blue is somebody's favourite colour, I suppose,' said Mr Ashton, slily.
Selina pretended to look angry, and put up her hand to her face,
as if she thought she was blushing, but she managed to say
very boldly, 'If you mean Mr John, he would have given his
eyes to have seen me in pink; but I protested I would have
blue, and blue it is to be.' ' I shall look very droll in a white
muslin dress, with pink bows,' said Katharine; ' I never put on
such a thing in my life before; and then my arms are so red.'
' Oh, nonsense, Kate !' exclaimed Selina; 'with white kid gloves,
who need ever care for red arms ? I didn't think you had been
so vain-did you, Mr Ashton ?' 'My Kitty vain!' exclaimed
Mr Ashton. ( No, Miss Selly, we leave that for other people.
But anyhow, Kitty, I told Colonel Forbes you would go to the
ball, and I am to let him know at the gas committee this evening
how many tickets we shall want.' A knock at the private door
interrupted the conversation. Mr Ashton returned to the shop,
and Selina rose to make her escape. Katharine's acquaintances
were not considered quite on a level with herself, and she was
always a little afraid of an introduction. ' Well then ! I may
say that. Colonel Forbes and Jane Sinclair are sure to be at the
ball,' she exclaimed, in a low voice. Kate stood up suddenly,
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face was crimson, and when Selina turned round, Jane
clair was standing in the passage behind her.
They certainly were a great contrast-Jane, with her very neat
ess, her simple grace and refinement; and Selina, with her
d voice and boisterous manner, her showy silk and rustling
unces, and the bonnet, half off her head, a perfect garden of
wers. Jane bowed distantly ; she might have heard Selina's
ords,-at any rate, it was supposed she had-and Selina rushed
y like a whirlwind. Jane, however, was very self-possesseduch more so than Katharine, who looked annoyed. Jane
hook hands heartily, and then she sat down and spoke about
he weather,-and there was a pause, which was a little awkWard. Katharine took up her work, and asked if Miss Sinclair
Would excuse her going on with it-it was for her brother, and
e was anxious to finish it.
The ice was broken then-there was a subject to begin upon;
ad Jane hoped she had not come at an inconvenient hour; she
td chosen it because it seemed the least likely to be the dinner
our. ' We dine at half-past twelve,' said Katharine, 'and drink
lea at half-past five, and have supper between nine and ten;
the hours suit with the shop better than any others.' 'And I
suppose you are often out in the afternoon,' observed Jane. ' It
ras about four, I think, when we met you the other day at Mapletead.' The we was spoken without hesitation. Jane had an
$stinctive perception that she was safe with Katharine Ashton.
oYes; but I don't often walk as far as Maplestead,' replied
atharine. ' My brother persuaded me that afternoon to go some
y with him; but then he saw Colonel Forbes, and left me and
lina to go and speak to him upon business.' 'I saw your
other with Colonel Forbes,' observed Jane; 'and I heard also
hat the business was, though I did not ask.' 'John did not
I me what it was,' replied Katharine. Jane looked surprised,
d a little embarrassed. 'Then, perhaps, I am only interfering
mentioning it,' she said; 'but I called-partly to see you,
d partly because Colonel Forbes thought you might know
ething about your brother's plans.' 'Was it about a farm?'
Katharine, looking up eagerly from her work. 'Yes, a farm
brother wishes to take, I believe. Is he quite resolved upon
g a farmer?' 'He would like to farm his own estate,' said
arine, with a smile, which had a good deal of care in it.
haps, Miss Sinclair, Colonel Forbes would talk to my father
Uf it: he is the proper person to consult about John's'schemes.'
pr
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Jane was silent; she felt thrown, back. 'It is very good ofI
you to interest yourself about him,' said Katharine; 'I don't
mean to be ungracious.' She spoke so simply and cordially that
Jane's reserve was broken through. 'You never used to be
ungracious when we were at Miss Richardson's,' she said, ' so I
should think you very much altered if you were so now.' ' I say
out what I think so soon,' said Katharine,-' that is my fault;
but I don't mean anything but what I say,-and I do feel it
very kind of you to trouble about John.' 'Only, I am afraid I
can do no good,' said Jane. ' Not in helping him to a farm,' replied Katharine-' at least, that is what I think. I can't fancy
him fitted for it, Miss Sinclair; he knows so little about farming;
he has only been trying to learn lately.'. 'So Colonel Forbes
feared,' replied Jane ; ' but he must have some taste or fancy for
it to have taken up the idea.' ' He has a fancy to be married,'
said Katharine, her bright eyes sparkling with a momentary
feeling of amusement,-' but he has no other fancy that I know
of.' Jane seemed puzzled; and Katharine, feeling that her words
required some explanation, added,-' I may say it to you, because
every one knows it-he wants to marry Selina Fowler.' 'Oh !
indeed.;' and Jane seemed sorry, yet still perplexed. ' You
know what Selly was at school;' continued Katharine; 'she is
just the same now, only grander; and she looks down upon John,
and upon all of us,-and that, I am sure, can't make him happy.
But John thinks it would be a fine thing to give up the shop and
live in the country; and he has great notions that, if he could
marry Selina, such people as Mrs Madden and Mrs Lane would
visit them, and then they should be what he calls up in the world.
I don't mind saying all that to you,' she added-though a blush
crimsoned her face-' I know you will understand.' ' Yes,' said
Jane, thoughtfully ; 'he is not very unlike the rest of the world.'
' Everybody wants to get up higher,' said Katharine, quickly;
' but why should they? why can't we all be as we are?' ' We
should be happier,' said Jane, and a sigh escaped her. Perhaps
she was conscious of not being entirely free from such a wish
herself. 'And more true and honest-minded,' continued Katharine. - People.are so double when they are pushing themselves
on. Selly Fowler doesn't mean to be double, but she is; she
comes and talks to me when she has no one, else to talk to, and
gets me to help her make her dresses; but she doesn't care to
notice me when she is with the Miss Maddens. However, that is
very wrong of me; I ought not to say anything against Selly-Z
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comes out naturally when I talk of her.' ' And so you
quite contented, are you, Katharine ?' asked Jane. The tone
much in it of the easy unreserve of school-days. Katharine
sed. ' Not quite contented, I think,' she said, whilst her
ers moved quickly and almost nervously. 'I should like'she threw aside her work suddenly, and fixed her deep, earnest
: upon Jane's face--' I should like, Miss Sinclair, to know
' That is just the kind of question
it use one is in the world.'
used to ask poor Miss Richardson,' said Jane, laughing,
d she never knew how to answer you.' ' Nobody can answer
' said Katharine; 'I don't ask many people now-no one,
ied; but I thought,' she added, 'when I happened to be at
rch the Sunday before last, in the evening, that I should like
ask Mr Reeves.' 'Don't you know him? have you never
ken to him ?' asked Jane. 'I saw him once, just after he
ie,' replied Katharine; 'he called to ask if I could help at all
he Sunday-school. I believe some one had told him it was
ly I would ; but my mother did not like my going away from
akfast on Sunday mornings, and so it came to nothing. Mrs
;ves called twice afterwards; but I was not at home, and she
y saw my mother. I think, though,'-and Katharine's face
tted up with eagerness-' I feel nearly sure Mr Reeves could
me some things if I could talk to him.' ' I think he could tell
a great many things,' replied Jane; ' but what was it he said
ch put the wish to see him into your head ?' ' It was about
king,' said Katharine; ' and it is that which is always puzzling
You don't work as I do, Miss Sinclair; and you have not
peed; yet still you do something, and every one does some); but it seems as if it was all for ourselves,-and that grows
some, and does not seem much good. Of course, though, you
ffeel it, because you do good to the poor people.' Jane was
g her attention to what was said, yet it was with an air of
d thought all the time. ' I remember that sermon,' she reas Katharine stopped for an instant; ' it was about unity.'
people's working for one object, and each having a part to
which could not be done by any one else-like masons and
enters building a house. It was a very pleasant notion; and
I came home I felt as if I could make tea, and stitch wristand keep accounts, much more cheerfully if I thought it
rt of a great business going on in the world, and not my
11one.' ' I must beg Mr Reeves to call upon you again,
-ne,' said Jane, laughing; 'he will rejoice to find any one
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in Rilworth who has a notion of working.' ' I don't think
have much notion of it,' replied Katharine; 'and I have very
little time; but it would make me more one with people, Miss
Sinclair, to have to work with them, than to go to a ball and
dance with them ! and this is what every one is talking about
now.' Jane did not appear at first to recollect,-' A ball ?' 'she
said. 'Oh ! I remember. Are you going to it ?' 'They want
me to go,' replied Katharine, 'but I don't know whether I shall.
I should like it well enough, I dare say, when once there, but I
am sure I should not be one bit the better friends with other
people for it.' 'No!' exclaimed Jane, 'who could think you
would be ?' 'A good many people, I believe,' said Katharine;
'I fancy,' she added, with some hesitation, ' that Colonel Forbes
does.' Jane coloured, and was silent. 'You must have heard
of the ball?' continued Katharine-Jane's answer sounded rather
abrupt, in spite of her gentle voice. 'Yes, it has been mentioned
to me.' She waited for a second, and then, suddenly turning
from the subject, exclaimed, ' I have not mentioned now what I
principally came for-to thank you very much for the halfsovereign for the District Society.' 'It won't go far amongst
the poor people,' said Katharine, 'but I had nothing else; I will
give you some more when I have.' ' Give it to Mr Reeves, you
mean,' said Jane, smiling, in spite of herself, at Katharine's open
way of speaking of her charities. 'It is all the same,' said
Katharine; 'but it was hard to think of what you said of the
poor people, and not do something for them. I thought of asking,
too, if you did not think it interfering, if I could ever go on a
message for you, or do anything for you in your district?
Sometimes, when you are wishing to take a walk, it might be a
convenience, and I can generally get out a little while in th6i
It would be very kind.'
afternoon.'
'Would you really?
'I would go now, thi
Jane's face became quite animated.
afternoon, or any time,' said Katharine; ' I will go at once, if
there is anything to do,' she added, as she stood up and began
to fold her work. Jane laughed quite merrily for her. 'O
Katharine !' she exclaimed,' how like you are now to what youi
were at Miss Richardson's !' Katharine's answer was grave,
and very earnest. 'And so are you like too, Miss Sinclair; it
would be strange if I did not wish to help you.
Jane went home to meet Colonel Forbes. He had been very
busy all the morning in making arrangements for the ball I
was a thing he liked, for he had a good deal of taste, and ever
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Shi Rilworth deferred to his opinion. He felt himself so
tpula too all the time, making friends with Mr Madden and
Wr Lane, and consulting Mr Ashton, and others of the inlential tradespeople!
And popularity had many charms for
fi,
though he was not sure that he should stand for the
rough at the next election. He came back to Jane in what,
4ra person of his calm, rather stiff manners, was a state of
hcitement, to tell her what he had been doing, and especially
half message he had sent to Katharine Ashton. He thought
please her; she was so full of consideration herself, and
6 glad of anything which promoted kind feelings amongst
Ethers. ' I told Ashton she must come,' he said, as he threw
himself into an arm-chair, declaring that he was almost too tired
ba walk.
' She is just the sort of girl who will look well,
cause she has no airs and graces. I can fancy the Duchess
f Lowther taking to her immensely.' 'Is it very stupid of me
tot to see the great benefit which the Duchess of Lowther's
Notice could be to Katharine ?' said Jane, and a smile lurked
ktound her mouth whilst she looked timidly in Colonel Forbes'
rce. 'Yes, it is very stupid of you,' he replied, pettishly, 'when
1 have been setting my heart upon pleasing you. The Duchess
f Lowther's notice may not do any literal good to Katharine
Kshton; it may not be a matter of pounds, shillings, and pence,
that I suppose is what is to be understood by good ; but it
I an honour that any girl in her position may be proud of.
What are you thinking of now?' he added, catching hold of
ane's hand, as with rather a grave face she was turning away
om him. Jane hesitated. 'What are you thinking of-I must
now?' he repeated. ' Why, that you puzzle me,' said Jane,
ickly, ' and that you have puzzled me ever since this odious
1 was mentioned. You would not care whether the Duchess
Lowther noticed me.' ' Noticed you !' he repeated, starting
his seat-' notice my intended wife. I should not wish the
'Because your notice is a sufficient
en to notice you!'
iour,' said Jane, playfully; ' I am glad you have so good an
inion of yourself.' Colonel Forbes looked a little annoyed.
ou may put what construction you please, Jane, upon my
ds,' he said; 'but surely you see the difference between
person standing, as my wife must do, upon her own ground,
airing no support, and 'a person like Katharine Ashton, who
eally nobody, and to whom support is everything.' 'But
ose we differ upon the premises, said Jane, with a smile
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which had the effect of softening the frown upon Colonel Forbes"
face. 'Suppose I think that Katharine Ashton has ground to
stand upon as well as myself, and that she does not require any
more support.' 'Then, my love, I think you are speaking
ignorantly, and know nothing about the constitution of society.'
Jane Sinclair had a marvellous temper. She might have spoiled
a much better man than Colonel Forbes; yet even she could
not help feeling a little hurt at the tone in which this was said ;
but she did not reply to it, she was too humble. And how,
indeed, could a man like Colonel Forbes be faulty in her sight ?
Clever, polished, handsome, with high-sounding words at command, and devoting his life, as it seemed, to works of public
utility-above all, seen with eyes blinded by a first affectionJane could not doubt him. When they differed she said to herself that it was the innate difference between men and women
which made them view things differently. One question only
she asked now, and it was chiefly to turn the conversation'why, if he had such an idea of the good which it would do to
bring all classes more closely together, he objected to her going
to the Union -Ball ?' 'Because we keep our choicest treasures
screened from the common gaze,' was the answer; and the
words fell so sweetly upon Jane's ear that she forgot to inquire
into their wisdom.

CHAPTER VIII.

SQ O you and Kitty are going finery hunting this afternoon,
wife ?' said Mr Ashton, as he sat down to dinner with
only his wife and daughter, about a week after the first mention.
of the Union Ball. Mr Ashton was in particularly good spirits :
he had just made a successful sale of some valuable books, and
he was upon the point of satisfying his hunger with a roast duck,
which happened to be one of his weak points. It would have
been strange if he had not been pleased. ' Miss Dyer has not
much left, I am afraid,' replied Mrs Ashton; 'Kitty has been so
long makingup her mind whether she will go to the ball.' 'And
she doesn't look very bright about it now,' continued Mr Ashton.
' What in the world has come over you of late, Kitty ? One
would think by your face that you were ninety instead, of nine
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t ?' ' Perhaps it is a pity that I am not ninety,' said Katharine,
ling; 'because if I were I should not have to go to the ball,
d then there would be no cause to look grave. But, father, I
ink you would be of my mind if you had to dress yourself up in
white muslin, and dance about in a room with the Duchess of
wther looking at you.' Mr Ashton burst into a hearty fit of
ughter. 'Well, child, it might be I should; but I don't see
by you are to care for the Duchess of Lowther, or the Duchess
anything. Why, hasn't one human being as good a right to
Dance as another? ' 'I should not care a bit for the Duchess of
Lwther here,' said Katharine,-'in this room, I mean. If she
ere to come in this moment, I could do my work, and talk
bout her business (if she had any), and feel as good in my way
s she is in hers ; and I should not care a bit either in the shop,
SI was there; but somehow, father, that great room at the
Bear" is not like home, and I shall not feel like myself when I
have pink bows stuck about me, and I shall think that the
Duchess of Lowther is laughing at me, which I know she couldn't
1o here, because there would be nothing to laugh at.' ' I don't
ee what there will be to laugh at there,' said Mrs Ashton, in a
quick tone of anticipated anger; ' you had three quarters' dancnig at Miss Richardson's, and every one said you did very well.'
And you danced away as merrily as a Scotch lassie last year
it our neighbour Carter's,' said Mr Ashton. 'Because I knew
everybody there,' replied Katharine; 'and I was quite at home,
nd it was great fun going down the country dance, but I don't
know anything about new-fashioned dancing; and Selly says
here will be none but that at the ball, because it won't be
gnteel.' ' Well, then,' said Mrs Ashton, 'if you can't dance in
he new way, Kate, you must dance in the old, that's easily
enough settled.' ' Only that the new-fashioned people will carry
:all their own way,' said Katharine, 'and there will be only one
and for us all.' Mrs Ashton looked a little discomfited at this
vious objection, and was contented with murmuring that she
id not care a bit about the ball, but she did not like her child
be different from other people. 'That is just what John Carter
saying to me this morning,' said Mr Ashton. '" It is not,"
s he, "that one cares to go one's self, but one does care to
put aside;" so honest John means to go.' 'John Carter at
all ' exclaimed Mrs Ashton, 'who would have thought it!'
here '11 be many a worse man there,' said Mr Ashton, 'let
m be as high grandees as they may; and I should just like
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to see any of them looking down upon John Carter; as respectable a man as .any in Rilworth, as I heard Colonel Forbes
declaring to-day. Give me the leg of that duck, Mrs Ashton,
and Kate, child, take the wing; you are not eating anything today.' Katharine hesitated a moment, and then said quietly : 'I
think, mother, the wing would be rather nice for Jemmy Dawes,
in Long Lane, and I could take it there this afternoon. His
arm hurts him a great deal, and he doesn't eat much.' ' Jemmy
Dawes, Kate!' exclaimed Mr Ashton, 'who is he ?' ' Only the
child that was nearly run over the other day,' said Mrs Ashton.
'But Miss Sinclair looks after him, Kate, and if you go there
you won't have time for Miss Dyer's.' 'Only I thought, mother,'
said Katharine, 'that perhaps you would go up to Miss Dyer's
first, and look over the things and see what you like, and
It isn't very far to
then I might come to you afterwards.
Long Lane.' 'But you can't take a plate about the streets,'
said Mr Ashton ; 'you will look as if you were coming from an
eating-house.'
' Which will be quite true,' said Katharine,
gaily, 'and all the more reason that one should help others to
eat. But, mother, you did not mind when I carried the rice
pudding to Mrs Carter when she was ill.' 'That was different,'
said Mrs Ashton, ' they are old friends ; but I don't see why, if
Miss Sinclair is a district visitor, she is not to take care of her
own poor.' 'It's her duty,' exclaimed Mr Ashton; 'so finish
your dinner, Kitty, and let us have no more of this nonsense.
What's the use of my bringing you up to be a careful, modest
girl, not even letting you come into the shop, if you are to go gadding about by yourself in all the back lanes of Rilworth ?' ' You
will make yourself quite talked about by and by,' echoed Mrs
Ashton, assuming a courageous tone; 'to my certain knowledge
you have been down to Long Lane twice this week.' ' But Long
Lane is not a very bad place, mother, is it ?' said Katharine;
'I am sure I have heard it is not as bad as Pebble Street, and
Betsey Carter goes there every day of her life.' ' Betsey Carter
is a good deal older than you, Katharine,' said Mrs Ashton ;
she always said 'Katharine' when she wished to be peculiarly
emphatic. ' And I don't want you to be like Betsey Carter,' continued Mr Ashton, 'and that's more to the point. To my mind
she is a set-up girl, always going to district meetings, or teachers'
meetings, or committees, and thinking herself a saint; and all
the time only caring to get invited to drink tea at the Rectory.
This is not what I call religion. I like people to keep their
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Sand I don't think there is any good done when they try
out of it, and I wonder, for my part, that Mr Reeves can
it. I declare the way that girl spoke to him the other day
y shop was quite a scandal; just as if she was the person
Knew everything, and he knew nothing. No good can come
i I 'm sure. I have had a bad opinion of District Societies
Ir since I found how it took people out of their proper place;
4 I don't want ever to see you having anything to do with
pas, Kitty.'
,atharine was silenced, but she did not eat the wing of the

,lr Ashton

stood a little moodily by the fire when dinner
He had an uncomfortable impression of the converLion.
So also had Katharine; but Mrs Ashton talked for
nth; and as she busied herself in giving a little help to the
id who took away the dinner things, and assisting Katharine
folding up the table-cloth, and sweeping the crumbs from the
pr, lest her new carpet should be spoiled, she discoursed upon
wings in general, and Miss Dyer in particular. ' It would be no
pd,' she said, 'for her to go to Miss Dyer's alone; she
in the least be able to tell what to choose; not that
a fancied indeed that Kate would know much better; she was
Iwer much given to dress; but, of course, if she was to wear
g gown, it was proper she should choose it.' ' Why not go to
kly Fowler, mother?' said Kate, in a tone of amusement:
;he has been buying dresses for every one, she tells me-Matty
IdSusan Andrews, and the youngest Miss Madden-and, as
~ says, one of the Miss Lanes, but that I don't quite believe,
r she does not know them well enough.' ' Well, to be sure,
gt is a good notion!' exclaimed Mrs Ashton; 'not that I
old like Selly to think we hadn't just as good taste as she
w, she is set-up enough without that; but it might be as well
Oet a notion of what she means to wear, that you mightn't
ye the same.' 'No fear of that,' replied Katharine, a little
htened, for she had spoken hastily, and had no real idea of
ing herself in the power of Selina's taste, ' Selly means to
blue silk, and I am to have white muslin and pink bowszmustn't forget them. Fancy me, father,' she added, turning
r father, and laying her hand playfully on his shoulder,
y me done all over with pink bows-shan't I look like a
ing rose-tree?' 'A cabbage-rose,' said Mr Ashton, relaxinto a smile, as he patted her cheeks. 'What a woman you
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are grown, Kate, this last year ! and what a colour you've go
in your cheeks ! quite the colour for a painter, as Colonel Forbe,
said to me this morning.' Katharine's colour became something
deeper than that of a cabbage-rose. ' I will go with you, mother;
to choose the dress,' she said, 'and we need not ask Selly any.
thing about it. You know better than she does what is good
muslin and what is bad, and that is the chief point.' 'Yes;
muslin will wash, that is one good thing,' said Mrs Ashton, after
thinking for a moment; ' and if there were to come any other
ball this winter, you might trim it up with green or blue, and
people wouldn't know it to be the same.' 'And if there weren't
any more balls, it would cut up into something useful,' said
Katharine; ' I shan't so much care if it is muslin, mother.' ' But
you will want some other fineries, child,' observed Mr Ashton.
He had been paid for his books in ready money-gold-it was
heavy in his pocket, and he was in a hurry to relieve himself
from it. 'Nothing but the bows,' said Katharine, kissing him,
'they will be fine enough for any one.' ' Nonsense, Kate,' exclaimed Mr Ashton, 'you must have some ornaments. Why,
there's Miss Selly will come out like a jeweller's shop, and I
don't choose to have my girl looked down upon.' 'There's her
grandmother's brooch, with the red garnet in the middle and
the blue stones, round it,' said Mrs Ashton. ' I have heard say
that the garnet is a great beauty.' ' Grandmother's fiddlestick!'
exclaimed Mr Ashton. ' Why, wife, you would have the child
look as if she had lived a hundred years ago. What do you
think Colonel Forbes, and the Duchess of Lowther, and all the
grandees would say if they saw her with her grandmother's
brooch on ?' 'Just as much as they would say if they saw me
without it, father,' said Katharine, laughing. 'But I should
like,' she added, as she caught the disappointed expression of
Mr Ashton's face-' I should like, father, to have something new
and pretty if I might; if it would not cost very much, and if.
there was a place for your hair, and mother's, and John's in it.'
'Well, then ! if one must-you girls are dreadfully extravagant ;
but I suppose you must have your way. There,'-and he threw
down three sovereigns on the table,-' be off with you, and don't
trouble me any more with your follies.' 'All for myself, father?'
said Katharine, her eyes sparkling with delight. 'Who else should
it be for? Take it, child, and say thank you.' Katharine threw
her arms round him and gave him not a kiss, but a hug. Mr
Ashton withdrew himself from her gently, ashamed of the weak-i
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which made a tear glisten in his eye. 'Only one more
ord, father,' said Katharine, following him to the door leading
ito the shop. ' If the brooch should not cost all that, might I
ave what is left for my own, to do just as I like with?' ' Dig
hole and bury it if you like,' was the reply; 'only run away
ow, for there's the Duchess's carriage stopping.'

CHAPTER IX.

Mi

OTHER,' said Katharine, as she came down-stairs dressed
for walking, ' I suppose it won't do for me to carry that
iece of duck to Long Lane, as my father says he had rather
at ?' ' You have got your Sunday dress on,' said Mrs Ashton,
why not let Susan carry it?' 'I thought she would be busy,
cutting away the dinner things,' replied Katharine, 'so I did not
ke to ask; but if she might go?' 'To be sure, there are the
ishes to be washed up,' pondered Mrs Ashton: 'let it stay
-day, Kitty; your father may like the wing of the duck for
upper.' 'I thought we could get him some toasted cheese,' replied
atharine; 'and the boy is very weak, and I don't think he is
kely to have anything from Mrs Sinclair's to-day, because Miss
inclair told me they were going into the country for a visit, so
iere is not likely to be a dinner dressed, except for the servants.
Ve might go to Miss Dyer's first, and come in for the duck
afterwards, if you like, mother. He is a very nice little boy,'
be added, 'and he is Anne Crossin's nephew.' Mrs Ashton
uncomfortably tender-hearted. One reason why she never
ked to hear about her poor neighbours was, that it made her
happy. She stood in the passage considering,-moved to the
r, came back again, and exclaimed, half angrily, 'What a
you are, Kitty, for having your own way ! There, go and
a basket, and let me take the duck myself, and hear no
about it.' 'O mother ! I could not let you do that.' ' Why
child? it is not fifty yards, and Susan must wash the
s.' 'Then you will let me go too, and show you the house;
father can't be angry at that,' said Katharine; and not waitfor the permission, she ran off to the kitchen, where the
ants of the dinner were lying on the dresser, searched the
s for a basket, seized the much-talked-of duck's wing, and
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put it into a small plate, with the two remaining potatoes, and,
covering the whole with a saucer, and adding a tolerably large
piece of bread, was standing again at her mother's side before
Mrs Ashton had at all made up her mind whether she was not
giving herself very unnecessary trouble. 'What a girl you
are !' was again Mrs Ashton's comment, 'no sooner said than
done.' 'Well, dear mother, and how else is one to get through
the world?' replied Katharine. She hung the basket on her
arm so as to be least noticed, and they walked up the street together; Katharine amused at having had her own way, and pleasing herself with thinking how the child would enjoy his dinner ;
Mrs Ashton in a ceaseless fidget, lest the gravy of the duck (of
which, however, there was a very small proportion) should somehow or other get through the basket, and spoil Kitty's best gown.
Happily that thought so possessed her mind, that she did not see
Mrs Fowler and Selina on the opposite side of the street, and so
was not troubled with any fears as to their noticing the basket,
and wondering where she was going.
Jemmy Dawes was left in the cottage alone, sitting on a stool
almost touching the dusty bars of the little fireplace,-a happy
circumstance for Mrs Ashton's sympathies. She had a great
dread of fire, and an idea that parents who allowed their children
to be in a room without a guard, were quite answerable for murder. The first questions which she put to the child were, what
had become of his aunt, and his grandmother, and his uncle, and,
in fact, all his relations, and why they had gone away from him,
and what he would do if a coal hopped out; questions which, if
not tending much to the child's ultimate safety, had the effect of
bringing out a good deal of the history of his family, poverty,
sickness, and sorrow; dragged forth, as it were, to light, from his
simplicity. Mrs Ashton was much excited. ' It was a shame,t
she said, 'a downright shame, to leave a child of that age; not
to set any one to watch him; not put up a guard; not even to
beg a neighbour to look in upon him ! But the poor were always
so thoughtless; really it seemed as if they hadn't the same feelings
as other folks. A fortunate thing it was for the child that they
had happened to come ; he might have been burned to death tern
times over, for anything his aunt or his grandmother seemed tq
care; and so easily too I! There, my man ! you will like this,
shan't you ?' she said, uncovering the basket. The little fellow
raised his watery eyes to her with a smile, but he did not say any,
thing. ' Don't you think now, Kitty, he might as well eat it whilst
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rand then there will be no fear of his tumbling into
. the same time?' Katharine did not precisely pero connection of the two actions, but she was very willing
that the poor child had what they had brought for him,
t it was not shared with a set of hungry cousins. Mrs
)npeeped into a cupboard, and took out a knife, and as no
was to be found, she managed to cut off the meat from the
~ by the help of a knife and a teaspoon, praising herself as
4id so for having such a clever thought, and looking at the
~from time to time with evident satisfaction, as with hungry
~e watched the progress of his dinner preparations. Then
made a table of a wooden chair, and moving the child far
tgh away, as she said, from any hopping coals, told him to
in and eat fast, lest any one else should come in and want it.
m to say grace first,' said the boy, raising himself with
He stood up, and joined his
culty from his little seat.
ds together, and repeated something quite unintelligible.
)el! that is odd,' whispered Mrs Ashton to Kate, 'who
kld have thought it?' 'Did your aunt teach you to say
e, Jemmy ?' asked Katharine. 'No, it wasn't aunt, it
the lady,' said Jemmy, speaking with his mouth so full
! Katharine was obliged to make him repeat the words.
issSinclair, I suppose,' said Mrs Ashton, in an undertone,
ese district ladies are always rather given to Methodism.'
it it is quite right, mother,' said Katharine, 'you know how
iful you always were to make John and me say grace when
were children.' 'Oh yes ! quite right, only odd; I should
e thought a lady like Miss Sinclair, going to be married too,
hey say, would have had something else to think of than
rhing a little urchin like that to say grace.' Katharine made
answer; her eye at the moment caught a streak of blue
gleaming through the dusky window pane, and something
ied her mind-a feeling more truly than a thought, which,
e had put it into words, might have been a question whether
;earest and dearest of earthly interests, even marrying and
/g in marriage, could really be placed in importance above
Work of training, even in the slightest degree, an immortal
i for heaven.
fThere, now we are out of that close lane, and you can take
arm, Kate,' said Mrs Ashton, as they turned into High
it together. ' I shan't want you to go there often, you'll
a fever if you do.' Katharine did not urge the point, she
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was satisfied that she had done her duty for the
,'Iend s
did feel at the moment that the air in the broad street was muc
more pleasant than that in the little cottage. So they walk
on, settling where they should go first, and Katharine enterin
much more into the pleasant prospect of her new brooch, no
that she had disposed to her satisfaction of the wing of the duck,

'I declare there is George Andrews coming out of the " Bear "
with Colonel Forbes and Mr Lane,' said Mrs Ashton. 'They
have been having a talk about the room of course. Let me see,
it is those three windows to the right which make the ball-room,
isn't it, Kate ?' ' Five windows, mother,' replied Katharine;
'that is, there is a partition between, which they take down
when they want it.' 'Five windows ! well, that will hold a good
heap. The more the merrier, as my grandmother used to say
when we sat down five-and-twenty to roast goose and boiled
beef on Michaelmas-day. And there is Charlie Ronaldson
with them, what is he doing there, I wonder?'
'Nothing, I
should think,' said Katharine, looking across the street. ' You
know, mother, he is going somewhere to learn land surveying,
but it is not quite settled yet, and so till it is he has not anything to do except what he makes for himself.' ' He is a very
genteel young man,' observed Mrs Ashton. 'I sometimes think
whether he won't cut out John in Selly Fowler's good graces.'
'No fear of that,' replied Katharine, as she watched more attentively the group standing in front of the ' Bear.' ' He is too
quiet a good deal for Selly. But do look,' she added, 'how
George Andrews is holding forth. And Colonel Forbes listening as if George was prime minister.' 'Is not that good now ?'
said Mrs Ashton.
George Andrews, a shrewd, low-browed, red-haired young
man, of about six-and-twenty, certainly was stating his opinion
with an air of great authority, lifting his fore-finger, and turning
from Colonel Forbes to Mr Lane, and from Mr Lane to Colonel
Forbes, wishing, it would seem, to convince them of some
fact which apparently they were not inclined to contradict.
' What a great man George has become since he has been on
this ball committee !' observed Katharine, ' a much greater than
Charlie Ronaldson ever was or will ever be. Greatness is not
in his way.'
' George has such a wonderful pushing way,' observed Mrs Ashton. 'Yes,' replied Katharine, 'as my father
said to me the other day, one would think he had been plac.
tising all his life selling himself by auction. But, mother, see, they
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ving away; if we cross the street now we shall be sure
t them; do let us wait.' No; that was not in Mrs Ashway; she was not at all inclined to let slip such an opporof hearing all that had been said or done about the ball,
Katharine's observation only had the effect of so quickening
movements that, in her haste to be on the opposite side of
way before the gentlemen had gone by, she put herself in
ger of being run over' by a baker's cart. 'How d'ye do?
d'ye do?' was her salutation to George, accompanied by a
e which he could not but notice, and he stopped and spoke,
Ogh it cut short something he was saying to Mr Lane. Mr
he and Mrs Ashton did not know each other, Mr Lane therewalked on. Colonel Forbes moved as if he meant to do
same, and then, as with a sudden recollection of duty, he
used : 'Mrs Ashton, I am so glad to have the opportunity of
ing you. I hope your husband told you what I was saying
him this morning. Miss Ashton, I trust we shall have the
sure of seeing you at the ball on the 15th.' 'My daughter
very much honoured, I am sure,' said Mrs Ashton, with a
i-bow, half-curtsey, and her really handsome face was radiant
a sunbeam. Katharine neither bowed nor curtsied, but said,
hank you, sir, I think I am going.' 'And you will come early,
cope,' said the Colonel, 'we don't want to make it a very
e business. The Duchess does not fancy very late hours, and
must have supper about eleven; that is, if our friend Mr
4rews can be brought to consent.' 'Twelve, Colonel, not
g moment earlier, if you want to do what people like,' said
orge. ' Nobody will get into the fun of dancing before eleven,
I if you break it up then, the thing will go off flat.' 'Well,
w, we must have a little private supper for the Duchess and
r party at any hour her Grace pleases. You won't object to
Mrs Ashton. Miss Ashton, I dare say you are of Mr Anjw's opinion, and don't like the thought of having your dance
ken up too soon.' 'I don't know, sir,' replied Katharine,
should think everybody would like best to do what the
chess of Lowther wishes, if she means to be there.' 'Vezy
reous,' said the Colonel, with a patronising smile, 'but unanately every one else is not inclined' to be equally amiable.
we shall make a compromise, I dare say. Mr Andrews, we
meet, I suppose, to-morrow-good afternoon. Good after, Mrs Ashton ;' he half put out his hand to shake hands
Katharine; but she either did not or would not see it, and
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he bowed and walked away. 'Now that is what I call upholdi6
the people's rights,' exclaimed George Andrews, stroking his re
whiskers complacently, and looking round for applause. ' If
ball is to be a Union Hall, as Colonel Forbes calls it, why is th
Duchess of Lowther, or the Duchess of anything, to be consuited ?' ' Only because she will be the person of most import
ance in the room,' observed Katharine. 'Pooh!' replied George
rather unceremoniously, as he gave his hat a little self-conscious
shake; 'at a Union Ball nobody is of importance but the stewards.
I have been saying that to the Colonel for the last half hour.
"Just see, Colonel," said I, " what will be the effect of the eleven
o'clock supper ; there will be"'He was stopped in his
speech by Mrs Ashton. 'But I thought it was all settled, Mr
George, and that the Duchess was to have her supper alone, if
she liked it, and every one else afterwards.' ' It won't do, it won't
do,' replied George, oracularly, 'take my word for it, it won't.'
If the Duchess can't come and behave like other people, she had
much better stay away. She will give offence, as sure as fate
she will.' 'Then it will be very unkind in people who take
offence,' said Katharine. 'Why is the Duchess not to have her
way as well as we ours?' 'Because she is one and we are
many,' replied George; and he drew himself up with an air
which betokened that he had settled the question entirely to his
own satisfaction. 'She only wants to have supper alone,' persisted Katharine, 'that won't trouble us.' 'I beg your pardon,
Miss Ashton, my time is precious, I can't stay to argue the point.'
George Andrews gave a contemptuous farewell nod, and hurried
away.
'If the Duchess is to be nobody at the ball, why should they
make such a fuss about her having supper with every one ?' said
Katharine, as she and her mother walked slowly on towards Miss
Dyer's. She had spoken almost as much to herself as to her
mother, but her words were answered by a third person, Charles,
or, as he was commonly called, Charlie Ronaldson; the son of a
man who had formerly been bailiff to the Duke of Lowther, but
who, from various family misfortunes, had lost large sums during
his lifetime, and at his death left his only boy to make his way in
the world by himself. When Mrs Ashton had described Charles
Ronaldson as a 'genteel young man,' she did not mean that he
was a fashionable gentleman, he did not look like one ; but he did
look that which was far better-a man of intelligence and thought,
and honourable feelings, with that simplicity of mind, the result
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inility and self-respect, which, unconsciously to its possessor,
Mes and dignifies the general character and manner. He was
ihyperson,-very shy; it was rarely he found himself in an
fent that suited him, and so it was rarely that he found himself
ficiently at ease to talk. And he was a lonely man, with no
others or sisters, his father dead, his relations for the most part
a distance. He had been educated at a good grammar-school,
asiks to the Duke of Lowther's bounty; since then he had
!n a good deal at home with his mother, whilst practising
king on the Duke's estate; now he was going to apply himi to land-surveying, as Katharine had said, still helped by the
fie hand. He was not too proud to begin life under an oblition, but the sense of it made him feel his position peculiar.
i had no money to spend in amusements as other young men
d--he had no capital upon which to calculate the chances of
siness, and raise up castles in futurity; all that was to be done
is to be the result of hard head-labour; and this for the preht was his only thought,-how to work so as to place himself
a position where he might no longer be a burden to his benetor. It was rather a careworn idea for a young man just en,
ihg the world ; and, combined with his early sorrows, poverty
Id the loss of his father, it had sobered him; not made him
lancholy, not robbed him of hope or the power of enjoyment,
it sobered him ; so that he looked at life as a man many years
Ier than himself-for he was only three-and-twenty-might
.e done, and this gave him a quietness of manner which was
ierally considered the most remarkable point about him.
that shy fellow, Ronaldson,' was the epithet by which he was
ist generally known, and by which Katharine had frequently
ird him described. She was not prepared therefore for his
ituring to walk up the street a few paces by her side, and
in reply to her remark, though she had seen him lingering
hind George Andrews during their short conversation, and
iced that he turned in the same direction as themselves. She
|te started when he said, very awkwardly, as if he was scoldhimself for the liberty he was taking: 'Miss Ashton, I
't think people do consider the Duchess of Lowther nobody.'
I don't, for one,' replied Katharine, trying not to smile at the
way in which he turned round to glance at her, and then
ed across to the other side of the street, apparently not in the
caring whether she answered him or not. 'And I don't
it ever was intended that we should think her nobody, do
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He was a little less shy at the second
you ?' he continued.
observation, and actually kept his face towards her whilst listen
ing to the answer. 'No,' replied Katharine, 'why should she
'But, my dear
be called Duchess, if she is to be nobody?'
Kitty, you don't understand,' interrupted Mrs Ashton. 'You
did not hear what George Andrews said. It is only at the ball
-at this Union Ball-that we are not to have distinction; and,
upon second thought, I must say I have a notion he may be
right. I should not care myself, but there's many I know who
will think it a great offence if the Duchess does not sit down to
supper; the Dobsons for one. I heard Martha Dobson say
myself yesterday, that half the fun at the ball would be making
one with the grandees.' 'Well,' said Katharine, as if she was
tired of the subject, ' I don't see how it is to be settled ; all I
know is, that I never think that people are all one, except' -She stopped for an instant. 'Except when ?' asked Charles
Ronaldson, and his hand was put forth, and then taken back,
and then put forth again. He wanted her to see that he was
going to say good-bye. ' Except when they are in church,' said
Katharine, and she took the shy fingers in hers, and gave them
a cordial shake. His face brightened up, and he said energetically, 'Perhaps it is a pity that we are not always in church.'
'Perhaps so,' said Katharine. ' Good-bye.' She did not quite
know what he meant; but they were close to Miss Dyer's shop,
and she wanted to get rid of him. 'It is bad beginning to talk
to Charlie Ronaldson,' she said laughingly to her mother, as
they went in; 'he never has courage to leave off.' 'But he is
a good young man, though,' observed Mrs Ashton; 'I like
Charlie very much, only I wish he would learn to look one in
the face.' Katharine wished the same; that awkward habit of
looking away whenever he addressed any one, took off all, or
nearly all, the pleasure she had in talking to him. She never
knew whether he was listening to her or not.

CHAPTER X.
SCLEAR muslin, of course, Mrs Ashton,' said Miss Dyer,
leading the way into the showroom, 'and broad tucks.'
'Yes, if it's the fashion. I should like it to be quite the fashion.'
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'Broad tucks is just the thing,' replied Miss Dyer; 'broad tucks,
narrow edge of ribbon round the top; that's what we've
just made for two or three ladies. I am sure you would like broad
tucks with pink, Miss Katharine, or blue would look very pretty.'
'I don't think it wants any ribbon,' observed Katharine; ' and,
mother, I should not like to be exactly the same as any one
else.' ' Then pink on the shoulders and round the body would
be extremely nice,' continued the dressmaker, producing a roll
of rather narrow pink ribbon, and folding it so as not to crease
it. 'That would be quite different from everybody, and you
might have a pink sash and streamers to match; or, if you
chose pink satin bows down the dress; but in that case you must
have a full skirt and no tucks. I can show you some beautiful
patterns,' and she opened the last number of the Dress Magazine,
containing simpering ladies in all varieties of costume, and bodiless dresses of every newly-invented pattern. Katharine was not
in the least bewildered; she had made up her mind before she
came what her dress was to be, and she kept to her own taste.
'I would rather not have more pink than I can help, mother,' she
said; 'and I should like,' she added, turning to Miss Dyer, 'to
have my dress quite plain, with a folded cape like this,' and she
pointed to one in the magazine; 'and I should choose to have
it full, without tucks; and that broad pink ribbon will do very
well for a sash, with a bow and ends in front. Mother, dear,
that will please you, won't it? You know all that narrow trimtning will take a great deal, and it must be unripped every time
the dress is washed, and so it will give a great deal of trouble.'
*Just as you like, Kitty,' said Mrs Ashton, with a slight accent
f disappointment. ' The pink round the tail would smarten up
he dress; but, as you say, it must be unripped when the frock's
gashed, so have it your own way ; only do let it be a fashionable
ake, Miss Dyer.' ' Oh, depend upon it, Mrs Ashton-depend
pon it;-Miss Kate's first ball, and the Duchess to be there, and
dy Marchmont, and Lady Julia,-depend upon it, it shall be
uite fashionable. Miss Katharine, if you please, I will just take
our measure.' That was an ordeal Katharine was not quite prered for; she generally made her own dresses, and she thought
very disagreeable to be turned and twisted about like a doll,
d measured in length and breadth, and covered with thin whiteown paper, cut and slit, and pinned together. And Miss Dyer
med never weary of giving gashes with her large scissors, and
ing pins out of her mouth, and placing them in an ominous
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vicinity to Katharine's neck. And her mother was not likely ib
be weary either, for she was going round the room all the time,
examining the caps hanging upon the mahogany stands; so there
seemed no prospect of an end. But it came at last ; and Katharine
put on her dark shawl and straw bonnet, and thought how much
more comfortable and at home she felt in them than she ever
should in the white muslin. 'White kid gloves, Miss Katharine ?'
said Miss Dyer, just as Katharine had laid her finger on the
Katharine spoke a
handle of the door. 'Oh yes, I forgot.'
little impatiently, and Miss Dyer laughed, and said: 'it was not
many young girls of Miss Katharine's age that would be fussed at
having to buy ball things. There was Miss Fowler and Miss
Madden, they had been a good two hours settling it all.' 'And
did not content themselves after all, I dare say,' said Katharine.
'Those gloves are my size, Miss Dyer ! please will you put them
up, and I will take them with me.' The gloves were put up, and
Katharine ran gaily down the stairs, turning back, however, to
whisper. to her mother, who was still lingering and looking back
at the caps, 'Mother, dear, let me make your cap; you know
mine suit you better than any, and I got a notion of a new trimming whilst I was being "tried on."'
They went next to the jeweller's. Katharine liked that much
better than the dressmaker's. She had long wished for a brooch
with her father, and mother, and brothers' hair in it; but she
had never had courage to ask for it, it seemed such a foolish expense. Now her father himself wished her to spend the money,
so she had no scruples. Several persons were in the shop, and
they had to wait some time before they were attended to, and
this gave Katharine an opportunity of examining all the brooches
under the glass counter, and making up her mind what she
should choose. Mrs Ashton stood by her touching her elbow
every now and then. 'Look at that blue one, Kate, that's a
beauty, and that gold one with the red stone; why, it's nearly as
large as your grandmother's garnet, but I don't like it as well,
do you ?' Katharine disliked blue stones, and was not very fond
of red ones, but she did not wish to discuss them, for the Miss
Maddens and Miss Lane were in the shop, giving orders for
some hair bracelets, and she was quite sure that the youngest
Miss Madden, who was a great gossip, was listening to all she
and her mother were saying. 'Why, Katharine, what are you
doing here?' she heard some one behind her exclaim in a noisy
voice, just as the shopman had found tnie to attend to her,
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do you do, Selina ?' replied Katharine, very quietly,
ng her hand without answering the question. ' I like that
in gold one best,' she added, addressing her mother in a low
ee, 'because I can wear it always, and it has such a good
e for hair.' Selina looked over her shoulder, ' Choosing
oches, I declare. Well! who would have thought that ?'

choosing what ?' asked Miss Julia Madden, coming up to Selina.
atharine could not help hearing her, neither could she avoid
cticing that Selina walked away directly to the other end of
ke shop, and that both began laughing. ' Mother, do you mind
y having the plain brooch ?' she continued. 'No, not exactly,
r you wish it; but, Kitty, do look at Miss Lane's brooch; that
he she laid down on the counter just now to have a pin put to
/ It was a handsome sapphire brooch. Katharine admired it
try much, but it did not make her discontented with her own
election. 'It is not like a common stone at all,' she whispered,
I dare say it cost a great deal of money, and, if it did, such a
he would not suit me. It is the place for hair I want most, and
besides, I should never scarcely wear anything so bright as
hat.' 'You have such an odd taste, Kitty,' said her mother.
I declare your new brooch won't be half as smart as your grandbother's garnet. If it wasn't for the old-fashioned setting you
ad better wear that at the ball, after all.' Mrs Ashton's voice
ras unfortunately loud, and as, in her simplicity, she was not
bnscious of often saying things which other people should not
ear, she seldom took the trouble to lower it. The speech was
~owed by a very audible giggle from Selina Fowler and Miss
klia Madden, checked by a hush from Miss Madden, and a
threatening look from Miss Lane. Katharine heard the latter
*y, ' really those girls are too bad,' and Miss Madden went up
~ her sister and reproved her, but the giggling went on very
kiuch as before. Katharine tried not to think about it, but she
iuld not help being annoyed, especially with Selina. She wished
br mother would make haste and decide, but Mrs Ashton could
t yet give up her wish for something smart, and insisted upon
haing over the brooches again before the choice should be finally
de. Katharine sat down patiently on the only unoccupied
other people came into the shop, and the shopman moved
y. ' Mrs Reeves,' whispered Mrs Ashton, putting her head
e to her daughter's, and pretending to be examining the
ornament. Katharine slightly moved her head, and :saw
d her a lady about six-and-thirty years of age, quiet in
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manner, very sensible looking, and not at all pretty. She was
standing patiently whilst Miss Lane gave some last orders.
Katharine rose and offered her seat. Mrs Reeves did not look
at all strong, and besides she was the clergyman's wife. The
offer was not accepted, but the tone in which Mrs Reeves said
'thank you,' was very cordial and kind, and she recognised Mrs
Ashton, and asked how she was, and inquired whether Mr Ashton
had lately been suffering from gout; and then Mrs Ashton
pointed out Katharine as her daughter, and Mrs Reeves shook
hands with her, not at all as Colonel Forbes might have done,
but with the pleasant friendly manner of interest and kindheartedness.
She spoke to Miss Lane also, and they talked together of
some mutual friend; and the Miss Maddens and Selina Fowler
bowed to her, and Mrs Reeves returned the bow rather distantly.
Katharine observed that the loud talking and giggling ceased
when Mrs Reeves came in; perhaps Selina and her friend were
ashamed of it-perhaps they were more occupied in watching
what Mrs Reeves did, for they turned round with their backs
to the counter and looked at her, and Katharine felt a little
comforted by this ; she saw they could be rude to the clergyman's
wife as well as to her. 'May we go, mother?' she asked, when
Mrs Ashton had completed her inspection; ,'I don't think I
shall see anything I like better.' Mrs Ashton pointed to a
turquoise brooch. 'I could not wear that every day, dear mother,
and there is no place for hair.' ' Well, as you wish, child.
Here, Mr Green, put up this gold brooch, will you ?' 'And let
me pay for it,' said Katharine; ' two pounds it is, I think.'
' Two pounds, Miss Ashton; shall I put it in a box for you ?'
'Thank you, if you will. 'I shall be quite rich besides,' she
added to her mother, as she took out her purse and laid the
money on the counter.
She spoke this without hesitation; for she was quite sure that
Mrs Reeves was not listening to her; and equally sure that, if
she did overhear any remark, she would not repeat it and laugh
at it. But though Mrs Reeves might not hear what Katharine
said, Katharine could not help hearing what Mrs Reeves said;
for she was talking to Miss Lane and Mr Green, and telling them
of a case of distress in consequence of a fire, for which Mr
Reeves was wishing to raise a general subscription. She was
very eager in what she said; and Mr Green was very civil, and
bowed, and hoped such charitable efforts would be crowned
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success; and Miss Lane was full of the deepest sympathy,
that dear Mrs Reeves would not exert herself
much. Mr Green, too, was extremely willing-anxious inid-to have the subscription papers placed in his shop; and
iss Lane said she should be most happy to give her trifle, when
knew what other people meant to give. But Mrs Reeves
I not appear to advance much farther than this ; and Katharine
illy felt for her, she looked so awkward, and uncomfortable,
.ddisappointed. She lingered, hoping that Mrs Reeves might
eak to her or her mother upon the subject; but nothing was
id. Mrs Reeves only bowed as they moved away. 'I shall
member it, though,' thought Katharine to herself, 'and I can
k Miss Sinclair about it.' Five shillings were put aside in her
ind instantly : it was but little, but it seemed in a measure to
1low the rest of her riches.
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CHAPTER XI.
"OLONEL FORBES flattered himself that he was winning
golden opinions, as he planned, and consulted, and arranged
rthe ball; and every day he went to report progress to Mrs
nclair; and Jane at last became so interested, that she felt quite
inclination to go, and was half-provoked when all her suggesins as to its being right and proper were met with a decided
4y love, it is my wish.' She had no one, indeed, to support
:r, for Mrs Sinclair was of the same mind with Colonel Forbes,
ough not, perhaps, from the same cause. Mrs Sinclair was a
tle old-fashioned in her notions-perhaps also a little proud;
e could understand, she said, the pleasure of a dance given by
landlord to his tenants-there was something of the old feudal
irit in it-a mutual tie of protection and respect ; but a ball,
den there was no one to guide, and no one to look up to, and
try one's will was in a measure his law, was only to be made
[reeable by the conventional forms of good society. If the peras who met at the ball had not been accustomed to the same
Sd of society, their conventional forms must differ, and jarrings
disunions must be the result. Colonel Forbes did not care
ispute the point-one reason was as good as another for him;
ke did not choose Jane to go ; and so long as he had her
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mother's support, he did not trouble himself as towhyit was give
He did wish, though, that Jane would throw herself more ink,
his notions as to the mode of making friends with the towns.
people. He had told her about the invitation given to Mr Ashton,
and about meeting Katharine in the street, and offering to shake
hands with her; and all Jane said in reply was : ' I dare say
Katharine did not understand what you meant.'
'You are
making mysteries,' he replied; ' I can see nothing beyond any
'Only
person's comprehension in the act of shaking hands.'
that, generally speaking, it implies a certain amount of intimacy
and friendship,' said Jane. 'And I intend to be friendly,' answered Colonel Forbes. 'But friendliness and friendship are
different things,' continued Jane, 'friendship, you feel, I have no
doubt,' she added, laughing, 'so far that you would not murder
poor Katharine; but if she were to leave Rilworth to-morrow,
you would not trouble yourself with a second thought about her.'
' No reason, dear child, why I should not be kind to her as long
as she remains here,' was the answer. ' Oh ! yes, kind-of course,
kind, if she requires kindness; but the truth is, that I can never
get into my head that Katharine requires anything except''What ?' ' Respect,' said Jane, timidly. Colonel Forbes looked
puzzled; but he sat down by Jane, and drew her towards him,
and kissed her forehead in a kind of paternal fashion. He was
especially fond of her when she was a little afraid of him. 'Such
a very odd child !' and he held her hand and stroked it as he
would a child's; 'and such very odd notions ! How am I to
respect people I know nothing about ?' ' I think we may respect
every one in manner,' said Jane ; 'poor people and every one.
And what I think very often prevents our doing so, is, that they
don't respect themselves; but Katharine Ashton does respect
herself.' ' How ?--explain a little more.' He was just the very
least in the world sharp in his tone. She respects her own
position in life,-that is what I mean. She respects it as much
as we do ours, she is not trying to move out of it, and above it.'
' Quite right,-she could not if she wished it.' ' Then I don't
think,' continued Jane, ' that we can do her any good, or give
her any pleasure by behaving to her as if she did wish it. Younglady politenesses are not, I think, what she wants.' 'Shaking
hands, and so forth,' said Colonel Forbes, laughing ; for he
liked to hear Jane bring forth her opinions,-she did it so prettily
and deferentially, and argument gave her just the animation she
required to brighten her soft eyes. 'Take care you never shake
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s with her yourself, Jane.' 'My shaking hands would be a
rent thing from yours,' said Jane. ' I should do it because
ed her; and you would do it because'-she stopped;-' I
!s going to say, because you wished her to like you, but that
muld not be correct. You don't care in the least for Katharine
Ahton's liking or disliking you, but you do care for Mr Ashton's
liking you, because that involves influence with Mr
~bton himself. O Philip!' It was so very, very rarely that
One ventured upon the Christian name-Colonel Forbes would
pve willingly endured a lecture of a very different kind for the
/Iasure of hearing it.
WIe could not argue with her any more-he did not at the
lment care enough about that subject, about any subject but
be : repeating her words in a low tone, he said, earnestly, ' O
bilip !-that was a very pleasant sound: when shall I be
Wssed by hearing it hourly?' The crimson colour dyed Jane's
eek. 'My mother begged for three months,' she said, 'and
bore than two are gone. Shall it be this day three weeks-the
Reenth ?'-there was a long pause,-he turned away as if
Gable to bear the delay. But the answer came, ' The fifteenth,
you will.' The words were scarcely audible, and her eyes were
immed by glistening tears. It was a very painful happiness.
tBut the day was fixed, and Colonel Forbes' mind was at rest.
uncertainty was worse for him than for most people; his disPsition was so imperious, so impatient of opposition. Mrs
i~clair saw this, and sighed. Jane saw it, and thought how
p loved her! The preparations for the wedding were to be
cy quiet; not so the preparations for the ball. It wanted
gW but four days, and yet nothing seemed ready. The question
ithe Duchess's supper was still undecided, but Colonel Forbes
d given up insisting upon it. It was left like a good many
ers things in this world, to take its chance. So, however,
d not be left the important arrangements of lights and music,
ches and evergreens, about which there had been at first as
y varying opinions as there were members of the committee.
l, who, like George Andrews, made it a rule to consult the
le, had at first opposed everything which Colonel Forbes
sted, on the principle that the Colonel represented the
0eratic interest, and in a Democratic Union Ball no such
ence could, of course, be permitted. The Colonel had been
ed to fight every inch of his way to the attainment of his
rite points-namely, ornamenting the walls simply with
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evergreens, instead of masses of artificial floweis-having a very
good band from the county town, instead of a very bad one from
Rilworth, and lighting the room with wax candles instead of oil
lamps. But he did gain the victory at last, and when every one
else was tired out,-and Mr Lane, the solicitor, had found out
that balls were expensive in time as well as money,--and Mr
Henry Madden had taken offence because George Andrews
quizzed him,-and Mr John Price, the banker's son, who had
just been taken into partnership with his father, had been made
aware that he was considered a greater oracle at the cricket-club
than at the committee-room of the 'Bear,'-and two or three
others, who had never attended at all, except to find fault, had
discovered that they were exhausted with their labours, then
Colonel Forbes stepped quietly into their place, and with the
help. of George Andrews, managed everything his own way.
It was very cleverly done. The arrangements had been discussed so often, aand.the Colonel had so continually deferred to
the general opinion, one day, and the next re-opened the same
questions with fresh doubts, that no one could tell where or how
they. were left, and so each took it for granted they were settled
according to his wish. There was not one member of the committee who did not believe that on his judgment and his vote
entirely depended the success of the ball, and neither was there
one, except George Andrews, who was at all aware that every
individual point which had been discussed in the committeeroom had been rediscussed, and resettled by the will of Colonel
Forbes. ' Let them think they have their wish,' said Colonel
Forbes one day to Jane, whilst laughing with her over the
changes he had taken upon himself to make: 'it is much safer,
and makes them just as happy as having the wish itself.'
George Andrews, indeed, was not to be so deceived, but then
Colonel Forbes did not attempt to deceive him. Vulgar and
self-opinionated though he was, he was the only individual of
the committee who possessed more than a moderate portion of
quickness and common sense; and Colonel Forbes had seized
upon him, and as he could not work without him, had forced
himself to work with him. When the last week before the ball
arrived, George Andrews was heartily one with Colonel Forbes,
-lured by a good deal of open flattery, a few good-humoured
laughs at the expense of his neighbours, a discreet yielding upon
points which were not of the least consequence, and above all, a
frequent use of the pronouns 'us' and 'we.'
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What trouble Forbes takes about these people and their
11,' said Lord Marchmont, one day to his father, when Colonel
rbes had been taking luncheon at Rilworth Castle; 'who
Auld have given him credit for it ?' The Duke smiled, and
inted to the parliamentary list. The Duke was a man of obrvation. He knew more of Colonel Forbes' mind than Colonel
Forbes himself, for the idea of standing for the borough was as
t only in embryo.
Reports of progress were duly brought to .Katharine Ashton
r Selina Fowler, for Selina was the dear friend of Matty
adrews, and Matty, of course, heard everything from headarters. Katharine did not disdain the information. She had
Ot quarrelled with Selina because she had been rude, and she
id not intend to quarrel. She did not respect Selina sufficiently
Sbe offended at anything she might do, and she never forgot
at it was more than probable she might one day be her sister?law. They met as very good friends, and Katharine showed
er brooch when she was asked for it, and said it was her father's
resent. There was no mystery in the case, and she did not
Oink it necessary to make any,-and this baffled Selina, and
er curiosity and her love of gossip, more than anything.
t Katharine looked forward to the ball with a good deal of plearable excitement as it drew near, though she had cared so
tle about it when it was first talked about. Her father and
hn took an interest in it-that was qne great point; and her
other liked the idea of meeting her friends, and having a
sant talk ; and though Katharine could not conquer her sense
the unfitness of a party which was to include the Duchess of
ther, and herself, and Martha Dobson, she still allowed
t she should like to watch the Duchess, and see how she
aved.
The day before the ball Jane Sinclair came to see her. They
met frequently of late on little matters of business connected
Jane's district, and the first feeling of mutual liking, that
nant of school-days, had increased rapidly. Jane could not
seeing that Katharine was, in taste, though not in cultivation
mind, more congenial to her own ideas of what was superior
right-minded, than many whom she met in society, calling
selves ladies; and Katharine looked upon Jane with as
h of romantic admiration as was compatible with her natural
racter. Still the intercourse between them was chiefly matterct : they talked about the poor and the parish, and a little of
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Katharine's family; but Jane often lingered in the back parlou
longer than was absolutely necessary, and Katharine sometime
found herself saying things to Miss Sinclair which she did n
think any one else would have understood. Katharine was wish=
ing to see Jane now to speak to her about the subscription for
the family who had suffered from the fire. She waited some
time to see what her father would give; but Mr Ashton would
not allow his name to be put down for more than half-a-crown,
because Mr Madden did not offer more. Katharine could not
therefore give her donation openly, but she thought that Jane
would take it to Mrs Reeves for her, and that would do as well.
There was a change in Jane since last they met; Katharine
noticed it, or rather felt it. Her visit was very short, and she
was more shy, more veiled, as it were, and her words were not
uttered as freely; they seemed less the natural expression of her
thoughts. There was no change in kindness, but Jane was no
longer living in any degree in Katharine's world, and Katharine
might have felt the .difference and been pained at it, but that as
they parted, Jane stood for a second holding her hand, and,
blushing deeply, said : ' Katharine, I am to be married on the
fifteenth.'
'Married! O Miss Sinclair, I wish you such happiness !
Katharine's voice was nearly choked, and her hand trembled with,
affectionate eagerness. Jane returned the warm pressure more
gently, yet with even greater tenderness. 'Thank you. I was
sure you would feel with me. Please not to mention it to any
one.'
They parted. Jane to watch for Colonel Forbes, and
count the minutes till the hour of his promised visit. Katharinel
to occupy herself till tea-time, in putting the finishing touches to
her mother's cap. 'Married,' she thought to herself, as she
took up her needle and thread, and mechanically twisted the
ribbon and gauze into its proper form. :' How odd it will be !
I wish I liked Colonel Forbes better. I wish I was sure he was
going to make her happy ;--and I shall not see anything more of
her, then !' That was the worst thought of all at the moment.
Katharine did not know before how fond she was of Jane. Marriage would be a great separation. Jane would indeed live at
Maplestead, and be often at Rilworth, but the wife of Colonel
Forbes could never be to her what the simple, unassuming Jane
Sinclair had been. All that Lauld lang syne' sympathy, dating
from school-days, would be swept away in the new ties which she
was about to form : and again Katharine said to herself: 'I wish
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uld be sure she was going to be happy.' From Jane's marriage
Iharine wandered off to marriage in general,-to her ownuich a thing could be ; she could not help smiling to herself at
i idea, the possibility,-it seemed so-almost absurd. Whom
she ever find to care for as well as her father, and mother,
I John ? And if she did care for 'any one,' -how could she
pose that ' any one' would ever care for her? And if she
d care, it would be very terrible to go away from home,-it
be some one so very unlike any person she had ever seen,
Wwould make up to her for the loss of home. No, she did not
ink that marriage was in her way. -The girls at school used to
Lher so. They used to prophesy that Selly would have a
it many offers : but they always said to her that she was sure
idie an old maid : and Katharine had imbibed a kind of faith
t~he prediction,-so far at least that she was never troubled
ith fears lest the persons she met should fall in love with her,
t fear which she knew was continually haunting the mind of
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i But then, if she did not marry, what should she do all her life?
ve with her father and mother ? but there must come a time of
paration. Live with John? No,-if Selina Fowler did not
wie in the way, some one else would. Live alone? like Miss
bkson, the stout old lady, whose father had been the chief
tn-draper in the place, and who now inhabited the little white
pase just beyond the turnpike, on the Maplestead Road.
marine's heart misgave her. Miss Cookson had plenty to
plenty to drink, plenty of acquaintances, no friends, two
dred a year, and nothing to do. She could not wish to be
Sold maid like Miss Cookson. What, then, could she be?
t ought she to be?
at was a deep question; too deep for Katharine, too deep
many much older and wiser persons. It was like Christian's
gh of Despond;' and Katharine felt herself sinking into it.
y for her that the appearance of the servant and the tea
in upon her meditations.
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CHAPTER XII.

K

ATHARINE had quite forgotten the Slough of Despon4
when she entered the long room at the 'Bear,' on the
evening of the long-expected ball. She felt very timid, very
awkward, but extremely inclined to be amused and happy;
They went early; Mrs Ashton liked, she said, to be sure of good
seats, and there would be enough to do in watching people as
they came in. So, almost before the candles were lighted, and
more than a quarter of an hour before the musicians assembled
in the gallery, Mrs Ashton and Katharine took their seats on the
upper benches, between the fireplace and the door; not at the top
of the room, that would have been in the way of the Duchess and
her friends. ' Colonel Forbes had been there only five minutes
before,' George Andrews told them, as he met them at the door
radiant in a purple satin waistcoat, and very shining shoes, 'but
he was gone to the 'Bear' to dress; he would be back as soon
as possible, for he was to receive the Duchess, and she was to
arrive punctually at eight.' Mrs Ashton was much interested by
the information, and considered Mr George most kindly com.
municative. She did not think, as Katharine did, that he talked
to them only because there was no one of more importance
present, and talk he must to somebody. 'I assure you, Mrs
Ashton, we have worked uncommonly hard,' he continued:
'you wouldn't know this to be the same room in which the great

anti-corn law meeting was held last year, now, would you?
Matty, my sister, and the two Maddens, the girls I mean-Harry
Madden and I are not on terms exactly,-brought a whole heap
of made-up roses to put over the mantelpiece, but we felt i
would be better not; it would destroy the tastefulness. It it
simple, now, you see, Miss Katharine,-quite simple, like your
dress, which you must allow me to say is remarkably pretty.
He turned away to welcome a new arrival, and did not see
Katharine's affronted face. She never liked George Andrews,
under any circumstances ; as steward of a ball she thought hint
actually detestable in his impertinence.
The room began to fill. Amongst the earliest who came were
Selina Fowler and her mother, and two cousins from the country
and a young ensign from the regiment stationed at the count

town, who had been dining with them. Selina looked handsome
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blue silk dress was very pretty, and very well made, and her
black ringlets were glossy and neatly arranged. Katharine

ed she could have cut off some streaming ribbons depending
the dress, and tried the effect of a single white rose, instead
wreath of pink ones; but that might be her own want of
owledge of the fashion. People, she was aware, did wear very
colours together, and pink and blue might be quite right.
took pleasure in seeing Selina, and quite forgot any past
ences; indeed they were so common that they were not worth
membering.

' Selly has brought one partner with her, and she

pure of John and George Andrews, so there will be three dances
r her, mother,' she said : 'how she will enjoy it ! But do look !
Cre is Martha Dobson, I declare, and old Mr Dobson,-doesn't
; look pleased? Do let us go across and speak to him : don't
fu see him admiring the candles and the laurels?' 'We shall
oe our places if we move,' said Mrs Ashton; 'people are comg in so fast. See, there is Henry Madden,- isn't it, Kate ? I
pnder what he and George Andrews are cool about ? And who
that young lady in white near him? Miss Sophy Lane, isn't
3 I did not know she was old enough to come out to a ball.
pd next to her must be Mrs Hugh Coke, of Littlefield. She is
)ing up to the top of the room, you see. I suppose she means to
it near the Duchess. That is a very odd cap of hers, Kitty, isn't
? I am glad you did not make mine like it.' 'I wish they
puld begin dancing,' said Katharine; ' I should so like to see
fm.' 'And to dance yourself, too, child,' observed Mrs Ashton ;
Vour father said he should come in as soon as ever he could,
Aping to see you well at it.' ' I don't know whom I am to dance
nth,' said Katharine, 'and I shall be very much afraid of trying ;
ot I shall be sure to enjoy seeing it all. Do, mother, just get
fartha Dobson to come and sit by us; she looks so lonely out
%ereby herself, and old Mr Dobson is away at the other end,
king to Mr Lane's clerk.' Mrs Ashton was still afraid to
ove herself, fearing to lose the seats, but she sent Katharine
pross the room to give the invitation, promising to take care of
Frseat for her. So Katharine made her way to the doorway.
t was there stopped by a considerable commotion, caused by
less an event than the arrival of the Duchess of Lowther and
party. The press was very unpleasant, for every one moved
ck, to make way, and Katharine's dress was crumpled uncifully. She did not think of that, however, being amused to
d behind the door and watch what went on. 'That's Colonel
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Forbes,' she heard whispered by some one behind her.
is a steward; you may know him by the purple bow at his b
ton-hole; all the stewards have purple bows.' 'Oh, then, there
another behind.' 'Yes, Mr Andrews,-Mr George Andrews, s
of the rich auctioneer.' 'And Mr Lane ? he can't be a steward
he is too old!' 'Yes, but he is. Stand back; here they come.
Some people pretended not to look;-they were the count
people at the upper end, who said they had seen the Duchess
Lowther hundreds of times, and why should they look at h
now ? Katharine had seen her very often too ; yet she did like to
see her again, for it was a new view of a familiar object; and she
was curious to see the party who accompanied her. Lad
Marchmont, the celebrated beauty, and Lady Julia and Lady
Mary Ferrers, the Duchess's two daughters, and several other
unknown but no doubt equally distinguished individuals, who
were some young, some old, some handsome, some ugly, but all
rather wonderful to Katharine, because they were so like every
one else. The Duchess herself was remarkable chiefly for her'
good-humoured expression of face, and her love of talking. She
had been handsome, and she dressed particularly well, and had
a certain kindly dignity of manner, from having been accustomed all her life to confer rather than receive favours, all of
which tended to create a favourable impression.
Katharine
looked at her with pleasure, but the person she liked best to see
was Colonel Forbes. He was in the room before the Duchess's
arrival, and went forward to meet her, and offer his arm, and
they walked to the top of the ball-room together. He looked so
very refined, so entirely a gentleman, Katharine forgot Martha
Dobson, and thought of Miss Sinclair, and wished she had been
there to see him.
'If he is as good as he is good-looking, there will be no feati
she said to herself.
' Miss Ashton, they are going to dance, now the Duchess is
come. Would you try the country dance with me?' It was
Charles Ronaldson speaking,-over her shoulder, because he
had not the courage to make the request to her face. Katharine
was a little frightened,-but a good deal pleased. She had not
till then quite made up her mind to attempt dancing at all : seeing so many strangers had at first made her feel it would be impossible; but now that she was more accustomed to them, she
had a hope that the very fact of the numbers would cause her
mistakes to pas unnoticed. 'I should like to try very much,i
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, but I don't know much about it, so please let us get
4t the bottom.'
e was great confusion in the room--stewards with purple
rushing about amongst crowds of perplexed couples, who
not possibly' be made to understand that in a country
gentlemen and ladies must stand opposite to each other;
individuals more learned and more adventurous making
dr way to the upper end of the room, and resolutely placing
Imselves in front of some of the Duchess of Lowther's friends:
ful looks in consequence on one side, and half-suppressed
pphant smiles on the other ;-a good deal of pressing and
frezing,-a muttered apology,-a stiff bow,-fathers, mothers,
lUes, and aunts, pressing in upon the ranks, and only kept
kfi
by the peremptory commands of Mr George Andrews, and
more softened, but not less imperious entreaties, of Colonel
ibes ;-such were the preparations for the country dance!
itharine kept her arm within her companion's as long as she
iiblycould, for she was so bewildered that she did not remember
it the dance was like, but the fact dawned upon her when
eSaw Martha Dobson separated from her partner, a clumsyking country boy, and vainly peering for him with her nearhted eyes, as he stood opposite to her. Katharine turned to
Arles, and begged him to keep close to that poor boy and
p him, and she would help Martha. 'I suspect we know
ire than they do,' she said; 'at any rate, we will watch and
rft something before it comes to our turn.' 'Now, Martha,'
I added, addressing the frightened girl,-' we will just go
bng together, and then nobody can scold us. I don't know
'thing about it, scarcely, but I mean to learn. See, they are
i beginning.'
fes, but not Selina Fowler and George Andrews, as Katharine
simplicity had expected. Selina was standing not far from
self, looking much out of humour, and her partner was the
ithg
ensign ; and it was Lady Marchmont who opened the bail,
i Colonel Forbes. Katharine was very much amused then;
"music was so inspiriting, the scene so very pretty, and she
sght it would be extremely nice to get to the top, and go down
tmiddle, and she could scarcely keep her feet still, they seemed
involuntarily to keep time to the music. Every now and then
c caught a glimpse of her mother through the gazing crowd,
1 Mrs Ashton's pleased smile was as exhilarating to her as
minusic. When it came. to her part to turn in the dance, how-

per
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ever, she forgot what she was to do, and making a great blund
blushed and begged pardon, and to make amends, helped Mart
Dobson with such excellent instruction, that in some wonder
way-how, Martha never knew--she actually went through th
trial of 'hands across,' and came back to her place in safety
Louder and more gladdening sounded the music, faster and faster
down came the dancers. Katharine was so eager not to make
mistakes that she did not notice with whom she danced, and
cared no more for Lord Marchmont and his brothers and the
great people of the county, than she would for her brother John.
Dancing was her business just then, and she set herself to it
with straightforward earnestness, as she would to any other
business. George Andrews, she found, was not dancing, he was
moving up and down behind the ranks, urging every one to 'keep
up, keep up,' not to leave blank spaces, and cause confusion.;
Katharine saw that there were spaces, that the numbers in the
dance were fewer; she did not see the reason, till she observed
Lady Marchmont sitting down on a bench by the door, and
Colonel Forbes standing by her talking to her. They then had
left the dance, so had Lady Julia Ferrers, so had her sister, so
had a great many others of their party. She heard some one
near her say : 'That's too bad; if they have had their pleasure
why shouldn't they wait ?' and many were the disappointed angry
looks which were cast at them. 'You are not going to sit down,'
said George Andrews, coming up to Selina Fowler, when she
had danced to the end ; 'you must not, it is against the rules.'
'Not against my rules,' was Selina's reply, and with a toss of the
head, she left her place and sat down. Two or three others
followed her example ; the spirit of the dancers was departing;Katharine stood at the top, and did not quite know whether it
was worth while to go on. Colonel Forbes saw there was a
pause, give the signal to the musicians,-and the country dance
was over.
Disappointment the first,-a great disappointment to Katharine
-but she bore it very patiently. Not so many others. ' It was
the grandee airs,' they said, which they disliked, and other folks
imitating them ; but they would have their revenge ; they would
have a country dance before the evening was over, and all to
themselves, and three times up and down they would go if they
chose it. A decided party was formed: all who had left the
country dance were considered to be, as it was said, aping the
grandees ; and when a quadrille was proposed, no one else would
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Katharine would not venture

Sa quadrille, though Charles Ronaldson asked her, and said

Rhad really not danced at all She sat down by her mother,
watched the forming of the quadrilles. 'Do look, mother,'
said, 'there are Selly and Henry Madden wanting a place;
re will they go?' ' Into that second set, I suppose,' said
Ashton. ' There is no one standing opposite to that young
in the white silk.' The young lady in white silk was a
sin of Lady Marchmont's. She and her partner were looking
td for a vis-d-vis. Selina and young Madden were just
ing up. It was impossible not to see them. The young
put up her eye-glass, glanced round the quadrille, said quite
Ily, 'We have no vis-d-vis,' and quietly retired. The dancbegan, and Selina was obliged to sit down. ' Now that's
;t I call rude,' exclaimed Mrs Ashton. 'Very rude,' said
marine; 'but if I were Selly I would not have put myself in
way of it. She might have seen they were not any of them
set.' ' But one set is as good as another to-night,' said Mrs
ton; 'people were all to dance together, I thought.' 'Yes,
ce with the people who dance like them,' replied Katharine;
Mother, is not Lady Marchmont
1t is what they are doing.
atiful, and isn't it pleasant to see her move about in that
ing way ?' 'She does not dance half as merrily as you, Kate,'
ied her mother. 'You went through that twisty figure in the
ltry dance as if you had been at it all your life. How I
Your father could have seen you.' 'Ah, but mother, that
dancing for myself. Lady Marchmont's dancing is for other
ple. I could watch her all night;' and Katharine bent forward,
ker view might not be obstructed by a venerable old lady
,sat next her, and followed every movement of the graceful
YMarchmont with the most eager delight.
atharine's was one of the few faces on which a hearty smile
jasure was to be seen. The feeling in the room generally
-uncomfortable. Selina Fowler was not the only person
ieved. Miss Lane found herself in the third set, when she
d to be in the second; Miss Madden fancied that Lady Julia
rs had cut her ; Miss Andrews felt especially angry that, as
er of a steward, she hadnot been introduced to the Duchess.
of the county people were heard making remarks upon
Julia Madden's style of dancing; and the unfortunate
ees,'-from the good-natured Duchess, wishing to be kind,
in the least knowing how to begin, to the silly girl who
F
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did not choose to be vis-d-vis to Selina Fowler--were all includ
in one term-' airified.'
Colonel Forbes, with the quick instinct of a seeker of popu
larity, felt, almost before he saw, what was amiss. 'We ar
keeping aloof too much,' he said to the Duchess : 'it will not d
to have the sets distinct. Can your Grace persuade Lord March
The Duchess, only too delighted
mont to play the agreeable?'
to be spared the responsibility of thought, appealed to her son
'Marchmont, there is Miss Lane,-do you see her ?-the young
lady in yellow : go and ask Miss Lane for the next quadrille;
you really must-it will be civil. And Walter,'-she beckoned
to another son-' Colonel Forbes, be so good as to find Walter a
partner ?-Go and talk your best, my dear boy; don't be shy,
there is nothing to be shy about.-What else can I do, Colonel
Forbes ?-only tell me !-what can I do ?-Must I walk up and
down and talk to them ?-Ah !-what a comfort !-here are the
officers!' A great comfort indeed, not only for the Duchess, but
for the whole room. Officers are amphibious animals,-they can
live in all elements. Colonel Forbes seized on the major and the
captain for Miss Lane and Miss Madden, introduced a lieutenant
to one young lady, an ensign to another; then called for a polka;
and, as the whirling dance began, returned to the Duchess, to
congratulate both her and himself that the success of the ball
was secure.
Most mistaken man ! The polka once begun, when was it to
end ? Martha Dobson looked on in despair-Katharine in some#
thing much more akin to disgust; but the polka-dancers-at
indefatigable, though by no means as elegant, as the dancing
Dervishes-seemed to have made it a principle to continue till
they had exhausted their own breath, and the patience of theiN
friends. In utter weariness of the fatigue of standing still, somd
who had never seen the dance before ventured to try it. To
cling like drowning wretches to each other-the lady's head
apparently resting upon her partner's shoulder for support-and
then to make a hoping rush, seemed all that was required; and
brave as unpractised aeronauts, they set off. A collisionstumble-the interruption of the dance,-unpleasant word
followed; but what did that signify in a polka ?-On and
again, getting more excited, more rapid, more in the way ! T
confusion was bewildering. Lady Marchmont drew back, an
with a haughty air, declared that she could venture upon it
more-the romping was intolerable. Colonel Forbes was
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at her annoyance, and would have put an end to the dance,
there was no opportunity. The Duchess, he saw, was as
comfortable as her daughter-in-law. She talked of retiring;
would have been the most dire offence, and Colonel Forbes
Iioned earnestly for a little forbearance-a little patience.
tpper should be prepared for her Grace alone if that would
tse her;' but, as he said the words, he felt that he was comting a blunder. The Duchess consented to stay; but she
Jd not allow her daughters to dance any more; or, if they did,
ust, she said, be entirely with their own party. Mixtures
ild not do. Then there was no more hope of another and a
re successful country-dance. Poor Colonel Forbes I he felt
rady all that was being said, and would be said; he had but
a consolation-that Jane was not present. 'Kate,' said Mr
;ton-who had made his appearance in the ball-room just as
polka began, and had watched the proceedings for some time
uninous silence-' Kate, that dance may do very well for fine
ies and gentlemen, but, mind me, it won't do for you.' 'No,
er, I should never wish it.'
-he polka ended at last. Panting ladies, with heated corndons and disordered hair, threw themselves upon the nearest
ts, and equally panting gentlemen stood by them, offering to
h lemonade. Selina Fowler was amongst them-she had
Dvered her equanimity; but thanks to Colonel Forbes, not to
large Andrews. Colonel Forbes had introduced her to an
ier-George Andrews had entirely neglected her : she, who
l considered herself engaged to open the ball with him, had
a utterly put aside ! The consequences were of no import* to Mr George Andrews, who had made a foolish speech
)out in the least intending to act upon it; and who, though he
used himself with talking to Miss Selina Fowler when he had
kng else to do, never bestowed a serious thought upon her,tey were of great importance to John Ashton. 'Miss Selly
king up with John, after all,' said Mr Ashton, as he saw them
up together for a quadrille; ' I shouldn't have thought that
Ad have been her line to-night; but he's a fine-looking young
,I must say that for him. They make a handsome couple,
they, wife ?-don't they, Ronaldson ?' he added, turning to
s, who had just joined them. 'Selly is in a pet with
Andrews,' said Katharine, 'she told me that just now;
ways makes up to John when she wishes to spite any one.'
is not said like you, Kitty,' observed Mr Ashton, 'it
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is not what I call kind; but somehow I don't think you eve
are quite kind to John and Miss Selly.' ' I don't think I a
father; but I cannot help seeing what is before my eyes, and
I were John I could not trust a girl that was one thing to m
one day and another the next. I never could like any one that
changed.' 'Are you certain to like one that never changed?,
His voice sounded so deep and
asked Charles Ronaldson.
strange that it seemed like that of another person, and Katharine turned round to look at him; but he was just the same as
usual in manner and appearance,-just as quiet and shy, yet
with that keen, quick glance which seemed to take in everything
that was going on, and comment upon and draw inferences front
it in the same moment. Katharine laughed gaily in reply to his
question, and said she would not undertake to promise quite so
much as that; but it would certainly be a great point in a per,
son's favour. A bright gleam, the sunshine of the mind, crossed
Charles Ronaldson's face; it was very soon gone, however, and,
though still standing by Katharine's side, he relapsed into
silence. The quadrille was ended, and another country dance
was proposed, and every one was seeking or claiming partners.
Katharine, to her extreme surprise, was. accosted by Colonel
Forbes, and, before she was at all aware of what was intended,
introduced to a stranger, an officer, and carried away into the
crowd, and placed nearly at the top of the dance. Most entirely
out of her proper position, she felt it to be. Where were Lady
Marchmont, Lady Julia Ferrers, Lady Mary, Mrs Hugh Coke,
and a great many others of the same caste ?-surely some one
ought to take her place! Colonel Forbes clapped his hand
impatiently for the musicians to begin. Katharine had no more
time given her for wondering. Her part would come next, and
she must not put every one out by blundering; and merrily she
moved in the dance, merrily she went 'down the middle and up
again,' thinking a country dance one of the pleasantest things
in the world; and brightly she smiled at her father, when sh4
reached the bottom, as he came up to her and patted her on the
shoulder, and whispered-' Well done, my little Kate, you '11 tirq
them all out after all.' But there was no one else smiling, ni
one at least that she could see; all were whispering, and glancing
and muttering, with clouded brows and scornful lips, and gazing
at the upper end of the room, upon the empty seats, where ought
to have been seen the Duchess of Lowther and her friends. 14
the confusion of the dance they had slipped away, as they ha4
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unperceived, and now a rumour had reached the ballthe Duchess was taking her private refreshment, and
Sshe was gone supper would be ready for every one else.
as in vain for Colonel Forbes to go from one to the other
civil bows and smooth words, to suggest that it was of no
sequence to them what the Duchess did, that she was in
ate health and disliked late hours, that the ball was but
begun, and they must keep it up bravely till the morning;
in also that he singled out disconsolate girls who had not
ed before, and promised to find them partners for the next
e ; in vain that he enlisted his personal friends into his
ce, and introduced them to all whom he thought likely to
offence;-the deed was done-the spirit of exclusiveness
entered, and the spirit of the ball was gone. As the
hess did not think it worth while to stay to supper, so did
he county people; as the county people did not, so did not
more important of the townspeople.
The room thinned
Ily. When the Duchess's carriage drove off, Colonel Forbes
despair ordered supper; but there was no one to take the
no one to give tone or order to the proceedings,-it was
universal rush and press, and seizing upon beef and ham,
jellies, and calling for wine and soda-water; and there was
eat hubbub in the supper-room, and a good deal of coming of want of accommodation, and sharp witticisms upon
randees, and quotings of proverbs, such as 'the more the
ier,' 'the fewer the better cheer,' 'rather have your room
your company,' 'more missed than wanted,' etc.; from all
i it was evident that speeches and drinking healths would
aite out of place, and that any allusions to unity and symyand the happy mingling of all classes, would be received
;decided disapprobation. So Mr George Andrews was ungly persuaded to give up his intention of proposing the
h of the Duchess of Lowther in a neat speech, and Colonel
s relinquished his intention of replying to it in a politic
SyEven the health of the stewards it was felt would be a
rous subject, and still more dangerous would be the disbn of exciting topics whilst the gentlemen lingered at the
stable. The different parties were therefore hurried back
iball-room before they had time to do much more than
hat was set before them, utterly to the discomfiture of the
people, who cared nothing for the dancing but much for
per, and were heard to say, that to be called upon to pay

i that
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five shillings for a ham sandwich and a scrap of jelly, was litt
else than being cheated.
There was dancing after supper, but not pleasant dancing, n
at least to Katharine's feelings. The restraint of the first pa
of the evening was much more to her taste than the licence
the latter part. If it could ever be amusing to see people be~
have foolishly and rudely, she might have smiled to see the feud
breaking out between George Andrews and Henry Maddeni
George taking upon himself to be the great man of the evening
to give orders and find fault, and Henry Madden venting con;
temptuous sneers and open witticisms. She might have beei
amused also to watch Miss Lane's over-acted dignity, and Misi
Madden's quiet flirtations, and Selina Fowler's noisy ones ; but
though Katharine's mind was not philosophical, it was what ii
far better, simply religious ; and the instinct of right feeling told
her before she could reason, that all these things, common
though they were, and by many scarcely deemed worthy t
serious reproof, were in themselves evil.
' We had better go, had we not, dear mother?' she said.
joining her parents at the conclusion of a country dance, it
which Colonel Forbes himself had condescended to be hel
partner. ' It is getting late, and I am sure you must be tired;
'Not tired if you are not, Kate,' said Mrs Ashton, trying to con
ceal a yawn, 'I dare say you would like to stay for the chance
of another dance with the Colonel.' 'There is no chance a
that, mother,' replied Katharine, laughing ; ' I have had my turn
don't you see he is going his round? Matty Andrews and Sell
have been laying wagers,' she added, 'as to whom he will asi
next. He takes us all in right order, according to rank, and
Matty nearly quarrelled with Selina, because Selly said it wa
quite right he should dance with the Maddens before het
'Sharp man P!'exclaimed Mr Ashton. 'He reckons each dano
as a vote ; but he won't take us in quite so easily as that. Corm
Kate, are you ready ?' Katharine took one arm, Mrs Ashto
the other. There were but few good-byes to be said; only
parting shake of the hand with Charlie Ronaldson, and rather
distant bow to Mrs Fowler and some friends near her, who wit
exemplary patience were waiting till their daughters should
tired of a Scotch reel which had just begun. Colonel Forb
'Going! Mrs Ashton, it is q
met them at the door.
early; you are rather hard upon your daughter; Miss Asht
'Very much indeed, th
I hope you have enjoyed yourself.'

,
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sir.' 'And thank you for dancing with her,' added Mrs
bn. She could not help thanking him, in spite of Mr
on's hints about policy; it did seem very kind. They were
genuine speeches of hearty good-will; and when Colonel
wearied and disgusted, went home to meditate upon
access of the Union Ball, they were almost the only words
.h recurred to him with anything like real satisfaction.

)s,

CHAPTER XIII.
ND you really mean to ask Miss Selly to be your wife,
John ?' said Mr Ashton, not in the most conciliatory
?of voice, as they sat round the fire after supper the week
ring the ball. 'Why, yes, father, if you have no objection;
Has made up to me more of late, and I don't think now she 'll
ho.'
' Humph ! and where do you mean to live, and what
' Get a little help
rou mean to do for bread and cheese?'
rt you, father, I hope,' replied John, 'and stock that farm of
)nel Forbes', which he says he will let me have.' 'More
he,' replied Mr Ashton; 'I thought he held back and said
did not like to trust his land to a man who knew nothing
ut farming.' ' He knows better than that now,' replied John ;
I not his cue to affront us townsfolks, now that there is to be
'Oh! that's the way the wind
Dissolution of Parliament.'
is,' exclaimed Mr Ashton; 'but we must have a little more
about this matter, John, my good fellow? I can't have you
iing your head blindfold against a stone walL Farming is
your line, and the shop is. Stick to the shop and marry Miss
y if you will, though I think you might go further and
iun any risk of faring worse; but don't go and bury your
ey in a ploughed field, and fancy it's all of a sudden to come
~iheat.' John looked very disconcerted. 'Don't take on,
if said his mother, encouragingly; 'you will bring Selly
id to your way of thinking about the shop easier than you
Kate, you must use your influence.' Katharine's needle
d very fast ; she did not once look up. 'Katharine is quite
st me,' said John; 'she has been so especially ever since
all , ' Since the ball!' exclaimed Mr Ashton, ' what has
'It is not only since the ball,'
11to do with the matter?'
d Katharine, still working diligently, 'but I did see
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things then which made me think more about it.' 'About what
asked John. ' I do believe, Kitty, there has been a feud betwe
you and Selina ever since the days when you went to Mis
Richardson's.' ' I hope not, John, dear,' replied Katharine, wit
a good-humoured smile, ' that would be a very old quarrel, an
besides, I don't recollect that we ever had any feuds there.
'No !' observed Mr Ashton ; 'Miss Richardson always said you
were such a girl for being a makepeace; but what is the mis
chief about the ball, Kitty ?' ' Only that I saw more of Selly's
ways that evening,' replied Katharine, ' and they did not strike
me as being nice.' 'She had more partners than you had
observed John, ' if that is what you mean.' ' She knows more
people, and she is much better looking than I am,' answered
Katharine; ' but I don't want to say anything against her; and
I had rather not give any opinion,' she added, looking round, as
if addressing them all; ' the least said the soonest mended, and
if Selly Fowler is to be my sister-in-law (the words came oul
sorely against her will), I shall like her for John's sake, and try
all I can to make her happy.' Faster than before went Katha
rine's needle, and her head was bent down so low that no one
saw the large tear which fell upon her work. ' I suppose we maa
thank the ball for it all,' observed Mrs Ashton. ' If it hadn't been
for George Andrews going off then as he did, I don't in my hear
think, John, that Selly would ever really have favoured you.' '
thought she was going to favour that young, flashing ensign
said Mr Ashton ; ' what a chatter and a noise they did keep uj
together; she mustn't do that, John, when she is your wife,
'She won't want to do it,' replied John; 'it is only her higl
spirits ; when people are married they get sobered.' ' Do they ?
asked Katharine, quickly, and not quite gently. 'Yes, Kitty,
they do get sobered,' repeated John; 'do you think my mother
was what she is now before she married, and when she was a
young as Selina ?' ' I think she always knew how to be modes
and well-behaved,' replied Katharine, rather pointedly. ' Mothes
dear,' she added, kissing her, 'did you ever make people turf
round to look at you because you talked and laughed so loud ?
The words were no sooner uttered than repented-Katharin
had broken an inward resolution. Mrs Ashton replied, ' I won!
answer for what I was, Kitty; I know I was a very idle lassi
'But I will answer for it,' interrupted Mr Ashton; 'she wou
never have been my wife if she had. I hate such noisy, giggli
misses; but they are aii much of a muchness in these day
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Andrews, and the Maddens, and even that little Miss Lane,
all of a piece, I thought, that night. I declare I liked much
lr to see Martha Dobson ploughing along like a good, honest,
e4 cart horse.' 'So did I, father,' observed Katharine, laugh' and I think if they had all been like Martha, the Duchess
tldn't have gone off in the way she did. Miss Sinclair said
much to me yesterday.' ' Miss Sinclair has no right to speak
iut the matter,' observed John, 'she was too proud to be
re. People can't expect court ways in a country place.'
Lt they can expect quiet, good ways,' replied Katharine, 'and
t is what I did not see at the ball; only in a few, that is.'
~st the grandees,' observed John, scornfully. 'Not all the
andees,' replied Katharine. 'They were quiet enough, most
;em; but I did not think they were all well mannered; that
ig lady, for instance, who turned off because she would not
Selly dance opposite to her. But what I mean is no matter
being a grandee or not a grandee, it's something that every
pmay be who chooses-something which would prevent people
a talking loudly to be noticed, because they would feel that it
s better not to be noticed.' 'Something which you are yourself,
qty,' observed Mr Ashton, patting her head as he rose and
pd with his back to the fire. 'I did not see a better-behaved
[ in the room.' Katharine blushed and smiled with honest,
disguised pleasure. 'I should be very bad if I was not well%aved, father,' she said, 'when I have lived all my life with
Pand my mother; and I dare say Selly and the rest would
rk as I do if they had ever been taught the same; so John,
},' she added, turning to her brother, ' I dare say when Selly
Syou are married, and she comes to live among us, we shall
to think more alike.' 'John won't bring her here,' observed
SAshton, shortly, 'there's the shop.' 'John is not really
ed of the shop, I am sure,' said Katharine, kindly, as she
her hand on her brother's arm. ' It is only just now, beof Selly's fancy.' 'The shop has done us a great deal of
that's certain,' observed Mrs Ashton. 'I don't know
in the world we should have been without it. I am sure
I married )your father, and we set up housekeeping in the
house in Cork Street, and he was looking about for someto do with the five hundred pounds his uncle left him, I
thought we should have been as well to do in life as we are
There is a great deal to be thankful for in the shop.' 'A
deal, indeed,' repeated Katharine, very earnestly. John was
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silent. 'It 's work, dand amusement, and profit, and respectai
bility,' continued Katharine. 'Umph,' ejaculated John, in ay
doubtful tone. ' Yes, respectability, John, dear ; twenty thousand'
times more respectability than setting up to be what one is not,
and fussing to put one's self out of one's proper place.' And as
John still looked disinclined to speak, she added, ' That was what
I felt at the ball the other night, and it was the only thing I did
not like in being thei-e. It is much more respectable, to my mind,
to be here snug with you, and my father and mother, dressed in
my week-day gown, than to be walking about in white muslin,
and dancing with that officer and with Colonel Forbes. Isn't it
so, father?' and she fixed her dark, intelligent eyes eagerly upon
her father. ' Would not you like me better to be always as I
am now, than always as I was then?' ' I always like you best,
child, as you are at the minute,' answered Mr Ashton, stooping
down and kissing her forehead. ' Isn't it time for you to be
going to bed ?' That was a signal that Mr Ashton wished to
have a little private conversation with his son ; and Mrs Ashton
and Katharine took the hint, and, folding up their work, went
up-stairs.
Katharine was not immediately told, in direct words, the result
of the midnight conference,-for it did last till past midnight,but she read in John's triumphant looks, and her father's thoughtful ones, the next morning. John had gained his point; gained
it at least so far that his father had consented to his trying the
farm, and had agreed to advance some money to stock it. Thi
plan was to be tried for a twelvemonth. If it did not succeed;
Mr Ashton pleased himself with thinking that no great har
would be done, the stock might be sold again, and John might
return to the shop cured of his folly. Perhaps Mr Ashtort
might have been the less easily won over to his son's views, btA
for an inborn fancy, never yet indulged, for trying his own skill
in farming. He himself was a farmer's son, and part of hid
youth had been spent in farming occupations. The early pre
dilection for the country had never quite left him, and although
now he would have missed the town and the excitement of hi
shop, -with the customers, and orders, and letters, and the in
portance attached to them, he had no objection to the idea of
pleasant holiday occasionally at his son's home. As regard
his intended daughter-in-law, however he might criticise h'
he did not seriously object to her. He was flattered because s
was admired; and she was just enough above him in position'
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him lenient to her follies. Besides she was not Katha-not his daughter. Whatever she said or did, it was
fn's business, not his. He was deficient in that quick instinct
fh gave Katharine a clue to the working of character upon
rt events. He could see great things, and reason upon
mbut he was blind to little things, and yet upon little
~is the fate, not only of Mr Ashton's family, but of the whole
ldt, must depend; since great things are but the conglomeraI of small ones.

CHAPTER XIV.
then was settled. Katharine felt there was
rHE marriagea shadow
of hope left, though John had not yet

scarcely
de his offer. Mr Fowler was a needy man, Mr Ashton combiratively a rich one; the balance in that, the most essential conIleration in the eyes of both, would be entirely in John's favour.
Irs Fowler would not dare to oppose her husband, and was
sides by no means likely to be indifferent to the worldly gain ;
td for Selina herself, Katharine could not believe but that the
fat of a wedding, the new name, the congratulations, the
!sents, the idea of an independent country home, and affluence,
fnot wealth, in the distance ; to say nothing of the satisfaction
f showing Mr George Andrews that if he did not think her
Vrthy of attention, some one else did, would be quite sufficient
6 outweigh the prejudice against the shop; the only real obtcle in Selina's mind, and one to which John was most willing
Shield. As regarded affection, Katharine felt herself uncharitble, but she could not honestly find it in her heart to give
S1ina credit for much towards any one but herself. She and
$hn had known each other from infancy; there were the early
ssociations, therefore, to unite their sympathies. They agreed
liking fine houses, and fine dress, and fine people; they had
same distaste for regular employment, the same love of
Mending money; so far there would be no opposition in their
es; but unity in such things was but an insecure foundation for
piness; and no wonder that Katharine's heart beat faintly
d rapidly, as she sat at work in the parlour late in the aftern, listening for her brother's footsteps on his return from his
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eventful visit to Mr Fowler. For John deserved a better fate
-deserved it at least if he had chosen to seek it. He had
his father's sense of honour, his mother's kindness of heart, his
sister's candour and openness of disposition; his faults in a
great measure were the result of bad education in childhoods
'John is so high spirited, no one can manage him,' said Mr
Ashton, proudly, when he was five years old; and John heard
the opinion, and thought it something very grand, and acted
upon it; and at ten years of age he was pronounced a noble boy,
but a terrible pickle; and at fifteen he was intolerably idle, but
there was a great deal of good in him; and at three-and-twenty
he was a good-hearted fellow, not fit for business, but a pleasant
companion, and a great favourite with every one. There was
nothing vicious in him. Katharine had consoled herself again
and again with this thought, when his follies had especially
pained her. If he could but fall into good hands, a great deal
might be made of him. She had always looked forward to his
marriage as the turning point in his life; that which would
decide the moral ascent or descent. She overlooked the fact,
that as men sow so they are to reap; that an idle, thoughtless
youth will lead to an idle, thoughtless marriage. John's choice
of Selina Fowler was but another form of the same careless,
self-indulgent temper which had made him as a child play when
he ought to have been learning his lessons, and as a young man
waste his time with companions far worse disposed than himself, when he ought to have been devoting himself to his father's
business.
Five times had Katharine put down her work and gone to the
door, thinking she heard John's step in the passage, and at last,
even when the house-bell rang, she did the same mechanically.
She heard the question whether Miss Ashton was at home, without exactly understanding from whom it proceeded, though it
was a voice which she knew perfectly, and which at any other
time would have given her unfeigned satisfaction. ' Here's Miss
Sinclair come to see you, Miss Ashton,' said Susan, following her
as she retreated into the parlour; 'she says she won't disturb
you as you are busy.' 'Busy! no, I am not busy,' answered
Katharine, dreamily; Whom did you say ?-Miss Sinclair ?- .
ask her to walk in.' She made a great effort to recover her
self-possession, and remembered that Jane was going to be
married, that it wanted only a few days to the time, that this was
probably her last visit; it would not then do to be wrapped up'
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own anxieties. Besides, what had she to fear ? Had she
ready made up her mind to the worst?
wanted to come and see you yesterday, Katharine,' was
s opening remark; 'but the weather was so bad in the afterSI could not venture.' Katharine was glad to talk of the
her, it was such a safe, unexciting topic, and they both made
ry sapient observations upon the season, and the short
mer, and how soon the leaves had faded, especially along
Maplestead Road, with which Jane showed herself to be
icularly well acquainted; and then a little more was said
it the ball, and a missionary meeting, and Jane was just
inning to thaw-a process which always required a certain
unt of conversation, when Katharine really did hear the
k, heavy step for which she had been so anxiously waiting,
John Ashton threw open the door, behind which Jane was
ag, and, rushing up to his sister, gave her a loud, echoing
and exclaimed, 'It's done, Kitty-she 'll have me.'
marine silently withdrew herself, and stood so that he might
Miss Sinclair. His exit was instantaneous, and as the door
ed behind him Katharine lost all her self-command, and
it into tears. Jane was not shy then; she was never shy
i it was a question of giving comfort. She went up to
marine and put her arm round her, and said, in the gentlest
voices, ' Dear Katharine, might I know what is the matter ?
marine might have been proud with any one else-pride was
of her faults-not worldly pride, of station and outward
antages, but a pride even more dangerous, the exaggeration
elf-respect. She could not bear to show suffering-she did
like pity. To any one but Jane her answer would have been
Lick struggle against sorrow, the dashing away of her tears,
the hasty, 'nothing, thank you, nothing of any consequence,'
h as a child had always been her safe reply when any one
lured to intrude upon her hidden feelings. But Jane's pity
.like her love, built upon respect. Katharine felt this,
Mh she could not have explained the feeling. Jane did not
nise, but she understood her; and when Jane's question
ut, Katharine answered without hesitation, ' John is to be
tied to Selina Fowler.' Little further was needed in extion of Katharine's distress. Jane had heard the report
+Colonel Forbes; it was the reason commonly given for
Ashton's wish to take a farm. She had not thought very
about it at the time-it was not natural she should,
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having her mind so occupied with engrossing interests of h
own. It had vexed her for a moment that Colonel Forb
should have made the promise without consulting Mr Ashton
as he had given her to understand he would do; but she di
not like to interfere in matters which were not in her province
and her only comment when the matter was mentioned was
'I hope they may be happy, but I doubt if Katharine Ashto
will approve of her sister-in-law.'
She reproached herself now for indifference and selfishness; th
matter was so much nearer Katharine's heart than she had in the
least imagined; and in an instant she had placed herself in Katha
rine's position, trying to see with her eyes, to feel with her feelings,
to understand all the pain, both present and future, which th
thoughtless marriage of an only brother, whether refined or un,
refined, agreeable or disagreeable, would be likely to cause.
'Actually to be married! Is it quite-certainly settled?' she
said, as Katharine took up her work and tried to go on with i,
as though nothing were amiss. 'He has just been to ask her,t
replied Katharine. 'I was sure beforehand she would say yes r
and I don't know why I should be so silly about it.' 'She is
not fit to be your sister-in-law,' continued Jane,-' only, perhaps
Katharine, being with you may improve her.' 'No,' said Katha1
I don't
rine, energetically, 'no hope of that, Miss Sinclair.
mean that Selly can't be improved,-that would be very wrong
in me, and very hard. I dare say something may improve hed
by and by, but it won't be anything I can do : she looks down
upon me.' ' No! no! impossible!' exclaimed Jane. ' Yes, shw
looks down upon me,' replied Katharine,'in her way, that is;
she added, with an April smile brightening her face, ' which is a
way I don't at all care for; but it will keep me from doing her
good, even if it were in me. I don't know whether I am right,
Miss Sinclair, but I think sometimes that people must have
gone some steps already in the right way before they learn anything from those they fancy beneath them.' ' Yes, possibly;
replied Jane, thoughtfully; 'but I cannot say myself that I sel
the great difference, unless'-and she laughed-'unless you
will allow the advantage to be on your side.' ' There is thp
shop,' replied Katharine, 'and you know I am part of the shop
but I don't care about mysel in the least; only-John-he it
my only brother' (the quick tears again rushed to her eyes, buo
they were bravely kept back), 'and I used to hope he woun
marry some one sensible, who would keep him up to business
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him on to do his duty. Marriage is such a very imt thing. 'Yes, indeed,' was Jane's short, but emphatic
'It must have such a great influence upon people's
lives,' continued Katharine; ' if it does not help them on
st draw them back; and if it is not happy it must be so
'Yes,' again repeated Jane, keeping her eyes
0 unhappy.'
upon the ground; ' I have heard all this said by others,'
tinued Katharine, her face becoming animated, and her eyes
y1jing with eagerness; 'but I never felt how true it was till
v. 0 Miss Sinclair, it is a terrible risk !' A pale pink flush
pured Jane's cheek : she looked up suddenly. 'Katharine,
i must not frighten me.'
'Oh!
I forgot-I forgot,' and
Marine seized her hand; 'but it cannot be the same with
l; you must have judged so wisely.' ' I hope so,' said Jane,
ptly. 'I don't doubt it,' she added, after a moment's pause.
pething-it was a feeling which often recurred to Katharine
after years-an undefined, yet vivid sense of painful misgiving
topped the reply which suggested itself; she could not say,
P can have no cause to doubt.' ' I came here partly, this
p oon, to tell you about Thursday,' continued Jane, speaking
h the quiet simplicity which was habitual to her, 'and to ask
ou would mind coming to say 'good-bye' to me. I shall not
at the breakfast; we are to go some way beyond London, so
re would not be time; but if you were at the house when') words came a little more quickly, and with some confusion
planner-'afterwards, when we come back from church. I
aght I should like it; if you would not think it a trouble,
Sis.' 'A trouble ! O Miss Sinclair,'-and in a moment the
pd passed away from Katharine's face-' it is so very, very
dI I could not have hoped you would have thought of me.'
was sure you would think of me, Katharine,' said Jane; 'and
have known each other so many years.' ' Yes, a great, great
py. I like to look back and remember them ; but somehow
pakes me sad. But I ought not to speak of sadness, though,
pa everything about you is so bright.' ' Speak of anything
I like,' replied Jane, smiling; 'my brightness is not of a kind
$ake me forget other people's cares. Marriage puts one at
of a strange, new life, and gives one enough that
Sobering to think about.' 'And you will live at Maplestead,'
Katharine, 'and have a house of your own, and visitors,
parties ; I am afraid I shall never see you.' ' Sometimes
' said Jane, playfully; 'I don't mean quite to forget all
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my old friends. But, Katharine, I was half inclined, when
came, to ask a favour of you, which might bring us mo
together; only, I am afraid you have so much upon your min
now, you may not know how to attend to other things.' ' I have
in my mind to finish making my mother's gown,' said Katharin
lightly, as she held up her work, 'but I don't know that I hav
anything else. If you mean as to John and Selina, the less
think about them the better, for I can do them no good in th
world.' 'Then, perhaps, you would not care for having you
thoughts distracted,' said Jane, 'by taking a little charge o
Katharine felt very uncomfortable. Wa
my poor people.'
What would he
she really to become a district visitor?
father say ? ' Pray, don't mind saying " no,"' continue
Jane; 'I depend upon your being honest. I would not hav
mentioned the subject if I had not felt sure you would be; and
you must not think I want to leave all the charge upon you
-but the fact is, I cannot quite bear giving up the people all
of a sudden, they are so used to me, and I like some of them
so much; but, of course, when I am at Maplestead, it will
be impossible to go on as I have done; and, when I was thinking about it, it struck me that, perhaps, if you and I were
to join together, and you were to see them regularly when I
could not, it might be the means of keeping them still under my
own eye. Was that very selfish ? Would you rather have a
district all to yourself?' 'No, indeed!' exclaimed Katharine,
hastily; I I never thought of having a district at all; I should not
know what to do with one, and I have so very little time; and I
don't think my father and mother would quite like it.' Jane
looked disappointed and uncomfortable, as a very shy, nervous
person naturally would, who had made an unacceptable request.
She hastened to escape from her difficulty. ' Oh! that is enough ;
pray don't trouble about it; don't think anything more upon the
subject; I shall do quite well. I assure you it would vex me if
you were to put yourself out of your way on my account. I can
easily give up the district; in fact, perhaps, I ought to do so, for
I shall have enough to attend to with the poor people at Maplestead.' Katharine said nothing, and the pause was extremely
awkward. Jane wished to go, but she did not like to move,
because it would seem as if she was annoyed. 'Have you seen
Jemmy Dawes, lately?' she asked, not being able to think of
anything else to say. 'I saw him once last week, and once
this,' said Katharine; 'he is getting a great deal better. His
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Id me you were kind enough to talk of putting him to
''Yes; to the National School. Mrs Reeves says she
dertake to see that the penny a week is paid for him.'
or pause. Katharine was thinking all this time. When
ing fit came upon her, she generally gave way to it; she
mot learned the lesson of society, to talk all the more lightly
indifferently, because the heart is engrossed with other
ects.
be result of her thoughts was known when Jane stood up to
.' I should not like quite to say "no"
to your notion about
district, Miss Sinclair; perhaps I ought to take it.' ' I don't
any ought in the case,' replied Jane, ' if you have not time,
if your father and mother would not like it.' 'I said that
House it came into my head at the moment,' replied Katha';perhaps I might make time; perhaps my father and
her would not care after I had talked to them a little about
'And, perhaps, you would burden yourself, and put yourquite out of your way to please me,' said Jane, kindly. ' No,
Katharine, don't think anything more about it; I only
tioned it because if was an idea which came into my head
night; and, after all, as I said before, it may be better for
not to try and continue the district; it may be much better
for-I dare say it will be-by some one else.' 'But is
e any one else wishing to take it?' inquired Katharine.
I just at this moment that I know of, but I shall hear
sorrow; there is a district meeting to-morrow.' 'And if
give it up then, you won't have any chance of it again,'
Katharine, with an air of thought. 'No; but pray, Kaine, don't trouble about it, indeed you will vex me if you
'Perhaps I ought,' said Katharine, as if.she was speakto herself. Jane laughed. 'Dear Katharine, what a conace you have ! I shall be afraid ever to mention anything
he kind to you again.' 'If I ought I will,' said Katharine,
lutely, and not heeding Jane's remark. Then looking up
e brightly, she added, ' I should like to help you, Miss Sinj-it is not that. You don't think I would not do anything
he world to help you, do you?' 'No, indeed, Katharine,
>uld never doubt you, but''I suppose it is not
t to send away duties any more than beggars, when they
k at one's door,' said Katharine, interrupting the excuse
:h she felt was going to be made for her; 'so, if you
se, I will hear some more; won't you sit down again?'
a
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She moved a chair towards Jane, and sat down herself. It wo
-have been impossible to resist her determination, and Ja
though not at all satisfied that she was doing wisely, sat do
'Will you tell me how often you go to your district, and h
often I ought to go, if I undertook it?' asked Katharine. '
am obliged to go round once a fortnight to change the tract
said Jane. 'I beg your pardon--change what did you say?
'The tracts,-the little books,-you must have seen them
Jemmy's cottage, marked "District Visiting Society," on the out
side.' Katharine did remember some thin pamphlets, cover
with paper---brown by nature, doubly brown by dirt. S
had looked into one once, and thought it contained very long
hard words. 'And would that be part of my business?' sh
asked. 'Well, yes,' said Jane, with a smile on her face, bu
a little hesitation of manner. 'I don't see how it could bd
avoided; because I could not be sure of being in Rilworth regu'
larly, though it seems hard to put off the most disagreeable pai
of the duty upon you. The tracts we have are most of them
very old and very dirty, but Mr Reeves promises us a new sA
soon. I always put them in a basket though,' she added, laughs
ing, 'and go down the back street, for I don't wish exactly t6
be known, as the boys say, for one of the ladies that go "a track
ing."' 'And what is the good of the tracts?' asked Katharine
simply. 'I suppose they may be a good deal of good if thpeople read them, or if when they read they can understand
them,' replied Jane, ' which sometimes I doubt. But at anyratej
they are useful in giving one an excuse for going to houses whic
otherwise one should have no reason for visiting.' ' And what
do you do when you do go to those houses ?' inquired Katharine.
' Not much,' answered Jane, 'perhaps only ask how the people
are, and say what a fine day it is,-but it is a means of becoming acquainted with them, and then if they are in distress they
will come to one as a friend. And there is a great deal of dis
tress--more than people have any idea of,' she added, ' in those
respectable rows of white cottages, with little gardens before
them, in the outskirts of Rilworth.' ' But,' said Katharine,-an~
she paused-.- if people come to sne in distress, I shall not kno-p
what to say to them. I shall only be able to tell them to go ti
Mr Reeves.' ' Precisely, the very thing,' said Jane, in a tone +
amusement; 'the very direction which Mr Reeves gives himse
If the people are in distress, they must be sent to him. Bu
Katharine, there is a great deal of trouble in the world-n®
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n's trouble-not what they can help ; little tiny things,
t which no one would like to take up their time, but which,
II sure, it is a great comfort to be able to tell to some one ;
bey troubles, and frettings of temper, and discomforts ; and the
ter class of people have just as much of this kind of care
he very poor, and that is the reason why the tracts are good
ogs. Once a fortnight, at least, you have a reason for going
Ebem, and hearing something about their affairs. And then
te are so many little kindnesses to be done, not a clergyman's
rk; which no clergyman, in fact, could attend to; such as
Sing their children admitted to schools, or finding places for
4 as servants.' Katharine looked a little aghast. ' You
k it will take up a great deal of time,' said Jane, noticing
change in her countenance. 'Yes, more a great deal, I am
md, than I shall have to spare,' was the reply. ' It does take
e,' continued Jane, 'but you don't know, Katharine, how"
Ch can be managed in that way, by doing a little often. I
*rhave been as busy as you, but I have sometimes had a
at many interruptions and occupations, when people have
a staying with us; and lately,' she added, blushing, 'you
Fw I have not been able to be my own mistress; but I have
Oived still to go on with the district. Sometimes I have not
i able to give round the tracts as often as I should, but I
r troubled myself about that. I did what I could, and left
hest. And I used to manage to go and see any persons I
ted to see particularly, at odd times; sometimes just before
t for a walk, and sometimes when I came back; and now
n, if I was very much behindhand, I gave up everything
for a day, and went out both in the morning and the afterI think the more one has to do, the more time one learns
to do it in.' 'And your mamma never objected to your
about, then ?' asked Katharine. ' She would have obperhaps,' said Jane, 'if I had followed my own
* She used to object sometimes at the place we lived in
we came to Rilworth, because then I was so very much
pon giving up everything for my district, that I made myuite ill. But Mr Reeves has been my help here. He told
might do what I could, and not vex myself if it was little;
really scolded me one day, when he found that I had
up reading with mamma, because I thought I had not
for that and the district too. He said that people who
not discipline themselves in home duties were not fit to
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go abroad and offer to help others.' 'But I don't know M
Reeves,' said Katharine; 'I shall have no one to help me.;
' But you will know him if you are a district visitor,' said Jane
' because you will go to the district meetings, and then you will
become acquainted with him. I was thinking,' she continued,
after a moment's consideration, C whether, if you really had any
notion of kindly helping me, you would go with me to-morrow
morning to the district meeting ; it is at eleven o'clock. It would
be the only opportunity we might have of being there together.
Katharine could not suddenly acquiesce. She said she would
think over the matter, and talk to her parents, and send Miss
Sinclair an answer in the evening. One difficulty more, an
appalling one, presented itself to her mind as she accompanied
Jane to the street-door. ' When they are ill,' she said,-and she
stopped Jane from proceeding further,-' do you think it youduty to go and read to them, and talk to them?' ' Now and
then, to the old women who are only sickly; or sometimes, if
Mr Reeves tells me, when it is a lingering case, and reading is a
comfort; but I don't talk much, I don't know how. I read what
Mr Reeves advises. It is better here, a great deal,' she continued, earnestly, 'than at Breme, where we were last. The
clergyman did not go about there as Mr Reeves does, and it
was a very large parish ; and though I had only a few houses in
a good part of the town, because mamma objected to anything
else, there were some very distressing cases,-people who were
ill, and whom I was nearly sure had been very careless and
wicked, but they were not dangerously ill, and so the clergyman
did nct visit them much. I used to long to say something to
them, but I never knew what. Now and then I read a little,
but I did not know what to choose, and it seemed unkind not to
.find out the comforting parts of the Bible, and yet I was certain
in my own mind that they wanted to be roused and frightened.
That was very bad; it almost made me feel as if I was doing
more harm than good. Perhaps I should have done better to
leave the matter alone; but I was not very experienced, and the
place was so poor, no one scarcely went about to see the people
except mamma and myself. But it is very different here. M
Reeves knows every one; and if you ask him what you ought to
do, he will tell you at once, and then the responsibility will be
off your mind.'
That was a comfort to Katharine; yet it still seemed a vet
awful undertaking to be a district visitor.
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note was sent to Jane in the evening.
)EAR MISS SINCLAIR,-My father and mother do not mind
trying the district for a little while ; so, if you please, I will go
he meeting to-morrow, if you will kindly take me. I think
said eleven o'clock, and I will try to be at your house at the
unless you had rather not.
' Believe me, dear Miss Sinclair,
' Yours sincerely and respectfully,
' KATHARINE ASHTON.'

It was a short note, easily read and easily understood by Jane.
t it had cost Katharine a great deal of trouble, or rather its
tents had. Mr Ashton's prejudice against district visitors
snot the less violent because it had no tangible foundation;
d Mrs Ashton's fears that Katharine would go into close, unkolesome rooms, and catch a fever and die, were not the less
hid because there was no precedent of any such dire calamity
She annals of the Rilworth District Visiting Society. Katharine
da hard task, and she accomplished it with a tact which was
>re the result of instinct than of reasoning. She did not attempt
argue, but she coaxed and pleaded, and said how pleasant it
.uld be to help Miss Sinclair, and how much she should like
be friends with Mr and Mrs Reeves, till Mr Ashton's good
ture was won over, as usual, to consent to anything which
tharine seemed to fancy; and Mrs Ashton's maternal vanity
soothed by the idea that her child's acquaintance with Miss
clair would still be kept up. These were not very high
tives for such a consent, and it is not said that they were the
y ones. There were many considerations of usefulness and
dness brought forward and talked over, but the balance for
against the question was nearly equal; and nothing but a
self-examination, to which neither Mr Ashton nor his wife
ever been accustomed, would have enabled them to see
t it was that finally decided them.
Catharine was satisfied, but not glad. She was undertaking
t she felt to be a duty, but she did not like the idea of it.
feeling she had was, that it would be a check upon her
"dom, a constant claim, interfering with her walks and her
e pursuits. If she engaged in the work she must, she felt,
t thoroughly, and then it would be a care always upon her
She had an idea that people can avoid responsibilities
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by not undertaking them, overlooking the fact that there is
responsibility of omission as pressing as that of commission, and
far more fearful, because, in the generality of instances, we
never wake up to be conscious of it until it is too late to remedy
our neglect. She went to her room that night with the sense of
a burden upon her. Life seemed to have more cares than she
was prepared for;-there were to be cares for other people as
well as for her own family; but Katharine had no idea of
shrinking from the duty. She never had allowed herself to do
that, even in her childhood. At school, if a lesson was to be
learned, whatever it might be, it was begun and carried through
without delay or hesitation. Her moral step was slow, straightforward, and resolute; slow to determine, straightforward in its
direction, resolute in its progress. As yet she wanted warmth
and love; but those are the rewards of duty. Yet a feeling,
momentary, but not to be forgotten, did come over her as she
opened her Bible to read a few verses, according to her constant
practice, the last thing before she got into bed-a solemn but
thrilling sense of happiness, and it followed upon the words,
'Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto Me.'

CHAPTER XV.

M

the bookcase filled with volumes
study, withand
REEVES'
R of
divinity, pamphlets,
official reports-and the writing-table, inconvenient to all but one person-and the great
arm-chair taking up all the space on one side of the fireplace--+
assumed an awful aspect to Katharine when she entered it the
next morning, notwithstanding the support which she received
from Jane's presence. She could not dispossess herself of the
feeling that she was going to make a profession of being better
than her neighbours; and was really relieved when Mr Reeves
shook hands in a good-humoured, matter-of-fact way, and, without any special remarks upon her new duties, thanked her for
offering her assistance, and begged her to sit down. Mr Reeves
was an elderly, gray-headed man, with a singularly composed,
business-like manner. He disappointed .many people in consequence. They said he did not impress them in any way-they
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not always reminded of his being a clergyman. Perhaps
*as a disadvantage in some respects-it made his ordinary
s less regarded; but it had the effect of heightening the
of his earnest advice when he did think it necessary to give
If such a very practical, matter-of-fact person thought certain
es and feelings of importance, no one could doubt that they
*$so. In his case there could be no fear of an opinion being
a result of poetical enthusiasm. The generality of the persons
membled struck Katharine as being of the same business-like
et, not excepting even Jane Sinclair, with her graceful refineat of manner and most melodious voice. There were two or
ree elderly ladies, quiet, steady people, who dressed in brown
Ws, and always wore dark ribbons in their bonnets ; and there
ere the Miss Lockes, two sisters, whose father had been a clerk
Some public office, and whom Katharine knew perfectly by
gbt, though she had never spoken to them; and Mrs Pearson,
o widow of a great ironmonger, a bustling-mannered, active
arson, who appeared to know the concerns of every one as well
kher own, and who was constantly appealed to as an authority;
id a young, timid-looking girl, whose name Katharine did not
now, but who, like herself, appeared only recently to have
btered the society; and last, though not least in her own
animation, Betsey Carter, the eldest daughter of Mr Carter the
#en-draper, the same individual who had excited Mr Ashton's
Itipathy to district visitors. Three gentlemen visitors also
Longed to the society, but they were to have private meetings
I their own on another day. The ladies sat round the room at
distance from the table, and a little murmuring conversawent on, whilst Mr Reeves looked over some accounts.
hey seemed all quite at home with Jane, and shook hands with
sr) and inquired for Mrs Sinclair ; and Jane was not as shy as
though she coloured rather when Mrs Pearson asked if it
s true that they were going to lose her as a district visitor.
|iss Carter was vehement in her regrets when she heard Jane's
Mwer, and equally vehement in her hope that Katharine would
advantage of the good instruction Miss Sinclair would be
to give; and then she began to offer a little advice of her
upon the best way of dealing with Dissenters, which made
Reeves put aside his accounts, and, standing up, say, after
cing round the room to see that all were present, 'I am
to say Mrs Reeves is not well enough to be here to-day, so
aps we had better begin.' Every one knelt down, Katharine,
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of course, with them; but the prayers came upon her rather a
a surprise, and she could not collect her thoughts immediatel
and attend properly. They were very short, and Katharine dic
not exactly see why some of the collects which were used shoul
have been selected ; but the prayers gave her a feeling of unity,
and she felt as if it would not do to gossip and talk upon useless
subjects afterwards. Mr Reeves reseated himself and asked for
the reports. One of the brown ladies happened to be sitting
nearest to him, and delivered hers first. It was chiefly statisti
cal; how many visits had been paid, how many tickets given, etc.
Mr Reeves noted them in a book, and gave the tickets required
for the next month. So he went round the circle, but not always
without comment. Some of the reports had cases of distress
marked down, and the details were given to Mr Reeves, or occasionally reserved for a private interview. Other subjects were
discussed more generally ; these were, for the most part, when
persons had removed from one district to another, or when, as
was frequently the case, the children of the family were in fault,
and then references were made to the rules of the National
Schools, and precedents quoted and opinions given in parliamentary style. Miss Carter was especially prominent in her
remarks, putting Mr Reeves right in two instances, and suggesting to him that he had better call himself and give some
advice to a woman whose child had been taken from the school
unnecessarily. Katharine quite felt with her father, that if it
was necessary for all district visitors to be like her, the office was
not a desirable one; but Betsey was the exception. Generally
speaking, nothing could be more unpretending, unexciting, even
dull, than the meeting. It required more imagination and more
enthusiasm than Katharine possessed, or than she thought she
was ever likely to possess, to elevate such prosaic duties into a
religious devotion to the service of God. She wondered more
and more that Jane Sinclair, with her peculiarly high-bred tone
of thought and feeling, her cultivation of mind, and dreamy,
poetic enthusiasm, the influence of which Katharine always felt
even when she did not comprehend it, could bring herself to
work heartily with persons so unlike herself, and not only listen
to, but thoroughly interest herself in the every-day details of the
lives of the poor.
Mr Reeves was very kind and cordial in all he said and did,
and showed a wonderfully accurate knowledge of his parish; but
his way of speaking of everything was too business-like to be
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ive. It did not make Katharine feel that she could ask
questions if she were in a difficulty; yet she saw that there
a general feeling of confidence in him, and that he listened
:attentively to small matters as to great ones. Perhaps by
I by she might be more accustomed to him and more at ease;
not, she thought there would be but little to help her, and
strict visiting would be even more difficult and disagreeable
in she had imagined. The tickets for the month were given to
ie, so that Katharine really had nothing either to say or to do.
e grew very weary when the conversation became discursive,
i the Miss Lockes began talking to one of the brown ladies
out some of their home affairs; and Mrs Pearson and Betsey
rter entered into a long argument as to some new kind of
rk which had been introduced into the school. Mr Reeves
feared to her to possess a wonderful amount of patience; he
ished his copy of the reports, and waited without any irrita.
n of manner till Mrs Pearson had concluded a description
a sampler worked when she was young, and afterwards
med and glazed; and then he stood up, as before, and said,
think our business is finished,' and all knelt down again, and
were two or three more short prayers, and the meeting was
an end.
Some shook hands with Jane as they went away, some did
t; but there was no question of worldly distinction-only of
grees of acquaintance. In a certain sense all were one-that
,s the chief impression left upon Katharine's mind when the
;t of the visitors departed, and she, at Jane's request, remained
speak to Mr Reeves. Somehow, in spite of the dulness, and
yness, and coldness, and odd mixture of prayers and business,
.y were one.
Mr Reeves' manner changed when he was left alone with
ttharine and Jane. He was very methodical when he had
siness to do; he showed that he had not leisure for subjects
t immediately concerning his parish; but the accounts and
$ district tickets put aside, he took Katharine's hand cordially,
d said that it had given him great pleasure to see her there~sure, if he might say so, as much for her own sake as for
it of the poor. Katharine was a little frightened, and very
sch pleased. 'She should like,' she said, 'to be of use, but
b was afraid she should make a very bad visitor, especially
er Miss Sinclair.' ' Especially with Miss Sinclair, you mean,'
A Jane, laughing. 'I am not going to give up my poor people
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entirely, Katharine.' 'We hope not,' said Mr Reeves, kindly
'the poor people would be very sorry. But, my dear Miss As
ton, what I wanted to say to you, and what I asked Miss Sincl
to keep you behind for, was to beg you to come to me at a
time or any moment, and let me know your difficulties, and ho
I can help you. You know,' he added, with a smile, 'that I a
especially bound to aid those who are working for me.' ' If thei
work is worth anything,' said Katharine. 'Perhaps I may be
better judge than you are of the value of the work,' said M
Reeves; 'but one thing I will venture to say, that if you wil
only take courage and continue it, you will find it an incalculab
blessing to yourself, if not to your poor people. 'Katharine has
a faint heart, I am afraid,' said Jane, looking at her affection#
ately, and noticing that she was pale, and had a more tired,
distressed air than usual. 'All our duties might give us faint
hearts if we had nothing besides to depend upon,' answered Mt
Reeves, thoughtfully; 'but it is quite true that district visiting-=
all visiting amongst the poor-must give us faint hearts; and,
that is what I should like, Miss Ashton, and, in fact, every one
engaging in it, to consider beforehand. I dread most especially
sentimental enthusiasm in such matters. It never lasts, and it
always does harm. The work which you have undertaken, my
dear Miss Ashton, is very up-hill and trying-often extremely
disheartening, always to a certain degree oppressive.' 'And
I don't think I shall have time enough,' said Katharine, bringing
out boldly the fear which at the moment weighed most upon
her. 'Perhaps not the time that you would wish, but give what
you can; if every one did that, the world would be a very
different place from what it is. And, to tell you the truth, I
doubt if you, or any person who has not been accustomed to
really hard work, can at all tell how much it is possible to do in
the day.' 'And Katharine need only learn by degrees, need
she ?' observed Jane. 'She may begin with very little, and
then go on to more-that is what I did.' 'But I should not
like that,' replied Katharine; ' I should be glad to know at once
all that I have to undertake, and then I should be able to make
up my mind to it.' 'Is not that a little impatient?' asked
Mr Reeves. ' It is not the way in which it is God's will to deal
with us. He begins with us gently, and leads us on step by
step. I think we might do well to practise something of the
same lesson in dealing with ourselves. I should rather advise
that Miss Sinclair's experience should be your guide.
She
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she will tell you what she has
accustomed to do, and which are the most pressing cases
attended to. If you will content yourself with these for a
~ning, I think you will do wisely; and don't look forward,
try to fancy what you will do in any sudden emergency or
Rculty, but go on quietly from day to day, doing, as I said bee what you can-only,' he added more seriously, 'let it be
Oat you can,-not what you happen to wish or like.' ' That is
iin Katharine's way,' said Jane; 'the fear with her will be
t she will overwork herself.' Katharine was thoughtful for a
anent; then she said: 'No, Miss Sinclair, it is not that. I
| work very hard when I see what I have to do, but I am not
kek in seeing.' ' A common fault,' remarked Mr Reeves, in a
of kindness which Katharine felt to be very encouraging,
He seemed a little doubtful how to
Specially amongst'press himself. 'Amongst tradespeople?' said Katharine.
) smiled. 'Not exclusively amongst tradespeople; they form
wt of the class I mean-a large part certainly;-but generally
baking amongst persons who lead useful, domestic lives, and
ve daily business to attend to.' 'They are so very useful,
ready,' said Jane, 'it seems hard to expect them to think of
thing more. Idle people, like myself, on the contrary, would
Miserable without the work.' 'Exactly so; and yet, my
Miss Sinclair, when one looks at the present state of Engatr
id,and its vast needs, it is impossible not to feel that all-not
}y idle people, but busy people-must exert themselves, if any
'And there are not
ilical improvement is to be effected.'
Ony idle people in Rilworth,' said Katharine. 'No, nor in
1y of our country towns. The influential persons are persons
trade; and if real good amongst the lower classes is to be
ected, it must be by their means.' ' They don't all think so,'
Katharine, quickly, as she remembered how strange this
trine would sound to her father and mother. ' I don't think
do,' replied Mr Reeves; ' there are many exceptions of
rse; but very often they seem to consider the care of the
as a peculiar province of the clergyman, assisted, perhaps,
one or two idle persons, like Miss Sinclair. And so it is,' he
d, 'that I hail with greater satisfaction a recruit from the
ness ranks than I do from any other. Your example, my
r Miss Ashton, may do more than Miss Sinclair's, and
will not mind my saying so. ' But I never thought about
duty before,' said Katharine, ' and I don't see why I am to
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expect that others should.' 'One may hope, though one
not venture to expect,' said Mr Reeves; 'I quite agree w(
you that it is difficult to open people's eyes to new duties, a
especially so when they have already enough before them
occupy all their attention. But that is the peculiar danger a
persons in business, in any business, whether professional
trading. They seem to have no surplus, either of time,
thought, or money, and it does not enter their heads that th
ought to make any.' 'And then people are shy,' said Kath
rine, in an apologetic tone. 'I should never have liked to off
myself if it had not been for Miss Sinclair.' Mr Reeves looke
pained, not at Katharine's speech, but at something in his o
mind. 'Yes,' he said, 'our English exclusiveness comes
there-we are all afraid of each other.' ' We need not be,' sa
Jane, and she involuntarily glanced at Katharine, as if feeli
that in her case there could be no obstacle in the way of kind
feeling. 'There are faults on both sides,' said Mr Reeves, ' b
I will not enter upon that subject now. Some day or othe
when Miss Ashton and I are better acquainted, we may be ab
to talk about it. Besides,' and he took out his watch, ' I mus
send you away now, for I have a person coming to me on bus)
ness at half-past twelve.'
Could it be so late ? Katharine did not believe it possible
the time had gone very quickly, at least the latter part of i
'Then you will apply to me in any difficulty,' said Mr Reeves
as Katharine wished him good-bye ; and you must let me ca
and see you sometimes, and bring Mrs Reeves with me: sh
will be able to help you in many matters which are out of m
province. I need not say,' he added, very earnestly, 'that ne
duties are a reason for new prayers. We shall all go wrong
we forget that.'
Katharine went home with Jane, and they spent another hal
hour in going over the names of the people in the district, an
settling what was to be done with them. Jane very much wishe
to have gone round with Katharine, and thus to have introduce
her to the people whom she did not know; but it was not possible
the next three days would be incessantly employed; and Colon
Forbes (though Jane did not say) was so exacting, so grudging
of every moment of her time, that she could not venture to under
take any new work. All she could do was to give Katharine th
tracts which were to be distributed the next time, properIl
numbered and marked ; and to advise her, when she went to ani
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, to say that she was come instead of Miss Sinclair, who
to pay them a visit again very soon. Jane heaved a sigh of
led relief and regret as she gave Katharine her tract basket,
delivered up the tickets which were to supply the district for
Qext month. 'It seems saying good-bye to it.all,' she said;
an never again do what I have done. O Katharine, how
1-byes make one wish that one had done better!' Katharine
the basket on the table-her heart almost misgave her.
at was naughty of me,' said Jane, ' I have frightened you,
Idid not intend it. One thing I can say honestly, that I
Id not but have done it for all that the world can give.'
marine took up the basket again, but she was very grave. ' I
1 not see you again, dear Miss Sinclair, only on Thursday.
it time must I be there?' ' At half-past ten, if you don't
d waiting. I should not like to miss you, and I might if
came later.' 'And you will never be Miss Sinclair again,'
trved Katharine. 'Do you mind my saying, I shall never
the other name as well?' 'Wait till you are used to it,' said
, with a bright smile; 'and, Katharine, I promise you, whatI may be in name to others, I will always be Miss Sinclair
heart to you.' Katharine's heart was too full for any words ;
pressure of Jane's hand was almost convulsive ; and gatherup the tickets which were scattered on the table, she hurried
y.

CHAPTER XVI.
Swas Thursday morning. Katharine came down to breakfast, dressed in a dark green silk, her Sunday dress; Mrs
Iton in a dark brown one. The breakfast hour was eight,
er before than after; but this morning Mr Ashton was
ocularly busy, and they were late. Katharine tried not to be
stient. 'Mother, dear,' she said, after they had waited more
a;ten minutes, 'don't you think I might go and hurry my
r? I should be so sorry not to get a good place.' 'Yes,
him the tea has been standing nearly a quarter of an
tell
( he can't bear cold tea.' Katharine put the tea-kettle on
re to avoid the necessity of such a punishment, and went
her father, stopping, as she passed the window, to look
order to be quite sure that the morning was going to be
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fine. 'We are to begin breakfast without him,' she said, as
came back. 'Mr Fowler is just come in.' ' Then no need
us to trouble ourselves about him,' observed Mrs Ashton, '
will be talking for :another half-hour. Where's John ?'.
down yet, but.I suppose he will be directly ; that won't do
the farm, mother, will it ?' He will get up fast enough when
has business of his own to attend to,' said Mrs Ashton, who co
not endure the slightest imputation upon her son; 'your fat
never got up properly till he was forced to do it. But sit do
Kitty, and give me some tea, and make haste, for I must gi
Susan directions about the market before we go to the church
Katharine did not talk very much during breakfast, though sI1
answered all her mother said with a very tolerable show of attest
tion. She was obliged to be more alive to common matted
however, when her father came in, which he did when breakfa4
was about half over, and happily after, and not before, Jol
made his appearance. His first exclamation drew from her th
plan of the day's proceedings. 'Why, how brave you lool
Kitty, this morning ! And you too, wife ! What's the matte
with you both ? John, my boy, you and I are not half goo
enough for such company.' ' One would think they were goinj
to be married,' said John, gazing on his sister's pleasant face
and slight, neat figure, with evident complacency; ' I 'm sup
Kitty is smart enough.' 'Who knows but what I may be going
to be married? one of these days, that is,' said Katharine
laughing; 'but, John, I really am going to see a wedding, and
my father knows it, only he has forgotten it.' 'Of course
have,' said Mr Ashton. 'What is the use of remembering
such fooleries ? Bad enough to have made a show of one'
self once in one's life, hey, wife? Do you remember my fin
blue coat, and how it did not come in time from the tailor
and how your father offered to lend me the one he was married
in ? I warrant, Kate, your Colonel and his bride won't ha
anything half so fine as that.' ' I dare say not,' said Katharine1
'but I don't much care for Colonel Forbes, only I hope he wig
make Miss Sinclair happy.' 'So like you women,' said M
Ashton, 'all for dress: a bridegroom is nobody, because
doesn't wear a white veil and orange flowers.' 'Well
some
how,' observed Mrs Ashton, 'one does think very little of ti
bridegroom at a wedding.'
Except that it could not go o
without him,' said John, a little fiercely, thinking, probably, 4
his own prospective happiness, and not choosing to be so ovel
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'No one would be likely either to overlook Colonel
,' he added, 'he will make himself first wherever he
And very right, too,' observed Mr Ashton; 'defend me
' Miss Sinclair is
a man who is ruled by his wife.'
k more likely to spoil her husband than to rule him,' said
'rine. 'I should like to know what you mean by spoiling,
e' said John. 'Aye, let us hear,' added Mr Ashton; 'it
t do, you know, John, to have bad counsel given by and by,
it?' 'No,' replied John, with a smile; for he was always
sed when any allusion was made to his own marriage. 'I
k't have bad notions put into Selly's head, I warn you of that,
y ! 'I should be very sorry to put bad notions, as you
~them, into any one's head,' replied Katharine; and I don't
w much about how people go on when they are married;
I do think that living with a person like Miss Sinclair,
w ould be always giving up her own will, would be spoiling
any one.' 'Trust Miss Sinclair for that !' replied John;
e will know fast enough how to have a will of her own when
is Mrs Forbes. Where is the woman who does not know
'Ay, where ?' echoed Mr Ashton, triumphantly. 'I just
you now, wife, whether, when there's a question between
and me, you don't always carry the day ?' 'I can't say
that, my dear,' was the reply. 'I think it's pretty equal;
we don't often have questions that I can remember.'
it,' said Katharine, 'what I should call spoiling would not
giving up in great matters, but being afraid to differ, and
ays humouring little fancies, and that sort of thing.' 'And
t you wouldn't do, Kitty, hey?' asked Mr Ashton; ' take
advice, and never let that secret out, or depend upon it you'll
er get a husband.' 'I don't say that I should not do it.'
8 Katharine. 'I dare say if I was very: fond of a person
liould, because I should like to please him; but it wouldn't
the less spoiling for that, and it would not be the less likely
make a man selfish, and so end in taking away one's reet.' Katharine did not add, ' That is what I am afraid
Sinclair;' she could not bear to realise her own fears,
6cially before those who would not be likely to understand
Well ! you must have a husband made expressly for
LKitty,' said Mr Ashton ; 'it is not every one that will do
o, that's clear. I should have thought now such a man
Colonel Forbes was just the person likely to take every
n's fancy-good-looking, and smooth-spoken, with an air
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of being somebody which there's no mistaking. I wonder wh
you would want more?' ' I couldn't say,' replied Katharin
' and happily for me I am not obliged to say.-I am not going
'But still, what should you wis
to marry Colonel Forbes.'
more ?' inquired John. 'I should just like to know for curi
sity's sake.' ' Well,' replied Katharine, 'it would be hard tc
tell; but in any case I should like to be quite sure of what
man is at home as well as abroad, and I should like to heat
something about him from his mother and sisters, if he had any,
I have a great notion that a man who does not make himself
pleasant in his own family is not likely to do so in the long rui
to his wife.' 'Nonsense !' exclaimed John, 'how would you
get the sisters to speak the truth about their brother?' 'There,
again, I don't know how I should do it,' replied Katharine;
'but there would be certainly some way of finding out. At
any rate, if his own family were not much to him, which is easily
known by a person's way of talking, I should think that I had
better not have anything to do with him.' 'Vastly prudent,
Kitty,' said Mr Ashton, laughing; 'but, unfortunately, yout
don't know anything about the matter. People tumble into love
and marry, and then begin to ask questions when the deed is
done. As for Colonel Forbes I never heard he had any sisters
or mother either.' ' Oh yes, he has,' replied Katharine, 'sisters
at least; two of them are to be Miss Sinclair's bridesmaids,'
'Well, they can't have been much at Maplestead,' observed Mr
Ashton, 'or we should have been sure to have seen them.
'He is a curious man, the Colonel,' said John, thoughtfully
'I have been talking to some of his tenants lately, and they
say they would rather confront a wild bull than thwart him:
'Passionate, is he?' said Mr Ashton, 'I should not hav
thought that.' .'Not passionate,' replied John; 'but he just
turns off and says nothing, and doesn't forget.' 'Umph'lf
was Mr Ashton's comment. Katharine did not want to heal
anything further. She asked if any one wished for more tea
and, when the answer was given in the negative, rose frorq
the table, locked the tea-caddy, and went up-stairs. ' Kate doel
not like the Colonel, but she won't have him abused,' said Job
Ashton, as his sister left the room. 'That's natural enoug
replied Mrs Ashton, 'so' fond as she is of Miss Sinclair. B
what is the use of troubling about it all beforehand. ,Wh
people are married they must get on somehow.'
'Or an
how, hey, wife ?' observed Mr Ashton, patting his wife on t
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der. ' But never mind, the "anyhow" has done well enough
s,and we will hope it will do the same for the Colonel and
Sinclair.'
Katharine was provoked with herself for having encouraged
conversation.
It had filled her with uncomfortable thoughts.
swished that she had been contented to go as she had promised,
I say 'good-bye' to Jane, and had not persuaded her mother
accompany her to the church. Then she might have stolen
ay quietly, and nothing would have been said. She did not
e it to be supposed that she had any feeling against Colonel
Tbes, it was so silly. What reason had she for disliking him;
e who, except on that one occasion at the ball, had never exonged half a dozen words with him. And why should she not
ist to Jane Sinclair's opinion ? Why should the fact of his
parent separation from his family, and the chance opinion
pressed of him by a tenant, tell more against him in her mind
m all Jane's devoted admiration and affection ? She tried to
ike off the impression, and, putting on her bonnet, went into
r kitchen to her mother to see if she could help her in any way
fore they went out; and then she returned to the parlour, and
ten Susan had taken away the breakfast things, busied herself
th putting it in order, arranging the books in their shelves,
d dusting the little china ornaments on the mantelpiece-anying rather than stand still and think that it was Jane Sinclair's
dding-day.
$Come, Kitty, are you ready? we shall be late;' and Mrs
dton, having kept her daughter waiting for at least ten minutes,
dme at last extremely impatient. 'One moment, mother.'
tharine folded up her duster and put it where it was always
pt, in the drawer of the bureau, and hurried after Mrs Ashton.
was the time I think you said, Kate ? Just lbok up at the
-clock; my eyes are rather weak this morning. It wants
ty minutes, doesn't it?' 'Yes, mother, just twenty; we
be in very good time, and no one will take otir seat.' ' I
tknow that, Kitty. Folks are not over particular at a wed.' Mrs Ashton quickened her step, so that Katharine could
ely keep pace with her. Happily there was in consequence
of talking, and no leisure for thinking. At the church-door
wd of idle boys and untidy women were assembled, and a few
ressed persons were straggling into the building one after
pther; but there were not so very many, as Mrs Ashton
rked, so it was to be hoped their seat was not taken. It
H
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would have been if they had been five minutes later, for it w
one of the best seats in the church for seeing ;--in the transe
but close to the chancel. The west end of the church was hidde
but that did not so much signify. A good deal of walking about
and whispering was going on between the clerk and the sexton
and benches were being moved from the chancel, so as to giv
greater space. It was not much like the preparation for a religion
service, and the people in the pews were some standing up, som
sitting down, and all looking about. Katharine placed herself a
much out of sight as possible behind a pillar, and then she knel
down and prayed, not only the usual prayer, that she migh
remember that she was in the house of God, but a special one
deeply, intensely earnest, for Jane Sinclair,-for her happiness
-her goodness ;-for happiness even more than for goodnes
Katharine had faith in the one; she did not know why she dis
trusted the other. She sat down afterwards and tried not to
disturbed by all the movement about her; and looked steadily at
the altar and the coloured glass in the east window in order t
sober her thoughts, till at last there were sounds of carriag
wheels, and her mother whispered, 'They are coming, Katse
and then, like every one else, she turned towards the entrance
to look. They came up the aisle-a party of gaily-dresse
ladies in their brilliant silks and muslins, and gentlemen in fu
dress-and crowded into the chancel; and Mr Reeves cam
out from the vestry and took his place at the altar; and, aft
a very short delay, Jane Sinclair followed, leaning upon the arm
of her uncle-her mother's only brother. Katharine saw tha
she was dressed in white, that she wore a white veil, but sh
noticed nothing else, not even the young bridesmaids wh
followed; -only, as the little procession entered the chanc
she bent forward to look at Jane's sweet, colourless face, an
saw that it was untroubled in its inward peace, though ve
serious; and her own heart grew lighter and beat le
anxiously.
The wedding party ranged themselves round the altar, a
Katharine could see little of any countenance then, except th
of Mrs Sinclair. She was standing close to Jane, but so as rat
to look down the church. It was a face not easily to be read
time had traced upon it the furrows of many griefs ; they seem
more deeply imprinted upon it at that moment than they h
ever been before. But were they the sorrows of the past
the future ?-Katharine could not guess; but she thought
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lonely hearth, the empty chamber, and marvelled that a
Wedding should ever be considered gay.
-And the service began and continued without pause. The
promise was made to love, and comfort, and honour, and keep
sickness and in health; and who that looked upon the gallant,
ionourable, true-hearted English gentleman, and the gentle girl
t his side, so graceful in her loving timidity, yet so honest in
be open avowal of her affection, could doubt that the vow would

k
e

kept ?
Not Katharine. As they knelt together at the altar, and she
,ard Jane, with a clear voice, steadily and unfalteringly give
er troth, every shadow of misgiving vanished.
To grieve her, to disappoint her -so pure, so unselfish, so
evoted, it would be impossible ! Only one pang shot through
Catharine's mind as they left the church. It had been Jane's
Gish that the service should be concluded with the Holy ComWhy was this-the first wish of her married life-set
side ?
Katharine and her mother parted at the church-door-Mrs
4shton to hurry home and see that nothing had gone wrong in
or absence, Katharine to make her way as well as she could
through the crowd, and hasten through quiet back streets to Mrs
linclair's house. She was expected, and the servants took her
p-stairs to Jane's dressing-room. The lobby on the outside
.as filled with a large imperial, and several smaller packages
Id baskets, ranged ready for departure; her maid was busy
jtting up the few last things. Katharine asked if she could be
any use, and occupied a few moments in assisting to fold some
sses, but she was soon interrupted. The carriage had driven
ck quickly, and Jane stayed but a short time in the drawingm to receive the congratulations of her friends, and then was
rried away by Colonel Forbes to prepare for her journey.
Two of the bridesmaids (Colonel Forbes' sisters) accompanied
r; they all came into the room together, and Katharine drew
ck. Jane looked eagerly round the room. 'I thought-O
tharine, you are there. How kind of you !' She held out
hand to Katharine, and a warm pressure was interchanged.
Katharine could only say, ' Dear Miss Sinclair,' and then
h, and apologise, and retreat again to the side of the lady's
d. 'Please go down-stairs, dears,' said Jane, addressing

munion.

sisters-in-law,' and do what you can to make Philip patient,
IVill be ready in two minutes. And don't let them keep
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dear mamma talking in the drawing-room, I must have her with
me.' Mrs Sinclair was already at the dressing-room door, and
Miss Forbes and her sister retreated. Katharine was going too.
'No, please not, and Jane laid her hand upon her arm to stop
her; 'you will help me.' Mrs Sinclair came in as quietly composed as in her everyday life, only there was a little tremulous.
ness in her voice, as she said, 'My child, are you ready?'
Jane threw herself into her arms : 'My own mother ! how cruel
to leave you !' She sat down in a chair and buried her face in
her hands. Mrs Sinclair stooped down and kissed her, and
whispered something in her ear; and Jane rose up self-collected
and tearless, but she could not speak again. Her mother and
the maid assisted her to change her dress, and Katharine took
the rich white silk, and folded it, and laid it in the trunk left
open for it. The room looked out into the street, and they heard
the servants' packing the carriage, and Colonel Forbes giving
orders. Some one came for the last box, and Katharine helped
the maid to carry it out of the room, and returned alone. She
felt then that she must go, and she went up to Jane and asked if
she could do anything else for her. Jane took her hand, and
placed on her finger a small ring. ' Please wear it, dear Katharine, and remember me, and to-day; and pray for me,' she
added, in a low, broken whisper, as she bent forward and kissed
her forehead. The eager blood rushed to Katharine's cheek:' Remember you, Miss Sinclair,-how could I ever forget ?' She
turned away, and walked slowly down the stairs.
Katharine stood in the hall with the servants; she could not
make up her mind to go till she had seen the carriage drive off.
There was great bustle and confusion in the house, and a good
deal of talking in the drawing-room ; in the dining-room servants
and waiters were preparing the wedding breakfast. Colonel
Forbes came several times into the hall, and went out to the
carriage to see that everything was properly packed, for he did
not seem to like trusting to servants. He was extremely particular about all Jane's packages, and made the maid tell hinml
what she would especially want, and got into the carriage hiniselfs
to be sure that everything was placed comfortably for her.
'Now, is that the last?' he said, as the small trunk which
Katharine had assisted to pack, was lifted up to the carriage-box
'Yes, sir, all.' 'Then go and tell your mistress that we have no
a moment to spare.' He took out his watch and held it in hi
hand, counting the minutes as he walked up and down th
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1. Jane appeared immediately, not with her mother, but her
le. Her veil was down, but Katharine saw the large tears
Ming down her cheek.
Colonel Forbes took her from her
cle, whom he shook heartily but impatiently by the hand,
nded her into the carriage, and placed himself beside her.
Aby shawl-I have forgotten my shawl,' Katharine heard her
py. Before any one else could move, Katharine had rushed up
rself to the dressing-room for it. She brought it to the carpage-door. 'Thank you, thank you,' said Colonel Forbes, as he
kok it from her. 'Anything else, my love?' and he turned to
hs wife,-'then drive on.' He closed the door with a loud
found. Katharine saw Jane's nod, and sweet smile of thanks,
pad she heard also the Colonel's eager words, as he threw himslf back in the carriage, and drew his wife towards him-' Now,
t last, my own.'

K

CHAPTER XVII.

ATE, what are you doing with all- those dirty little books ?'
asked Mrs Ashton. Katharine was seated at the table
ith a pile of district tracts before her. ' Marking them, mother,
give round; arranging them rather, I should say, for they are
arked.
Miss Sinclair-Mrs Forbes, I mean-marked them
me.'
'What blunders you do make about names, child,'
id Mrs Ashton; 'your father told me that it was only yestery you happened to be in the shop, when Mrs Sinclair came
and you asked her if she had heard from Miss Sinclair.'
ot very strange,' replied Katharine, 'considering that I have
own one name so much longer than the other. By the by,
ther, Mrs Sinclair said they were gone into Wales to see some
nds, and they would not be at Maplestead for another month.'
seems a wonderfully long time since their went away,' obed Mrs Ashton; 'no one would think it was only this day
k.' 'And I have not been round with the tracts yet,' said
arine. 'I don't know what Mr Reeves will say to me.'
hat you will say to him is the chief matter,' replied Mrs
ton; 'you must tell him that you have been very busy, and
the weather has been very bad, and the only fine day, which
yesterday, I wanted you to go out with me.' 'All the more
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reason why I must go round the district to-day,' said Katharine
'you don't want me at home, mother, do you, for anything ?
'There's the new table-cloth to be hemmed,' said Mrs Ashton
'and I told Peggy Dore, that if she would have the body of my
new gown ready by Saturday, you and I would finish the skirt.'
' But Susan can hem the table-cloth,' said Katharine. ' I know
she is not busy this afternoon; and if I work hard, mother, this
evening, I think I can make up the skirt in time; there is not
much to be done to it. To-morrow, you know, John wants you,
and me, and Selina too, to go over to Moorlands in Mr Fowler's
chaise; so I can't go anywhere else then. That farm is beginning to take up a great deal of time,' she added, laughing; 'it is
much worse than the district.' ' I don't know that,' replied Mrs
Ashton; ' the farm is a good way off, and the district is close;
but I suppose you must go, Kitty, as you promised Mrs Forbes
you would; only don't be late for tea, and mind if there's any
fever your father won't choose you to go near it.'
Katharine promised all that was required, and ran up-stairs to
put on her bonnet. ' It is worse than going to a dentist, I declare,' she said, as she came back into the parlour to fetch the
tracts and arrange them in the covered basket; 'I don't know
what in the world I shall say to the people, and I am sure I shall
get confused with the names. Let me see : Long Lane comes
first; then the houses in Briton's Court, and the south end of
Woodgate Street. I never know in Rilworth which is south and
which is north. The south end, mother, must be where Anne
Crossin lives. I don't know quite now,' she continued, looking
at some of Jane's memoranda, 'whether I am to take in both
sides of the way; however, I need not trouble about that to-day;
Long Lane will be as much as I can manage in one afternoon,
let me work as hard as I may. Good-bye, mother dear, and wish
me well through it.' And she went up to her mother, and gave
her a half-merry, half-nervous kiss, and set off.
Katharine was obliged to go a little way up High Street to
arrive at Long Lane; and on her way she met several people
whom she knew, but she did not stop to speak to them. She had
a fancy that everybody must be able to tell the contents of the
covered brown basket. But there was one of the Miss Lockes
stealing into a back street, no doubt, like herself, going into her
district. It was singular to find what a bond of sympathy the
idea created. She who had known nothing of Miss Locke before,
except by sight, felt now that she was quite like a companion and
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end. Jemmy Dawes' cottage was the only house, except the
shouses, that she had ever been into in Long Lane ; and that
is at the further end, near Briton's Court, and the tracts were
numbered in regular order for her to begin at the corner of High
Street. Katharine turned out into the lane, and stopped before
k little green door-a very puzzling door; it did not look quite
Ike the entrance to a poor person's house, and yet it could not
well belong to anything else; and besides, she had been told
That some of the houses in Jane's district looked so respectable,
hat no one would imagine they were inhabited by persons in
kant. She pondered for some seconds, and then, with a sudden,
bold impulse, tapped at the door. No answer was made, and she
lifted the latch. The door opened into a garden ; but there was
another low, open door close by, and within was what looked like a
labourer's kitchen. Katharine was hesitating whether to advance
draw back, when a pleasant-featured, homely young woman
tame out of the house, and asked her to walk in, and of course
bhe entered. The young woman did not ask her to sit down in
Ehe kitchen, as she expected, but led the way through a stone
passage, opened another door, and calling out, 'A lady come to
ee you, ma'am,' ushered Katharine into a long, low room, furhished with great neatness, and lighted by two deep windows, in
hich were placed stands of geraniums, and a cage with a canary.
n this apartment two most respectable elderly females were
Bated, one knitting, the other reading to her. Katharine's imulse was to rush away, throw aside her tracts, and never atmpt district visiting again. ' Pray sit down,' said the elder of
e two respectable ladies, offering her a chair. But Katharine
eclined; 'she had made a mistake,' she said; 'she hoped they
ould excuse it, for she had really no intention of intruding.'
e two ladies looked at her with an expression in their countences, which, in spite of their amiability, showed surprise and a
tle nervousness. ' I beg your pardon ; have you no business?
nothing to say ?' 'Nothing at all,' was Katharine's reply,
'ctated by her native boldness; and then recovering herself, she
ded, with a blush, ' I-I am a district visitor.' 'Oh !' The
erly ladies understood the [mistake in a moment :-she had
tered by the back door; there was not the slightest occasion
an apology; would she not sit down and rest ? Katharine
lined, but she could not go without making an excuse; and
explained that she was a stranger to her work,-this was the
t time she had undertaken to go round the district,-she had

ir
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taken it for Miss Sinclair-Mrs Forbes. 'Oh! then, we have
not the pleasure of speaking to Miss Sinclair,' said the reading
lady, adjusting her spectacles, for a nearer inspection of Katha,
rine's face. ' My name is Ashton,' replied Katharine; and the
two ladies gave a simultaneous start, which made her start also,
'Ashton ! oh ! yes, to be sure; Mr Ashton, the bookseller's
daughter. How stupid of us! But'-and they turned to each
other--'did you ever see anything so grown, and altered?'
'You don't recollect us, my dear,' continued the reading lady,
'but we recollect you ; yes, a good long time ago, we can assure
you. I dare say you may have heard our names-Ronaldson,
sisters of Harry Ronaldson, of Shene ; but ah !' and there came
a heavy sigh, 'that was before your time.' 'You must know
our nephew Charlie, though,-I am sure you know him,' inter
rupted the knitting lady; ' I have heard him speak of you many
a time. The familiar name was the greatest relief possible to
Katharine. She had stumbled, then, upon the two Miss Ronaldsons, who had lately, she knew, settled in Rilworth. It was quite
a pleasant acquaintance, and would be particularly so for her
mother; there would be so many reminiscences of old times to
talk about. She sat down, and her new friends drew their chairs
nearer to her, and scarcely waiting for her to speak, began to
ask a series of questions, about uncles, and aunts, and cousins,
some of whom were dead, whilst others she had never heard of.
But the Miss Ronaldsons appeared to have an intimate acquaint.
.nce with all ; and they could remember her mother's weddingday, and had a clear recollection of having seen her father irh
petticoats; and they quickened each other's memories, and recalled so many odd stories, that it seemed as if they would never
tire, whilst Katharine listened, and laughed, and every now and
then thought of her tract-basket, and at last in despair rose up
with desperate resolution, and declared she must go. 'No, my
dear, not yet ; we could not think of letting you go. Priscilla,'and Miss Ronaldson nodded to her sister, and looked at the corner
cupboard. Miss Priscilla quickly took the hint, and proceeded to
unlock the cupboard, and produce a bottle of ginger wine, and
some sweet cake. ' Now, my dear, just one glass; it won't hurt
you; it's home-made-Priscilla's making. Prissy, my dear, are
you sure that is not gooseberry ? We make gooseberry wine, too,,
my dear Miss Ashton, but the ginger this year happens to be the
best. Our nephew Charlie always likes ginger when he comes
to see us. Have you seen Charlie lately, my dear ?' Kathad
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Took a piece of cake, not liking to refuse, and, after a
ent's thought, said she had not seen Mr Ronaldson for more
three weeks, and she had understood he was gone to London.
he is, my dear, but he is come back again. He went up to
don to see some persons about the land-surveying. The
e of Lowther recommended him to go. He has been a kind
nd to him, has the Duke of Lowther, and Charlie deserves it.

r can say that, can't we, Priscilla?' 'Surely,' replied Miss
iscilla, who being the stronger-minded of the two, was always
quired to put her seal to her sister's assertions; 'there isn't a
tter young man in Rilworth, Miss Ashton, than our nephew
iarlie; so steady, and so fond of his mother, and so given to his
ffrk.
I say sometimes that he is quite an example to the young
en in these days.' 'I hope he will succeed sincerely,' said
ptharine, a little impatient of this new subject, as she thought
ain of her tracts. 'I know he is a very good young man;
ery one says so,' she added, fearing that she might have apared cold. 'Yes, and every one has good cause to say so,'
ntinued Miss Ronaldson; 'such a dutiful son as he has been
er since his father's death, and before it, indeed. He never
we his parents a moment's uneasiness at any time. But, my
r Miss Ashton, must you really go ? this is such a very short
it.' 'I must come another day, and pay you a visit when I
e no business on my hands,' said Katharine. 'Do, pray; we
1 be most happy at any time.' 'And we are in your dist, remember,' said Miss Priscilla. 'Yes, in your district,'
oed Miss'Ronaldson, 'so you must not forget us.' 'I am not
ly to forget the door,' observed Katharine, with a laugh; 'it
a most awkward blunder.' 'A most fortunate one, my
r, you mean; we have not had such a pleasant little talk, I
't tell the time when; have we, Priscilla ?' 'No, indeed; a
t pleasant talk,' replied Miss Priscilla; 'we only hope it will
repeated.' 'And if your mother would be kind enough to
in upon us some day, we should be delighted,' continued
Ronaldson. 'Prissy and I don't go out much, especially in
weather. Prissy is troubled with rheumatism, and I get
bad colds on my chest; don't I, Priscilla?' 'Surely,' reMiss Priscilla; 'but can't Deborah carry your basket for
wherever you are going, my dear Miss Ashton ?' 'Oh ! no,
you,' replied Katharine, 'there is nothing heavy in it.'
! so you say,' observed Miss Ronaldson; 'but you district
are wonderful people for taking things about. The people
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in the lane talk of nothing but of what Miss Sinclair did f
them.' 'Mrs Forbes, you mean, sister,' said Miss Priscilla, wit
a reproving nod. 'Thank you, Prissy; yes, you are right. MrS
Forbes, as you say, not Miss Sinclair; but she did go about a
great deal, didn't she?'
'Yes,' replied Katharine; 'a great
deal more, I am afraid, than I shall.' 'Ah! so you say, my
dear; but we shall hear you talked of just the same ; shan't we,,
Prissy ? I am glad, though, the basket is not heavy.' There
might have been a little curiosity in this last observation. Miss
Ronaldson certainly fixed her eyes on the covered basket, as if
she would fain have had a glimpse into the interior, but Katharine's instinct told her that the little brown books would have
required too long an explanation; and thi before, taking advantage of the pause, she retreated, afte many hearty good-byes,
mingled with assurances from Miss Ronaldson, signed and
sealed by Miss Priscilla, that they wished her all success, and
had no doubt she would soon be as much talked about as Mrs
Forbes.
District visiting, doubtless, would occupy a very large portion
of time, if all visits were like that paid to the Miss Ronaldsons.
Katharine had been with them half an hour, and she had only an
hour more to bestow on all the people in Long Lane. But the
interview had amused and pleased her, and it would be something to make her father laugh when she went home; and upon
the whole it had rather raised her spirits, and given her a stimulus
for her work. It was not quite possible to make any more such
blunders, for there was no other doubtful door in the lane, and
boldly, therefore, she went on.
She knocked at the next door; a clean-looking, fierce-eyed
woman, fresh from the washing-tub, with her sleeves tucked up
to the elbow, came down a wet stone passage leading into a back
court, and confronted her. Katharine held out the tract and
said, 'I think you are Mrs Mears.' 'Yes, my name is Mears.
' I am come to change the tract. I have taken Miss Sinclair'sMrs Forbes'-district for the present. She hopes to see you
again herself soon.' ' Oh !-Cary, what have you done with the
tract? here's a lady come for it. Isn't it upon the top shelf ?'
There was a scuffle in some room behind the passage, and then
an untidy-looking girl of about twelve years of age rushed down .
the passage, thrust the tract into her mother's hand, stared at
Katharine, and having satisfied her curiosity, rushed back again.
Katharine's business was ended; she could not think of another
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say. Some vague ideas of a speech about wet passages
ughts crossed her mind, but she could not frame any
sentence. 'Good afternoon, I will call again another
he said. 'Good afternoon, Miss,' was the answer, in a
voice, and the instant Katharine was out of the house the
s closed behind her.
steps brought her to another door very much like the
the entrance to the house, too, was the same-the long
e and the back court; but here she was received by a
woman, with a baby in her arms; and as the tract was
to be found, she was asked to walk in, and was shown into
od-sized room, utterly without furniture except two or three
ken chairs and a round table; and near the window worked
oemaker, with a face as sickly as his wife's, and his unshaven
k beard making him look yet more ghastly; and on the
r played two little, dirty, half-clothed children, and on a low
R1near the almost empty grate, sat a boy who had injured
leg and could not walk. Very wretched it was, but it gave
marine an occasion for asking questions and showing symy ; and the ' Thank you, Miss,' when she promised to bring
boy a picture-book next time, was encouraging. Not that
could feel she was doing any good; it was all very blind
k; but then she was only a beginner, perhaps it would be
Ir by and by.
ie had qnly time to go down one side of the lane, but that
Red enough work both for mind and body for one day.. It
her so much to think of, and, there was such an oppressive
b of helplessness upon her. One scene of poverty and distress
owed upon another, and how could it be possible to relieve
I especially, what was the good of her trying to do anything
Aout money or talent, or even time? And if there was not
erty, there was generally an indifference of manner which
killed her, and made her feel that the people wanted to be
ted to and lectured into good manners. Jane had told her
'Long Lane and Briton's Court were the worst parts of her
Pict, and that she would find some very nice people in
6dgate Street, but that did not help her very much at the
anent. She went home feeling that she had not done half
'intended, that she had undertaken a work quite beyond her
ers, and that if Mr Reeves expected her to be of any use to
. in the parish he would find himself utterly mistaken. One
g, however, struck her as she went into the parlour in her
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own home ; how comfortable it looked ! how bright the fire w
how nice it was to sit down to work again ! And that eve
the hour at tea was particularly pleasant ; Mr Ashton was
amused with the story of her stumbling upon the Miss Ron.
sons, and Mrs Ashton promised to go and call upon them, a"
asked Katharine some questions about the other people she hi
seen, and agreed that Susan should put by the scraps for
shoemaker's family. Katharine was very light-hearted when
went to bed, but it could not have been on account of
district, because that, she had made up her mind, was to b
perpetual burden.

CHAPTER XVIII.

K

ATHARINE had time the next day to hurry down to t
shoemaker's cottage with an old picture-book, and return
just in time to be ready for the drive to Moorlands. Mr Fowler
double-seated chaise was at the door, and John and Selina wes
seated in it. Selina was in the front seat, which seemed a litti
thoughtless in both of them, for the back seat was cramped an
would be very uncomfortable for Mrs Ashton; but then Job
and Selina were in love, and a certain amount of selfishness I
always allowed to persons under such circumstances. Selig
was so very gay in her dress that Katharine was not sorry to 1
spared the necessity of sitting side by side with her, in contrast
and Mrs Ashton, in her extreme good-nature, did not care at a
about the back seat, and was only glad, as she said, that tl
young people should have it all their own way. She looked
very proud and smiling, and bowed to all her acquaintance a
they drove down the street, and observed to Katharine tha
after all, she must own there was some good in the marriage, fC
they did not get a drive every day. Katharine was only ti
willing to discover any advantages she could, and quite agree
that it was a delightful afternoon, and much pleasanter to b
driving over to Moorlands than going in and out of the cottage
in Long Lane.
Moorlands was on the Maplestead Road, a little to the right
about a quarter of a mile beyond the upper lodge gate. Kathal
looked up the long beach avenue, and thought of the day w
she, Selina, and Julia Madden, had met Colonel Forbes and J
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e entrance. How rapidly events had crowded upon each
then ! how fixed Jane's fate was ! and John and
Ina's almost equally so ! and yet circumstances had glided
tery smoothly, one bringing another in a measure unperceived.
it might be, so it must be with herself, and with every onewere travelling on to something important as regarded this
without the thought of another. She wondered what
would be in her own case.
You have been to Moorlands, haven't you, Kitty ?' said John,
ling round, and interrupting her reverie. ' N, never, not close
is; I have seen it passing the lane.' 'Well, there it is,
)ugh the trees; you can just catch the chimneys. The Colonel
we shall be near neighbours, eh, Selly?' 'Yes, it will be quite
Isant,' said Selina. 'Jane Forbes and I.' Katharine could not
sibly resist touching her arm ; 'Now, really, Selina, you must
say that. Nobody calls married women by their Christian
ies.' 'I beg your pardon, Katharine, I know a great many
ple who do.' 'Then they must be relations, or persons who
e known them intimately before,' replied Katherine ; ' Colonel
bes won't like it-indeed he won't. John, you mustn't let
do it.'
'I am not going to call her Jane to her face,'
served Selina ; 'but if I speak of her behind her back I shall
her what I choose, and so I must beg, Katherine, that you
't interfere.'
' What is the matter, my dear ?' asked Mrs
ton, innocently, as, after straining her eyes to discover the
neys of Moorlands, she sank back in her seat, and awoke
he consciousness that something was amiss. 'Nothing, dear
her, nothing; only Selina and I differed a little. I am afraid
are not comfortable,' she added, trying to distract her mother's
6tion and her own. 'Oh yes, my dear, thank you, quiteW's plenty of room. John, don't you upset us round the
Or.' There was no fear of that; John was a most expert
kioteer, and took them not only safe round the corner, but
a very rough, bad lane, full of stones and ruts, which
Mrs Ashton keep her eyes fixed upon the ground in order
ive warning of all danger beforehand, and caused one or
"aint shrieks from Selina, and consequent soothing words
fond attentions from John. Katharine was never timid in
'age, and she had perfect faith in her brother's power of
g, so she had full leisure to occupy herself with looking.
plestead, of which they had a very good view as they
along the side of the park. It was a red brick house with
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stone facings, low &nd long : the wings were modern, and
large sash windows; the centre was old, and there the wind
were smaller and the mullions very heavy. There was a
deal of ornament about it, but of what kind Katharine could
quite see, only she remembered having been told that the C
family, of whom Colonel Forbes had bought it, had carved
figure of a lion, their family crest, wherever room could possi
be found for it. The sun was shining pleasantly on the smo
lawn, and though the season was late, the flower-beds were
with colour, and.Maplestead, with its noble park and its wi
spreading trees, looked a very bright home on that autumn aft
noon. But Katharine could not fancy Jane Sinclair its mistre
it was too large for her, too stately, too much shut out from t
rest of the neighbourhood ; and to live there year after year
Colonel Forbes !-Katharine internally shuddered at the thou
'Very foolish,' as she said to herself afterwards; 'no doubt
she had beenibrought up like Miss Sinclair, she would feel li
her. It was only because she was not accustomed to grande
and grand people, that she did not fancy them.'
Yet there was certainly a relief in driving up to Moorlands
spite of its associations. It was a substantial-looking place;
house old but comfortable, and just beginning to be overrun w
creepers : in front was a small lawn, at one side a kitch 4
garden at the back, and at the other side a farmyard. Affluent
and what people call respectability, were stamped upon it, a>
Mrs Ashton was much pleased, and thought it only too much
a place for a beginning, and Selina really did hope that sor
thing could be made of it. As they were all satisfied, Katharid
could not help being so ; in fact, just at that moment she 0
not feel that she had much cause to be the reverse. Now th
the marriage was really settled, she was beginning to take:.
according to her custom, in its best point of view, and Mod
lands certainly was a most favourable spot from which
regard it. It would be a very pleasant change for her fath
who was so fond of the country; and when her mother
troubled with headache, as she was sometimes, it might re
be of service to her health to have a little fresh, pure air; a
the house must be quite large enough to hold them all,
they wished to be there together. What she feared was,
her mother, that it might be rather too much of a place f
beginning.
John helped them out of the chaise, and walked into the h
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, the air of a master. 'A very.good parlour, you see, mother,
l a capital kitchen and offices, and as many bedrooms as we
ill want. We might build on more behind, the Colonel says,
necessary.' 'Build! my dear,' repeated Mrs Ashton, who
1 a virtuous horror of bricks and mortar. 'If necessary,
either; and it might be. Selina doesn't think she shall be
~ to do without a drawing-room, and if so, that will take the
st room up-stairs.' ' Of course, I must have a drawing-room,'
d Selina: 'how am I to receive my friends else? and what is
mma to do when she comes to stay with me ?' A conclusive
pment ! Mrs Ashton was silent, because she did not know
at to say; Katharine, because she did not think it desirable
interfere. So they went up-stairs to see the rooms, and the
st, the only really good room, was immediately marked by
lina for the drawing-room, and she made John take out his
pket-book and make a memorandum of the furniture which
uld be wanted, including, of course, a round table, a chiffonier,
)ook-case, and a sofa. ' Her own piano,' she said, 'would be
pught from home, and would fill up the space that was left very
1. Katharine was anxious herself to go over the offices, the
tchen, scullery, pantry, dairy, etc. She felt these to be much
are important than the drawing-room; but Selina kept John so
ig up-stairs settling where everything was to be placed, that she
,d not patience to wait for them, and she and her mother went
Ipn-stairs together. John had called the offices good, but they
d not strike Katharine as being so. They were small, and some
,the out-houses were a good deal out of repair. Katharine
ode notes herself of what she remarked, meaning to show
Vn to John or her father, when she was alone with them. It
pnied to her that the bargain would not be as great as she had
st imagined. She believed that John was to pay a diminished
I on condition of undertaking the repairs. This might have
all very well if the repairs had been within moderate coms; but it certainly seemed to her that there were dangerous
ptations to make unnecessary improvements, from the fact
much requiring to be done. She had a little misgiving,
about her father-he was so very fond of work of the kind;
Selina would be sure to urge John even beyond his own
ations in the way of extravagance. The idea was so strong
mind, that when at last John and Selina came down-stairs,
ventured to point out to them the state of the premises, and
st whether it might not be as well to reconsider the agree-
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ment with Colonel Forbes, since it was not quite concluded, an
be contented to pay a larger rent if Colonel Forbes would p
the place in order.
John seemed inclined to listen to the idea; but he had n
sooner said that it wras something at least to be thought of,
when Selina interposed, ' What ! leave the alterations to Colonel
Forbes; let him do just as he might wish !-it was mere folly
and absurdity. How was he to tell what would be wanted ?
And he would be sure to do it in a shabby, skimping way. And
then the increased rent would be such a burden, so much more
than they could afford I She was sure if such a thing were pro.
posed, the place must be given up; in fact, it would be quite
impossible to undertake it; they could not attempt it; it would
be ruin;' and tears rushed to her eyes, and even fell down her
cheeks, very much to Katharine's discomfiture, and to John's
distress. Again Katharine blamed herself for making wise
suggestions at unwise times, and to unwise people. The same
thing said to her father might have been really useful. She had
a good deal to learn in that way, for, with her natural impetuosity
of disposition, it was very difficult to be silent when an idea was
pressing upon her mind.
Selina recovered herself after a little sympathy from Mrs
Ashton, who thought it hard she should be thwarted in a matter
which seemed to her of slight consequence, and a good deal of
soothing from John, accompanied by a promise that she should
have it all her own way; and they went out into the garden.
It was, strictly speaking, a kitchen-garden, old-fashioned and
formal, with anrabundant supply of cabbages, carrots, lettuces,
and other vegetables, and a moderate space left for flowers in
the front borders. Mrs Ashton was charmed with it; Katharine
thought it the best thing she had yet seen at Moorlands; and
Selina acknowledged it would be all very well if they could plant
it out, but as it was it was merely a desight; and she called
John away from the inspection of the vegetables to plan some
flower-beds for the front lawn. 'Selina thinks Moorlands is
what people call a villa,' said Katharine to her mother; 'I
always thought it a farm-house.' 'Ah ! that's just at first, my
dear; she will know better by and by. But it won't do to cross
her just at the beginning; and, besides,.it will vex John.' That
was the important point, kept, as people say the real business of
a lady's letter is, for the postcript. Katharine was quite in the
minority, and it was a considerable trial to her, feeling herself
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s she did, in the right. But it was a much greater trial to be
ut aside in her brother's affections. With all his faults, he had
'lways hitherto been very fond of her, and he was so still, she
was sure; but he had no thought for her; he did not care
whether she gave her opinion or not; he did not notice if she
was present or absent. He made Selina sit down, because he
thought she would be tired; but it did not seem to enter his
head that Katharine might be tired too. Katharine was not of
a jealous disposition; but it was not in human nature to be so
suddenly thrust out of her natural place, and not to feel it. She
walked about with her mother, and left John and Selina to
themselves, feeling very unhappy. She thought she could have
borne it if Selina had been less silly; but she was mistake.
If Selina had been perfect it would have been quite impossible
to know that she was second where she had once been first,
and not to suffer. And then it seemed so wrong, so unkind, unsympathising, selfish,-and her mother did not seem to care at
all ! she was only glad that John should he happy ! Why should
not a sister's feelings be the same as a mother's ? Katharine
began to lecture herself very severely, as she walked up and
down the centre walk in the kitchen-garden, waiting till John
and Selina were ready to go over the farm-buildings. Mrs
Ashton busied herself in gathering a few autumn flowers to take
back with them, and Katharine began to do the same; but she
could not go on very long, her thoughts interfered with her work.
First came the self-scolding; then a kind of apology and explanation; then a wonder whether her feelings were unusual;
then a little something like envy of John and Selina-not envy
of them, but of their happiness, of that pleasant feeling of being
all in all to each other. She would not change with Selina, or
with Miss Sinclair, or with any married person she had ever
known ; she had never seen the person she would like to marry;
she scarcely knew herself what she would wish him to be like; she
had thought so little about it; but if it were possible to meet with
any one quite,-in every respect,-faultless in fact, then it seemed
as if it might be a happy life, very happy. She felt that she
could make a good wife. She could love, yes, most deeplythere was a rush of feeling at the vision she had conjured up,
which told her that the well-spring of her affections had never
yet been reached; and she could honour, she must honour,without it there could be no love ; and she could obey,-in spite
f her theory, that it might be well for a woman not to spoil her
I
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husband, she could yield her own will cheerfully and trustingly
only-she smiled to herself as she woke up suddenly from het
reverie, and felt herself thrown back upon the stern fact, that the
being of whom she had been dreaming was not to her knowledge
in existence, or likely to be so.
'Mother, dear,'-and she went up to Mrs Ashton, and took
from her the flowers she had been collecting,-' had we not better
put these into the house, and then go and hurry John and Selina'
We shall be late home else.' Mrs Ashton looked at her watch
•~i'So.we shall, I declare; it's past four ;--just go and call them;
my dear.' 'Won't you come too, mother?' Katharine was
beginning to fear that'she might gain the character of a mar-plot
if she came in their way often. Mrs Ashton walked towards the
front of the house. 'I wonder what they are at. Just see how
John is striding up and down.' 'Measuring, I suppose,' said
Katharine; 'but it can't be a flower-bed.' No, it was not a
flower-bed, but a green-house ;-a green-house which might be
built on close to the parlour, and might be heated by a flue from
the parlour chimney, and might be put up for twenty pounds,
and in fact would make the place quite another thing,-quite
a genteel country house, as Selina observed. 'A green-house
and a farmyard, Selly, how absurd !' and Katharine laughed
heartily one moment, and grew quite serious the next. Mistake
the third ! Poor Katharine, how often she was to repent that day
of her hasty words ! Neither John nor Selina deigned to reply
to her, but went on planning and talking, as if the idea was the
most feasible possible, till Mrs Ashton insisted upon their going
round the farmyard, if they meant to go at all, since she wad
determined not to keep her husband waiting for his tea. Selina
was too tired then to move a step further, and proposed to wait
in the parlour whilst the rest walked round. John offered his arm
to his mother, and told Katharine not to keep behind. He seemed
now to like having them with him; perhaps he felt that the farm
yard and the farm-buildings were moreto their tastes than Selina's
He talked a great deal of his schemes, and of what he hoped
Colonel Forbes would do for him in the course of a year or tw41
and how many labourers would be required, and how he should
pay them ; and as Katharine listened with interest, he grew quit
affectionate in his manner, and promised her that she should
come and be his bailiff when she was tired of the shop ;
Katharine in the simple confidence of her own affection
thought herself more wicked than ever, because she had bee
iJ
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us. She did not perceive that ' I,' not 'Thou,' was still,
ithad always been, the first person of importance in John's
SThe horse had been put up in the farm-stable. John went to
Std the man who had taken it from him ; but he had gone away,
knd only a stupid carter's boy was left about the place. John
lave his orders that the horse should be put in, and the chaise
brought round to the front door, and then returned to Selina, from
phom he had already, in his own opinion, been an unconscionably
Ang time absent. She was engaged in discussing with Mrs Ashton
kad Katharine what colour would be best for the furniture of the
Parlour and drawing-room ; and John joined willingly in the conmrsation, and did not notice, as Katharine did, that the business
if putting the horse into the carriage took double the time that
was necessary. The chaise came to the door at last, and they all
eated themselves; and John took the whip in his hand, and with
munificent air tossed sixpence to the boy and drove off. 'The
Chaise shakes a great deal, Kitty,' said Mrs Ashton, as they turned
gto the lane. 'I never knew anything go so oddly.' 'Only
he ruts, mother,' replied Katharine; 'John will do more wisely
a spending his money in mending the road than in building a
Green-house.' ' Hey ? yes, what did you say ?' asked Mrs Ashton,
Cooking anxiously over the side of the carriage. ' It does go very
idly; John, what is the matter with the horse?' 'Nothing,
other, only it is a desperate road. I declare the Colonel is a
unate man in having his farm taken with such a break-neck
ie to it. Now, take care of yourselves, hold fast,' and down
nt one wheel into a deep rut; and heavily, and with a very
ngemovement, the horse dragged the chaise on a few yards,
ile John looked over into the road as his mother had done;
then bent forward to glance at the harness ; and as the figure
a man crossed the high road at the further end of the lane,
led out, ' Holloa ! come here, will you, my good fellow.' 'It's
rles Ronaldson,' said Katharine, laughing; ' he won't know
, if you call him good fellow.' ' He is a good fellow, I hope,'
id John ; 'he will be a good fellow to us if he helps out of this
Here, Selly, take the reins;' and he stopped the horse
.jumped out to overtake Charles, who had not heard his call.
hat's the matter, John ? John, what's the matter ? Oh I he's
g on,' screamed Selina. 'Of course he is,' said Katharine,
ly; 'you have dropped the reins.' Selina put up her hands
eyes, and before Katharine could speak again there was a
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great jerk, and down came both the horse and the chaise, an4
Mrs Ashton, Selina, and Katharine were thrown out upon th
bank at the side of the road. Selina lay upon the ground crying'
out in piteous accents that she was killed, and Mrs Ashton seemed
at first'doubtffil of the same fact; but they were neither of then:
in as bad a condition as Katharine, who had fallen under them,
and bruised her arm against a stone. Even she, however, was
not materially hurt, and when Charles Ronaldson and John came
up to them she was quite ready to laugh at her own share in the
misfortune, and help to quiet the nerves of Mrs Ashton and Selina,
The chaise was the chief object of attention, even to John; it was
much scratched, and one of the wheels was broken. This was a
most uncomfortable story to carry back to his future father-in-law,
and poor John looked not a little disturbed in his mind. Selina,
however, had no share in the blame; it was all laid to the charge
of the stupid carter's boy, who had pretended, John said, to harness
the horse, when he knew no more about it than he did of catching.
a rhinoceros. The horse was raised with the assistance of Charles
Ronaldson, and then it was agreed that the chaise should be taken
to the farm and left there till it was settled what should be done
with it, Whilst the horse was to be led into Rilworth; and so,
after a little delay in dragging back the chaise to Moorlands, the
procession set off, John leading the horse, and Selina walking by
his side, whilst Charles joined Mrs Ashton and Katharine.
It was not a very long walk, and but for the misadventure it
would have been a very pleasant one. Charles was not as shy
now as he had been when last they met; the downfall of the chaise
had broken the ice; and they talked about Moorlands, and Maplestead, and Colonel Forbes, and Jane and the district, and the Miss
Ronaldsons, so that there was no lack of subjects for discourse.
Katharine still, however, had the larger share in the conversation;
not because she wished it, but because she could not help it.
When Charles did say anything, it seemed always with a view
to bringing out her opinions and feelings rather than expressing
his own. He was chiefly communicative upon the subject of his
aunts, of whom he seemed particularly fond, quite strangely so, as,
Mrs Ashton afterwards remarked, for a young man. 'They were
such good people,' he said, 'so thoroughly religious and kindhearted, and had done so much for him ; he should never have
been in the position he then was if it had not been for them.'
'I thought the Duke of Lowther had been your great friend, Mr
Ronaldson,' said Katharine. 'My largest friend; I don't know-
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t I can say my greatest, except in a worldly sense. I don't
an that he has not helped me far beyond what I could possibly
ve expected; but there are some favours which can only be
inferred by relations-which we can only accept from relations.
on't you understand that, Miss Ashton?' 'Yes,' said Kathane, 'that is, I think I do; but I don't know much about receiving
vours except from my father and mother.' 'It is something
e learn in life,' said Charles, thoughtfully, 'and it takes a long
ime to learn it ; but it was never difficult with my aunts, even
when at one time, before my father's affairs were settled, they gave
*y mother and me a home, and shared their small income with
Ps. The obligation was never painful. Favours bestowed from
affection, Miss Ashton, are very different from favours bestowed
rom duty.' 'That must have been twelve years ago that you
were living with them, Charlie,' said Mrs Ashton; 'you must
Lot mind my calling you " Charlie," it comes so natural.' ' I
hould be very sorry if it did not,' he replied. ' As one grows
older, one's Christian name becomes much more valuable, because
ne only hears it from old friends.' ' I don't like being called
y my Christian name unless people know me very well indeed,'
aid Katharine; 'and I never can bear it's being done unless I
asked first.' ' I can't fancy any person calling you by your
hristian name without asking,' said Charles, ' unless 'He
used,-' Unless what ?' asked Katharine. ' Unless it were to
me out without their meaning it-knowing it, that is; should
ou be very angry then ?' His voice had sunk into that deep
ndertone which Katharine had once before remarked. It
ightened her a little; it made her think she did not understand
im, and yet he seemed very simple and plain in all he said. 'I
ould be angry with anything I thought a liberty,' she said.
[learned that from my mother. Don't you remember, mother,
ling me one day that I was not to let George Andrews go on
ling me Katharine to my face? It was very awkward stopping
, but I did manage it. I think it was by saying something
which came round to him.-Oh ! I remember, I said to Selina
owler that it was not like a gentleman; and he took the hint
rectly, for he can't bear not being considered a gentleman.'
e is a very good-natured young man,' said Mrs Ashton; ' I
n't know any one who takes a hint better.' ' Then he must
the essence of good-nature,' exclaimed Katharine; 'I can bear
hing said plainly, but I can't endure hints.' ' Neither can
said Charles, quietly. 'Miss Ashton, if I ever have anything
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to say to you, will you promise to forgive me if I say it veif
openly.' Katharine was thrown back again into awe, his manner
was so very strange; but she rallied herself to reply, ' Oh yea,
say anything in the world you choose; I can bear a good deal,
can't I, mother dear? when,' she added, laughing, 'it is put in
the way I like.' ' Only not what you would call a liberty,' saidI
Charles. 'I don't think I should be likely to call anything you
would say a liberty,' replied Katharine, simply. He turned very
pale. Katharine scarcely heard the words, 'Thank you.' 'Kate
is very good in the way of bearing things,' observed Mrs Ashton.
'There are not many young girls in Rilworth that would submit
to be kept in order like her, but that was the good early teaching
of Miss Richardson. I. must say that for her, she made all her
girls obedient, if she did nothing else.' 'But she did a great
deal else,' observed Katharine : ' half the good--that is, if I have
any good-I mean half the notions I have of what I should wish
to be-came from Miss Richardson. She was so honest-hearted,
mother, was not she? and she did all she did so thoroughly. I
remember when as a child I used to go to church and hear about
a straight and narrow way to heaven, I always used to fancy
that I saw it a long distance before me, with a bright light at
the end, and that Miss Richardson was walking along it; and I
used to long so that I could get into it like her and never wander
out again.' Charles Ronaldson was silent. They had reached
the turnpike-gate at Rilworth, and there his road home separated from Katharine's. 'Won't you come and drink tea with
us, Charlie?' asked Mrs Ashton. 'Mr Ashton would be most
glad to see you.' 'Thank you, thank you ;-no, thank you
not to-night, I am engaged.' He shook hands and hurried
away, and then turned back to say, ' You will go and see my
aunts sometimes, I hope, Miss Ashton;' but he did not wait for
a reply.
'Such a very strange person !' said Katharine; ' but, mother,
I like him better, I think, than any one else in Rilworth; only I
never know what he means?
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CHAPTER XIX.
ATHARINE saw a good deal of Charles Ronaldson after
that day. She met him often at his aunts', and he and
hn grew rather intimate, and frequently went over to Moornds together to talk about farm matters, with which Charles
as much better acquainted than John ; and this was an excuse
r his coming back to drink tea, and have a little more converstion with Mr Ashton. Katharine liked his being there, though
he did not feel, as the phrase is, 'that she got on with him.'
Shenever could quite prevent a certain feeling of awe; and this
feling increased as she knew more of him. When his shyness
vas overcome, and he brought out his opinions boldly, he struck
4er more and more as being something unlike other people,-in
0 degree superior to them. He had a way of putting things
upon high grounds, suggesting high motives, which sometimes
ctually surprised her,-it was so unlike what she was accustomed to hear. He did not agree with her father and John, in
,great many things, and she sometimes wondered that he could
choose to be as much with them as he was. At last it crossed
er mind that perhaps he liked to be with her; that was after he
dad stayed very late one evening, when Selina Fowler was drinkng tea with them also, and Selina had laughed at her, and put
he notion into her head ; and though Katharine was angry at the
ime, she could not in a moment put aside the thought. But
e did her best, and lectured herself most heartily and sinrely, and remembered how silly she should think such fancies
any one else. As for attentions, Charles Ronaldson never
arcely showed her any; there was not really any ground for
e idea beyond Selina's folly : and Katharine being determined
treat the disease rationally, as she thought, would not allow
rself to be at all shy, or awkward, or in any way self-conscious,
,hich had been her first impulse; but resolved to go and see
e Miss Ronaldsons that very day, as she had promised, before
lina had teased her, and not to think whether or not she should
eet Charles there; and if he came in in the evening, she
termined to talk to him just the same as usual. Only one
ing she resolved to be careful about, she would never put
rself in the power of Selina's gossip nor that of any other
on.

the had once or twice lately met Charles at his aunts', and he
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had walked home with her. This should not be again,--not f
his sake, nor for hers ; the action she felt sure was as indifferent
to him as it was to her, but she would not have her own nam
bandied about from one to the other, and she could not in justice,
allow his to be so either. Happily he was going to leave Ril
worth in another month, to enter upon his regular business, and
then nothing more could by any possibility be said.
Her district business was now proceeding in regular train, and
so far it was less burdensome. She knew generally what she
had to do, and could arrange how it was to be done; but it was
oppressive to her in many ways, which she had not calculated
upon. Jt opened her eyes to so much evil, so much irremediable
suffering; and, notwithstanding Mr Reeves' assurance that the
great responsibility rested upon him, and not upon her, she could
not give herself the relief which he intended to offer. Certainly
he was the clergyman, and answerable for the spiritual welfare
of his people-he was the person bound to advise and direct;
and she might, and indeed would, be going out of her province
in attempting anything of the kind. But Mr Reeves could not
be everywhere at all times; work as hard as he and his curate
could, it was impossible, with such a parish upon their hands, to
enter minutely into the affairs of every family; and there were
cases of over-indulged children, and careless mothers, and vain,
flighty daughters continually brought before Katharine's notice,
which she did not in the least know how to deal with. Poor
people told her their stories, and seemed to think, that because
she could give them district tickets, therefore she could help them
in their other needs; and now and then, if the matter was very
trifling, she ventured to give an opinion; and at other times it
seemed advisable to go and talk to Mr Reeves. But Mr Reeves
was often out, often excessively engaged with business which
could not possibly be put aside. Katharine made the experiment two or three times; but when she had said what she had
to say, the difficulty brought before him seemed so trifling, that
she was ashamed of herself for having troubled him with it. He
told her one day that she must learn to give an independent
opinion in small matters; and she knew what he meant. He
certainly had not time to decide every question that might arise
in every household in Rilworth, and yet the point must be settled,
and the responsibility must rest upon the person who helped to
settle it; and so Katharine was thrown back upon herself and
her own judgment, and her conscience was troubled and her
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4 perplexed
Her mother was an assistance to her in some
rs. Mrs Ashton had a good deal of worldly sense naturally,
she had, moreover, the experience of fifty years to guide her,
in cases simply involving prudence and ordinary judgment
could direct Katharine very usefully; but she did not unstand any of the more refined or abstruse difficulties which
ietimes came in Katharine's way ; and for these she most
fluently applied to the Miss Ronaldsons. They had worked
years amongst the poor in a country parish, where the clergyn had not been at all active. They could understand, there, the feelings of the poor; and this was Katharine's great
d. Very often she did not know what to say, or if she knew,
could not tell how to say it. Little suggestions even, as to
treatment of invalids,-giving fresh air,-keeping them quiet,
vere difficulties to Katharine, because she did not know how
she might venture to interfere; and if it came to the point of
ing a mother that she ought to send her boys to school, or
;p her daughters at home, she would worry herself for several
rs, because she was not quite certain whether it was her busiesto advise. If she might have contented herself with giving
district tickets, and changing tracts, her work would have
n easy; but Katharine was beginning to open her eyes to the
t, that we cannot, even if we would, escape the necessity of
uencing our fellow-creatures, either for good or for evil; and
was in consequence becoming more serious and oppressive.
was a comfort though to feel that she was gaining experience,
I so, it was to be hoped, improving. Notwithstanding her
!ad of interference, she might have begun too boldly, even from
very dread of being a moral coward, but for a hint from Miss
naldson, who said one day, in her very kind voice, when
tharine had been complaining of some rudeness she had exienced-' You see, my dear, what the poor people want is
;ndliness, and we cannot become friends all of a sudden; ext, you know, when people have known about each other very
g, as Prissy and I knew you. After a time, they will come
know you, and the look of your face will be natural to them,
then they will take better what you have to say; but I
tthink English poor people ever fancy having folks coming
their cottages and giving them advice suddenly. At least
was what Prissy and I found when we lived in the country;
't we, Prissy?'
Katharine acted upon the suggestion,
tried to make herself, as Miss Ronaldson said, 'natural,'
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before she took upon herself, even in a slight degree, the o
of an adviser.
Mr Reeves also gave her very substantial comfort, though
was more for the general practice of life, than for any particular
occasion. 'He called one day with his wife, and found Kathar
grave and almost out of spirits; the cares of the district w
pressing upon her, so that she was almost tempted to give up hi
work, and own it a failure. 'She was sure,' she said, 'that st
did no good; the people took advantage of her, and deceived he
The little she could give in the way of money would be given jut
the same, whether she had the district or not; and her mother
would be very glad to provide broth or pudding occasionally, I
she had been accustomed to do lately; but she was sure it V
quired a more experienced person to undertake such a duty, ani
therefore when Mrs Forbes came home she could not help thin
ing it would be better to give up her share, and trust that som
one else would be found who knew better what to do.' M
Reeves listened very patiently whilst Katharine said this, an
then asked her whether she was in earnest. 'Quite,' wa
Katharine's reply; 'that is,' she added, with her usual candoui
'quite earnest in wishing it, though I don't know that I shout
entirely like to do it.' Mr Reeves smiled. 'Do you knov
Miss Ashton, I have had the same thoughts in my mind lately
about my clerical duties?' Katharine stared. 'Yes,' he said
'I feel myself utterly incompetent; notwithstanding my lon
experience, I am constantly failing and making blunders.
really see very little fruit from my labours, and therefore it i
natural to conclude that I am unfitted for my office, and shall
do better to resign it.' ' But,-but,' Katharine hesitated, ani
was very much afraid of being impertinent. 'Pray say what I
in your mind,' he continued. ' I don't quite see, sir, how
clergyman can give up his office.' 'Once a clergyman always
clergyman, you mean?' he replied. ' Precisely the difficult
which stops me.' Katharine looked relieved. 'Then you at
not going to leave Rilworth, sir ?' 'Not just yet; I only men
tioned my feelings that you might understand I could sympathis
with yours.' There was a lurking smile upon his lips, whidl
puzzled Katharine extremely. 'If I were a clergyman,' she said
'I should know that I could not give up my duties.' The smil
vanished, and Mr Reeves became serious in an instant. 'Ari
though you are not a clergyman, my dear Miss Ashton, are yl
really more at liberty? There is not indeed the same sole
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binding you down, but there is an equally clear outward
the solemn ordering of providential circumstances, which
placed you in your present position, led you to your work,
ned the way for it, put you in the way of beginning it.' ' Yes,
were fitted for it,' said Katharine. ' Then it is in your power
cahge the hearts of your fellow-creatures ; you can yourself
e them all that they ought to be?' 'No, no !' exclaimed
tharine, 'it is exactly that which troubles me,--that I cannot
.' 'Neither can I,' said Mr Reeves; ' I may preach, and
k and labour from morning till night, and from night till
ing, but I can do nothing. Yet you tell me I should do
ng in giving up my work.' ' Yes,' said Katharine, thought, ' I see; one's failings ought not to dishearten one so much.'
o; and if we were thoroughly humble, thoroughly imbued
h a sense of our own helplessness, they would not do so. It
the one great lesson of the Bible, especially of the Old Testat, that means are nothing. It is taught us continually in
history of the Judges and the Kings, and in the most strikway. The prayer of Asa is a prayer for us in every undering.' Katharine did not at the moment recollect the prayer
Asa, but she determined to look for it when Mr Reeves was
e. 'You must go on with your work, cheerfully and hopey, my dear Miss Ashton,' continued Mr Reeves, in a lighter
ie;'not troubling yourself with how much you do, but in
at way you do it; making up your mind to commit blunders,
to see little or no fruit; remembering that, if you were to
e up your district at once, and never again to take upon yoursuch a burden, the responsibility would not be one iota
ened, but rather a thotfsandfold increased. It is what I long
ake the people of Rilworth feel,' he continued. 'The excuse
s me at every turn, with regard to district visiting, and the
Dols, and the duties of sponsors, and numberless other claims
he kind. Again and again people say to me, " I would, but
afraid of the responsibility-I am not competent ;" as if we
any of us competent ! Depend upon it, if we will take the
den, which God in His providence brings us, He will bear it
s; if we will not take it, it will one day fall upon us and
us.' 'But there are a good many district visitors,' said
harine. ' Not so many as are wanted,' replied Mr Reeves;
-districts are a great deal too large-that is one reason why
are so burdensome. And then we want men; and they are
more difficult to find than women--they have more regulat
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daily employment, and I am afraid very often they have not q
the same spirit. Young Ronaldson is the only volunteer we h
had since I have been here. I think I am correct, my dear ?'
added, turning to his wife. 'Yes, the others belonged to t
society before,' replied Mrs Reeves; 'but he has been an incculable help; unfortunately, he will be going soon.' 'He
an example of what I want to make others see,' continued
Reeves, 'that it is right to do whatever we can without ni
calculations as to time and the power of continuance. W
Ronaldson offered himself to me as a visitor in Pebble Streets
which I need not say to you, Miss Ashton, is the worst street
Rilworth-all his plans and prospects were uncertain-he kn
that he might be called away at any moment; but he heard th
the street was left, that, in fact, it was so bad no one would unds
take it, and he came to me and told me exactly how he was ci
cumstanced, and said he could not promise to give up alt
amount of time, because he had other duties to be considered
but he offered to do what he could.' 'And that has been quit
as much, if not more than any one else,' said Mrs Reeve
'Yes, and the advantage is, that he has paved the way f4
others; the street is a bad street, and will remain bad, I fea
but some of the very worst evils have been removed, and tli
next person who may have it will have comparatively a ligb
task. I really know no one whose help I have valued more thai
Charles Ronaldson's,' he continued. ' It was just one of thol
cases in which a man might have made such a fair excuse t
himself for doing nothing; actually not an inhabitant of th
town-here only for a time-for his mother only took lodging
in Rilworth till his London plans were fixed-all his prospect
at a distance, and really feeling the necessity of studying for hi
business. I am sure I never should have blamed him for refu
ing to assist me; in fact, it never entered my head that it woulI
be right to ask him.' It was very pleasant to Katharine to hea
this praise ; it made her feel that she was right in liking Charle
Ronaldson better than any one else in Rilworth; but it rath i
increased her awe of him. She wondered also how it was si
had never heard of his having a district, till she recollected tho
his name was not down in the last printed report, and that lI
himself was not likely to mention the circumstance.
'And now,' said Mrs Reeves, 'having given you a lecture up
the subject of duties, I hope, Miss Ashton, that Mr Reeves
going to propose himself the business which was partly our
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-calling upon you to-day. I really feel he ought to do it.'
arine's heart sank. Was she to be made superintendent of
unday-school ? Or what other overpowering dignity was
thrust upon her ? ' Can you cover books,' said Mr Reeves,
tly. Katharine looked surprised. ' I hope so, sir; I don't
r that there is anything very difficult in it.' 'But can you
er a great many books ?' said Mrs Reeves, laughing; 'little
blesome books-and can you go on working a whole even'
Without once leaving off and saying your fingers ache?'
kd Mr Reeves. Katharine could not quite promise, but she
Ishe had had a good deal of practice. ' Just the very thing,'
Mr Reeves. 'Then will you come and drink tea with us
orrow evening, and help Mrs Reeves and your fellowurers in the Rilworth districts to cover and mark a large set
hew tracts, and some volumes for the lending library?' 'Yes,
ked,' Katharine said, with a bright smile; 'she should like it
y much indeed. At what hour should she come ?' 'At seven,
.hat will suit you,' replied Mrs Reeves; Land please bring
h you the largest and least spoilable pair of scissors you pos.' 'And remember,' said Mr Reeves, 'that you are to be
bygrateful to me for providing you with the tracts. I have
Srd nothing but complaints of the old ones for the last three
'And not quite undeserved, my dear,' said Mrs
ths.'

eves. 'A great many of them are uncommonly dry, and all
iderfully dirty.' Mr Reeves laughed.
PIt was Mrs Forbes who put you up to that,' he replied. 'She
ays read her tracts, which I am quite sure you never do.'
fen we shall have the pleasure of seeing you to-morrow at
en,' said Mrs Reeves, shaking hands with Katharine.
't let your father and mother scold us for taking you
them,' added Mr Reeves. 'Will you, now I think
iyour father if he has had any tidings of the book I

'And
away
of it,
asked

to get for me ? He promised he would be on the look-out
it, and I have been intending to call every day and hear if
ad received any tidings of it.'

' And pray tell Mrs Ashton,'

-Mrs Reeves, 'that she need not trouble about your returnhome at night, because there will be two or three of our party
*ing from your part of the town.'

Again there was a cordial

-bye; but Mr Reeves could not help returning to say: 'I
't know, Miss Ashton, whether you have heard a name which

iends on the opposite side of the Atlantic sometimes give
int working-parties-I heard it from a cousin of mine who
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had been a good deal among then -they call them "Bees."
now I give you a formal invitation to a Parish Bee, and rem
her you are punctuaL'

CHAPTER XX.
She entered Mr Reevm
quite punctual.
wasexactly
K ATHARINE
drawing-room
as the town-clock struck sevg

Yet she was not the first arrival. Betsey Carter was there befq
her, and very busy, so it seemed, for the books and tracts w9
laid upon the table, and she was sorting them. Kathari
doubted, however, afterwards, whether it was not a self-imposq
task, for Mr Reeves, after shaking hands with her, turned roun
and said with a very little impatience of manner: 'Tha
you, Miss Carter, for troubling yourself with those books, .b
I think I understand their arrangement best as they ar
-Miss Carter left the books ; but she wanted extremely to fir
out whether there was a sufficient quantity of coarse, brow
paper provided, and insisted upon knowing whether Kathar
had brought her scissors. She appeared thoroughly at hom
and evidently did not seem to think it in the least necessary
say 'sir' to Mr Reeves. Katharine disliked her more than eve
and was quite glad when some more arrivals threw her into t
background. They were to have tea first in the dining-roor
but it was not quite ready, so there was about a quarter of a
hour's conversation beforehand. Katharine felt a little stiff fi
a few minutes, and sat up in a corner, and said nothing; bi
she found herself drawn out by degrees. Every one talked aboa
districts and poor people-that was natural,-but then all h
the same interests, so it did not signify; and Mr Reeves mal
aged cleverly to lead them away from the state of Rilworth 1
that of other places, and thence to the position of the country
large; till.by degrees the conversation ceased to be local, a
became-so interesting, that Katharine was quite sorry when tl
was announced. She went down-stairs last, and happened i
sit next to Mr Reeves; and he pursued the subject, and aski
ber:if she had ever read any account of the state of the poor
France before the great Revolution. Katharine coloured, at
felt extremely awkward, Very little of her time was given.,
reading, except when she read out a novel to her mother. St
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ed about the French Revolution when she, was at
; but the details had quite passed away from her mind.
Carter, however, knew a great deal about it, and talked
arnedly, and gave it as her opinion that the French
tion was clearly marked out in the Book of Revelation;
rvation which Mr Reeves allowed to drop without notice.
however, were evidently his favourite topic, and when he
that Katharine did not say much about them, he addressed
to the Miss Lockes, who were also near him. Katharine
very much amused in listening to what was said. The Miss
es were both well informed and well bred, and so were the
~lderly brown ladies, the Miss Tracys, opposite to them ;
[at times, when any book was mentioned which was univerVpopular, the conversation became quite general. Katharine
pot feel herself as ignorant when story books were named as
,id when there was an allusion to history ; but she could not
1ore to say much, though Mr Reeves made several attempts
Iraw her out. 'I suppose you have not much time for read,he said, at length. 'Not much, sir,' was the answer. ' I
t books from the library sometimes to my mother.' 'And
have a very fair choice there,' said Mr Reeves; 'I don't
wYa better circulating library anywhere than Mr Ashton's,
gs so many books of a better stamp than novels.' 'I think
ead most of the novels,' said Katharine, candidly; 'my
ier likes them best.' ' I shall quarrel with you if you do
6' said Mr Reeves, good-naturedly. 'You should take exle from my friend here, Miss Locke, who studies everything
gAlgebra downwards.' 'Study would be very nice, I dare say,
}e had a good deal of time for it,' said Katharine. 'And it is
:nice when one has very little time for it,' replied Mr Reeves ;
pcially if a person wants to be useful, which I am sure you
'But reading about the French Revolution will not help
pake me useful, though it may be very interesting,' said
marine. 'I should like to argue that point with you,' said Mr
ves, lightly; 'but my tracts will never have their new covers
begin now, so I shall leave you to your work, and look
again upon you by and by.' He retreated to his study,
the rest of the party went up-stairs again. Tea had made
(y one sociable ; and as they all drew round the table, with
4lazing fire, and the bright lamp lighting up the room,
Marine thought they were a very comfortable party, and
rflully at home, considering how very little they knew of
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each other. Mrs Reeves suggested what each was to do.
was evident that she was an orderly person, and had planned
all beforehand, for there was no time lost in discussion;
when the division of labour was made, she proposed to read
whilst the work went on, and at once brought out a light b
of travels ; and in this way the business of the evening p
ceeded. It was all very odd to Katharine-it seemed extreme
like playing at work ; but there was something pleasant in
cheerful, and hearty ; and she felt drawn in a manner towa
those who were working with her, much more so than
could ever have been to Matty Andrews, or the Miss Madde
if she had visited them every evening for a month. The wo
M
took a longer time than could have been expected.
Reeves read till she was tired; so did Miss Locke, and o
of the Miss Tracys ; and then Mrs Reeves proposed that th
should have some music, and went herself to the piano, and san
Katharine enjoyed that extremely. She had a quick ear fJ
music, and could play a little herself. but she had never prat
tised much since she left school, and had not often an opport
nity of hearing good music. One of the Miss Lockes also sai
nicely, and she and Mrs Reeves tried some duets together; art
then Mr Reeves, hearing the music going on, came in, and they
was some more conversation about music in general, and th
church music; and Mr Reeves suggested a plan for making th
school children practise better ; and two or three of the person
present engaged to meet at the church, once a week, to practise
with them. Katharine felt strongly that she was in an atm
sphere of usefulness, and it suited her active mind much bettor
than any other. But it was not a kind of society which ever
one would enjoy; Selina, for instance, would have been quit
out of her element in it. The party broke up about half-pa
nine. Katharine was to walk home with the Miss Lockes, wh
lived at the bottom of High Street. She was ready before there
and waited in the drawing-room whilst they were putting c
their bonnets, and talking to Mrs Reeves in another ioom.
Reeves was with her, and, rather to Katharine's alarm, renewed
the conversation about books, by offering to lend her the volun
of travels they had been reading, if she would like to have ii
'I should like to think you were a reading person,' he said; t.
would save you a good deal of pain in life.' 'And make n
useful ?' said Katharine. 'Yes, help very much-a great de
more than you think-to make you useful. I wish you would
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to read.' Katharine laughed. 'I should like it, sir, if I
oks and time, and''Oh! but make time,' interd Mr Reeves ; 'real readers always make time.' 'How ?'
Katharine. 'In the same way that every one makes time
what he likes. It is an instinct, to be proved by experience,
by rule. And, my dear Miss Ashton, if you don't begin now,
never will do so.' 'Not when I am old and infirm, and
e nothing else to do ?' said Katharine. 'No, indeed. There
to taste more difficult to acquire, and no habit more easily
4 than that of reading. Begin early, and it will be a blessing
ou through life; neglect it, and you may spend weeks, and
ths, and even years of helpless old age, longing that you
Od -care for books, and yet unable to take an interest in them.'
at you must not think I never read,' said Katharine; 'I do
7 often read to my mother; and now and then I do in the
ping to my father, only he falls asleep generally.' ' But that
04 of desultory reading is not what I mean,' said Mr Reeves.
lly sensible, useful reading is what I want to see you, and
y like you, taking delight in; history, biography, travels,
, of course, religious reading,-but that I don't think you are
likely to omit.' 'Persons like me,' said Katharine, ' think so
ch of household duties, that it seems almost out of place,
not exactly a waste of time, but something very like it, to
d our leisure in what can be of so very little importance to
'Yet you-I don't mean you individually-think it no
of time to learn a little French, and a little music, and to
beautiful figures in coloured worsteds, and all those won1 ins and outs with crooked needles, which are so much the
ion.' Katharine laughed. 'I dare say it is very ignorant of
not to know the advantage of such occupations,' continued
eeves; 'but you must own that they are not more decidedly
1-since you insist so much upon that point-than reading
ry.' 'I quite think the reading history would be much
agreeable and much more profitable than worsted work
crochet,' replied Katharine; 'but really I scarcely ever do
.' 'I quite believe you; I am sure you are an excellent
keeper, and keep your father's accounts, and make his
, and do everything which people say our grandmothers
to do; and I should be the very last person to suggest
g a stop to any of these things. All I beg for is, that if
should be a few leisure moments in the course of the
ey may be devoted to regular reading-what, perhaps,
K
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I may call study-and not merely to amusement. I sh
like to think that you had always some sensible book in ha
that when one was finished another was begun. I will tell
one reason why I am so earnest upon this point,' he contin
becoming more grave ; ' it will not perhaps at once approve its
to your mind, but I think you will enter into it when you ha
thought it over. There is an immense impetus given to edu
tion now amongst the lower classes-they are treading very fa
upon the heels of those immediately above them. Nation
education has done this, whether wisely or unwisely I will n
pretend to say; but if we wish to keep society in its prop
state, we must not let those who are below us in outward circu
stances rise above us in intellect and information. If they
they will naturally rebel against our superiority, and desire
take our place. As an instance, in a town like Rilworth
great deal of the work must be done by the help of perso
like yourself, very much engaged in daily business, but wi
ling to spare a little time to the poor. Sunday-school wo
is almost entirely carried on in this way; but it require
more than a good heart to be a really good Sunday-scho
teacher. There must be thought, and study, and acquain
ance with history, and the manners and customs of foreign
countries; for though it did very well in former days to g
through a there routine of lessons, it will not do now. Childre
whose intellects have been worked during the week will als
require a stimulus to their attention on the Sunday; but
cannot say myself that I know many people able to give it, though
I have most kind and useful helpers in the school.' Katharini
looked puzzled and frightened-the idea was beyond her; ad
Mr Reeves saw it, and said, ' Perhaps I ought not to ha
troubled you with a reason of that kind, which principally con
cerns myself. You must not think I want you to study, an<
become a learned person, in order to seize upon you for m
Sunday-school. I was only speaking generally, and perhaps
even more with a view to large manufacturing towns, than to
Rilworth particularly. But for yourself alone, I am sure yo*
would find that anything which strengthens and enlarges youO
mind, as steady reading does and must, will also help to fit yoi
for the daily duties of life, and make you more prepared for a
position in which it may please God to place you. The ve
effort which thoughtful reading requires is an inestimable benef
May I give you the book of travels?' he added, with a smile,
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Reeves and the Miss Lockes entered the room. Katharine
only say, ' Thank you very much, sir,' and tell Mrs Reeves,
sle wished her good-night, that she had had a very pleasant
ining.
shall triumph over the Union Ball, now, my dear,' said
r Reeves to his wife, as he sat down by the fireside, when the
rit had dispersed, and looked complacently round the room.
phre is more unity in covering tracts than in dancing the
ika together. Unity in work, not in play-that I suspect is
secret.' 'Only it is such a very small amount of unity.'
ied Mrs Reeves.. ' Never mind, it is a beginning; and even
should never extend farther, it is founded on a sure prin'The
le, and therefore must last, and have influence.'
ieulty is, that unity in work must be exclusive,' said Mrs
eves; 'people may dance together, whatever principles they
14, but they cannot work. You could not, for instance, have
#d dissenters to help you in arranging church tracts?
it is there any real unity where there is not exclusiveness ?'
Mr Reeves. 'Look at the ordering of providential ar.
yggments with regard to families, nations, and even the
ristian Church. Can anything be more exclusive? Real
4y involves unity of feeling,' he continued, after a pause;
~ling is dependent upon principles of faith and practice;
Ociples upon truth; and truth is in its very nature exclusive.
rant you that we cannot ask dissenters to help us in our work;
neither can they ask us ; and so we may agree to differ; and
mhat very agreement we shall find a certain amount of unity,
ause each will be upholding principles which are honestly
Aeved to be truth.' 'You will never, I am afraid, find any
pe worldly people join with you in your theory of unity,'
served Mrs Reeves. 'Of course not; but then I shall not
pt it. You cannot make worldly people one; because, in
kr to be so, they must move round one common centre; whilst,
Ig what they are, the centre of each is self: therefore there
many centres as there are individuals.' ' And yet, when
thinks of it, this does not seem to be quite the case always,'
d Mrs Reeves. 'Consider how men of all ranks and all
cters, good and bad, unite on certain occasions,-elections,
tance; or even, as one may see every day in a town.like
rth, when any public work is to be done.' 'Exactly so;
t is just what I say, they unite for work, and they have,
time, a common centre of interest. Such unity is true,
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and legitimate, and useful. The misfortune is, that it can
last, because, when the object is accomplished, the feeling
unity will die away. If,therefore, we wish for lasting unity,
must have a lasting centre, and lasting work. I confess I s
it nowhere except in work done for God's glory, and the go'
of His Church. I think St Paul teaches us something of t
kind,' he added, taking up a Bible; and he turned to the four
chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians and pointed to th
words, 'And He gave some apostles; and some prophets; an
some evangelists ; and some pastors and teachers ; for the perfect
ing of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying
the body of Christ ; till we all come in the unity of the faith, an
of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unt
the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ.' 'Yes,
replied Mrs Reeves, when he had finished reading; 'and if th
persons you collect together were all simple and good, like Mrs
Forbes and Katharine Ashton, it might be easy enough to produce
a feeling of unity, by making them work for a common object.
But when one finds forward, pushing people, like Miss Carter
one involuntarily shrinks back.'
'We must take people a
they are. There is a great deal of good about Miss Carter, it
spite of her forwardness ; and if we can work upon that, we may
hope by and by that the worldly taint which makes her forward
will diminish. Whenpeople are thoroughly Christian, theybecome
also thoroughly well-bred. They see that God no more intends
outward distinctions to be done away with, because in His sight
we are one, than He does that we should all be equally rich;
because we are equally mortal.' 'Then you don't think Miss
Carter will be angry with us because we do not ask her to a
regular dinner party?' said Mrs Reeves. 'She may or may
not be; if she is, the fault will be hers, not ours. Regular
dinner parties-of which, by the by, we have not given one, to
the best of my knowledge, for the last twelvemonth-are formalities of the world, to be governed by the rules of the world, like
visits or dress, or any other custom.' 'And balls the same,' said
Mrs Reeves, laughing. Mr Reeves looked half annoyed, and
half amused. 'I could tell you such absurdities about that
ball,' he said; 'grave matters, too, which may have grave coan
sequences. There is a complete split, I find, between what are
called the Duchess's party,-young Andrews and his friends
for instance, and the town party; and it is supposed that it will
tell considerably on the next election; and that Colonel Forbes
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.not have half the chance he had; for they say that the
ndee supper, as it is called, was his doing.' 'What folly !'
aimed Mrs Reeves.
'Yes; but more folly, a thousand
es, in those who planned such an absurdity, than in those
; carry it out to its natural consequences. Colonel Forbes
it to have known better.' ' I can fancy a man's making
t a mistake,' replied Mrs Reeves, 'because men are accused to join with people of every kind in matters of business;
, so they may naturally suppose that they would meet just
pleasantly for amusement.' 'He should have consulted a
ladies first,' said Mr Reeves, with a smile. ' Rilworth
es, who could understand the feeling of the town; and not
Duchess of Lowther, who could know nothing about it.
men are the really difficult people to manage when unity is
' Because they are not accustomed to work for a
question.'
imon object, and move round a common centre,' said Mrs
!ves. ' No; they are essentially individual, and there is
ly only one principle to unite them.' ' The principle which
ie us work so diligently to cover your church tracts,' said
s Reeves. 'I hope so. I give you credit for it, at least.
I now we had better ring for prayers.'

CHAPTER XXI.
AYS went quickly on, and Katharine began to count how
many more must pass before the arrival of Colonel and
s Forbes at Maplestead. Whenever she went with her brother
her father to. Moorlands, and this was not unfrequently, she
something in the way of preparation going on about the
se and in the grounds. More gardeners seemed at work, and
re were repairs at the lodge, and the chimneys smoked more
gerously and constantly, as if the rooms were being well
d. Report said they were to be at home the end of Novems but Katharine had heard nothing to be depended upon, and
a she had asked once or twice at the lodge, all the answer
could obtain was, 'Can't say for certain, Miss.' At last,
rver, a definite idea was given her in the form of a letter
4, Colonel Forbes to her father, giving an order for some
Handsome books, which he wished to have placed in Mrs
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Forbes' morning-room before her return on the 8th. There
a pleasant postscript for Katharine in the letter: 'If it were n
too much trouble, it would be a great satisfaction to Colo
Forbes if Miss Ashton would be so very kind as to see hers
that the books were properly arranged.
He should ha
hesitated to ask the favour, but he believed Miss Ashton wou
be glad to do anything which might conduce to Mrs Forb
pleasure.'
Katharine's eyes sparkled with delight. Yes, i
deed, Colonel Forbes was right; she should like nothing better
she would go over that very afternoon. 'Only the books a
not ready, my child,' said Mr Ashton, quietly, as he stood
her, holding the open letter in his hand. ' So kind of him it
to ask me!' continued Katharine, scarcely hearing what h
father said; 'I wish he would let me have the whole care
putting her rooms in order for her. Wouldn't I work hard #
'I don't see much kindness, except to himself,' said Mr AshtonI
'he wants the books unpacked and put up, and he doesn't lili
to trust his servants to touch them; that's the long and shot
of the matter. But, Kitty, you are bewitched with Mrs Forbes
aid the Colonel, too, I believe.' ' Not the Colonel, father; nt1y
not the Colonel,' said Katharine, in a tone of merriment ; ' only
when he asks me to do the very thing I like best.' ' But I don't
see how you are to be spared from home next week,' said Mr
Ashton; ' John was talking to your father and me last night
after you went to bed.' ' Oh! is that it ?' exclaimed Katharinei
'I was sure he had something on his mind, by the way he
hurried me off to bed.' ' Miss Selly consents to exchange the
Miss for Mrs whenever John chooses,' said Mr Ashton, 'and
of course John chooses the first day possible,- which will 1~
Wednesday week.' 'That won't interfere with me,' exclaimed
Katharine : ' Wednesday is the 6th.' Then, with rather a vexe4
smile, she added, ' I am glad John was not here to hear net4
think of myself first; but I do feel, mother, that he might hav4
told me the day himself.' 'He is a little shy of talking about
with you, said Mrs Ashton; 'he and Selly both see you domn
half like it. 'I wish not to show that I don't, I am sure,' r
plied Katharine; ' and, mother, I really do with all my heart t
to think the best of it; and I quite allow Selina is very handso
and cheerful, and pleasant, when things go smooth; and she
very kind to me always. I am sure there is no reason for me
feel'-the sentence was not finished, for Katharine bit her lip
prevent the awkward rush of feeling which she feared might esca
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' It's a little hard upon poor John, I must say, Kitty,' ob.
ed Mrs Ashton; 'so kind as he has always been to you, and
lightful too ! Only the other day saying that he hoped you
lid go over to Moorlands whenever you liked; and laughing
I saying you should be his bailiff when you were tired of the
P' 'Did he say that ?' exclaimed Mr Ashton; 'then he is
Iser man than I took him for. I would match my Kitty's comt sense against half the experimental farmers in the kingdom,
alone Charlie Ronaldson, who is a quick-witted youth, only
her given to crotchets. Cheer up, Kitty, my child; you shall
Ve a farm of your own to manage one of these days.' 'Thank
I, father,' said Katharine, smiling; 'and when that happens
a shall be my bailiff. But, mother, did John say anything to
s about my not liking the marriage?' ' He said he did not like
talk to you about Moorlands,' replied Mrs Ashton; ' and he
Cited that Selina thought you looked askance at her.' ' Now,
illy,' exclaimed Katharine, ' that is too bad ! I have only been
ted to drink tea at the Fowlers' twice since Selly was engaged,
d once then she looked so awkward at introducing me when Miss
ne came in that I thought she was quite ashamed of me. But,
ther, dear, did John say anything else?' 'Nothing that I
member, only whether you would choose to be bridesmaid.'
f course, I shall,' said Katharine ; 'it is my place ; and if I
ted the marriage twenty times more than I do, I would not let
t world see it.' ' Bravely said, Kitty,' exclaimed Mr Ashton,
tting her on the shoulder : 'if it comes to a fight between you
d Miss Selly, remember I back you.' Katharine blushed, and
iked heartily ashamed of herself. '0O father! I do wish I
s not so cross! I wish things didn't make me so cross; but,Won't talk of that though. Mother, do you know what dress the
klesmaids are to wear?' 'And who they are to be ?' added
r Ashton ; 'I have not heard that yet.' 'Matty Andrews, and
lia Madden, and a cousin of Selly's, and our Kate,' replied Mrs
aiton : 'I don't quite know what they have fixed on to wear.'
Wt I must know to-night or to-morrow,' said Katharine;
kere will be no time to get the dress made else. I think,' she
ped, in an undertone, 'they might have done me the honour of
Salting me.' ' Well, you had best go and have your quarrel
with Miss Selly,' said Mr Ashton; ' I see you are determined
ick a fault in her. I am thankful I am not going to be your
drn-law, Kitty.' 'Indeed, father,'-and Katharine looked
amuth distressed ;--' I do mean to behave kindly; and do all
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i Lan to make her and John happy, but you know things a
aggravating sometimes.' 'Because you women make them
said Mr Ashton ; 'if you had great matters to worry about, y
would not trouble yourselves about little ones. What can it signify
to you whether you have been consulted about a dress or not, s
long as it is ready in time ?' 'Nothing, father, nothing; I wa
very silly,'-and Katharine shut herself up in close reserve, an
determined never again to venture upon the smallest expression o
her feelings as to the marriage. Yet it did signify a great deal to
her. The neglect might appear trifling to Mr Ashton, but tq
Katharine it was another symptom of the unkindness from which
she suffered in some manner almost every day. Selina was draw1
ing her brother out of his own family into hers; not perhaps by
any premeditated plan,-she had not sense enough for that,-but;
simply because her pride was great and her will strong. Johi
spent almost every evening at Mr Fowler's,but Selina made neverending excuses when it was any question of her drinking tea aty
Mr Ashton's. She could find time for a gossiping walk with the.
Miss M addens, but she had never a moment to spare for Katharine I
and though she would make Katharine useful in working for her,
and even allowed her to assist in making up some of the furniture,
for Moorlands, she scarcely ever asked her opinion upon any point.
Katharine was bynature as proud in her way as Selina was in hers:,
her spirit rebelled against anything like impertinence or neglect.
It was only by the greatest effort at self-command that she could,
refrain from giving quick answers, or making contemptuous remarks. In spite of her best endeavours, the feelings which were
so frequently and suddenly excited would occasionally find vent,
as they had on that particular occasion; but they were always
followed by a bitter repentance. Katharine went to her room now.
far more angry with herself than she had ever been with Selina,
-and yet angry with her too,-and especially pained that her
father did not understand her, and her mother did not help her.
There was a complete turmoil of conflicting feelings in her breast.
She had cause to complain; she knew that; yet, as she said to,
herself, it was so silly, so wrong, to speak when speaking could do,
no good, and she had so often resolved not to do it I It was so
weak to break her resolutions in that way ! And, after all, what
did she care about being consulted ? It was very little to her
whether her dress was to be white, or pink, or blue; and if heropinion had been asked, it would most probably not have been
taken. But Katharine could not reason herself into good,
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hour ; she had learned that: all persons with irritable tempers
st learn it sooner or later, if they hope to acquire self-comnd. But she could pray, and she did pray, at first repeating
rds without being actually able to apply the meaning to them,
ier thoughts were so pre-occupied, and her feelings so ex.
ed,-but becoming gradually calmer as she tried to fix her
ention, and at last feeling that the victory was gained, and
could think of Selina charitably, of her father and mother
tifully, and of herself humbly and with sorrow, yet not withta certain consciousness of having been enabled to struggle,
3 in a measure to conquer, which was a great support to her
olutions.
And then she went out into her district. That was better for
.tharine than a sermon. Life there was so real in its suffer:, so serious in its events and their consequences, that the
fling worries of a home like hers sank into utter nothingness.
e poor shoemaker was dying, his wife nursing him, with a
Pairing hope which would not see the evil that stared her in
face ; and the help that was given could not keep her and
r children from heavy privations; and the past was dreary,
d the future at that moment without a ray of light to brighten
Katharine sat down by the bedside, and heard moans for
ich she had no relief, and saw tears which she had no power
dry, and thought with shame of those which she had herself
sted upon the passing annoyances of a moment. And from
:shoemaker's she went to another and a smaller cottage,
cre an only daughter was dying of consumption, killed by
d work and insufficient food ; and from thence to a house,
~ctable in appearance, which was about to be left for a
Ached hovel in Briton's Court, because the father of the
ily had met with an accident, and lost his health and his
yk; and from thence she visited her first acquaintance,
y Dawes, and listened to his aunt's story of the boy's
ken father, who had brought his wife and the children to
; and at last she turned into Woodgate Street, to say a few
s to Anne Crossin, the washerwoman, and found her workor her blind husband and her nine children, cheerful, thanknd hopeful,-and by that time her own lesson of resignawas thoroughly learned.
e parlour at home was, as it always was after these district
a paradise of rest and comfort; and still more resting to
ne's mind was the volume of travels which Mr Reeves
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had lent her, and which she was reading through regularly.
had but one half-hour to devote-to it--the half-hour before t
but Katharine was very methodical in her habits, and when
had made up her mind that the book was to be read, she fi
the time and kept to it. And she was already reaping
benefit, feeling that she was gaining new ideas and enlar
her subjects of thought. Not that it was always easy to rea
it was very difficult, indeed, at first, for she had acquired a ha
of reading out light books to her mother, without much att
tion, and it was long since she had applied herself to anythi
like study. But Katharine, besides being naturally very inte
gent, was blessed with great power of will, strengthened
continual exercise in a right direction. What she ought to d
she felt she could do. Mr Reeves had told her she ought
cultivate her mind, and she determined that she would do
first by reading, then by conversation. Katharine found, th
when people talked of things they understood, there was a go
deal to be gained from conversation. Her father was a v
well-informed man upon subjects connected with his busin
and many others of general interest, and there were seve
persons like him whom she occasionally saw. It was a please
thought that Charles Ronaldson would be drinking tea wit
them that evening: his conversation was always improviti
only Katharine was too much afraid of him to ask questions.

CHAPTER XXII.
and tW
dresses were to be pale violet silk,
bridesmaids'
HE
bonnets
were to be pink satin; and a satin bonnet we
Katharine's abhorrence ; but she behaved uncommonlywell who
the unpleasant fact was communicated to her, and only pel
tioned, rather too urgently since it was all in vain, for a straw
bonnet--fancy straw, if necessary,-which might be trimmJ
with white, and so serve for ordinary occasions. It seemed
Katharine as if she had done nothing but think of, and b
useless dresses of late. There was the ball dress-the wh|
muslin with the pink sash-lying in her drawer, unthought o
and this dreadful new bonnet was likely, she was sure, to have
same fate. Why did people choose things which could be
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Selina was very little with them now; all her
rights were of course occupied with preparations; and Kathap could not help contrasting Jane Sinclair's quiet seriousness,
!n she spoke of the future, and the thoughtful care which
ild arrange for the comfort of others up to almost the last
IOnnt before her marriage, with the whirl of folly and expense
which Selina was involved. But there was no opening for
wonstrance; Katharine knew she was looked down upon;
&besides, Selina had an excuse ready for every wish : ' She
not likely to be married more than once in her life, and so
Shad better make the most of the occasion.'
Moorlands was beginning to look very comfortable, though
re was a good deal still to be done in the way of repairs; but
so were chiefly in the outhouses, and could be managed best,
In said, after they were settled there; so the ornamental part
the work was attended to first, as being the most pressing.
er the wedding it was proposed that John and Selina should
rnd a fortnight with one of Mrs Fowler's sisters, who lived at
saall watering-place about twenty miles from Rilworth; and
ng that time Mr Ashton agreed that Moorlands should be
le quite ready for them. No one in Mr Fowler's house
bed of anything but the marriage, neither did any one in Mr
hton's, except Katharine; and she, though she did not talk,
iked, and that most diligently. As far as she could assist in
ing John from foolish expense, she was determined she
old; and many things which he would have ordered from an
oleterer's were contrived by her and her mother. Selina, too,
her useful as regarded dress ; in fact, the last week before
marriage was so fully occupied, that she had no time for
ing, and could not attend to any district business except
which was especially urgent, Katharine found the benefit
this in its soothing effect upon her own ruffled temper and
whilst she was doing kindnesses, she could not continue
unkindly; and John and Selina, and even Mrs Fowler,
at last aware that Katharine would make a very useful,
le, good-natured sister-in-law, and, in consequence, began
w her more attention. Mrs Fowler asked her to drink
d said something civil about her to her mother, though
a little too condescending in style to please Katharine's
One thing she was beginning to perceive, and it made
re seem more easy: usefulness was what she was
for in life, evidently ; her quickness in work to be done
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by the hand, and her quiet, domestic tastes, all tended that
If, therefore, she wished to do good to John and Selina,
any one, she must not try to be agreeable to them, or to hu
their tastes, and be like them,-she must simply content he
with being useful.
And with this determination to be useful, Katharine put
her violet silk at half-past eight o'clock on the morning of
brother's wedding-day, and went up to Mrs Fowler's to kn
how she could best assist everybody. Such a curious cont
the whole thing was to Jane Sinclair's wedding! The co
parison was continually in Katharine's mind. Selina so excite
and Mrs Fowler so bustling; and nothing, as it seemed, tol
found in its right place; and not a fourth part of the breakfi
preparations ready : Katharine offered to take upon herself tl
department, and actually went into the dining-room and assist
in putting the dishes upon the table, and twice went up ai
down the street to fetch things which were wanting from i
own home, putting a shawl, though, over the new silk, al
borrowing an old bonnet of Selina's, that she might not have f
little boys pointing at her for a bridesmaid. And then she a
Mr Fowler consulted about the quantity of wine which would
required; and she went with him to the cellar, and stood at f
door, and loaded herself with black bottles, and took care th
they were properly decanted, all the time feeling that the n
silk dress, though she had put an apron over it, was sadly out
place, and would very likely be spoiled. But all was ready
last, and then Katharine went into the drawing-room to mic
her violet sisters, Miss Julia Madden and Matty Andrews, at
the cousin Constantia, who had arrived the night before, e
pressly for the occasion, and had just made her appearance fre
her bedroom; and no one, except Mrs Fowler, knew that s
like them, was not fresh from an elaborate toilet.
Numerous were the guests; very gay the dresses; very w
decked out the carriages and servants. Selina kept them '
waiting about twenty minutes, and then appeared veiled ai
wreathed in true bridal fashion, and looking very handson
very merry, and very much at her ease; and the party drove off
the church, and as they went up the churchyard a number,
little children threw the scattered remains of dying autum
flowers into the path, and held out their hands for halfpen
And then-it was a solemn service,-it can never be otherwi3
but it seemed to Katharine wonderfully soon over, and I
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r half-hour she was sitting at Mr Fowler's breakfast-table,
ing to the cheers and speeches in honour of Mr and Mrs
Ashton.
Tong afternoon that was ! It would have been interminable
for the necessity of cutting up wedding-cake in threebred slices, and packing it in white paper, and tying together
d cards with satin ribbon and silver thread. That, happily,
something to do, and the bridesmaids were indefatigable for
±t.an hour; but after that time their energy began to flag,
at length failed so entirely that Katharine and Mrs Fowler
left to complete the work, whilst they went home to rest
prepare for the evening party. Katharine folded, and sealed,
directed till five o'clock; then sat down to dine upon cold
ion with Mr and Mrs Fowler, in the back parlour; then
ed to put the drawing-room in order for the evening guests ;
;went home to array herself once more in white muslin and
ik sash, came back and danced three country dances, and
quadrilles, and about twelve o'clock walked home with her
r and mother, and wished them good-night with a yawning
nation :-' 0Omother, dear ! aren't you glad that marriages
Come every day?'

CHAPTER XXIII.
kD the next business was to go over to Maplestead, to arrange the books for Mrs Forbes. That was the pleasant
ht which suggested itself to Katharine, when, tired with the
Png exertions, she awoke at a late hour the following morniThe books had arrived only the day before, and had been
ver in readiness for her unpacking. There were a good
of them, and Colonel Forbes had written again about them
Ashton, and expressed a fear that Katharine might find
she had undertaken a little troublesome, as he imagined
books in the morning-room would require a completely
ngement. But Katharine was not inclined to think anytrouble which could please Mrs Forbes, and it so haphat the occupation came just at the right moment, when
feeling a little jaded, and was suffering from the reaction
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of a week of excitement, so that common duties would have
rather irksome.
Breakfast was not over till after half-past nine o'clock,
then Katharine attended to all her little household duties,
took care that nothing should be wanting for the comfort of
father and mother during the day, and about eleven set off;
her walk. It was a calm, warm, December day-misty,
with occasional gleams of brightness-almost a remembran
of summer;. and Katharine very much enjoyed her quiet w'
on the beautiful Maplestead Road. She was tired, but note
much physically as mentally, and the silence and solitude
very refreshing. It would have been a good occasion for though
with many, but Katharine had not yet learned to think; she
laying up materials by quick observation, but she was as yet
eager, too rapid and interested, in all she did or saw-the wo'
was too vivid a reality to give her much power of real thoug
only, at times, there came that sudden questioning,-that longi
to understand the mysteries of life,--that keen perception of t
awful depth of misery, and height of happiness, involved in
state of probation, which made her, as it were, pause on t
journey of existence, and look round for some one to assist
in bearing the burden of its responsibilities.
Some such feeling came over her mind on this day, as s
entered the hall at Maplestead. She had never before been
any place like it. She had never seen anything so hands
and imposing. It was low, but that she did not notice; it w
the vastness which struck her,-the richness of the carvings,
the solemnising effect of the deep windows, and the colour
glass, marked with the arms and crest of the old family of
Clares, from whose possession the place had lately passed,
the death of the last direct representative of the race, a solitary
and, as report said, miserable and miserly old bachelor. T
buried hopes of the dead seemed struggling with the brig
happiness of the living. Katharine, as she looked around
thought of Jane Forbes returning to this place as her home,.
to concentrate in it all her interests,-to fill it with association
of joy,-to make it a scene of peace, and usefulness, and love
and then, like those who had gone before, to pass away,-to
forgotten,-even as if she had never been. It seemed very stran
very wonderful. But for the evidence of her own feelings,-t
indestructible consciousness, that life is inexpressibly, unspea
ably valuable-Katharine could have gazed on all she saw w i
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er'ence, and believe that life was nothing but a dream, its
sts unsubstantial, and the necessity for any work which
so soon to be destroyed a vain delusion. There was no one
at hand to remind her that, as we work upon the outer
ce of the world which we see, we are at the same moment
tnting ineffaceable lines upon that true and spiritual world
ich lies beneath it.
hhe
housekeeper who received her in the hall, according, as she
dto her master's orders, saw that the size of the place, and its
puty, gave her pleasure, and offered to take her over the house;
t Katharine had come for business, and she was not to be turned
de from it. 'The days were short,' she said, 'and she was
r than she had intended; so, if there was no objection, she
old go at once to the morning-room, and see what was to be
e; and then, if there was time, she would go over the house
lore she went home; or, if not, she might have an opportunity
Other day.'
the housekeeper approved, and led the way up the old$hioned, shallow steps of the broad oak staircase, which gave
itharine a longing impulse to run up two stairs at once, and
Ich the top in half the time taken by her stately and portly
Two long, narrow passages diverged from the
6ductress
4n lobby at the head of the stairs-the east and west galleries,
kthe housekeeper called them, when she grandly pointed them
K to Katharine; but the morning-room opened upon the
y, and into this she was ushered at once. Much more like
e this was than the hall: the windows were large and
dernised, and the ceiling was not so low, and the furniture
eby any means so old-fashioned, and Katharine felt the awe
h had crept over her considerably diminished. The houser promised to send a man directly to unpack the boxes,
offered luncheon, and did, in fact, everything which civility
require ; and Katharine took off her bonnet and sat down
st for a few minutes before she began her work. She was
g round the room, thinking how pretty and pleasant it
.and fancying-not exactly wishing, but fancying-how she
id like to be in Jane's position, when the housekeeper came
,bringing in her hand a little note. She was full of apologies :
note had come the evening before, enclosed in one to herself
the Colonel. She ought to have brought it to Miss Ashton
ce, but she had forgotten it at the first moment.' Katharine
ved the note with pleasure, thinking, of course, it was from
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Jane; but no, it was in Colonel Forbes' handwriting, and
contained a list of books, placed as nearly as possible in the or
in which he wished them to be arranged. The housekee
went away, and Katharine laid down the note; but on taki
up the paper once more, she saw written on the other side: 'W
Miss Ashton be kind enough to see that these directions are ful
attended to, and that the room is ready for the reception of M
Forbes on the 7th.' 'To-day!' exclaimed Katharine, involu
tarily as she started from her seat ; and without pausing to co
sider, she rang the bell. A housemaid appeared, and Katharii
begged again to see the housekeeper; and in her impatience
begin her work, as the man promised had not made his appeal
ance, she knelt down on the floor and tried to unfasten the cor
of the book-boxes, but they were quite beyond her strengt
accustomed though she was to work of the kind. She w
nearly out of breath when the housekeeper appeared. ' Colon
Forbes says he is to be here this evening,' she began, in a cony
plaining tone, as if the housekeeper and the Colonel had beet
plotting against her. 'Yes, Miss Ashton, this evening; w
expect the Colonel and his lady about six o'clock,' said thl
surprised Mrs Brown. ' But you never told me so,' continued
Katharine, in the same tone, and pulling, as she spoke, at the
cords. ' I thought, of course, Miss Ashton, you knew. The
Colonel said he had written to you.' ' But I shall not be ready;
it is impossible I should be,' observed Katharine: 'I quite
reckoned upon their not being here till the 8th. I am sure'
Colonel Forbes said so.' ' The 8th was the day fixed at first,
and then it was changed to the 7th, Miss Ashton; but can't the
maids come and help you ?' Katharine looked despairingly at
the list. 'And all the books are to be arranged,' she said; 'the
old as well as the new : they are all marked down.' The housekeeper smiled. 'Oh! yes, Miss Ashton, of course they area
The Colonel never has anything done without knowing howi
little matters or great, it's all the same. But don't fret about
it,' she continued, good-naturedly, seeing Katharine's face of
vexation; 'there are two of the maids doing nothing, and they
can quite well make themselves of use. I would come myself, only,
really, I have half a hundred things to look to.' Katharine was
glad of the idea of assistance ; but then she recollected her father'5
remark, that the Colonel did not like the servants to touch his
books. She must do it all herself; there was no help for it; bug
would the man come and unfasten the cords? It seemed as
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was a spell against that first necessary step. Thehousekeeper
ed that, if the Colonel had said Miss Ashton was to do it, Miss
ton must do it, and she departed. And again Katharine sat
n, not to rest, but to beat her foot upon the floor in impatience,
then scold herself for naughtiness, feeling all the time as if in
pe way she had put herself into the power of a master, now
she had once engaged to work for Colonel Forbes. The

at

fxes were unfastened at last, and Katharine began her task,
Iergetically but methodically, feeling that it was very hard work
hard after the labours of the preceding day, and the

.especially

)usually short night's rest-but not daring to leave off: why,
Ledid not exactly ask herself. Partly, it certainly was, because
te would have been sorry that Jane should return and find her
om not ready; but partly also, perhaps mostly, because she
)uld not possibly displease Colonel Forbes.
She worked till it grew dusk, and dusk came alarmingly soon,
,pecially in that room looking to the east, and with the trees of
iepark rather shutting out the sky. The housekeeper had sent
tr some luncheon,but she had scarcely touched it; all she thought
was the necessity of finding vol. ii. and placing it next to vol. i.,
id taking care that there should be no book turned upside down,
a mistake made in titles. At last, as the clock struck four, she
egan to think of herself, and to feel rather exhausted ; and she
t off for a few minutes and ate the remainder of the sandwiches,
rd drank the wine which before she had refused. Mrs Brown
said she expected them about six, but having been once
received in her calculations, Katharine could not feel quite secure
lat they would not, by some unforeseen arrangement, arrive
)oner; and she listened to every distant sound, and even to the
anings of the autumnal wind, thinking that they were surely
hand,and that she should be called to account for her unfinished
k. At last it grew so dark that she could not see to finish her
k without candles, and then she recollected her walk homeifficulty not easily to be surmounted. Her father would be
eased if she went back late alone, and yet she had no one to
mpany her. Even if she set off at once, she could scarcely
Rilworth before it was quite dark; and then to leave the
in such a state-books lying about, packing boxes, paper,
rs-it would put Colonel Forbes in a frenzy to see it. No,
must remain where she was-she must wait and trust that
way would be found of sending her back; and in the mean-
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she determined to write a note to her mother, and ask to have
L
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it sent into Rilworth, to let her know how she was circumstan
The idea was no sooner approved of by Katharine's judgment t
it was acted upon. Mrs Brown was summoned, the note writ
and dispatched; candles were brought, and again Katharine
to work. The housemaids also were sent to assist her by putt
the room in order, and carrying away the boxes and loose pap
and there really appeared to be some chance of being ready'
the right time. 'There is a carriage-I am sure I hear a c
riage,' said Katharine, laying down a set of small, beautiful
bound volumes of Racine, which she was just going to place ups
the top shelf. ' Oh ! no, Miss; no carriage,' said the upp'
housemaid; 'the wind always makes that kind of growl when it
getting up.' Katharine moved the step ladder, mounted it wi
the books in her hand, and listened again. ' It is coming nearei
I am certain it is in the avenue.' ' Dear no, Miss; it is alwa
so,' was the reply of the impassive housemaid, who had no cau.
to fear reproof. Not so Katharine. She cast a despairing glan4
around the room : 'You have not half done what I wanted,'
said, impatiently; ' can't you carry off all those paper-shreds,
that rope in the corner? Just look, the room is in a compl
mess.' 'Never fear, Miss, it will all be right. Here, Fanny
and Fanny, the slowest of the slow, waited to be spoken to twin
and then said she would come, and remained to roll up a bl
of twine, till Katharine, with her patience utterly exhausts
rushed down from the steps, collected every scrap of rubbish
could find, filled the girl's apron,and bade her carry it off instantly
and, mounting the steps again with some volumes of Racine
her hand, lost her balance, and, trying to regain it, scattered tl
volumes on the floor.
' They be come, Esther, and you be wanted.' The provok
Fanny put her head in at the door, and vanished again in
instant, followed by Esther. Katharine sat down upon the u
step of the ladder, and felt almost inclined to cry; but she
quered the silly feeling, and tried to finish what the housema
had left undone. She could not help, however, pausing ev
now and then to know what was going on in the house, for t
was a considerable bustle-distant voices, doors openingI
shutting, servants coming up and down the stairs with lugga
and every moment she expected to see Colonel and Mrs Fo
enter the room. How cordially she wished herself at home I
would seem quite like an intrusion for her to be there just at
moment of their arrival, and they might-or at least the Col
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ht-fancy it was done on purpose. As for making the room
as it ought to look, it was perfectly hopeless ; and Katharine
'becoming so tired and confused, that she gave herself twice
'trouble that was necessary, because she could not decide
t to do ; and so began one thing, and then left it and went to
her, and came back again to the first, and in the end scarcely
nced at all. If it had been Miss Sinclair whom she was
seating, what a trifle all this would have seemed ! But Mrs
<bes-that made a most astonishing .difference.
e heard them at length come up the great staircase-she
d Jane's sweet voice speaking to the housekeeper, and she
ht a few softened tones from Colonel Forbes, addressed aptly to his wife. They were coming, certainly, they must be
ing; and Katharine snuffed the tallow candle as the last hope
doing something to make the room comfortable. But there
a little respite; Jane went to her own apartment, and Kathae worked on again, and thought she was growing quite callous,
some one touched the handle of the door, and then, as she
kneeling on the floor, she turned her head round suddenly,
saw Colonel Forbes.
e did not see her at first, but she saw him quite plainly-too
nly. He did not exclaim at all, but he walked up to the firece and rang the bell violently, and then stood on the hearth:with his arms folded. Katharine came forward as bold as a
in appearance-as timid as a frightened hare in reality. He
ed as she came into the light, bowed, and, in the stiffest,
est manner, thanked her for the trouble she had taken. Such
ry peculiar emphasis there was on the word trouble ! Kathafelt offended, and replied, 'that he could not think froni
t he saw, that she had taken any trouble; but there had
some most unfortunate mistakes.' 'Oh! pray don't distress
lf to explain; pray don't think it of any consequence,' and
11received another violent pull. The first was answered
st at the same moment. ' Send the housemaid here to reall this rubbish, and let candles be carried into my study.'
Liked up to the bookshelves, and on his way stumbled over
fortunate volume which had fallen from Katharine's hand,
hich she had not perceived. One of. the leaves was
led, and he brought it to the light, inspected it, but made
servation; and then, taking up the candle, walked cared the room, kicking at every piece of paper which lay
way, and stooping down, evidently with the idea that he
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should find some more of his beautiful books in the same
seemly position.
It really was to Katharine the most uncomfortable mome
she had ever experienced; she did not know whether to stay
go-whether to apologise and explain, or remain silent. Sl
was debating still, when her difficulty was solved, for Ja
entered the room. Katharine's impulse was to rush up to he
but she was stopped, for Jane's first thought and first glan
were for her husband, yet her first words, accompanied by.
kind though rather nervous greeting, were for Katharine. ' Ho
good it was,' she said, 'to be there working so hard and so lat
She had heard all about the mistake from the housekeeper, ani
she was so sorry. She should not have thought of giving su
trouble herself. It was Colonel Forbes.' A pause, and a second
glance at her husband. She went up to him, 'Dear Philip,' an
her hand was laid fondly on his shoulder, ' we will all work hard
together to-morrow.' He could not resist her smile, and when
he looked at her he smiled too, but he said nothing to Kathy
rine. 'We have kept Katharine so late we must send her horni
in the carriage,' continued Jane; 'the horses will scarcely hav
been taken out.' Still the Colonel was silent. 'If I might hay
any one to walk with me,' said Katharine, 'that is all I shou
want; and I might stay then later and finish my work, if they
was no objection.' She said this to Jane, but it was answer
by Colonel Forbes: 'You are very good, Miss Ashton, but
see no necessity for giving you more trouble; we will take ca
that you shall have a safe escort.' He reopened the injur
book, and once more held it to the candle. Jane snuffed
wick, which had again become deplorably long, and laugh
faintly, and said, 'It is not a very splendid light, had we
better go down-stairs ?' He laid the book on the table with th
air of a martyr, and left the room with a cold ' Good evenin
Miss Ashton,' and ' thank you. Jane, are you ready for dinne
-It wants but three minutes.'
'I must not keep him,' said Jane, in an accent of relief,
soon as the door was closed; 'but, dear Katharine, I am so i
nitely obliged to you, and so distressed at the annoyance you ha
had. Don't think about that, pray;' she added, as Katharin
eye rested upon the unhappy volume of Racine ; ' the crease
soon wear out, and Colonel Forbes will forget it to-morrow. Wh
I want to arrange now is about your going home; you can't re
walk. I wish-but can't you sleep here? can't we send word
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'Oh no i'
father and mother that you will sleep here?'
)tharine rejected the idea in a moment. ' She did not in the
tit care for the walk,' she said. ' She would rather walk ined.' ' The second bell !' exclaimed Jane. 'I must not wait
minute. Dear Katharine, thank you a thousand times; please
ttle whatever you like with the housekeeper. I shall come and
e you the very first day I can. Thank you, once more, so very,
ry much; I would wait if I could, but I must not.' Jane gave
parting most affectionate shake of the hand, and Katharine was
ft in the still untidy room, with the candle nearly burnt to its
cket, to determine for herself what was to be done. She felt
iy angry, very proud, as much so with Jane as with the Colonel,
ithe first moments of petulance. What signified kind words
The carriage !-she would
ien kind deeds were wanting?
oner set off by herself and walk alone to Rilworth, and trust to
ake her excuses with her father, than accept one out of twenty
rriages if they were all at the door waiting for her; and as to
:eping in the house, sooner than put herself under the obliga)n, she would beg for a bed at the lodge. Yet something in
ir heart reproached her as she thought this-a recollection of
e parting kiss on the wedding-day-the kiss which she had felt
the time would bind her to Jane for life. No, she would not
hard upon her, she would wait and not judge; but she was
appointed bitterly, that she could not help. And now what
as to be done? Katharine thought she heard a housemaid
iming up the stairs, and went out to see, but she met one of the
en-servants bringing her a message from Colonel Forbes: 'It
as raining a little, and if Miss Ashton did not object to go
)me in the tilted cart, it was quite at her service:' and there
ere a few pencil lines scribbled by Jane on the back of a
tter. 'Dear Katharine : Shall you mind the cart very much ?
Could not get anything better, because Colonel Forbes says
ie horses have been such a distance; and will you object to
ving tea in the housekeeper's room? she will be charmed to
lake you comfortable. So many thanks for all you have done.
ifectionately yours, J. F.' If it had been a wheelbarrow which
as offered her, Katharine would not have cared then. She felt
at she had been unjust. Jane Forbes was still Jane Sinclair,
She went to the houset could not forget her comfort.
leper's room and had her tea, and rested in the arm-chair,
was waited upon very kindly; and then the tilted cart
e to the door, and Jane hurried out from the dining-room
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to bid her once more good-bye, and she was driven
safely.
A great many thoughts, and fancies, and cogitations
Katharine's mind that evening: but one was uppermost'
what inducement would she consent to change places with J
Forbes?

CHAPTER XXIV.

SHE

next morning Katharine was lingering after breakfa
- amusing her mother with her little adventures of the p
ceding day, when Mr Ashton came in from the shop, bringing
news from Maplestead: 'That set of Racine returned, Kitt
sent in by a servant with a note, begging that I will try and di
pose of it for Colonel Forbes as a second-hand book, as it
been injured, and procure him another copy. What can be t
Katharii
meaning of it ? Is it my fault or theirs, I wonder?'
coloured with vexation, but could not help laughing. ' It is
doing, father; all owing to that unfortunate downfall. But ca
' You don't under
you imagine a man's being so particular?'
stand what gentlemen are with their books, when they cart
for them at all, Kitty,' said Mr Ashton. 'It is very provoking
and the Colonel won't look very pleasantly on you, child, foi
giving him the worry.' 'No,' said Katharine, becoming mor
vexed as she gave the subject further consideration ;-' and b
is not a man to make an apology to. Do you think, father?
She stopped in the middle of her sentence, afraid to mention
her wish; but she was helped by her mother : ' If the Colons
really does feel it's Kitty's doing, Mr Ashton, the shortest wa3
would be to take the books back and sell them second-hand fol
ourselves, and get him another copy at our expense. It wouldni
be such a very great loss.' ' More than you think for, my dean
was the reply; and Mr Ashton, who would have been just thi
person to propose the plan himself, after the deliberation a
another five minutes, was now exceedingly annoyed at having
it suggested to him. ' I don't see,' he continued, 'why I am t
be made to suffer from Kitty's carelessness. If she spoils bookI
she must pay for them. I declare I have a good mind to tak
the money from the next fineries she wants.' Katharine did
not say that was just what she would wish, because she kne!
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gument would make him more angry than contradiction.
Ilowed him to give vent to a few more hasty words, and
-she said : ' If I might walk over to Maplestead this mornSand see Mrs Forbes, I might make an apology to her at
Ratee' 'Perhaps that would be the best way,' said Mrs
ton; ' at any rate, you would see then whether the Colonel
aally very much put out.' 'Ay, go,' said Mr Ashton, his
pr, in spite of himself, relaxing into good-humour; 'but
pd you tell her that you are to pay for the books yourself.
potest you shall.
I won't bear waste and carelessness
p any one.' Katharine gave him a kiss, and he returned
iith the assurance that she was the most good-for-nothinig
id in Rilworth; and then he went back to his shop looking
pleased as if nothing disagreeable had occurred, and
tharine turned to her mother to thank her for coming to
r assistance. 'Your father is not in earnest about your payfor those books, Kate,' said Mrs Ashton; 'it's only just
Fancy of the moment.' 'I know that, mother, though I
Duld be very willing to do anything I could about them ; but
rat I really care for is putting Colonel Forbes out. Yet I don't
nk he can be angry any more when I have explained what is
be done. He won't think it a liberty, though, will he ?' she
led, becoming alarmed at her own temerity. ' He can't very
1 do that,' said Mrs Ashton; 'but at any rate Mrs Forbes
I help you out of your difficulty ; as for him, there is someing in his mouth which I don't quite fancy.' ' There is someag in every feature which I don't,' exclaimed Katharine;
ut,' recollecting herself, she added, ' that is only my prejudice,
)ugh, mother. People say he is very good, and I am sure Mrs
arbes thinks him perfection.' 'Wait till she has tried him for
welvemonth, Kitty,' said Mrs Ashton; and Katharine thought
herself, though she did not say it, that a shorter time than
t would suffice for her.
She prepared for her walk to Maplestead almost immediately
prwards, hoping, as she said, to be back in time for dinner, but
.te same time begging her mother not to wait for her. She
d a little district business to attend to besides, so she might be
rained ; and dinner did not signify; the housekeeper at Maplead would be sure, she said, to give her some bread and cheese.
t however, as she was going out of the door, one of the poor
children stopped her, with the intelligence that
Eher was worse, and mother would like to see her.' There
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was no resisting such an application, and Katharine hurri
Long Lane. The case was one of more apparent than real dang
at least at the moment. Katharine, inexperienced though s
was in illness, soon saw that. She could only recommend th
Mr Fowler should be sent for ; and-promise some strengtheni
broth in the course of the day, though feeling in her own mid
that she might be rather puzzled to procure it without giving h
mother and the servant more trouble than she liked. The Mi
Ronaldsons' back door reminded her that broth of some kind wa
generally at hand in their house, and if they had it they would
sure to give it willingly. She was sufficiently at home now t
enter by the kitchen ; and she made her way to the parlour, an
knocked at the door. The 'come in' was not quite as instanta,
neous as usual. Katharine heard smothered voices, and a litt1
pushing aside of chairs. When the door was opened she found
herself not only in the presence of the Miss Ronaldsons, but of
Charles, his mother, and Mr Reeves. It was impossible not td
remark the startled yet almost amused expression of each face,
Charles Ronaldson's only excepted. He coloured crimson, caught
up his hat instantly, and after waiting for a few minutes and
being told by Katharine that Colonel and Mrs Forbes were returned, and that she was going over to Maplestead, he shook
hands with her, and muttering something to his aunts about
seeing them again before he went, hastened out of the room,
Mrs P.onaldson was a gentle-looking, elderly woman, with ant
anxious expression of countenance. Katharine had never seen
much of her before, but she was pleased now with her very kind
manner; there was something of peculiar interest about it, which
was winning, without any attempt at being so. Time was pre.
cious, but Katharine did not like at once to say what she had to
say, and then go.
It seemed necessary to ask about Miss
Ronaldson's pain in the chest, and Miss Priscilla's rheumatism;
and inquiries were to be made also for Mrs Reeves; and now
that she had an opportunity of speaking to Mr Reeves, there
were several parish matters to be mentioned; all this kept her
more than twenty minutes longer than would otherwise have been
necessary, the broth matter having been settled as soon as mentioned, and the servant dispatched with a jug containing enough
not only for the poor man, but for half his family besides.
Katharine did not at all dislike her little visit, they were all so
kind to her, only they were rather too attentive, and would listen
to every word she said, Mrs Ronaldson especially. Even Mr
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had something peculiar in his manner, and every now and
the corners of his mouth lengthened, and he bit his lips as
kost unable to restrain a smile.
Katharine stood up to go, every one else stood up too; and
Ronaldson quite grasped her hand : ' Good-bye, my dear;
sure you come again soon, we shall always be delighted to see
, shan't we, Prissy?' and she looked round a little tremulously
her sister. 'I may tell you-it's no secret-do you know,
dear, our nephew Charlie has had a fine situation given
?'-another doubtful glance at Miss Priscilla--' given him
the Duke of Lowther. Three hundred a year at once, and in
e may be a great deal more,' said Miss Priscilla, solemnly;
,my dear, yes.' Miss Ronaldson looked much relieved at
public testimony of Miss Priscilla's approval of the subject
e had chosen. 'Three hundred a year at once, and the last
et made the place worth six, they say. It's for the Duke's
rates in the north.'
'A great blessing for my dear boy,
ieed,' said Mrs Ronaldson, 'only it will take him so far from
friends.' 'Yes, unless he can get new friends,' observed
s Ronaldson. 'There's nothing like family happiness, is
e, my dear Katharine ?' 'No, indeed,' replied Katharine;
o hope Mr Ronaldson will have that wherever he may be.'
S, we all hope it, we hope it very much, my dear. Mr
es knows we hope it.' Mr Reeves smiled a very odd smile,
ch was almost a laugh ; but his voice and manner were very
est as he said, 'One is afraid to hope too much ; but whathis happiness may be he will deserve it, as far as a human
g can.' Katharine thought them all very odd; she did not
w whether they were going to laugh or cry, but she was not
*inedto do either herself, only she was very glad that Charles
aldson was to have three hundred a year.
Such an odd feeling it is to change suddenly, as one does,
one set of ideas to another,' thought Katharine, as she stood
e hall door at Maplestead. The district, and the Miss
ldsons, and Charles and his situation, were then like things
year gone by, compared with Jane and the Colonel, and the
d volume of Racine. She began to be very nervous now
he moment for making her apology was so near, and to wish
he Colonel might be out, and she might say what she had
y to Mrs Forbes alone; yet it was interesting to her to be
she wanted to see Jane again, to accustom herself to look
her as the mistress of Maplestead, and to settle if she could
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the last evening's impressions, which were so strange'
disagreeable, that she could not now thoroughly divest he
of the idea that Jane was altered.
The ring at the door was answered by a tall footman, a
Katharine was ushered grandly up the great staircase to
morning-room-a very different room from that which she h
left on the preceding evening. No traces of boxes, or shavin
or paper ; itwas astonishing to think how the slow Fanny m
have worked, under the influence of the Colonel's eye.
there were the bookshelves in perfect order,-only one gap on
top shelf; but that was sufficient to make Katharine's heart s"
a little. But Jane came into the room, and everythinglike f
was forgotten. She was looking almost beautiful, a bright gl
of pleasure tinging her pale cheek, her soft eyes lighted
with the animation of pure happiness, and her slight and m
graceful figure set off to the greatest advantage by the folds
her rich silk dress. Yet she was altered in a way rather to
felt than described; her step, as she entered, was firmer, hE
manner more self-dependent; she was the mistress of Maple
stead. But she was unaltered in her simplicity, her truth, da
affection ; and when she made Katharine take a place on the s0d
beside her, and relate everything that had happened since s
went away, the errand and the apologies were forgotten, anl
Katharine talked as fast and as eagerly as if she had been sitting
as in old times, with Jane Sinclair, in the parlour behind the shof
It was long before they reached the subject of the spoiled boo!
so much was to be said about affairs of the poor, which cof
cerned them both, and so much of the affairs of Katharine
family, which Jane was interested in hearing ; and in the mid
of the conversation, just as the important point was reached
Colonel Forbes came in.
It all flashed upon Katharine then in an instant ;-that Ja
was not the companion of her school-days, the friend who gat
her a share of her confidence, but the wife of a man of fortui
and position, destined to move in a sphere far above her owt
and it flashed upon her too, that she was in disgrace, and wi
come, like a naughty child, to say that she was sorry. If s!
had not been a little cross with Colonel Forbes, she might ha
been very much embarrassed. He bowed, stiffly but politely
and then addressed Jane 1 'I want you, my love; are y4
ready ?' 'I shall be presently; do you want me very much
'Stone, the gardener, is ready for us,' he said, with an acce
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patience.
Katharine felt she was in the way. ' I must go,'
began, and she rose from her seat; but Jane made her sit
rn again. 'You have had such a long walk, Katharine, you
sthave something before you go back. Philip, will you ring
bell.?' The Colonel did as he was told, and then came back
Jane's chair, and stood behind it, doing nothing. 'Just go
to Stone, and tell him your notions, and then I will come
you,' said Jane, looking up at him. 'I can. better wait for
i, my love.' 'Pray, don't let me keep you,' said Katharine;
don't want anything, I assure you, and I am not at all tired.
nly wish to say to Colonel Forbes,'-the Colonel was all polite
tntion,-Katharine felt her colour rise most painfully,-' I am
y sorry, and my father is extremely vexed about the book,
' She grew bolder when she had begun, and went on unitatingly: 'My father will procure another copy immediately.'
lonel Forbes bowed. ' You are not troubling yourself about
it unfortunate book?' interrupted Jane : 'indeed it does not
unify in the least, does it, Philip ?' But 'Philip's' face did
; show any signs of agreement. He merely answered, however,
a constrained tone, that if she did not consider it a matter of
Sequence, of course it was not so. Jane turned round to him
h one of her sweetest smiles: 'You were fretted because is was
resent to me; but you don't imagine I value the thought
P;' and she put her hand in his affectionately. The clouded
became smooth again.
Itwould please my father, and satisfy me to procure another
y on our own account,' said Katharine; 'and the one which
been injured will sell very well as a second-hand book.'
! no, no,' exclaimed Jane; ' indeed I can't hear of such a
g, when you were working so kindly for me, and the injury
ery trifling as it is; indeed it can't be.' ' No, indeed it can' observed Colonel Forbes: 'I returned the book to Mr
ton because it happened to be of no use to me, being inand I thought he might sell it; but I meant to have
to-day to explain the matter. I had not the least idea of
g him to any expense.' 'It would be very trifling,' perKatharine, ' and I should be more happy.' ' Excuse me,
Ashton, it cannot be. I think, my dear,' and Colonel
s turned to his wife, 'I think that bell can scarcely have
' I hear some one coming,' said Jane, and immediately
ards the servant entered :--' Bring luncheon for Miss
instantly,' was the Colonel's order. 'Only a biscuit, if
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you please,' said Katharine, longing to get away. 'But t
won't be enough,' exclaimed Jane; 'you must have a sandwi
Bring up some sandwiches as soon as you can.' 'And tell
Stone not to wait,' said the Colonel, decidedly. ' Now, plea
not, dear Philip,' exclaimed Jane, trying to speak as if she we
not annoyed; 'if you will only go to him, and begin givi
your directions, I will be with you in a very few minut
Colonel Forbes did not revoke his word; and the servant, w
had been standing with the handle of the door in his hanI
waiting for some certain orders, went away. Jane did the
look grave, but not at all angry.
She went on talking t
Katharine; but she could not prevent herself from showing
by frequent glances at her husband, that her attention was die
tracted. Colonel Forbes seated himself at a little distance froit
them, apparently with a view not to disturb them, and took u i
a book. Katharine could not talk at all now; she could not fo!
a moment forget that he was in the room, and the appearance,
of the sandwiches was a great relief. Yet she ate scarcely any!
certainly not as many as she needed, for it was her dinner-time
and she was very hungry; but though Jane pressed her, an
said she had no appetite, Katharine could only be prevailed
upon to go through the form of luncheon. When it was oven
she fastened her bonnet, took up her gloves, and was about to
say good-bye, when it flashed upon her that she had really mad
no great effort about the book, which was the true object of he
visit. She introduced the subject again; and Jane, beginning
to understand it better, asked, in great surprise, whether th
books had actually been returned. ' Oh! yes,' replied Katha
rine; 'this morning; did you not know it?' 'I! no, indeed
the subject was never mentioned to me. Philip !'-the Colone
laid down his book, and listened-' you don't want really to re
turn the Racine, do you ?-it could have been merely a fancy t
the moment.' ' I don't know what fancies of the moment are
he replied; 'when I do a thing for once I do it for always
'But it seems-indeed, I think you are too fanciful. Why shou|
not the book do perfectly well for me ?' ' I wish to have ever)
thing about my wife perfect,' he replied. Jane said nothis
more. Colonel Forbes saw that Katharine was vexed, ard
strove to assure her by the most polite phrases that the affa
was a matter of indifference to him, as he could easily procut
another copy; but Katharine could see underneath the surf:
that it was a sore subject. She was anxious now to go, feelir
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more uncomfortable. Jane went with her down-,and they stood together talking, for a few seconds, in the
Jane's last words were: 'I am afraid I must leave my
Pict to you entirely Katharine, for another fortnight or three
ks, at least ; I shall be so incessantly engaged, and you know
hnot leave Colonel Forbes.' No; Katharine had never felt
necessity so strongly before. 'I will settle, as soon as I
ibly can, what share I can take in the work; but I must
see what he wants me to do at home.' Certainly a most
-like, submissive idea.
atharine had no fault to find with it; but-was Jane going
e happy ?

CHAPTER XXV.
QUESTION for time to decide. But Katharine was by
nature very impatient. She could not bear, and she had as
scarcely learned that she ought to try to bear, suspense either
herself or for those she loved. She thought about Jane's probtsall the way home, and put herself, in imagination, in the
e situation, and in a great many other situations, some exaelyimprobable, and none of them, perhaps, such as were likely
fall Jane; but they were, in Katharine's mind, different phases
harried life, and this day she did not feel as she had done when
[oorlands she envied John and Selina. On the contrary, her
alot-its freedom and independence-stood out in brilliant
, compared with what she felt would be the irksomeness
ach a perpetual restraint as that to which Jane submitted so
,ngly. Love ! that, of course, made the difference. Jane
4 her husband, and therefore could bear anything from him.
it was very strange that she should love him-very strange
iShe did not see, as Katharine saw, that whether Colonel
es followed her wishes or opposed them, petted or thwarted
was simply and solely for himself-that his affection for
*as but another form of self-love. It was rather frightening
erson looking calmly on to see how another might be dek, and that other not a silly, frivolous, vain girl, but a
, single-hearted, devoted woman. Katharine never felt
Santi-matrimonially disposed in her life.
She was very
tempted to go home and talk it all over with her mother;
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but that would be wrong--it would be exciting suspicion,
betraying confidence--so she resolved not to touch upo
subject, or say one word about her visit beyond what was
solutely necessary, lest she should be led on further than;
intended. Katharine's conscientiousness helped her there;:
had learned from it to keep at a safe distance from that w
might be even the lightest form of known evil.
Yet it was a considerable comfort to her to find, when
reached home, that she was out of the temptation of saying
cautious words just at the moment when her thoughts and
heart were full. Her mother was gone over to Moorlands
Mrs Fowler, to prepare for John and Selina's reception early
the next week, and her father was busy in the shop. She to
off her things, and sat down to work, liking the rest and quietn
very much, and still with 'an inward self-congratulation tt
there was no Colonel Forbes to insist upon her going out wh
she wished to stay in, or to stay in when she desired to go o
That back parlour was a very still, pleasant room; none of t
street noises could be heard in it, and Katharine took no no
of the murmur of voices in the shop. She did not even hea"
bell ring, so deep was her reverie; and twice there was a kno
at the parlour door before, thinking it was the servant, she sai
' Come in.' The door was opened quietly, and with some dou
even; but it was a man's step which made Katharine look
from her work, and smile, and exclaim, 'O Mr Ronaldson !
it you ? How you startled me!' It might have been thoug
that she had startled him, he looked so very ill, so deadly pa
Katharine noticed it, but she did not quite like to ask him w
was the matter; and he seated himself, and she went on wit
her work. 'Mrs Ashton is gone over to Moorlands, I think
he began. 'Yes, with Mrs Fowler. John and Selina are to 1
at home rather earlier than they intended, so there is a goi
deal to be done.' 'Yes, of course ; I thought you might ha
waited at Maplestead, and returned with them.' 'I did nA
know they were to be at Moorlands, or I should have gone the4
to meet them,' said Katharine; 'it would have been bett
driving home than having that long walk.' 'Along the dust
road? yes.' 'But it is not at all dusty,' exclaimed Katharin4
laughing; 'you forget the rain we have had lately.' Ol
yes, I did forget. Did you find Colonel and Mrs Forbes4
Maplestead ?' Katharine could with the greatest difficulty ke
her countenance; it seemed such an absurd question after the
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g meeting. ' I thought,' she said, 'that I told you I
ing over on business to them, when I saw you at your
This morning.' 'Did you? I think I remember. Yes,
remember, now. Did you stay long with my aunts after
kyou?'
'Longer than I intended,' said Katharine; 'but
t is always so much to say to them, and I was so glad
eet Mrs Ronaldson there too; it is very seldom we have
pleasure of seeing her.'
'No; she goes out very little,
Such as she should. But-I suppose my aunts did not
hesitated, and his old shy manner returned
you-that '-he
Oinfully, that Katharine felt herself bound, in charity, to
;t him. 'They told me that we were soon to lose you enf as a Rilworth person, Mr Ronaldson. Your friends will
ery sorry; but they cannot selfishly wish it otherwise, since
change is to be so much for your advantage.' ' My friends!'
epeated, in a tremulous voice; ' I can scarcely flatter myself
I~ have many.'
'But those you have-ourselves, for ince--I am sure we shall miss you very much, Mr Ronald
He looked up quickly, then bent his eyes again upon the
ind. Katharine was working steadily and diligently, as if
ter interest in life was centered in her mother's new apron,
ch she was hemming. 'I may be alone,' he replied; 'my
her talks of remaining with my aunts.' Katharine looked
much surprised. ' It is a long distance for her to travel,'
continued; 'and I may be obliged to move again before long;
puke may wish it. My mother is too old to bear the change,
rss it is absolutely necessary. Mr Reeves, too, considers it
xbe best, at least for a short time, till I am permanently fixed.'
or mother will join you,' said Katharine, in a tone of
passion ; 'she will never leave you by yourself.' He tried
mile, but it was an effort. 'I am very sorry for you,' said
'Are you really sorry, Miss Ashton? it
marine, gently.
Id be an unspeakable comfort to think so.' Something in
speech made Katharine's cheek burn, and her heart beat
kk and faint. She was very angry with herself, and the
le went faster than ever. A reply was waited for, and she
obliged to speak. ' It would be very strange and unkind of
f I were not to feel for you, Mr Ronaldson, when you have
i with us so much lately, and have been such a help to us.
1't know what my father would have done without you.' ' I
ery glad to have been of use to Mr Ashton. I should have
more glad to have been of use to you, Miss Ashton.'
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Katharine could not answer then; her heart grew sick wit
conviction of the truth, to which she had shut her eyes. 01
she could but stop him !
But it was too late. He walked to the window, and stood
one second silent; then returning to Katharine, he said, w
that stern self-command which knows that the very least wea
ness will be ruin : 'Miss Ashton, you once told me that if I h
anything to say to you, I might say it plainly, without rese
I am going to leave Rilworth, to form a new home ; it will be
home to me, unless' -he took her hand eagerly, and
voice sank almost to a whisper, as he added, 'Would you, cou
you share it with me?' Katharine withdrew her hand, and h
cheek became perfectly colourless. She turned away, and teat
rushed to her eyes. 'O Mr Ronaldson!' she exclaimed, 'w
did you ask?' 'Because life's happiness depends on the a
swer,' was the reply. Katharine leaned her head upon h"
hands : her whole frame trembled with agitation. How man
many thoughts, hopes, dreams of happiness, rushed as a torrent
through her mind ! Yet she looked up again, and answered
firmly: 'Do not be angry with me ; it cannot be.' He leane
for support against a chair, but he did not speak. ' I could no
be untrue,' continued Katharine, gathering courage; ' I cou
not feign feelings which I have not.' 'Feign ! no; Heave
forbid ! but, O Miss Ashton !'-and his voice became broke
and hollow-' is it quite ?-are you so very sure ?' ' Very sure
interrupted Katharine; 'very certain, that for your happiness
and for mine, the subject must never be mentioned again.' H
seemed as if he scarcely understood her meaning ; his eyes we
fixed, his lips blanched. ' It would be so wrong to deceive you
continued Katharine; 'it is so much better to say the whop
truth at once.' 'Yes; better indeed, if-but, Katharine-l
me call you Katharine this once,'-and as he turned aside hi
head, Katharine saw a tear roll slowly down his cheek,-'
have cherished a hope for months and months ; to have though
of it at first as a vague dream for the end of life ; to have had *
fostered and nurtured ;-unconsciously, indeed,-I feel, I kno
now that it was unconsciously,-but still to have had it nu
tured; and suddenly, at the very moment when the power a
realising it is put within my reach, and all whom I best love at
honour sanction my choice, to feel that it is a delusion-a nothing
-that life must henceforth be a dark, lonely journey !' ' N
dark and lonely, I trust,' interrupted Katharine, kindly; 'y
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d some other far better than I am, far more deserving of
affection.' 'Thank you,' he replied, with a pained look,
went like a dagger to Katharine's heart. ' It is very cold
he -very unkind; I feel it is,' she exclaimed; 'but, Mr
lhdison, would it not be more unkind to mislead you ? Must
be infinitely better to endure any suffering now, than to
'up, when it would be too late, to the knowledge that one
made a mistake ?' 'That could never be with me,' he said,
qtly. ' Forgive me,' replied Katharine, ' if your affection were
You would never be able to
returned, it must be, and'--'
irn it,' he added. Again a tear gathered in his eye, and was
Back only by the effort of his strong will. Katharine's
rt smote her. So good, so clever, so superior in education
principle, why could she not love him ? For one instant
thought of herself as his wife,-home, friends, associations,
gone from her,-his wife ! no one besides to look to, to lean
n,-and her heart sank. It was a sufficient answer to satisfy
conscience. ' Mr Ronaldson,' she said, 'if any pain which I
Id bear would save you pain, I would take it thankfully;
atever it might be, it seems that it would be less than what I
Vfeel ; but the sorrow you may endure at this moment will pass
Ire sorrow which you would have to endure if, feeling as I do,
ere to consent to be your wife, would never pass.' 'Not if it
e impossible for you to change,' he replied; ' but there have
,-I have heard of such cases myself,-I have known per.s whose feelings were as nothing at the beginning, yet who
re been won by devotion-long, lingering, steadfast devotion ;
I Katharine, were it to be at the price of the labour of my life,
se it to be only the reward of my deathbed, the happiness of
)wing you were mine would be cheaply purchased.'
If I could be yours in heart,' said Katharine, thoughtfully.
read something of hope in her manner; he heard, or fancied
heard it in her tone ; and earnestly, beseechingly, he implored
give him but the trial, to suffer him to write to her, to
nk of her, to leave her free as air, but to consider himself
and, as indeed he ever must be. It would be the support, the
ding star of his life. And Katharine listened, and trembled,
i felt weak, oh ! very, very weak-so weak that, if a clergyhad been at hand, she would almost have consented to
him on the spot, to save herself the pain of refusing ; but
rame vision of home given up for him came before her again,
terrified at the influence which compassion, she felt, was
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beginning to exercise over her judgment, she turned shudde
from him, and entreated him to leave her.
Her manner was such, then, as to admit of no hope. '
enough,' he replied; and something of a man's wounded
at being rejected mingled with the tone in which he spoke
will never intrude the subject upon you a second time.' '
part friends, Mr Ronaldson,' said Katharine, giving him i
hand. He took it, and pressed it to his lips: 'We shall
meet again, Katharine. Pardon me-Miss Ashton always fr
henceforth.' A wintry smile curled his lips; he could scar
add, ' God bless you.' Katharine pressed his hand warmly,
she could not trust herself to reply; and when the door clo
behind hiin, she rushed to her chamber, and, kneeling by
bedside, burst into an agony of tears.

CHAPTER XXVI.

F

IVE years have passed. There is a change in Rilworthchange in its inhabitants: old houses have been tak4
down, new ones have been built; the market-place has be
enlarged; the Mechanics' Institution removed from Corn Strt
into High Street; Mr Andrews, the retired auctioneer, is de
and Mr George Andrews is said to have greatly increased 1
fortune by entering into some extensive manufacturing specu
tions, consistent with his anxious desire to live at the same tiq
as a private gentleman. Mr Lane, too, is dead, and Mr Geor
Lane, his son, has succeeded him in his business. The MI
Lanes and their mamma have a small cottage, about half amii
from the town, and may be seen every day walking up and dow
the raised footpath on the London Road, with their friend, Mi
Andrews. Mr Madden has met with great misfortunes, and ti
family pride is so reduced that Mr Henry Madden has enter
Mr Ashton's shop, in the hope of one day being his partn
Mr Dobson has prospered so much that his little china shop b
become a repository for Bohemian glass and ornamental chiq
Mr Carter, too, has contrived to metamorphose his long, da
passage, between narrow counters, into a splendid show-roo
hung with shawls magnificent in hue and soft in texture, ma
tillas tempting to every taste, ribbons of all the colours of ti
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and silks which a queen might envy. Miss Dyer has
ed her business in the lace department, and hangs white
and berthes, and polkas, upon tall stands in the down-stair
3nent; whilst Mr Green, the jeweller, has attached a fancy
tr to his former insignificant business, and sells useless
Les, and charitable luxuries, at as dear a rate as any monoit in a half-fledged watering-place.
nd there are changes less seen, less thought of; it may be,
ie eyes of many less important. Poverty, and sorrow, and
mess, have done their work in the back streets and the dark
ts and alleys of Rilworth. Vagabond boys have ripened into
r profligates; girlish vanity and the constant sight of evil
tainted to the very heart's core those whose childhood proed innocence; mothers' hearts have sickened, and their
agth has failed under the burden of the daily calls for help
:h they could not give; fathers have grown reckless, or given
selves up to moody apathy, because in their youth they had
;r been taught upon Whom to cast their care; and souls
* departed from this world to carry the account of their
!ardship before their God, and to learn, what before they
would believe, that ' God shall bring every work into judg, with every secret thing, whether it be good or whether it
evil.' It is a sad view, but a true one. There is another
hter, and not less true. Evil meets us upon the surface,
iness instinctively shrinks from display.
here has been much good in Rilworth during these last five
s. No parish could be under the influence of a man, sensible,
Lworking, devoted as Mr Reeves, and not derive good from
Ie might not be faultless; his manner might be quick, his
per inclined to impatience, his sermons might not be excit.
his plans not always formed in perfect wisdom; but he was
cat, sincerely earnest, in thought, and word, and action: and
a all other powers have been tried, and failed, it will be found
earnestness is the fulcrum upon which to rest the moral lever
is to raise the world.
td so there are comforting spots in Rilworth, even in those

tr

s streets and crowded alleys. There are sufferers lingering
tortal disease, yet uttering no word of repining; children
timing at home the lessons which care and love have taught

vat school. There are grateful hearts and grateful prayers
kindness which, winter after winter, has provided protecagainst the inclemency of the weather. There are stnruggles

be
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against temptation endured bravely, and ending victorious
cause the clergyman's warning has been given, and his w
through the mercy of God, have sunk deep into the memory,
been recalled in the hour of trial. And there are many, vari
in age, and differing in degree, working, under regular guida
with a common motive, a common hope, even that they may
day listen rejoicingly to the words, ' Come, ye blessed children
my father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foun
tion of the world.'
One there is to be seen almost daily, walking slowly a'
thoughtfully by the respectable houses in Woodgate Str
threading the intricacies of Briton's Court, looking anxiously
the dingy cottages in Long Lane. She knows every child
name; she has a word for every bustling woman, or sickly gi
her knock is answered almost before it can be heard, for many a
looking out for her, to give them a word of comfort or advice
and few, indeed, there are who would repel her even with a ca
answer, none who would treat her even with a word of incivility
Five years ago Katharine Ashton's cheek was bright with tl
first vividness of youth and hope ; there is a slight deadness up(
it now. The colour is softened and less changing; the eye is sit
very quick, but words are uttered less rapidly. She laughs cheek
fully when there is a cause, but she has lost the childish lightne
of heart which could laugh at seeming nothings. She was never
strictly speaking, pretty ; but youthful spirits, and kindliness, al
intelligence, often made her attractive; and she is attractii
still, though in a different way. The gleam of thoughtfulne
which once came fitfully over her mind, has become its settle
inhabitant. She has learned something from reading, mui
from observation, more from the teaching of her own expert
ence. Life is a mystery; but she holds in her hand the ke
that is to solve it; for the balance between earth and heavi
once decided by duty, is now weighed down by love ;-aid
power, and energy, and affections, are devoted where they ci
never be devoted in vain.
We will look at her whilst she sits, as in the old times, at tli
breakfast-table, in the back parlour, with her father and mothi
Very little changed that parlour is ; there are the old curtain
the old carpet, the old book-case, the same table with the bh
and white breakfast-set, the same old-fashioned milk-jug, ap
grotesque sugar-tongs. The carpet, indeed, is faded, but it h
been covered with a drugget of nearly the same colour, so tha
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ifference is not remarked; and, though Mrs Ashton says
fortably every evening, is nearly worn into holes by the cont pressure of his head and the rubbing of his elbows, yet
e is no talk of purchasing another, for Katharine had spent
e leisure moments in knitting a covering for it, and Mr
ton declares in consequence that it will serve his purpose for
enty years to come. He is fond of that expression; perhaps
strengthens him against a secret misgiving, and makes him
1 more sure that he really has twenty years more of life to
ne. Why should he not have? His intellect is clear, his
sp steady, his pulse regular, his appetite good. He has
ssed but fifty-seven years in the world, and the men of this
ineration are often known to live far beyond the three-score
ars and ten of the Psalmist. Mrs Ashton is perhaps more
tered than her husband. Her hair has become very gray, and
at makes a great change in a woman. 'Old Mrs Ashton,' she
.sometimes called. That may be only in contradistinction to
pr gay daughter-in-law; but it may be also, for the term is
nmetimes used by strangers, because she is really looking old,
axious, less able to cope with the difficulties of life. But all
tese are outward changes; they are of very little consequence.
atharine could not smile so pleasantly, and talk so unreservedly
ad happily, if all were as it once was within. The eagerness of
3uth, and the steady purpose of age, cannot, indeed, meet on all
pints; but Katharine has much more sympathy now on the
objects nearest her heart than she ever had before; and if Mr
shton cannot entirely give up his suspicions of district societies,
nd Mrs Ashton cannot always see why Katharine should care
pthing for amusement, like other young persons of her age, they
4 both in heart conscious that there is very much in the past
orwhich to lament, and are desirous, heartily desirous, as far as
kthem lies, to place their influence in the scale of good.
'Mother,' said Katharine-she might have made precisely the
iune speech, in precisely the same tone, five years before-' shall
pu and I go over to Moorlands this afternoon ?' 'Well, I don't
now, Kitty; I hadn't thought about it.' 'Selly might be glad
have us, for little Clara is fretful with cutting her teeth, and
e baby keeps her awake at night.' 'And Master Johnnie
pes advantage of nurse being engaged, to set up a common in the nursery, I'll venture to say,' added Mr Ashton.
What a fellow that is for spirit !' 'Rather too much so,'
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observed Katharine; 'he wears Selina out.' ' Because
such a bad manager, my dear,' replied Mrs Ashton. *I
think what she is to do when those children grow up, if they
so unmanageable now they are young.' 'They will go to s
and be flogged into obedience,' said Mr Ashton; 'that is
only thing to be done with them. But, wife, if you go ov
Moorlands, what am I to do?' ' Drive over in the chaise at
o'clock, and you will be there just in time for tea,' said
Ashton. 'And leave all my affairs to young Madden ?' said
Ashton; 'one good thing is, he has a capital head for figu
'Oh I yes,' said Katharine, 'he will do quite well; and
hope of being partner some day will be sure to make him at
tive.' ' That is a long day to come, though,' said Mr Ash
with an air of consideration; 'but, certainly, if he is ever to
anything by himself, he must begin practising. So you thi
Kitty, I may dispense with the shop for this evening, and fi
my way over to Moorlands ?' 'Certainly,' said Katharine, sm
ing; 'there is nothing to hinder you, and I think, someh
father, that Moorlands wants you even more than the she
' Maybe,' replied Mr Ashton, and a shade passed over. his fa
and he was silent for an instant. Then he added abruptl
'Has John heard from Charlie Ronaldson, do you know?'
don't think he has,' replied Katharine; 'he wants to hear dream
fully.' Mr Ashton rose up from the breakfast-table, and went
the door of the shop. 'Wife,' he said, turning round, 'tell JolI
he mustn't conclude that bargain for the new threshing-machi
till Ronaldson writes.' 'Very well,' was the reply; but M
Ashton had noticed that all was not 'very well, and she n
marked it to Katharine when the door was shut. 'I wish, Katq
she said, 'that Charlie could find time to run down. He ho
never been here once since he went away, in spite of all t
interest he seems to take in Moorlands. It would be twent
times better than writing. He would see into the state of affair
at once, and I don't think your father quite understands it
'No,' said Katharine, 'I don't think he does; but, mother,
shouldn't like to be the person to tell him so.' 'It was always
his fancy-farming,' continued Mrs Ashton; 'I thought how l
would be when Moorlands was taken ; yet it has been a wonda
to me for the last twelvemonth that he should allow John to g
on with it. But I suppose Selly's at the bottom of it, she won
think of leaving the place.' 'Perhaps so,' was Katharine's reply
she did not trust herself to speak of Selina. 'And if Chart
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son could but come here,' continued Mrs Ashton, 'he
give your father good advice, and he and John both
listen to him. I do wish he would come; but there is no
e of that, I suppose, till after he's married.' Mrs Ashton
Katharine knew the sigh, and its meaning. She kissed
other, and almost immediately afterwards left the room.

CHAPTER XXVII.
;ES, Mrs Ashton sighed now. She had not sighed five years
before, when Katharine told her that she had refused to
the wife of Charles Ronaklson. Katharine was very young
n, and life was bright, and Northumberland was far off,
d three hundred a year was nothing so very wonderfully
opting in the way of income. There might be many more
vantageous offers for Katharine, and she might settle near
worth, as John had done ; so Mrs Ashton was very kind and
tented, and persuaded her husband that Katharine must
ow her own mind best, and that there were other persons in
t world quite as good and with even better prospects than
ang Ronaldson; and Mr Ashton also, in his good-humour
d good-nature, took the affair very quietly, and was only
tnkful that his Kitty was not going away from him to settle in
pwilds, as he considered them, of a northern county.
But times were changed since then; Katharine was five years
ier, and though she had had several other offers, none had
proved themselves, either to herself or her parents ; and busies affairs were not as satisfactory as they had been, for John
hemed and speculated at Moorlands, and made his father pay
the speculations. Selina, too, received very little help from
r own family, and came upon Mr Ashton for endless expenses
doctor's bills, children's dresses, things which she said, and
K truly, it was impossible to do without, only, as Katharine
metimes thought to herself, if Selina would but keep from
Menses which were avoidable, she would never be distressed
tthose which were unavoidable.
;ut be this as it may, expenses certainly did increase, and
pey to meet them did not, and Mrs Ashton cast many an
ous look to the future, not for herself, but for her children;
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and when she heard that Charles Ronaldson was doing w
the north, making an income not of three, but of five hun
a year, and that his mother, who had gone to live with him, h
pretty home, and every comfort and even luxury of life a
her, and was known to have but one wish, that her son sho
be happily married, it is not strange that she should sigh, a
forgetting what her own personal loss would have been, thi
with something like cross regret, that if Katharine had cho
it, all this might have been her own.
But Mrs Ashton's sighs were not the important matter. D
Katharine sigh likewise ? Human nature is very perverse
that which we reject when within our reach is often lamented
a loss when we have cast it from us. Yet this would not be
true description of Katharine's feelings. She did not regret
lament at all at first, except on Charles Ronaldson's account
she had done what she believed to be right and honest-mind
-she had no feeling for him beyond that of respect, and sh
had no idea that she could ever change. If she had allowe
him to write to her, to visit her, to pay her the attentions whic
he would have desired, even while leaving her nominally free
he must have been encouraged to hope, and Katharine at the
time had no hope. The more she had seen of him the mor4
she had learned to be afraid of him : she could not talk freely
and happily to him, his mind seemed so much beyond hers; it
was only by a mental strain that she could reach up to him;
and the thought of this continued effort for life, to her, who had
been free as air in thought and word, and almost in action, was
unendurable.
But a mind like Katharine's grows very rapidly, especially
when there is a daily labour of self-cultivation.
At nineteen
she did not understand Charles Ronaldson ; she liked him
very much, she thought him very superior, but at the same time
extremely alarming. She was pleased to hear others talk to
him, but she never wished to talk herself. At four-and-twenty
she felt that if she could see him she could say things to him
which she could not say to any other person ;-that was, always
supposing he was unchanged, and this there was little reason to
doubt. His kindness of heart certainly was as great as ever
Even though living at such a distance, he was John's chief ad,
viser and help, and his sympathy with all their family trials was
apparently increased. Katharine often felt that if he were at
hand to be consulted by word, as well as by letter, she should
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little fear of any blunders being committed by either
or her father. She had learned to look upon him as their
stay, for she found that whenever his opinion was set aside
ter was sure to follow ; yet still it would not be true to say
even now she repented the decision which had separated
It was impossible to regret that which at the moment
been right. Neither did her thoughts turn to him with anyg like affection. She would have been well pleased to hear
he was married to another-at least she said so to herself,
never his prospects were talked of; and if the shadow of a
Crary feeling crossed her mind, it was only a shadow, a someg which she did not realise to herself, it was so slight, and
transient.
And so Katharine did not echo her mother's sigh now, save
her mother's sake. The news that Charles Ronaldson was
be married had reached them only a few days before. It
s a report brought by Mr Henry Madden, from London.
ow it reached London no one knew, and the event was so
bable, that no one thought of inquiring. The lady was said
be rich and young, and her name was Smith. That opened
aide field for conjecture. The Mi'ss .Ronaldsons professed
know nothing about the matter for certain, though they
d heard there was a Miss Smith living in their nephew's
ighbourhood; but they were old ladies, who were supposed
have learned, by the experience of upwards of sixty
to keep their own counsel; and so it was an acknowdged fact at Rilworth that Miss Smith was to be Mrs Ronald-

,ars,

iBut Katharine did sigh, though not for Charles Ronaldson.
!e thought of John, and Selina, and the wilful little Clara, and
unmanageable Johnnie, and the fretful, sickly, tiny baby,
o seemed almost smothered by his grand name of Constantine.
Oe evils which she had dreaded in the far distance seemed
ping very near. John was sanguine of ultimate success, and
r Ashton was very unwilling to acknowledge that the farming
heme was a failure; and when things went wrong, Katharine
always told that the season had been bad, or that political
'uses had burdened the agricultural interest; but politics and
seasons influenced other farmers likewise, and yet they were
like John, always behindhand with their rent, always wanting
dy money for present outlay. She could do no good by fears
complaints, so she said nothing; and, true to her principles
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of usefulness, only tried to better the condition of the fami
her own care and diligence. But a visit to Moorlands was
a pleasant prospect. Selina was dependent upon her in va
ways, and therefore, for her own sake, was tolerably kind;
John, beginning to feel the value of his sister as his opinio
his wife decreased, always gave her a hearty welcome; bu
was no holiday to Katharine to be there. She was gene
engaged in the morning in helping to settle John's accounts,
hearing all his troubles, and giving him what advice she c
to help him in his difficulties; and in the afternoon Selina t
advantage of her being there to leave the children to her c
whilst she drove into Rilworth to pay gossiping visits : and
the evening there were baskets-full of children's clothes to
looked over and mended, and Katharine worked diligently
darning and stitching till ten o'clock, whilst Selina gene
spent her time at the manufacture of some new piece of fine
and John fell asleep in his arm-chair.
And what was to be the end of all this! Katharine was le
ing not to ask or think, but to suffer herself to be led on day
day, looking only at the step before her. Yet sometimes, and s
it happened on this day, the mist over the future seemed to flod
away, and show only greater gloom beyond.
She prepared to walk over to Moorlands, after packing ul
several little useful things to be brought over by Mr Ashton i4
the chaise in the afternoon. The chaise was one of the luxuria
consequent upon Moorlands; Mr Ashton had felt himself
obliged to have one as soon as his son lived in the country
Mrs Ashton talked of remaining at Moorlands for a day or two
and Katharine knew that she would probably be expected to do
the same. They could not live at John's expense; so their ow
larder was emptied, and a ham, a new cheese, and some jan
and marmalade for the children, were put aside, and halfdozen bottles of wine taken out of the cellar-not that it wai
supposed that Mrs Ashton and Katharine would eat and drink]
to the same amount, but it was helping poor John, and upon
this principle the Moorlands visits were always carried on it
a lavish scale. Katharine would have no objection to this
but that similar generosity was never shown by any of Mi
Fowler's family, who, on the contrary, were generally invited ti
dine immediately afterwards, and entertained at Mr Ashton'i
cost.
'If it was for any good !' thought Katharine to herself, whiil
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ing in the cellar for a bottle of choice port wine, which
hton had particularly begged might be sent over; but it
tot save them in the least. There will be a great dinner
after'we are gone, and the port wine will be drunk by Mr
ler and George Andrews. Oh ! the marriage !'-an ejacuwhich was perpetually rising in her mind, though it never
aped her lips.
I am ready, Kitty, my dear,' called out Mrs Ashton from the
id of the stairs, whilst Katharine was still in the cellar.
coming, mother, directly. Susan, where's the wine basket ?
Ind you don't forget to keep it in a cool place, and to put it in
e chaise by and by, and the ham; it ought to be taking coals
'Newcastle,' she added, to herself; 'but that's not the case,
fortunately.' Mrs Ashton came down the stairs. ' I have
thinking, Kate, that that striped gingham of yours would
t up very well into frocks for Clara and baby. Wouldn't it
Pa good opportunity of taking it over and helping to make
em?' 'Yes, if they are to have it, mother,' said Katharine,
xghing ; 'but I have not quite made up my mind to part with
. 'Oh, nonsense, child; the dress is as old as the hills, and
said only on Saturday, when she was here, what a bill she
is running up at Carter's for the children; it would save her
World of trouble and expense.' 'But if I am obliged to have
new dress to replace it, there won't be much saving,' said
ktharine. 'Not to you, child, but to poor John; and you
ow he wants it so much, and your father will be sure to give
u half-a-dozen new dresses if you ask him.' 'The poor little
Wings are welcome enough to the old gingham, I am sure,' said
ttharine; 'but, mother, I don't think it is a good plan to let
;lly feel that she has only to mention a thing and she has it;
.d her own family ought to do something for her, they don't
lly help at all.' ' It is not for Selly, it's for poor John,' said
rs Ashton: 'he is so pressed for money just now; and he
11be in a fever if he finds a long bill from Carter's coming in
r the children's clothes.' 'One might as well buy them new
ecks,' said Katharine; 'it would be as cheap.' But Mrs
shton exclaimed vehemently, 'Buy new dresses! no! that
)uld be an extravagance. A cast-off dress like the striped
tgham is all very well ; but if we are to be always buying new
eses for the children, we shall be ruined.' Katharine conIered for a moment whether it were worth while to debate the
int, and having made up her mind that it would be practic-
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able to give up the dress to the children and do without a
one herself, she brought it down and put it with the o
valuables which were to be taken over to Moorlands in
chaise. Mrs Ashton was satisfied then; and having tw
looked round the larder to see that there was nothing e
which could be spared, set off for her walk.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

IT

day. Katharine had seldom been
verybyhot,
was a; and
tired
the dusty
time they reached Moorlands she had a ver
bad headache. They arrived just at dinner-time. Selina wa
standing in the porch looking out for the chance of visitors. Sh
was handsome still, but it was a beauty which had lost ever
real charm. Her complexion was faded, and she had grown
stout and coarse-looking; and her showy gown, and the cap witl
artificial flowers, at one o'clock in the day, gave Katharine a
shock as she came in sight of her, though she had long been ac,
customed to see the same thing. ' How d'ye do, my dear ?' said
Mrs Ashton, kissing her; ' how's John ? and where are the children?'
' John is about somewhere, I believe,' said Selina,
carelessly,'and the children, I hope, are asleep; they have been
rioting in the drawing-room till they are tired out.' 'Then I
hope Clara is not very bad with her teeth,' observed Katharine.
' Oh ! yes, she is ; as bad as bad can be. Papa was over here
yesterday, and he says that if we don't take care she will have
fits; but there's no doing anything with her, she won't take
medicine.' Katharine did not say that she ought to be made to
do it, but it was put down in her memory as one of her own duties
to see that direction enforced. 'It's tremendously hot, isn't it ?'
said Selina, leaning against the porch; there isn't a breath of
fresh air, and there's John hard at work in the hay-field; I
wonder how he bears it.' 'Very well, I should think,' said
Katharine; with the prospect of a good crop.' 'Oh ! as for
that,' said Selina, 'he is so terribly down-hearted, I don't
think he cares whether it is a good crop or a bad. We have had
the Colonel here this morning.' 'Colonel Forbes?' asked
Katharine. ' Why, yes, Kate? what other Colonel is there to
have? But won't you come up in the drawing-room? It is all
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'er, but you won't mind that.' They went up-stairs, stumupon a dustpan in the way, which made Selina begin a
laint of the new maid, who was, she said, as dull as a post
Katharine did not inquire more
'as obstinate as a pig.
utely into her demerits, she was so anxious to hear more of
nel Forbes' visit. Possibly Selina was not equally willing
ell, for when they went into the drawing-room she devoted
attention entirely to the state of the room, bemoaning her
d fate in having children who would leave broken toys on the
r, romp upon the sofa, put the chairs out of their places, and
'That's
m upon the piano when her back was turned.
ster Johnnie's doing,' she said, striking a cracked note; 'I
nd him at it directly after breakfast. There he was, perched
on the stool, and hammering with all his might. If he has been
ld once he has been told fifty times not to touch the piano.'
by don't you keep it locked, my dear ?' said Mrs Ashton.
Vhy, there's no use in it, then,' replied Selina; 'I always put
open, with music upon it, for look's sake !' Katharine could
ot help smiling, though not a very happy smile. How many
ings at Moorlands were done for 'look's sake!' 'And now
:11 us, Selly,' said Mrs Ashton, when, after collecting the toys,
ranging the chairs, and smoothing the sofa-cushions, something
ke an appearance of neatness had been restored, 'what did the
olonel say this morning?' 'You had better ask John,' replied
elina, still moving about the room, and picking up shreds of
paper and thread from the carpet, as if seized with a mania for
idiness; 'he is not so over-communicative to me.' 'John, or
'Why, both of them,' rethe Colonel?' inquired Katharine.
plied Selina ; 'and yet I think there is something due to me,' she
added, bridling her head, 'if it's only from respect to my father,
who has attended the Colonel and his family for these six years
Dr more. He might have paid me the compliment of at least
talking the matter over with me. And John to be so close ! I
Can't bear it, and I vow I won't bear it; it's too bad.' 'But
what is the matter, my dear,' said Mrs Ashton; 'here, come
and sit down,' and she pointed to the sofa ; 'just rest yourself,
bnd don't flurry, and tell us what it is. Ten to one but Mr
Ashton will find some way of helping poor John out of his
scrape, if he has got into one.' 'Yes, it's all done for John,'
exclaimed Selina, indignantly; 'poor John, indeed ! and nobody
thinks of me, slaving from morning till night with the children,
and no maid, or as good as none, and not able to go and see a
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friend, or ask a friend to come and see me. I who was
up with such different expectations !' 'But if you would
about Colonel Forbes,' asked Katharine, quietly, but wit
evident anxiety in her tone. 'Well, then, there 's nothin
tell,' said Selina, impatiently, only the Colonel is going to
the rent, and if so, John says we can't stay.' Mrs Ashton's c
tenance changed, and Katharine said gravely, 'That's a seri
matter: I suppose, indeed, you can't stay then.'
'And w
not? I should like to know,' exclaimed Selina, 'Here we h
got a good house over our heads, and a garden, flower-gar
and kitchen-garden both, and we have done loads to the pla
actually spent a fortune upon it; and what right has Coloa
Forbes to raise the rent ?' Not very logical reasoning,
Katharine perceived ; but she replied to the most obvious meal
ing of the remark : ' As to spending a fortune, Selina, you mul
remember that you have been paying diminished rent up to t hi
time on account of having spent so much.' 'Yes, nominabll
as if the difference of rent would make up for all we have donq
Why, there are the outhouses, and all the offices, and the nol
day-nursery, and the greenhouse.' 'I suppose Colonel Forb
will say that the day-nursery and the greenhouse were fancies i
your own,' replied Katharine. 'You know it was never ima
gined they would be necessary at first.' 'That means tlhe
I ought not to have a drawing-room,' said Selina; 'I who hai
been used to one all my life. It may be very well for you to tall
Katharine, bred up, as you were, in a back parlour, and nevc
accustomed to anything else; but it's different with me, I'll assup
you.' Katharine suffered the angry feeling to exhaust itself 1
a toss of the head, and only replied, ' I suppose it is no use t
trouble ourselves now as to what was or was not necessary; b
I am afraid it is plain that if Colonel Forbes does raise the renti
will be impossible for you to stay, or at least to live as you di
now.' 'And what do you mean us to do, then?' inquire
Selina. 'Of course I can't say; it is for you to decide; but
should have thought you might find some smaller place ; or i
this was not desirable, it would be necessary, I suppose, to rg
trench here. 'A smaller place!' exclaimed Selina, putting
away from her the disagreeable idea of retrenchment ; 'why thi
is not large enough for us.' 'Not when we all come and talk
possession of it,' replied Katharine, trying to smile. ' But yo,
know, Selina, you are not bound to be so hospitable.' 'Tha
won't do, my dear,' observed Mrs Ashton, decidedly. 'You
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never will approve of John's having a place which won't
in, and where he can't see the children.' ' And I 'm
John won't approve of it either,' added Selina. 'He is
s saying that he can't get on without his father's opinion,
at he wishes that he was living with him. And as for the
en, they would break their hearts ; Johnnie wakes up somenow in the night, and calls for grandpapa.' 'But, my
i Selina,' observed Katharine, 'all.these are very fair reasons,
question were one of choice; but if you can't afford it there
choice.' ' Only, I suppose,' muttered Selina, as if rather
ed of what she was saying, 'that if we consult your father's
in staying here, he will consult our pockets by helping
with the rent.' Katharine felt so extremely angry, that she
ald not allow herself to reply directly, and before she could
~tk, Mrs Ashton had interposed her word : ' To be sure, my
p, that seems but fair, and an easy way of settling the matter
Rr Ashton can afford it.' 'Yes, if he can,' said Katharine,
etly. Selina turned round upon her rather sharply : Why,
t know, Katharine, it won't be a question of more than twenty
thirty pounds a year, and it is absurd to say that a man with a
iness like his can't afford that.' 'Yet even then it might
t be desirable to remain,' said Katharine, ' if the place is too
pensive.' ' I don't know what you mean by a place being
expensivee' replied Selina; 'we must eat and drink, and the
ldren must be clothed, wherever we are.' Katharine would
t argue the point; she knew it was worse than useless, and
king at her watch, asked if it was not dinner-time? 'Yes,
[but-that is, it ought to be; but I suppose Nancy won't be
idy, she never is. I wish, Katharine, as you go up-stairs,
u would step into the nursery, and tell nurse to go down and
lp her a little; and perhaps you will take your bonnet off there,
d just stay and watch the children.' Katharine went; angry
th herself for the inclination she felt to refuse whatever Selina
rIed; and there she remained for nearly half an hour, nurse
king advantage of the liberty given her to transact a little
ciness for herself, instead of helping the other maid. When, at
th, Katharine went down-stairs, taking little Clara with her,
ting and crying in the wretchedness of having just waked up
kn sleep, she found the badly-dressed dinner half-cold; but such
ngs were but trifles; a much more important matter was
n's grave face, and his unusual silence, which Katharine and
mother vainly endeavoured to break. Katharine could not
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go out again that afternoon, Selina kept her fully employed
she was pleased when five o'clock arrived, and she could I
for the wheels of her father's chaise. From him she always
an attentive hearing for whatever she might say, and there.
great satisfaction in feeling that he had a confidence in hefj
ment. True, she had never yet ventured to try it too fa'
thwarting his favourite notions; but this day she resolved t
bold, and discuss with him openly the advantages and disad
tages of keeping John at Moorlands. That there were ad
tages she was quite willing to acknowledge. If John undert
a new farm he might be obliged to lay out more money upo
and Moorlands, as it was, suited him in everything but the.
penses, which were principally incurred by Selina. These wo
be the same everywhere. If she could be persuaded to give
her greenhouse, and her fine dresses and parties, and work
her children ! But that was a hopeless wish, and Katharine,
she thought of the future, felt more desponding than ever. Whi
the children were gone to their tea, and Mrs Ashton and Seli
were having a little conversation about Rilworth matters in
drawing-room, Katharine walked down the lane alone. It i
an extremely beautiful evening, and the country was lookii
lovely, the trees luxuriant in foliage, and the fields about the fat
and the glades of the park at Maplestead glittering in lines;
yellow light. Katharine felt that she was very fond of Moc
lands, notwithstanding its annoyances. It had become full;
associations, not all pleasant, yet resting-places for memory, a
recalling many thoughts and resolutions which were event
epochs in her own mental history. She felt that she should'
very sorry to have no more interest in the place, especially sor
for her father. He had, in a great measure, made it what it wvi
and it had given him many hours of pleasant and innocent !
laxation. Katharine valued them for him even more than:2
could value them for himself. She saw how they soothed a
irritable feelings aroused by business, and awakened his mil
to better and holier thoughts than were suggested in the bustlii
influence of Rilworth. The Sundays in the country had be
especially pleasant to him, and Katharine felt now how mu;
there would be to regret in the quiet walks which they had lat(
often taken together, and which had given her a satisfacti,
never so fully realised as then, when she thought see might
about to lose them. But one blessing she had derived from the
which nothing could take away,-she understood her fath
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r;and he understood her; he had grown younger, as it
, under the influence of her simple earnestness and loving
h. Hopes and wishes,-the bright hopes and purer wishes
innocent and holy childhood,-had sprung up again in the
of the shrewd, hard-working, yet always kind-hearted and
'ght man of the world; and these were never likely to be
ried again, whatever might be the outward circumstances of
s condition. All this Katharine felt deeply, and most thanklly; she did not see the share which had been permitted to
rself in the work, for the direct influence she attributed to Mr
eeves: and certainly there was much for which she was inebted to him : but from whatever cause the alteration arose, it
ade her much happier in her home, and caused her to look
ith regret upon the prospect of any change that might interrupt
e peaceful intercourse with her father which she had lately
enjoyed.

And the glorious beech woods of Maplestead brought another
egret.

Katharine felt it as she caught a glimpse of the house

through the trees, and saw the sun's rays lighting up the large
window of the morning-room, where Jane was probably at that
moment sitting. A keen, sharp pang it was,-the sting of many
'mingled feelings ; affection, and disappointment, and vague foreboding anxieties; but she had no leisure to analyse them; her
father's chaise turned into the lane ; and calling to a boy to take
the horse, Mr Ashton alighted and walked with her towards the
house.

CHAPTER XXIX.

THAT evening Colonel

Forbes and Jane were alone in the
drawing-room at Maplestead ; an unusual occurrence. They
were very seldom alone now. Colonel Forbes was the member
for Rilworth, and parliamentary interests made sad inroads upon
domestic comfort. He was just what he had been five years before; Jane was thinner-paler she could not well be. She was
working-ornamenting a frock for her little boy--she could not
work for the poor in the drawing-room, her husband did not like
it. Colonel Forbes was reading the newspaper. It was a very
warm evening, and Jane leaned back in her chair and seemed
oppressed by the heat. Presently she stood up and opened the
N
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window. The Colonel looked up from his paper : It is
cold, my dear; are you obliged to have that window op
' Oh no, not at all; and the window was closed, and Jane :
down again and went on with her work. 'Is there anythi
interesting in the papers, Philip ?' ' Nothing that will inte4
you, my dear,' He read it for another ten minutes in sile
then tossed it aside, and throwing his head back in his cha
closed his eyes. Jane took up the paper. Public matters always
attracted her now for her husband's sake. She liked to res
the leading article in the Times; and she turned over th
huge sheets to find it. The Colonel opened his eyes : 'AO
you obliged to make that rustling, Jane?'
'Oh! no, not if .i
disturbs you.' The paper was put down softly, and Jane returned
diligently to her work. The timepiece struck half-past te
Jane looked very worn; she had not been at all strong lately
She began putting up her work, and accidentally moved so as ti
awake her husband. He started up : 'Bedtime, Jane ! it can'
be.' 'Yes, indeed it is,' said Jane, smiling, and pointing to th
timepiece. ' It is only a quarter-past by my watch,' said th
Colonel, 'and I wanted to talk to you.' Jane sat down instantly
'I must be off to London to-morrow.' 'Again !' and Jan
tried very hard not to let the silly tears come into her eyes.
shall not be gone long,' he continued ; ' not more than a week
ten days. You must really try, Jane, not to fret about it in thi
way. You know I cannot help it.' ' Oh ! no,' exclaimed Jane
'of course, I know you can't help it; but, dear Philip, you mui
not be vexed with me for wishing not to lose you.' ' Of cours
not, my love ; no one dreams of being vexed with you, only yoknow I don't like sorrowful faces. What I wanted to say to yoi
was, that I had been talking to young Ashton to-day about hi
farm, and that if his sister comes to you at all about it, yoi
must not give her any hope of my changing my determination
'Very well,' replied Jane, in a quiet voice, and keeping her eye
fixed upon the ground. 'I don't want to be hard,' continued th
Colonel, in an apologetic tone, 'but I can't be ruining myself f©
a man who goes against me in everything. If old Ashton wi
join himself to the Maddens and their set, he must not expel
me to put myself out of my way to keep his son at Moorlanda
'I don't think he has any object in what he is doing,' observe
Jane; 'he has been talked over into being a Protectionist, buti
really don't believe he has any decided opinions upon th
subject.' ' That may or may not be, my dear; it will not alto
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etermination, and therefore I wish to hear no excuses.'
shrank into herself ; she dared not thwart him by arguing
point. 'The Duke and myself have agreed that we must
a stand upon the question,' continued Colonel Forbes; '
see the Duke in London, and when he comes home we are
:have some meetings at the Castle.' 'At which you won't
me, I suppose,' said Jane, with an attempt at a smile.
hat will be as it happens, my love 1 if there are ladies there,
' I shall stay at home, and
you will go; if not,'ke care of the children,' said Jane, good-humouredly. He did
4, say, 'Yes,' or 'No,' but went on upon his own subject.
'hat is a most clever article in the Times, Jane; have you
id it ?' 'No, I have not had time, but I will to-morrow.'
hist sit down and read it now, and tell me what you think of it;
won't take you long.' Jane's eyes were heavy with sleep, her
abs were aching ; she looked at her watch again. ' I don't
ink I really can understand it to-night, Philip, I am so very
,ed.' He looked annoyed, but said nothing. Jane understood
e look well. It was his common complaint that she took no
terest in his parliamentary business. ' Perhaps it is not so very
bg,' she said; and with a great effort she roused her energies
sat down to study the long political article. Colonel Forbes
Rd till she had ended; and when she laid down the paper,
claimed, ' Well, what do you think of it ?' Jane gave her
irnion-it seemed to her very conclusive. He looked extremely
eased, and said, that of course it was; it was based upon
and principles, principles he had always advocated, and he
Auld explain to her what they were. He was eloquent upon
e subject, and Jane managed to keep awake so well and to ask
ch very apt questions that he was put into thorough goodimour, both with himself and her. He talked till he was tired,
I it was half-past eleven, instead of half-past ten, quite unconeous all the time of the fatigue expressed in Jane's face; and
to rang for a bottle of soda-water. ' I think I must go now,'
M Jane. 'Oh! why? It is not at all late.' 'Half-past
Ivea,' said Jane, 'and you know I ought to be in bed by
' Oh ! that is only Dr Lowe's folly; I don't believe one
iren.'
w or another makes the slightest difference.' ' Not to you,
Whaps,' said Jane, ' but it does to me.' She took up her candle,
sat down again. ' I think, Philip, if you would get me a
s of water I should be better.' Her face expressed so much
ring that he was frightened, and rang the bell violently.
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' Is it pain, my love ?-is it the old pain ?' he inquired, anx
' Not pain exactly, only an odd faint kind of feeling,' said J
'but I am better now, I dare say I shall do without the wa
She stood up, and he made her take his arm. ' We must,
you to bed quickly,' he said, as he led her along the pass
and delivered her into the care of her maid. 'Dawson, dd
let your mistress exert herself.' Jane smiled, and said she
feeling pretty well now; and he left her, quite satisfied.
Breakfast was earlier than usual the next morning; it alwa
was when the Colonel was going to London. He had to dri
into Rilworth to meet the ten o'clock train. Jane came dow
stairs at eight o'clock, not looking well ; but Colonel Forbes
not see that. She made his breakfast, and then went to his stu
to receive his orders. They were always given to her, for
would not trust any one else, though many were of that ki
which would have been better given to his steward or bail
John Ashton and the farm were again mentioned, and a s'
greater determination was expressed by Colonel Forbes not
agree to any offer which would keep him at Moorlands, exce
that of taking a lease for five years more, and paying increase
rent. Jane was bolder this morning, and said she should grieved to have anything done hastily, if it were only for Kat
rine's sake; but she was silenced by her husband's mann
There was a peculiar moodiness, a clouded brow, which always
warned her when she was going too far. He could not endu.
opposition. He said now that he never acted hastily; that
had considered the subject well, and had consulted persons who
opinion was worth having; his mind was made up. As regard
Miss Ashton, he regretted that Jane should suffer herself to
warped in judgment by a fancied sentimental affection for a pe
son in every way her inferior. Jane could bear much for herself
but contempt expressed for Katharine tried her severely. If sh
did not reply, it was not because she did not feel, but because
she felt too much; but Colonel Forbes never saw anything h
did not like to see, and he turned now to a different subjectelection parties. He must have some, he said, as soon as b
returned, and he begged that Jane would send out cards of it
Citation. ' Certainly, if you wish it,' was Jane's reply; 'buti
it necessary for me to appear at these parties?
They try
very much, and they seem only intended for gentlemen.' A
cannot urge the point, my love ; but you know what will be t
result of showing disrespect to the Rilworth people.' Jane w
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t again. ' I shall probably bring down one or two parliaotary men with me,' continued the Colonel. ' You will be
Roared for them, Jane.' ' Certainly, dear Philip; I am always
Fly, as you know, for your friends; only spare me the wives
i daughters,' she added, laughing. ' I will spare you what I
i,my dear,' he answered, in a tone of impatience; but you
remember that we have something else to consult besides
:st
:lination.' What was to be said to that argument? Nothing.
Re summoned up her courage to endure the importation of a
of fine London ladies whom she scarcely knew, and did not
all like, and who would certainly upset for the time her little
Lns of occupation and charity. 'I suppose,' she said, timidly,
ten the last orders were given, ' you will not have any leisure
London.' ' I can't say, my love; probably not; but what do
a want?' ' Only that poor boy, young Dawes, who was sent
the hospital; I should like to know that some one had seen
n; or if you could only inquire how he is going on.' ' Better
it till you go to London yourself, my dear,' replied the Colonel.
ladies always manage these things better than gentlemen. Is
but never mind, I
ere anything else ?' ' Nothing, except d better not trouble you. You will not be able, I suppose, to
me into the garden and give your opinion about the turn of
new walk. I should like to have it all finished before your
turn.' ' Finish it your own way, my dear, I don't care about
' Where are the children ?' 'In the nursery, just going out.'
e hurried up-stairs much quicker than she could follow, kissed
s little girl once, his boy many times, and was standing in the
ll again before the carriage was ready. Jane followed him
ere: ' How often shall I hear from you, dear Philip ?' ' I can't
actly say, my love ; you know I am only going for a week, and
shall be tremendously busy.' ' Yes, I forgot that,' said Jane.
suppose you could not write and tell me for certain if I have
go to the Castle.' ' If I remember it I will; but you need not
.t yourself about it, you have nothing to do but to make up
iur mind that you will go. What are those fellows doing with
e carriage ?' 'I hear the wheels,' said Jane, going to the hall)or. ' Then, good-bye, my love.' He kissed her hastily. Jane's
res were full of tears; but her manner had something of the
Besides, the servants were near; she could
impassiveness.
t let them see that she was wanting in self-control. ' Rememr you write every day, my love,' said the Colonel, *and tell me
trything you hear of public matters.' 'Certainly.' Jane's lips
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quivered, and she could not say more. The time was g
when every tone and look was noticed. Colonel Forbes
another cheerful good-bye, waved his hand 'from the win
and drove off. Jane watched the carriage down the avenue,
when it entered the Rilworth road, turned back to her soli
room to think over and treasure up the one request wh
savoured of the affection of bygone days: 'Remember
write every day, my love.' She did not add the reason of
anxiety, 'Tell me everything you hear of public matters.'

JANE

CHAPTER XXX.

spent a great part of the morning in the shrubbe
partly to superintend the turning of the walk, partly for
pleasure of being with her children; but she felt sadly lonel
and there was to be a week of loneliness, possibly more, and after
that the intrusion of visitors, and then the visit to the Castli
She sighed for quietness, not by herself, but with her husband
quietness which would bring him back to her, and give hizi
sympathy with her pursuits. The whirl in which he lived septic
rated him from her sadly in appearance-she could not, would
not, think it was in heart. Even now she did not see his fault
or if she did see them, she attributed them only to circumstance
Yet from whatever cause they arose, they had the same unforg
tunate effect upon her-they chilled her, and doubled her natural
fence of reserve. How could she speak to him upon subject$
near her heart when she was met by answers which showed tha
his thoughts were wandering, or that he was irritated by the interruption to his own ideas ? But Jane blamed herself almost
wholly. When he was cold and absent, she said it was her owi
unfortunate manner which was the cause ; and if he complained
of her, as he sometimes did, she at once acknowledged the jut
tice of the accusation. She was, she knew, very chilly at time
But how could she expand to the. sun when there was no sun to
cheer her? Often and often, when feeling was most aroused
when one word of love would have assisted her over the barrie
of her natural disposition, and enabled her to pour forth the ful
tide of her affection, some act of thoughtlessness, some expression
which showed ignorance of her wishes, checked the torren
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to escape, and forced it back with the rush of disappointed
tto the depths of her qwn heart. The world looked at
and called her happy; perhaps she was so accord0
)tb their notions of happiness. She had no great griefs, no
spring anxieties ; her husband could not be called unkind or
anical ; he was very properly attentive to her, very respectI affectionate; he gave her everything that wealth could
oure, and was anxious about her when she was ill, and inted upon having the very best medical advice. If he did not
are her pursuits, at least he did not generally interfere with
and as long as she did not come in the way of his political
mtn;
crests, he did not wish to put a check upon her parochial
ts. Her children were lovely, healthy, and intelligent; her
ie girl becoming something of a companion, her boy showing,
mn in his infancy, signs of a precocious intellect. One griefe loss of her mother, who had died about two years after her
Lrriage-had indeed darkened her happiness for a time; but
ithe world said) a married woman would naturally feel the
rering of that early tie much less than one to whom it was the
tire break-up of home. People were very sorry for her when
r mother died, but no one considered that it would be a lifetg grief. How could it be, when she had a kind husband and
a sweet little children left ?
Mrs Forbes was envied by many, by all perhaps in Rilworth,
sept one.
SHalf-past eleven, nurse-time for the children to go in, is it
it ?' said Jane, sitting down on a bench, and beckoning little
tcy to her. ' Lucy is sleepy, I am sure,' she added; and she
ok up the child in her lap, and laid her hand upon her shoulder.
acy stay with mamma,' was the child's answer; and Philip,
could only just run alone, put up his little face for a kiss,
id cried for her to take him. Jane always felt so free, so happy
th her children ! There could be no reserve, no chilling absence
kd inattention with them, and nothing she could say or do would
Tired though she was, she took them both in
misconstrued.
qr lap, and played with them, and fondled them with all the
rning tenderness of a young mother's love. ' You will wear
DiPrself out with them, ma'am,' said the nurse, looking at the
Wd expression of her face, 'and it is their sleeping time; they
i1much better go in.' ' Yes, I know they had,' replied Jane,
Sshekept them only the more closely in her arms, and
kfled the little girl's glossy curls, and pressed her lips to her
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boy's, soft cheek. 'Lucy stay with mamma, because mamt
alone;' and the child turned away from the nurse when
would fain have lifted her to the ground. 'Then Lucy must
a whole week,' said Jane, 'for mamma will be alone all
time.' ' Is master gone for so long, ma'am?' asked the n
respectfully. 'A week or ten days,' said Jane, trying to s
as if she did not care. 'It seems very soon to be away ag
was the nurse's comment. 'I hoped he was going to stay
us a little, as he only came back so lately. Are you sure
hadn't better go in, ma'am, and rest a little before luncheo
But Jane refused. 'The fresh air,' she said, 'was the
thing she could have, and she would sit on the bench, and re
and then at the same time she could watch the men at their wo
The children were carried away, not without a little resista
from Lucy; and Jane sat still to enjoy rest and silence. It w
unfortunate that she should extract gall from the simplest word
yet the observation, ' It seems very soon to be away again,'
spite of herself, fretted her. True there were parliamenta
duties and engagements; no doubt there were reasons why
husband should be so constantly absent from her: yet there mu
be something more than common in these frequent absences,
they would not be noticed, and noticed by the servants. Jan
could not bear the thought of that ; most especially she dreaded
pity from any but those whom she dearly loved. She felt angry
with the nurse, and then angry with herself for being so; ano
she reasoned, and argued, and thought upon her husband's press
sing business, which must necessarily interfere with his attention]
to her : and brought forth from the treasure-house of her memory
every little act of affectionate thoughtfulness, every word c
anxious interest, and repeated again his last wish,-' Remembe
you write every day, my love ;'till she believed, or thought a
least that she believed, him unchanged. If there was a hollow
at her heart, a space unfilled, a feeling unsatisfied, Jane would
not their ackn

pledge it.

It wasiast- twelve, and still she was sitting in the garden
working, ihen one-of the men-servants came to find her, and teA
her thatMis Ashtoni was waiting to speak with her. He seemed
to expect the answer : 'Ask her to come to me in the garden ;
and Katharine must have expected it also, for she was already
standingon the flight of steps which-led from the house to th
shrubbery. She was a welcome and frequent visitor; the servant'
manner showed that, for he did not think it necessary to poi
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e bench where she would find his mistress, but left her to
her way by herself through the walks, which perhaps she
even better than himself. Jane's radiant smile was very
to Katharine's heart; it was unmistakable, such entire
dence there was in it ! And though she had come burdened
icare, there was still space left for the quick throb of pleasure
se d by the return of a most true and long-enduring affection.
ve years of trial and mutual experience and sympathy! How
bely they may knit human hearts together, let the world strive
Iise what barriers it may of outward position ! ' I have been
King of you, Katharine,' said Jane, 'fancying you might be
e this morning, because I saw your father's chaise go up the
ie last evening, and so I concluded you were all at Moorlands.'
7e came yesterday,' said Katharine; ' my mother and I
Iked in the middle of the day, and my father drove over in the
ing.' 'And does your father like his new pony?' inquired
ae.. 'He was just going to buy it when I saw you last?
s, he likes it very much,' answered Katharine; 'but I am
aid it won't be a pleasure to him much longer.' 'Why not ?'
red Jane, though she felt conscience-stricken for knowing the
swer beforehand. ' Can't you guess, dear Mrs Forbes ?'said
tharine, looking at her with a little surprise. Jane rather
sitated. ' Perhaps I may guess something about it, Katharine ;
she was going to say, ' hope that a mutual
t one must' reement may be possible; ' but she could not venture upon this,
" she was certain that on her husband's side at least there would
"no change. 'I don't think there is anything to hope for,'
ntinued Katharine ; 'Colonel Forbes has a fair right to an inease of rent; both my father and John acknowledge that; the
fortune is, that John cannot afford to pay it.' 'I should be
ry, very sorry to lose you as a kind of neighbour,' said Jane;
should not see half as much of you then, Katharine.' 'And
sure we shall be very sorry to go,' said Katharine; 'we
xe had many happy days at Moorlands, my father especially.
e will never like any other place as well, and indeed I doubt if
will have the opportunity. . There is some notion of John's
iing back to the shop.' 'But that would never do, would it ?'
claimed Jane. 'When he has not been brought up to the
biness ; he would never work in it well.' 'I don't think he
Wld,' replied Katharine; 'and that is the reason why I never
te the point myself, though it seems the most natural thing to
S:But then, if he does not enter the shop, I don't know what
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he is to do; it is very perplexing.' She looked thoro
harassed, and Jane pressed her hand, and said, ' Poor Kath
I am so sorry for you,' just as she would have done in the
days. Katharine struggled against the weak feelings which
up in her throat, and gave her a sensation of being suffocated
then she said, ' I am much more sorry for my father than for
one else. I hoped the latter years of his life would have
peaceful, but troubles seem to be thickening upon us.' 'T
do that with us all, I am afraid,' said Jane; 'but, dear Kath<
we must try and see some way out of this business. I
Colonel Forbes was here.' ' Is he not ?' exclaimed Katharii
with a tone of excessive disappointment; ' I thought I saw l
yesterday.' 'He was here yesterday, but he is gone to Lond4
to-day,' replied Jane; ' and he will be away probably a week
ten days; and when he comes down there will be friends wil
him, and after that I think we shall be going to stay at the Dti
of Lowther's.' ' That will not be much quietness for you, de
Mrs Forbes, and you want quietness,' said Katharine, puttic
aside the thought of her own troubles, as she noticed Jane's woV
expression of face. 'I shall have a week's quietness, at any rate
said Jane; but the words had in them an accent of bitterness
'and I must make the best use I can of it,' she added, 'by grow
ing strong. But, Katharine, what is to be done for you in thi
business?'
Katharine considered a minute. ' I should have liked best I
talk to Colonel Forbes,' she said; ' I think I might have ma4
him see things my way then. It is better to ask favours one's se
and what I have to ask is a favour.' 'For yourself or ,yo
brother?' inquired Jane. 'For my father principally,' replif
Katharine; 'but does that make any difference ?' 'Only the
those horrible politics come into the question,' said Jane; ' N
Ashton and Colonel Forbes are not quite one as they used to bt
Katharine's start showed a sudden enlightenment. She drew he
self up with a momentary feeling of pride, and said, ' If that.,
the cause why Colonel Forbes wishes my brother to go from Moql
lands, there is nothing more to be said.' 'Just as hasty as in t
days of Miss Richardson,' exclaimed Jane, with a smile. ' G+
tlemen are gentlemen, and will have fancies about politics, whig
you and I perhaps may think carried to a wrong extent; but
does not follow, dear Katharine, that private friends are quarrel in consequence.' 'Quarrel ! Oh no, dear Mrs Forb
I was so wrong; please forgive me,' and Katharine looked, a
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Katharine. Jane asse2t'~,ice. 'My father suggested
thing of the kind,; she continued; 'and that was the reason
P he would not come and talk over the matter himself; but it
,so near his heart that I could not bear to give it all up without
effort, and so I said I would be bold and come instead.' 'And
Wt is the favour which Mr Ashton is too proud to ask ?' inred Jane. LWhy, that instead of making John take a lease
the farm for five years more at once,' replied Katharine,
bich I believe is what Colonel Forbes wishes, he may be
iwed to try it for one year longer with only a moderate increase
rent, and by that time my father thinks John will be cleared
tome of the difficulties which press him now, and will be able
ee his way clearly, and judge how far it will be wise to conje at Moorlands. I was very averse to this plan at first,' consed Katharine; I am afraid that it is too much of a place
him. But my father urges it so much, that I suppose he is
at; and in fact, as he says, if John were to give up the farm
nce, he would be thrown upon the wide world without a home
occupation, and it might be months and months before he
ald find anything to suit him; whereas, the delay of a year
l give him time to look about.' 'I wish I could settle the
ttex directly for you,' replied Jane; 'but I am afraid there
and she paused. ' It frets my
st be some delay, unless,'xer very much,' continued Katharine; ' I have scarcely ever
a him in such a state of worry as he was last night; and now,
I morning, instead of going into Rilworth, he is staying with
in, talking over affairs, and going over the farm.' 'It is a pity
has not some wise farming friend to advise him,' said Jane;
cannot have had much experience himself.' 'Mr Ronaldson
bed of coming down,' said Katharine. 'Oh! Mr Ronaldson,'
aimed Jane, laughing; 'your old friend Charlie, Katharine.
~member how the word used to slip out, and how you always
ftcted yourself and said Mr Ronaldson immediately afterwards
4 properly.' 'I must never call him Charlie again to any
j' said Katharine; 'he is a grand man, and going to be
' And to give up the Duke's northern agency, and
k the Rilworth one, is he not?' inquired Jane. 'Not that I
heard of,' replied Katharine; 'he is coming down; but, as
before, to see my father and John; and I have a notion too
4e may be wishing to bring his wife with him, and introduce
his old friends.' ' Oh ! is that all? but I did hear somebabout the Rilworth agency, I am sure. Never mind about
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that, though, now; tell rie whlrang.' She looked th
does not come ?' 'My father and John will nave to d
matters for themselves,' said Katharine! 'and I don't thi
I hope it is not very undutiful,-but I don't think they are
likely to decide wisely.' 'And delay is all you want?' said J
'Yes, delay, with a moderate increase of rent; only I though
-dear Mrs Forbes, would it be troubling you very much to a
you to write ?' Jane looked extremely uncomfortable, and
tharine's quick eye instantly caught the change in hercounten
'But not if you have any objection; if you at all think it wo
be better not,' she added; 'you must know much better th
I can.' 'It might be better for you to write yourself, Kath
rine,' observed Jane; and a flush of painful feelings crimsoned b
face. Katharine made no answer for some moments, and then sk
said, 'If it is because of politics that Colonel Forbes wishes Jo4
to go, it will be better to let things stay as they are; I could n4
write myself.' 'Why not?' inquired Jane. 'Because it is n4
my place, and he would think so, and be angry; writing is sue
a very business thing--it is quite different from talking. I thin
I could have explained myself if I had been able to see hii
'And you may see him very soon,' replied Jane; 'I will let yi
know directly he comes home.' Katharine thanked her, but hi
manner was that of a person who was very disappointed. Jau
could not bear this, she felt as if she had been cowardly. ' I ax
afraid I have vexed you by not agreeing to write myself,' s4
said. 'I dare say I am wrong in being vexed,' replied Katharin
candidly; 'I am sure you must have very good reasons.' '
would do it in an instant,' said Jane, 'if I thought it would
further your cause.' Her colour went and came fast, and Kathi
rine saw directly that she must not press the subject. Jane felt
R
if she had betrayed herself by giving cause for suspicion that h4
influence with her husband was not what it once had been. Sly
could not bear that, even with Katharine; and she tried to ex
plain, to lay the blame upon politics, but it would not do. She wi
so thoroughly true in feeling and in word, that the shadow i
dissimulation perplexed her painfully. Katharine's perception>
were too keen not to read something of the truth. 'Dear
Forbes,' she said, as Jane held her hand affectionately; 'plea
do not try to explain. I was in fault, not you; it would re
vex me now if you were to write. My father must wait, it
only be the delay of a week.' ' No, only a week,' said Ja
abstractedly. 'And I will go home and preach patience to hi
,
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ued Katharine. Jane assented, but in the same absent way,
tharine rose to take leave. ' I had a great deal to say to
Observed Jane; ' but it is gone now; my head aches terribly.'
ut her hand to her head, and the same look of suffering which
frightened her husband the evening before came over her
Katharine did not like to leave her, and begged her to go
the house; but Jane shook her head. 'Just tell them to send
aid to me, that is all I want--good-bye, dear Katharine ; it
ing off again, I shall be quite well in a minute,' she added,
Katharine watched her anxiously; ' I sat up too late last night,
O is all.' 'You want some one to take care of you,' said
marine. She spoke without any particular meaning, merely
m kindness; but the words shot like a dagger through Jane's
fit, and tired and ill as she already was, she leaned her head
bn Katharine's shoulder and burst into tears.

CHAPTER XXXI.
'ATHARINE went back to Moorlands, thinking very little
. of her own affairs-very much of Jane's. Some incidents,
ling in themselves, solve mysteries which have perplexed us
years. Five years had Katharine been pondering the
estion which she had asked herself when first she met Jane
the mistress of Maplestead-Was she going to be happy?
r five years had she watched the course of Jane's life, noticed
t looks and words, and varied in her opinion almost with
try fresh opportunity for observation. In her first married
VsJane appeared blind to that which to Katharine was clear
the sunlight. She was so unselfish and self-sacrificing that
Seemed not to have the power of perceiving selfishness in
ters-especially in those she loved. It was so easy to her to
e up her own wishes, that she was not conscious when she
I done so. During this period Katharine imagined that
to was happy; or if occasionally clouds appeared to be
hearing, they formed only a thin mist, which scarcely could
aid to obscure the brightness of her life. But then came a
Inge. Colonel Forbes entered upon political life, and everyjg was considered subordinate to his parliamentary interests.
p wife's domestic quiet was disturbed, and her most cherished
~uits were put aside, if in the slightest degree they crossed
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the path of his ambition; and Katharine could not but
that Jane was oftentimes in consequence sorely fretted.
instance, she had kept up the care of her district, not
regularly, but still with a thoughtful judgment and kind
which had been a great help to Katharine, and many were
little favours which the poor had obtained from her influ
with her husband. But this was now stopped. When Ka
rine mentioned cases in which Colonel Forbes could be of
Jane hesitated to mention them. He was busy; or she
afraid he would not like to do what he was asked, because
offending Mr So-and-so; or she knew he would not take
steps in the matter until he had consulted some one
There was always some obstacle in the way very distress
to Jane-Katharine could see that--but quite insurmounta
and at last Jane gave up her district; partly, she said,
cause of health, partly because of want of leisure; but a ve
great deal, as Katharine suspected, because she felt that kin
nesses were expected from her which she had not the po
to show.
Still these vexations might not disturb the real happiness
life, and everything was outwardly smooth with Jane and
husband. Katharine had not much opportunity of seeing fourth
The instinct of her own good taste made her feel that she mtUS
not go to Maplestead even as often as Jane would have be
willing to see her there. Jane had a regard for her from ti
associations of old times, but Colonel Forbes could not care in tb
least about her; and Katharine very soon perceived that, although
he expected his own friends to be welcomed at once by Jane as herd
he did not at all think it necessary to reciprocate the sympathy
He was very civil to Katharine when they met; but that seldon
happened.
When Katharine knew that Jane was alone, sh4
went to Maplestead to see her; when she knew that Colone
Forbes was there, she never intruded except when business re
quired it.
But even in those few meetings a quick eye like Katharinal
could, after a time, discover some causes for doubting Janoei
perfect happiness. It was quite evident that she humoured he
husband, not from affection only, but from fear. Whenever ho
began a subject, she pursued it, even at the risk of tiring others
whenever she had a subject to begin herself, she touched upon I
with delicate caution. If he showed an interest in it, it was fol
lowed out; but if he was abstracted or indifferent, it was instantly
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ed. If she differed from him it was always with the utmost
ility; hersuggestions were those of a gentle child doubtful
Or own power. Now and then he would listen to them;
pnore frequently he just smiled and turned to another subject.
was kept in good-humour by these means, and so Jane was
~fied; but it was a life of constant effort--there was no free.
in it. Jane could not read nor write, nor work, nor talk-she
6d not even say that she liked or disliked a thing, without coning that handsome, polished, clever brow, which was open or
aded with every change of the working mind within.
id the provoking point to Katharine in all this was that there
s so little directly to complain of. If Colonel Forbes had been
isionate, or absurdly particular upon any special subject, or
acting in any one peculiar fancy, there would have been a
ect cause of offence, and it might have been reasoned against
borne patiently; but it was an indescribable, intangible source
trial, and one to which his own eyes were necessarily blinded.
i had always loved himself best ; he did so now. It was not
visible for him to perceive that he was changed in any way,
:ause, though his outward manner might be different, his heart
a unaltered. His indifference to Jane's wishes and feelings
w was only another form of the same selfishness which, before
ty were married, had induced him to consult them. He loved
r first because she pleased his taste, and approved herself to
! judgment of what the wife of a man in his position ought to
To indulge the feeling, to obtain her thankful affection in
,urn, he lavished upon her all his wealth, and devoted to her
,his time. But his constant thought for the future was not
w he could please her when she was his wife, but how she
old please him-what a pleasant, intelligent companion she
rild be--how gracefully she would do the honours of his house
how proud he should be of introducing her to his friends ! He
shed to see her happy, but then she must learn to be so in
i way. There was no change in all this after they married,
ly the first excitement of feeling had passed off. He was acitomed to her. His selfishness took the form of love before;
Fwit was changed into ambition. He did not really mean to
~as unkind as he often was-he would have been shocked to
tpw the effect which his impatience and neglect had upon his
stle wife, and he would have deemed it disgraceful to behave
,an unmanly way towards one so trusting and loving; but
v was a cold man-cold, though with impetuous feelings,
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sudden impulses, even overflowings of kindness and appar
benevolence; he was cold because self was his centre, and
touch of self changes the rushing stream of love into an iceb
To Katharine Ashton, Jane's life was a mystery. Inexperience
in love herself, she could not imagine the extent of its blind
power. Before Jane's marriage she had given Colonel Fore
credit for virtues which he did not possess, upon the strength
of Jane's affection for him ; now that she was convinced her ow
first impressions were true, it seemed as if, necessarily, Jane'4
eyes must also be opened, and that her love in consequence
must diminish. But this did not appear to be the case. Jam
still mourned over her husband's absence, watched eagerly foz
his return, planned for his happiness, sacrificed every favouriti
wish of her own, if she had the most distant suspicion that by
so doing she could give him pleasure. Katharine marvelled ai
her, and the more because she became convinced at last that
Jane was not blind as she imagined. She felt her husband's
faults if she did not see them-they made her unhappy ;-but
she loved him still devotedly, Katharine thought she could not
have done the same; but then she was not married.
But Katharine had not yet reached the inmost secret of Jane's
disappointment. All outward things could be borne, and even
the gradual subsiding of her husband's first excessive fondness
might have seemed only the natural change from over-excited
feelings to calmer, yet not less enduring affection. She was ni
sentimentalist fed upon romances, and believing that the honey
moon of life was to last for ever-she was quite prepared fob
little trials of temper and peculiarities of taste; but she had neveo
supposed it possible that from any cause her respect for him mighl
be lessened. It was long, very long, before the idea had been
more than a passing misgiving; it was so intensely painful, that
Jane shrank from it, as from a thought of sin.. But it came b.
slow degrees ; first as a momentary pang, then a settled doub'
not understood but felt; then a wearing, aching pain, into th4
origin of which she never inquired, but which was aggravated
day by day, as passing events showed the motives which influ'
enced his conduct.
Walking side by side through life, professing the same belie
repeating the same prayers, kneeling in the same church, so
times before the same altar, they were far as the poles asund
Colonel Forbes lived for this world, Jane for the world to comt
Colonel Forbes thought only of the praise of man, Jane of t
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They could agree and act together on all great
is no lasting credit in these days to be obtained
cept by a certain amount of religion,-and thus Jane had
:en deceived. But in daily life, when it became a question of
rictness with the servants, attention to religious duties at ininvenient hours, exertion to attend church services, braving the
ioyance of some person of influence for the sake of an act of
arity to the poor, there was always a falling off-very plausibly
:cused, perhaps even upheld by specious arguments, but stillne was far too earnest and single-minded not to see it-a
cided, unmistakable turning aside from the right path. That
as the pang, that was the exceeding grief, which none but God
ight see.
Katharine could wonder, and pity, and love, and long to comrt, .as she did this day, when the disappointment of Mrs Forbes'
e was first fully made clear to her; but she could never know
e hours of bitter anguish which Jane spent in her own cham3r, kneeling in silent, speechless anguish, and dreading even in
-ayer to own the sorrow of her heart, since it accused her husnd of sin.
It might not have been so with others. There are thousands
the world who marry, and are disappointed-disappointed
ten in esteem, and yet live patiently and comfortably, and
obably would, on the whole, prefer even such a married life
the loneliness of a single one; but Jane's mind was like her
award form, not constituted to bear the roughnesses of life.
trifles light as air,' which by many would have been put aside
thout a thought, were felt by her with a quickness which was
rual pain. When once she had the clue to the source of her
band's inconsistency, she could read the worldly motive even
best actions, and so they ceased to give her pleasure; and
she became grave and silent, almost sad; and he was vexed
angry, and she, in her turn, frightened, and shut herself up
m6re in her own thoughts. And so the unacknowledged,
alised estrangement between them increased every day.
Jane would scarcely allow all this to herself, still less would
speak of it to any one else. A great deal of the depression
she felt was attributed by her to bad health; and she
very much out of health. She was not naturally strong,
the life which she was leading tried her very much. Con.dinner-parties, late hours, and perpetual calls for the
ainment of persons staying in the house, were as much
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as she could have borne if she had been perfectly well a
happy, and had attended to nothing else. But Jane could ni
live a life of idle luxury. Though she had given up her distri
in Rilworth, she felt herself bound to attend to the poor aroui
Maplestead: and she had a school close to the lodge, and'
clothing club, and was watchful over her children, and though;
ful for the comfort and instruction of her servants; and this
addition to copying her husband's letters, listening to his pol
tical pamphlets, and reading, if possible, everything, howev
dry and abstruse, which she thought might be a good subject t
conversation with him.
It was no wonder that she was ill. The strange thing wti
that Colonel Forbes did not see it. But he had always cof
sidered her a delicate person, and yet equal to considerabli
exertion when excited; and he did not see much change in hi
now, except that she was thinner. How should he? He had
a prospect, not perhaps very near, but still sufficient to git
him a constant stimulus, of being one day a member of thtl
government. He thought of very little else, and Jane uncoi
sciously encouraged him, for she was quite willing to talk e
nothing else.
It seems hard to blame a man for not seeing what anothO
carefully tries to hide from him. Katharine often thought siy
was severe in her judgment of Colonel Forbes; and when ft
was kind to his wife, and civil to herself, she always tried t
like him, and make excuses for him: but there was nothitl
but her own right feeling to soften her towards him. Politics
feeling ran very high in Rilworth about this time. Her fath
and Colonel Forbes held opposite views upon one or two
the leading questions of the day. Of course, therefore, s
was not likely to hear anything in his favour from any
her own family; and now that this question of Moorland
and the rent had arisen, there seemed likely to be a cd
plete feud. What Katharine would have desired, setti.
aside her personal likings and dislikings, would have b
to break the connection at once, and for John to remove
another place; but there was a good deal of reason in why
her father said upon the subject. Rents had risen everywh
and John might not find a farm cheaper than Moorlands, evl
he left it; and if he could once be set free from the burdeMh
had incurred, or rather which his father had incurred for h
when first undertaking the farm, he might, with care, find
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iome sufficient. The next year Mr Ashton hoped would be
very successful one with himself. If it were so he could
Ip John; and it seemed a pity, therefore, not to wait and see
iwhat state affairs were likely to be before taking a step which
>uld not be recalled. All this had brought Katharine's judgent round to the Moorlands side of the question; and she had
aped to go at once to Colonel Forbes and settle it. He was a
rejudiced man, but never unfair; and in spite of political enmity,
:atharine thought that the remembrance of old times, and the
ng acquaintance with her father, would induce him to view the
Lse favourably. It was a great disappointment to her to be
3liged to go back to Moorlands and say that she had not seen
blonel Forbes, and that nothing could be decided for another
eek. Many important arrangements depended upon what
)hn was going to do; and Mr Ashton had worked himself up
such anxiety, that Katharine quite dreaded the consequence
the trial of patience he was to endure. She found him
ending in the porch with John, looking out for her. The
iildren were there too, but, contrary to Mr Ashton's usual
istom, he was not playing with them, or indeed noticing
lem at all; and in fact they were in the way, and John had
iStcalled to the nurse to take them to the nursery. 'Well,
itty, child !'was Mr Ashton's greeting. He was too proud to
k in plain words for the answer. 'Patience, father,' replied
:tharine, lightly; 'Colonel Forbes has gone to London for a
ek.' John uttered a very impatient exclamation. Mr Ashton
kicked his irritation, and only said, 'Umph !' but he folded his
s, and walked away by himself. John was just then sumned to the farm. Katharine followed her father. She put her
within his, and they went into the garden, to the broad
which separated the kitchen-garden from the lawn. 'Only
week's patience, father dear,' said Katharine, gently; ' we
He
t be contented to wait for that.' 'Yes, Kitty, yes.'
ed very thoughtful. 'Is it of so much consequence ?' con'Only another week's anxiety, Kate, and
ed Katharine.
has been enough of that lately.' 'And I am afraid there
be enough of that to come,' observed Katharine; whetheri
goes or stays, it will be very up-hill work with him.' ' And
us all,' continued Mr Ashton; 'Moorlands has cost me a
good penny, taking one thing and another.' 'I don't
Kathrttin~;
rich,'
said
we any of us care much about being
st my mother and I don't, I am sure.' 'No; and the'
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would always be the business,' observed Mr Ashton.
Madden was with me yesterday afternoon, when you were gon
talking about Henry. He wants to see him a partner ve
much.' And you are inclined to have him, aren't you ?' replie
Katharine. 'He would bring in some ready money, and hel;
you a good deal; and really, father, you want help.' 'Yes,
replied Mr Ashton, gravely, 'and I can't have it where I ought
to have it. If I were to go over life again I would not do as

have done.'

'Not with regard to John,' said Katharine; 'bu

father dear, there is no good in looking back and regretting.
He did not seem inclined to take advantage of the consolation, but
went on with his own thoughts. ' It was a foolish kind of teaching
the boy had when he was a child,-all that petting, and humouring, and bringing him up to think he might choose what he would
be. If we had only told him at once that there was the shop,
and he must look to it, he wouldn't have said what he did to me
just now.' ' What was that ?' asked Katharine, anxiously; dread.
ing above all things a misunderstanding between her father and
her brother. 'I can't blame him for it,' said Mr Ashton ; 'it is
but my own doing. But I asked him what he would do if it came:
to the point of leaving Moorlands, and I told him that he might
come into the shop and take the partnership instead of young
Madden; and I made him a very fair offer about the house. I
said he and Selly could have the up-stair parlour to themselves, and that I would give them the spare bedroom, and fit
up the attic for the children; but it wouldn't do, it wouldn't do,
Kitty--he can't take to business; and he said he would rather
go off to Australia and try his fortune there.' 'Australia!'
exclaimed Katharine, in a tone of horror. 'Ay, child, Australia,
said Mr Ashton, with a quietness which was more painful t
Katharine than any outbreak; 'and that would break your
mother's heart, and mine too.'
Katharine was silent for a few moments. Presently she sai
' It is all very well to talk of, but he would never do it.' ' Hi
would, if it came to a question between that and the shop,' sai
Mr Ashton, ' Kitty, for your mother's sake, we must keep hi
at Moorlands.' 'Well, we will hope we may, dear father,' re
plied Katharine, with a tone of cheerfulness which she was ve
far from feeling. 'If he stays here, he will come right in t
end,' continued Mr Ashton; 'if he tries new-fangled plans,
will be ruined.' Katharine thought in her own mind, that t
chances of ruin were about equal in both cases; but she wou
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fret her father by saying so, and only replied, ' Well, we must
and see.' ' And in the meantime I must give Mr Madden
n answer about the partnership,' said Mr Ashton. ' I did not
ink he would have hurried matters on so fast; but he says he
s an offer of help if the affair can be arranged, and if not he
kust be looking out for something else for Henry. I should be
rry to loose him; he has a good head for business, and he is
honest and straightforward.' 'Yes,' replied Katharine; ' I wish
e was not so much of a politician, he makes himself enemies
y it; but, however, one can't have everything.' 'And if one
s not one side one must have the other,' continued Mr Ashton.
I never knew a place so cut up as Rilworth is by politics. Why
George Andrews and Madden don't speak now.' r Their quarrel
rates further back than anything political,' said Katharine.
They quarrelled years ago at the Union Ball, and even before
t' 'The Dis-union Ball, you mean, Kitty,' observed Mr Ash'The Dis-union certainly,' reon, smiling at his own wit.
lied Katharine, 'if one may judge from the two parties which
ate their split from it.' 'Very foolish it all is,' observed Mr
Ashton, thoughtfully; 'things seem so trifling when one looks
sack upon them.' 'Trifling except in their consequences,' relied Katharine. Mr Ashton walked twice up and down the
alk without making another observation; then he said suddenly,
It would have been a better thing for me, Kitty, if you and Mr
eeves had taken to be friends earlier.' 'We must be thankful
at we are friends at all,' replied Katharine ; 'I am sure I never
'I shouldn't like him ever to think I
would have expected it.'
as forgetful of what he has advised,' continued Mr Ashton.
I hope, Kitty, when I am not here to look after things, you will
e that the subscriptions are kept up as far as can be.' Katha'ne did not quite understand what he meant by not being here
look after things, but she said she should always be delighted
do anything he wished. ' And there will be enough for you to
it with,' continued Mr Ashton. 'There 's the shop, and outnding debts, and fifteen hundred pounds in the funds; there
'Never
ght to have been a pretty good deal more, only 'nd, dear father,' replied Katharine, speaking cheerfully, yet
th an effort, for she understood now what was in his thoughts;
en the time comes that it shall please God to part us, my
her and I shall not think much about being rich or poor, you
be quite sure of that.' 'You have been a good daughter to
' God will reward you for it.'
Kitty,' said Mr Ashton.

ait
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'He has rewarded me,' said Katharine, stooping to kiss hi.'
'It is a thousand times more reward than I could ever deserve
to hear you say so.' Mr Ashton put his hands upon her cheeks
according to an old habit, and looked at her fixedly. His eyes
were glistening; and when he returned her kiss, first on the on;
side, then on the other, Katharine felt a tear upon her face.
'There is the chaise,' she said, looking down the lane to avoid
noticing her father. He seemed relieved at the interruption, and
said he would go into the house and say good-bye to his wife, and
Selly, and the children. Katharine thought the children were
asleep, and begged him, as he was coming out again in the
evening, not to disturb them; but he could not be persuaded, and
stole up-stairs, according to his own notions, so quietly, that it
was quite impossible for them to be awakened.
Clara and
Johnnie were lying in their little cribs, quite worn out with the
morning's play ; their cheeks were flushed with bright crimson,
and their hair, with its disorderly truant curls, was clustering
round their little calm faces. There were no traces of angry
passions then-they might have been sleeping angels. Perhaps
Mr Ashton thought them so, for his eye dwelt on them with a
tender, lingering regret, and when he had turned away to kiss the
baby who was lying in its nurse's arms, he came back again once
more to the crib, and stood looking at them as if he would fain
bear their image with him, to give him quietness in the turmoil
of his business.
'They can't come to any harm, Kitty, it's inrpossible,' he said, in an undertone ; ' if they have a silly mother,
they have a wise aunt.'
' I am afraid aunts can't do much
against mothers,' replied Katharine, smiling. ' Where there's a
will there's a way,' said Mr Ashton. ' I look to you, Kitty, to
be the poor little things' best friend. There-it won't do to
waste any more time with them.' Once more he bent over them;
Johnnie just opened his eyes and said, ' Grandpapa,' and put his
arms up to him, and then turned aside and was fast asleep again.
Clara pouted and moaned, and hid her face in her pillow ;-and
so he left them.
' You will be out again, my dear, at six,' said
Mrs Ashton, as her husband stepped into the chaise; and bring
out some biscuits for the children, and ask at Sawyer's for
packet of his best arrow-root. Selina can't take what she has, i
is so bad.' 'And, father, make Susan tell you if any of the poo
people from the district have been up,' said Katharine. 'Oh
yes, and the work, Kitty,' said Mrs Ashton. iThe work, m
dear,' she repeated, speaking to her husband: 'You will find
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a, of calico in the first long drawer of the bureau. That will
for you, Kitty, when you have made the children's frocks.'
thingg more,' exclaimed Mr Ashton, with good-humoured
patience; 'I vow if there is, you shall come in and fetch it
ourselves. Good-bye, Selly; good-bye, John, my boy ; keep a
god heart; good-bye, God bless you all.'
They, were the last words they heard. At six o'clock that
¢ning Katharine was again walking down the lane, again exacting her father, listening again for the sound of carriageeels. The chaise came up the Rilworth road, and she saw it
rn the sharp corner into the lane which, though improved, was
ill rough, and always associated in her mind with the accident
which had befallen her on her first visit to Moorlands. A heavy
ggon was in the way. Katharine saw there was very little
am to pass, yet fancied that her father would be sure to get
¥; but the new pony became frightened and restive, and
ared; and Katharine rushed forward, not knowing what she
as going to do ; and the wheel of the chaise became entangled
ith the heavy wheel of the waggon, and one of the great waggon
)rses became frightened too, and-Katharine never quite knew
detail what happened next ; but there was a terrible con[sion with the waggoner and his boy, crying for help, and her
,ther calling to her to come and hold the pony. And then, just
i she was about to seize its head, the pony gave a desperate
Glnge, the chaise was upset, her father thrown out violently,
jth his head against a stone,-and when Katharine knelt beside
ji--he was dead.

CHAPTER XXXII.
LOOM was in the streets of Rilworth ; the principal shops
were shut, and many faces were grave-many sorrowful
compassionate-whilst the heavy clang of the tolling bell
y warning that one, a companion and friend, was about to be
ied to his grave.
°Ir Ashton had been much respected; he had been associated
h all the chief events in the little town for the last five-andty years. Persons had learned to think that his advice was
isary; that without his judgment difficulties could not be
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satisfactorily arranged; and of late years more than respect h.
been attached to his name; he had shown himself a kind an
unselfish friend, and a liberal benefactor to the poor. He wa
followed to his last home with blessings; and those who kne
most intimately the workings of his secret heart prayed that
when their summons should come, they also, like him, might
have made their peace with God.
These were soothing thoughts, even to Katharine, as she sat
that day by her mother's bedside, thankful that the torpor of
opiates had given a short respite from the restless, feverish
anguish which had been Mrs Ashton's trial for the last week.
Katharine was strangely altered in that short time; she could
even see it herself. She had grown so old,-the lines of her
features were so deeply indented, her eyes were so dim and
dark,-but she was quite quiet and self-possessed-she had been,
so from the beginning. She had known exactly what to do, and
to order ; she had never troubled her mother with a single question, yet had arranged, even to the minutest particular, accord.
ing to what she knew would be her wish; whilst it seemed to
Mrs Ashton as if she was never left. Katharine was at hand,
by night as well as by day, to whisper soothing words of hopeto suggest the duty of faith and submission-to lead the troubled'
broken heart to the rest which, stunned by sorrow, it scarcel,
knew how to seek. How all this was done Katharine could n
tell. She had indeed kind friends; Mr Reeves was with her
often; and Jane made herself so much at home at Moorlands
that she was allowed to enter the house at all hours, and maki
her way unnoticed to Katharine's room, and remain there a
she chose, without its being thought necessary on either side t
make an apology for intrusion or neglect. But the real suppo
was nothing earthly; it was a strength beyond her own, beyon.
any human power, which upheld her. For Katharine was li
one in a dream. Comfort was taken mechanically,-even offere
by herself mechanically. She did not feel that she had an
feeling,-she knew what was to be done, and she did it witho
tears or any outward expression of grief. Only at last, when t
calm summer breeze brought to her from afar the first sou
which told that it was the day of her father's funeral, she bur
into tears, and the weight of a heavy cloud seemed to pass aw
from her mind.
Selina came in to see her; and this was something of comfo
for Selina, though not sensible or useful,-that she never co
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t,-was softened, and in a degree sympathising; and she could
tIp Katharine a little, by sitting with Mrs Ashton whilst Kathaie refreshed herself in the garden.
She was come to offer
its now. Katharine thanked her with a smile, and a whisper
Gratitude, and then she took her prayer-book, and went out.
he broad walk was the best place for exercise; but she could
dt go there, it had been her last happy walk; besides, her
ioughts were away in the churchyard at Rilworth. She was,
fancy, standing beneath the old yew tree, where her grandther and her grandmother had been laid, and where her
other was now to rest ; she was listening to a voice repeating,
Iam the resurrection and the life, saith the Lord ;' and she
iged to kneel alone, and rest her weary heart with the same
essed words. And so she went to a small summer-house
[ich was used as the children's play-room, where she could
tek the door, and be quite to herself, and sit or kneel unpervied, and see from the narrow window the tower of Rilworth
church, and listen for the last toll which would give notice that
service was begun.
It was all gone through. Katharine had prayed, that when
herself should depart this life, she might rest in Christ, and
found acceptable in His sight on the morning of the Resurtion; and still she knelt, in tranquil thought of that bright
ion which was to restore to her the affection, for which her
1 was yearning. Tears came very fast now, but they were
bitter. She could read great mercy in the present, terrible
gh it was. She could trust in it for the future; and,
gh she could not think of anything very distinctly, there
a sure loving confidence and submission granted her, which
like the peace of sleep to her worn spirits. After a time
rose up from her prayers; but still she lingered at the little
ow, unwilling to lose the sight of the old church tower,
h was more a home to her now than anything else could
She heard voices about the farm, and knew that one was
s. He was especially dear to her just then, for their grief
in common ; and she forgot all his follies when she was tryo comfort him, though it was often painfully forced upon
t she was the person to whom all looked for advice and
rt; and that he, who ought to have been everything as
ad of the family, was comparatively nothing.
king that he would come into the garden to look for her,
nt out to meet him; but the voices she had heard must
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have been in the farmyard, for no one was in the garden exc
the nurse with the children. Katharine had not seen the lit
ones before that morning. They ran up to her directly :-' Sq
Aunt Kate, new frocks !' and they pointed to their black dressO
Katharine turned from them, unable even to kiss them. A cho)
ing, hysterical feeling rose up in her throat, and she walked vet
quickly up and down the gravel path, trying to overcome it; no
and then she stooped and gathered a flower, but she would nq
let herself think or look about-it was only by a strong physics
effort that she could hope to master herself. She had reached tit
laurel hedge between the lawn and the kitchen garden, and turn
again. Some one-a man-came along the cross path toward
her. She fancied it was John, and did not look at him parties
larly till he came nearer; then there was a second glance, a
Katharine saw that it was not John, it was Charles Ronaldstj
She was startled, yet scarcely surprised, after the first moment
for she had known he might come at any time. Her impulse wg
to go into the house, she was feeling so ill and weak; that, hom
ever, would have been unkind; and she could not be so to hii
who for years had been so kind to them. Besides,-it was a ver
vague memory which came over Katharine at that moment,
something that brought back to her a time of sadness, which y4
was scarcely sadness, so little there had been of real grief in it,but it made her feel gently and kindly towards him; and sd
was grateful, that after so long a separation, he had come to vi
them now in their trouble. He had lost all his shy, odd mannt
and came up and shook hands very warmly; and she kept b4
the struggling tears, and spoke calmly, and told him that she w
very thankful to see him; she had often been thinking of hi
lately, and her mother and John would find it the great
possible comfort to have him with them now. ' He had hop
that might be,' he said, ' and, therefore, he had made his arran
ments to come away as soon'He stopped. ' It was vi
like you,' said Katharine, gratefully ; 'you always knew how to
aside your own wishes.' ' They were not put aside at all in
case,' he said; 'my wish was to come !' ' To give us comf
replied Katharine; 'we want it very much! But won't you g
and see my mother, or at least let me tell her that you are co
and prepare her for seeing you ? And John, too, must be t
' John knows that I am here,' he replied; 'I was at Rilw
with him.'
'Were you ?' and Katharine's glistening
sparkled with a little of the expression of former days.
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were present.' 'Yes, present at the service; I came on
pose; that is, I only arrived about six this morning. There
Fno time to come on here then.' They walked on some paces
qtly, and then Katharine said, ' Certainly there are times when
legrn to value true friends.' His countenance changed, but
rdid not see it; and, after a moment's consideration, he said,
im glad you will look upon me as a friend; it has been my
b for years to prove myself such.' ' Thank you,' said Katha; offering him her hand; ' my father always considered you
' He was relieved to find that she could mention her father,
J continued the conversation more easily. Katharine told him
teat deal of what had taken place which he did not know
Ere, and his sympathy led her on to the expression of her own
|ings, and all that had softened the blow to her-those sacred
es, which perhaps are never more carefully hidden from the
eral view than when some great shock would at first sight
n necessarily to call them forth to light. Charles was gentle,
plkind, and put her quite at her ease. There was nothing in
mannerr to recall the past, at least, nothing that she would
noticed; indeed, the remembrance was scarcely present to
rafter the first moment. The conversation, and the walk, and
fresh air, were so quieting to her mind, that she would willgyhave remained with him much longer; but her mother
be wanting her, and she knew that she must go. Besides,
uld be necessary to prepare Mrs Ashton for seeing Charles.
as wishing himself to find John ; his stay, he said, must be
:short, and even on that day it would be necessary to talk
siness. 'To-morrow,' he added, 'I am engaged with the
of Lowther's business, and the day after I must return.'
try, very soon,' said Katharine; 'and when we have been
g for you so long ? But I forgot!' 'Forgot what ?' She
ed a little from the dread that she was alluding to a sube might dislike, and answered, ambiguously, ' I forgot how
you must have to occupy your thoughts. It has been a
satisfaction to us to hear of the success you have had.'
k you,' he replied; but he did not pursue the subject, and
ded, ' May I ask if you are returning to Rilworth ?' ' I
,' replied Katharine; 'at least for a time. I have not
,about anything with John yet, he has not been able to
I have not any
~ indeed, we have none of us been able.
Myself what is to be done, but my mother has said once
lately that she should like to be at home.' ' We must
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see where her home can be most comfortable,' replied Cha
'You will not mind my saying we, I hope, as if I was on
yourselves ?' ' Oh no, no !' exclaimed Katharine.
'I am d
too glad that it should be we.' Again he seemed checked,
it was only for a moment, and he went on, 'John said a litth
me just now about the future. He has a notion-I don't kn
of course, whether it would be a practicable one, that
Ashton would like to remain at Moorlands.' 'Live with J<
and Selina!
Oh no ! impossible!' exclaimed Katharine,
natural impetuosity overcoming the sobering influence of her g]
' He seems very anxious about it,' continued Charles, quie
'It would not do,' was Katharine's reply. 'My mother co
not live with Selina.' ' Not without you, perhaps,' he obser%
' Nor with me,' replied Katharine; ' I should be more likel)
mar than to make, in that case.' ' Perhaps other persons n
judge better than yourself,' replied Charles. 'Your brot
seems to have no fear; he is, in fact, much bent upon the id
' He has never suggested it to me,' observed Katharine, wit
little impatience of manner ; then, vexed with herself, she add
'But I would do whatever is right.' 'Yes, I was quite si
thoroughly convinced you would. I told your brother that
upon consideration, it seemed the most feasible step, there co
not be a doubt of your acquiescence.' Katharine felt again a
she ought to. have been consulted before her brother and Cha
Ronaldson formed plans for her; and a little pride rose up
her heart, which helped her, for a few minutes, to continue
conversation in a cold, business-like way. But it could not 1+
Charles Ronaldson was so entirely considerate, and even de
ential to her wishes, she could not be proud with him. C
science reproached her, and made her more bitterly sorrow
than she would have been from any other sorrow; and in oi
to bring herself round to a right frame of mind, she tried to thi
herself more heartily into the plan.
A change must be made; that she saw, when Charles 1
talked to her a little. At first she had entertained a hope that
and her mother might make arrangements with Henry Mad4
or with any one who might take the business, so as to remain
the old house. This would satisfy her mother, Katharine
and it was certainly what she most wished for herself; she
so fond of Rilworth and her district, and so thankful to be
Mr and Mrs Reeves. But the expense she now saw wou
more than they could afford, and the house was too large for t
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I, besides, the shop could not well be separated from it; and if
sere, the plan would materially lessen the value of the business
Gwere sold. The plan which had suggested itself to John was,
t Henry Madden should take the shop, just as it was, and carry
the business, giving Mrs Ashton and Katharine a fixed sum
a certain number of years out of it. Charles was a little fearof the plan, thinking that if the business were to decrease, it
uld be an injury to them; but John was perfectly certain of
nry Madden's fitness for the position, and felt it would save a
at deal of present inconvenience. Besides, it had been a plan
:e suggested by his father, when talking over the chances of
future. This consideration weighed with Katharine more
n any other. She had a great opinion of her father's wisdom
worldly matters, and any word of his now assumed a sacred
portance in her eyes. Nothing, however, could be settled
hout talking to Mrs Ashton; nor until Charles had gone over
farm, and decided whether the plan of remaining there all
ether was feasible.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
I-IE evening of that day was misty and rather cold. It was
late in the summer, and there was an autumnal feeling in
air. Jane wrapped her shawl closely round her, and walked
nd down the avenue at Maplestead waiting for her husband.
was to come alone, but in two days' time a large importation
sitors was to arrive. Jane was thankful to have him to heronly for two evenings ; yet she was a little nervous at the
ct of his arrival, for she had made up her mind to speak
upon business. When Katharine Ashton talked to her
oorlands, and asked her to write to Colonel Forbes about
ease and the rent, she had a good excuse to herself for
ing; but she was not thoroughly satisfied, she fancied that,
d been a coward. The feeling was deepened now, for all
sympathieswere excited. Katharine's interests had become
oubly, trebly, in that week of sorrow. Whatever she could
her she felt must be done, at any sacrifice of her own feel,nd what had she to fear? Why did her heart sink at
ght of introducing an unwelcome subject and receiving
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an ungracious answer? Words were but words; and if
husband were annoyed It would not be on account of any fault on her part. So Jane reasoned with herself; and so
haps almost all reason at some time or other. There is no rft
cause for dreading to say disagreeable things, and yet perhaps
there is nothing from which people so often shrink; and th
those who are apt to show annoyance and impatience, become
a way tyrants, not because they mean to be so, but because
persons with whom they live are cowards. Jane went throu
the conversation in her own mind many times ; saw exactly hol
her husband would look, heard exactly how he would speak. The
would be a knitting of the brows first, then an impatient tappiA
upon the table or the mantelpiece with his fingers, then the begi
ning of a sentence to interrupt her, then an ominous stillness, an
at the end a mental pushing away of the subject, evidenced byl
hasty, ' My love, it can't be ;' and after that would come I
impenetrable mood, which was worse than any passion ; a m4
in which he spoke quite civilly to her, but said only just as mucl
as was necessary, and vented his open irritation upon things it
general. The only thing to arouse him from these moods w4
excitement. Perhaps the arrival of his visitors might be of u9
in this instance; but even then Jane was not sure that he wouli
soon make friends with her again,-he did not always do so.
She feared all this, yet she longed to see him, and grew n
vously anxious when he did not come in time. Mr Ashto
accident frightened her, and every now and then fearful though
came over her of the sorrow there might be in store for her
Her love for her husband was very great then ; what might
not have been if he had proved himself all that she had o
fondly expected ? Jane had been saved from a great dang;
though she was not aware of it. The tendency of her mind
to idolatry ; it was a most Merciful Hand which was loosen
the tie that might have bound her for ever to earth. She he
the lodge-gates open, and the carriage drive up the avenue,
when it came near the coachman stopped. ,Colonel Forbes loo
;put and nodded to her; but he did not offer to alight and
with her, and she did not ask him. They met upon the hall-it
with the usual rather hurried kiss. Colonel Forbes was f
indignation about the railway people. ' They had been so
vokingly negligent,' he said ; ' he had actually lost a carpet
and he had been detained in Rilworthto write and make inqu
about it.' And two or three times he went over the hilt
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ere he had last seen the bag, and speculated upon whose fault
!ras. Jane listened, and was extremely sorry, and hoped he
Mild not vex himself ; and when his anger had a little subsided
stood warming himself with his back to the fire, which she had
dered to be lighted for him in his study, and asked her how she
d been getting on. 'Tolerably,' was Jane's reply. 'There
been a good deal to try me.' 'Try you, my dear?' He
' Only
kiked very much surprised. 'What do you mean?'
accident,' said Jane; 'Mr Ashton's accident, you know; I
tte you word.' 'Oh! yes, I remember--very shocking indeed.
or Ashton ! Well !'-he did not quite like to say at once
Iat was in his thoughts; but it came out a very few moments
Ierwards : 'the Protectionists will find his loss at the next
Fiction ' 'Every one will find it, I think,' said Jane ; 'he was
ha very useful person, and so honourable and sensible.'
yes, he was a good fellow in his way,' said the Colonel. 'Is
t dinner ready, Jane?' 'It was not ordered till seven,' relied Jane, ' and it is only a quarter-past six.' 'A very foolish
angement,' he observed, testily; 'I wrote you word to expect
tat six.' 'Yes, but there are so often delays,' said Jane,
tly; 'and I thought you would not have time to dress comably. Besides, I was not sure that you might not after all
.ng a friend with you, and then we should have been very
ch hurried.' 'I wish, my dear, you would learn to believe
t I mean what I say. I told you I should come alone at six
lock. Dinner ought to have been ready at half-past six.' ' I
very sorry,' said Jane, meekly ; 'perhaps it can be hastened.'
d spoiled !'exclaimed the Colonel. ' No ; if we are to wait,
ts at least have a dinner we can eat.' He threw himself into
arm-chair, and Jane sat down opposite to him. ' Shall we
the children down ?' she asked; 'there will be just time if
are not in bed.' He made no answer, but rang the bell.
i it was answered the servant brought word that Mr
lRdson would be very glad to speak with Colonel Forbes if
as at leisure. The Colonel looked up impatiently: ' iMr
' 'Mr Ronaldson, sir.' 'The Duke of Lowther's agent
the north,' said Jane, quietly. ' Oh ! let him come up.'
trvant retired. 'What can possess people to trouble on
hour ?' continued the Colonel. 'He is a friend of the
oxts, isn't he, Jane ?' 'Yes, a great friend,' replied Jane;
"thetn
hete, I suspect, on purpose to advise them' -btter advise John Ashton to pay more rent, or leave the
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farm; there is nothing else will serve him.' 'Must it be qu
such an increase ?' asked Jane, timidly. 'It will come ha
upon them now.' 'My dear, I must beg you to leave thq
matters to me;' and of course Jane was silenced. 'I suppol
I had better leave you to talk over your business by yourselves
she said; 'so I will go and get ready for dinner.' He did n,
take any notice of her. If he had she would have followed h,
natural impulse, and kissed him in remembrance that they h
only just met; but she wanted encouragement, and that he nev
gave. She went to her room and dressed for dinner, and the
sat down to read, but without being able to attend, her though
were wandering so much to Katharine, and all she must hal
been feeling that day. It was by Katharine's own wish that sl
had not gone to Moorlands to see her. There were likely to i
strangers in the house, friends and connections who had bee
present at the funeral, and Katharine felt for Jane what Jai
would not have felt for herself, and did not wish to put her in tl
way of meeting persons she did not know.
The conversation with Charles Ronaldson lasted very lon
The second dinner-bell had rung before Jane heard her husbar
enter his dressing-room. She had learned to interpret even tl
way in which he shut his door, and she augured no good fro
its quick closing and the sliding of the bolt. She joined hi
when he came out of his room, and they walked down-star
together; and just before they went into the dining-room s
ventured to ask whether Mr Ronaldson's business was of mu(
importance. 'We will talk about it by and by,' was the reply
and Jane blamed herself for indiscretion. They had a sil
dinner, partly because the men-servants were in the roof
partly, also, because Colonel Forbes gave such very short a
swers, that Jane did not know how to continue any subj
When, at last, the dessert was placed upon the table, and
were left alone, Jane thought she might once more allude to
subject so much in her thoughts.
'You told me,' she sq
'that I might hear something of Mr Ronaldson's busin
'Did I, my dear? it was nothing that concerns you.'
Q
Jane looked blank ; and, after an instant's pause, added, by,
of apology, ' I did not think it concerned me, but I fanci
might have had something to do with the Ashtons.' ' Peopl
most strange in these days,' exclaimed Colonel Forbes;
possible reason can there be for my granting any special f
to John Ashton ?' ' Only the remembrance of" auld lang,
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suppose,' suggested Jane. ' I don't know anything about " auld
g syne," as you call it, Jane. I believe you have some sentiental remembrance of it, which makes you patronise Miss Ashn ; but I must beg to say that I have none myself, and if I had
should not sacrifice the interests of the country to a foolish weaktess.' Jane did not at all know what to say next; but, finding
ber husband silent, she remarked that Mr Ronaldson was such a
very sensible, judicious person, she should not have imagined he
should have made any unreasonable request. She said this merely
because she did not wish to change the conversation suddenly,
s though she were annoyed. Colonel Forbes, however, took it up
sharply : 'I wish, Jane, you would not misunderstand in the way
rou so constantly do. I never said that Mr Ronaldson made an
unreasonable request, or John Ashton, or any one. It may be all
Orfectly reasonable, but I may not be inclined to grant it.'
Certainly not,' replied Jane; but even then she did not dare
ksk what the request was. It was mentioned, however, at last.
Ronaldson urges me to give John Ashton a trial at Moorlands
r a year before he takes a lease at the increased rent,' said
lonel Forbes. 'Oh ! that was what Katharine wanted,' eximed Jane. Her husband turned round upon her instantly;
hen, my dear, why did you not tell me so ? If you and Miss
hton have been putting your heads together to plan the arrangent of my property, why not do me the favour to let me know
t you have decided upon?' ' O Philip!' exclaimed Jane,
oachingly, 'you know that is wrong; you know, quite well,
t I never plan or decide upon anything unknown to you.'
bg your pardon,' he replied, coldly; ' I thought I understood
to say that the idea had been mentioned to you.' ' Yes, just
tioned in the course of conversation,' said Jane; ' that is,'she blushed, for conscience reproached her with equivocation
Katharine told me what they wished, and asked me to write to
,but''But what?' asked Colonel Forbes, sarcastically.
d not like to trouble you; I was afraid !' said Jane, still
ing the impulse of her most truthful mind, to say exactly
had been her motive. Yet she trembled, and not without
That word 'afraid' touched a dangerous chord-one
from the very first beginning of their affection had proa jarring note. 'Afraid! ' he repeated. ' I am a tyrant,
my wife is afraid of me ; she cannot give me the most trivial
ace ! She can talk over my private affairs with her female
-with Miss Ashton, the bookseller's daughter, but she can.
P
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not come openly to me and tell me what it is of importan
should know.' He pushed aside his plate, rose from his ch
and paced the room. Jane thought she could speak, but s..
tried, and her voice failed her; and receiving no answer he wei
on in the tone of a man who has been deeply injured. ' Yo
may think it of no consequence yourself, Jane, to keep up thi
stiff reserve between us ; no doubt it does signify but little to yoe
My interests, I know, are of very slight consequence to you
i
except so far as they.affect your own personal comfort; but
must take the opportunity of warning you, that you will do your
self and me material injury by persisting in this habit of keeping
back everything from me, and making me a stranger in my owl
house.' Jane's humble, self-upbraiding spirit made her seize upnd
the shadow of truth contained in this accusation, and she said
she knew she was cowardly, but she could not have thought, ii
the present instance, that it could possibly be of consequendl
to him to know what had passed between Katharine and he
self. 'Everything is of consequence to me,' he repeated, hil
voice a very little softened; ' I wish to know everything; I have
told you so repeatedly. You can be no judge what is
importance to me and what is not.' Jane could not in the lea
understand what she had done; but accustomed to be miscot
strued, she had learned how to behave so as not to irritate hiA
further.
So, without requiring an explanation, she only we
marked that she should be wiser for the future. ' You don't s~i
the working of things,' he continued, mollified by her gentle
ness; 'it is one thing to say quietly to Katharine Ashto
through you, that the thing can't be, and therefore it had bettd
not be formally asked ; and another to have to refuse point blaill
a man like Ronaldson-an old inhabitant of Rilworth-a man d
influence. It gives me the character of a hard landlord; it s
people talking; it does me harm in a thousand ways. I wish, F4dt
all my heart I wish,' he added, ' that old Ashton had been at t=i
Antipodes before he made such a fool of me as to persuade me
dk-r
let *.good farm upon those absurd conditions' ' I did not
there were ahy conditions,' replied Jane. 'Not that if Ji
Ashton chooses to stay, and to pay the rent, I am bound to res~i
the lease?' said Colonel Forbes. ' No, I did not know it,' repl
i
Jane 'I never thought about inquiring into such things.' F
haps it might have been better if you had,' he replied, shal
'If Ashton chooses to remain upon my terms, I can't say "N
to him. It was a promise given when he took Moorlands,
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ii could not see why this should vex him; and as his firstirritah seemed to be subsiding, she ventured to ask him why he wa
:desirous that John Ashton should not stay. 'When I stand assnber for the county, which I certainly shall do at the next dis,
lution of Parliament, John Ashton's vote will be against me,'
s the reply. Member for the county ! that was a totally new
pht to Jane. She might well have retaliated now upon him ftr
nt of confidence, but she was too humble and charitable for that,
td she merely replied, that she had never understood before that he
ud any idea of the kind. 'Then you know it now, my dear; anid
will teach you, I hope, how necessary it is to keep back nothing
Dm me. Either I refuse John Ashton, and have Mr Ronaldsi
king about it to every one, and the world crying out upon me ;
keep him at Moorlands, and nourish an enemy at my owfi
ior. If I had only known the matter through you, I might have
' I am very sorry, very sorry
Dpped it before it came to this.'
leed,' said Jane, though she could not see how any confidence
t her part could have prevented such a state of things. She
to go up-stairs to the drawing-room-her husband opened
door for her; she waited for an instant, and there was a
cement as if she half-expected a kiss of reconciliation--but it
not to be. Colonel Forbes was in a mood. Every one who
experience of moody people will know what that iniplieds
ione who has not can imagine it, even from description.

RI
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CHAPTER XXXIV.
E did not see Katharine again at Moorlands foi sothe
time. The day after the funeral, Mrs Ashton expressed a
wish to go back to Rilworth, and she was not in a condiCharles Ronaldson, much to his owni
be thwarted.
nience, agreed to remain another day, in order to be
them, and help them; and he hoped also, by this delay, t6
their plans for the future into some definite form before
ure. If this were not done, he saw only interminable
f iAll, especially for Katharine. Every one could with,
oile could decide. Mrs Ashton was bent upon living ift
Aouse; Katharine inclined to the notion of going into a
be in Rilworth. Selina harped upon the necessity of
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remaining at Moorlands, under all circumstances ; John declarq
it was impossible at the increased rent which Colonel Forb
demanded. When Charles was with them, his good sense at
judgment, and kind sympathy, brought gentleness and harmonic
and, notwithstanding the necessity of discussing business, tl
day of the funeral itself passed off peacefully. But the ne
morning Charles went off early to Rilworth Castle, and almi
immediately afterwards Mrs Ashton became restless and fretful
-fancied that there was a plan for keeping her at Moorlani
against her will, and preventing her return to the old house, an
insisted, as has been said, upon an instant removal. Katharir
was not sorry for the change-Moorlands was very trying <
her. Selina was most provokingly selfish in argument ; and t
painful disturbance of the household during last week had ma
the children more unruly than ever. Her chief regret was t
John, who looked very anxious and unhappy, and was bewilder
by the new circumstances in which he found himself place
Katharine was much touched by his manner just before th
parted; his chief comfort would be taken away, he said, wi
she was gone, and he had no heart to set to work at anything
was all so uncertain. He wished Selly could make up her mi
to leave Moorlands at once, only he did not know what
should do then,-go to Australia, perhaps, he could see not
else for them. Katharine was for a moment startled at this.
appearance of an idea which she had hoped at first was me
a discontented fancy; but she knew her brother well eno
not to oppose him directly, and warded off the subject by rem
ing that they should all see their way clearly, she had no do
in a few days ; and in the meantime they must be thankful
had such a friend as Charles Ronaldson to advise them. '
said John, emphatically; ' there isn't another like him to be f
in these parts, or anywhere that I ever heard. O Kate !
could you ever--?' But Kate stopped him : ' We won't
about that, John, dear; it is best not.' She hurried up-st
tell her mother that the fly was at the door; perhaps s
that it was better not to think as well as not to talk.
Very sad was that return to the old house. If it had not
for the constant attention which her mother required, K
would have given way entirely under the trial. So like,
different everything was from what it had been; and it w
a fortnight since that the world had seemed to be going
quietly, as if it could never change ; or as if, when it did c
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would be by smooth, imperceptible degrees. Katharine had
Lver realised to herself the possibility of any great shock in her
ife, it had been so even in its tenor hitherto; but now it seemed
is if something strange and frightening might come upon her at
my moment. Her confidence in the stability of things had been
shaken; and, to add to the sudden rush of grief which came
tpon her continually, when she was quite unprepared for it, she
elt herself nervously incapable of looking steadily upon the future,
of forming any plans which depended upon things remaining
is they were. She had a feeling now that nothing could continue.
Kr Reeves came to visit them in the course of the afternoon, and
oothed her a good deal. Her mother also liked to see him; he
wad to her, and talked to her, and that not in a general way, but
dividually. He told her little things about her husband, which
one but himself knew ;-instances of Mr Ashton's kindness to
sons in trouble; remarks he had made, and questions he had
ked, which showed a heart thoroughly repentant for its many
s and negligences, and resting its hope of acceptance upon the
y sure Foundation. Mr Ashton had been very reserved to his
n family in all that personally concerned himself, but he had
ked to Mr Reeves much more freely; and though Katharine's
rs fell bitterly, when she thought that opportunities for mutual
pathy upon these subjects were lost to her for ever in this
Id, the result of the conversation was to quiet and strengthen
mind, and render her more able to face the trials which might
before her.
ea-time when it came was very overpowering, both for herself
her mother. It was impossible not to look at the shop-door,
think that it was going to open; and there was the great
r placed where Mr Ashton used to sit, and Katharine could
bear to put it aside; and yet it looked so indescribably
nful, almost awful, she was quite glad when the servant
in, and accidentally put it out of its place ; she could not
moved it herself. After tea, things were a little better;
ther began to work for the children at Moorlands, making
e common frocks out of an old black gown which she had
, and this rather occupied her attention ; and she did not,
harine had feared she might, talk about the house, and
upon remaining in it. About eight o'clock she was quite
t, and went to bed; and then Katharine sat down to try
ect her own thoughts, and form a judgment as to what
done; a task quite impossible when, as had happened
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that day, every minute some person or duty claimed her atteA
tion.
If it had been necessary to think only for her mother and he
self, a decision would have been easy enough-they must take i
small house in Rilworth, and either sell the business entirely, a
give it up to Henry Madden, with the agreement of receiving
certain sum from the profits. The latter plan would not havo
approved itself to Katharine's judgment, though, as having beef
proposed by her father, it would to her feelings, except for on
reason ;-all the property of every kind was left to Mrs Ashtoi
during her lifetime; and Katharine, conscious of her mother"
weak affection for John, was afraid of the consequences of put
ting everything she possessed within her reach at any moment
If John should be in difficulties, Mrs Ashton would be certain ti
help him at whatever sacrifice to herself, or even to Katharine
and unselfish though Katharine was, both by nature and habit
she could not but see that this might in the end bring ruin upal
a l. As long as they had a yearly income from the shop, however
small, there would be something for them to depend upon, ev0
in the event (which was very probable) of John's coming upoi
them for more help than he already had. His own share in hi
father's property was very nearly gone. It had been sunk in sd
ting him up in the farm, and assisting him since he had begi
carrying it on ; but he was now in a great degree free from deb
and if he would only be wise and careful, and attend to Charl
Ronaldson's instructions; and if Selina would cease to be a fib
lady, and give up her greenhouse, and her gay parties, and 1o
after her servants, and work for her children, and superinto
the domestic affairs of the farm, everything might be well. B
all this was doubtful, perhaps in Katharine's eyes rather m4
than doubtful; and the large increase of rent which John
called upon to pay would in that case completely crush
Katharine could not help feeling vexed with Colonel Forbes
driving them to a decision so quickly. If he could have b
content to leave things as they were for one more year, t
wpuld have had time to judge correctly ; but now, with the ne
sity of coming to a conclusion at once, they were almost cert
to make a mistake. Katharine thought over the business vagn
at first, and could not see her way out of the difficulties *at
but then she became more methodical, and set herself to cons
first, what they must not do. Certainly they must not remain
the old house-that was put aside ; certainly John must not
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unless he could see his way to the payment of the
increased rent; certainly it would be a great expense to go from
iMoorlands; certainly John was just as likely to fail in another
farm as he was in that one; and certainly, also, he was not fitted
for any other kind of business, especially not for trade. All these
points were quite clear to her mind, therefore it was clear also,
that Moorlands would be likely to prove the best place, if the
rent could be paid. There was but one way of managing that
point. Katharine was very unwilling to believe it; but the more
she thought the more she was convinced that Charles Ronaldson's
proposition was the only feasible one for all. She and her mother
must go to Moorlands; they must pay John a certain sum, as
they would have done if they had taken another house, or gone
into lodgings. Mrs Ashton would superintend a great deal of
the in-door work of the farm, to which she had been accustomed
n her youth; Katharine would take care of the children, and
save expense by working for them, and would endeavour to check
her brother when he was inclined to be extravagant, and urge
him to exertion when tempted to be indolent; and so, by all joining
together, they might hope to go on with tolerable comfort. Kathaine could not promise herself anything more, she so very much
disliked the plan, and saw so many difficulties and disagreeables
the way of its execution; but it really did seem that to leave
ohn to himself just at this moment would be leaving him to
in, and that would be far worse for them all than any annoyinces which might be caused by the union of the two families.
hen once Katharine's judgment was convinced, she was in a
egree at rest. She could face any trouble when it was definite;
nd her good sense and strong religious feeling soon made her
quiesce in the plan, not as agreeable, but as necessary, and,
refore, no doubt, intended to act in some way for their highest
efit. Her mother, she thought, would demur to it at first;
t there was a good deal to tempt her in the plan, especially
It
e idea of helping John, and having country occupations.
ainly was strange to herself to see how her opinions had
hanged since first the idea was suggested; but that fact gave
a most useful lesson in self-distrust. She had naturally very
judgment, and lately she had been accustomed to be so
salted, that she was in danger of depending upon her own
'ions and her first impressions too much. To see that others
brought forward a plan contrary to her own, but which was
ly to be the best in the end, was a very useful discipline.

6
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Besides, there was a great deal to be thankful for in the arrange
ment; family union first, then usefulness, to say nothing of thq
comfort of a country home, and the satisfaction of being near
Maplestead. Katharine could not feel happy, or look forward to
any pleasure, but she could be grateful; and her last thought,
when she laid her head upon her pillow, was of the ' Mercy which
had followed her all the days of her life.'

CHAPTER XXXV.
came early the next morning.
CHARLES
He was toRONALDSON
leave Rilworth at eleven o'clock. Katharine
and he had a long conversation together before Mrs Ashton was
down-stairs. Katharine put before him the result of her reflect
tions of the previous evening, and received the sanction of hio
judgment. He was only afraid of two things; one, that Mrs
Ashton might be induced to spend more money upon John than
was just and reasonable; the other, that Katharine herself
would be worn out by the constant claims upon her time and
exertions. They both foresaw that when Selina had a perso
with her able and willing to take from her the care of her chi
dren and her household, she would become more indolent a
absent than ever. The only consolation, as regarded the ne
plan, being, that she was not likely to be much better under a
other circumstances. The same argument held good as to
probability of Mrs Ashton's ruining herself by assisting her so
She would be as likely to do it if they lived separately as if th
were together; and Katharine hoped, by constant care
watchfulness, to put a stop to the petty daily expenditure whi
Charles Ronaldson feared.
And so they talked for a long time upon matters of mere bu
ness; both as calmly, and apparently as unconcernedly as if
storm of suffering had ever passed over their heads.
No o
would have supposed that Charles Ronaldson had ever en
tained a feeling for Katharine beyond that of hearty regard;
her manner was so entirely unconstrained, her thoughts so
gaged by her home interests, that it was evident the very me
of the past days had for the time been blotted out. But
parting hour drew near. Mrs Ashton was not quite ready
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down and say good-bye to him, as she wished; and Kathaine went to help her, for she was afraid that Charles might be
ate for the London train. When she returned she found him
standing by the mantelpiece, his head buried in his hands, and
ost in thought. 'My mother will be ready in less than ten
ninutes,' she said ; 'can you wait ? I think there is time if you
tave nothing else to do.' He took out his watch: 'I think there
vill be a quarter of an hour. I left my visit to you till the last.'
That was very good of you,' said Katharine. 'My mother will
)e very sorry not to have seen more of you ; she would not have
stayed in bed this morning if I had not forced her to it, fearing
o miss you.' ' I am very thankful to have been able to come,'
he said, ' and I shall be very anxious to hear how you are geting on.' ' I must write and tell you if we are in difficulty,' said
Katharine. The words were followed by a slight blush; she
had spoken without consideration, and the thought crossed her
nind that perhaps she had been forward ; but then he was an
ad and tried friend, and engaged to be married, and she could
~t bear to think-she would not allow herself to think-that
here was any reason why they should not be perfectly free with
h other. 'Would you really write ?' he began, eagerly; but
e sentence was ended coldly, as he added, ' You could not do
a greater favour.' Katharine was a little pained; perhaps she
really been too forward, and he did not like it; and, as an
irect excuse, she said, 'You are such a very old friend, and I
't know whom else I could apply to.' 'I should have supposed
"Reeves might have been of use to you,' he replied in the
e chilling tone. 'In some things; yes, in some,' replied
arine; 'but not in these business matters.
Of course,
gh, I will not trouble you unnecessarily.' She did not
w whether he heard the latter part of her speech, for just
her mother came in, and Charles went up to her to shake
ds, and ask how she was. Katharine was so uncomfortable at
change in his manner, that for an instant she forgot her usual
tion to her mother, and thought only of herself. So silly
wrong it seemed in her to speak hastily, as she often did !
rally enough he would think it strange that she should be the
o propose a correspondence, and yet she really meant noby it, nothing at all. If she had meant anything she could
ve spoken so freely. Time was passing quickly, and Charles
*a few minutes to spare, and these were engrossed by
hton. He did not think it wise just then to enter into
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any detailed plans for the future; but he told her that he t
been over the farm at Moorlands with John, and had looked is
his accounts, and the result was that, with care, he thought Jdo
might do well there, if between them they could provide the is
creased rent. At any rate, he was not worse off there than i
would be elsewhere, supposing he still persisted in farming
Mrs Ashton was much relieved at this opinion. Of all thins
she disliked changes, and just now they would have been pect
liarly painful to her. She could not help feeling as if Charle
had in some active way been instrumental in bringing about sud
a satisfactory idea, and her gratitude was most cordial. It hai
been a very great comfort, she said, to see him ; and not to he
only, but to John, and Selina, and Katharine, to all of them, ii
deed; he had done for them what no other person could hav
done just then. 'And now you are going,' she added, as he tod
up his hat, 'and we shan't see you again till one can't say th
time when.' ' It will not be so very long,' he replied; ' at lea
I hope not. There is likely to be business for me in this part o
the world before long.' ' Indeed ! and then we may hope thl
you will bring some one else to see us,' said Mrs Ashton, withti
mournful attempt to speak cheerfully, which Katharine was afral
might end in a burst of tears. 'My mother is always talking
coming,' said Charles, 'but the distance is very great for a pi
son of her age.' ' If you will bring her to us'
began M1
Ashton; but the sentence was stopped by a remembrance th
she might not have a house of her own in which to receive
guest, and she sobbed hysterically. Katharine was very ml
distressed for her, and almost as much so for Charles, who
impatient to go, and yet could not bear to leave her in such
state. Katharine brought her a glass of water, and after drinks
a little she grew more composed, and tried again to resume A
subject: 'Kate and I shall be most glad to see your mother, wht
ever we may be, Charlie; tell her that from us. But I was
thinking so much of her-there will be another Mrs Ronald
won't there, before long ?' Charles turned deadly pale, and
really could not speak. Katharine came to his assistance: '
must forgive us, Mr Ronaldson; we cannot help being interest
in all which interests you ; but you shall tell us about it at
own time ; only,' she added, shaking hands with him wa
'we wish you so much happiness.' Katharine's voice was
gularly firm, almost unnaturally so; there was not any feelin
all in it, unless it might have been the effort to repress feel
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Charles appeared in a manner stunned; he just said, 'Thank
you, thank you, good-bye;' and then it seemed to strike him
tat he had been remiss, and he came back again to Mrs Ashton,
begged her to let him hear of anything he could do for her.
'There is his pencil-case; he has left his pencil-case, Kate,' said
Mrs Ashton, as the door closed. Katharine hurried after him :
SMr Ronaldson, your pencil-case; you have forgotten it.' He
turned at the sound of her voice, and his face was almost ghastly
in its expression. 'Good-bye, once more,' said Katharine. He
kept her hand: 'Miss Ashton-only one word-did you really
Katha'Yes, indeed.'
think I was going to be married?'
rine's heart beat very quickly, and, angry with herself-she did
snot know why-she added, ' we were very glad to hear it.' That
was a sharp pang of conscience which followed. The words
were not strictly true ; but Charles could see nothing of the inmost heart, and, dropping her hand abruptly, he said stiffly, ' I
will ask you to contradict the report;' and they parted.
Katharine went back to her mother. Mrs Ashton had eaten
no breakfast, and Katharine tried to persuade her to take a cup
of coffee, and said she would make it herself in the parlour.
' Thank you, my dear; you don't look at all well yourself this
morning,' was Mrs Ashton's reply; 'won't you have some too?'
f No, thank you, mother dear,' replied Katharine; 'I made
' very good breakfast at eight o'clock;' and, turning away from
rs Ashton's scrutinising gaze, she busied herself in going in
lid out of the room to fetch what was wanted, and in stirring
e fire, and putting on coals, for it was a chilly morning and
most autumnal, though the season would have been called
mer. Mrs Ashton did not talk very much; she did not seem
have much heart for business, and probably did not like to
sturb herself with the idea of the change which no doubt she
in her secret heart might soon be necessary. Katharine
lnot sit down at all; and at last Mrs Ashton grew fidgety,
d said she could not bear such incessant movement-if Kathae had things to do up-stairs she had better go and see about
m, and leave her to herself ; she would try and work a little
the children's frocks. Katharine gave her her workbox, and
headed several needles for her; and then, kissing her, and
aging her to be sure and ring the moment she wanted anyg, went away. And most thankful she was to go-to be
e. She did not think it would have been possible to remain
r that restraint of feeling much longer, for she was so
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lonely, so unhappy; all the old grief had come upon her, an
with a new bitterness. There was no one now to soothe her an
thoroughly sympathise with her. The one person who coul
have done so was gone-quite gone, for ever it might be. Th
great distance between them was like for ever; and she coul
not write to him now, a barrier was between them-he was free
At that thought a feeling of gladness, which shocked and paine
her, rose up in her heart. She would not own it to herself
first ; but she was very true with herself-she never wilfully
trifled with even the slightest suggestion of conscience, an
presently she returned to the feeling and examined it. Wh
made her feel glad ? Selfishness, vanity-so at least she said t
herself. She liked still to be first in his eyes-she would wis
to be so even at the expense of his happiness. It was a ver
humiliating confession. Katharine felt as if for the first tim
she was learning the deceitfulness of her own heart. But hol
much she had to be thankful for; how much the mistake under
which she had been labouring had helped her during the las
few days ! With her present wrong, silly, vain feelings, it woul
have been impossible to have been quite at her ease wit
Charles as she had been. And she could understand no,
why he seemed to dislike the idea of her writing to him. Ce
tainly it would have been an odd thing to offer if they ha
stood to each other in the same position as formerly ; be
he would perceive now how it happened that she ventur
to propose such a thing; that was one comfort; she wo4
be re-established in his good opinion if she had in any d"
lost it. The very satisfaction, however, which this idea gd
was a fresh cause for Katharine's self-condemnation.
said to herself that she cared too much for his good opinion ;
was vanity still, and she was sure he would be shocked at it ;
in this last conversation he had given her the impression of be'
even more strict and severe in his judgment of right and wr
than he was in the old times. As to his retaining any fee
for her it could not be, he was quite altered. He had evide
no thought of anything but business all the time he was
them ; and yet at the very minute Katharine said this, there
a lurking feeling of the contrary, which she instantly tri
stifle. All these conflicting notions were very unsafe for Ka
rine; they made her think of Charles Ronaldson more than
at all desirable for her peace of mind, or even her moral.
being. Nothing which makes us concentrate our tho
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ipon ourselves can be good for any length of time, and selfjxamination is of all things the most likely to degenerate into
norbid self-consciousness, if it is not carried on in a strictly
eligious spirit. It was happy for her that active duties were
Lt hand to force into active thought; yet even then there was
he aching at the heart, the perpetual recurrence of some thought
;onnected with him, the involuntary listening for his voice when
he door-bell rang, with the absurd hope that something might
lave detained him, and he might be returned to wish them
Another good-bye. All this was worse than grief; it lowered her
n her own eyes, for she was constantly resolving to think of
;omething else, and constantly breaking the resolution. Fortulately for Katharine she was not likely to be noticed whatever
she might be thinking or feeling ; there was too much to make
ier unhappy for it to be a matter of surprise if she seemed so ;
Lad though Mrs Ashton several times during the day remarked
sow ill she looked, she always accounted for it, and added;
And indeed, my dear, no wonder !'
The next day was Sunday, and they went to church in the
ternoon. Mrs Ashton bore it better than Katharine expected,
nd the effort enabled her to rally her spirits a little. She was
ore herself afterwards ; and when John walked in from Moords, as he did about five o'clock, intending to go to church at
worth in the evening, Mrs Ashton was almost cheerful, and
d to hear about Selina and the children, and said she hoped to
able to see them again soon. This seemed rather an opening
introducing the proposed change; but it happened to be nearly
time for evening service, and Katharine did not like to disturb
Sunday quietness by bringing forward an agitating subject;
it was agreed, therefore, between John and herself, that it
uld be mentioned to her the following day. John was inribably relieved himself at the possibility of remaining at
rlands, and Katharine thought it was as much for the sake of
estic peace as for his own comfort. Selina's wishes were so
strong upon the point that she was not likely to leave him
,peace until it was settled her way. So far Katharine was
that Selina would look upon their living at Moorlands as a
,and not a trial, which she very probably would have done
r other circumstances.
world was to begin in its old way on Monday morning.
'ne felt this bitterly. There was no excuse to be made any
for not seeing persons if they chose to call, and business
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could not be put aside as it had been ; but if duties were necessary
the only satisfactory way of performing them was to begin vigor
ously, and Katharine stifled her sorrow and steeled her heart, aid
immediately after breakfast entered with her mother upon thi
question of a removal to Moorlands.
How strange it is-what cowards we are, in spite of the lesson
of faith which are so continually given us ! Katharine introduced
the subject timidly, dreading a long argument. She had not said
'
more than a few sentences, when she found her mother not only
willing, but even anxious to second the proposal. It had stfi
gested itself to her own mind. Perhaps when away from Moof,
lands she missed more having the opinion and judgment of a maO
to lean upon ; or it might be that she was cheered by the present
of the children; or, more likely still, the actual return to the 0ot
house had convinced her that she never could be happy in
again. Be this as it may, Katharine's difficulties melted into thif
air when once she grasped them, and all that remained was i
determine the lesser questions as to the disposal of the sho)
the furniture, etc. These, at least, were the public questioning
There were many peculiar only to Katharine, which harassed h
a good deal. The district was one. She could not bear to gi
it up, and yet she felt that it must be done. Five years befoM
in her eagerness to embrace every opportunity of usefulness,
would have determined upon keeping it, trusting to be able.5 f
arrange her occupations as to visit it every week ; but experie
had taught her many lessons, and, amongst others, that in attr
ing too match we seize upon work not intended for us, and!
consequence accomplish nothing welL If she was to be useful
Moorlands, she could not also be useful in Rilworth. Mrs For
with the advantage of more leisure, and the command of carria
and horses, had tried it and failed, and Katharine, theta
could not hope to succeed. It did not follow that she might
see her poor people, and interest herself about them; btt
would be different from undertaking an actual respond
Besides, it was evident that the providence of God was prep
for her a new sphere of duty. Her business, therefore, was'
her best with that, arid not to look with lingering regret
one which it was His Will t6 take from her. And theft
other sacrifices involved in the removal from Rilworth which
but Katharine herself could understand. She had g
around her, within the last few years, several young person
own position in life, to whom ;he felt that her advice and'i
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ance were very useful, and these must now be left in a great
degree to themselves; and there were others, more of her own
standing in age, but rather superior to herself in worldly rank,
Whose society had often given her both pleasure and profit. Some
was accustomed to meet at district meetings, or when some
opportunity occurred for her being asked to drink tea at Mr
Reeves'; others she had been introduced to by Mrs Reeves herself. They had greatly influenced and enlarged Katharine's mind,
partly by conversation, and partly by lending her books, which
every one seemed anxious to do, when once it was known that
she was fond of reading. It was sad to think that all this must
iow be given up-that she must content herself with Selina's
frivolous observations upon dress and the weather. If it had not
en for her acquired habit of study she would have felt it even
ore; but reading was a much less effort now than it used to be,
d the society of books she might always hope to have. Mr
ves would lend her any which he had, and the Miss Lockes
re great readers, and were always anxious to send her anything
eresting which came in their way. Betsey Carter, too, though
urd in some respects, was sensible enough in others, and had
given Katharine very good advice as to books; and
harine indulged an idea now, which before had not seemed
ssary, that of joining a book society, so that she might always
e the opportunity of reading without being dependent on the
ity of her friends, How much she felt the value of Mr
es' advice, when he made her take home the volumes of
ls to finish ! That had been the beginning of a habit which
fnow to be an incalculable comfort to her. If she had waited
he present time to begin, her mind would have been so illed to attention, and the cares of life would have pressed so
lly upon her, that in all probability she would have found it
ifef, but only a painful effort to read steadily.
tharine could see all this in the midst of her great grief and
any anxieties. Hers was a bright, hopeful mind, always
but for the 'silver lining' to the cloud; and even when
ifg pain, the sense of loneliness, and the self-reproach
hAd been present with her since Charles Ronaldson's deAwere the most Wearing to her spirits, she had still
a id Wotds 6f cheering comfort for her mother, and for
privilege of kneeling in her own chamber, and telling
to Him who was always near to listen to them.

she
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
SI AM going into Rilworth this afternoon, Jane,' said Colon

Forbes, on the Wednesday after Mr Ashton's funeral
'have you any business there ? Jane felt as if she must hav
if it were only for the prospect of a drive with her husband alone
For the last two days the house had been full of gentlem
visitors, and she had seen nothing of him. Colonel For
happened to be in particularly good-humour that morning.
had been listening to some judiciously-administered flatterie
very judicious they were, he could not endure open praise; bd
he liked to be consulted and deferred to, in manner, howev
more than in words, for he was extremely fastidious, and, as
the case with most persons who are so, he piqued himself upon
it. He thought it proved his good taste, and never forimoment supposed that it could be a mask for ill-temper. It hA
been suggested to him formally that morning, that a seat for t
county was more befitting a man of his fortune than to be mer
ber for the borough. The idea exactly chimed in with his owh
and he did not make any foolish attempt to conceal it. He s
he should wish it ; and he and his parliamentary friends
spent the morning in making calculations as to the probabilit
of success, which were very satisfactory. Colonel Forbes
anxious to tell all this to his wife-she was his safety-valve;
had no fear of appearing vain in her eyes and being misund
stood, and so he was very glad to seize upon the opportunity
a drive into Rilworth, short though it was, for a tte-d-tite;
Jane, only too happy whenever he expressed the least inclinati
for her society, went to dress for her drive with a lighter h
than she had had for many days. 'Where do you wish to
my dear?' was Colonel Forbes' first question, as he seated hi'
self by her side. 'To a good many places,' replied Jane,
there is time; but if not, perhaps we had better drive at once
Mrs Ashton's, if you don't care. I must see Katharine if I
she and her mother went off from Moorlands so sud
Colonel Forbes' brow was a little overcast at the mention of
name of Ashton; but he only told the servant rather impati
to stop at Ashton the bookseller's, and reminded Jane th
should be in Rilworth but a very short time, so she had
not stay too long with Miss Ashton if she had any shoppi
do. Jane very much wished to continue the subject, in the
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of

obtaining from her husband something satisfactory as regarded Moorlands, but they were at peace at the moment, and
she could not bear to disturb such rare and happy repose. She
led the conversation, therefore, back again to the former topicthe prospect of Colonel Forbes becoming member for the
county. He had with him a list of the votes which he felt
certain he could command in his immediate neighbourhood, and
he gave it to Jane to read. 'There are a good many more
doubtful ones,' he added; 'but I wish to reckon only certainties.'
'What name is this?' asked Jane, pointing to one which was
written opposite to that of Moorlands Farm. Colonel Forbes
bent down to look. 'That?'
He hesitated a little. 'Oh
Andrews; he is a cousin of George Andrews. He wants the
farm, and I think I shall let him have it; h,e is quite a sound
mnan.' Jane was perplexed, and, after a short pause, asked,
though very timidly, ' Is it really certain, then, that John Ashton
is going to leave Moorlands ?' ' Certain, if I am to believe what
people say,' he replied, testily; 'Ronaldson told me Ashton could
dot afford the rent, and I can tell him he won't stay there if he
n't.' ' Oh !' was all Jane's answer; she could not again touch
pon the dangerous ground of the year's delay.
They were then very near Rilworth. Jane was sorry that the
ve was so short, and said so; and her husband was touched
y her warm expression of feeling, and especially by the hearty
ay in which she had entered into his schemes, and once or twice
ed her his darling, apparently with the fondness of his first
ection. This was indescribably sweet to poor Jane, for it was
ely that she heard such words ;-all the past was forgotten in
moment, as if it had never been, and even his faults were not
ught of. When she felt that he really loved her, how could
remember anything painful ? He had business at the Postce, and at one or two other places where she could go with
She could not help him in any way, and the business was
in the least likely to interest her, and he knew that she wished
have as much time as possible for Katharine Ashton; but now
he was in good-humour he did not choose to part from her.
instead of allowing her to go in and see Katharine at once, he
y went himself into the shop, gave some orders he wanted,
insisted good-humouredly, but still in a way which admitted
refusal, that Jane should drive with him to the Post-office,
the other places to which he wished to go at the further end
town. Then, if she liked, she might manage, he said, a
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little shopping, whilst he went to see Mr Andrews, and make hi
way to Mrs Ashton's as the last thing; and there the carrial
might call for her. It was just the most disagreeable, into
venient arrangement for Jane that could have been propoM
It wasted her time, shortened her visit to Katharine, and gave h
a long walk, which was likely to be too much for her strengt
and would probably tire her, and render her unfit for entertainit
her visitors in the evening. She did say to him that it was rath
far from Mill Place, where he proposed she should stop, to the tt
of High Street; but there was some difficulty about her havit
the carriage, as it interfered with a plan of his for taking
Andrews with him to see Mr Somebody-else, who was likely
be a staunch ally; and Jane, always disliking to make difficulty
put her own comfort aside instantly, and said, that no doubt 91
should manage very well. 'You won't find it as far as you thin
my dear,' was Colonel Forbes' comforting reply; and the ord
was given to drive to the other end of the town. They went
the Post-office, to the Bank, to the Town Hall, to the solicits
office; the precious moments were diminishing fast, they we
obliged to be at home again at half-past four; yet Jane did i
even look impatient. At last they stopped at Mill Place, when
dressmakerlived whom Jane sometimes employed. Here at leng
she was set free ; but before they parted Colonel Forbes took
his watch and made Jane compare hers with it : 'You are t
minutes too slow, my dear; but that won't signify. I give yI
three-quarters of an hour from this time, then the carriage shI
call for you at Ashtons'.' 'Might it not be an hour?' ash
Jane; 'I shall never finish all I have to do else.' He point
to his watch; 'Three-quarters of an hour will bring it just
four o'clock. We must be at home certainly by half-pasts
ought to be earlier. I have an appointment, as you know.' Js
looked disappointed; she really could not help it. 'YouW
better put off seeing Miss Ashton till another day,' said Cold
Forbes, as he remarked her manner; ' you will only tire you
by walking so far, and you are quite fagged as it is.' Jane
frightened; in another moment she knew he would insist
her doing as he suggested. She did not say that she mu
Katharine, or that she intended to do so, for that would.
made him contradictory; but she laughed and promised ti
care of herself, and observed that she could cut short her
ping if it was necessary; and, as he was in a hurry to go
Andrews, he was not inclined to stay and argue the point wi
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The dressmaker was gone out, but was expected to return imnediately,--that delayed Jane at least ten minutes; and then
she found there had been some stupid mistakes about the
children's' frocks, and the consequence was a long discussion;
and when she left the dressmaker she was obliged to go to a
shop which was near to purchase a toy she had promised little
Lucy; so that at last, even by giving up everything else that she
ished to do, and walking as fast as possible, she found that
only ten minutes, or at the utmost a quarter of an hour, would
emain for Katharine.
She did walk very fast, choosing back streets, that she might
tot be noticed, or meet any one she knew. Her breath was very
short, and her heart beat with a most oppressive quickness ; but
Jne was accustomed to that, especially of late. Even going up
lhe broad, shallow stairs at Maplestead, was sometimes more than
the could quite bear. She went on, only thinking of Katharine,
md knowing that she could rest when she was with her; but on
ching Mrs Ashton's door she felt indescribably ill; she did
bt know what was the matter, but she had only just strength to
ng the bell, and lean against the wall for support. The servant
ened the door, saw her ghastly face, and very much frightened,
n back to call Katharine. Jane was a little recovered by thi§
entary rest ; but the fearfully rapid beating of her heart took
n her the power of utterance. Katharine asked no questions,
led her into the parlour and made her lie down on the sofa,
Mrs Ashton brought her sal volatile. Jane several times
d to make an apology for intruding upon them, but her head
quite dizzy. She did, however, contrive to say at last that
had been walking too fast,-it was nothing but that; and
she sat up a little, and tried to look as if nothing was the
tter; but the hollow indentations under her eyes, and the
w lines around her mouth, showed that there was something
much the matter,-more, a great deal, Katharine was sure,
merely a momentary illness from walking too fast. That
"not the time, however, for inquiry. Katharine's ready tact
her feel that Jane would be better just then by having her
ghts drawn off from herself, and Mrs Ashton having left
to themselves, she began, though it was a great effort to
to talk of their own affairs. Jane was all interest in a
tit, anxious to know how Mrs Ashton had been since their
home; how she had borne the going to church on Sunespecially-a question which:Jane put indirectly, but
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which was of more consequence than any other-what they
tended to do for the future. Katharine was very open upon ti
subject, as she was upon almost all others, with Jane. The
was such a peaceful feeling of trust when conversing with h
that it was quite rest to tell her all their plans. To remain i
Moorlands, she said, was considered the best thing for hi
brother, and as this could only be managed by his having son
assistance from his mother, it was settled that they should a
live there together. Another lease, therefore, would be tak(
for five years. Her mother, she added, talked of removing 1
Moorlands finally in about a fortnight's time; the business ws
to be taken by Henry Madden, who would bind himself to gii
them a certain yearly income out of the profits of the sho
Katharine was eager in explaining all this, and giving tl
reasons for their determination ; and especially she wish
to make Jane feel that they had no unkind feeling again
Colonel Forbes for his refusal to accede to the year's dela
She was in consequence so engrossed in what she was sayin
that she did not at once perceive the change in Jane's counte
ance when she heard it mentioned as a settled thing that Jol
Ashton would remain at Moorlands. She noticed, howevi
after a little while that Jane looked ill again, and begged her
have some more sal volatile, or a glass of wine. Jane decline
everything ; there was nothing the matter, she said; and, tur
ing Katharine's attention from herself, she asked, in what s
meant to be ai very unconcerned tone, whether the plan of thl
all living together at Moorlands was perfectly fixed. 'Yes,' w
Katharine's reply; 'as far as anything can be. But, dear
Forbes, why do you ask? don't you think it a wise arrant
ment ?' Jane was infinitely perplexed, and hesitated to ans'r
' If you see any objections,' continued Katharine, 'it would,
very kind in you to mention them now, whilst there is yet ti
to draw back. Would you advise us to alter the arrangement
No, Jane could not in conscience do that; it was so cl
so indisputably clear, from what Katharine had; told.;
that no other plan was likely to be safe; but she tried to aj
an answer. She could not be a judge, she said; Kath
must have friends much better calculated to give an opi
'Perhaps so,' said Katharine, a little disappointed; 'but
is not one I should care for as much ; that is, except,'-a
coloured a little,-' except Mr Ronaldson's, and he is
th
satisfied that it is the best thing to be done.' 'Oh
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ontented,' exclaimed Jane, rejoiced to escape the necessity of
giving her own judgment; ' whatever Mr Ronaldson says will
be best, is so, you may be quite certain of that.' ' He is a very
prudent person, and knows a great deal about farming,' observed
Katharine, speaking with consideration. ' He says that if John
were to remove to another farm the cost of moving would probably swallow up the difference of rent for a year or two, even if
he could find a cheaper farm than Moorlands, which we do not
any of us think he could do. Our old objection,' she added,
r used to be, that the house was too large ; but if my mother and
I live with him, that will in a great measure be done away.' ' It
does seem very feasible,' observed Jane, not liking to show anything like deficient interest in that which just then was so
important to Katharine. ' And you will be near me,' she added,
with one of her sweetest smiles, ' and we can go shares with the
poor people; it will be very nice.' There was the very least
effort of manner still, but Katharine was always trusting; she
never weighed the words and looks of those whom she truly
oved. Mrs Forbes was the last person whose affection she
would in the least doubt; and though she noticed her restraint,
he still attributed it entirely to illness. ' You must not tire
rs Forbes, Kate, my dear,' said Mrs Ashton, coming again
to the room, just as they were about to begin a different subct. 'The carriage will he here in a minute; I think I hear
'said Jane, accustomed to the sound of the wheels. Katharine
nt into the passage to look. 'Yes, here it is ! and Colonel
orbes and Mr Andrews in it.' Jane's heart sank. She was
ll feeling extremely unwell, and these political acquaintances
re at all times extremely fatiguing to her, because she was
id of not showing them sufficient attention to satisfy her
band or themselves. She drew her shawl round her and put
,her bonnet with a lingering wish to delay what was just then
disagreeable, the necessity of being civil to the obtrusive Mr
drews. ' I can't say I look very beautiful,' she said, smiling,
she glanced at her own wan face, and arranged her hair by the
e, long, old-fashioned glass over the mantelpiece. ' I don't
w what Colonel Forbes will think,' said Mrs Ashton; ' I am
'd he will say that Kitty has been tiring you out. But I
my dear ma'am, that you will take care of yourself when
get home. You really ought to rest well this evening.'
mother will have no peace till she hears how you are,' said
arine, affectionately; 'and indeed I think she is right. Will
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you please not talk much to Mr Andrews, if he is going ba
Maplestead with you ? ' If you will please prevent him f
thinking me very rude, if I am silent,' replied Jane, with
playful smile; 'but now I really must go; good-bye,' and J
shook hands cordially with Mrs Ashton. 'Good-bye, dear A
tharine; I must see or hear something of you again before lqI
Her step, usually so light, and yet so full of energy, was nj
weak and slow; and Katharine looked anxiously after her as 9
seated herself in the carriage. ' There are some people who seq
too good for this world,' said Mrs Ashton, sighing as she tqo
up her work. Katharine did not immediately reply, and no q
would have perceived the connection that really existed betwq
the silence which then followed, and the question put, as if aq
dentally, more than an hour afterwards,-' Mother, did you r
that that thin, sallow-faced woman who came begging this rnQ
ing, looked as if she had a heart complaint ?'

CHAPTER XXXVII.
ANE did talk all the way home, for Mr Andrews talked
her, and she could not but answer him. He thought it his 4d
to be polite, and flattered himself that he could not fail tq
agreeable; moreover, he was as much gratified to be taken it
Colonel Forbes' confidence, and carried to Maplestead, to gi
electioneering information, as the Colonel himself was to be 1
emitted to the secrets of persons connected with the Ministry,
asked to give his opinion on the great questions of the di
Most men are talkative when they are pleased and excited, g
Jane therefore had the full benefit of Mr Andrews' self-congral
nations, for her husband was so full of thought that he did :
notice how ill and tired she looked, and only joined in the 0
versation every now and then; or rather interrupted it with &
question proper to his own musings.
Happily it was a very short drive; yet short as it was it se
almost interminable to Jane, the effort of talking and keeping
her attention was so great; and once or twice she found h
answering quite wide of the mark, and then she was fright[
and roused herself more. Of all things Colonel Forbes
annoyed with anything like neglect of his political adho[
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~sd though he seemed abstracted, Jane could not be at all sure
hat he was not seeing and hearing everything that passed, and
measuring it all in his memory to be brought forward against her
an some future occasion. She talked a great deal more than she
would have done if he had not been there, more than was at all
necessary; but in his presence every power of her mind was at
ilUtimes strained.
He did at last see that she was weary and looking ill, but
that was not till they had reached the lodge at the entrance
If the beech avenue, and then he told her that she had better
teep quiet till dinner-time. Jane's very earnest wish would
have been to ask him to excuse her going in to dinner; but she
could not propose it herself with Mr Andrews sitting by, and
her husband was not likely to suggest it and make an excuse
for her.
It was an infinite relief to find herself at last alone in her own
om, with her maid ready to bring her everything she wanted.
he feeling of comfort seemed even a reproach to her for having
r a moment inwardly repined; but it was not to last very long.
he was lying on the sofa in her dressing-room, and trying to
ep, when Colonel Forbes' step was heard along the passage.
ne started up, for he was coming towards her door. What was
e matter? That was always the question which came first to
r mind. There did not seem much the matter, however; not
ything, indeed. He was quite good-humoured, only a little
patient at her not being well, and anxious to know if she was
ing down-stairs. The conference was over, and Mr Andrews,
had been asked to stay and dine, was sitting by himself in
drawing-room, and Colonel Forbes was too busy to attend to
. He did not say that of all fatigues he thought talking to
Andrews upon any but political subjects the greatest. Jane
d if Mr Andrews could not be shown to his room to dress
dinner. ' It wants an hour to dinner yet, my dear. I can't
him there so soon.' Jane sat up; her manner was languid,
her voice weak, and Colonel Forbes was irritated. ' It was
provoking in her,' he said, ' to walk such a distance when
.knew it would do her harm. It was that absurd fancy for the
ns which was at the bottom of it all; and he really must
stop to it, if it went on. It would not do to have her killing
for nothing.' ' I don't think it was merely the distance,'
Jane, gently; 'but walking so fast, which always tries
Then, my dear, why did you walk fast ?' ' Because
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there has so little time,' she replied. ' Better have given it
altogether,' said Colonel Forbes. 'I must keep you quiet, J
Dr Lowe said to me, only the other day, that quiet was essen
to you ; but whenever you have an idea in your head, it must.
carried out; wise or foolish, it must be done. I never saw aV
one so determined.' ' It was very foolish,' replied Jane; ' I wi
be more careful in future; and I will go down-stairs now, aw
entertain Mr Andrews.' ' I would not say anything about it
he were a personal friend,' said Colonel Forbes, betraying, un
known to himself, that his conscience was not easy ; 'but these
Rilworth people are so very tenacious, and it might appeal
uncivil if you kept away entirely; and really I have exhausted
all I have to say to him, for I have been talking for the last hour
till in fact I am nearly worn out.' 'And is the result satin
factory?' asked Jane, willing by any means to avoid subject
which might lead to a storm. 'Why, yes, upon the whole,
think it is.

When his cousin takes Moorlands '--

Jane'

maid knocked at the door; she was come to see how her mis
tress was. Colonel Forbes was stopped in the middle of hi
sentence; ' Then, my dear, you will go down to Mr Andrews
'Yes, directly.' He kissed her. 'Take care of yourself, m
love. Dawson, I think your mistress would be the better fQ
some drops of camphor julep.' And he went away, thinkiq
himself the very pattern of an affectionate husband.
When Jane went to the drawing-room she found Mr Andrec
seated in a comfortable arm-chair, reading the newspaper. Sly
might just as well, therefore, have remained in her own room
but having once made her appearance it was necessary to stsa
especially as Mr Andrews put aside the newspaper as soon a
she entered the room. What they would have found to It
about for the next hour, having previously exhausted all subjeo
in common during the drive from Rilworth, it would have b
impossible to say, but that Mr Andrews happened to touch u~
the subject of Moorlands, and from thence naturally enlarge
upon the Ashtons, of whom he gave his opinion freely. '01
Ashton,' he said, 'was a good sort of fellow enough; crotch
and difficult to manage, but honest and shrewd. As for JoI
Ashton, he was neither the one nor the other; he had not V
enough to get money, or if he did get it, he had not enough;
know what to do with it. As I have been telling the Colon'
he continued, in his loud, pompous voice, 'it was a bad day wti
he let one of the best farms on his estate to a man like Jii
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Ashton; and a very good one it will be when he gets my cousin
o take his place. You see, my dear ma'am, in farms, as in
everything else, the secret of success depends upon capitalcapital, that's the thing wanted. Now, John Ashton never had
ary of his own-it was all a speculation of his father's; and
oild Ashton did not lay out half the money a man would have
done who had the farm in his own hands, and so, between the
two stools, our friend the Colonel's interest fell to the ground.'
Jane inwardly winced at 'our friend the Colonel,' but outwardly she was most laudably civil and forbearing; and being
really anxious to know how far her husband considered Moorlands to be in his own power, she inquired whether it was
really certain that Mr John Ashton was to leave it. ' Unquestionably, ma'am,' replied Mr Andrews, opening his quick
gray eyes to their fullest extent, in surprise at her apparent
ignorance; 'it must be: politically (between ourselves), it
must be; the Colonel can't afford to lose a vote. As he and I
were reckoning just now, it will be a close run, under any circumstances.' Jane was going to say that it was at John Ashon's option to leave the farm, but she did not know how far her
,usband might have explained the conditions on which it was
;originally taken, and she could only look thoughtful and be
silent.
'You need not be frightened, my dear ma'am,' con;inued Mr Andrews, patronisingly, thinking that her gravity
roceeded from anxiety as to the election; 'we won't let the
.olonel run any risk. If he plays his game well, he's sure of
only we must keep a sharp look-out-we mustn't have
aitors at our door.'
' I should have thought,' said Jane,
that Mr John Ashton was not a person to have any decided
inion of his own upon these political questions. Old Mr
shton thought a great deal about them, I know; but his son
not half his cleverness:
' A man must be a fool indeed
o can't have an eye to his own interests,' replied Mr
drews. 'John Ashton has wit enough to see that he is
richer man himself with Protection than without it, and he
n't look a step beyond that; he has no large views like
Colonel, and if he were to profess to change, who would
t him ? Not I, as I said to the Colonel just now.
lonel," said I, "let us have a safe man at Moorlands." Now
- cousin is a safe man-an Anti-Protectionist to the backHe'd go through fire and water for the point.' Jane felt
going through fire and water would have been an ea sy
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penance compared with that which she was enduring, as
Andrews drew his chair nearer to hers, and became more
more dogmatic and familiar. He was not a man to be kept ba
by ordinary stiff civility, and anything more decided would had
been against her husband's political interests ; so she endured
as well as she could, and Mr Andrews went on enlarging upo
his own sayings and doings to his heart's content. 'We wei
talking over John Ashton's case just now,' he said; 'all of us
and some of the Colonel's London friends were inclined to mere
in consideration of the good effect it might have upon public
opinion; "But," said I, " Colonel, don't listen to that ; 'a bird i
the hand is worth two in the bush,' and has been so alway
Secure your vote,-that's the first thing to be done-and lean
public opinion to itself. And, after all, there's nothing to be sai
about the matter. You give the man a fair option-pay yot
rent and stay, don't pay and go. He can't pay, and he goes
who's to blame for that ? As for any half-measures, trying for
year, and so forth, where's the good ? and in the meantime come
a dissolution, as it may come any day, and there's your vote clei
gone."' 'Then it is understood that if the increased rent is pal
he may stay,' said Jane, rather anxiously. 'But he can't pay, I
won't pay, he mustn't pay, my dear ma'am,' exclaimed N
Andrews, with a curiously evident effort to keep down excessi
irritation at the idea which Jane had propounded. 'Only if I
can, he may,' persisted Jane. 'But he can't, my dear ma'am, I
can't; he says so.' Jane was silent and very uncomfortable
Fortunately for her the dressing-bell just then rang, and she w
able to retire; but it was not before her manner had been r
marked by the shrewd eye of Mr Andrews, who was always keen
alive to the possibility of having a traitor in the political cant
and perfectly well aware of Jane's predilection for Katharit
Ashton, and consequent interest in her family.
Jane dressed quickly, that she might have another rest bef.
dinner; but she could not rest in mind. Perhaps it was physid
fatigue which made her peculiarly nervous, but certainly she hl
seldom been so inclined to forbode annoyance, and even worse
herself and to others. She felt guilty, as it were, of plannil
against her husband, for all her wishes were for Katharine. i
her own mind she went over and over again all that had pass e
her late interview, trying to recollect whether she had in"
way encoura 1 her in the idea of removing to Moorlands ; 1
she could .iy remember one thing clearly, that she had
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that whatever Charles Ronaldson advised must be right, or some;hing to that effect. She could not in conscience have given a
#ifferent opinion, that was quite certain ; for the more she thought
Oyer the plan, the more she was convinced that it was the best

which, under the circumstances, Mrs Ashton could adopt. But
this would not satisfy Colonel Forbes; and to be thwarted in his
favourite plan-to find an obstacle, however slight, in the way of
his ambition !-Jane trembled at the consequences. She had, as
yet, as she well knew, seen only the shadow of his anger, heard
-nly its distant mutterings ; but she had seen and heard enough to
know, that once thoroughly awakened, it would be very terrible.
She listened, hoping that he might come to her room before he
went down-stairs ; for she thought it might be well to break the
platter gently to him, and, if possible, to soften his annoyance. At
;ny rate, it would be better than leaving him to hear the fact first
from John Ashton, with whom he would not be likely to exercise
}uch restraint ; but time slipped away and he did not come, and
hen she went to the drawing-room he still did not make his apearance for a long time, not indeed till dinner was announced.
e came into the room then with Mr Andrews, looking !-Jane
It the look ; she did not think any one else did. Colonel Forbes
ps always polished, courteous, attentive; he had never been
re studiously careful in his behaviour to every one, to his wife
ecially, than on this day; but the dark thunder-cloud gathering
the far horizon could not more certainly foretell to the traveller
approaching storm, than did the peculiar undertone of his voice
da deep line in his forehead portend to Jane a torrent of anger.
talked a good deal upon all subjects, except politics ; these he
med to avoid, although several political friends were with him,
Mr Andrews found no other subject in any way interesting,
therefore tried to introduce it at every opportunity. Jane,
the only lady present, was obliged to exert herself generally,
perhaps this was fortunate for her; she could not, as she
t otherwise have been tempted to do, watch her husband's
gnd ponder upon the meaning of every intonation of his
Even as it was, she heard every word spoken by him, whatmight be the conversation she was carrying on with others,
often found it difficult to reply properly to the observations
$ed to her, in her anxiety to lose nothing which might throw
upon the secret cause of his displeasure.
Air could obtain no clue, and might almost have thought
finciful in supposing there was anything amiss, but for
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his peculiarly formal tone when speaking to herself. That
could not mistake; it was so evident, that she was afraid otl
might notice it, and she could not indeed feel certain that
Andrews did not. He certainly watched them both narrow
for Jane remarked that he often cut short his own conversatii
to listen to what either of them said.
The commonplace subjects of the day were soon exhaust
Jane felt the necessity of keeping up the conversation, and tri
to think of some new topic, but her mind seemed a blank ; a;
with that unfortunate fatality which so often seems to force
to say the very things we had better not, she inquired of I
Andrews whether it was true that the Duke of Lowther h
given the management of his Rilworth estates to his northe
agent, Mr Ronaldson. Mr Andrews, flattered at anything lii
a confidential question, professed not to know, but thought
extremely unlikely, as the Duke's bailiff had been with him tt
very day, and had not mentioned the subject. He could fi
out, however, he said, if Mrs Forbes had the least curiosity up
the subject,-he could find out without fail; indeed he shot
have an opportunity of asking the very next day, and he wot
send Mrs Forbes word. Jane was half-amused and half-p:
evoked at his officiousness, but professed not to care about
except that she believed Mr Ronaldson to be a very estimal
person, and she thought it might be a desirable thing to hi
him in the neighbourhood.
'Desirable for many people,
doubt,' replied Mr Andrews, with an unpleasant confident
wink of the eye. 'Of course, Mrs Forbes, so kindly interest
as you have always been in the Ashtons, you know the report
Jane was aware that her husband's eye was upon her, and a
blushed without meaning it. 'It's more than a report,'
tinued Mr Andrews, finding by her silence that he was not toC
encouraged to repeat it. ' Ronaldson and Katharine Ashton i
to be married, so it is said, for certain.' Jane started, and!
eyes sparkled with satisfaction. O Mr Andrews !' she claimed, 'when did you hear such good news ?' 'Jane,
Trevor has been waiting to speak to you for the last half hd|
exclaimed Colonel Forbes, in a tone like the faint growlin
thunder. Jane apologised most politely; but Mr Trevor'
wished to offer her some grapes, and Mr Andrews ret
again to his subject. ' It is the common talk in Rilwort
said. 'Of course it's rather early to speak of such thin
soon after old Ashton's death; but there is no doubt, I
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as to the truth of the report; in fact, from what I understand,
it is quite an old affair.' There was much food for thought to
Jane in this announcement. It might ultimately interfere with
the proposed removal to Moorlands; and, independent of her
satisfaction at such a prospect for Katharine, she could not help
feeling relieved at anything which might prevent the storm she
anticipated from her husband. She quite longed to hear the
news more fully confirmed, but Mr Andrews had nothing more
than general rumour to give her, though he was entirely confident of its truth. Jane's spirits rose at the idea, and she talked
with greater animation and more generally, till she happened to
glance at her husband. He was sitting silent, his eyes were
fixed upon her, and his thoughts were seemingly so absorbed as
to render him unconscious of the presence of his guests. Jane
thought for a moment, as she noticed his look of distressed
gravity, that he was ill; but after a few seconds he seemed to
ally again, though still, to her perception, all he said was an
ffort. The change in him was quite sufficient to make a change
her. She stopped almost suddenly in the midst of a remark
he was making, and a painful, frightened feeling of nervousness
ame over her, which took all the colour from her cheeks, and
ttracted the notice of her neighbour, Mr Trevor. Jane might
1ve managed pretty well if left to herself, but notice aggravated
e evil, and made her realise that she was feeling most uncomrtable. She rose and said she would go to the drawing-room,
d the general attention was directed towards her. Colonel
:rbes could not help perceiving that something was the matter;
Jane's step was so trembling that Mr Trevor was upon the
int of offering her his arm. He went up to her, and forcing
to lean upon him, said in a low tone, 'Pray exert yourself
a few moments;' and Jane did exert herself, quite sharing
his dislike to scenes. She sat down in the hall, her heart
beating with painful, choking rapidity. She did not dare
that it was over-fatigue, lest she should again be reproached
her long walk, and she did not think it was anything
sical which caused her to feel as she did. One kind word
her husband, one assurance that he was not displeased
her, would have quieted her more than the skill of the
st physician. But she had no word; only the most formal,
e attention, such as an utter stranger in her case might have
ted. They went into the drawing-room; it was nearer
hedressing-room, and Jane thought that to go there would
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seem less troublesome, less as if she wanted to make lief
appear very ill. For the same reason she sat down in an am
chair instead of lying down on a sofa. Colonel Forbes was jud
going to ring for Dawson, and leave her, but she prevented hirnti
she wished, she said, to be alone. ' My dear, you are ill, and
you must have some one with you.' He touched the bell again
She hesi
'Please, dear Philip-please not. Could not'tated, and the sentence was finished hurriedly; 'must yot
go back to the dining-toom?' 'Of course, my dear; I can'
leave my friends, it would be too absurd.' 'But only just for 4
few minutes. I wanted to say-Philip, are you angry with me t
She put her hand upon his, and fixed her soft, clear eyes upof
his face with an expression of the most eager affection, mingled
with suspense. 'We will talk of that by and by, my dear; I
wish for no more scenes.' Jane's eyes were dimmed then ; ye
her spirit was a little aroused, and she said, 'There would be le
chance of a scene if I were less worried by your manner, Philip
You are angry, and I must know why.' 'You will not undeV
stand if I tell you,' he answered. ' You have chosen to make i
yourself interests apart from mine, and of course nothing that 1
am feeling can affect you.' Jane was silent. The accusatiGo
was very old, and most unsatisfactorily vague,-' It can be rti
fancy of mine,' continued Colonel Forbes, speaking as if great
aggrieved, 'when even strangers remark it.' 'Strangers i e'
I14
claimed Jane, hastily. ' O Philip ! who has ventured'interrupted her: 'I can see no venturing, as you call it,
drawing deductions from observations which are made volu
tarily. It is what every one is at liberty to do; but I really mtA
leave you, Jane; I can't be rude to my guests.' 'Only Ott
minute more, Philip,' exclaimed Jane; 'they will not expect yot
they know that I am not well.' 'One minute will do no goo
he answered, hastily, ' nor ten, nor twenty minutes; I do n
want words, but actions.' 'I would act if I knew how,' repli
Jane ; 'but indeed, Philip, you make me very wretched by th,
vague complaints. If you would only tell me what I have done
'I do not accuse you of doing,' he answered, very coldly. ' T
of saying. What have I said? Was it anything that pass
with Mr Andrews?' 'Conscience, I perceive,' remarked Col
Forbes, with a scornful smile. ' You best know what pas
between yourself and Mr Andrews.' Jane tried to collect
thoughts, to remember every word she had spoken, bt
memory was sadly confused. ' Itis useless to try and recd
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Iiy particular expression,' continued Colonel Forbes, seeing her
prplexed look, 'and it is not of anything particular that I.comlain, but simply of that general want of interest in my interests,
hnd of devotion to those of others, which is obvious even to
Ittangers.' 'You mean about the Ashtons,' said Jane, a light
raking in upon her mind. 'I don't quite know what I said to
htim.' 'Of course not. Of course you cannot remember what
time so naturally from your lips. You cannot know what your
manner was, but I can, and I do know, Jane. Mr Andrews looks
upon you as entirely in the Ashton interest.' Jane's temper,
though very sweet, was sorely tried by this constant reference to
a man like Mr Andrews ; and she replied, with a little bitterness
Of tone, 'It is a new thing for you, Philip, to listen to Mr
Andrews in preference to your wife.' ' I must beg you to command yourself, Jane,' replied Colonel Forbes; 'we shall do no
good by irritating each other. You would not have me distrust
Mr Andrews' word, I suppose.' ' I must first hear what he said,'
Answered Jane, doing her very utmost to appear what she was not,
either physically or mentally-quite calm. 'He informed me,'
continued Colonel Forbes, 'that you had expressed yourself as
being deeply interested in the Ashtons, and that you had even
one so far as to suggest the probability of entirely counteracting
jywishes; that, in fact-but it is useless to pursue the subject,'
added, drawing himself up haughtily; 'you know better than I
n tell you how far this infatuated predilection for persons quite
t of your sphere leads you astray from the path of duty.' 'You
not just to me, Philip,' replied Jane, every limb trembling
th agitation, which she vainly strove to subdue; ' God knows
at I would not willingly swerve a hair's breadth from the path
duty, even for you, dear though you are to me, dearer than my
life. I said to Mr AndrewsI forget what I said-I
k I only asked questions. I wished to know whether it was
ite certain that Moorlands must be given up.' ' And you sugted the probability of John Ashton's remaining there,' observed
lonel Forbes; 'and, more than that, you were glad of it ; you
uld have furthered their wishes against mine.' 'I would have
t done which is honourable and right,' replied Jane; 'and I
anxious for them because'
She hesitated. 'Because
t ? It is better that I should know the plots that are forming
st me.' Jane turned excessively pale, and leaned back in
chair. 'Then you do know there is a plot,' exclaimed
n Forbes, his voice raised to a pitch of sudden and violent
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anger. 'You have been joining in it yourself probably; ye
were so anxious to go there to-day; you must needs go, t
it made you, as you acknowledged, very ill. I see it all; Ino words-my wife is against me. I might have known it
the beginning.' He walked up and down the room rapidly; tho
in a moment checked himself, and, coming up to Jane, who w
too frightened at his vehemence to attempt any exculpationi
said very gravely, but with a sternness which made her shuddo
'Tell me everything, I have a right to know, and I will knoA
Jane made a great effort to speak, her voice was very low, a
he bent down to listen: ' I always meant to tell you, Philip~
knew you ought to know it. They will not leave MoorlandsKatharine said so to-day-they will join together and live therm
Colonel Forbes clenched the arm of her chair. 'And y
approved, Jane ?' ' I did not know what to say-it seemed ti
best plan.' ' But you said-tell me, I must and will knQo
' I said-I don't know-I don't remember exactly, only I thin
it seemed to me that whatever Mr Ronaldson advised was like
to be best.' ' And Mr Ronaldson's advice was that they shout
remain ?' 'Yes, I believe so.' ' And you advised the same:
' Yes; that is, I did not advise.' ' Let me have no equivocatic
-- you advised the same ?' ' I can't quite recollect, I was feelit
very ill. O Philip ! why will you torture me?' and Jane bi
into tears. Colonel Forbes left the room and brought back a gl,
of water, which he offered her without speaking. Jane pushi
it aside. 'Let me go to my room,' she said, in a faint voice;
she stood up, holding by the mantelpiece. 'Your room wil.
the best place for you,' he replied, coldly, and he rang the 1
Jane rested her hand upon his shoulder and looked pleading
his face. 'I meant no wrong, dear Philip; will you not fo
me ?' He withdrew from her light touch, and Jane's hand
same moment fell powerless by her side, and with a sharp
intense bodily anguish, she sank senseless upon the ground

so

CHAPTER XXXVIII

'

M

OTHER,' said Katharine, the next morning, 'don
think I had better go and see Miss Ronaldson
if there is time ? Betsey Carter says she is very poorly.
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u like, Kitty,' was Mrs Ashton's reply ; 'but there's a great
eal to be done, one way and another. When did you say John
anted us to be at Moorlands?' 'Thursday week,' replied
atharine. 'That will leave us just ten days.' Mrs Ashton
eaved a deep sigh. 'It's very soon,' she said; 'I don't see
it all how everything is to be managed in such a hurry. We
must have Henry Madden in to look at the furniture, and see
what he has a fancy for.' ' And what we like we can take over
to Moorlands,' continued Katharine; 'that is one very great
comfort. I should have been dreadfully sorry to part with
some things,' and her eye glanced at the arm-chair. 'Yes, we
ust keep that,' said Mrs Ashton, following the direction of
Katharine's glance ; 'and the table too.' It was a small table,
standing between the fireplace and the window, with a desk
apon it, at which Mr Ashton had been in the habit of writing
is business letters. His picture hung above it; rather a coarse
painting, but a very good likeness. Katharine looked at the
icture for a few moments, and then said, 'We had better
anage to take that over ourselves, mother; it won't do to trust
in the cart. Mr Fowler told me the other day he knew some
e who packed pictures particularly well; Hobbs, I think the
me was, in Dean Street. Perhaps if I go out, I had better
and speak about it.' 'Yes, if you must go,' said Mrs
hton, who was beginning to feel so nervously fond of Kathale, and so dependent upon her, that she could scarcely bear
r to be out of her sight. ' I would not go if I could help it,
ar mother,' said Katharine; 'but there are some things I must
about, and you would not like me to be unkind to Miss
naldson, would you?' ' No, child, surely not, when Charlie
been so kind to us, but don't stay long; and, now I think of it,
any one heard from Charlie since he went away?' Katharine
conscious that she blushed a little, and the feeling made her
h still more. ' John has heard from him,' she replied; 'he
quite safe home, and his mother was quite well, he says.'
d he must be glad enough to be there,' continued Mrs
on; 'though he has not such good prospects as we thought.
uld have wished, Kate-but never mind, that's all amongst
nes, and I couldn't have borne to have you living away.'
arine hurried out of the room with the words 'it's all
gst bygones' echoing in her ears, and haunting her mind
the tone of a mournful chant.
went on her errand-first to the upholsterer's to speak
R
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about taking some useless chairs off their hands; then
china-shop to match some jugs and basins which were
carried with them to Moorlands; then to the charwoni
Pebble Street, to tell her that she must come and help thea4
the next week; and at last to Hobbs, the carpenter, to st
about packing the picture. But the man was not at home,
his wife did not know when he would be; she thought he wa
Mr Fowler's; so to Mr Fowler's Katharine went, and there
could hear nothing, except that Hobbs had been there, and w
gone again, because Mr Fowler was out. He had been out.
night, the servant said, but they expected him in every mina
Katharine did not ask where he had been; it was not in I
nature to be curious; besides, she was just then occupied wi
the thought of the picture.
There was nothing to be done then but to go to the M
Ronaldson's. This was not quite such a pleasant visit as it us
to be. The spirits of the old ladies were not as good as formed
they were always lamenting that Charlie and his mother W
not settled near them, and there might have been something, :t
of reproach in their feeling towards Katharine. They had
settled it in their own minds that she was to be their niece, tl
her refusal had come upon them as a bitter disappointed
Still they were very good and very charitable, and helped Katl
rine in all her district matters to the utmost of their power,
liked her to come and gossip with them about the news of i
town. It was only when marriage was in question, or when 1a
thing was said about their nephew and his prosperous careeij,
his health or happiness, that a sigh from Miss Ronaldson, aNli
little wink and shake of the head from Miss Priscilla, sho
that if they had forgiven they had not quite forgotten.
Katharine found them this morning particularly complainif
Miss Priscilla's rheumatism had kept her awake all night,
her sister was vainly endeavouring to make her wrap herself
in flannel, and was as angry as it was possible for her to!
when she found that Prissy liked better to sit by the fire, m.
ing in solemn suffering, than to take immediate measures t
cured. ' Let Deborah rub your shoulder with opodeldoc, P
my dear, and put this piece of new Welsh flannel across
back,' she was saying, just as Katharine came into the r
' I've told you, sister, it's no good ; it's in the family, andthdi
nothing to be done. Oh, dear i'and a loud moan escapedA
Miss Priscilla, as she turned round in her chair to see wh
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tered. '0O Katharine, it's you; how do you do?--sit down,
"o.
You find us very bad indeed to-day.' 'Very bad, indeed,'
echoed Miss Ronaldson. 'We have had a rough night, haven't
we, Prissy ?'
Miss Priscilla dolorously shook her head.
'A
terrible pain is rheumatism, Katharine, a terrible pain. I hope
you'll never be troubled with it.' ' And Prissy won't try Steers'
ipodeldoc,' said Miss Ronaldson, ' though there's nothing like
it; it is not like a quack medicine-it's quite known and recommended; but she won't try it. I've done all I can to persuade
iLer, I do assure you I have; but Prissy thinks she knows best.'
'What's the good of setting one's self against a family comobserved Miss Priscilla, sitting upright in her chair,
with the most determined martyr-like air. ' Sister Rebecca, you
,had better not trouble Katharine about it; you'd best leave me
to myself. How's your mother to-day, Katharine? Oh, dear!'
' Shan't we send for Mr Fowler, my dear?' asked Miss Ronald?on, anxiously. Miss Priscilla declined with a hasty shake of
the head. 'I should have sent for Mr Fowler in the night, I
assure you, Kate,' continued Miss Ronaldson, anxious to assure
Catharine that she had not been deficient in any sisterly duty;
but Prissy wouldn't let me; she hates doctors, Prissy does.'
the good of sending for a doctor to cure a family complaint ?' asked Miss Priscilla. ' You wouldn't have had Mr
owler if you had sent for him,' said Katharine, wishing to divert
e attention of both sisters ; 'I called there just now, and they
old me he had been out all night, but I did not learn where.'
Didn't you, now ? there's a pity,' exclaimed Miss Priscilla, in an
ergetic tone, and quite forgetting her rheumatism. 'A great
ity,' repeated Miss Ronaldson; 'out all night ! then what
eborah said is true.' ' And what did Deborah say,' asked Miss
iscilla, quickly; 'you never told me.' 'Why, Deborah said,
en she came back from market, that she had seen the new
distant standing at the surgery-door, looking out; and she
ard him say to some one,-she did not know who,-a bluff
dressed in a brown coat and straw hat ; she thinks it might
e been Taylor's brother, at the Black Eagle, for he does wear
rown coat sometimes, and once she saw him in a straw hatdear me !what was I saying ? Prissy, my dear, do help me.'
avere going to tell us what Mr Fowler's assistant said, as he
at the surgery-door,' observed Katharine, stepping in beMiss Priscilla's rather impatient answer could be ready.
yes, so it was; at least-but, you know, my dear Katha-

plaint?'

fWhere's
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rine, I like to be exact-I think Deborah told me it was the
gery-door, but I can't be quite certain ; it might have beeh
house-door, but I think it must have been the surgery-door, d
you, Prissy, my dear? because, you see, assistants do alwa
stand at surgery-doors.' 'Well!' was all Miss Priscilla's repl
Miss Ronaldson hurried forward more quickly, but not more
telligibly : 'It might have been the surgery-door-and I think
yes, I am quite sure it was now, for Deborah told me she had to
get some medicine made up, and she thought of going in there,
and asking him to do it for her, and then it was she saw him
yes, it must have been the surgery-door.' 'I dare say it was,'
said Katharine, good-humouredly, 'for I remember remarking
him there myself to-day, when I came up the street.' ' Did you,
indeed ! that was curious, and makes it quite certain. But, anyhow, Deborah brought home the news that Mr Fowler had been
at Maplestead all night ; and very sorry I was to hear it.'
replied Katharine, in a tone of alarm.
'Maplestead!'
' Maplestead?' echoed Miss Priscilla, with eager curiosity.
'Ah ! yes, Maplestead, surely,' replied Miss Ronaldson, her face
assuming an expression in which might have been traced grave
sympathy, and a little mixture of self-importance, at being the
bearer of such tidings. 'Deborah was telling me about it just
as some one called her away to the back-door ; and then, when I
came back, I found you so bad, Prissy, my dear, that it put it
out of my head.' 'Might we hear a little more from Deborah
now ?' asked Katharine, trying to control a feeling of overpower
ing anxiety. 'Surely,' said Miss Priscilla, quickly. 'Surely,'
was echoed by Miss Ronaldson, and the bell was immediately
rung. But Deborah could give no satisfactory account. The
new assistant had told her that Mr Fowler had been summoned
to Maplestead about half-past eight or nine o'clock the preceding evening, and had not returned. Mrs Forbes was very ill,
but what was the matter was not fully known. 'Well, it's ver
provoking; but we must be patient,' said Miss Priscilla, re;
signedly; 'we shall know all in good time.' 'Yes, all in goo
time,' repeated Miss Ronaldson; and Katharine felt mor
strongly than either, that it must be all in good time, but it wal
a sore trial to be patient. She moved to go; but the blai
looks of the two old ladies showed her that it would be unki
they had only seen her once since her father's death, and th
was much to be told which was interesting to them, and sthing to hear which might be interesting to Katharine. A 1
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,had been received from Mrs Ronaldson that morning; part of
~which was read aloud with marked emphasis. Mrs Ronaldson
was vexed, she wrote, at the effect of Charlie's visit to Rilworth,
he had returned home in such bad spirits. Not that this was
exactly to be wondered at, considering all he had had to try him
whilst he was there; but he did not seem to rally at all ! 'And
that's not like a young man of Charlie's age,' observed Miss
Ronaldson oracularly, as she carefully refolded the letter, replaced it in the envelope, and conveyed it to the depths of a
.,capacious pocket. 'He has a very feeling heart; but to go on
fretting can't be right.' 'Surely not,' observed Miss Priscilla,
fixing her keen eyes on Katharine's face till she brought the
crimson colour to her temples. 'There's little good in fretting
in this world, is there, Katharine?-oh dear!' 'Let me rub,
Prissy,' said Miss Ronaldson, anxiously, and drawing her chair
near to Miss Priscilla. 'No thank you, sister, no, please not;'
.and Miss Priscilla extended her hand forbiddingly. 'I was
going to say about fretting, I don't think it's right in any one,
let alone our nephew Charlie, who has so many blessings about
him, to be always looking to the sad side of things. But it's
what he's very much given to, Katharine, and, as I tell him, he
makes himself ill by it. Sometimes it's other people's trouble,
;sometimes it's his own; but it all comes to the same; and I
shall write, and tell him so. Yesterday carried yesterday's
,troubles, and to-day will carry to-day's; but there's no day
strong enough to bear both.' The little knowing face looked
more knowing and mysterious than ever after the delivery of this
speech; and the tone was decidedly fierce, as if Katharine were
bent upon contradicting the assertion. But Katharine was in
o humour for contradiction, she was far too sad at heart. She
was sorry for Charles. At another time she might have been
unhappy because he was so; but that was not the prominent
Idea in her mind, although she did blush when Miss Priscilla
oked at her. People may be judged very hardly from their
lushes; sometimes they are merely the result of an uncomfortable self-consciousness; they were not much more now to
atharine. Miss Priscilla stared at her, and spoke meaningly,
d her colour came, as a necessary consequence; but all that
e really thought of at the moment was, how she could make
excuse to go. By calling again at Mr Fowler's she might
pe now to learn something more definite as to Jane's illness.
he was upon the point of rising when an exclamation from Miss
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Ronaldson stopped her : 'Why, I declare-yes, I do think it is
-Katharine, my dear, isn't that the Maplestead servant ? an
riding so fast too ! do look !' It was Crewe the butler, Colon
Forbes' confidential servant; he was riding rapidly down th
street. 'Going to the railway, I've no doubt,' said Miss Ronaldson, as she watched him turn into a narrow street. Miss Priscilla moved her chair, trying to look; but he was out of sight
before she could approach near enough to the window. 'He mt st
be going up to London by the two o'clock train,' was her comment. She always knew the exact time of the arrival and departure of every train. 'Yes, to be sure; and what for, I wonder ?'Katharine felt that she knew-he must be going for further
medical advice. She could bear the suspense no longer; and,
breaking in upon the suggestion on the subject which Miss
Ronaldson was inclined to offer, and Miss Priscilla perversely to
contradict, owing, we may charitably believe, to the rheumatism,
she wished them a hasty goodbye, and almost ran up the street
till she reached Mr Fowler's door.
Still 'Not at home,' was the answer; 'but expected in every
instant.' Katharine felt quite sick at heart. Her first impulse
was to hurry on to Maplestead at once; but she thought of her
mother and the dinner-hour. No; she must be contented to
wait; it might be a hard trial of patience, but she must bear it;
and she did bear it, as she had learned to bear every trial, small
or great, in the last few years, with a calm, smiling face, and a
kind thought for every one about her.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
Katharine had the opportunity
came before
o'clockanything
E IGHT
of hearing
more; and all that time she said little
or nothing of her anxiety. She only mentioned the fact of Jane'
illness, and then let the subject drop. Mrs Ashton was vr
sorry : she wished extremely they could hear more, but she wa
too much absorbed in her own troubles to enter much into thbt6
of another. So they sat the whole afternoon and evening look
over books, and burning papers, and working, and talking u
all subjects, except that which in Katharine's mind was upp
most, or rather, we should say, undermost. Uppermost tholg
are not the nearest, and dearest, and most anxious. They co
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mnd go with every change of this changing world. Undermost
thoughts, buried deep where no human eye can see them-the

lbstrata-the foundations of our actions-the sources of our
eelings-these are the important thoughts, and Katharine's
thought of Jane Forbes was amongst them. That early tie, that
bnd clinging of the affections around the companion whom she
had loved in childhood, was stronger than till that hour she
knew. It was Henry Madden who at last brought more definite
intelligence, when he came in to see them, and discuss business,
as was his wont almost every evening when the shop was closed;
and he talked so carelessly, so indifferently, Katharine could
scarcely bear to stay in the room and listen to him. Had they
heard, he asked, how ill Mrs Forbes was ? A sudden attacksmnething at the heart, it was supposed. She was better; but
Nfr Fowler considered her still in danger, and a special messenger
had been despatched that afternoon to bring back a London
physician. Mrs Ashton was full of inquiries, and very much
ivished that Mr Fowler would call in and tell them more; and
then she and Henry Madden began talking about Jane's health
in general, and her pale face; and they thought her mother had
died of something of the same kind; and Mrs Ashton said she
had always had a misgiving that she would not live long. Henry
Madden even went on to calculate the chances of Colonel Forbes'
marrying again; till Katharine, who had been sitting quite silent,
could endure it no longer, and hastily exclaimed, ' Mother, I

'Run
must run down to Mr Fowler's; you won't mind.'
down to Mr Fowler's, child ! It's too late a good deal.' Henry
Madden offered to go, but Katharine was determined. She was
very much obliged, she said, but nothing would satisfy her extept hearing herself. 'I won't be gone five minutes, mother
ear,' she added; 'and supper is not quite ready. You know
u would like to hear how Mrs Forbes is yourself. And please
ay and talk a little,' she added in a low voice to Henry Madden,
he was going into the shop. He was very good-natured, and
ad the feeling of old acquaintance and regard for Mrs Ashton;
he sat down again, and the conversation became interesting
both, and they did not observe how long Katharine had been
sent, till Henry Madden recollected an engagement he had
de for that evening, and looking at his watch found it was
Iarly nine o'clock. 'I am afraid I must go now,' he said; 'I
not the least notion it was so late. I suppose your daughter

be back in a minute or two.' ' Yes, I suppose so.

Cer-
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tainly, she must be,' replied Mrs Ashton, in the uncomfort
tone of a person who did not thoroughly believe her own w
'But Kitty isn't used to be out so late. I wonder what has ke
her; bad news from Maplestead, I am afraid.' 'I could ju
call at Mr Fowler's, and inquire, as I go down the street, if yok
like,' said Mr Madden, feeling his own curiosity not a little
excited. 'Fowler was to have gone over to Maplestead again
this afternoon.' 'Thank you; it would be very kind,' began
Mrs Ashton. 'Kate is sure to take on sadly if anything is
amiss with Mrs Forbes. It's strange how the feeling has kept up
since the time when they were together at Miss Richardson's.'
'And Mrs Forbes is not a very come-at-able person with all,'
observed Mr Madden. 'I have heard my sisters talk about
her, and say she is proud.' 'My Kitty knows how to make
friends, and to keep them, I will say that for her,' observed Mrs
Ashton, complacently. 'She has got them of all kinds. There's
the Miss Lockes as fond of her as can be, and Betsey Carter and
her little sister quite like relations. I don't know any one who
has more friends than Kitty.'
'All of one style, though,'
said Mr Madden, laughing. 'She won't let any one be friends
with her except the wonderfully good ones,-at least, that is
what I hear my sisters say. If you are one of Mr Reeves' followers, you may be one of Katharine Ashton's, so they declare,
but never else.' 'I don't know what you mean by Mr Reeves'
followers,' observed Mrs Ashton a little quickly ; 'it seems to
me we ought all to be followers of the clergyman of the parish;
but if you mean one of those who help Mr Reeves, why it's
natural enough. If people work together, they must in a way
get to know each other, and be friendly ; and that, I think, is
what has been at the bottom of Kitty's keeping friends with Mrs
Forbes. They always had some business together, and so they
have in a measure now. And I don't think you would find any
of those who have 'districts, and go to the schools, and all that
sort of thing, call Mrs Forbes proud ; indeed, I have heard many
of them say just the contrary.' 'Perhaps so,' said Mr Madden,'
to whom the question was one of profound indifference, except
that it was part of his political creed that every person connected
with Colonel Forbes must on all occasions be in fault. 'But
really I mustn't stay any longer. Good evening to you, Mrs
Ashton.' 'Good-bye,' said Mrs Ashton, in a sorrowful tone;.
for her spirits, which had been a little excited by the conversa
tion, began to sink as soon as she thought she was to be 1
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alone. ' If you go to Mr Fowler's, do send Kitty back; she
ought not to be out so late.'
The injunction was unnecessary, for just at that moment
Katharine's knock was heard at the street door. In spite of his
haste, Henry Madden could not help delaying a little longer to
hear the latest news. He held open the door for Katharine, who
did not see him, but, rushing up to her mother, threw herself on
her neck, exclaiming, ' O mother !'-and, in spite of every effort,
her voice was choked with sobs ;-' she is so ill.' ' Never mind,
Kitty, my child, sit down; don't fret, sit down. Just get her a
glass of water,' added Mrs Ashton, addressing Mr Madden, who
stood by in quiet astonishment at this sudden burst of feeling.
'No, mother; no, thank you; I don't want any water; I don't
want anything,' exclaimed Katharine, commanding herself
directly she became conscious of the presence of a third person ;
I gm not going to fret, but I wanted to say'She stopped,
and the pause made Mr Madden feel himself in the way; but
even then he could not go without satisfying his curiosity. ' Mrs
Forbes is worse, I am afraid,' he said. 'Yes, that is-no, she
is not worse ; at least, they think not; but they want O
mother ! if I might only go over and nurse her!' ' Kitty, my
child ! why you are quite silly,' exclaimed Mrs Ashton, with an
accent of gentle and anxious expostulation. 'They have fine
servants enough at Maplestead, I should imagine,' observed Mr
Madden, sarcastically, ' without requiring any aid from Rilworth.'
Katharine looked up quickly, and a little angrily : ' Mr Madden,
you won't mind, I hope, but I want to speak to my mother very
much, and time presses.' ' Oh ! of course, I beg your pardon.
I did not mean to be any interruption,' he replied, in an offended
tone; ' I did not in the least know you were such a devoted
Forbesite.' Katharine would not answer him, but stood up with
an air which plainly showed she expected him instantly to go.
' Good evening,' he said once more, and this time very coldly.
Katharine saw she had annoyed him; but she did not think or
are about it then, and as soon as the door was closed, she turned
gain to her mother : ' I could not tell you all about it while he
as here, mother ; but, indeed, it is not a fancy. They do want a
rse dreadfully, and Mr Fowler does not know where to get
e, and'-'But you to go, Kitty, and leave me here all
one, and the packing, and all the business !' Mrs Ashton
really a kind-hearted person; but it naturally struck her
t then that 'charity should begin at home.' Katharine, how.
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ever, was not to be daunted. 'r thought of all that, mot
dear; and I would not for the world leave you for more th'
this one night ; but it would only be just for to-night, and Bet
Carter would come and sleep here. I went and asked her as
came up street, that was one thing which made me so late. B
I will tell you how it is : the London doctor came about seveA
and he and Mr Fowler went over to Maplestead together, atl
Mr Fowler wasn't come back when I went there just now; bu
he did come after a time, and then he told me that he was so
pressed for a nurse; for Mrs Forbes' maid is quite new, and
they don't like to trust her, and the housekeeper is ill, and the
Colonel seems bent upon having a regular nurse, and MNlr
Fowler promised to get one.' 'Well, child! well; but you
are not a regular nurse,' exclaimed Mrs Ashton. ' No, mother,
of course not ; but Mr Fowler can't get the person he thought
he could, she is engaged; and there's only Nurse Lawson to
be had, and she is deaf, and he was quite in a fuss about it;
and then it struck me that perhaps if I could go I might be
of use, because you know I am accustomed. to illness. I have
always been with Selina when she was ill; and I should be sO
very glad, and Mr Fowler seemed to think it might do; and
then I said I would come back and ask you ; and perhaps you
would let me go over with him; he is to have a fly ready in halfan-hour.' Mrs Ashton looked doubtful and disconcerted, an(
Katharine, reading her thoughts, continued, ' I thought of you,
mother, directly, and what you would do without me; but I
fancied perhaps just for this one night you would not mind s&
much if Betsey Carter would come over and be here, and I shall
be back again quite early to-morrow morning; for, of course, i
could not think of staying there. Indeed, Dr Lowe says that he
should like to send for a person from one of the London Institutions, so I shall not be wanted. Please, dear mother, let me
go.' ' But I don't understand; what is the matter with Mrs
Forbes ? what has made her so ill of a sudden ?' inquired Mrs
Ashton, not able to bring herself as yet to give a direct assent
the request. ' I don't quite know what they call it,' replied Ka
tharine; 'but it is some 'internal inflammation, which they sA
has been coming on some time, and has been made worse
worry and over-exertion.
You know, mother, how tired
thought Mrs Forbes looked yesterday when she called.'
should have said she had a heart complaint,' observed
Ashton, a little peevishly; 'and it's my belief that that is w
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gthe matter with her now.' ' There is a tendency to it, they are
fraid, though they think there is nothing actually wrong now,'
aid Katharine, in a low voice; and turning from the subject as
F she did not like even to allow it to herself, she added, 'but,
bother, what do you say to my going? I told Mr Fowler I
vould be back directly and let him know.' ' I can't have you
running about the streets at this time of night, Kitty,' said Mrs
Lshton; 'it's not fitting; and why can't you let Colonel Forbes
'But money
manage his own affairs, he has money enough.'
ron't buy nurses when there are none to be had,' said Katharine,
cod-humouredly. ' However, I won't go, of course, if you don't
ike it, dear mother; only please may I let Mr Fowler know,
)ecause he's waiting to hear.' ' Send Susan,' said Mrs Ashton.
Susan is younger than I am, and not half so steady,' said Kaharine, trying very hard not to show how disappointed she felt.
I think, mother, if you don't mind much, I had better take the
Mrs Ashton
message myself; it is but a very little way to go.'
Vould neither say ' yes,' nor ' no.' She sat gazing upon the fire,
eying to make up her mind that it was her duty to be hardiearted. There was a loud ringing at the street-door bell. Mrs
kshton started: ' My patience! what a pull! why the world is
lewitched.' ' It's Mr Fowler,' said Katharine, looking into the
Sausage; ' I thought he was likely to come.' He was giving a
Message to Susan that he was in a great hurry, and hoped Miss
kshton was ready. Mrs Ashton heard the words. ' Ask him to
me in, beg him to come in; tell him I must see him, Susan,'
e exclaimed, her tone becoming louder and louder. Mr Fowler
He was come, he said, to
appeared, muffled up in a greatcoat.
Trry off Miss Katharine, and he hoped she would not keep him
Waiting. ' My mother does not like me to go,' said Katharine.
I don't see the need of it,' observed Mrs Ashton; when people
ae got plenty of money they can afford to hire nurses; and I
n't know what's the matter with Mrs Forbes; it may be an
Mr Fowler smiled with good-humoured conectious fever.'
pt: 'Pooh ! pooh ! my dear ma'am; nothing of the kind.
s all perfectly safe, trust me. Come, Kate, I am ready.' Kane looked at her mother beseechingly. 'If you had not
lised to go, I should have been looking out for some one
all this time,' continued Mr Fowler, reproachfully; 'but you
ed to take it all for granted, and I don't understand being
off in this way at the last moment.' ' Only just for this one
dear mother,' said Katharine, as she knelt down by Mrs
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Ashton's chair; 'and Betsey Carter promised she would be
directly ; I expect her every minute.' ' You seem to have sett
it all wonderfully quick,' observed Mrs Ashton. 'It puts
quite in a maze. What time do you say you will be home
morrow, Kate ?' 'I can't say exactly the hour, but the very fir
minute I can,' replied Katharine. 'And you will be so tired.
day, you won't be fit for anything,' continued Mrs Ashton; ' an
there's the inventory to be made, and the charwoman coming
and John is to send in the cart from Moorlands.' 'And I shall
be quite ready for it all,' said Katharine, trying to laugh away
her mother's difficulties. 'You will see me back again to-morrow before you and Betsey Carter have had your breakfast;
Betsey does not get up very early.'
' And then you'll take to
your bed all day,' persisted Mrs Ashton. 'What do you say, Mr
Fowler ?' 'Why, my dear ma'am, I say that it is getting late,
and I must be off; and if you can't spare Miss Katharine, I must
needs go and look for some one else. One night's sitting up
won't kill her. She may go to bed early to-morrow and make
up for it.' 'Well, then, I suppose it must be,' said Mrs Ashton.
It was a very unsatisfactory consent, and Katharine at first
scarcely felt herself justified in acting upon it; but when Mrs
Ashton had once yielded, Mr Fowler urged so strongly the use
Katharine might be, and the satisfaction Mrs Forbes would certainly feel in having a person with her whom she knew and cared
for, that Mrs Ashton's heart was quite softened, and her goodbye was very hearty, and accompanied by the permission not to
hurry home too soon the next morning if Katharine felt she could
be any real good at Maplestead.

CHAPTER XL.

IT

found herself in the fly, driving over
not till Katharine
wasMaplestead,
to
at nearly ten o'clock at night, to intrude
herself, as it were, into Colonel Forbes' household, that she fully
felt what she was doing, and realised that the step she had taken
might be considered a liberty. In her affection for Jane, and hy
intense anxiety, she had put aside every consideration but that
usefulness, and neither her mother nor Mr Fowler had suggest
any tangible objection to her plan, both taking it for granted t
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who was so intimate with Mrs Forbes, must be equally
welcome to her husband. But Katharine knew well that this was
not the case. There are few things we learn more quickly than
the fact of not being cordially liked. It is almost an instinct ; and
Katharine had seen enough of Colonel Forbes to understand the
little changes in his manner to different persons. For some
reason or other she was sure that neither she nor any of her
relations possessed his hearty good-will, and how then would he
feel when she presented herself to him, uncalled for, and forced
him to be under an obligation to her? The thought made her
very uneasy. It was too late to go back, or she might have been
tempted to do so; she could only satisfy herself by insisting
ipon Mr Fowler's going to Colonel Forbes to sound him as to
his possible objections before she saw him. If he put aside the
idea of having any one but a regular nurse, or seemed annoyed
at the mention of her name, Mr Fowler was not even to say that
she was there, but to allow her to go back to Rilworth in the same
ly which had brought them over. The precaution seemed very
unnecessaryy to Mr Fowler, who had but one idea in his head,
that of finding a nurse for the time being; but when Katharine
said it must be, he had no reason to object, and, the matter
teing thus settled, both threw themselves back in the carriage,
and relapsed into silence during the remainder of their short
lrive to Maplestead.
S'The Colonel will think I have gone off comfortably to bed, and
forgotten him,' said Mr Fowler, taking out his watch, as they
stopped at the lodge gate, and making the old woman who opened
t hold up her lamp, that he might see the time. 'A quarter-past
n, I declare. Any news from the house, granny?' he added,
ddressing the woman. ' None that I've heard of, sir, except that
he great London doctor be come.' ' Pshaw 1 drive on ;' and Mr
owler put his head out of the window to look at the lights in the
house. It struck Katharine forcibly that he was very anxious,
uch more anxious than he had said, yet she could not make up
r mind to ask him ; and he might not have acknowledged it if
e had; medical men are always very cautious. He jumped out
the fly as soon as it stopped, and seemed as if he could scarcely
it with ordinary patience till the door was opened. ' Has your
stress had any sleep ?' was his first question to the footman.
es, sir, for more than an hour.' 'Good.'
He went back to
arine : 'You had better come in at once, it will be much the
rtest way.' 'No, indeed; I assure you I know best; and
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remember you don't say a word of my being here until you
sounded the matter.' Itwas not the moment to dispute the p
and Mr Fowler went in. 'Won't you get out, ma'am ?' said
footman, coming up to the carriage, and supposing that Kath
was the nurse. 'No, thank you, I will wait here for Mr Fowl
Please shut the door.' The man obeyed, thinking it rather o
and Katharine sat back in the carriage to avoid observation, ,
listened for sounds in the house-the shutting of doors, the mu
mur of voices, and especially the return of Mr Fowler's footst
She tried to be patient, and to think that it was quite natural hi
should stay so long, but she could not help feeling uneasy. Sh
had not seriously contemplated the possibility of being obliged
to go back, it was only a kind of necessary precaution which mad
her send Mr Fowler before her; but now she began to trouble
herself with all kind of fancies, especially the fear that Colone
Forbes would be so seriously annoyed as to put a stop to her seeing
any more of Jane for the future. She was inclined to be uni
reasonable, as anxious people generally are ; but she was put out
of her suspense at last. Mr Fowler came back alone. Katharine
caught a glimpse of his face by the lamp in the hall; and saw ht
looked much discomposed. 'There, come in,' he muttered, in au
angry tone, letting down the steps of the fly himself. 'See if I
put myself out of my way for any one again in a hurry. The
Colonel shall hire a nurse himself next time.' 'But does he not
like my coming ? Are you quite sure I ought ?'said Katharine,
drawing back. Mr Fowler made no reply, except by holding out
his h:nd to help her out of the carriage. Two footmen were in
the hall, who stared at her rather unceremoniously, and did not
seem to know at all what they were to do with her. Katharine
sat down, whilst Mr Fowler went up to one of the men, and began
talking to him in an under voice. She grew more and more an.
noyed. Colonel Forbes ought certainly, she felt, to have had the
civility to come and speak to her. If it had not been for Jane shi
would have been tempted to return even then, but the thought of
her overpowered everything. ' Perhaps you will come this way
into the housekeeper's room,' said one of the servants, speaking
civilly, and opening a door for her to pass. Katharine looked
entreatingly at Mr Fowler-she wanted very much to be toh4
what Colonel Forbes had said; but Mr Fowler was buttoning
up his greatcoat, preparatory, as it seemed, to his return
Rilworth. Katharine went back to him, and asked him w
she was to do. 'What you are told, I suppose,' was his rep
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Qu need not ask me, you are under Dr Lowe now.' ' But won't
ou stay, won't you introduce me to Dr Lowe, and just tell him
ho I am?' said Katharine. 'Not I, trust me; if he takes it
l upon himself, he shall have it his own way, I can tell him.
Good night. I suppose we shall see you back at Rilworth some
lime to-morrow ?' He hurried from her before she had time to
.sk another question, and the fly drove off.
-Katharine stood for a moment irresolute and confused; but
he footman was still holding the door open for her, and there
was nothing to be done but to follow where he led the way-to
he housekeeper's room. It was empty, but a cheerful, bright
;re was blazing in it. 'The housekeeper is ill, I am sorry to
ar,' observed Katharine, thinking it necessary to make some
emark to her attendant. ' Yes, Miss, she has kept her bed these
;ree days with a bad cold on the chest.' He was going away
s Katharine sat down by the fire; but she detained him with
other question : 'Is Dr Lowe at liberty ? I should very much
ke' to see him.' ' I can't say, Miss. I will inquire? And
Katharine was left alone.
It was a feeling of despair at her uncomfortable position which
ad made her ask for Dr Lowe. She was not at all certain what
would be right to say to him when he came. How differently
he was treated now to what she would have been if Jane could
ave had any idea that she was there! Katharine was obliged
remember this, to remind herself that there was no lady at
he head of affairs just then, and that men were often awkward
ad seemingly forgetful without meaning to be so, in order to be
any way patient. She made up her mind at last to be bravet to care what was said or done to her, but to think only of
hat she could say and do for other people; and, as a prelimiary step, not to be shy with Dr Lowe, but tell him why she was
and ask him to make her useful. A heavy fread along the
ssage, rather firm and stately too. Katharine hoped that Dr
we would not behave in a cold or abrupt manner, and frighten
or she should not be able to explain her meaning. Her
rt beat quite fast when the door opened; it stopped for a
nd from a feeling which was nearly akin to fear, when she
Colonel Forbes.
His face was grave but not anxious, at least so Katharine
reted its expression; and he came up to her and shook
s, and said she had taken a great deal of trouble so late at
:; but there was an indescribable most painful coldness of
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manner, which froze every idea that Katharine might previo
have possessed. ' Mrs Forbes will be much obliged, I am s
he added, as if he were making a great effort to be civil. '
hope to-morrow to have a regular nurse; and to-night we co
have managed. I really regret that you should have trouble
yourself.' ' I was told that the housekeeper was ill,' said Kath
rine, in an apologetic tone, 'and Mr Fowler thought the lady,
maid inexperienced.'
An under smile of satire, and perhap
annoyance, played round Colonel Forbes' mouth : 'Mr Fowle
is very good; he makes himself a little too anxious, as country
doctors very often do. They have not so much practice as
London physicians, and of course do not understand symptoms
in the same way. Dr Lowe assures me that the attack will soon'
go off, and all we shall require will be care.' ' Then perhaps I
can be of no use,' said Katharine, a little proudly. ' Oh ! no,
indeed, I could not on any account take upon myself to say
that. No doubt, as you are so kindly anxious, Dr Lowe willfind some work for you ; unless, which perhaps I should recommend after your drive, you may think it better to have some tea
and go to bed. I will give the servants orders to wait upon you.
You will excuse my remaining any longer myself. I must go
and see whether I am wanted. Good night!' And he shook
hands again. Poor Katharine ! how heartily she wished herself
back again in her own home ; and what an earnest resolution
she made never again to obtrude her services where she was not
perfectly certain they were needed !
But Colonel Forbes was no sooner gone than another visitor
appeared in the housekeeper's room, and the current of Katharine's
ideas was completely changed. A hasty, determined knock at
the door was immediately followed by the entrance of Dr Lowe,
a quick-eyed, quick-mannered, yet cordial and kind-hearted individual, who seemed to understand Katharine and all her concerns
by intuition, and assured her twice in one breath that he was
very glad she was come, very glad indeed-the case required
great care. His good friend Colonel Forbes had been perhaps a
little too much alarmed ; a little-but there must be a great deal
of watchfulness still. 'And I may sit up to-night then ?' said
Katharine, much relieved. 'To-night, and to-morrow night, and
as many nights as you please, only don't knock yourself up.
There will be work enough for a good while to come,' he added
speaking more to himself. '.Now, are you ready?' And before
Katharine had time to answer, he led the way up-stairs. Katha
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expected to find Colonel Forbes in his wife's room; but
e's only attendant was one of the housemaids. There were
is, however, of Colonel Forbes having been there; for an

pen book and a paper-knife were lying in the great arm-chair,
nd it was to be supposed therefore that he meant to return.
atharine, however, did not think about that; she had neither
nor thought for anything but Jane's pale, suffering face, of
whichh she caught a glimpse as she entered the room. Dr Lowe
motioned to her to keep at a distance, and then he went up to
te. bed, and said, 'We have brought you an old friend, Mrs
orbes, I- hope you will be glad to see her.' Jane looked up at
im with an expression of face which showed that she only half
pmprehended his meaning; but when he added 'Miss Ashton,'
gleam of pleasure lightened up her face, and her eye glanced
ipidly round the room. Katharine sat down by her, and took
ff her bonnet, and said she was going to stay; and Jane seemed
satisfied then, and sank back into the same almost torpid state.
'et she was still conscious who was near, for when Katharine
loved again, wishing to go into the next room, and receive her
structions for the night from Dr Lowe, Jane was disturbed,
ad put out her hand to stop her, and was only quieted by the
assurance, twice given, that she would return immediately. The
erections were very simple, merely to give medicine at certain
ours, and to call Dr Lowe if the pain returned. There was no
ar, it seemed, of anything like immediate danger, though there
as a necessity for. great care. Dr Lowe gave all necessary inactions in his own peculiar department; the housemaid gave
1I requisite information in every other; Katharine was proded with wine and biscuits in case of needing them herself, and
4en both the physician and the servant wished her good night,
ed left her.
No one said anything about Colonel Forbes-no one suggested
ether he would or would not return. His ways were evidently
ystery not to be inquired into.
Katharine took possession of the seat opposite to the empty arm'r, which she did not like to occupy, though it had rather a
stly look, it was so like Colonel Forbes himself ; and if she
not been expecting him to enter, she would probably have
n into a reverie. There was some excitement in the novelty
cr position, and she was not as anxious as she had thought she
td be. Dr Lowe's manner had inspired her with hope and
ence. She did not think that anything startling or terrible
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was going to happen then, and yet she did feel as if in some
she had turned over a new and important page of the volume 4
her earthly life. Her thoughts wandered back to her first acquaii4
ance with Jane,-the first time that she had ever heard of he>
That had been at Miss Richardson's, when a rumour reached tha
school that a new young lady was coming amongst them. Katha*
rine could remember Jane's introduction ; the shy, timid glance
-the words spoken so low they could scarcely be heard-the
frightened look of appeal to Miss Richardson's protection, when
one or two of the elder girls made careless personal observations
about her. How little she could have imagined then that the
most powerful influence to be exercised over her in life was to
proceed from one so shrinking and humble! Yet so it was;
Jane's earnestness had awakened Katharine's, and the effect 0o
that awakening were to be felt in life, in death, and beyond death,
in eternity i
And yet in the eyes of the world there were such barriers be,
tween them ! That was the greatest wonder of all. Katharine
looked at the luxurious chamber in which Jane was lying, and ia
brought back in strong contrast the absence of riches and refine
ments in her own home; and she thought of the polished society fis
which Jane moved, and felt herself admitted more by sufferance
than courtesy into the privacy of her family, since Colonel Forbe
looked down upon her, and his friends would, for the most pai
have thought it beneath them to notice her; and yet she could
not but feel that Jane and herself were in heart one. They had
been so in childhood, they were so still; how was it?
She took up Jane's Bible, which was lying on the table. 14
happened to open at St Paul's Epistle to Philemon, and she rea
it through; not with any particular intention, but because it hat
first presented itself; yet it had a special meaning to her at th
time. Onesimus, she had been told, was a runaway slave, St Paul
was a gentleman by birth and education; yet was Onesimus i
be received 'not now as a servant, but above a servant, a broth
beloved;' a brother, because born to the same inheritance,
working, though still a servant in the eyes of man, for the
glorious cause. If such was Christianity in its early times, s
also must Christianity be still. But the lesson then princip
inculcated by fellowship in suffering must, in a different state
society, be taught by fellowship in work. When Jane Sin
and Katharine Ashton joined in the same work, they were
consciously, yet most firmly, cementing the tie which the I
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the world would otherwise, in all probability, have utterly
Katharine was willing to work still, either with Jane
pr for her; they had mutual interests, and it mattered little what
form the service assumed, only that it was happiness to her to
feel that she could be a comfort to one whom she so truly loved.
It was this feeling which gave her self-respect and self-command.
Outward deference to those above her in society was accorded
by her freely; for, although belonging to things of this world, it
was an obligation rendered sacred by the ordering of God's
providence, but it could never cause any sense of humiliation.
How could a difference of worldly rank touch one whose aim
was a crown in heaven ?
Not that Katharine could enjoy this feeling of ease at all times.
Worldly people above her in rank often made her uncomfortable.
She did not know by what standard they would judge her, and
phe was afraid, therefore, of jarring upon them, or shocking their
prejudices. Whatever she said or did, when with Jane, would,
phe knew, be thoroughly understood; but it was not so with
Colonel Forbes. It was this doubt which was the great drawback to the satisfaction she might otherwise have felt in being
pow permitted to be of use to Jane in her illness. Colonel
Forbes might, probably he did, think it an intrusion ; his manner
had certainly been as cold as if she had really taken a great
liberty. Katharine could not feel at all happy in her mind when
she thought he would return to occupy the great arm-chair; but
the minutes wore away, and still he did not appear; and then a
oew fear took possession of her : that he was annoyed at her
being there, and therefore was absent on purpose. This was
corse even than the other; and she now expected him as
axiously as before she had dreaded his coming.
Jane was lying very quiet all this time, as Dr Lowe had said
probably would do, from the effect of opiates; and Katha, hoping that she might be really sleeping, scarcely dared to
ve for fear of rousing her. But a sudden opening of the door
what she had been so much striving to prevent. Jane started
and asked in a frightened voice who was there. Katharine
at her bedside in a moment. 'Only Colonel Forbes; he
not know you were asleep.' ' Oh !' Jane did not smile, and
head fell back on her pillow. Colonel Forbes went to the
place and made a sign to Katharine that he wished to speak
her. He looked disconcerted with himself, and inquired
whisper if Mrs Forbes had been asleep long. ' Some time,
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I hope, sir,' replied Katharine; 'but I can't quite say. She
not moved till just this minute.' She did not mean to repro
him for want of thought; but it seemed that he so understo
her words, for he said petulantly, 'That noisy door ought tob
oiled. I must speak about it to-morrow. You say she has ha
a quiet sleep.' 'She has been lying quiet, sir; I don't knod
whether she has been asleep.' ' Please don't whisper,' said;
Jane, raising her faint voice as loudly as she could. Colonel
Forbes turned abruptly away from Katharine and went up to
his wife; 'My dear, it is impossible not to whisper in a sickroom. Let me see how you are, let me feel your pulse.' He
laid his fingers on her wrist, took out his watch, and, moving
the night-lamp, without seeing that the light came full upon
Jane's face, counted the pulsations most carefully. 'A weak
pulse, not so quick, though, by a good deal. Dr Lowe says we
I
shall have you better by ten degrees after a night's rest.'
hope so,' said Jane, perhaps a little despondingly. ' You must
keep up your spirits, my love; it does not do to look on the
dark side of things. Miss Ashton will tell you that.' Katharine,
pleased at hearing her name mentioned, thought she might draw
nearer, and she came rather more within view of Jane. 'It is
very kind of Katharine, isn't it ?' said Jane, trying to move, so
that she might see her. 'Very kind indeed, my love. Pray
keep still, nothing can be worse for you than moving about. As
Miss Ashton is here I don't think I shall sit up, she will be a
better nurse than I could be. There is nothing more that I can
do for you, is there ?' ' Nothing, thank you, dear Philip,-only
kiss me.' He bent down and kissed her, and Jane kept his
hand still in her feeble grasp, and Katharine half heard the
words: 'You are not angry with me now, Philip?' and being
certain that they were not intended for her, moved away.
Colonel Forbes' reply was very short. Katharine thought she
heard a sigh afterwards. He came up to the fireplace once
more, and took up the book and the paper-knife which were
lying in the arm-chair. 'You have everything you require, I
hope, Miss Ashton ? I shall be in the next room if I am wanted.
Good night.' A polite bow was answered by a curtsey from
Katharine. She could scarcely avoid smiling at the hesitation
he had about shaking hands with her.
'Don't you think you shall go to sleep again, dear Mrs
Forbes ?' said Katharine, as she drew the curtain, so as again to
shade Jane's face from the night-lamp. Jane moved her hand a
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a sign that Katharine was-to come and sit down by her. She did
'not look at all sleepy, though her eyes were dim, as if tears had
lately gathered in them. ' It is so kind, Katharine,' she said;
'Yes, of
'and would you come again if I were very ill?'
course, in a moment ; at any moment; you might always depend
' I don't think I am very ill to-night,' continued
upon me.'
Jane. 'I was last night-I may be again.' She paused, as if
trying to collect her strength for the next words, and then added,
'Katharine, if I am not very careful I shall have a heart complaint.' She fixed her eyes upon Katharine's anxious face, but
there was no change in it, and Katharine only said, 'Then we
must take the greatest care of you-every one will, you may be
sure.' 'Philip does not know it,' continued Jane, in a lighter
tone. 'Dr Lowe will tell him before he goes, and I may live
many years, and I may not die from that; only'-_ ' One
cannot forget such a possibility,' said Katharine. Her voice had
'It is not meant we
a choking sound, which Jane noticed.
should forget it,' she said, taking Katharine's hand fondly; 'not
that it really makes any difference, we are all under sentence of
death; but I suppose one can't help feeling differently when there
i a certain danger. Yet it is not my greatest danger, Katharine,
phe continued; 'I made Dr Lowe tell me all, for I have long.
a ad suspicions. He says I may live to old age if nothing should
aggravate the evil at present existing; but I have been out of
"ealth generally for a long time, and what would be slight illnesses for others will be great ones for me. It has been so now.'
Colonel Forbes will be so careful of you when he knows the
ruth,' said Katharine, uttering, however, more her wishes than
er convictions, 'that you will be in less danger, humanly
A doubtful 'yes,'
'Yes'
peaking, than you have been.'
llowed by a pause. ' But, Katharine, if I were very ill at any
tme, would you really come to me ?' Her voice was pleading
its earnestness, and Katharine replied instantly and eagerly,
From the world's end I would come, if I might.' As the words
ere spoken she felt that the promise was solemn beyond her first
oughts; but Jane's placid, grateful 'thank you,' repaid her,
d she had no fear for its performance. ' And now you will go
sleep again,' said Katharine, gently. 'Yes, I will try; please
by me still. How cool you are !' and Jane laid her burning
ers upon Katharine's hand, and repeated again, ' You have
inised to come to me?' And then the strength which she
exerted in talking seemed nearly exhausted, and the old
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feeling of torpor crept over her, and, closing her eyes,
appeared about to fall asleep. Katharine sat in the same pos
for at least two hours, not venturing to remove her hand ,
Jane's lest she might disturb her. After that Jane woke up
a little while, and Katharine gave her her medicine, and r
some of the Psalms to her; but they did not talk again. And s
the weary hours of darkness passed, and the chilling morni
light stole in through the chinks of the closed shutters, and by
that time Katharine was so exceedingly tired that she could not
think of anything but the comfort of rest, and the difficulty she
should find in getting through the business of the coming day,
and for a few moments she fell asleep herself. She was roused,
however, about five o'clock by Jane's restlessness. The pain in
her side had returned again, not as violently as at first, but sufficiently so to be alarming to Katharine. Jane herself, too, was a
little frightened, and begged that the bell might be rung for
some one to come and help her; but just as Katharine was going
to pull the handle, she stopped her and said, ' No, you must not,
you will disturb Philip.' ' He would rather be disturbed if you
are suffering,' said Katharine. ' No, no ; it must not be;' and
Jane's face, even in the midst of her bodily suffering, showed
that the pain of her mind was greater. ' But he ought to know,
and I am afraid he will be vexed with me if I don't call him,'
said Katharine.- Jane could scarcely speak, the pain was so
intense; but she grasped Katharine's arm convulsively, and
whispered in an agony of eagerness, 'Please not-Dr Lowe.'
Katharine was in great perplexity, for she did not think that
Jane, in her present state, ought to be left for a single moment;
but there was no alternative, and, hurrying along the passage,
she knocked at the door of the apartment which she had been
told Dr Lowe occupied. His quiet manner reassured her, as it
had done before. The return of the pain, he said, was only
what was to be expected--there was no reason to call any onecertainly not Colonel Forbes. If Katharine would only attend
to his directions nothing else was required; and when Dr Lowe
had given them, and visited Jane for a few minutes, he went back
to his bed, and Katharine returned to her watch.
Jane talked a little again, as the pain decreased, but it was
chiefly upon indifferent subjects. She did not again allude to
her illness, and she seemed to have a dread, which to Katharine
was unaccountable, of any reference to the removal to Moorlands.
It was impossible not to touch upon it every now and then; but
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. "so awkwardly as to
be abrupt. She liked to hear anything which Katharine could
tell her of the poor people, but the questions she asked the most
eagerly were about the Miss Ronaldsons and their nephew; and
a look o£blank disappointment came over her when she heard
Katharine say, in an indifferent tone, that Mr Ronaldson was
gone back to the north, and would probably not be at Rilworth
again for a very long time. Katharine did feel particularly
indifferent just then, for Jane's illness had put all thought of
herself and her own cares out of her mind. Jane was silent for
several minutes after receiving the information, and Katharine,
supposing she was tired, moved away from the bed, and busied
herself with putting the room in order. It was growing so late
that she thought it must be nearly time to give up her place of
watcher to another, and return herself to Rilworth. Jane looked
Sat her affectionately, when, after a time, she stood again by the
bedside; and, noticing her weary face, became anxious that she
should have her breakfast and then take some rest. Her own
maid could come to her now, she said, and that would be all she
should want. Katharine begged to remain a little longer, till
she had seen Colonel Forbes; after that she must return home.
'Without rest ! oh no, Katharine; you will be quite ill. Besides, Colonel Forbes may be late.' 'But he will come to see
you the first thing, I suppose ?' said Katharine. 'Perhaps so,'
was Jane's short reply; and then, apparently fearing that
Katharine might think hardly of him, she added, ' You know he
has so very much to do, he can't command his own time.' It
was most strange to Katharine. She imagined that a husband's
natural impulse would have been to make his wife the object of
his earliest attention. She was quite sure that if it had been
the case of her father and mother it would have been so, and the
little trait gave a more painful impression of the feeling existing
between Colonel Forbes and Jane than anything she had obrved before. 'I should not like to go without seeing him,'
ontinued Katharine ; 'I want to thank him for letting me stay,
d I should be glad to know, too, if I could be of any further
e.' 'And you won't come back? ' said Jane; musingly. ' I
afraid I shall not be able,' was Katharine's reply. ' My
other wants me at home so much, and you know I must make
duty to her the first object.' 'Yes, certainly, yes,' continued
e, in the same musing tone. 'She would miss you exceedly if you were to go away from her.' ' If I were to go; but
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there is no chance
which she yet seemed unwilling to utter; but after a
pause, in which she appeared to have been deeply engaged- i
her own thoughts, she said, 'I exacted a selfish promise .las
night; you might not be able to keep it. 'I might be ill,'
said Katharine; ' I know nothing else which should prevent me.'
'You might be married,' said Jane ; and she coloured far more
than Katharine. 'I might be; it is not probable: but dear
Mrs Forbes, I could not marry any one who would not spare
me for such a purpose.' 'So you think,' said Jane; 'but you
cannot be sure. How can people know each other before they
marry !" 'I could not marry upon a short acquaintance,' said
Katharine.'
'And how will the longest acquaintance help
you?' asked Jane. ':At least,' she added, quickly, 'if it is
knowledge after you are engaged.' ' I hope mine would not be.
that kind of knowledge,' observed Katharine; 'I quite agree
there is but little trust to be placed in it. People deceive themselves partly from vanity, and partly because they are happy, and
so they end in deceiving each other; I have seen that.' Jane
turned away her head and sighed. 'But we must not trouble
about these far-off improbabilities,' said Katharine, more lightly ;
'there is enough to think of for the present. I would come
back to-day if I might, and if I were able, but I must not let my
mother be fretted, and perhaps you will have other nurses and
better ones. Mr Fowler said last night that perhaps one of the
Miss Forbes would come to you.' ' They would if Philip liked
it,' said Jane; and then she thought a minute, and observed,
'They don't come here very often.' 'But if they knew you
were ill they would come,' said Katharine. 'Yes, they are
very good ; I think they would help me as much as they could,
but they have a good deal to do at home.' 'I would much
rather nurse you entirely myself,' said Katharine, affectionately;
'but Colonel Forbes would not like that. At least,' and she
blushed a little, ' I fancied last night that he did not much approve of having a stranger about.' 'He did not say anything,
did he?' asked Jane, hurriedly. 'Oh ! no; he was very kind;
and it might have been only my notion, but I should like to be
quite sure he would not disapprove before I offered myself again. However, that is foolish talking,' she continued. 'Dear Mrs
Forbes, I must really think of going now. If I were to ring
would your maid come to you?' Jane considered again, and
having settled that it was now so late there would be no fear of -
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They were
disturbing 'Philip,' suffered Katharine to ring.
waiting in silence, and Katharine was thinking in her own mind
that Jane looked more ill by daylight than she had done by
candle-light, when a little impatient knock was heard at the
door. ' That is Philip,' said Jane, instantly. Katharine went to
the door. Colonel Forbes was in his dressing-gown ; a most unfortunate circumstance for his temper, since he was scrupulously
particular as to his personal appearance. He drew back directly
he saw Katharine. 'Miss Ashton ! I beg your pardon; I thought
you were gone to take some rest.' ' I am going home, I believe,
sir,' said Katharine, holding open the door for him to enter.
He hesitated a moment, and then walked straight up to the bed
with a step which showed that he was uncomfortably conscious
of wearing slippers. 'How are you, my love? I heard your
bell, or I should not have come in. What sort of night have
you had?'
'Very tolerable,' said Jane, cheerfully; 'I slept
nearly two hours, didn't I, Katharine?'
'Quite two hours,'
;replied Katharine, 'and then the pain came on.' 'Yes, yes,'
repeated Colonel Forbes, hastily; 'yes, we must be prepared for
that. It won't do to distress yourself, my dear, because the pain
returns. Dr Lowe told me yesterdayit was quite to be expected.
It was not as bad, I suppose, as at first.' 'Not quite,' said Jane,
wishing to speak the truth, and yet anxious to say what she
knew he would wish to hear. He had a particular dislike to be
old of any person being in pain. 'And we shall get you up, I
ope, by and by,' he continued. ' Oh ! no,' exclaimed Kathaine, entirely forgetting to whom she was speaking, but recolcting it directly afterwards, and becoming extremely confused.
olonel Forbes just looked at her, and then repeated, 'We shall
et you up by and by, my love ; it will be better for you ;-lying
bed is extremely weakening.' 'I dare say Dr Lowe will leave
directions,' said Jane; ' I suppose he will go back to-day.'
es, there can be no reason for his staying now that you are so
ch better. Fowler will be able to manage for you, only we
ust not let him croak as he does.' Jane did not answer, but
ed her head back, and her face changed, so that Katharine
she was not by any means free from pain. Colonel Forbes,
ever, did not perceive it, and aware that he had been unrteous to Katharine, he turned to her and said a few civil
s about the obligation they were under for the exertion she
made, taking care, however, to add that he hoped it would
e required of any one again. Mrs Forbes being so much
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better already, it was to be expected she would improve rapidly
Katharine could not even venture to say that she hoped he would
call upon her for her services another time, if necessary. She
was sure that he would not do so if he could possibly avoid it,
and her only reply was a request that, if it were not very inconvenient, she might be allowed to go back to Rilworth in the cart,
as she felt herself rather too tired for the walk. ' Oh i! certainly.'
Nothing could be more hearty than Colonel Forbes' acquiescence; his face quite brightened at the idea, and he assured her
that he would give orders for it directly. All he begged was,
that she would take some breakfast first; she would find some
ready for her in the housekeeper's room. Katharine was as
grateful as it was necessary to be--that is, she returned him
precisely the civility he gave; and Colonel Forbes, kissing
Jane's forehead, and telling her to keep up her spirits, and eat
and drink as much as she could, retired under the protection
of the curtain, with as little of the undignified shuffle of slippers
as possible.
When he was gone, Katharine prepared to go too ; but more
unwillingly than she would have done before. In some way or
other Colonel Forbes always contrived to leave on Jane's mind
traces of his visits-not 'angels' visits,' though 'few and far
between.' Katharine could not exactly tell the reason why, but
she could guess something, and feel a great deal more. Persons
who present the repelling pole of the moral magnet always do
make their presence felt, even to bystanders. Jane now was not
at all like what she had been a few minutes before. It seemed
as if her husband possessed the power of shutting up her feelings, or at least their expression, even towards others. She said
nothing of Katharine's coming back, and did not even express a
wish to see her again, till just as Katharine was upon the very
point of leaving her, and was putting her pillow comfortable,
and smoothing the coverlet, and reminding the maid, who was
.present, of all the minute directions which Dr Lowe had given.
Then Jane seized one of Katharine's hands in both of hers, and!
with all her little strength forcing her to bend down to her, said,
'When I am very ill, you have promised.' 'Yes, I have pro.
mised, and, with God's help, I will keep the promise;' and
Katharine departed.
Katharine's breakfast in the housekeeper's room was very comfortable, for Colonel Forbes' order had been strict that eve
attention should be paid her. He would have done the same
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he had been actually a deadly enemy; it was part of his pride
bat no one in his house should be neglected. So Katharine sat
[own by a bright fire, and was served with coffee, and Westphalia
Lam, and hot rolls, which she was too tired and feverish to like,
a~uwhich she ate, because it was necessary to keep up her
strength for the day's work. From time to time the handle of
he door was turned noiselessly, and a solemn man-servant appeared to inquire if she had everything, she wanted, and, putting
resh coals on the fire, withdrew, equally solemnly. Quietness
vas the characteristic of the house. Stealthy steps moved along
he passage, and brooms and dustpans did their duty with faint
ounds in the distance, and the great clock in the servants' hall
icked sepulchrally, as if afflicted with a cold in the chest. So
Nothing it all was, that Katharine's almost irresistible impulse
ras to fall back in the chair, and make up the arrears of sleep;
gut there was business awaiting her, the packing to be begun,
nd the charwoman to be directed ; so she set herself to resist the
emptation, and even walked up and down the room at intervals
a prevent herself from yielding to it, trying to settle in her own
iind what she would do first when she reached home.
,But home seemed far off just at that moment; her thoughts
could wander back continually to Jane's room, and what she had
aid, and the promise which had been given. The web of human
existence is strangely intermingled. Katharine's life had, in
ume way, been blended with Jane's for several years, and now
:seemed as if circumstances might unite them yet more closely.
t was not Katharine's reason which told her this, but her affecsn and sympathy. She had such a strong sense of Jane's lonehess, in spite of the presence of husband, children, and friends;
Pd the words, ' When I am very ill you will come to me,' rang
uchingly and mournfully in her ears, and seemed to constitute
in a manner Jane's special guardian and watchful friend.
Katharine did not think that 'very ill' was likely to come
n. She would not allow herself to think that when Colonel
rbes knew the state of his wife's health, he would ever again
se her to the risk of over-exertion, and so she comforted herfor the moment; and, feeling at last that interest for Jane
superseding the more imperative demands of her home duties,
bved, by a vigorous effort, to put aside all lingering rememes of the past or guesses about the future, and think only of
resent; a resolution much assisted by the announcement of
.olemn footman that the cart was ready.
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CHAPTER XLI.

K

ATHARINE found a tolerably comfortable state of affairs
on her return home. Betsey Carter,who always appeared
to particular advantage when left to be useful in her own way,1
had managed to be a tolerable substitute for Katharine; and
Mrs Ashton had eaten a good breakfast, and was just preparing
to make an onset on the business of the day at half-a-dozeni
different points, when her daughter made her appearance.
'What !so early, Kitty, my dear ; I didn't expect you for the
next hour at least. It is good of you, I must say. Sit down and
tell us all about it, and have some breakfast. Betsey will get you
some, won't you, Betsey ?' Miss Carter was quite pleased to be
recognised in her responsible position as the manager of the
establishment, and would instantly have ordered 'a sumptuous
repast but for Katharine's hearty 'No, thank you ; please not,
Betsey. Mother dear, I have had my breakfast, and I couldn't
possibly eat anything more; but just tell me how you are, and
how you have been getting on.'
'Well, pretty fair, for the
matter of that ; Betsey has been very kind. We were not quite sO
early as usual, for we had rather a bad night at first, in the sleeping way, not being so well used to each other; so we made up for
it this morning, and Betsey has been as busy as a bee, and has set
Susan and Mrs Crossin to work, packing up the house-linen.
But I am glad you are come, Kitty ; we don't do half as well
without you; and you have not told us yet about Mrs Forbes,
though I knew by your face when you came in that she couldn't'
be worse.' 'She is better a good deal, I hope,' replied Katha
rine; 'but I am very glad I went. I think I was of use; and
she liked to have me.' ' Well ! that was good. I hope she understood that I wouldn't have spared you for every one; and to
Colonel was civil, was he ?' 'Yes,' said Katharine; 'he could
not very well be uncivil.' Betsey Carter laughed to herself, bu
said nothing. 'And they give you everything you wanted,
suppose-?' said Mrs Ashton; 'a good fire, and plenty to e
and drink?' 'Of course,' interrupted Miss Carter; 'it's n
the Maplestead fashion to let any one starve. You shou
hear the stories I hear sometimes from the housekeeper,
'Well! it's all ri
the way things go on in the kitchen.'
that it should be so in a large house,' observed Mrs Asht
'but what is the matter with Mrs Forbes, Kitty?' 'I do
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know what they call it, mother ; and it does not so much
guify as she is better. Katharine had an instinctive dislike to
hearing Maplestead discussed by persons who did not -underand Jane, and especially she dreaded Betsey Carter's gossip ;
), after warming herself for a few minutes, and answering
-r mother's anxious questions as to how she felt, and assuring
3r that she was not ill from fatigue, she said she would go upairs and take off her things, and see what Susan and Mrs
rossin were about.
Home looked homely to Katharine ; but it was very comfort)le and free, and it was a sad thought that it must soon be
yen up. She had no fear of being misunderstood by her
other; but she could not be equally sure with Selina, and it
puld be a trial to be living in another person's house,, even
tough he were her own brother, after she had so long been
iustomed to consider herself joint-mistress with her mother.
ad everything now was reminding her that change was at
td ;-the closets in her own room were empty, and the floor
s strewn with the various articles which had once occupied
eir shelves. This was a fancy of Miss Carter's; she liked,
said, to see what there was put away, and then it was easy
judge what was to be done with it; and for the last hour
an and Mrs Crossin had been busy unloading shelves in
different closets, till the whole of the upper chambers,
pt Mrs Ashton's bedroom, looked like a great lumberm. Katharine wished very much that the work had been
yed till her return, and thought that it would be much
er to manage with only her mother to help her, and without
risk of Betsey Carter's suggestions. But Betsey liked a bustle,
was fully convinced in her own mind that neither Mrs
on nor Katharine knew half as well as she did 'what ought
done with what;' so she at once announced her intention
ying to help them, and Katharine had no alternative but
ation, and as much gratitude as she could summon up for
c asion.
d very busily they worked; Katharine trying to forget that
s dreadfully tired, and had sat up all night, and sometimes
ly succeeding to a certain extent. After dinner, however,
"ked so entirely fagged, that Mrs Ashton insisted upon her
down for an hour, and Katharine accordingly retired to her
fortless apartment to rest, and, if possible, sleep, in spite
knocking of hammers, the moving of tables and boxes,
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and the orders given in Miss Carter's loudest tones.

She

for two hours, and was awakened by voices in the p
below. John's voice was one; Henry Madden's another. It
necessary, therefore, to go down and talk over business;--t
amount of yearly income to be received from the shop had ne
been settled yet, though it had been talked about in gen
terms. Katharine felt that neither her mother nor her broth
had good heads for business, and she did not place very mud
confidence in her own, and a sigh escaped her as she thought
the way in which hitherto they had been saved from all trouble
of the kind, followed by a longing, checked as soon as it aros
that Charles Ronaldson would settle near them to help them
their difficulties.
Betsey Carter was to go home to drink tea, so that KatharinA
knew they should have the evening to themselves. She dreaded
it rather ; business matters were always likely to bring though
less words and misunderstandings, and John's temper watl
hasty, and Henry Madden was inclined to be self-willed and
imperious. There was no one to put them down or direct then
in any way. Mrs Ashton never contradicted John, and Katha
rine herself had no authority. Again came the sorrowful longing
for her father, and again Katharine felt herself discontented
and distrustful, till she remembered the fowls of the air fed
without thought for themselves, and the hairs of her head
which were all numbered; and a better, a dearer Love brough
back the quiet confidence which was now habitual to her.
Business began at once, for John was in a hurry, and indeed
never could bear delays of any kind. His character showed
itself painfully to Katharine as the conversation proceeded. Hii
calculations were continually made upon the supposition tha
probabilities were certainties, and this, of course, greatly misled
him. Henry Madden, on the contrary, would reckon upon no
thing which was not actually in his possession at the present,
at least assured to him by constant experience of the past.
was very difficult to make two such minds meet, and, as
evening wore on, Katharine became almost hopeless. She
also that she distrusted Henry Madden in his way quite asmu
as she did her brother. He was a selfish person; and where:
interest was concerned it was almost impossible to make himi
things fairly. Then again he was a politician, and not a
reasonable or judicious one; and this to Katharine was one of
most objectionable points about him. It might do him so
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prm in his business, and if it did, and they were dependent upon
in, they must, of course, suffer. Again she pondered the desirbleness of parting with everything at once; and again she was
)et by the thought of John's extravagance, and her mother's
leak fondness, which would infallibly cause all that they posessed to be made over to him if it were possible to grasp it. She
at by, for the most part silent, or, if she did speak, it was generIly to put in some conciliatory word, or to soften anything
,hich might be said that was likely to be painful to her mother's
elings. And there was a great deal of this kind; perhaps it
gas impossible to help it, but it did seem strange to Katharine to
ear Henry Madden speaking of her father, criticising what he
ad done, and referring to what he had said, without any aparent remembrance of her mother's presence; and several times
i the course of the evening Katharine drew near to her mother,
under pretence of arranging her work, and fondly pressed her
and, and kissed her, because she saw the tears stealing down
Irs Ashton's cheeks, in consequence of some thoughtless speech
tiich Mr Madden had no idea could give pain, and which John
Id not notice.
There was an end to. that trial, however, as there is to everying earthly;-a truism which, obvious though it is, we are all
Sour impatience liable to forget. By ten o'clock the business
pd advanced as far as the conviction on both sides that agreepnt was impossible, and that a third person must be called in;
d with this satisfactory announcement the party separated.
r Katharine ! how worn and heartsick she felt when she
t to bed! and how wrong it seemed to be absorbed, as she
herself, in matters which after all were only of this world !
ether she and her mother were to have twenty or thirty pounds
ear more or less was not of such vast importance, for, at all
nts, they would have enough to live upon comfortably ; yet
was as eager about it, and as much annoyed in her heart, as
when Mr Madden disputed the point.
tharine did not understand her own character. A love of
e was a very prominent trait. She could give away hunbut she could not bear to be unjustly deprived of a penny
this led her sometimes to be hard in her judgment, and
e in her censures. She saw the effect of her natural disposiut she did not know the cause; happily for her, indeed,
saved her from the temptation of making excuses for herIt was not pleasant to go to bed with the consciousness of
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having been so hasty and unkind in feeling, if not in words a
deeds, but it was safer to be humble than to give way to a spi
of self-justification.

CHAPTER XLII.
evening was but the first of many such evenings.
ANDThethatwhole
day, indeed, had been but a sample of what
Katharine was to bear for the next ten days; only each hour's
annoyance aggravated by the near approach of the time when she
was to leave the home of her childhood for ever. Yet she had
many things to support her: constant occupation, the knowledge
that she was essential to her mother's happiness, and likely to be
materially useful to her brother, and especially the sympathy of
true friends, whose affection had been gained in happier days,
and who now came forward in the hour of sorrow to soothe and
comfort her. Mr and Mrs Reeves were foremost amongst this
number. It almost seemed to Katharine as if they had given
up every other claim upon their time in order to attend especially to her. Mr Reeves was always at leisure now, when
Katharine wanted him, and gave her not only comfort but a
good deal of straightforward advice in matters not at first sight
in his peculiar province. His good common sense made him a
most valuable counsellor in a worldly sense, and his deep religious feelings enabled him to put just the tone and spirit into
Katharine's way of viewing her troubles which raised them from
petty annoyances into crosses to be borne meekly and thankfully
for the sake of Him who appointed them.
'Don't try,' he said to her one day, 'to keep yourself up by
secondary motives. They are very useful before people are
thoroughly imbued with a religious spirit, but they are merely a
loss afterwards. Persons sometimes, for instance, refrain from
hasty words, because, as the saying is, "they only make matters
worse." Very well that is, as far as it goes ; it is better to,
refrain for that reason than not at all; but a man is not:
therefore a better Christian. Every trouble, great or small,
which meets us in life, is meant to be a step to raise us to
heaven.
Some persons take advantage of these steps, others
pass them by; and so it is that we see some rake so mu~
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ore rapid progress than others.' Katharine had long acted
pon the same idea to a certain extent; but it became at
his period of her life a more firmly-established principle, and
often
gave her the same kind of healthy energy which a child
eels when its lessons increase in difficulty. Mrs Reeves also
Insisted her in various ways in which only a woman could help
ier. She had a quick perception and great tact, and saw, almost
before Katharine had entered into an explanation, what were
ikely to be her trials at Moorlands; and she could understand
rhat no one else exactly did, all the privations which Kathaine would have to bear in the loss of the society which of late
rars had been so pleasant to her. There were moments when
atharine was inclined to regret that she had ever known it; it
Temed, she said, as if she had ventured beyond her sphere, and
low she was to suffer for it. But Mrs Reeves would not allow
er to say this. 'There can be no venturing beyond your sphere,
Katharine,' she said, 'as long as you keep to the duties of your
here ; and I am sure you always do that. I do very earnestly
st that you will never sink yourself to the level of the ordinpersons you may be obliged to associate with. The good
u may do by showing them that you can cultivate your mind,
d enjoy reading and conversation, and be brought into associon with persons above you in rank, and yet have sufficient
lf-respect to keep the worldly position in which you were born,
i1 be incalculable.' Katharine thought for a moment, and
n said, ' But, dear Mrs Reeves, even if I succeed mylf in doing this, which I am sure, however, I do not as I
ght, I can never influence others; there is nothing so difficult,
perhaps I see more of the case than you do. Persons are
instantly imagining, that because I know you, and go over to
aplestead to see Mrs Forbes, therefore I am quite on a footing
h you, and they even try to make me angry sometimes, bese I am not asked to parties. But I can't be angry,' she
ed, simply, 'because I never expect it, and I should not like
,I don't think you would like it, Katharine,' replied Mrs
ves, 'any more than I should like to be invited to Rilworth
le, when the Duchess of Lpother has a party of fashionable
don ladies to visit her. 'Tey.is a sense of unfitness in

associations.' 'And yet,' said Katharine, musingly, 'I
exactly know what answer to give when persons talk to
this way. I feel I am satisfied, but I don't know why.
as to your visiting at Rilworth Castle, I am sure you must
T
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be fit company for any person. It is all very puzzling.'
so I hope I am fit company for any one,' said Mrs R
smiling; 'and so I think you are, Katharine. But it does
follow that we are therefore to wish to overthrow the forms
society. I think, Katharine,' she added, 'that your friends wo
be more satisfied as to your position, if they would rememb
that the same distinctions exist in every rank of English socie
and that well-bred people are quite contented they should rd
main. I will speak of myself, as you first spoke of me. I really
believe that, as regards education, I am just as well educated a
the Duchess of Lowther-perhaps better in some respects; an
if I were to meet her, I could be as easy in her society as I ati
in yours. We do meet occasionally; and then we are cordial
and free as you and I might be. But she is still the Duchess
Lowther, and I am the wife of a private gentleman,-I put asidi
his being a clergyman,-and neither education, nor Christiai
principles, require us to overlook those worldly distinctions
The Duchess, therefore, very properly keeps to her own set 1
intimate friends, and I keep to mine. We often meet, indeed
on neutral ground which is common to us both, and the Duchesn
never fails to show Mr Reeves the respect due to his office ; bui
when worldly things are in question, such as grand dinner-parties
and other forms of society, we mutually agree to be governed bi
worldly rules.'
'But what people say to me sometimes,' said Katharine, 'ij
that education makes all the difference, and that if persons are
well educated they are equal to the Queen, or any one. I don'
mean that that applies to me,' she added, blushing, 'because I
have not been well educated.' ' I think I see where the diffii
culty lies,' replied Mrs Reeves; ' highly educated persons in
the professional classes meet with society among themselves to
satisfy them. Clergymen's families associate with clergymen'
families, for instance, and find themselves very pleasant con
panions, and so they are not tempted to wish for anythi
beyond; but this is not the case with the generality of perso
in trade, in this generation at least; perhaps things may
different in the next. Informer days education was but litt
thought of amongst them h 'so parents who were ignor
allowed their children to be ignorant also; and now, wh
young people begin to read and think, they do not
sympathy and companionship in their own set, and then t
seek it in those above them.' 'And find it,' said Katha '
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Sratefully; 'at least if they are like me.' 'But all are not like
bu, Katharine,' replied Mrs Reeves; 'a great many have their
heads turned at the same time that they have them filled, and
b they think that because they are equal in one point they are
qual in all; which is just as if, because I can play and sing,
Ike the Duchess of Lowther, therefore I must be a duchess myelf.' Katharine still looked thoughtful, and a little perplexed.
It is a difficult subject, I confess,' continued Mrs Reeves, 'more
difficult in theory though than in practice, as you have found it;
iut the only way of obviating the difficulty, I suspect, is not to
-evate a few individuals above their station, but to raise the
bne of the whole; in fact, Katharine, to make a great many
~hers work and study as you have done, and then they will be
ppy companions for each other, and will not wish to go out of
eir sphere, because they will have all they want in it.' 'It
llbe a wonderful kind of education which can do that,' said
tharine, thinking as she spoke especially of Betsey Carter, and
e efforts she had often seen her make to put herself into society
yond her position by birth. 'Many persons would think I
s very bigoted and prejudiced, if I were to say that only a
urch education will do it thoroughly,' replied Mrs Reeves,
it I do think so; and I think too that one great reason, if not
chief reason, why schemes of education for the poor, or for
>se above them, have done more harm than good, is, that they
ve not been based upon the principles of the Church. Mr
eves once made me study the Bible, and Church history, in
rence to this subject. I remember his pointing out particuy how every one in every class was kept in his proper place;
gs, for instance, having authority, and subjects being bound
obey them; and masters and servants, fathers and children,
ordered to rule or be ruled; and yet again and again, all
ken of as one,-one Body, one Building,-because they were
members of the Church, and had the same privileges, and
ed for the same object.'- 'Yes,' said Katharine, thought'working for the Church,-that is what has helped me many
s when I have been inclined to be discontented; the feeling
in my place I was as necessary to the work of the Church
y great person ever so clever might be. Mr Reeves put the
ht into my head years ago; he did not know how useful it
be.' 'And that not one can be spared,' continued Mrs
s; 'that is a comfort when one thinks one's self very inCant.' 'Yes,' replied Katharine, 'after all one's boasting
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about not caring to be thought of consequence, one does
very much.' 'Perhaps,' replied Mrs Reeves, 'it was inten
that we should care. All those longings for advancement, whi
are a part of our nature, must be meant to be satisfied in so
way. It may be the fault is that people strive to raise the
selves in this world, instead of in the next.' Katharine was still
thoughtful. ' I am not,' she said, ' discontented with my own
position; I do not really wish to change it, and I have not the
least wish to be introduced into fashionable society. But if I
were, what I am not, highly educated, I should think it very
hard to be shut out from the acquaintance of nice, good people,
merely because I was a tradesman's daughter.' Mrs Reeves
smiled. ' You would not be shut out, Katharine, if all were like
you; that is, not more than I am, as I said before, from the
society of persons of high rank.' ' But do you think,' said Katharine, 'that such distinctions of mere rank are right ?' ' Yes,
most unquestionably,' replied Mrs Reeves, 'for the simple reason, that they are fully recognised in the Bible. It is possible,'
she continued, 'that in the course of years education and good
manners may have spread through all ranks; yet we have no
reason to believe, even then, that all will be outwardly equal.'
' It will take a very long time,' said Katharine, 'to make such a
change as that.' 'Not, perhaps, so long as we may think,'
replied Mrs Reeves; 'refinement spreads very .rapidly, as we
see by past experience. Old books which describe the manners
of clergymen's families, and lawyers', and physicians', show us
how very strange, and what we should now call vulgar, they
were; and so before them we hear of lords and ladies doing wha
would shock us. There will be the same change probably in
years to come.' ' But we may not live to see it,' observed Kat
arine. 'We may see a good deal of it, if God should spare ou
lives to old age,' replied Mrs Reeves. 'We see the commenc
ment now; only, unfortunately, in many cases the improvement
begins at the wrong end,-accomplishments, which ought to
the finish, are made the foundation; and, as a natural con
quence, the persons who devote their time and thoughts only
such things are just as vulgar as they were before, their min
are not cultivated, and they have no idea of real good-breedi
'Perhaps so,' replied Katharine, with an air of thought; ';
how can it be otherwise ?' 'Only by a certain number of
sons setting a different example,' replied Mrs Reeves. ' i
for instance, may do, and have done a great deal.' Katha
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uite started with surprise. '.Yes,' continued Mrs Reeves, 'I
an see it, though, naturally enough, you do not. Miss Carter,
irinstance, is very much less pushing and disagreeable than
he used to be ; and I am sure you have taught her; and now
he is bringing up her little sister to be quiet and retiring, and
educating her well and sensibly at the same time. Just
nagine if this were the case in Rilworth universally, what a
hange there would be in the society !' 'It would be intolerble !'exclaimed Katharine; 'they never would content themelves with remaining in their own position.' ' I beg your paron, Katharine; if they were educated as I mean, they would
e perfectly contented; just as contented, to return to the old
imile, as I am when I have to visit Mrs Lane instead of going
ver to Rilworth Castle. Remember, I am imagining the case
fwell-bred persons, and the very essence of good-breeding is to
eep in your own position.'
There was a silence of a few moments. Katharine broke it by
saying, 'Still the old question recurs, if people are all to be wellred and well-educated, why are there distinctions ?' 'And I
repeat again, because God has appointed them,' replied
Irs Reeves, gravely. 'I do not mean,' she added, 'that when
I classes are equal in education, the distinctions will exist to the
Dme degree; of course they will not; but I am sure we shall find
kat if they are quite set aside, the result will be not that all perens will be equally refined, but all equally vulgar.. ' I don't see
shy,' replied Katharine. 'Is it not,' asked Mrs Reeves, 'be.use one of the distinctive characteristics of Christian goodeeding is overlooked-that of giving honour where honour is
e? The Church teaches that lesson,' she added, 'just as
ongly as it does that we are all one.'
The conversation ended here, for it was Katharine's dinner
ur; and perhaps it was fortunate for her that it did. Although
ch more satisfied, she might only have been perplexed by
her conversation upon a subject which involved such frequent
rence to herself. She was quicker in her perceptions of'how
ought to act than she was in her powers of thought. Simity and humility had refined her taste and given her great
acy of feeling ; but she was not used to self-contemplation,
pt in the form of examination as to her faults, and did not
ys understand herself. Probably the very fact of seeking to
more of her own mind- would have destroyed the charm of
haracter.
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CHAPTER XLIII.

TEN

days passed away rapidly; yet in looking back upol
them they seemed a month, so much had been done i4
them. Katharine was too busy to go again to Maplestead, but she
heard daily reports from Mr Fowler, and upon the whole they
were satisfactory. Jane's amendment was rapid-that is to say,
for the first few days; afterwards Mr Fowler said she was
languid, and did not gain strength as she ought. There was
always something doubtful in his way of speaking of her thorough
recovery; and if Katharine had not known the hidden mischief
which might at any moment burst forth, she might have thought
him what Colonel Forbes had called him-'a croaker.' He might
indeed have been influenced, in his opinion, by a feeling of
pique. Since Dr Lowe had been called in, he had been only
allowed to act under his orders; but the little details which he
gave convinced Katharine that the evil was only lulled for the'
time.
The last day at home arrived, and would have been very
overpowering, if Katharine had had time to think; but, happily
for her mind, though not for her body, she was not allowed one
moment of rest. The necessary good-byes had been said before.
Those to the poor people were the hardest of all to bear, for
Katharine would not delude them by the hope of assistance
which she knew that most probably she should be unable to give.
The district would be left without a visitor for the present. Mr
Reeves had announced the need there would be for help, but no
one had come forward to offer it. When Katharine thought over
her acquaintances, to see who could be asked to supply her
place, she could not fix upon a single individual who had apparently leisure to take it. Rilworth was a very busy place, and
there were few persons living there who were not engaged in some
profession or trade, or had not some pressing family occupation.
And when every hour in the day had its claim of duty already,
how could more be undertaken ? Mr and Mrs Reeves came to
see Katharine and her mother the last evening, and Katharine
managed to have a little conversation with them alone. The subject of the district was mentioned, and she spoke almost despair-,
ingly about it, and as a last resource offered still to continue t
be a visitor herself; but this Mr Reeves would not hear of. 'Sb
was going,' he said, ' into a sphere of new duties, and it would n
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I to burden her with old ones: besides,' he added, 'we never
materially benefit the world by taking upon ourselves the busiiess which ought to fall to the share of others. Rilworth people
ire busy, I own ; but they are not too busy to eat, and drink, and
leep, and pay visits, and enjoy holidays : and though I give them
:redit for being very industrious, I really cannot believe they are
ruch admirable managers of their time already, as not to admit
If any change by which they shall have leisure for the poor. It
s the will which is wanting. Tell them that they are to gain a
hundred pounds, or fifty, or thirty, or even ten pounds, by giving
tp two or three hours in the week to being district visitors, and
you would be overrun with applications. No, let the district go
n as it can for the present. Mrs Reeves and myself will take care
hat there shall be no great distress, and in the meantime I shall
told it up as a disgrace to the town. The young men-those are
he persons I want to get hold of. Give me half-a-dozen Charles
2onaldsons, and I would consent to part with half our police, if
tot the whole. And I do not despair,' he added. 'We are attachng some to the Church in various ways ; by lending them books,
br instance, and making them join the Church singing-class, and
2ings of that kind, and by degrees one may hope to enlarge their
lotions of duty.'
' I am not sure they will thank you, sir,' replied Katharine,
smiling. ' I know myself that I always have a feeling, when I
ee you, that you are going to open my eyes to something I have
neglected ' 'But you would not like to have your eyes closed
gain, Katharine ?' said Mrs Reeves, kindly. 'Perhaps not,'
plied Katharine; 'but it gives one a perpetual sense of shortming, and when one thinks one has done all there is still a mist
unfulfilled duties behind.' ' To make us feel that we are unfitable servants,' said Mr Reeves. 'So it must be always.
ey who do the most alone know how much is left undone.'
'et I can so well enter,' said Katharine, 'into the feelings of a
end of mine, who was obliged to lie down for years, and said
'was such a comfort to have all responsibility taken away, and
feel that she could do nothing but be resigned.' ' That must
ive been a very active person in years before,' observed Mr
ves. 'There is no pleasure, but rather exceeding bitterness;
feeling helpless for the present, and useless for the past.
ever, the time must come for you, and for me, and for all,
n our only responsibility will be resignation.' 'Yes,' said
marine, 'it is that thought which often keeps me up now.
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There is one verse which sometimes quite haunts me : "Be rio
weary in well-doing."'
' " For in due season ye shall reap if ye
faint not,"' added Mr Reeves. solemnly; and then in a lighter
tone he added, 'And now you must tell me a little more in detail
what your well-doing at Moorlands is to be.' 'Keeping the
children in order principally, I suppose,' said Katharine. ' My
mother will overlook the farmhouse work, and I rather hope she
may like it.' ' But don't make yourself too useful,' said Mr
Reeves, seriously, yet with a lurking smile about his mouth.
'Remember, you won't do your sister-in-law any real good by
teaching her to depend upon you when she ought to depend upon
herself.' ' That is a gentleman's way of looking at the case,' observed Mrs Reeves, playfully. 'They know nothing about the
working of household matters ; do they, Katharine ? Because they
are accustomed to sit by the fire and be waited on, they think it
quite easy to see everything about one uncomfortable, and yet
not to move because it is not one's place.' ' No,' continued Mr
Reeves, ' I do not think it easy-I know indeed nothing is more
difficult; but I am quite in earnest in what I say: Katharine will do
ten times the good by making Mrs John Ashton work that she will
by working herself.' ' I shall sit still till it comes to a question of
work or ruin,' said Katharine, gravely, ' then I must work.' ' It
will never come to that, I trust and hope,' said Mrs Reeves.
Katharine repressed a sigh, and answered quietly, ' I do not let
myself look forward.' ' But-I may ask you the question, I hope,
without being thought impertinent,'-said Mr Reeves ; 'your income is not dependent upon your brother ?' ' No,' replied Katharine; 'but an only brother ! how could one let him suffer ?' 'And
an only sister !' said Mr Reeves, rather quickly, 'how could he
let you suffer?' 'That will not be the question,' answered
Katharine, 'and I should not wish it to be. My mother's feeling for John is so very strong.' ' So it may be,' continued Mr
Reeves; 'but it will surely never be indulged to your injury !'
'Never intentionally,' replied Katharine ; ' but if you please, sir,
I would rather not talk about that now; it can do no good, and
for the present we are very comfortably off. Mr Lane helped to
settle our affairs. My mother is to have a hundred and twenty
pounds a year during her life from the shop, and I am to have
fifty pounds a year for five years afterwards; and there will
the interest of fifteen hundred pounds which my father had in th
funds, and some old debts besides.' Mr Reeves considered for
few minutes, and then said: 'And you are quite sure you a
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safe in depending upon young Madden's making the shop answer?' 'I trust to others,' was Katharine's reply. 'But you
are doubtful yourself?' ' I am not quite satisfied, sir; but it is
only a little misgiving, and I feel I ought to trust to those who
are so much more experienced in business than I am. There
will be more chance of my mother's being comfortable in that
way during her life, and it will be much less troublesome to her.
Perhaps,' she added, 'you will laugh at my chief fidget, but I
cannot help wishing that Henry Madden was not such a politician.' 'So do I too, Katharine,' exclaimed Mrs Reeves,
eagerly, ' for his own sake, and that of his customers. I know
one or two persons who say that if he goes on in the way he has
done, abusing people who differ from him, they shall certainly
think it their duty to leave him.' ' He thinks,' said Katharine,
'that his own party will uphold him, but I would not trust to
that.' 'No,' observed Mr Reeves; 'it is one thing to uphold
a man in words, and another to support him in deeds. He will
find the difference by and by.' Katharine looked grave, and Mrs
Reeves, fancying they had made her anxious, said kindly, 'But
6we need not foretell evil, Katharine, and the business is too well
established to be easily shaken ; there is not another good bookseller's shop in the town.' ' Nor any equal to it in any other town
within a distance of thirty miles,' observed Mr Reeves. ' Young
Madden is a fortunate fellow if he will only know how to profit
y his advantages.' 'Yes if,' repeated Katharine, rather sadly.
That is the great question of success in life, is it not, Kathane ?' observed Mrs Reeves. 'We all, I suppose, have adantages, more or less, only some use and some waste them.'
atharine thought of her brother John, and assented most
artily. Mr Reeves rose to go, and Katharine went to fetch
It was a very sad moment for
er mother to say 'good-bye.'
or Mrs Ashton; she had kept up astonishingly whilst there
anything to be done or settled; but it was all arranged
w, and she had leisure to look at the desolate rooms, stripped
all the lesser articles of furniture which had peculiarly given
m the air of home, and to remember that the outward change
but the type of the far more dreary void which was left in
own heart. She almost repented having agreed to move to
rlands. Any place in Rilworth would, she now fancied,
e been preferable; and Katharine was obliged to warn Mr
Mrs Reeves that they must speak encouragingly and cheerof everything connected with Moorlands, and especially
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hold out the prospect of often meeting Rilworth friends,
the distance between the two places being so short. ' We sh
often see you in Rilworth in the summer, Mrs Ashton, I have
no doubt,' said Mr Reeves, as he shook hands with her cordially.
'Your son will drive you in and out easily, he has a capital
horse.' Poor Mr Reeves! he had no sooner said the words
than he remembered that he had made a most painful allusion.
Katharine's colour changed, and she looked anxiously at her
mother. Mrs Ashton sat down in a chair, and her hand
trembled nervously. She did not attempt to speak. Mrs Reeves
tried to turn her attention, and remarked that Katharine was
such a good walker she should expect to see her at least two or
three times a week, if she did not make herself too useful with
the children so as not to be spared. The mention of the children
caught Mrs Ashton's ear, as it always did, and she remarked,
with the pride of a grandmother, that they were very fine children, and very good, considering their high spirits, and no
doubt, now that Kate would be able to attend to them, there
would not be better children in the country. 'It is certainly a
good thing for them we are going there,' she said ; 'my daughterin-law has but indifferent health, ma'am, as perhaps you know,
and children require constant looking after.'
'And you won't let your daughter work too hard, Mrs Ashton,
I hope,' said Mr Reeves, relieved at finding a subject which was
not likely to have distressing associations. ' I can't feel that she
is out of my care though she is out of my parish.' Mrs Ashton
smiled a little. 'Kate would not like to think she was out of
your care, sir, any more than I should. You have been a good
friend to her, I am sure, and Mrs Reeves too ; very kind friends
to all of us-all,' she repeated, her voice sinking lower; ' and it
was felt, sir, and talked about. I hope you believe that.' She
put out her hand, and tears coursed each other down her cheeks.
Mr Reeves could only say, ' Indeed I know it; God bless you;'
and there was a kind, warm pressure of hands; and then Mrs
Ashton rose and walked away. Katharine followed her friends
to the door. The parting was less to her than to her mother,
as she would probably have so many more opportunities of
seeing them. 'There will always be luncheon for you at our
house, Katharine,' said Mrs Reeves, 'when you walk in from
Moorlands? ' And always a corner in my study when you want
'Remember, we are friends alto talk,' said Mr Reeves.
ways.'
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,Yes, Katharine felt that nothing worldly could interpose to
rver such a tie as theirs.

CHAPTER XLIV.

SIX months

from that time it was spring; cold and mocking,
as the spring in England for the most part is-except
when met with in books. A fire had been lighted in the breakfast-parlour at Moorlands, to please Selina, who came downstairs every morning shivering, and protested she could not eat
her breakfast without one, though she would not sit in the room
afterwards, because it was not the drawing-room. Katharine
was glad of the comfort for her mother's sake, otherwise the
two fires were an irritating little piece of extravagance. Mrs
Ashton was better in some respects for the change to the country
-she had a better appetite, and her spirits were more even; but
she was looking very old,-older, Katharine often thought, than
her age; and she was less able to bear up against anything like
worry.
Katharine tried to save her annoyance as much as she possibly
could; but it was impossible to succeed always. Mrs Ashton
was an extremely active person, and found her chief occupation
and amusement in managing the household department of the
farm, which Selina was only too glad to give up to her to a certain extent, but she was not allowed to be entire mistress, and,
as a necessary consequence, there were perpetual frets. Power
was on one side, common sense on the other; a most unfortunate
state of affairs for the family peace. Not that Mrs Ashton was
angry; she was too fond of John, and too partial to everything
belonging to him to be that; but she was sorrowful, and that to
some dispositions is more trying. Selina would willingly have
received a good lecture in exchange for the suppressed sighs, and
'Ah ! in my time it was different !' which met her ear continually.
Like the generality of ignorant people, she was very conceited;
and even when she admitted her blunders herself, never allowed
any one else to second the assertion. She came down-stairs this
morning very late-not an unusual circumstance-and when
breakfast was half over. A seat had been reserved for her near
the fire; and Katharine poured out her tea, whilst John cut a
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slice of bread, and asked her if she would not like a rasher of
bacon. A very good and comfortable commencement! And
Selina, having kissed the two children, and said ' Good morning,'
and ' Thank you,' in return for the general civility, began to eat.
'You said you would have some bacon, didn't you, Selina ?' said
Katharine. ' Johnnie can run out and order some.' ' Why not
ring the bell?' asked Selina. 'Because, my dear,' exclaimed
Mrs Ashton, ' I suspect Anne is out in the back yard.' ' Now ?'
inquired Selina, looking up quickly, 'she knows we are at breakfast, and she may be wanted.'
' Well! that's very true, my
dear; but the fact is, she left the back yard in such a mess last
evening with rubbish lying about, that I told her they had better
clear it the first thing this morning. So run, Johnnie, and tell
her what's wanted.' 'I don't see that it's her business to clear
the yard,' observed Selina, as the child left the room. 'Roger
ought to see to it.' ' He is busy about the fences, Selly,' observed John ; ' ard it's Anne who makes the mess.' ' Yes,' said
Mrs Ashton ; 'she is very careless, I must say that, and extravagant. All sorts of things I see thrown out there, which in my
day would have been put aside and made use of in some way.'
'A very odd use, I should think,' replied Selina; 'at least I am
sure I never see anything there that is fit to be touched with a
pair of tongs.' 'Perhaps not to your eyes, my dear,' answered
Mrs Ashton; 'because you have never been taught to look after
things; but I know I did see yesterday a china plate, and a
broken glass, tossed up in the corner, with a heap of dirt and"
rubbish, which might quite well have been mended, if any one
would have taken the trouble. Kate would have put them together in no time.' ' Those things never last, and one can buy
china and glass for a mere song in these days,' observed Selina,
carelessly. 'Not for so little as you think, Selly,' remarked
John; 'at least if people insist upon having cut glass and fine
painted china, as you do.' ' Oh! that's only for parties,' replied
Selina. ' Of course I expect it then, because I was always accustomed to it; and I didn't marry to come down in the world.'
'You may have to do it in spite of that,' said John, in a tone so
low that only Katharine, who was sitting next him, caught it.
Mrs Ashton, who had been brooding in thought over the back
yard, and the broken plate, now spoke again : 'It is not only
about breakages that Anne is careless,' she said, 'but it's about
everything. I declare it's a shame to see what she tosses to the
pigs every day. Why there's many a poor creature would be
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thankful for it. In my days the mistress of a farm wouldn't have
allowed a scrap to be wasted.' 'She must have had enough to
do, then,' replied Selina, not looking up from the table, but help.
ing herself to some butter with a pettish air. 'I wonder what
that girl is about not bringing the bacon.' ' You have not given
her very much time,' observed Katharine, gently. Selina replied
by taking upon her plate a scrap of nearly cold bacon left in the
dish, which she ate with the air of a martyr. 'You will have
given trouble for nothing, Selly, if you don't eat the bacon when
it comes,' said John. 'I am a great deal too busy to wait,'
answered Selina. ' If the bacon had been kept hot for me it
would have been all very well.' This was said with a reproachful
glance at Katharine, who being generally the first to appear at
the breakfast-table, was held to be responsible for all that went
on there. ' It was stupid of me not to think of it,' said Katharine; 'but,' she added, with a smile, 'you must send us word
next time, Selina, when you intend to be late.' ' No need of that,'
observed John ; ' you have but to reckon one day like another,
things are all much the same. Take my word for it, there is no
one loves her bed better than Selly does.' 'And no wonder,
when I go to bed so tired,' replied Selina; 'I am sure, John, if
you felt what I feel at night, we shouldn't see you down-stairs till
nine o'clock in the morning. As it is, I am never later than a
'Half-past eight it was full this morning,'
little past eight.'
observed John, looking at his watch ; ' I wish, mother, you could
give Selly some of your good habits of getting up early.'
You should set me a good example yourself, John,' observed
Selina, sharply; 'I hear you say every day that you haven't
alf time enough for what you have to look after.' 'John
very much improved,' said Mrs Ashton. 'It used to be
d work before he turned farmer. But young people in these
ys are not at all like what they were in mine. Why, a farmse used to be thought nothing of if the mistress wasn't up at
e cock-crowing, seeing after the maids, and looking into the
I suppose in
iry; being here, and there, and everywhere.'
gular farmhouses it is much the same kind of thing now,' obed Selina ; 'but when I married it wasn't with the notion of
oming a farmer's wife.' ' Then you should not have married
n,' said Katharine, a little thoughtlessly. Selina pouted:
hn never told me I was to be a farmer's wife,' she said ; 'he
red me a home in the country.' 'Well ! my dear, and you
e got it,' observed Mrs Ashton, in a tone of surprise. 'Yes
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so far as wheat and turnips make the country,' replied Selinat
' but he knew very well that wasn't what I meant.' ' I promised
you you should have all I could give you,' said John; 'and you
have got it ; I am sure it is not I who have broken the agreement.' ' People who live in country-houses don't get up at the
cock-crowing to look after their dairies,' observed Selina. ' Perhaps it would be well for some of them if they did,' replied
Katharine; 'at least if all the stories are true which are told of
their extravagances.' ' What will you do when you are a settler's
wife, Selly,' inquired John ; 'if you can't manage a farm in England ?' 'A settler's wife is quite different to my notions,' replied
Selina; 'the work is what every one does, and I suppose I could
do the same.' ' But, as you are not going to be a settler's wife,
my dear,' said Mrs Ashton, ' it's not much good talking about
it.' Mrs Ashton could not help saying this, for she had an unaccountable dislike to the subject. ' Stranger things than that
have happened,' observed John ; ' and, for my part, I don't see
what there is to dislike in the notion. A man goes. out, we will
say to Australia,-finds a good climate, food plentiful, and land
to be had for the asking; and let him begin with a moderate
capital, and work well, and in a few years he has made his fortune.'
'And can retire,' added Selina, an observation which
John did not echo. 'A rolling stone gathers no moss,' remarked
Katharine; ' that is a proverb I have great faith in, John. If
you are doing well here, why shouldn't you be contented to remain?' 'Why should I, if I can do better elsewhere ?' said
John. ' But you are not sure that you will do better, and it is a
speculation,' said Katharine; ' and I can't help dreading speculations.' 'As for that,' observed John, ' I have known a great
many men who have made speculations which answered, and I
don't see why I am not to be of the number.' ' Because you
never have succeeded yet, for one reason,' replied Katharine.
'I can't help thinking now and then,' she added, 'that there is
a special ordering in these things, and that some persons are
born to succeed by what we call good fortune, and others by
hard work; and I am sure good fortune is not our gift, but hard
work is. We should never have been what we are if it hadn't
been for hard work, should we, mother dear?' and she turned
to her mother and kissed her. Mrs Ashton, who had been sitting very silent and grave while the conversation went on, wiped
away a gathering tear, and answered: 'No Kate, that's true
enough ; but I don't see why poor John is to work so hard as to
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be obliged to go to Australia, or to do anything in short, but
say here. I am sure we'll help him to the utmost, as we have
always told him.' ' Thank you, mother,' said John, bluntly but
heartily; 'I know you won't quarrel with me if I take you at
your word; but perhaps there are others who may;' and he
glanced at Katharine. 'If you mean me, John,' replied Katharine, trying not to show that she was hurt, 'you know quite well
that I would do everything in reason that I could for you ; but
I do like to see the wisdom of things first, I own.' ' So like you,
Katharine,' said Selina ; 'always putting spokes in the wheel.
But, as I say to John very often, why trouble about having things
straight here, and putting yourself under obligations, when you
;night be off to another country, and set up quite fresh, and live
like a gentleman ?' ' I thought you were bent upon never leaving Moorlands, my dear,' said Mrs Ashton, in an accent of alarm.
Not if we can live here as I was led to expect,' replied Selina;
fbut if it's to be a question of having all one's comfort's grudged
one, and being turned into a mere farm drudge, why then I say,
's better to be off.' Every one was silenced by this remark,
all felt it a relief when the slice of hot bacon appeared to
gross Selina's attention. Katharine was very much pained at
e turn the conversation had taken; observations of the same
d had been made before, but never so strongly, and she began
think over what she had said, and to consider whether she
s in the habit of interfering unnecessarily.
John sat playing with his knife and fork for some minutes, and
en rose suddenly, and said he must not waste time there any
ger, and left the room. Katharine followed him : 'Are you so
busy, John ? Might I say just one word to you ?' He stood
in the passage. ' If you would just not talk about Australia
ore my mother!' said Katharine, beseechingly; 'you don't
ow how it frets her. It is all nonsense, I know; but she does
think it so.' ' I'll tell you what, Katharine,' replied John
d he opened the door of a little back room, used as a store, and, making her enter, closed it carefully again-' it is not
uch nonsense as you may think for. It 's all very well to talk
stones gathering no moss because they are rolling stones, but
ey gather none by standing still, why then, they must rolL'
t you are gathering, dear John, are not you? I thought
thing was going on better.' 'That's because you know
g about it, Kate; but what troubles me now, and troubles
too, is a present pressure. I didn't want to talk to you
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about it if I could help it, but I can't. There's a debt.' Kathas
rine's heart sank. 'A question of thirty pounds.' ' Owing to
whom?' asked Katharine, quickly. 'Well, it's a question,
between Charles Ronaldson and me. You see, it was when the
rent was behindhand in the winter, just after you came here, and
when all things else were comfortable. I wrote to Ronaldson,
and he wouldn't let me say anything to my mother or you, for
fear of worrying you, and we both thought that if we could get
over the difficulties at that moment all would go well, and so he
advanced me the money; and Selly was then so bent upon remaining here, that she agreed to promise him repayment from thirty
pounds which was to come to her by the legacy; you remember,
when old Miss Fowler died, it was left her. I trusted to that,
and now I find that the money is gone. Selly says she could not
help it-that she was obliged to pay some old bills for her dress
and the children's, and buy some new things, and that she could
not ask me, and so she took the thirty pounds. I can't say how
that may have been, it's no use to inquire now, but sure enough
the money is gone.' ' Thirty pounds !' said Katharine; 'such
a very large sum that is. What can she have done with it?'
'No matter for that, Kate,' exclaimed John, who, like most husbands, especially disliked his sister's finding fault with his wife;
'the question is what is to be done now. The loan was for six
months, and I promised Ronaldson he should have it back again
to the day, because he told me he should be hard up on account
of having to help some relations this year.' ' Then it must be
repaid,' said Katharine, thoughtfully. 'Yes, but how? I have
not ten pounds to spare.' 'If Selina promised it, she is the
person responsible,' said Katharine. ' But what is the use of
talking of a person's responsibility when there is nothing to be
responsible with ?' Katharine felt herself a great coward, yet
she spoke bravely : ' You must forgive me, John dear,' she said,'
'if I say anything to vex you. I don't mean to do it, but this
sort of thing may happen again, so it is best to be open at once.
If it was a question of helping you about the farm, or if you had
got behindhand from bad seasons or losses, it would be a different
matter; but if the money has gone for Selina's pleasure, I don't
think really it ought to come upon my mother, which is, of course,
what you are looking to. You know the old debts have fallen off
to much less than we expected, and what with the expense of
removing, and one thing and another, my mother will have but a
very poor year; in fact, I know that she couldn't possibly let you
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ave the money without great difficulty, such as would very much
vorry her, and she is not well enough or strong enough to bear
hat kind of thing. She has never been used to business, and
t presses upon her, and so I do think that the money ought to
)e found some other way.'
'How?' was John's short reply.
Well ! I think Selina ought to go to her father. He is making
noney now, and he has done nothing scarcely for her since she
married. It really is not fair, John, that all the burden should
all upon my mother.' 'Thank you, Katharine,' said John;
and for your information I may tell you, that you may just as
vell
ask that wall for money as old Fowler.' ' Possibly, yet still
ieought to be asked, and Selina ought to ask him.' 'You may
pll her this,' said John; 'I shall not, trust me.' He paced the
nom in evident anger; then stopping, exclaimed, 'It is very
ell for you, Katharine, to throw off all obligation upon Selly
Id me, but I can tell you, you have got your share of it too. If
:was not for' the old feeling, Ronaldson would never be the
end to us he is, you may depend upon that.' Katharine felt
self turn pale; but it was the only sign of emotion which she
ve, and she replied, in a tone of unconcern, 'I don't see what
t has to do with the question in point.' 'Well, other persons
if you don't,' replied John; 'Selly said to me this morning,
hri
I talked of writing to Ronaldson, and letting him know that
affair must stand over for the present, that she was certain if
knew it you never would allow it, for it was all done for your
ke.' Katharine's sensitive feelings were touched to the quick;
she was no longer calm, as she replied, ' Selina has no business
make Mr Ronaldson's feelings or mine a matter of calculation;
she has no right to say that all he has done has been for my
She can know nothing of the matter, and I beg, John,
you will tell her so from me.' 'Umph!' exclaimed John,
ing his eyes ; 'I didn't know, Kate, we could have such a
now-it's quite like the old times.' Katharine turned to
-window, and did not speak. John looked at her for a few
ents, and seeing that she was really annoyed, his affectionate
gs were worked upon, and he went up to her, and said,
g her shoulder, 'Come, Kate, don't be angry; where's the
,after all, of thinking that a man is not a weathercock ?'
use there is no foundation for what you say,' replied Kae, still averting her face; 'and if there were, I don't know.
I- 0
t bear its being made a matter of calculation.
! if you would never say such things again !' ' But why
U
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care, Kate?' asked her brother, kindly, yet with some surprise;
' if it is all moonshine, what does it signify ?' Katharine's heart
throbbed quickly, then it stopped for an instant. She felt very
' I don't know
guilty, for she could not bear that suggestion.
why I care,' she said, 'I can't talk about it.' ' Well, you women
are most unaccountable beings,' exclaimed John; 'one never
knows what to be at with you. I should have thought, now, you
would have been flattered by the notion of a man like Ronaldson
keeping true to you for so many years, and it would have seemed
most natural that you should have looked kindly upon him.
But you never were like any one else, Katharine, and so I shall
tell him.' ' Tell him ? for pity's sake, what do you mean, John ?'
exclaimed Katharine, in a voice of agony. John had evidently
spoken very incautiously, for he did what men are not much in
the habit of doing-he coloured and looked confused, and
turned off the answer hastily, saying, ' After all, that's nothing
to the point ; am I to write and tell him he can't have the

money ?'
Both John and Selina had judged so far wisely, that Katharine could less bear the idea of that now than before; but she
still kept to her first opinion, and repeated that an application
ought to be made to Mr Fowler. John was annoyed; but there
was sense in what she said, and he could not gainsay it. They
both stood for some time in silent thought, and then John, without uttering another word, walked away, closing the door behind
him with violence.

Katharine longed to bring him back; she felt as if she must
return to the subject which had so quickly escaped her. She
must know what John alluded to, and what he thought of sayi
to Charles Ronaldson. That was more important to her far,
the moment, than the question of the money. The old feeling
-surely
John had some reason for thinking that it existed
Could anything have been said to him ? Was it only Selina
gossip? And what did he mean by declaring he would
Charles that she was unlike every one else ? How would it
possible for him to touch upon the subject unless Charles him
had commenced it? Perhaps he had done so; perhaps-Kat
rine started, and awoke to the consciousness of indulging a
gerous dream, one which pained and humbled her. She
thinking of one who, it might be, had given up all thoughts
her. With a strong mental effort she dashed aside the thou
and returned to the unwelcome consideration of the debt.
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CHAPTER XLV.

T

by Mrs Ashton; so were many otherswas paid
HAT
somedebt
of them
John's, many Selina's. The family expenses
did not decrease, as Katharine had hoped they would ; and John's
income did not increase, as John had insisted it must. It was
difficult to say exactly where the fault lay; but probably the chief
cause of blame was with Selina. John certainly worked hard; but
he was not an experienced farmer, and what he gained his wife
spent. So, again, Mrs Ashton was an excellent manager; but
the orders which she gave Selina contradicted. Katharine, too,
not only preached but practised economy, diligently and perseveringly, especially as regarded the children; but she was the aunt,
Selina the mother. Her authority was not paramount, and
Selina was jealous of it, and often opposed it from the mere desire
o show, as she said, that she was mistress in her own house and
over her own children. Often and often Katharine recurred to
her father's words,-his prophecy (as it now seemed) that she
would be the best friend the little ones would have,-in order to
ipport her in the task she had undertaken. Yet this, perhaps,
as the least trying work she could have had; for, notwithstandg all Selina's follies, the children did repay in a great measure
e labour bestowed upon them. They were excessively fond of
unt Kate, and always obedient to her, however trying and
ughty they might be with others. They were quick too in
rning, and Katharine found it quite pleasant to be obliged from
ty to recall some of her own lessons learned at Miss Richard's; and they were an excuse also for many independent
walks,
gave her opportunities of visiting amongst the poor. She
embered Mr Reeves' injunction, not to make herself too necesto Selina; but it was very difficult to keep it, especially
n she felt that if she were not there it would be requisite
er to have a governess for the children, which would be an
nse beyond her brother's means, or else leave them entirely
glect. It seemed better at once to assume the duty which
put upon her, and make it her own, and in that way to
a definite line, beyond which she was not to be required

s resolution was adhered to.

Selina would often willingly
taken advantage of Katharine's being at home to leave
household duty to her superintendence, and then go her-
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self into Rilworth, to spend an idle gossiping afternoon with old
and new acquaintances ; but Katharine in these cases took her
own view of what was right. She had the care of the children
in the afternoon, when the nurse was busy, and she always took
them out for a walk; and this reason she gave and persisted in,
when Selina would fain have put the children aside, and locked
them up in the nursery to play, whilst she made Katharine do
her work, and went herself in search of amusement.
Selina did not love Katharine the more for all this. It was
extremely irritating to a person of her selfish disposition to have
some one always in the house so useful that she could not be
spared, and so quietly determined to follow her own views of
right that nothing could turn her, and yet so good and superior
that every one unconsciously deferred to her.
And Katharine herself was not perfect; she had the natural
defects which seem inseparable from the good qualities that made
her what she was. She could not always speak gently, or conceal her disapprobation; and still oftener she was tempted to
give advice at awkward moments. Most earnestly religious she
was, most entirely humble-the first to see her own faults, and
acknowledge them; but all this was lost upon Selina. The
candour, and simplicity, and sincerity, which would have neutralised defects greater than Katharine's in the eyes of those who
could value her as she deserved, were not perceived or understood by Selina. One hasty word, one incautious observation,
was treasured up, and brooded over, and exaggerated ; and days,
and weeks, and months of kindness and energy, and never
wearied forgetfulness of self, were counted as nothing in corn
parison. The smallest divergence in the direction of two lines
may lead to infinite separation. So it must be in the nature
world, so it may be in the moral. Yet the breach widens day
by day imperceptibly; and in the case of Katharine and Seli
perhaps only a very keen-sighted person would have traced it
its results. One indication of what these might be was to
found in the frequent recurrence to the old painful subject
emigration. Before Mrs Ashton settled at Moorlands Selina h
been in despair at the thought, now she was constantly bring
it up-alluding to it--speaking of it-as a possibility; so
times even urging it, in a way which made Mrs Ashton unhap
and Katharine angry. For, notwithstanding John's forebod'
Katharine herself had greater hopes than she had ever had,
fore of the success of the farm; partly, perhaps, she was b
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up by Charles Ronaldson's judgment, but in a great measure
the opinion was the result of her own observation. Selina was
the great difficulty here, as she was in almost every other
case; and Katharine often found herself sighing, as in the old
days, and repeating, ' Oh ! the marriage.'
That constant occupation, constant fret and anxiety, formed
Katharine's outward life. There were two other lives; one,
known but to few, of cherished affection, and the cultivation of
her higher tastes; and the other, dependent upon the former,
yet above and beyond it, seen only by the eye of God.
The latter is a life of which it is given to human beings to
judge only by external signs, and those often liable to misconception; yet it would have been impossible to watch Katharine
Ashton's daily conduct, her devoted attention to her mother, her
habitual self-control, her forbearance, and patience, and humility, and unselfishness, and not feel that the principles which
influenced her must have something in them unlike those of the
world. Katharine was consistent, the world is inconsistent.
But Katharine never spoke of her feelings ; she did not always
know that she possessed them. She was as free from self-consciousness now in religion as she had been in her early days in
things of less moment.
One motive was always present to her,
guiding, checking, urging her ; but she seldom examined it, except in its effects, and certainly she could not have described it.
It had become literally a second nature. As in her childhood,
she loved her parents without effort or change, not realising her
affection to herself, yet constantly acting upon it; so now she
ved her God.
And the trials of life were light to her; light even was the
rrow which lingered by her father's grave; light the annoyce of her daily life; light the cloud of trouble which rested
pon the future. The burden was borne for her, and it left few
ces, even upon her outward form. It would not have been
with all persons.
As there are trials so keen that even the most obedient, subissive hearts are wounded by them to the quick, so also there
e those, good, devoted, pure-minded, whose nature, being less
oyant, will sink under the same pressure which others bear
composure. If Jane Forbes and Katharine Ashton had
nged positions in life, they would have gone through the same
unt of suffering with very different results as regarded their
minds, and probably, also, as regards the consequences of
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their trial. Had Katharine been in Jane's place, Colonel
might never have become the domestic tyrant which he was
had Jane been in Katharine's place, Selina might possibly h
contented herself with the usefulness of a person so entirely
during, and so gentle in the expression of her disapprobatiQn, a
never have felt the wish to change her home at Moorlands fo
the life of a settler's wife in Australia. The difference between
the two was not a question of feeling. Katharine's feelings were,
as acute and intense as Jane's, but she was braver, both physi.
cally and morally; Katharine would have been courageous with*out religion, Jane was so in consequence of it. Religious principles must necessarily be stronger than any others, and therefore
in bygone days Jane's power over Katharine had been very
marked; now they were in that respect on an equality, and
Katharine's superior strength of mind resumed its natural influ.
ence. Very touching it was to watch the progress of that influence as months glided by. Jane, in the midst of luxury and
refinement, struggling against a deeply-rooted sorrow, and the
forebodings of depressing illness, and resting with the confidence
of long-tried affection upon the simple-hearted, energetic, earnest mind, which had received through her means the first strong
impulse of spiritual growth; and Katharine, humble, and self.
distrusting, yet, impelled by her own sound judgment and quick
perception, watching over Jane with the tender reverential care
of a nurse over a cherished foster-child.
There was much need for such care. Katharine was learning
to put aside the thought of Colonel Forbes, and bear with coldness, and almost incivility, for Jane's sake. How long the endurance might be required who could say? If Jane were fading, it
was by very slow degrees, and the spring of life in one so young
might last for many years. But Katharine never thought of her
as living to old age, or even middle age. When once her eyes
had been opened to Jane's danger, she could see how every little
vexation and care worked upon her bodily frame; and if it did
not increase the tendency to disease, at least weakened the
strength required to bear up against it.
And Colonel Forbes knew all this. He had been told of the
possible evil; he had been shocked and distressed, and for a time
had shown Jane such tender affection, that Katharine could not
wonder at the fascination which, in former days, he had exercis
over her. When he was really kind, the charm of his mann
was such as it seemed scarcely possible to resist. But the fi
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m passed off, the danger seemed to have been magnified, and
Colonel Forbes was selfish
id exacting as before. His first softened feelings had, however,
een a great assistance to Katharine in retaining her footing at
Kaplestead. When Colonel Forbes was told that the state of his
fife's health was such as to render quietness of mind and freedom
em vexation essential even for her life, he would have been
ess than human if he had refused to allow her the occasional
empathy of the person who, more than any other really seemed
b understand her feelings, and to be able to decide wisely upon
he little doubtful points arising from illness and the cares of a
household. And Colonel Forbes knew well that he had himself
~it his wife off from the friendship of the persons more immeUately in her own rank. He had severed her even from his reitions. His sisters would not, like Jane, bear with his temper,
md submit implicitly to his will. They seldom came to Mapletead; when they did, it was as formal visitors. Jane's only
iend, before marriage, had been her mother, and she had had no
lportunity of making any since; for Colonel Forbes, caring for
thing but politics, would invite to his house none but political
Iies, and would not give himself the trouble to entertain ladies
Merely for the sake of politeness, though, if it were to gain a
ielitical point, he did not scruple to fill his house with them.
When Jane, now and then, proposed inviting the few persons
~iongst her acquaintances whose society she felt inclined to
ultivate, she was stopped by the remark, ' Really, my love, we
so little alone, I should think you might allow us to be these
days together without any one.' Jane had by degrees beome accustomed to this state of things; and perhaps she
uld not at last have wished to alter it. Illness indisposed
for the labour of entertaining guests-that was one feeling;
another, and probably a much stronger one, was, that even
she could not feel anything to be a pleasure which her
band did not share. Katharine could never have been to
what she was if their intercourse had commenced after
e's marriage. It was the early tie, which could not be broken;
it was this which induced Colonel Forbes to bear with it.
ew feeling might have excited his jealousy, but this was an
lingering weakness, which he did not approve, but which he
red, because Jane was not in a state to allow of its being

hen the old selfishness returned, and

a stop to.

Ut even without this unusual spirit of forbearance on the part
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of Colonel Forbes, it would have been extremely difficult.,
quarrel with Katharine. She was so entirely unobtrusive, tw
most fastidious taste could not have been offended by her simple
even homely manner; the most sensitive ear could not have
caught a shade of undue familiarity in her tone. Utterly devoid
of pretension, with a quiet self-respect, and inborn dignity of
mind, she was precisely the same when conversing with Jane at
Maplestead as in the back parlour behind her father's shop;
and this propriety of feeling was useful to Jane, as well as to
herself. There were times when Jane, in the fulness of her
gratitude, and the strength of her feeling for Katharine, might
have been induced to make her her companion in a way which
would have irritated her husband. It seemed unkind, for instance, after Katharine had been talking with her for perhaps
an hour before luncheon, entering into her plans for the poor,
suggesting arrangements for her comfort, taking from her the
work of keeping charity accounts, to allow her to go home without showing her the common civility of offering her refreshment,
and Jane often pressed her to remain; but Katharine never
allowed herself to take advantage of the offer, and put herself
in Colonel Forbes' way. She saw that if she could ever hope
really to be a comfort to Jane, it must be by the unobtrusiveness
which her own good taste suggested. It might be very right in
Jane to wish to show her attentions, but it would be neither
right nor wise in herself to accept them. And by this means
she retained her footing in the family under circumstances
which would have been fatal to one less simple-minded. For
Colonel Forbes was not a man to forget his enmity, even when
the immediate cause had passed away.
Four months after
Katharine's removal to Moorlands he was elected member for
the county by a triumphant majority; but John Ashton, though
he would not vote against him, refused to vote for him ; and all
his especial friends-Henry Madden in particular-exerted
themselves for the opposite candidate. These deeds were
treasured up to be avenged when the fitting opportunity should
arrive. In one way Colonel Forbes' feeling was shown at once
-his custom was taken from all the chief tradesmen in Rilwortl
who were known to hold contrary opinions to his own. Henry
Madden was the first to suffer; and, through him, Mrs Ashto
Katharine, and, as a consequence, John and Selina, suffer
likewise.
Jane had long expected this ; but it fretted
excessively when the order was given to put the threat in execi
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tion. She liirz: at first that the personal inconvenience caused
by it would have induced Colonel Forbes to relent; but he was
a martyr to his cause, and when he found that he could not
provide himself with books and periodicals as easily as before,
he took great trouble, and entered into considerable expense, in
assisting to set up an opposition shop, which was to be
patronised by all the leaders of his party. Jane could have
borne the annoyance well enough if the question in point had
been one of religious or moral interest; but it was only one of
finance, extremely important, doubtless, to the general interests
of the county, but upon which very good people might well be
allowed to differ. Colonel Forbes' example was followed by
others; the arrangements for the opposition shop were progressing speedily; and in the meantime no member of the Maplestead family was allowed to have any dealings with Mr Madden,
and whatever could not be purchased at the smaller shops in
Rilworth, was sent for direct from London.
It went like a dagger through Jane's heart, to hear Katharine
say-as she did without remembering the complaint implied in
er words-that Mr Madden was dreadfully disappointed at
te profits of the business, and already began to think that it
ould be impossible to keep to his engagement, as to the yearly
m he was to pay ; but that was one of the few topics upon
ich it would not be wise to enter, and Jane passed off the
ark at the time, but kept it to brood over, and distress her=f afterwards.
And so time wore on, bringing few marked changes, yet all
ngs working secretly towards the accomplishment of the
otted trial of each, even as from the hour of our birth the imceptible progress of decay is leading us forward to the final
ur of death.
Jane spent the summer at Maplestead in better health and
fts. Now that Katharine was at Moorlands, she was much
pier about all her little plans for the poor people. She had
Much assistance from the clergyman of the parish, who was
ld man, and lived at some distance; and hitherto she had been
'ed to give up all that she could not actually superintend
elf. But Katharine managed a large share of active work in
alks with the children, and found it very pleasant to have
ject beyond mere exercise, and, perhaps, was not sorry to
an excuse for frequently going to Maplestead. A few
in Rilworth were still occasionally visited, and Mr Reeves
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always applied to them for help in cases of extre±lylistress
there was quite sufficient for daily care in the poverty a
Maplestead ; and the apathy of the clergyman threw a great
of work both upon Katharine and Jane, which was useful,
occupying their thoughts, though very painful in other wa
Happily for Katharine, she had respected and obeyed Mr Ree
as much for his office as for himself, and her principles did not:
fail her, as is too often the case, when she was left without the
help of a clergyman's guidance, or the comfort of the week-day
services which in Rilworth she had been able often, though not
regularly, to attend.
Towards the autumn, Mrs Ashton's health began to fail, and
this kept Katharine more in the house. She was not anxious at
first, for the illness seemed merely the result of a cold; but
months went by, and her mother still complained of weakness,
and evidently found it an exertion to attend to any household
matters; and then Katharine began to be a little uneasy-not
openly-not allowing it even to herself in words, but showing it
to others by the pertinacious way in which she insisted upon
saying that the weather was so bad, no one could expect to be
well Selina did not like illness any more than Colonel Forbes,
and often hinted that Katharine encouraged her mother in her
fireside habits, and that it would be much better if Mrs Ashton
were roused, and made to go out in spite of- the weather; but
there was a secret feeling in Katharine's mind which whispered
that the 'days of mourning' were at hand, and she would not in
thought, or word, or deed, lay up one memory of self-reproach
to add to the coming sorrow.
She worked very hard all that autumn. Mrs Ashton fretted
herself when she found it impossible to superintend everything
as she had been used to do, and seemed to Katharine to have an
instinctive perception of mismanagement.
Katharine became
quite learned in dairy work before many weeks had passed, when
she found how quick her mother was in discovering that the
butter and cheese were not as well made as they ought to be ;
and looked after the back yard, and the poultry, and the pigs,
as diligently as if she had been used to them all her life; and she
tried too to give little Clara a taste for the same pursuits, for she
could see how necessary they would be. Selina's fine lady habits
grew more rooted day by day, and if she talked of emigration and
the colonies, it was always with the notion of carrying out gay;
dresses, and giving grand parties, when they were settled there.
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Winter found the rent behindhand still, and Mrs Ashton was
gain applied to to make up the deficiency; precisely what
Catharine had expected, but it did not make her the less unomfortable. Mrs Ashton gave the money so readily that John,
he could see, was quite emboldened by it, and already began to
aok upon it as his right. His influence over his mother was
laily increasing, and in many instances in which formerly she
,ould have had an opinion of her own, or been guided by the
Vice of Charles Ronaldson, she now acted under her son's
direction. This naturally had the effect of inducing Charles
Donaldson to withhold his advice, even when he was asked for
t. It was never followed, and so it seemed useless to offer it.
the correspondence became less frequent, he no longer talked
if wishing to pay them another visit, and it seemed to Katharine
hat the separation between them was complete. She could not
lear to own to herself the effect which the thought had upon
icr. There was sufficient to depress her without imagining any
humiliating reason. To see her mother gradually sinking into
be helplessness of premature old age, and John yielding to
lelina's extravagance, and making no effort against her selfish
negligence in matters of imperative duty, was quite enough to
each her that life was becoming very serious and anxious; but
jhen she boldly faced the trials which she knew and acknowOdged, and strove earnestly to prepare for them in the only way
which she could be enabled to bear them, there was still a
ien unrelieved, a weight which could not be accounted for,
aching longing for something she knew not what, or which
least she only guessed, and then endeavoured to forget, when
letter directed in Charles Ronaldson's hand made her heart
ob with a feeling of painful excitement.

CHAPTER XLVI.
ND another spring came, warmer and more genial; the buds
bursting into leaf, the hedges bright with wild flowers, and
gardens already filled with greenhouse plants. Jane and
arine were sitting side by side on a bench at the end of the
terrace at Maplestead ; the two children playing at a little
ce with their nurse. Katharine was looking over the
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account book of the clothing club, which was not quite correct.
She had come over to Maplestead for the purpose of having Jane's
assistance in putting it right. The business was not very difficult,
and it was soon finished; but Katharine still lingered, unwilling
to say what was to be a long good-bye. Jane was going to
London for three months, it might be more; Colonel Forbes had
taken a house for that time, and the family were to remove
directly. This was their first long absence since Katharine had
been at Moorlands. Colonel Forbes had of course been away long
and often on account of his parliamentary business, but Jane
had only been with him in London for a few weeks at a time, as
her health generally made the country desirable for her. Now
there was an idea of putting her more permanently under Dr
Lowe's care, for she had not been as well as usual for some
weeks past.
'They will not play so merrily in London, I am afraid,' said
Jane, looking fondly at her children, as they ran races along the
terrace, 'or at least I shall not see them. That is what I dislike
most in London; here, they are always with me.' ' The time
will go quicker than you think,' replied Katharine, ' and then
you will enjoy the return home all the more.' Jane paused
before replying-then she said quietly, 'And if I were not here
to see them, they would still enjoy themselves. Sometimes,
Katharine,' she added, 'it seems as if whatever may come would
be nothing if I could only know that they would be happy and
safe; and then again, I grow very selfish and have a longing
wish, that, if I should be taken from them soon, they may remember me, and that would sadden their lives.' ' They would
surely remember you, dear Mrs Forbes,' said Katharine, in a
tone of calmness, which showed that the possibility alluded to
was as familiar to her mind as it was to Jane's; 'but I do not
think it need sadden them, at least, not painfully. It would
only give them another reason for being good.' 'But who will
teach them to remember me ?' said Jane; 'Philip cannot dwell
upon sorrowful thoughts, it is not in his nature.' 'God will
teach them, surely,' replied Katharine. ' I don't think we know:
or understand how He makes such things work in children'
minds.' ' Yes,' said Jane, ' I ought to trust; if it were anythi
else, I fancy I could easily,-but one's children ! OKa
rine ! you can little think what the thought of that wrench i
' I suppose that is the reason why, in the Bible, there are
promises about orphans,' said Katharine. 'They used to c
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to my mind very often when I was so unhappy the year before
last; and just at first, when I could not do anything else, I used
to find them out and copy them into a book.' ' That would be
good for me too,' said Jane; 'I have found very often lately,
that I cannot attend to reading, and then my thoughts dwell
upon the future, and that, I am sure, is not good for mind or
body.' 'The past would be better than the future, I should
think,' observed Katharine; 'at least, it seems to do me more
real good to look upon it.' 'It humbles one very much,' said
Jane. 'But I don't mean self-examination,' replied Katharine,
'but looking back as if one was reading a book about another
person, and seeing how one has managed to travel on so far.
If I could have looked at myself,' she added, 'as I set out in life,
and known what was before me, I shoul-d have been very much
frightened.' 'I think I should too,' said Jane, in rather an
absent manner, 'though I had some great advantages-my
mother took great care of me when she came from India; but
then she had bad health, and at times, I was left very much to
myself.' 'It seems as if one had been perpetually escaping
quicksands,' said Katharine. Jane did not instantly reply, she
was looking at her little girl, running down the steep slope of
the terrace, and often it seemed in danger of falling. ' She does
not fall, though it seems as if she would,' said Katharine, following what she saw was the direction of Jane's thoughts. Jane
smiled. ' O Katharine ! how quick you are in understanding I!
he does not fall, but it frightens one to watch her.' 'Then,
rhaps, it is ordered in great Mercy, that we are not always
lowed to see her when she is in danger,' replied Katharine.
Yes, it must be Mercy,' said Jane, thoughtfully; ' it is want of
ith which makes one long to stand and watch her. I wonder
hat it is that hinders one's faith so much.' ' Mr Reeves once
d to me,' observed Katharine, ' that want of faith was occaned generally by a fault in one's prayers.' 'I have prayed,'
claimed Jane, clasping her hands together, 'God knows how
estly and how often ! And at times, Katharine, the prayer
seemed to be answered, and I have felt that I could give
up; that I could leave my darlings to Him without even a
sing fear. But it has all gone again. Sorrow has come,not sorrow chiefly,' she added, correcting herself, 'but cares,
little troubles-things which pain and vex me, and then I
e felt that I would give worlds to save them from the same
, and, as if, though I could bear them myself, yet they
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would never be able to do so.' ' One's prayers are very different
at different times,' said Katharine; ' I am afraid for myself I
cannot remember more than a very few which have been so
earnest and trusting, that I could really feel I put the whole
strength of my wishes into them. But I am sure those have
Yet prayers for one's children must have one's
been heard.'
whole heart,' said Jane. 'I suppose,' said Katharine, 'they
would have all one's heart in them, and something of one's
will. It must be difficult to have a very great longing for a
child to be happy, and yet to be quite contented that it should
not be in one's own way. But then I am not a mother, and I
can't tell,' she added, timidly. Jane thought for an instant,
'There must be something in that,' she said. ' I have a will
for my children, I know. Perhaps, I ought to pray first to have
that set right.' 'The having a will of one's own, is one reason,,
said Katharine, 'why I feel it is good to think about what has
happened in one's past life. One can see so much more why
things were allowed, and how good has come out of evil, and so
one learns to distrust one's own wishes.' 'But,' continued
Jane, 'there is one wish which cannot be wilful, that those one
loves may be kept safe.' It seems as if it could not be,' replied Katharine; 'yet, I suppose, if we had quite our will, we
should not place them in temptation.' ' I am afraid,' said Jane,
'it is impossible not to wish that.' 'But the Bible tells us of
the trial of our faith working patience,' continued Katharine ;
'so there may be wilfulness even in the wish for their safety,
and that may make our prayers not so acceptable.' Jane looked
at her in surprise. 'You must have thought about it all much
more than I have, Katharine,' she said; ' and yet I have ha
more to make me think; and years ago I used to feel that yo
would come to be taught by me in a certain way.' 'I don'
feel that I have thought about it at all,' replied Katharin
quietly ; 'and dear Mrs Forbes, it was you who first taug
me, if I have ; but one can't help noticing some things, stran
things, not miracles, but what seemed quite as wonderfu
'About prayers?' said Jane. 'Yes, how some are answere
replied Katharine, 'when one could not have expected it ; prayer
especially which one makes at the Holy Communion ; and whe
have thought about them, I have always felt they were tho
which I put my heart into, and my will too; as if, in a ma
I gave away myself and the persons I love to be taken care
by God, because I could not do anything for them or for
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self. I think,' she continued, 'that it would help me very much
if I were anxious as you may be, and could. do that heartily.'
'Not having any wishes?' said Jane; 'but that is the difficulty.' ' Yes,' repeated Katharine, 'that is the difficulty; and
I don't think it is for those who are not mothers to talk about
it; so perhaps I ought not to have said what I have.' 'Oh !
yes, yes,' exclaimed Jane, 'you have done me good, talking
things over quietly always does.' 'It helps me on always, to
talk to you,' continued Katharine. 'Indeed, I never do really
talk to any one else except Mr Reeves now and then; and I
can't put myself side by side with him, and so I don't like to
say out little things, and I only go to him when I want him
to advise me.' ' Mr Reeves and I used to talk at one time,'
said Jane, 'but we don't meet often now, and there is no one;'
-- she stopped. Katharine felt painfully all that was implied
by the pause, but she could not notice it. 'One thing Mr
Reeves told me one day,' she said, ' which has helped me a good
deal; it was when I had been saying to him the same kind of
things which you have been saying to me, about not having faith,
and when he warned me that my prayers might be in fault; I
asked him what was likely to be most amiss in them, and he said
that probably I had a strong will of my own, and so was like a
person giving a half confidence ; and when I asked him how to
et rid of the will, he said I was to begin practising in very tiny
hings, such as the weather, or disappointment, or little home
orries, never complaining, or fretting, or allowing myself to wish
ings were different,-but taking just what was given me, as we
ake children take what is given them. I remember his saying,
at two-thirds of the really good, earnest people we meet travel
ong the high road of duty like horses badly broken in. They
vance, but they are always making little efforts to wander to
right or left ; and so requiring the whip and the bridle. The
tion helped me a good deal just then, for there were plenty of
e troubles.' 'As there are now, I am afraid,' said Jane,
dly, 'and here have I been talking of myself all the morning,
not once inquiring about you.' ' The troubles are not much
rse than usual,' said Katharine; 'only I don't think my
ergets on ; she is so weak, and has been so restless the last
k. Mr Fowler has given her some new medicine, but it
not agree with her. I don't let myself think,' she added,
g to speak cheerfully,. ' about that or anything.' ' Not like
replied Jane, and again her eyes rested upon her children.
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'I have not your trial,' said Katharine, 'it is much easier to
bear anxiety for one's self than for others ; but, then again, yours
may only be in years to come.' Jane considered for an instant.
'Yes, possibly'; and it is better, as you say, not to think, except,'
and she spoke with an intensity of earnestness, 'to be prepared.
But, Katharine,' she added, suddenly changing her tone, ' I must
tell you what adds to all my troubles, really aggravates themmy maid. I thought she was going to be perfect, and she has
turned out most imperfect. You can't recommend me one !'
'Immediately?' asked Katharine.
'No, not exactly immediately, I must take Dawson to town with me; and then I have
been recommended to try a French maid.' Katharine looked
doubtful as to the success of the experiment. ' I am not inclined
for it myself,' continued Jane. 'I would much rather have a
quiet, sober individual from Rilworth, if you could find me one.
But if not, I perceive that some day, in utter despair, I shall be
compelled to accept the Duchess of Lowther's offer of a Mademoiselle Laurette. So you will bear me in mind, won't you ?
You know really what I want.' Katharine promised,-she had
not had much experience of lady's-maids herself, but Miss Carter
always knew something about them, and she was a safe person
to apply to. 'And now, dear Mrs Forbes, please, I must go,'
said Katharine, rising. 'You will be so very good as to let me
know sometimes how you are, won't you ? I always learn more
from what you leave unsaid, than from what other people say.
Jane smiled, and declared she must be very careful how she
worded her letter,-but she certainly would write, and she trusted
that Katharine would sometimes let her know about all the poor
people and her own home affairs. 'I never forget them, Katharine, though I do live in the whirl of London life,' she said. ' No,
indeed, I am certain of that,' was Katharine's reply; she was
going to add something else, but her eye at that moment caught
the figure of Colonel Forbes at the other end of the shrubbery
near the house. She hurried her departure immediately, an
Jane did not press her to remain, though she pressed her han
affectionately, and said, ' God bless you, dear Katharine, and giv
you help at all times.' 'Thank you so much,' and Kathari
turned away, with a glistening eye, and the prayer that Jan
herself might never be left without the same aid.
She walked along the terrace, hoping to turn into a side pat
and avoid Colonel Forbes, but unfortunately she blundered a
came directly upon him : she would have passed on, but-v
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unlike himself-he stopped her and spoke. It was only, however,
to inquire whether her brother was at home. Katharine never
could feel comfortable when any business was going.on between
John and Colonel Forbes. She had an instinctive perception of
the hidden enmity, and a dread that John would in some way or
other be injured. ' I should be glad to see him if he could call
this evening,' continued Colonel Forbes. '\We go to town tomorrow, as perhaps you know.' ' I will tell my brother, sir,' was
Katharine's reply, and again she would have moved on. 'In
case he should not be able to come, perhaps you will be good
enough to give him a message from me,' pursued the Colonel.
'He called to see me a few days since upon a matter of business.
Pray tell him I shall be able to put him in a way of gaining all
the information he wants.' The manner of this speech was more
strange to Katharine than the matter. It was wonderfully cordial, but she did not trust it. Just then the two children ran up to
them. They had gathered some flowers, and Jane had sent them
for Katharine to take back to Moorlands. 'Mamma thinks Mrs
Ashton will like them,' said Lucy, 'and she hopes you will carry
them to her.' 'And these are for'yourself,' continued Philip,
nd as Katharine bent down to take them, he put his little arm
found her neck, and added, ' I wish you would go to London with
s; mamma wants it too.' ' Oh ! do, do,' exclaimed Lucy, claping her hands, and then seizing Katharine's dress to prevent
er escaping. ' You will not want me in London, Miss Lucy,'
aid Katharine, trying to disengage herself; 'there will be so
any beautiful sights to see.' ' But we shall want you dreadily,' continued Lucy, in a tone which showed that the wish was
coming quite serious; 'and you shall go with us to see the
'ghts. Shan't she, papa? Do make her come, please do.'
oth the children left Katharine and laid siege to their father.
on't, my loves, don't; you will tear my coat ;'-and the chiln shrank back instantly, as children always do when they
addressed in a tone of irritation. ' Perhaps mamma will let
t write me a little note,' said Katharine, trying to divert their
ntion, ' and tell me all you see in London. I shall like that
much.' 'And then you will write me a little note?' said
quickly. 'And me, too !' exclaimed Philip, ' you will
e to both of us; but we would much rather you should go
us,' he added, sorrowfully. 'Yes, much rather,' repeated
. Katharine kissed them again, and whispered that she
they wqu d be very good children, and not give poor
x
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mamma any trouble. '-Why do you call mamma poor?' exclaimed Philip, fixing his large black eyes upon her with a curious
mixture of anger and astonishment. - 'Only because she is ill,'
said Katharine. ' Is she ill ?' asked Lucy, thoughtfully. ' Is
she very ill?' 'We hope she is not,' was Katharine's evasive
reply. ' But really, is she really very ill? Papa will tell me,'
and the child ran up to her father, who was standing a few paces
off, talking to a gardener. 'Is mamma very ill ?' she exclaimed,
catching hold of his hand, and her eyes filling with tears. 'Miss
Ashton is afraid for her.' Katharine heard the words, and
trembled. There was the well-known scowl on Colonel Forbes'
forehead, as he patted his child's head and answered, 'No, darling,
no; mamma is going to be a great deal better ; run away both of
you and play.' Then, as the children stood still, reluctantly, the
order was repeated peremptorily, and obeyed. He watched them
till they reached the end of the walk; so did Katharine. She
felt it would be cowardly to go away and leave a false impression behind her merely because a storm was coming. Yet it
was a most uncomfortable moment. Colonel Forbes drew near
slowly, his steps were always rather measured, so were his words.
He meant them now to be peculiarly emphatic. 'May I beg
you, Miss Ashton, to be careful what you say to my children ?
I have no wish they should be frightened unnecessarily.' Katharine apologised heartily and simply. She had no expectation,
she said, of having her words so taken up by a child, otherwise
she should certainly have been more careful. She supposed
they must know that their mamma was not well. 'Of course,
of course,' replied Colonel Forbes, impatiently, 'no doubt they
must; but there can be no need to cause exaggerated alarm.
see a tendency to this in all my household,' he continued, in 4
tone which implied that he was determined to put a stop to it
' It does Mrs Forbes herself harm. It must be injurious to any
one- to be continually watching symptoms.' A truism whi
Katharine did not deny; but he went on as if she had wish
to dispute the assertion. 'The mind acts upon the body,
body again reacts upon the mind.
That perpetual watc
and care must be injurious. I believe that Mrs Forbes w
be much better if her illness were never alluded to in her,
sence; and it is my wish, my especial request, that it may
be; Katharine quite well knew that this was aimed at her
was expected to make an answer-an humble one-but.
could not bring herself exactly to the point required, ea
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plied with considerable boldness, that she quite felt that in
many cases, perhaps in all, it was better for the invalid not to
think of the illness ; but that it was almost impossible for those
who were watching, and therefore were anxious, not occasionally,
to show their anxiety. ' If they feel it,-if they have occasion
to feel it,' repeated Colonel Forbes, hastily; 'but I believe myself that it would be much better if they did not feel it. A great
deal of this kind of illness is hypochondriac, and perpetual
attention increases it. Mrs Forbes will, I have no doubt, be a
great deal better in London.' 'Away from you,' was implied to
Katharine's mind. She felt a little cross, and still more bold.
It was rarely she had such an opportunity of speaking out, and
she took advantage of it. It was a great comfort, she said, to
feel that Mrs Forbes would have the benefit of Dr Lowe's advice. All that was to be feared was the excitement of London ;
she so much required quiet. 'In moderation,' observed Colonel
Forbes, fretfully. 'Lowe recommends cheerful society.'
'She
feels the late hours very much,' said Katharine, her voice almost
trembling at her own temerity. 'Mere habit,' said Colonel
Forbes; 'people get into a habit of going to bed at a certain
hour, and fancy they can't sit up ten minutes later. But I won't
detain you, Miss Ashton, only perhaps you will be good enough
isremember my wishes.' Another bow and curtsey, and the
disagreeable interview was at an end.

CHAPTER XLVII.
ATHARINE walked home, thinking Colonel Forbes the
most cold-hearted, disagreeable of men, and wondering
ther, even for his wife's sake, she could ever bring herself
o to Maplestead again.
at was human infirmity; Katharine's temper was not
te by nature, and she had a good deal to try it. Perhaps
feelings might have been softened if she could have seen
ate of Colonel Forbes' mind after she had parted from
:did not go to Jane, or play with his children, or even
his gardener, but wandered away till he found himself in
t part of the grounds, in a straight, narrow walk, border-
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ing the park, znd entirely shut out from the public view by a
thick laurel plantation. There was nothing to please him in itnothing, that is, but the power of pacing up and down without
interruption ; but that was a comfort, the motion was regular and
lulling, and he required it. He could not have endured to sit
still, he could not bear the effort of thought; he shrank from the
idea of business. At first he was angry with Katharine, and that
made him restless, and then he was cross with Jane, and that added
to his disquiet. But it was not anger which caused the weight
pressing upon his heart with a load of actual physical oppression.
Persons recover from anger-they are able to shake it off, or
outward sights and sounds distract them; but this was something
which only grew the heavier from every attempt to escape from
it. He thought of London,-his parliamentary life,-the friends
he was to meet,-the important subjects to be discussed,-the
measures to be taken to attain certain long-desired objects.
Strange !-but he could not even feel that he cared for them ;he actually could not fix his attention upon them. Ever, as he
placed himself by an effort in the position he desired, imagined
himself speaking fluently in the House of Commons, addressing
his friends, arguing with his opponents, some secret irresistible
power dragged him away, and he found himself once more
walking side by side with Jane in the beech-tree avenue, or
sitting with her in her mother's house, listening to the gentle
accents which had first captivated his taste, or the words of holiness, which for the time had made him feel himself a better and
a wiser man.
Why did those days revert to him now ? They had done their
work, they had borne their fruit, and now they were numbered
with the dead. A busier life lay before him, with its infinite capabilities of enjoyment, its thousand objects of ambition; and he
was walking in the midst of the former, straining every nerve
to attain the latter; why, then, should his thoughts turn from
them as from a banquet, fair to the sight, but for which the
appetite is wanting, to recall the buried joys which could neyer
come again?
There lay the secret-in that one word-never; that wor
which, as by a spell, opens the eyes of the mind to the percept
of the treasures we have possessed and disregarded. Wh,
Colonel Forbes lived day by day, with Jane near him to hum
his caprices, watch over his comforts, attend to his slig h
wishes, forestall the very secret desire of his heart, the past
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little in it to regret. He was loved still with th eep, unselfish,
unwearied love, which is the choicest and dearest gift a wife can
offer, and he was satisfied. But a doubt had been thrown upon
the stability of his happiness. He had, it is true, after the first
shock, put it from him ; he had trodden it beneath the cares of
the world, and there were times when he had forgotten its existence; but though he might crush, he could not destroy it. It
bore a charmed life, the life of truth, and ever and anon it would
start up when least thought of and most unwelcome to mar
his most eager hopes, and dim the lustre of his most brilliant
anticipations.
Colonel Forbes was a selfish man; but his selfishness did not
necessarily or even naturally render him insensible; rather it in
some degree increased the keenness of his feelings. Selfish people
may be very soft-hearted, and have great longings for sympathy;
and no one could be more keenly alive than Colonel Forbes to
anything like coldness, no one could be more quick in perceiving
$changes of tone and manner. To hear him talk, it might be
supposed that he was often a perfect martyr to the absence of
kind feeling in the individuals with whom he was in the habit of
associating. But he was one of those persons who expect to
receive everything, but to give nothing in return. Jane was to
ve for him-he was to live for his own wishes. And Jane did live
r him, and she spoiled him. He saw her giving up her will,
ring contradictions, working beyond her strength, to humour
is fancies; and because she never put forth any wishes of her
wn, he imagined that he never thwarted her. He would have
en a monster if he had not been fond of her; unquestionably he
s; but it was that fondness which deceives many to their dection : and if ever, for a passing moment, he was conscious of
ving been unkind to her, he used to make his love a solace to
conscience, and say to himself, that when he really gave her so
ch affection, she could have no right to complain of ahasty word.
d now he was threatened with the loss of this his choicest
sure, was it in human nature not to suffer? It is not grief
h is the test of true or false affection, but the effect of grief.
nel Forbes' grief made him angry with his wife when she
ill-with his friends when they noticed it,-with the phywhen he warned him of it,-with Katharine when she
gently hinted at it. He thought to escape from trial by
as if it did not exist. He was taking Jane to London now
much to avoid the wretchedness of his own forebodings,
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by plunging into a press of engagements, as with any hope of
her receiving permanent benefit from the advice of Dr Lowe.In fact, to have made medical advice the permanent object of her
removal would have been to realise to himself what he was so
bent upon forgetting. Katharine must have pitied, if she had
known the trouble of his heart. He had so very little to comfort
him. Even when he thought how he had loved Jane, conscience
whispered that he had not made her happy; and when it reminded
him that he might devote himself to her more fully for the time
to come, the miserable, long-indulged habits of selfishness, rose
up to make him shrink from the irksome restraint involved in
consulting the wishes of another. If all things could only remain
as they were-that was his one desire. Life had gone so smoothly
with him hitherto-from his childhood he had had every wish
gratified-it seemed very hard that change should come. And
he had no self-knowledge to show him that it was required. He
was a man whose character had always been respected, and whose
judgment was considered by many infallible. He was an upright
magistrate, a consistent friend, an excellent landlord, a most
regular observer of all the outward duties of religion ; even more,
he never neglected prayers in private, or with his own household.
If he had faults, they were, in his own eyes, those of a noble
character-pride and hastiness of temper. He did not object to
acknowledge these ; and sometimes, when in serious moments he
considered it necessary to practise a kind of self-examination, he
used to think over any particular instance of these offences; and
now and then he would speak of them to Jane, and say how much
he regretted them. And she, in the simple confidence of her
affection, treasured up these rare confessions in her heart, as
proofs of the sincerity which she was always hoping for, and
always trying to think she had found.
But his virtues, let them be what they might, could not noW
save him from suffering. He was very unhappy. That strangqi
dreary feeling of want of interest in life was something he could
not meet or combat with. It was a phantom trial, but even for
that very reason the more terrible ; and still he would not searit
into its cause; he would not allow to himself that sorrow wF0
drawing near, that its shadow was even then at his door, bu
restlessly and impetuously he paced the laurel walk, now venti
his anger upon Katharine Ashton's thoughtless folly in filling
children's heads with fancies, and again upbraiding himself,
weakness in being so fretted by a word, and striving fruitli
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to turn his mind to the subjects which hitherto had been all
sufficient for him.
And in this state of mind Jane found him. It was some distance from the terrace to the laurel walk, and the day was very
warm; but she had seen him enter the garden, and fancied he
had been looking for her and missed her, and she must therefore,
so she said to herself, go and find him; she could not let him
worry himself about her. She was repaid, or felt herself so. His
face brightened when he saw her, and he made her take his arm,
and they went on together. But he still thought more of his
own wish to walk than of what she might like. 'Are you ready
for to-morrow ?' he asked, kindly, and rather anxiously. ' Very
nearly, I hope,' replied Jane. ' There is still some of Dawson's
work to be done; she procrastinates terribly.' ' We must get
tid of her, my dear; I can't let you be worried.'
Katharine Ashton says she will look out for some one to suit me,
plied Jane; 'and she will know just the kind of maid I want.'
Possibly, my love, but I should have thought you might have
one better to wait till we were in town.' He did not at all like
e mention of Katharine's name ; it brought back his unpleasant
eiings. Jane, not from thought, but instinct, the result of long
bit, checked herself as she was going to say that she would
her rely upon Katharine's judgment than that of any other
son she knew. The pause in the conversation made Colonel
rbes look at his wife, and then he perceived that she was evitly tired. He was less restless himself at the moment, so he
posed that they should sit down for a short time. Jane asked
some questions about his letters, and they began talking as
a upon political subjects. Jane had become a great politician
e her husband went into Parliament, and had an opinion
ii all points, from free-trade to an embryo railroad.
He took
some of his letters to read to her, and she undertook to copy
answers before post-time. These things were but trifles, but
were like the genial influence of a fire on a cold day, they
d the feeling which had been benumbed; and cheering himwith his wife's sympathy, Colonel Forbes once again felt
. And thus they continued to talk for some time, Jane as
putting her whole heart into her husband's pleasures and
s, seeing with his eyes, feeling with his feelings; and Colonel
thinking that the comfort he was enjoying was the result
awn good-humour and agreeable conversation.
~did ask at last whetherit was not luncheon time; but Colonel
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Forbes was not hungry, and he was in the middle of a declaration
of his own views upor foreigarpolicy. So the answer given was'Not quite;' and the dissertation went on. Again, after the lapse
of ten minutes, Jane ventured to suggest that luncheon must
surely be ready, and again the hint was put aside with the reply i
'We will go in a few minutes, my dear !' A third time the effort
was made, and the answer was almost angry; and at last, after
the delay of half-an-hour, Colonel Forbes, having finished all he
had to say, stood up, and Jane tried to follow his example, and
fainted away.
Alas! for Colonel Forbes' unstable fabric of happiness! What
a trying afternoon followed ! so lonely, so anxious and uncomfortable! Jane lying upon the sofa, looking most provokingly
ill, and Dawson and the housekeeper making respectful sidethrusts at him, by remarking to each other that Dr Lowe and Mr
Fowler had both said nothing could be worse for Mrs Forbes
than not having her luncheon at a proper hour in the middle of
the day; and all owing, as Colonel Forbes said to himself, to
Jane's absurdity in not saying what she wished.
Iin his own eyes Colonel Forbes was the most injured of men.
Jane's illness was the result of her own imprudence ; his domestic
comfort was sacrificed because she would not take care of herself.
He could not make up his mind to sit with her, and read to her,
he felt so annoyed; and therefore he shut himself up in his study
with a novel, and begged that the children might be kept from
playing in the hall because he was not well, and could not beara
noise. He really was not at all well when evening came; for he
wanted exercise ; and because he had not taken it, he had a bad
headache. Then he went to Jane, and she pitied him, and made
him sit down by her sofa, and put eau de Cologne to his fore
head ; and as she was looking better by that time he did not fee
as much irritated as he had done, and had therefore the pleasan
consciousness of acting a magnanimous part in forgiving her
Jane would have been glad to have the children with her a littl
before they went to bed; but Colonel Forbes thought his he
would not bear it, and he could not go to his study, for he ha
been alone all day; but he liked the idea of reading aloud, an
chose a new pamphlet containing some remarkable statisti
When he was tired of reading, he recommended Jane to go
bed, and went to his study to write some notes from the state'
tical pamphlet. 'I am afraid master's reading has tired y
ma'am,' said Dawson, as she came to attend Jane. 'A li
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perhaps,' replied Jane, smiling; 'it is difficult to keep up the
attention when one is not quite strong.' Dawson made no more
observations; she saw that Mrs Forbes had had enough talking
and thinking for that evening.

CHAPTER XLVIII.
OHN ASHTON did not go to see Colonel Forbes, although
Katharine carefully delivered the message. He should be engaged all day-that was his excuse, but Katharine fancied he did
not seem thoroughly well pleased with the communication, though
in words it implied that his wish, whatever it might be, was to
be gratified. Katharine thought less about the matter than she
might have done, from finding, on her return home, that her
mother was not as well as usual. For some time past Mrs
Ashton had adopted invalid habits, did not get up till late, and
ever went out except when it was warm and dry, and then- only
or a short walk; but the change had been very gradual, Kathaine herself had scarcely noticed it. This day, however, she
pund her mother looking pale and worn, and speaking in an
Iitable tone, which was quite unlike her natural disposition.
tely, especially, Mrs Ashton had been particularly pleased
d contented, except when anxieties for John were forced upon
r. Katharine could scarcely help feeling angry when she
nd that Selina had been pouring a tale of complaints into
mother's ears, telling her a number of annoying things which
tharine had been trying to keep from her. One of the farm
ants had been detected in petty thefts, and a favourite cow
d died, and the best cart-horse was lamed by the carelessness
a carter; and all these and many other grievances had been
ated by Selina to poor Mrs Ashton, as they sat at work
ether, principally, as Selina said in excuse to Katharine, to
her some amusement, but not a little Katharine believed
elf, to excite her compassion, since the conversation had
with a request for some money. It had been granted, of
rse, and this Mrs Ashton had to confess, and she felt guilty,
e sum was large, and her yearly income from the shop was
in arrears; but she never now looked beyond the moment,
sidered that she might be giving to John what fairly ought
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to be considered as due to Katharine. Within the last feaw
months, indeed, she had adopted a notion which gave her quite
a new interest in her property. Although John had already
taken so large a share, she could not give up the wish that he
and Katharine should share all that remained; and whenever
any uncomfortable misgiving troubled her as to what she was
doing in advancing money so largely, she was accustomed to
comfort herself by thinking it was only forestalling what would
be poor John's own in a short time, and that it was better to let
him have it now that he really wanted it. The idea had never
been exactly propounded openly till this day, but when Mrs
Ashton saw the grave face with which, in spite of all Katharine's
efforts to the contrary the communication that fifteen pounds
had just been promised to Selina, was received, she could not
help bringing it forward as an excuse. 'You know, Kitty,' she
said, in a tremulous voice, as Katharine sat down on the window
seat and tried to conceal her annoyance by taking up the false
stitches in her mother's knitting, 'you know it's only doing with
John as your poor father did. He always helped him when
things were very pressing, and my belief is that matters couldn't
have gone on if he had not.' Katharine saw in a moment what
was implied in this remark, and she could not help feeling that
her interests were but little considered in comparison with her
brother's. But what could be said ? How could she bring forward her advantage in opposition to his ? 'The fact is,' continued Mrs Ashton, in the same nervous manner, when she found
that Katharine made no answer to her observation, 'I have been
considering a good deal about all our concerns lately, and I can't
help thinking, my dear, that it must be hard for poor John to feel
that he is to have little or nothing from me when he is so badly
off. I know it was your dear father's notion, that John had had'
most of his share of the property from the money that was laid out
upon the farm and the stock, and that the rest might be for you.
But no one can tell how things will turn out, and times have
been very hard lately, and you know he has to take care of
Selina and the little ones; and so I think it might be more
right to make it share and share alike; and then there can be
no unpleasant feeling between you. There is nothing so bad a9
family disputes about money matters.'
So very true this was, that Katharine herself was for a moment
puzzled by it, to the extent of thinking she must have been vel
selfish in her view of the matter. 'I wish, dear mother,d
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and think best,' she said; ' I had rather
ot talk about it, a great deal.' 'That's very good-natured of
ou, Kate, and very like you; as I was saying to John only
esterday, there's no one ever thinks less of herself than you ;
nd you know, my dear, it will, in fact, be helping to make your
Lome more comfortable; for, of course, John and Selina will
lways be glad to have you with them.'
A vision crossed Katharine's mind of a home of her own. It
tad come often of late, when the fact of her mother's increasing
rakness forced itself upon her; but she would not encourage it
ow, for it might-be her duty, for the children's sake, to remain
pith her brother, and to live by herself would be very sad and
)nely. True, there was another alternative, but that involved a
bought more dangerous to her peace of mind, and Katharine
apt such strict guard over herself that it was stifled before it
rose. Yet she was much perplexed what to say.to her mother.
drs Ashton evidently expected some reply, which would satisfy
er that no objection could be raised to her plan; and Katharine'
would willingly have given it if possible; but there was a most
Fortunate sense of justice in the way, and she could only
rriedly kiss her mother, and beg her not to trouble herself
ut such things now; no doubt, whatever was settled, all
dld be right in the end. But Mrs Ashton was not satisfied;
her conscience was not at rest. She was a very bad reckoner,
she could not avoid a suspicion that the ' share and share
e,' which was to contribute so largely to the family concord,
Id, at the same time, diminish Katharine's little fortune in a
which she had never been led to expect. She began to
ogise more nervously, in fact, a little angrily. 'Of course,'
said, 'no one can imagine I have any feeling of favour in the
With only two children I must have the same care for
but that's what I don't think you feel, Kate; you always
inclined to be jealous, from a baby.' Poor Katharine ! If
were so, the feeling had been grievously tried, and the fault
ely punished ; but she did not know that she was jealous;
ad always thought that she loved John too well not to wish
to be first with every one. Still, she might be mistaken, and
ould not contradict her mother. Mrs Ashton continued,
father used to say, Kate, " What's the use of a woman's
rich?" and there's a good deal in it. When a woman's
ey, she's never safe from a parcel of needy suitors, who
after her just for the sake of the gold, and nothing else ;
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and ten to one she marries a good-for-nothing fellow, who makes
her miserable. If she has enough to live comfortably, that is
all she can require ; and you know, Kate, there can be no doubt
of your having that always with John and Selina.' A home,
certainly, Katharine felt she might hope for; the comfort was
another question. She resolved to be bold, though it might be
for her own interest. ' Mother, dear,' she said, 'you won't mind
my telling you what I think, will you ? I am sure I would not
be unkind to John for the world, and if there was enough for us
both to share alike, I should only be too glad. I don't in the
least care about being rich myself, and I should be delighted to
think he would have enough to make him easy in his mind; but
I should not like to feel dependent upon him or any one; and I
don't think it would do for us to feel that we must always live
together. I think it would fret Selina, and that would make
John unhappy. As long as they like me to be with them, it
will all be very well, but a hundred changes may come to alter
their notions and mine too; and if anything were to happen
to John, I am nearly sure Selina would rather be alone, or
with her own family; and all this together makes me feel that
I should like to have enough to keep myself if I were obliged
to live separate. I think,' she added, after a little consideration, 'that eighty pounds a year would be sufficient, and if I
might have that quite secure, I should not trouble about anything else.' 'Well, to be sure-yes, certainly; eighty pounds
a year, let me see;' and Mrs Ashton began to calculate, but
very soon became puzzled. 'Considering what has been ad
vanced to John already,' said Katharine, still more boldly
'there would not be as much as this if our shares were equal
at least, unless the shop should pay a great deal better tha
it has begun, and then what I am to have from it would onl
last for five years.' Mrs Ashton could not at all take this in
she kept on saying, ' Eighty pounds a year; oh, yes, my Kitty
of course you must have eighty pounds a year;' but where
was to come from was beyond her powers of calculation. H
face became more worn in its expressions, her forehead especi
was marked with deep, troubled lines. Katharine felt very vex
that the unhappy subject had been brought forward, but h
could she prevent it ? And then it had only seemed right
state plainly what might be so very essential to herself, and'
mately even to John ; for injustice, as she well knew, is sur
some form or other, to work evil for all concerned in it.
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%lil leave it now, dear mother, and talk it over another time,' she
yid, trying to divert her mother's mind; 'there is no need to
settle anything about it at all now, and I didn't say what I did
cause I cared about it, only because it seemed the fitting opporunity. Please don't look so very worried, I can't bear to see it.'
,Eighty pounds a year; surely there will be eighty pounds a
rear,' repeated Mrs Ashton, trying to reckon upon her fingers,
and not taking any notice of Katharine's caresses. 'Please,
Tiease, leave it; please don't think about it, dear mother, please
sot,' continued Katharine, alarmed at her mother's fixed gaze.
:Stop, child; where's John ? Fifteen hundred and the shop.
Where's John? Oh ! my head!' and Mrs Ashton fell from her
chair, struck by paralysis.

CHAPTER XLIX.
ATHARINE had gone through many trials, but none were
worse than this. True she had expected it. Mr Fowler
d told her long before that her mother's failing powers might
probably in this way come to a sudden end, but the one thought
ntinually before her was, that she herself had at least been
e immediate cause. If she had only allowed her mother's
ind to have rest, she might, at a better opportunity, have said
that was necessary without any such terrible result. It was
most goading thought; there were moments when it worked
atharine's mind almost to desperation. Even when she was
st calm in manner, it was always present with her. Her
dy judgment became disturbed, and regardless of health, she
nd her only rest in exertions so great and unremitting that
der a less pressure of excited feeling she would have been
erly incapable of them.
hey were fearful days which she spent at that time-days
n her mother's life seemed to hang upon a thread-when
an aid could avail nothing, and her trust in Higher Help
checked by the remorseful reproaches of an over-sensitive
science. Often and often in the silence of midnight Kathaknelt by Mrs Ashton's bed-side, unable to utter words, but
g her only rest in the attitude of prayer; and many and
fervent were the petitions which ascended to heaven that
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her mother might be spared, if but Tor this time, that her child
might prove by the devotion of every moment of her time, and
the sacrifice of every other wish of her heart, how entire was her
repentance and her love.
And the prayer was in a measure heard, and Mrs Ashton rose
up from her sick-bed, the wreck of what she had been, with ohe
side entirely paralysed, and her speech imperfect, yet in the
possession of her other faculties, except at intervals, when she
showed traces of her illness by the imperfection of her memory.
The one thought now at Moorlands was to make her comfortable; even Selina's selfishness was touched by her helpless
state, and now that Mrs Ashton could no longer interfere in
the household affairs, she was willing to do all which she
considered lay in her power to render her latter days easy.
The all was indeed very little.
It included only a kiss,
morning and evening, a gossiping half-hour's chat after an
afternoon spent in Rilworth, and a little reading aloud when
she had nothing else to do. Beyond this, Selina did not feel
herself called upon to make sacrifices. She would never stay
at home to give Katharine an opportunity of going out, even
for a walk, unless it happened to suit her inclinations, and
she never would deny herself the pleasure of giving a party,
though the visitors were likely to be noisy, and Mrs Ashton
might be disturbed by them. Her taste for gaiety was growing
stronger than ever, and a most expensive taste Katharine
could not help seeing it was. No wonder that her bills were
so high as to oblige her to take money which had been promised
elsewhere, and to apply to her mother-in-law for assistance,
when every whim of the moment was gratified at whatever cost;
and John, who knew nothing about women's dress, and always
supposed that gowns were to be had for about ten shillings
a piece, encouraged her extravagance because he liked to see
her look handsome.
Katharine was tolerably indifferent to all this. She had long.
known Selina's character, and could not now be disappointed in
it; and indeed she had not the heart to think about her, or about
any bne but her mother. Even Jane was only occasionally a
cause of anxiety when perhaps a note would arrive saying that
she did not find any material benefit from the advice of he
London doctor. John was the only person who really helped
Katharine, and he certainly'did a great deal, for his feelin
were quick, and he was very fond of his mother. He woui
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ften come in from his work and sit down by Mrs Ashton's armihair, and arrange her cushions as tenderly as if she had been
i little infant, and then in a softened voice inquire what else he
iould do for her, and tell her any little thing he fancied could
interest her. But to watch all this gave Katharine a pang even
the midst of her satisfaction; for she felt then how much
there was in him which might have been turned to good if only
he had fallen into good hands. But the marriage had been his
deliberate choice, and the consequences must rest upon his own
head.
He was not happy; Katharine could see that evidently, independently of his anxiety for his mother.
There seemed to be something working in his mind, about
which he was unwilling to speak. Private letters came to him
Frequently, and some of them, Katharine fancied, were in Colonel
Katharine was vexed with herself for
Forbes' handwriting.
eeling so distrustful, whenever this was the case. It seemed
in injustice to Jane, and there really was no obvious cause for
Colonel Forbes had always been a most honourable person
all his dealings. He had been hard, perhaps, with John, and
tharine was sure he did not like him ; but he had kept strictly
the letter of his agreement, however much his own inclinan might have been opposed to it. It was the secrecy which
tharine dreaded and disliked. John, with all his faults, had
tlerto been so open, that she always satisfied herself with
ling that she knew the worst of everything which was to be
wn. She could not do that now; and when John sat talking
his mother, Katharine could not help watching him, and
tening to him, not from any particular interest in what he
s saying, but merely with the painful wish to discover, by
e chance word or intimation, what was lurking in the depths
his mind.
It was a monotonous life which Katharine led in this way for
ral weeks, and there was no change to be anticipated, but
t which would make her still more lonely. Her Rilworth
ds sometimes came over to see her, but their visits could
be much comfort, because Mrs Ashton did not like strangers
ut her, and Katharine could not therefore be with them for
length of time. The Miss Lockes asked her to go and stay
'them, for a little change, but that Katharine was obliged to
'he, though John urged it strongly, and even made Selina
ise that she would take her place as nurse. Katharine
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knew too well what Selina's promises were worth to heed them,
and she would not even have the subject mentioned to her
mother. Still it was a pleasure to feel that John could think for
and be anxious about her ; and she went on more cheerfully with
her work in consequence. About five weeks after Mrs Ashton
had first been taken ill, Katharine was, however, obliged to go
into Rilworth on a little business for her mother, which no one
but herself could well settle. Mrs Ashton was unwilling to part
with her even for that short time, but she happened to be feeling
particularly well that day, and Katharine was to go in late, and
return early. John proposed to drive her in and out, for he
had business in Rilworth, and she was to have luncheon with
Mrs Reeves, so that she would have a little pleasure besides the
business.
The change from the sick-room to the open air and the bright,
clear sky, the sight of faces not clouded with care, and the sounds
of the active business of life, were all cheering and invigorating.
Katharine did not feel in good spirits,-that was impossiblebut she seemed to breathe more freely. She was conscious that
she had not yet lost the elasticity of mind which had hitherto
given her such a keen power of enjoyment, and this discovery
is a great help to all who make it. No trial is crushing so long
as we feel that ever so slightly our hearts rebound from its
pressure. It is only as life goes on, and youth and hope are
deadened, that we become as calmly acquiescent in joy as in
sorrow; and even then some minds-and Katharine's was of
this cast-have a spring of vigour and a power of happiness
which, after years of trial, will enable them to rise, as it were
instantaneously, as soon as the least relief is given. Suc
persons are very pleasant to themselves, as well as to other
Katharine felt as if she had recovered confidence in herse
when she found how enjoyable that little drive was, and th
she could look forward with real pleasure, and not mere cot
fort, to the luncheon with Mr Reeves, and the little talk wi
Betsey Carter about Rilworth matters. She had but a s
time allowed her, for John was to call for her again at f
o'clock; but she had mapped it out most ingeniously, to
in a great deal of business, including two visits in her
district, and a few words with the Miss Ronaldsons. '
past twelve ! So we go to Mr Carter's first, I suppose,
said John, as they stopped at the Rilworth turnpike.
that will be best: it will be nearest, and I must have a
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talk with Betsey about my mother's business. Where are
you going, John ?' His face became a little overcast, and he
answered shortly, 'A good many ways,-to the shop. for one.'
'Ah! the shop !' said Katharine, with a sigh, which, however,
was not very mournful; 'how I wish we could cut the shop.!'
'We need not trouble ourselves to do that,' replied John; 'it
will cut us before long. Henry Madden is such a fool !' Katharine was in a manner recalled from a pleasant dream; but she
answered cheerfully, I If it is to be so, don't you think we might
do well to take some steps before it comes to the point of cutting?' 'Well, perhaps so,' replied John; 'only one does not
see how it is to be done. Madden has no more ready money
than I have; in fact, Kate, I don't think ready money is much
the go in England just now, with any one.' ' Where is it ever
the go ? as you call it,' asked Katharine. 'The colonies-Australia-there's the place,' said John. 'I know three fellows
at this moment, who went out with only fifty pounds in their
pockets, and by this time have made as many hundreds.' ' They
may have gone out alone,' said Katharine; 'that makes a great
difference. But, however, I don't mean to say that there is not
a much greater opening in Australia than in England.' 'Only
ou would not go, if you were in my place, I suppose,' said John.
de spoke as if his whole heart were in the question. Katharine
as:much struck with his manner; it opened to her the idea of
more fixed and deliberate plan than she had ever imagined.
I don't know,' she replied; 'I can't tell what might be right
der some circumstances.' John bit the top of his drivingip, and said no more till they reached Mr Carter's house.
'We meet here again at four o'clock, then,' were his parting
rds, as he drove off, and Katharine promised to be ready.
tharine was shown into a room up-stairs, which sometimes
let; a drawing-room prettily furnished, with a few pictures,
When there were no
some good old-fashioned books.
gers in the house, Miss Carter used this as her sitting-room,
cipally, so she said, to air it. She could never be quite free
pretence, at least in manner, and Katharine always felt as
e had a little something disagreeable to get over when first
met; but Betsey really was sincerely kind, and helped
arine in a good many difficulties, and gratitude and old
Aintance combined made Katharine willing to bear a great
On the present occasion she was contented to be kissed,
old in a drawling voice that she looked charmingly well;
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and she answered properly all the inquiries after her poor dear
mother, and when she had last heard from Lond6n, which was
Miss Carter's way of implying that she knew Katharine and Mrs
Forbes to be on terms of the greatest intimacy, and then they
proceeded to business. The point under discussion related to
the exchange of some old furniture, which Miss Carter had been
negotiating for Mrs Ashton; nothing very important or very
interesting, though useful and necessary. It was soon transacted
between two straightforward, honest-minded, energetic people;
and an engagement was made that Katharine should go with
Miss Carter to see the person who was to take it before she left
Rilworth; and then, very naturally, Miss Carter proceeded to
impart the latest news of the town.
'Mr George Andrews is going to be married, my dear; have
you heard that ?' was the first piece of what she called astounding
information. Katharine laughed, and said she did not know why
it should be so very astounding ; the wonder was that he had not
been married before. 'Perhaps so, my dear; but it is the case
of the iEsopian fable of crying "wolf" too often. You remember
that beautiful fable, no doubt. Everybody has said for the last
five years that Mr George Andrews ought to marry.' ' And I
am sure there were wives enough provided for him,' observed
Katharine; 'Miss Susan Lane, and Miss Madden, and that pretty
cousin of Selina's.' 'Ah! my dear, yes; but the fact is, there
were always difficulties. Some were too aristocratic, and some
too plebeian. I always said myself that George Andrews would
never be contented with a Rilw6rth lady, and so he has proved.'
'Well !' said Katharine, 'I wish you would tell me who the
lady is, for I really am curious to know.' 'Are you indeed? I
call that quite good of you to acknowledge. I believed you
were far above such sublunary interests.' 'Not in the least,'
exclaimed Katharine; 'nothing amuses me more than to hear
all about whom people are going to marry; only please, Betsey,
be quick, for it wants only five minutes to one, and Mrs Reevei
lunches at one.' 'Oh ! you are going there, are you? I could
quarrel with you, for I thought you were come expressly to set
me. But dear Mrs Reeves ! I can't refuse you to her, she reall
is so good ; and Mr Reeves too, he did preach such a beautify
sermon on Sunday. I quite wished some friends I know, who fi
fault with him, had been there to hear it.' ' I dare say,' sa
Katharine, quickly; 'but please, Betsey, leave Mr Reeves,
just tell me who is to be Mrs George Andrews, and then I
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run away.' ' It is such a long story,' said Miss Carter, deliberately. 'Then cut it short,' said Katharine. 'What is the
name?' ' Jenkins. That does not help you, my dear.' 'Not
in the least,' replied Katharine; 'I don't think I ever was
acquainted with a Jenkins in my life.' 'And these are quite
new people,' continued Miss Carter-' strangers entirely. You
could not possibly have heard of them, at least till within the last
week. The father is at the head of a great Australian Land Company, or something of that kind, I don't know exactly the term
by which it is designated. The rumour is, he is sent down by
Colonel Forbes.' 'Oh !' was all Katharine's reply. She was
engrossed by a faint, dull, glimmering, disagreeable light, which
the connection of Colonel Forbes' name and an Australian Land
Company had thrown upon John's words and manner. 'You
see,' continued Miss Carter, 'there is a great desire now to
people those distant regions of the earth. No doubt we have a
large surplus population in Great Britain, and'---- 'Yes, yes,'
interrupted Katharine, not quite catching the meaning of the
words ; ' but it must have been very quick work.' ' Most rapid,'
replied Miss Carter, drawing up her head sideways as she always
did preparatory to giving out any peculiarly learned piece of information. ' I was reading yesterday evening a paper upon the
' Of Mr George Anast census. It is said that the rate'-drews' courtship was what?' asked Katharine, laughing. 'I beg
our pardon, Betsey, but I don't care in the least about the
nsus, and I do care a great deal to know if Mr George Anrews fell in love after a week's acquaintance: 'Katharine, my
ve, you are too volatile-too much so, a great deal, for your
e. I heard it remarked the other day, that you looked as if
thing would ever keep down your spirits; and it gives an unourable impression. I don't speak for yourself so much as for
r Reeves. It is well known that you are one of his followers.'
ever, Betsey,' exclaimed Katharine ; ' I never was anybody's
ower, and never mean to be. But we won't enter upon that
discussion now; only just tell me, how did he manage it?'
ow really, Katharine, how can I tell ? You should not ask
questions; you really are too bad.' ' I thought you liked
tions in natural history,' said Katharine; 'and you know
ld joke against George Andrews is, that he would neer
a wife, because he was like that great creature-the alliiait not ?-so long in turning round to look at her.' ' As for
plied Miss Carter, a little flattered by this reference to her
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knowledge of natural history, ' I believe the fact is, they have
been acquainted for months, only he has kept it very close; and
she being away, it was not likely to get wind.' 'Then has Mr
George Andrews anything to do with this great Australian Land
'Why, that is not precisely
Company?' asked Katharine.
known,' replied Miss Carter, mysteriously. 'The fact is, there
are a good many reports-what the French call on dits-about
it. Some say the company is set up by Colonel Forbes, and
that he is to make his fortune out of it; of which there seems
little enough need, as he has such a large one already. But
there is nothing like the love of money-most ensnaring it is.'
'Rumours, are they ?' interrupted Katharine. ' I don't put much
faith in rumours; I would rather hear about Miss Jenkins.
What is she like?' 'Light hair, rather sandy; gray eyes, a
little staring; a good long nose, and very white teeth, only the
mouth too wide; fine figure, tall, decidedly aristocratic; altogether likely to be an addition to the Rilworth society, and so far
very satisfactory,' said Miss Carter. ' I hope she will make herself useful,' observed Katharine; 'that is the main point. And
her father, you say, is very rich, and the head of the Australian
Land Company.' 'What he is or is not, my dear, nobody exactly seems able to tell, though he has been the talk of Rilworth
for the last six days. He is staying at Mr Andrews'--that I
know for certain ; and all the young men are wild to buy land
and make their fortunes, Henry Madden among them.' Katharine could not be accused of being too volatile now ; she looked
quite thoughtful enough to satisfy even Miss Carter's notion of
what was becoming in one of Mr Reeves' followers. But she did
not betray her thoughts, and only replied-in one of those oracular sentences which are such invaluable helps in conversational emergencies--' Well! strange times we live in! Goodbye, Betsey, I will try and be back by a quarter-past two.'

CHAPTER L.
went to Mr Reeves' and had a please
K ATHARINE
hour's conversation, not perhaps quite as amusing as t
with Miss Carter, but which sent her back to the duties of
strengthened for whatever might be required of her. That
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the great blessing of Mr Reeves' advice, it was so simply
practical. Katharine always felt that he put before her not what
might be done under different circumstances, but what she could
herself do under her own. And if there was anything abrupt in
his manner, or occasionally chilling, it was in a great measure
made up to her by Mrs Reeves' warmth. They talked a good
deal about Moorlands, and not a little about Maplestead. Katharine had not heard from Jane lately, but Mr Reeves had received a note from Colonel Forbes that morning, and it had
made him rather uneasy. Mrs Forbes was not quite so well, she
had been over-exerting herself, and it had brought on one of her
old attacks of faintness, but Colonel Forbes hoped that a little
quiet would soon restore her again. ' She ought never to have
gone to London to put herself in the way of excitement,' was Mr
Reeves' comment. 'To be put, my dear, you mean,' said Mrs
Reeves; and Katharine, though pained at the news, could not
help smiling at the difference in their quickness of perception as
to the state of affairs at Maplestead.
'We shall have the
Colonel down again before long,' said Mr Reeves; ' at least, so
says the noted Mr Jenkins, the agent for the great Australian
Land Company. I suppose, Katharine, you have heard of Mr
Jenkins ?' ' Seeing is better than hearing sometimes,' said Mrs
Reeves.
'Look, Katharine, he is coming up the street now;
'Walking with
that tall man with the bushy red whiskers.'
George Andrews and young Madden and your brother, is he
not ?' asked Mr Reeves, as the party stopped just opposite the
window. Katharine looked. John was there, listening deferentially to Mr Jenkins, who was laying down the law to the great
eification apparently of his admiring friends. 'The first time
have seen anything like a friendly spirit between Madden and
Sorge Andrews since the days of the famous Union Ball,' said
r Reeves; 'but worldly interests will work wonders. It rather
isheartens one when one feels the difficulty of creating a fellowling upon other subjects.' ' I don't quite see what the worldly
terest is to be in this case,' said Mrs Reeves. ' What benefit
Mr Andrews derive from the Australian Land Company ?'
may suspect,' said Mr Reeves; ' but I am not going to tell,
the chances are I may be wrong; but, Katharine, don't let
r brother be carried away by the mania, unless you are
ughly sure it is a safe one.' ' If Colonel Forbes approves,
can scarcely be any great danger, as far asthe stability of
ompany is concerned,' said Katharine. 'He is not a man
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to be taken in.' ' First see that Gelonel Forbes does approve,'
replied Mr Reeves; ' I can't make that out for certain yet, in
spite of Mr Jenkins' asseverations.' 'He will carry his point if
assertions are of any avail,' said Mrs Reeves, who had been
standing silent by the window. ' I am convinced he has gained
some victory now over your brother, Katharine.' Katharine had
been watching also from a kind of basilisk fascination, which
made her keep her eyes fixed upon the little party. It was as
though she were seeing a spell tried upon her brother, which
should bring him into a charmed circle from which he could not
escape. ' George Andrews talks well,' said Mr Reeves. 'And
John cannot talk at all,' observed Katharine, very gravely. Mrs
Reeves turned quickly towards her, struck by the change in her
voice. ' You are afraid of something, Katharine ?' she said.
'Am I?' replied Katharine, looking up brightly; and, after a
moment's consideration, she added, 'Yes, I am afraid. When
people join together only from self-interest, how can one help
it?' 'The old story,' said Mr Reeves. ' Happily, the merciful
providence of God overrules self-interest for lasting good.'
'Lasting good for the whole, sir,' replied Katharine; 'but individuals suffer.' 'Suffer, because it is good they should suffer,
because without suffering, their case would be far worse.
But
we will not talk in this way, Katharine, merely because Mr
George Andrews is holding forth oracularly to your brother;
that would be raising a mountain out of a molehill.' 'Only
straws show which way the current flows,' said Katharine.
'I
dread that Australian current for my mother's sake.' 'Then let
your mind rest,' said Mr Reeves, cheerfully. ' I believe there is
a special providence over the old even as over infants.'
'And
they are taken away from the evil to come,' replied Katharine.
There was a pause. Presently Mr Reeves said, 'You will not
forget, Katharine, what we have often talked about, the comfort
of reading the book of the past when we are tempted to tremble
for the future.' 'I will try not,' was Katharine's answer, spoken
with a glistening eye, for her heart was full with the thought of
that grievous loss for herself, which yet, it might be, would be
the greatest blessing she could desire for her mother.
The business with Betsey Carter was despatched, the visits in
the district were paid, and about half-past three o'clock Katharine
knocked at Miss Ronaldson's door, and was admitted by Deborah,
with the exclamation, 'O Miss Ashton ! is that you ? Well, I
am glad, to be sure ! the ladies are quite ailing and down-hearted
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' Nothing particular the matter, I hope,'
said Katharine, as she followed Deborah through the long passage.
SNothing to be called that, Miss Ashton,' replied Deborah,
talking as she went on; 'but they've had a good deal of care
lately. I dare say they'll tell you all about it. Mr Charles'They were standing at the parlour door, and the remainder of the
sentence about Mr Charles was lost. Katharine was perhaps a
little absent in mind in consequence, but the good old ladies were
too delighted to see her to notice it. Miss Ronaldson was feeling
very weak from the effects of an attack of influenza, and Miss
Priscilla had forgotten both temper and rheumatism in the
anxiety to nurse her. It was a very different kind of nursing
from her sister's. There was no entreating or lamenting ; no
doubt as to whether what ought to be done would be done.
Decided authority on one side; placid, willing submission on
the other, made everything go smoothly. And so, when Katharine entered the room, Miss Priscilla whispered a warning to her
sister, 'Now don't distress yourself, my dear, keep quiet; it's
only Katharine Ashton. Keep quiet, and she'll come and speak
to you ;' and then she went forward to Katharine with a certain
air of dignified graciousness, which seemed to have grown upon
her since her authority had been undisputed. 'You find me a
very poor creature, my dear Katharine,' said Miss Ronaldson,
holding Katharine's hand, 'a very poor creature indeed; but so
it is nearly seventy years'--- 'Seventy your next birthday, my
dear,' said Miss Priscilla. ' Ah ! to be sure, Prissy, my dear,
eventy my next birthday. It's a good age, Katharine.' ' It is
indeed,' said Katharine, ' and I am afraid a good deal of trouble
of one kind and another comes with it.' 'Ah, my dear, yes, but
it would be very wrong in me to complain ; with a comfortable
ome, and kind friends, and a dear good nurse. No, I always
think there's something to be enjoyed as long as God thinks fit
oxep us here. There mayn't be enough to satisfy some peole, but there's a taste I am sure for all, and a good large one
r me; and so I thank Him for it;' and the wrinkled hands
re clasped together reverently and fervently. 'And Rebecca
s been a good deal better, till just lately,' continued Miss
scilla; ' those drops-Davy's drops,-did her a quantity of
ed. She has left them off now for about a month or three
eks, but I shall give her some again soon, if I find she does
t get on as she ought.' 'They were strong drops, my dear,'
d Miss Ronaldson; 'I thought too strong; but Prissy said
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not, and so I took them, and to be sure they did me a power of
good; and now I have given some to Charlie, for he has been
ill.' 'Very ill!' said Miss Priscilla; 'with a terrible fever, so
Mrs Ronaldson writes us word.' ' And he's very weak, still,
poor fellow,' continued Miss Ronaldson; 'and no one to nurse
him but his mother, and she nearly worn out.' ' Ah, you were
always a capital nurse, I've heard say, Katharine, my dear.'
Katharine, in spite of her uneasiness, could scarcely refrain from
a smile at the simple way in which Miss Ronaldson betrayed
the connection of her ideas. 'I hope Mr Ronaldson is better
now,' she said, trying not to show that she had any interest in
the question beyond that of ordinary kindness. ' Well ! he is
better, my dear,' replied Miss Priscilla; 'he has begun to mend
ever since he took to Davy's drops, which is now just a fortnight ago ; but he has had a hard struggle, I'll assure you.' ' And
no one to nurse him !' again repeated Miss Ronaldson. ' Hush !
sister, remember !' Miss Priscilla's warning finger was held up
as in the olden time, and Miss Ronaldson sank back, obedient,
in her chair. ' He has done very well in the way of nursing, my
dear; he has had his mother to nurse him,--and that's as much
as a young man ought to need. After all, it's my belief that a
mother's love is more sure than a wife's; and so I have told
him, and warned him that he ought to be thankful he has such
a mother.' 'And we may hope he is, my dear,' interrupted
Miss Ronaldson. 'You see, Katharine, a time of illness like
that is a great trial for a young man. It brings him out and
shows what he is; not that any one could ever have had any
doubt of Charlie who ever knew him. He's been good from a
boy, and when he was ill, my sister writes me word, it was
wonderful how he thought of every one ; leaving messages, because he thought he was going to die-no one forgotten ; all his
Rilworth friends remembered-Mr Reeves and your brother;and keepsakes.' 'Sister !' Miss Priscilla's voice was really
terrific. LTo be sure, Prissy, you are quite right. I was very
wrong in what I was going to say, but Katharine won't think
about it noW, because, you see, the book has never been sent.'.
'Sister ! sister ! indeed, Katharine, I beg you won't think-indeed, sister, you are very wrong !' Miss Priscilla's agitation was
so great that she took out her handkerchief and began to walk
up and down the room fanning herself. What Katharine felt
was not betrayed except by the paleness of her cheek; but
Miss Ronaldron's distress was not to be calmed. 'Yes, he
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knew,' she said, 'she had done very wrong. The book was not
to have been mentioned, and she had never thought of-mentioning it, only it slipped out. Not that it ought to have slipped out,
Prissy, my dear,' she added ; 'of course it ought not ; of course,
Katharine, if it had been Prissy, she never would have said it ; but
it always was my way to let out things ; and you know it isn't
so much to be wondered at. Pray, Prissy, sit down, you will
be sure to catch the rheumatism by that open window, and then
what will become of us ? Oh, dear ! oh, dear!' Miss Priscilla
drew majestically from the window. 'Miss Priscilla, ma'am,
could you be good enough to step into the kitchen ?' said Deborah, putting her head in at the doorway. ' Coming, Deborah,
my good girl, leave us for the moment,'-and Deborah retired.
'Sister !' said Miss Priscilla, advancing towards the centre of
the room, ' I have but one more warning to give-let bygones
be bygones. Katharine, I shall see you on my return.' With a
slow and stately step, Miss Priscilla left the room, leaving the
awe of her presence behind her. Miss Ronaldson beckoned
Katharine to take the chair next her. ' She is right, my dearPrissy is always right, it shouldn't have been said; but 'twas
atural, poor fellow ! when he was so very ill, thinking he was
ying ! And a book of prayers, too !-the book he always used.
ust like him, that was; so very good ! O Katharine, if you
ould but have said yes ! But dear me '-and Miss Ronaldson
ooked rather nervously at the door-' what am I thinking of?
hat will Prissy say ? Prissy is quite right, my dear-let bynes be bygones ; and we will talk of something else. How
s your poor mother been lately?' 'Not quite so well, thank
u,' was the reply. A simple, straightforward answer, but the
ne was so peculiar that Miss Ronaldson turned herself round
quickly as her weakness would allow, and gazed at Kathae's death-like face in alarm. ' Why ! what? I declare, oh
ar! what will become of us? Prissy, my dear! Prissy!
Oh me! oh me ! she's quite gone.'
borah ! some w ter.
violent pull at the bell-rope brought Miss Priscilla and Deinto the room much more quickly than poor Miss
naldson's faint cries for help. Katharine was laid upon the
not quite insensible, but very nearly so, whilst Miss
illa, half anxious and half excited, applied salts, and harts,and sal volatile, and ordered all the windows to be opened,
sent for the great Indian fan in the left-hand corner of the
r division of the chestnut bureau ; and, in fact, did all that
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she had ever heard as having been prescribed or imagined for
the recovery of persons in what Deborah insisted upon calling
'a dead faint.' Miss Ronaldson looked on guilty, and most
uneasy. Was there any connection between the conversation
and the fainting fit? What had she said ? Was it necessary to
confess to Priscilla? What was there to confess? After all,
might it not be the heat ?-but then, to be sure, it was not hot;
or the walk ?-but then Katharine had been seen driving with
her brother in the chaise. Deborah suggested the most natural
solution of the problem, and. Miss Ronaldson's uneasy conscience
caught at it eagerly. 'To be sure,' said Deborah, 'she has been
overworking herself with nursing her mother. People who have
gone over to Moorlands have said Miss Ashton was looking very
ill, and sure enough 'twas time. Poor thing ! Poor thing! how
she must have fagged !'
There was some truth in D'eborah's conjecture. Katharine was
overworked. She was not in a state to bear much excitement,
and the day had in one way and another brought a good deal.
Perhaps the very fact of the enjoyment she had felt on first leaving Moorlands had brought on a reaction; at any rate, it was
better to think this than to suppose herself guilty of a weak loss
of self-command ; and upon fully recovering her recollection, she
eagerly seized upon the assurance which was made her, that she
had looked very ill when she came in, and her friends were certain
that she had worn herself out with nursing. ' It's very clear, to
be sure,' said Miss Ronaldson, greatly relieved at the turn which
public conjecture was taking; ' to be sure ! it's what all young
people do. There's no keeping them within bounds. I have
often known Prissy work till she was quite ill ; but then Prissy
always was a worker. Take a little more wine, my dear, or a
little brandy--just a teaspoonful.' ' She will have some arrowroot, sister,' said Miss Priscilla. ' Deborah, a tea-cup of arrow
root, with a teaspoonful of brandy in it, directly.' Katharine
sat up and caught Miss Priscilla's hand,--' Stop, Deborah I please
-indeed, Miss Priscilla, I have had my luncheon-my dinne
it was,-at Mr Reeves'. I could not possibly take it.' ' Som
arrow-root, Deborah, made very clear, with two teaspoonfuls
brandy in it,' repeated Miss Priscilla. ' Katharine, my dear, li
down. Sister, you can spare her one of your pillows; this sof
cushion is very hard.' Miss Ronaldson would have given up
in an instant ; she even suggested whether Katharine had
better go to bed, and she could lie there and sleep most c
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for the next two hours. It was like listening to a proposal for being buried alive, and Katharine started up and put
hjer feet to the ground; but resistance to Miss Priscilla was
quite useless. A gentle push, which Katharine was not just
then quite able to stand against, forced her head to sink back
upon the sofa, and her two feet were taken up, as if they did
not in the least belong to her, and Miss Priscilla then seated
)erself at the further end of the sofa, and laid her hand upon
them, to be quite sure they should not again escape her. Katha~ine laughed in spite of herself. She was feeling very dizzy and
weak, and there was an aching, unresting sense of something
;painful at her heart, which she could scarcely recall ;-yet she
laughed, and Miss Priscilla said 'hush i' in a warning voice, and
Wiss Ronaldson entreated her not to let her spirits get the better
f her.
Deborah came to the door. 'Miss Ashton ready for her
row-root, ma'am ? It's beautiful clear and hot !' 'Bring it
Deborah, and put it on the round-table, and fetch some teascuits.' Katharine was in despair. She was not fond of arrowt in her days of strongest health. She took out her watch ;
our o'clock, I declare. It really is so dreadfully late, I must
;-if you would please let me. I am afraid I could not touch
e arrow-root, though you are so very good in getting it for me.
r John's chaise puts up at the "Bear,"' said Miss Priscilla.
eborah, put your bonnet on, and run down street to the "Bear,"
tell the ostler that Mr John Ashton is to call here for his
er. Make haste, there's a good girl. Now, Katharine !'
harine's feet were set free, and Miss Priscilla went to fetch
little round-table, and placed it by the sofa. ' Davy's drops,
hat do you say to them, Prissy?' said Miss Ronaldson.
n't you think they would do her good ?' ' Not to-day, sister.
shall take a bottle home with her, and try them to-morrow.'
e is an indescribably helpless feeling in being thus talked of
third person, as if one had lost all power of judging for one's
and Katharine, who was not at all in the habit of fainting,
whose head was still in anything but a clear state, was quite
e to contend against the pressure of circumstances. There
e arrow-root before her, Miss Priscilla standing beside her,
Ronaldson looking at her. The spoon was actually put
r hand, with a complacent 'Now, my dear! ' What could
but eat? And, curious to say, she was the better for eatshe had taken nothing at breakfast, and very little more
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at luncheon ; her appetite had been failing her for weeks : anti,
to Miss Priscilla's complete triumph, Katharine laid down her
spoon at last, with-' Thank you, I really do think it has done
me good.' 'To be sure, my dear,' was Miss Priscilla's reply,
'you may rely upon it, I shouldn't have made you take it if I
hadn't known it would do you good. I am not at all for quacking, or making people eat against their wills, when it's not necessary; but Deborah's arrow-root is very superior, though I say it
that shouldn't say it.' ' Even poor Charlie allows that,' said Miss
Ronaldson. 'His mother wrote us word that when he was illhe
often said he wished he had Deborah to cook for him; but then
he's so fond of everything connected with Rilworth.' An impulse
of safety made Katharine resolutely stand up and wonder whether
the chaise was coming, and go to the glass, which hung over the
mantelpiece, to arrange her bonnet. She was shocked at her
face; it looked dreadfully old; and the thought crossed her
whether those who had known her a year and a half before would
recognise her. She had very little personal vanity, at least that she
was aware of, but it seemed to have been wakened by that glance,
and she could not escape from it. She longed to ask some person-the Miss Ronaldsons or any one-whether she really did
look so old. Yet, if she had been answered in the negative, i
would not have satisfied her; she had seen herself, and that wa
sufficient. She turned away from the glass ashamed of herself
because her own image haunted her.
It pursued her through the desultory conversation which fol
lowed; and the parting good-byes, and words of advice, an
messages of remembrance to her mother. It pursued her while
she talked to her brother as they drove home, though topics we
touched upon which at another time might have aroused n
slight degree of interest; it never left her even when she we
back to her mother to tell her all that she had been doing a
saying, and all that every one else had done or said; and it w
stamped upon her memory by Selina's last words when th
parted for the night :-' Why, Katharine, going into Rilwo
has not made you look younger than you did.' That spe
made Katharine consult her glass again when she went up-sta
and certainly a more haggard face she had seldom seen refle
there. Young? No! she could almost believe that youth
quite gone. She was six-and-twenty,--she would be seventwenty her next birthday,-and formerly she had looked*
seven-and-twenty as old age. Charles Ronaldson was two
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thirty, but that was still young for a man. Life seemed opening
before him, and closing behind her. If they were to meet, he
would see her so changed that he must be disappointed, and then
naturally his thoughts would turn to some one brighter and gayer
than herself. It was distance, doubtless, which kept up his feeling for her, if he really had any; for after all, his remembering
her in that way when he was ill might be only his natural kindness of heart. He was always a clinging, loving person, and he
had a special feeling for everything connected with the remembrance of his childhood and boyhood. It seemed wrong and
vain to build upon such a sandy foundation as those few words
of Miss Ronaldson's. Yet Katharine did build upon them in
ppite of herself,-beginning by an intense, longing wish to see the
ook of prayers ; thinking why it should have been chosen for
er,-whether it implied that she could feel with him on- those
ubjects; and, if so, whether perhaps such a bond of union
ould not be dearer to him than any other; and so on, and on,
llthe dream of happiness became too bright for a mind so
astened to indulge in without fear; and Katharine with a
rong effort cast it from her, and knelt to pray that she might
taught to seek only for a heavenly love, and in that to find
r rest.

CHAPTER LI.
T was late the next morning when Katharine went down to
breakfast, for she was still feeling far from well. John and
ina were together without Mrs Ashton, and Katharine, when
entered the room, found that she had interrupted a convern of some private nature. This was an uncomfortable consness, and Selina had not sufficient tact to render it less so.
stopped suddenly, looked cross, and said mysteriously, 'We
alk about it again by and by,' and then the children were
and breakfast began. Katharine tried to make the conion natural and general, but no one was inclined to talk,
h had a subject for thought which could not be shared.
me was ashamed of hers, and longed to forget it, but the
t was said brought it back to her. John had heard of
Ronaldson's illness, and spoke even more seriously than
Ronaldsons of the danger he had been in; and Selina,
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more from curiosity than interest, questioned and cross-questioned,
till she brought out not only what John knew, but what other
people conjectured. Katharine sat by and said nothing, though
she could not help feeling that two pairs of eyes were glancing
at her from time to time, as if scanning her countenance. ' My
mother will be down soon, Kate, I suppose ?' said John, as they
'Not very soon; she is tired
rose from the breakfast-table.
this morning,' replied Katharine, 'and I persuaded her to keep
John looked a little disconcerted, and Selina said
in bed.'
'It is not
meaningly, 'She wouldn't mind your going to her.'
well to disturb her with business too early,' said Katharine,
quickly. 'No, perhaps not; but I should not keep her long,'
observed John. 'And she will be more flurried after she has
had the trouble of dressing,' said Selina. Katharine again repeated that it would be better to wait, unless the business were
something very urgent. ' It may be urgent,' was John's reply;
' but, however, Kate, I can't fuss her if you think it better not.'
' I shall just go up-stairs and see how she is,' said Selina, decidedly; 'one can't judge at all what she can bear without seeing
her.' John faintly begged her to stop, but his wish evidently
was that she should go, and she did go; Katharine not daring
to prevent her, knowing that the effort would have failed, and
would unquestionably have caused a storm.
' Selly is very anxious this morning,' was John's observation,
when he was left alone with his sister. 'When once she gets
a thing into her head, she is full of it till it is settled.' 'I thought
there was something going on,' replied Katharine; 'what is it
now ?' ' Only the old story under a new form,' replied John ;
'you told me that you heard in Rilworth yesterday about the
'Yoi
Katharine's heart sank.
Australian Land Company.'
are not going to talk to my mother about that project, John ?
she exclaimed, in alarm. 'Well, no, not about our going, whi
he hesitated; 'y
is the only thing she cares for, but'know, Kate, it might be a very good investment for her, and
for you too.' 'As far as I am concerned I am very well co
tented with the investment we have already,' replied Katharine
'it may not bring in as high an interest as some others, b
' So like a woma
humanly speaking, it is perfectly safe.'
not understanding, and thinking only of safety i' replied Joh
'I wonder you don't insist upon locking your money up ifi
desk, and taking out only as much as you want from day to d
-that is the only kind of safety women understand ; somet
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bey can see.' Katharine laughed. 'Well, I could understand
lame comfort in that,' she said; 'at least, one should see, as
)eople say, to the end of one's affairs. But I do wish, John,
rou would not worry my mother's mind with these matters; she
'ally is not fit to attend to them, and,' she added, more sadly,
I can't say I think lately she always understands them.'
Now or never,' replied John; 'Colonel Forbes says that; and
would trust him, Katharine.' 'Yes, up to a certain point,'
laid Katharine; 'but I should like to know a little more what
ie has to do with the Company.' 'Oh! as to that, nothing
ni the money way,' replied John; 'he is not in the least responilble.' 'I wish he was,' said Katharine.
'Why, how perrse of you !'exclaimed her brother; 'I venture to say, that
had told you he was responsible, you would have been afraid
'No, never, never,' ex
some secret underhand dealing.'
imed Katharine; 'I would trust Colonel Forbes to the very
farthing, if his own honour was engaged. I should be quite
ain he would not let any one be misled.' 'Then what is it
do doubt ?' inquired John. 'Nothing,' replied Katharine,
d yet everything.' John turned away hastily. Katharine
her hand upon his shoulder: 'That was a stupid, provoking
ech of mine, John; but I always fancy there is some political
ive in what Colonel Forbes does.' ' Possibly,' replied John,
y ; 'but in this case it happens he does nothing; only the
"rman of the Company is a great friend of his, and so he
rally wishes the thing to succeed.' 'A great political friend !'
Katharine. 'Yes, I suppose so,-I don't know. Colonel
es' friends are all political, aren't they ?' Katharine smiled.
ever heard of any others,' she said; 'but you are his political
; why does he urge your mixing yourself up with this
Company?' 'He does not urge it; he only tells me that
y land in Australia will make our fortune.' 'A strong
tion,' observed Katharine, 'even if it is not direct urging;
John dear, where is the money to come from?' John was
After a few seconds he said, rather sulkily, 'Of course,
if you put your face against it, there is nothing more to be
' I don't put my face against it, or for it,' said Katharine r
- should like to let well alone, it won't be for very long,'
tded, sadly. Selina just then returned. She had beelI
Mrs Ashton at her breakfast, and putting her room ih
nd now she was come to say that John might go up
r he liked; but John stood irresolute. ' Kate thinks it
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will worry her, Selly,' he said. 'Certainly it will just now,
observed Katharine; 'she never is fit for business so early in
the morning.' 'She is particularly clear and comfortable this
morning,' observed Selina; ' I never saw her better.' 'And
Jenkins, the agent, comes over this afternoon,' said John,' on
purpose to talk over matters.' 'And nothing can be done without Mrs Ashton's consent,' said Selina. 'And George Andrews
and Madden talked of walking over too,' continued John.
Katharine's face expressed great surprise. 'I did not know it
had gone so far as that,' she said; 'my mother is not in the
least prepared for such discussions, and I am sure they will
make her ill.' John looked at his wife with an air of considerable embarrassment. Selina, too, was for a moment confused,
but having less delicacy of feeling than her husband, she was
able to take the affairs of life more coolly. ' It's no use mincing
matters, Kate,' she said; 'you see it's a question for John as
well as for you ; and so, of course, he is right, for my sake and
the children's, to do what will be best for our interest.' ' That
is'-interposed John, more gently; but Selina went on quickly :
' There must, sooner or later, be a division of the property, Kate,
and John wants your mother to let him invest what would be
his half now.' 'Yes,' continued John; 'invest it in what will
bring in twenty per cent. instead of four, and give her a large
income now, and make me by and by a rich man, instead of a
ruined one.' He waited anxiously for Katharine's reply, whilst
Selina watched the expression of her face with an angry curiosity
which she could not conceal. But Katharine remained perfectly
silent. 'I wouldn't have thought of mentioning the thing if if
hadn't been necessary,' said John. ' For the children's sakes,
added Selina. Still silence. 'Why don't you speak, Kate
asked John, reproachfully; ' one would think we were doin
you a wrong.' ' That is my mother's business, John dear,' sai
Katharine, with a gentle but decided tone, and she turn
towards the door. John caught her arm: 'It isn't like yo
Kate,' he exclaimed; 'when you had always put yourself as o
with us, and said you were so fond of the children. I thou
you would have been only too willing to consent to anythi
which would be for their interest.' 'Poor little things !'
claimed Selina, 'they will have little enough to look to in lif
they are only to depend upon Katharine.' 'That's not
Selly,' observed John, quickly; 'Kate would do anything
could for them if it came to a pinch. But can't you see,
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and he drew nearer to his sister, and spoke rapidly and with a
flushed face, which showed an uneasy mind; 'can't you see,
that, being a father, I am bound to look to what would be good
for the children ?' ' And when your mother said she wished it
to be share and share alike.' interrupted Selina, 'how were you
to turn against her ? It would have worried her out of her life.'
'We talked it over carefully only two days ago,' continued John,
'and she told me that you had said you only wanted to have
just enough to be independent; and that I knew you would have
if the money was put into the Australian Land Company.' This
new speculation, then, was the salve to John's conscience.
Katharine was deeply pained. John watched her countenance
with anxiety. ' Kate thought to have had it all for herself, and
to set up as a fine lady before long, I suppose,' exclaimed Selina,
with a toss of the head. Katharine turned round quickly,-' I
have thought of nothing, Selina, but of making my mother comfortable whilst she lives, and doing whatever God may be
pleased to point out afterwards. He knows that, whatever that
may be, it will be hard work enough then.' Tears gathered in
her eyes, and she moved away to hide them. John followed
er: 'Come, Kitty,' he said, kissing her; 'don't let us have
words about such a matter as this.' ' No, indeed, John, we
won't,' replied Katharine, with a look of excessive distress;
I can't bear it. Please don't think about me, only my mother !
f you will just spare her worry, and let her settle everything
she likes 1' 'That won't do, John,' said Selina; 'Mrs
hton is not one to do anything without Kate's consent.'
will give my mother my opinion when she asks it, Selina,'
id Katharine. 'But you won't give it to us,' said John,
hat's not fair, Kitty.' ' I have nothing to give an opinion
ut yet,' replied Katharine ; 'you have told me nothing, or next
it; only it is startling to hear of Mr Andrews and Henry
den coming over here suddenly, to talk about business which
mother has never heard of.' 'It couldn't be helped,' said
; 'Jenkins, the agent, hurries matters at such a rate, there's
time for preparing any one; and as for Henry Madden, he has
motion of taking a share in the speculation himself.' More and
complicated the business was becoming; and Katharine
ght with terror of her mother's feeble state of health, whilst
thing like indignation rose up in her mind at the cruelty of
disturbing her few remaining days. 'You talk of being
', John,' she said, 'but if your letters to Colonel Forbes
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have been about this matter, you have been thinking of it a
tolerably long time.' 'But he couldn't do anything,' interrupted
Selina; 'it wasn't till your mother told him for certain, Kate,
that he should have half the property, that it was worth while
troubling about it; and that wasn't till two days ago.' ' It was
not fixed till then, that is,' said John; 'though she had said
before she should wish it.' 'It's my belief that was what was
fretting her when she had the stroke,' said Selina. Katharine
turned very pale, and sat down. John's countenance told the
reproaches of his conscience. 'There will be quite enough for
both, Kitty,' he said, seizing upon the grievance which he supposed was rankling in her mind, 'if you will only consent to the
Katharine started up:
'Take it all-all, John
investment.'
-do what you will with it, only spare my mother.' John'
turned to his wife,-' Perhaps it would be better to wait a'
little, Selly.' 'And lose the opportunity of making twenty per
cent., and get deeper into the mire, and at last be ruined,' said
Selly. 'She is right there, Kitty,' said John; 'the long and
short of the matter is,that if somehow or other some of us don't
make some money very soon, we shall all go to the dogs together;
and this is the best opportunity that has offered, or will be likely
to offer, for many a long day.' 'And if Kate would throw herself into it, instead of putting herself against it, there would be
no trouble in the matter,' said Selina. 'Mrs Ashton would do
anything, no matter what, which we all told her was right.'
'I must first see it is right before I say it is,' said Katharine ;
'but I cannot pretend, John, to interfere between my mother and
you; all I beg is, that whatever may be arranged, I may be put
out of the question.' 'And you won't join,' said John, with a 2
vexed look; 'that was what I had hoped-that we might have"
made a common cause.'
'I can't say,' said Katharine, ' and I
am not called upon to say. I can't bear talking in this way,' she"
added; 'it is my mother's concern, not mine.' 'But you put
your face against it.' 'I put my wishes for delay,' said Katharine, 'not taking my mother by surprise.' 'It is too late fori
that,' observed Selina. 'Henry Madden comes over this after
noon to talk about giving up the shop, and having a great salIe)
and embarking everything in the Land Company.' 'Then he
will kill my mother,' said Katharine, with a painful quietness of
tone. 'Not if you are with us to help us, Kate,' said John
quickly. 'After all my mother's fondness for me, it is you, Kate
she really reckons upon; and depend upon it she won't go against
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,ou ; and what I thought, and Selly too, was, that if you could see
things as we do, we might just go to her, and put matters before
ter generally, not troubling her with any business scarcely, and
so get her to consent without difficulty.' 'Impossible i' said
Katharine; 'it would be giving advice against my conscience.'
'Pshaw !' exclaimed John, impatiently, 'how can conscience
have anything to do with it? Surely, we have a right to get
twenty per cent. for our money, if we can.' 'But we have no
right to enter into speculations which may ruin us,' said Kathatine. ' Oh, you women ! ' exclaimed John, throwing up his hands
despairingly; 'who says it will ruin us ?' 'No one,' replied
Katharine; 'all I say is, wait and inquire.' 'But I have in.
quired; I have asked every possible question, and so has
Colonel Forbes. And Jenkins, the agent, has come down on
purpose to forward the scheme, and George Andrews enters into
it heart and soul. Where on earth can the danger be ?' 'Very
possibly, nowhere,' said Katharine. 'And yet you won't help
ias,' said Selina, angrily. 'Certainly not, till I know more.'
t'But if you were to know more; if you were to be quite, ab)lutely certain it would all turn out well, would you venture
n ?' 'I would wait,' said Katharine, 'because I should think
wrong to run the risk of troubling my mother with business.'
ohn tossed into the air a stick with which he was playing, and
claimed with an impatient laugh, 'Then it's all a mere waste
-words !' 'As far as I am concerned,' said Katharine; 'but
I said before, I cannot interfere with any plan of yours, John,
ou think it right.' 'I don't understand,' said John, ' what
mean by right. Is there anything wrong in getting twenty
cent. if you can?' 'Ask her, rather,' interrupted Selina,
ether, under any circumstances, she would join herself.'
tharine hesitated a moment, then she replied frankly, ' I don't
k that is a question for me to consider now. It is quite
ugh that I cannot possibly find it in my heart to trouble my
her. We all know that she cannot, humanly speaking, be
d to us very long, and I would rather not be the one to turn
=thoughts to this world's cares, when there is only one thing
ih she need really think of.' 'Very satisfactory!' said
'na; 'one might be sure that Kate would always have a good
for putting herself on what she thinks the safe side.'
tine did not reply, but the feeling of injustice was very
to bear. 'I don't see what is to be done,' observed John,
ily. A thought of delay, and consequent relief, suddenly
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struck Katharine. She paused, hesitated, and then said, quickly,
SWill ten days make any great difference?' 'Henry Madden
comes over this afternoon,' replied Selina. ' But we can't, indeed
we can't, have things hurried in this way, John,' exclaimed Katharine; ' if the plan were ever so good, it would not be right.'
John considered a little, and replied, looking doubtfully at Selina,
'I suppose ten days would not so very much matter.' ' If it all
falls to the ground it won't be my fault, remember,' said Selina.
Katharine did.not notice the interruption. ' Wait but ten days,
John dear,' she said, earnestly, 'and then I promise either to
consider the plan well, if it should seem good; or, if not, to show
you reasons which I believe will satisfy you that I am right in
objecting. Anything to save my mother,' she added. 'Yes,
anything to save her,' repeated John, his face brightening up ;
'and you know very well, Kitty, that if you join with us, there
will be no discussion and no trouble.'
He kissed his sister affectionately, and Katharine, though feeling that she had bound herself hastily by a promise which she
might find it difficult to keep, thanked him cordially. Selina
stood by, twisting her watch ribbon, and appearing anything but
pleased. 'Cheer up, Selly,' said John, good-humouredly, 'ten
days will soon be gone.' ' And what is to come at the end ?' was
Selina's reply.
A question which only time could answer, yet which Katharine;
was obliged to put to herself immediately. Yet she had little.
leisure for thought all the morning. Mrs Ashton was to be attended to, and soothed, and made comfortable, after having been:
fidgeted by waiting a long time in her room, expecting John,--.
who was called away to the farm, and could not go to her after
all; then the children were to be taught their lessons, and a good
many little household matters were to be attended to; and at one
o'clock they all dined, and at four the post went out, and before
that Katharine must decide whether or not she could make u
her mind to write the letter which in a moment of eagerness she
had fancied would help her out of all her difficulties-a very
simple letter-to Charles Ronaldson, to ask him to make inquirie
about the Australian Land Company, and send her his opini
the very earliest day possible.
Strange it was, that the idea of sending this letter shoul
excite such a tumult in Katharine's mind. The day before s
would have written it, not without some feeling of peculiar i
terest, yet with such comparative indifference that she would
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have considered the question twice. Now, something seemed to
whisper to her that perhaps she was wrong, perhaps she had a
double motive. The sight of the well-known handwriting would
be so cheering and a letter all to herself, though only upon
business, would be such a great treasure ! Then, too, she might
hear from himself how he really was ; and deep down in her
heart there was a secret anxiety which added tenfold to all her
other cares. But the greater the temptation, the more Katharine
shrank from yielding to it. Again and again she made up her
mind to write, and then reverted to the former doubts and selfquestionings. Post-time drew near, she had but half an hour
to spare; the delay of a day might be of great consequence.
Reason told her that she was doing nothing but what was per.fectly simple and right, and she sat down, and took a pen in her
hand; feeling whispered that she had two motives, and she
threw it aside. But reason gained the victory. Katharine's
simple-minded integrity of heart was a great assistance to her
judgment. She was very much needing advice, and Charles
Ronaldson was the only person who could give it. This was, after
all, the true state of the question, and Katharine at length scolded
herself for her irresolution, and without allowing herself any
further time for consideration, wrote her request; but it was a
short, abrupt one :'MY DEAR MR RONALDSON,-I am writing in great haste, and
ust trust to your kindness to excuse the trouble I am giving you,
ut I have a very great wish to learn every particular possible
bout an Australian Land Company, which has been lately
rmed. The office is at 44 Bridge Street, Westminster. All
u can tell me as to its object and stability I shall be most
ankful for. May I beg you to make inquiry about it directly,
d let me know immediately ? All beg to be kindly remembered.
.ry truly yours,
'KATHARINE

ASHTON.

'P.S.-WVTe are very sorry to hear you have been so ill, and
e you are better. Pray give my kind regards to Mrs Ronald-

atharine read over the note twice, and was tempted to look
a third time; but that would have been too silly. A taper
lighted, the letter sealed, and sent; and she went to read to
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her mother, and to try and forget that four days at least must
elapse before she could receive an answer.

CHAPTER LII.

R ATHER

more than a fortnight from that time, Colonel
Forbes was sitting at breakfast alone, in a luxurious
dining-room in Eaton Place; a sheet of the Times lay before
him. He was studying the parliamentary debates, especially his
own speeches. There was great interest in seeing his own words
caught, as it were, and returned to him in a new and improved
form,--for certainly the regular sentences which flowed so easily
from the pen of the reporter, were by no means as smooth and
fluent when spoken by himself. He was not a very eloquent
man; he had not quick feeling enough to be carried away by
enthusiasm, and his ideas were not sufficiently large to give him
much influence as a leader; but he was a safe, hard-working
partisan, and when he chose to give himself the trouble, could
collect and master a great deal of important information, which,
after being well prepared beforehand, was often brought out in
a lucid if not a very striking form. In fact he was a useful person, and useful people are far more likely than geniuses to gain
permanent influence.
Colonel Forbes was much happier in London than in the
country; he felt his own value there, and this was essential to
him. Besides, he had less time for thought. If worried at
home, he could go to his club; if tormented by little domestic
cares, he could escape from them into the wider circle of politics.:
He liked London as much as Jane disliked it. The difference
between them was that, when Jane longed for the country, she
tried the more heartily to be reconciled to London; but when
Colonel Forbes longed for London, he took pains t9 exaggerate
the evils of the country. He was looking very placid that morning as he reclined in his easy-chair, occasionally sipping a cu
of most fragrant coffee, and indulging in the flavour of a Fren
f~at. He did not miss Jane, for her being there would have
been a call upon him for conversation, and he was not in the
humour for it. Jane never made her appearance at breakfa
now; indeed she was seldom out of her room till eleven o'cl
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But this was not to be wondered at, London hours were so late,
and Colonel Forbes was always having company at home, which
she was expected to entertain, or urging her to go out, and so
obliging her to sit up beyond her usual hours of rest. The alteration in her habits, therefore, was not much noticed. Colonel
Forbes was waited upon by his own man, he could not bear to
have any one else about him; and Crewe was his very image
and shadow, having lived with him till he had acquired his
master's accent, peculiarities of expression, and even his very
walk and turn of the head. He fitted to Colonel Forbes, and
told by his very look to whom he belonged as plainly as a cap
or a bonnet which is acknowledged at once to be 'so like such
an one.' Crewe knew exactly when to leave his master to himself, and when to pay him little attentions. He had learned
the degree of favour to bestow upon each individual visitor, the
amount of hope which could be afforded to every urgent petitioner. He acted like the hands of the clock to mark the
movements of the hidden pendulum; and it required no long
acquaintance with the master and the servant to calculate from
the manner of the one what were likely to be the inclinations of
the other.
Crewe did not stay in the room with Colonel Forbes this morn~g,he saw that he wished to be alone ; but he looked in upon
him from time to time, and replenished the fire, and gave a gentle
push to a plate of hot toast which it seemed was likely to be forotten, and then vanished again, with a slow, noiseless, solemn
ep, and that same air of grave thought which Colonel Forbes
d habitually acquired since he devoted himself to the intricacies
.parliamentary life. 'Any one waiting for me, Crewe ? said
alonel Forbes, looking up from the newspaper. 'A young man
the back hall, sir; and Mr Davis, the wine-merchant, in the
tlewaiting-room ; and another person, Miss Ashton, from the
untry, in the housekeeper's room.' Crewe hesitated a little in
ing this last piece of information, he knew that it would not be
eable. ' Mrs Brown has taken care of Miss Ashton, sir. She
idshe could wait very well.' ' From the country, did you say?'
hired the Colonel. ' Came up last night, sir, and lodging with
usin in Great Russell Street, and going down again directly;
y wishing to see you, sir.' 'Me! Mrs Forbes, you mean.'
, sir, you, so she says; but Mrs Brown is looking after her;
ill wait very well.' Colonel Forbes was reading, or pretendto read, the newspaper still, and Crewe stood without even
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a look of impatience for some seconds, and then left the room.
Colonel Forbes rose and stood with his back to the fire. A number of indistinct thoughts were crowding upon his mind, which he
did not try to separate. Some were of parliamentary matterssome of more personal interest. They did not happen to cross his
will, and yet his mind was troubled. He hated the name of Ashton, and he tried not to think of it. He thought he would see Mr
Davis, the wine-merchant, and the young man in the back hall,
and settle their business first. What did it signify to him that
Crewe had said Miss Ashton was come up from the country to
see him ? He rang the bell, and Crewe answered it. 'Crewe,
beg Mr Davis to wait for me a few minutes, and show Miss
Ashton to my study.' The very reverse order from that which
he had the moment before intended to give, but impatience was
his master.
'Miss Ashton ! sir.' Crewe threw open the study-door very
wide, alarmingly so, but it had no effect upon Katharine. She
came forward in her habitual quiet, self-possessed manner,
curtsied, and sat down, unawed by the piles of blue books and
packets of letters and papers covering the library table, and
bespeaking more plainly than words the importance of him to
whom they belonged.
Colonel Forbes sat down also. Katharine put up her veil, her
hand trembled a little, that was her only sign of nervousness; but
she was very pale, and thin, and worn, and there was a dim, dark
look about her eyes, which seemed to tell of sleepless nights, and
days of haunting thought. Colonel Forbes' expectant manner, the
slightly bent attitude, and irritable motion of the hand, saying as
clearly as action could, 'I have a great press of business upon my
hands, pray, make haste,' would have been very trying to any
one. If he would only-have said, ' I hope you are not tired with
your journey !' or, ' How have you left all at home ?' But no,
Katharine was one of those persons to whom he never vouchsafed
more words than were absolutely necessary. So she began, ' I am
sorry to trouble you, sir; I am afraid you are very much engaged.'
' Oh I not at all, not at all,' the tone meaning just the reverse
of the words. ' It is about my brother's business, sir, if I might
just ask a question.' ' Certainly,' and the listening attitude was
more marked, but no help was given. Katharine was growing so
nervous, that her ideas were fast falling into confusion; she made
arn effort to recover herself, however, and said at once, ' Perhaps,.I
sir, you would be good enough to give me your opinion of the
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Australian Land Company, which my brother-that is, Mr Jenkins-which I think, sir, you have something to do with.'
Colonel Forbes leaned back in his chair, and looked relieved:
SThe Australian Land Company! let me think; ah yes, I remember. Jenkins is the agent.' 'There is a Mr Jenkins at
Rilworth, now, sir,' said Katharine, anxiously. 'Indeed! the
same man, no doubt. The Australian Land Company ! Your
brother wrote to me about it. He thinks of going out, I
believe.' 'I don't know. I hope not, sir,' said Katharine.
Colonel Forbes' tone was impatient. 'He couldn't do better,
depend upon it, Miss Ashton. A capital opening for a young
man, a fine field for adventure. He will do very wisely to
go.' 'He only talks of buying land now as a speculation,'
said Katharine. 'Indeed!' and Colonel Forbes' countenance
fell; 'then I misunderstood him, but I suppose he will go
ultimately.' ' I don't know, sir. He would be glad, at least
I should be,' she added, correcting herself, ° if we could be
quite sure this Company is safe.' ' Ah ! an important question.
There are a great many speculations in these days. Jenkins
will tell you more about it than I can. Your brother has
written several times to ask me some particulars, and I made
Jenkins send him all the papers; I am sorry they were not
satisfactory.' ' My brother says they are so,' said Katharine.
4I am glad to hear that. Jenkins is patronised by a friend of
ine; no doubt he is an honest fellow, he will give you every
ossible information. If you like to have a note of introduction
him.' Colonel Forbes began to write, but Katharine interpted him. ' I would not trouble you for that, sir, my brother
ows Mr Jenkins; only perhaps you can tell me something
ourself.' 'Very little, I am afraid. It is not my province. I
would recommend you to go to the chairman.' Katharine looked
ery blank. 'It was the opinion of a friend, sir, which I wanted,
t of one of the Company.' 'No doubt, very natural. I trust
u will find some one able to assist you, but it is quite out of my
wer. Can I help you in any other way?' Colonel Forbes stood
*and Katharine felt obliged to rise also. 'I shall be very glad
assist your brother, I assure you, in 'any other way,' said
nel Forbes, patronisingly. ' Land in Australia is becoming
remely valuable; I have no doubt he will succeed there; it is
pial investment of money. Good morning. I hope all your
j y are well' The bell was rung for Crewe to open the door,
show Miss Ashton out. Katharine felt angry and bewildered.
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She paused, trying to recollect why she had come, what questions she meant to have asked. But there stood Colonel Forbes,
looking at her, and Crewe holding the door open for her; there
was no alternative but to do what both evidently wished her to
do. ' Crewe, ask Mr Davis to walk up,' said Colonel Forbes.
'Yes, sir ;' and Crewe hurried Katharine away, knowing by the
tone of his master's voice that the sooner she was gone the
better.
' Par ici, s'il vous plait, mademoiselle.' Katharine was stopped
in the hall by a smart, French lady's-maid, with eager, black
eyes, and crisp, black curls, wearing a dark-green silk dress,
fitting so perfectly that it was a marvel whether she could ever
take it off, and an ornament of white lace and pink ribbon at
the back of her head, styled by courtesy a cap, and speaking in
a shrill, scraping tone, which had almost the effect of setting the
teeth on edge. Miss Richardson's French had not been Parisian,
and Katharine had heard but little of it such as it was; yet she
had sufficient acquaintance with the language to understand
that she was to follow her new acquaintance, whose interruption
was clearly not liked by Crewe. In fact, there was a sudden
halt, and they confronted each other for a moment, as if about
to have a war of words, but Crewe's discretion got the better of
his valour, and with a most stately bow to Katharine, which
would have rivalled that of Colonel Forbes himself, he yielded
her reluctantly to the guidance of Mademoiselle Laurette. ' Par
ici, mademoiselle, par ici,' -exclaimed Laurette, from time to
time, as she flitted before Katharine up the staircase. 'Madame
is quite ready. Madame is a little indisposed. Madame wilt
be quite charmed.' She did not even pause to knock at the
door of the dressing-room, but threw it open with overpowering
noise, and in her shrillest and most jarring tone announced the
name of Miss Ashton. Jane started up from the sofa on which
she had been lying with an exclamation of delight, but sankl
back again immediately. 'Eau de Cologne, vinaigre aromatic
que, essence de lavande,' ejaculated Laurette, standing in thq
middle of the room, and clasping her hands. 'Ah ! la pauvrmadame, la pauvre 1 la pauvre !' Katharine went up to the
sofa to give Jane her bottle of salts, then sitting down besi
her, said,' Dear Mrs Forbes, I hope I have not done wrong=i
asking to see you.' Jane smiled. 'Wrong, dear Katharine
What should I have thought if you had not asked ? Therenot much the matter, only I have been ill again.' ' Laurett
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* nd she turned to the maid, 'you can go.' Laurette scowled,
and did not move. ' If I want you I will send for you,' repeated Jane.
Laurette still retained her position for a few
jfeconds, then muttered between her teeth, 'Comme madame
veut,' and departed.
Jane moved to the arm-chair, but her limbs trembled very
much, and Katharine saw that the hand which she stretched
out to support herself was painfully thin. 'You are not as well
as you were at Maplestead, I am afraid, dear Mrs Forbes,' said
Katharine. 'Not quite, perhaps, but don't talk about me, you
look so ill yourself.' ' My illness is chiefly worry,' said Katharine; 'there is nothing otherwise amiss.' 'Is it about home
matters? Won't you tell me?' said Jane. 'Perhaps I ought
pot,' was Katharine's reply, ' it is such a long story.' ' You are
come up to London on business, I suppose,' said Jane. 'I came
up to see Colonel Forbes,' replied Katharine. 'To see Philip !
and you never told me, and has he helped you ?' Jane's face
brightened as she asked the question, and her eyes became quite
brilliant. ' He would have helped me, I dare say, if he could,'
replied Katharine, and Jane's momentary look of pleasure was
gone. ' He is very busy,' she observed, in a tone of apology.
'It was only a question about an Australian Land Company,'
said Katharine; 'perhaps I might just as well have written it ;
ut letters don't always explain things well,' she added, attemptipg a smile, which ended in a quivering of the lip. 'You are
t going to Australia !' exclaimed Jane, in an accent of alarm.
hope not; certainly not if I can help it; but I don't know
hat we are all going to do.' 'But your mother ?' continued Jane,
the same tone. 'She is travelling fast to a far better land,'
id Katharine; 'she has had another paralytic stroke.' There
as scarcely a change in her voice, but her eyes were glassy with
rs. ' I am going back to her to-night,' she continued; 'that
if possible. I may be kept till to-morrow.' 'Poor child!'
'd Jane; she held her hand fondly, but she could attempt no
er comfort. 'I will tell you about it, if I may,' continued
harine; 'that will save you the trouble of asking questions.
brother wanted to buy land in Australia, but he had no
ey, only the hope of anything my mother might give. He
d to me about it, and I was afraid, and begged him to wait,
not like my mother to be worried, and I wanted to ask a
's opinion,' her voice trembled, and she paused to recover
if. 'My sister-in-law urged the matter very much, but at
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last they both consented to wait for ten days, and I wrote, but I
did not receive an answer.' ' Not till after the ten days,' said
Jane, trying to help her, for she spoke with great difficulty. ' It
was only two days over,' said Katharine; 'but they would not
wait; that is, John would not have cared, only people hurried
him so, Mr Andrews, and Henry Madden, and others. Selina
and they went to my mother'-poor Katharine's composure quite
gave way. 'I told them how it would be,' she continued, impetuously; 'Selina knew my mother could not bear business, and
now they say it is my fault. Perhaps it was, perhaps I ought
to have given in; I know I am obstinate, and Selina says I had
an eye to my own interests. Perhaps I had; I know I am selfish,
I know I can't bear risks ; -she might never have had the stroke,
if there had not been all the arguments which worried her. If I
had joined with them, she would have trusted, and taken it all
quietly, for she did not understand much about it, and she would
have taken my word. But I felt so they were wrong, and I
could not help saying it, and my mother was confused, and I am
afraid we were all irritated, and--oh! it was very terrible.'
Katharine buried her face in her hands and groaned in the anguish
of her heart. 'But she will understand about it all, when she
comes to herself again, dear Katharine,' said Jane, gently. Katharine looked up with a ghastly smile, and repeated incredulously the word 'when.' ' I suppose she is better now?' said Jane,
'or you would not have left her.' 'She does not know any
one,' said Katharine; 'but Mr Fowler says she may linger for
weeks: 'And you came to consult Colonel Forbes ?' inquired
Jane. 'I was driven to it,' said Katharine, speaking in a tone
so deep and husky, that Jane would scarcely have recognised it.
' The constant discussions were so bad for us all ; John means no
harm, he is urged on by others. He knows how soon all there is
must be his and mine, and people are offering to advance money
if he will make up his mind, and he says if I will promise to join
with him everything will prosper.' 'But you have your friend's
judgment to fall back upon,' said Jane. ' It was no opinion,'
replied Katharine, with a quietness which was unnatural. 'It
was merely a formal note from a kind of clerk, saying my business
should be attended to. I cannot write again.' ' And what doe'
Colonel Forbes say?' ' Nothing.' Katharine's tone was despair
ing. ' I will talk to him, I will ask him,' began Jane; and theo
she checked herself and added, ' I would if I imagined it could
be of any use ; but he thinks it right to be very cautious in givi
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his opinion.' 'People have not been cautious in using his name,'
said Katharine, bitterly. ' It was that which has caught every
one. Mr Andrews made John believe at first, that Colonel
Forbes was the chairman of the Company.' 'And has he nothing
to do with it ?' inquired Jane. 'He is the friend of the chairman,' said Katharine, 'and he sent John some papers; I don't
think there can be any other connection; but he does not say
much, and I could not ask him much.' Jane was silent. She
knew too well what that impenetrable manner was which her
husband could put on when in the least out of humour. 'Then
what do you mean to do?' she inquired. 'I don't know-go
back again as soon as I can.' 'And what do they want you to
do?' 'Promise to go shares with John in his speculation,'
said Katharine. 'But you will not consent ?' 'I don't mean
to do so; but it is very difficult to say no.' 'And you would
have to go with them to Australia ?' said Jane. 'John never
says he is going,' replied Katharine; 'but I am sure it will
come to that by and by. What he says now is that the investment is much better than anything in England, and he wants
to put the whole 'concern into Henry Madden's hands in some
way and for him to give up the shop, and for them to be as
t were partners.' ' It might answer, I suppose,' said Jane.
Yes, if we were quite sure this Company was safe, and if
Henry Madden was not selfish and John was more prudent; but
distrust it all; I can't help it. And it is so very dreadful to
ve to think about it now, when I feel what the plan has
rought upon us already. If they would only have let it rest for
e time ! It could not have been a long delay. But that is
ne,' she added, with a heavy sigh. 'And what is to be done
ext is the thing to be considered,' said Jane. 'I do hope,
tharine, you won't run any risk; it may be the ruin of them
if you do.' 'That is what I think,' said Katharine. 'If
n's plans should fail, they will none of them have any one to
k to for help but me.' 'But, my dear Katharine, any little
une which you may have will only be sufficient for yourself;
cannot help them.' 'I have health and strength,' said Kane, 'and I can work. But I cannot bear to look on; and,
Mrs Forbes, I ought not to do so; I ought to trust that
the times comes I shall be shown what I ought to do. The
t is,' she continued, 'to be talking of all this when the money
t ours, and when it must be such misery for it to be ours;
t is not John's doing, he never would be so unfeeling. Oh !
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the marriage !' ' She is not altered from what she was as a girl,"
said Jane. ' No; but please we won't talk about her; I never
let myself do it if I can help it. I don't think I have anything
more to say, so perhaps I ought to go.' ' Not yet,' said Jane;
'you know I have not seen you for such -a long time.' 'And I
have heard nothing about you,' replied Katharine; 'though I
need not ask, I am sure London does not agree with you.'
'London might, but the life does not,' said Jane; 'the late hours
are so bad.' 'I thought Dr Lowe forbade them,' observed
Katharine. Jane smiled. 'Yes, he forbids, but who follows a
doctor's advice precisely ? I can't say no, when Philip asks me
to go out.' 'But you cannot possibly be strong enough,' said
Katharine. 'I should think you could not even sit up and talk
at home.' ' That is because you see me early in the day,' replied
Jane. 'You don't know what I am when I am made up for the
afternoon and evening.' Katharine became very grave. 'Dear
Mrs Forbes,' she said, 'is it right ?' Jane was silent. ' May
I say what I really think?' continued Katharine. Jane's smile
was inexpressibly sweet :'Yes, surely, as in the old school days.'
'When I was always so blunt,' said Katharine, thoughtfully.
She paused for an instant, then the words, 'Is it not deceit?'
escaped her, as it were involuntarily. Jane looked pained for a
moment; but not in the least annoyed. ' I hope not,' she said;
'I do not mean it to be.' 'But it may be, though you don't
mean it, and by and by Colonel Forbes'' He knows the
risk,' exclaimed Jane. ' I could not bear it if he did not. But,
Katharine, men do not feel as women do about these things.'
'Some men do,' rose to Katharine's lips; but she said nothing.
'They have so many important things to think of,' continued
Jane; 'at least I am sure Philip has. It would not be natural
for him to be always thinking of me, and I can't fret him with all
my changes of headache, and sideache, and heartache; and
one dy is so like another, he cannot understand whether I am.
getting: better
or worse; it is all very natural.' ' Dr Lowe ought
to tell him,' exclaimed Katharine, with some indignation in
Dr Lowe does tell him,' replied Jane, gently;her- manner. '::
'he did the other day when I was ill with one of my bad attacks ;
and then he became very unhappy, and shut himself up in his
room, and I did not see him the whole day, he was so miserable.
But he was forced to go out again to the House, or to attend to,
some other business, and seeing me look much as I did before, he,
can't understand now that there is much amiss. Indeed it's all
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tery natural.' Katharine could scarcely refrain a smile at the
earnestness with which this was said, as if Jane's whole happi*ness depended upon exculpating her husband from all blame in
Katharine's eyes. 'And it is not only the going out and seeing
so many people, which is trying,' continued Jane, endeavouring
to turn the conversation into a different channel; 'but domestic
affairs are so worrying, so much more so than they ought to be.
Laurette tries my temper terribly.' 'I should think so,' said
Katharine, heartily. Jane laughed. 'You would not bear with
her a single day.' 'Not a single hour,' said Katharine. 'Well !
perhaps I would not, if I could help it; but ifyou could imagine
What the difficulty is of getting a trustworthy maid I you know
I have had experience,--and Laurette is really very straightforward.'
' I should be afraid it was her only virtue,' said
iKatharine. 'It is the largest, certainly,' replied Jane; 'and I
mean to part with her as soon as I can find any one else to suit
me.' 'I should like to offer myself,' said Katharine, quietly.
Jane laughed again. 'Colonel Forbes would not like me,' said
Katharine, 'that would be one great objection.' 'And I should
not like you,' said Jane, more seriously, as she observed the expression of Katharine's face. 'My maid! impossible!' 'Not
impossible, I hope, said Katharine, 'if I had no other claimshe rose from her seat-' I shall go home to-night, if I
ut ' ern. Perhaps, dear Mrs Forbes, you would try and let me know
little oftener how you are. If it were only one line, it would
a comfort.' 'A month more and we hope to be at Maplead,' said Jane; 'then there will be no need of letters.' ' A
onth's change and chances i what will they bring ?' said Kathane, sadly. Jane read in a moment the direction of her thoughts.
God will support you, dear Katharine,' she said, 'whatever you
have to bear.' Katharine could not answer. 'How one
ues that prayer,' continued Jane, 'for His gracious and ready
ready means so entirely what one is always wanting,p without delay.'
Katharine turned aside her head to conceal the bursting tears.
o you remember our last conversation ?' continued Jane; 'I
e it did me good. At least I have learned to wish that I may
ve no wishes; and now I would preach the same sermon to you.'
tharine took her hand affectionately. 'Dear Mrs Forbes,'
said, 'will you believe that if I have wishes they are more
you than my mother. She has seen all the happiness that life
give her.' 'Do not wish for me, Katharine,' replied Jane,
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earnestly, 'or do not tell me so, lest I should begin to wish again
myself. The day I saw you at Maplestead,' she continued, ' it
seemed that it would be impossible ever to conquer the constant
restlessness and longing for certainty and happiness for others as
well as for myself ;' but my life here has been good for me in that
way; everything has been so put out of my power, the children
and my husband, and all the home matters I was interested in;
I have had nothing to do but to learn acquiescence in all things.'
' Not in want of care for your health,' exclaimed Katharine,
quickly. Jane looked deeply pained. She did not speak for
some seconds, then raising her eyes to Katharine's face, she
said slowly, 'We cannot alter the character and the tastes
which God has given.' ' But we need not give in to them,' said
Katharine, hesitatingly, 'when the consequences will be so terrible.' ' So I have said to myself many times,' continued Jane,
her pale face flushed with the effort at unreserve which she was
making; 'and, Katharine, I have done all I could-all that a
woman can do-but even for myself, it is worse to oppose than
to yield, it frets me more. And to know I had thwarted my
husband, and that if it were to please God to take me, I should
be remembered only as having always opposed his will-I could
not bear it.' Katharine was silent. 'You do not agree with
me,' said Jane. ' I do not think such a state of things ought to
be,' replied Katharine. 'Who is to help it?' Another pause,
interrupted by a knock at the door, and the entrance of Laurette:
Monsieur le Colonel wished to know if Madame was alone?
Jane became nervously flurried in a moment. Katharine could
see the rapid pulsation in her throat. 'Good-bye! dear Mrs
Forbes,' she said, quickly. ' Good-bye ! dear, dear Katharine;'
but Jane's eyes were fixed upon the door. 'You will write to
me, and tell me everything. God bless you.' 'And you, too,
dear Mrs Forbes. Oh ! if I could but help you !' 'Kiss me,
please,' said Jane; and Katharine bent down, and with a fond,
reverential affection pressed her lips to Jane's forehead, and
then hastened away.
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CHAPTER LIII.

K A'THARINE'S

friend in Great Russell Street was a cousin
of her mother's, the wife of a linen-draper. They did not
often meet, but occasionally in the old times, when Mrs Davis
required country air, she had spent a month at Rilworth, and in
return Mr Ashton made Great Russell Street his head-quarters
whenever business called him to London. Katharine was not
sorry to find herself standing again at her cousin's door, in this
comparatively quiet street, after having been rattled through the
neighbourhood of Piccadilly in an omnibus, and left to find the
rest of her way on foot from Oxford Street. Great Russell
Street was home in its way; she had been there several times
before, and it was the beginning of those regions of dull respectability amongst which 'unprotected females' can wander
without fear. Her cousin's house was just opposite the British
Museum, and the sentinel standing before the gateway assumed,
in her eyes, the character of a solemn, domestic watchman. In
her childish visits to London, Katharine had believed that he
was placed there as an especial mark of favour to her cousins,
and never could quite divest herself of the impression that there
was some peculiar safety attached to his tall fur cap and raised
musket.
She hailed his appearance now, however, principally as a
signal of rest, for both body and mind were exhausted. Refreshment for the former was easily to be had. The good-humoured,
portly dame, who answered to the name of Cousin Hannah,
piqued herself upon the way in which she did the honours of
her very comfortable house; and Katharine, as she entered the
passage, was greeted with, 'Well, Kate, so you are come back,
are you ? You must have had a nice, long, dusty walk; and
there's a Bath cheese waiting for you up-stairs, and some
Scotch ale-excellent Scotch ale as ever you tasted, or porter,
if you like it better. What! not drink porter?' she added,
You
replying to Katharine's look, rather than her words.
would not say that long if you lived in London; but never
ind, come up-stairs; dinner won't be ready for this two
ours.' 'I will wait for dinner, please, Cousin Hannah,' said
tharine. 'Trust me for that! Why, they'll say we've been
rving you. You look as pale as a ghost; and there is a great
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deal to be done in sight-seeing before you go back.'
'Not
much, I am afraid,' replied Katharine; 'for I must certainly
return this evening.' 'Must! that's a word for the Queen,
not for Jou,' said Mrs Davis, good-humouredly. 'Why, you
can't if you wish it. There's been a gentleman here to see
you on business, and I told him we meant to keep you here ;
and as he was going out of town for this day and next, he
told me to tell you he would call the day after.' Katharine's
heart gave a sudden bound, and, stopping half-way up the
rather dark staircase, she inquired if the gentleman had left his
name. 'No; and I did not think he looked as if he would
like to be asked. But there's a note for you up-stairs; first
go up and take off your things, and then you shall have it.'
Katharine hesitated. ' No, no; not now,' said Mrs Davis,
laughing. ' I shan't have you down for the next half-hour if I
let you have it now; and I am dying to hear how you got on inyour walk and what you've seen.' Katharine felt herself weak,
but she could not.make up her mind to show any interest in the
note, though nothing would have been more simple than to say
that, as it was probably upon business, she would be glad to have
it at once. Conscience made her a coward, and she allowed herself to be sent up-stairs like a child, and even came down again,
and talked upon different subjects for some minutes, before she
ventured to ask, taking up a little note lying upon the mantelpiece, whether that was what the gentleman had left. 'To be
sure,' said Mrs- Davis; 'and you were dying of curiosity
to look at it before. O Kate ! Kate ! as if you could deceive
me !' 'It is not a very important document,' said Katharine,
glancing over it. 'Mr Ronaldson merely hopes that I shall not
do anything in the business which brought me to town till I have
seen him. You have heard of Mr Ronaldson, Cousin Hannah.
He has been a good friend to us in many cases of difficulty."
'Oh, that's it;' and Mrs Davis looked quite disappointed that.
there was no greater mystery. 'And he's coming again the day
after to-morrow, is he ?' 'He hopes to do so,' said Katharine;
reopening the note, and trying to conceal the keen sense of'
disappointment at having missed him. 'Well ! then you must
eat something to keep up your spirits till he does come,' said
Mrs Davis. 'Here, now, I venture to say you have not tasted a'
better cheese since the one I sent your poor father eight year
ago.' Katharine shrank from the recollection thus brought back
to her, and, cutting a little piece of bread, said she would have
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that, if she might, and a glass of wine, and then she would go
up-stairs again, if her cousin did not mind, for her head was'
aching rather, with the noise of the omnibus. 'That's because
you are not used to it. If you would just stay a month with us,
you'd think no more of an omnibus than of a light chaise ; but it
is always the case with you folks down in the country; you aren't
fit to move when you come up first, and then you fuss, and fume,
and get ill, and say you can't live here. I venture to say, now,'
she added, almost angrily, 'you'll be for staying at home this
afternoon, instead of making the most of your time, like a sensible
girl.' 'I had meant to go back by the late train, thank you,
Cousin Hannah,' said Katharine, in a tone which, though she
tried to keep it calm, betrayed extreme worry of mind. ' Back
this evening ! why you are mad, Kate i!a girl like you !' 'Not
so much of a girl,' interrupted Katharine, with a smile; 'sixand-twenty is not so very young.' 'You may be six hundred
,for aught I know,' exclaimed Mrs Davis; 'but I know I nursed
you when you were in long clothes, and I am not going to let
you travel about by yourself at night in that fashion. Husband
wouldn't hear of it ; so just don't think about it, but take a bit of
cheese and a glass of beer, and then go up to your room and
rest, if you will, till dinner, and after that we'll talk about what
is to be done in the Way of sight-seeing.' ' Thank yod very
much, but you must let me think about it, please, cousin,' said
Katharine, decidedly. ' Think ! oh, yes ! think as much as you
please, only don't take it into your head to be travelling about
the country at night. You've got your box taken up, and I'll come
presently to help unpack it.' ' Or pack the carpet-bag again,'
Stid Katharine, quietly. '0 Kate ! what a perverse child you
always were !' said Mrs Davis, shaking her head; 'don't I remember so well how your poor mother wanted you to sing a
song one day, just as you were beginning to speak, and how you
Would stand up and say, "How doth the little busy bee !"' 'I
ton't mean to be perverse now, Cousin Hannah,' replied Kathatle,
gently; 'but I can't really decide anything yet, and my
ead aches very much.' ' Ah ! I thought how it would be when
uiWent out this morning. And then youhave toid me nothing
bout your visit ; how you found Mrs Forbes, and whether it's
t that she and the Colonel don't hit it off; for that's what
tey Carter wrote me word from Rilworth.' Poor Katharie!
s a the climax. Yet she had sufficient omtiiand to check
outburst of indignation which rose to her lips, and merely
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saying, ' Please call me, Cousin Hannah, when dinner is ready
she walked out of the room.
A very dull apartment that was of Katharine's, in spite of all
the attempts at comfortable furniture; a front attic, the small windows veiled by dingy muslin blinds, over which might be seen
the roofs and chimneys of innumerable smoke-dried houses. Mrs
Davis was a good housekeeper, and neat in all her habits; but, as
she frequently said, what could ever stand against London
'blacks ?' certainly not Katharine's bedroom. There were scattered blacks upon the counterpane, blacks upon the uncovered
boards of the floor, and upon the carpet round the bed; blacks
also upon the cloth on the dressing-table, and a whole army
upon the discoloured mantelpiece; and when Katharine looked in
the glass, blacks had formed a settlement upon her forehead, and
when she poured some water into the washing-basin,blacks floated
merrily about on the water. Oh ! for a taste of the pure water
from the springs at Moorlands, and a rush of the free, cool air
from among the beech-trees at Maplestead ! It may be very
weak to be affected by such trifles; but it is human nature.
Kath.arine was just then too worn in spirits to be able to endure
petty evils quite patiently; she threw up the window with a sense
of disgust, and leaned out of it, longing to catch a glimpse of the
blue sky, that she might forget for a passing moment, dirt, and
noise, and misery, and the claims of whirling, anxious, unceasing
care which so oppressed her whenever she was in London, and
calmly, in the presence of the Infinite Love which was her shield
in the haunts of men, as amidst the lonely beauty of nature, think
over her present and her future duties. She had suffered very
much within the last few weeks; far more than she had expressed
to Jane, or could even venture now to recall. Terrible were the
recollections of her mother's illness, but far worse was the thought
of that family discord which had now made its entrance among
them, under such painful circumstances. And all to be attri
buted to her ! That was the accusation now constantly sounded
in her ears, by Selina from anger, by John from weakness. And
Katharine had borne all silently ; she had gone to no one for
sympathy, not even Mr Reeves. The idea that on her mother's
death-bed the little property she had to leave was to prove a
source of disunion to her children was so intensely galling, that
Katharine would have borne any amount of suffering rather than
make it known. She had done all she could; she had asked fot
advice which, it seemed, would be the wisest she could obtain
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and at the very moment when it appeared most needed it had
been denied her. It was a harassing, haunting thought. There
had been moments when it almost tempted her to distrust the
Mercy which was guiding the events of her life; and even when
the weak doubt had been battled with and conquered, it left her
a prey to a heart-sickness, which was far worse than any positive
pain. Katharine had believed that her short business-like note
would have brought an immediate reply from Charles Ronaldson,
and, with him to help them, she felt that everything would be
well. If he approved of John's plans, her own mind would be at
rest; if he disapproved, she could not but think that his influence would suffice to induce her brother to relinquish them. This
she had allowed to herself, but there was yet something behind,
a hope unacknowledged, that perhaps if he were well enough he
would come himself; and day after day, as the post failed to
bring an answer to her letter, she had reckoned the chances of
his arriving by the evening train, or travelling by night, and
reaching Rilworth early in the morning, saying to herself at the
same time, that it was very improbable, but still it might be.
Thus she kept him in her thoughts, and looked to him for comfort in a degree which grievously increased the disappointment
as time went by and she heard nothing. At the end of a week
she wrote a second time, still as formally as before, and whilst
yet expecting a reply, she entreated her brother to wait before
he opened the business to her mother; but John was by this
time under influence directly opposed to hers ; and, urged by his
wife and by persons interested in the speculation, he insisted
upon keeping to the first agreement.
The result !-Katharine could not venture to recall it in detail,
but it was stamped upon her memory in characters which no time
could efface. And she had not been blameless, her temper had
failed once. She had spoken harshly, exaggerated the risk, foretold consequences which, after all, might be only the coinage of
her own brain; and the consciousness of her weakness and her
sin had met her, as it were, face to face over her mother's dying
bed; for Mrs Ashton was dying, though by lingering degrees.
There was no hope of her rallying and regaining strength,
arcely even of recovering consciousness. Two days after that
rrible morning when her mother had a second time been carried
useless to her bed, the answer for which Katharine had so
iously looked as at least affording an opening of escape
m her perplexities arrived. She had described it to Mrs
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Forbes-a note from a kind of clerk, saying that her business
should be attended to. And this, then, was the end of her trust
in Charles Ronaldson's willingness to help! The delay of a
week, when she had begged urgently for an immediate answer;
and a letter not written by himself, but put into the hands of a
clerk.
Poor Katharine! she knew then what the vision was which
she had conjured up. The feeling of neglect, of disappointment,
was maddening. In the bitterness of wounded pride she allowed
herself to believe that it would be wrong to force her affairs upon
his notice when he seemed to take so little interest in them ; and
when again urged by her brother to give a promise which should
bind her to enter into his plans, she had taken the sudden resolution of coming herself to London for one day, to consult Colonel
Forbes. It was more for John's sake than her own. She believed
him to be still unpledged, though his friends were putting temptation in his way; and Henry Madden, especially, was every day
at Moorlands, insisting upon the advantages to be gained by the
speculation. Katharine had nothing to bring against it but her
pwn misgivings, The very fact that George Andrews, opposed
to her brother as he was in politics, should support it, awoke a
doubt; and she could not argue, as John did, that because
Colonel Forbes hoped it might answer, and used smooth words
about the chairman, and spoke of his respect for his estimable
friend Mr Andrews, therefore everything was safe; Colonel
Forbes would be only too well pleased to rid himself of John
Ashton as a tenant, that Katharine knew quite well. Yet she
felt certain he would not do anything dishonourable, and she
believed that if questions of fact were asked, they would receive
an honest answer. With this belief she went, not to consult,
but to inquire. The object of her visit had failed, but now there
was hope still. The little note from Charles Ronaldson might
be the means of settling all the discordant opinions. Alas ! for
Katharine, the comfort had come too late to restore her peaca
of mind. If he had cared for her, so she said to herself when
she began to think, there would have been no delay, and her
mother's misery might have been saved. Goading and bitter
were her thoughts whilst she sat by the open window, gazing
upon the people passing below. Where is loneliness so lonely
as in London ? On they went, rushing, hurrying, one after the
other,-self-complacent ease, busy respectability, harassing care
abject poverty,-each with its own peculiar aim, each with thlt
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burden of its own thoughts,-each, as it seemed, using the
,mighty city and its gigantic resources, not as an end, but as a
means for attaining it. And so there could be no rest, and little
at least on the surface; and Katharine, as she looked
:upon them, felt that she also had been caught in the Vortex, and,
-like them, was being borne along by the current of the world's
business-to what haven ?
That was the sad question. Others, doubtless, had homes to
which they were hastening,-loved friends to whom, when
escaped from the turmoil in which they were moving, they might
return and find a sweet repose; but Katharine's home was breaking up. A few weeks,-it could scarcely be more,-and the one
tie which yet bound her to the joyous days of her childhood
would be broken; she would have no one pressing duty, there
would be no one to whom she was necessary. And what was
to replace that one object-her mother's comfort-which had for
so many years been the rule by which she had measured all
other claims ? When left to choose for herself where she would
go, what she would do, for what purpose she would live, how
was she to decide ? It was a dreary blank which spread before
her. A few months before she might have said that wherever
her brother went, there would be her home likewise; but circumstances were much changed since then. Hard words, and cold
;ooks, and unjust accusations, separate more widely than any
outward circumstances. Katharine might and would have forgiven readily, for she had done little wrong ; but Selina's estrangeent was of a different character. She who had in reality been
te offender, was the least likely to forgive; and John, weak by
ature, and rendered intensely irritable, as weak people always
e, by a well-grounded opposition, had suffered himself to say
ings which he could not expect Katharine to forget, and which,
erefore, he never forgot himself. Both were cool to her; and,
hatever might be the future of their lives, Katharine saw
linly that hers could not be united with them. Her father's
words again recurred to her,-she was to be the children's friend.
at could not be now ; and the tears, which had been scorched
the weariness of a deeper sorrow, coursed each other down
harine's cheek, as she thought how, if she left Moorlands, she
would miss the fond caresses and soft words of the little ones
m for so many months she had been training, as she hoped,
-heaven.
ut there was nothing definite in all this; one thought fol-

.sympathy,
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lowed the other irregularly. Katharine could not have borne
anything like a fixed consideration of the possible future; for
there was a dark gulf between it and the present moment,
watching, and sorrow, and desolation of the heart, and what she
might feel, or how she might be enabled to act when actually
left to the loneliness which now she dreaded, who could say?
She turned again to Charles Ronaldson's note; not exactly
from interest, though it did interest her; and after a few seconds
she found herself retracing the lines, to see whether there were
any signs of weakness, or the remains of illness, in the formation
of the letters; but principally, as she thought, to consider what
was to be done about it. To miss seeing him again might be
throwing away the best, if not the only, opportunity she would
have of actually talking to him, and explaining all her difficulties ;
yet to remain absent from her mother so long was a risk which
she could not bear to think of.
Should she ask him to come to Moorlands ? Pride whispered
no ; common sense suggested yes. If they were nothing to each
other, there could be no reason against it. But then, perhaps, he
might not be able to come; whereas, if she were to stay, she
would be certain, humanly speaking, to see him. Her mother
might become worse; but then also she might not, and Mr
Fowler had given it as his decided opinion that she was likely to
linger for weeks. Still, to leave her, and to find perhaps that
Selina had neglected her-that would be very miserable; but
then, again, to discover that if she had only remained, she might
have heard something to influence John, and perhaps save him
from a false and irremediable step ! It was a great perplexity.
Katharine could only solve it as she had long been accustomed
to solve all questions of difficulty, whether involving things of
earth or heaven -by prayer. And it was not till then that she
saw clearly the few rules which in former days she had given
herself for guidance in similar cases. One was always, if pos.
siible, to keep to an engagement when once made; that decidedly
put the balance in favour of departure. She had promised to re
turn, and John and Selina would be expecting her. Another
was, in all cases, to choose a positive before a possible duty. S
would certainly be doing right in going back to her mother wi
out delay-she might only be doing right in waiting to
Charles Ronaldson; and when Katharine had settled th
points to the satisfaction of her conscience, she felt, by the sh
though quickly subdued pang of regret which followed, h
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much, in spite of all pride and disappointment, inclination might
have influenced her decision to the contrary.
She went down-stairs again to tell her cousin what she had
resolved upon, feeling that the communication might not be
agreeable, yet still not quite prepared for the outburst of reproachful entreaties which awaited her. To think of going back
the same afternoon ! Such a thing had never been heard of in
former days. And what on earth could have induced her to
come up, if she wasn't going to stay one night ? Mrs Davis, in
her disappointment, could almost have found it in her heart to
say, that it was giving a great deal of trouble for nothing; but
her good-natured hospitality stood in the way as a check. She
contented herself with giving her husband a summons to dinner,
in a loud, domestic key, which doubtless was well understood by
the meek, little man, who immediately answered it; rushing into
the room, stumbling over a footstool, nearly upsetting a chair in
his near-sighted haste, and putting his face into such close contact
with the dishes on the table, in order to see what they contained,
at it almost seemed as if, in his delight at the meeting, he was
out to favour them with an embrace. 'There's no need for
hat, husband,' said Mrs Davis, approaching the table. ' Here's
tharine won't eat, nor drink, nor see anything. We'd aswell
without a dinner for any good it will be to her.'
'Not quite,
hope,' said Katharine, good-humouredly; ' I mean to make a
ry good dinner, if you don't object, for it is a long time since
akfast.' ' Very true, quite true, Cousin Kate. Draw your
air in; and then, Mrs Davis, we'll just ask a blessing and
in.'
Mrs Davis tried to look moody; but it was a very
cult matter, most especially when sitting at the head of her
n table doing the honours of some very fine soles-such soles,
she declared, as never were to be had anywhere out of London,
which she had bought herself that very morning. Mr Davis
ested that, if there were any more to be procured of the same
,Katharine might have a basket made up for her to carry
e. 'To be sure she might; that is, if she would only have
ted,' was his wife's reply. 'There's nothing that can't be
nor done in London, if people will only give time; but how
e to manage when they are off before one has time to look
? Kate's in such a hurry, I venture to say she'll be
ng to go before the train.'
'Not quite, cousin,' said
.ne, laughing. 'Indeed, I wished to go back by the latest
because of having some shopping to do; and I meant to
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ask you, if you had an hour to spare, whether you could have
gone out with me, for I was not able to do anything this
morning.'
Shopping ! almost as great a delight to Mrs Davis as sightshowing; but her pride would not allow her to acknowledge it.
She put sundry difficulties in the way, and especially objected
to the idea of Katharine's returning to Rilworth so late. 'There
is a train at seven,' said Katharine. 'Too late,' observed Mr
Davis, gravely. 'If you were my child, Cousin Kate, you
shouldn't go.' 'If she had been your child, she would never
have thought of going,' said Mrs Davis. 'She would have been
brought up differently.' 'I shall be at Rilworth by nine,' said
Katharine. 'And what are you to do when you get there ?'
inquired Mrs Davis. 'John will be there,' replied Katharine,
'I told him I might be back by any train after four, so you see
he will be on the look-out for me.' 'All a chance,' said Mrs
Davis. ' I know John of old ; he will make sure you are coming
by the first train, and when he finds you are not there, he'll put
himself in a fuss, and go back to Moorlands; and you'll find no
one at the station to meet you; and it will be pitch dark; and the
chances are, not a fly to be had, for there's few enough at any
time at Rilworth station; and it will be sure to rain cats and
dogs, for it's been threatening for it all day; and then you'll
run about after your luggage, and never find it, and two to one
but you'll lose it all; or if you get it, you 'll have to walk into
Rilworth-and a good quarter of a mile that is-in a pouring
rain; and the end will be, you'll be drenched through and
through, and sit in your wet things, and catch' your death of
cold.' 'You'd much better stay, Cousin Kate,' said Mr Davis,
who had been listening most dutifully to his wife's prophecies
Katharine shook her head. 'We must be back here by six
I suppose,' she said; 'and I can have a cab to take me
the station.' Mrs Davis rang the bell: 'Jenny, there's
be tea ready at half-past five, not a bit later; remember th
Kate.' And she rose from the table, adding, 'Such a flurry
it all is !' But as Katharine felt it more wise to consider
this as an 'aside,' she went up-stairs to finish packing
little carpet-bag, and prepare for going out ; whilst Mrs Da
grumbling all the time, adjourned to the kitchen, to or
something 'nice' for Katharine's tea, and provide a little ba
of dainties, which she fancied might please the children,
:
they were of no use to any one else.
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CHAPTER LIV.

KATHARINE

came in from her walk, very tired, about five
o'clock. She was not allowed to stay longer, because, as
Mrs Davis said, there would be no time left for tea. Then she
had to write a note to Charles Ronaldson; which, happily, she
.had no leisure to think about, and so it flowed fluently and
easily; it merely expressed, however, that she was sorry she
,ould not see him, and that she should like to hear from him as
to her brother's business. In the postscript there was the hint
-' If you should come to Moorlands, we should all be very glad
to see you.' This was all she ventured to say, and little though
it was, it opened a door which gave her in the distance a gleam
.of something like comfort. Then came tea, and the necessity
pf talking and eating, and precisely at half-past six the cab was
,at the door, and Mr Davis ready to accompany her to the
fPaddington station. Many were Cousin Hannah's parting inunctions, given with a kind of surly good-nature, as to the care
#he was to take of herself, and how she was to be sure and wrap
herself up, because the nights grew cold, and especially not to
forget to see after the little hamper, and send it back whenever
here was an opportunity; and to remember and let her hear
bout her poor dear mother. And Mr Davis was made to repeat
twice over the number of parcels. And at last, just as Katharine
as stepping into the cab, her little hand-basket was taken from
r, and a piece of cake, wrapped up carefully in white paper,
s put into it, that she might be quite sure to have something
her, whatever might happen.
SThey were early at the station; and Katharine, not liking to
p Mr Davis, took her place as soon as she could in the
iway-carriage with a woman who looked like a respectable
rse, and two or three men-all very civil. The carriage was
y half-filled; but she did not expect that comfort to last
long. 'The hamper's in the van behind, Cousin Kate,'
Mr Davis; 'you won't forget ? and the little bag you've
with you.' 'Yes, all right, thank you very much,' said
arine. 'And wife bade me be sure and tell you not to
to the railway people, but to have an eye to the hamper
elf.' 'Yes, you may be quite sure of that? 'Well, then,
-bye, and a pleasant journey to you, and a longer stay next
? ',Good-bye, and a great many thanks.' Katharine shook
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hands cordially, watched him till he was out of sight, and then,
with the prospect of only silent companionship, felt herself at
last able to rest.
The train was late in starting, and it was a long one, and
rather slow; the evening, too, was cloudy, evidently, as Cousin
Hannah had prophesied, threatening for rain. It seemed to
grow dark uncommonly soon; or perhaps the indistinctness,
and confusion, and rapid succession of all objects on a railway,
tended to give the impression. Katharine was so tired, that
she became very sleepy, and nothing but the knowledge that
if she did not take care of herself no one would do so for her,
or warn her when she arrived at her journey's end, would have
enabled her to keep even moderately awake. As it was, she
managed to have a most remarkable blending of images in her
mental vision; smoking engines and railway porters, Mr Davis
and Cousin Hannah, Colonel Forbes and Jane, with the addition
of Crewe and Laurette, forming a species of kaleidoscope, from
the review of which she occasionally started up as a stentorian
voice called out the names of the different stations, in those
marvellous tones peculiar to all railways, whether foreign or
English, and which seem to have it peculiarly for their object to
perplex and mislead the traveller.
'Room here, sir. Three seats vacant.' The face of a railway
porter was seen by the glimmering light of a lamp peering into
the carriage. A man wrapped in a travelling-cloak was behind
him. The door was opened. Katharine was at the other
extremity of the carriage, and the person next to her pressed
nearer, to make room for the new comer. Katharine was too
sleepy to look or move ; she did not know whether one, or two,
or three persons had entered; all she wished was not to be disturbed herself. But this was not to be granted ; again and again
the carriage-door opened, and the ominous words 'Room, sir,'
were repeated. Every place was soon occupied ; and Katharine,
jolted, and squeezed into the smallest space possible, was thoroughly awakened by discomfort. ' We are likely to have a bad
night, sir,' said a stout man at the farther end of the carriage,
addressing his neighbour in the cloak who sat opposite to him,
on the same side with Katharine. 'I am afraid so,' was the
simple reply; and as Katharine caught the words, she bent
eagerly forward, and the words 'O Mr Ronaldson !' which
escaped her, were lost in the shriek of the railway whistle. The
train started noisily and rapidly, for there had been an unusual
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ay; the few lamps at the station were left rapidly behind;
d a crescent moon, appearing at times between fast-flying,
ngry clouds, was the only light cast upon the surrounding country.
Catharine leaned back in her seat, her heart faint with disWpointment and nervousness. The moment she had spoken the
Fords she felt that she must have been mistaken, it could not
ve been Charles Ronaldson. She listened again-but a mania
br conversation had filled the carriage, and all voices were raised
.ncept the one which she longed to hear. Then she sat as far
prward as she could, and strained her eyes to catch a glimpse of
he face half-hidden by the collar of the cloak; but in the faint
fight it was impossible to distinguish it, and at last,.in a sudden
pause, she heard some one say, 'Do you travel far, sir?' The
answer was lost, but the rejoinder was spoken more loudly. ' I
svy you having to go such a short way, we are rather too many
pr comfort.' Katharine felt as if she could bear this no longer.
rhe thought crossed her mind whether she could ask if it really
vas Mr Ronaldson. She was sure he would be as anxious to see
ier, as she was to see him ; putting aside every other consideraion, it might save him so much trouble. But the dread of
making an awkward mistake held her back. Again the train
opped, there were a few moments of comparative silence, and
Katharine, with a feeling of desperation, said as loudly as she
should to her opposite neighbour, ' Can you tell whether it is rainpg ?' The manceuvre succeeded ; her voice caught attention, as
the hoped it might, and stretching across his fellow-travellers,
Charles Ronaldson exclaimed in surprise, 'Miss Ashton, can it
possibly be you ?' In another minute, notwithstanding the murPuring complaints of the pushed and disturbed individuals, whom
ie insisted so unceremoniously should just allow him to pass, he
as seated next to Katharine. The relief was indescribable, yet
the light from the lamps at the station fell upon his face,
atharine could not help seeing how ill he still looked. He
ould listen, however, to no question about himself, his whole
ought was for her. 'You have left London notwithstanding
y note,' he said, half-reproachfully. 'Yes, I was obliged, my
other is so ill,' replied Katharine; 'you have heard that, I
ppose ?' 'No, indeed, I have heard nothing; I have been
ay in Wales, in Ireland, all kinds of places. It cannot be anying serious, or you would not have left her.' 'Another paraic stroke,' said Katharine, quietly; ' I was obliged to leave
for one day.' 'Another ! how terrible ! Just now?' ' No,
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some days ago ! she has rallied; but it is very sad, I c4
tell you more, unless we have time.' He took out his- watch
'Ten minutes only ! I am obliged to stop at the next station,
Was my note any good to you?' 'A little, thank you, but t
want to hear more. Is the Company unsafe?'" 'I could not
say that; it is a speculation; it may answer to some, if they'
have capital and prudence. It will not be safe for John and
Henry Madden, they want a wiser head.' ' And it would not be
safe for me to risk anything ?' said Katharine. 'No, certainty
not. 'Thank you;' there was a pause, Katharine's heart was
very full. She longed to say, 'Why did you not write ?' She
thought she would ask him to come to Moorlands; she would
have given worlds to hear him say how he felt, where he was
going, when they would meet again ; but she said nothing. And
the train rushed on in the darkness, and the precious minutes:
fled past with yet more terrible swiftness. Already they were

half gone. He spoke again; 'You did not think me unkind
in not writing?' 'Not very -that is, I know I was unreasonable, you have so many more pressing claims.' 'Not
before your business. Impossible ! Did you really think so !'
'I did not understand, and I was dreadfully anxious and unhappy,' said Katharine. 'He repeated the words; 'Anxious
and unhappy ! you did not say so.' ' I did not like to do so ; it
did not alter the business, perhaps it was foolish in me.' He put
his hand to his forehead, and a heavy sigh escaped him. 'I was
away,' he said. 'The first letter was misdirected.' Katharine
started, the idea of such a possibility had never crossed her mind,
yet she had sent it very hastily. Charles continued. 'It
reached me after the second; that too followed me to several
places, and was at last sent back to my home. There it was,
opened by mistake, and my clerk wrote an answer. You said
you were unhappy ?' 'Yes, but I would rather not think of it,'
replied Katharine; 'and I am not unhappy now, at least, not in
the same way.' There was something in the tone in which this
was said, that betrayed more of Katharine's real feelings than
she was at all aware of, and Charles took up her words, and
said in a low, eager voice, ' Not in the same way ! Did youth
really then care so much ?' 'A great deal depended upon myhearing. I could not help eating.' Katharine became very confused, and the train stopped. ' You get out here, I think, sir,
said a stout gentleman, anxious to tree his legs from the 'duri
ance vile' in which they had been placed in such crowded cortn'
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y. Charles put his hand upon the door; but turned again
I Katharine, and speaking in the same tone, heard only by her,
lid, 'I have told you little about business; shall I write ?'
Yes, to John, that will do most good.' He looked very blank.
You have not forgiven me, I see.' 'Forgiven you-oh yes,
wenty times over, if there was anything to forgive.' Still he
emed dissatisfied; he made a few more inquiries for her
pother, and then jumped out of the carriage, but lingered by
he doorway; Katharine's hand rested there, and, as it seemed
almost involuntarily, his was laid upon it. There was a slight
movement, as if she would have drawn back, yet the impulse
not followed. He looked at her for an instant fixedly, in
he glimmering light ; his face was pale with agitation. ' Miss
kshton, Katharine,' and he bent forward, and his voice sank to
t whisper, 'May I see you at Moorlands?' Katharine's eyes
het his, and then they sank again. It was a scarcely audible,
!yes;' but he heard it, and with one quick, tremulous * Thank
Ou from my heart,' they parted.

Pas

CHAPTER LV.
OUR more days of painful discussion-contradictory arguments-harsh accusations, mingled with watching which
ever slumbered, and exertion which never dared grow weary;
d on the morning that succeeded, Katharine knew that a brief
erval of consciousness had been restored to her mother, in
paration, as it seemed, for that long, last sleep which was to
ing her to rest for ever. The change had come rapidly and
expectedly, after a disturbed night, in which Katharine had
well nigh exhausted. What it portended she too well knew,
t even with that knowledge it was full of a peaceful refreshnt to her spirits ; for her mother lay like a weary child, simple,
ble, and trusting; all the bitterness of the past forgotten,.
.memory blotted out, and the love which had blessed her
dren from their infancy, pouring itself forth again in the.
ess of its gentle tenderness. Those were hours of great
when Katharine sat by the bedside, her hand clasped irn
;mother's, speaking to her as she could bear it, from time to
,in the words of Scripture, and occasionally reverting to
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her few earthly cares for herself, or John, or the children,-ot
hearing the assurances, so often repeated, yet ever new in their

comfort, that she had herself been her mother's blessing on
earth, and the instrument to lead her to heaven. But dearer
yet was the holy service in which all joined as evening drew
near, and the consciousness that the prayers which were breathed
so audibly by dying lips were those which now for many years
had been the secret, daily petitions of comparative health. If
Katharine had ever been inclined to murmur at the painful circumstances which had preceded her mother's illness, she felt
now that all was abundantly repaid. The peace of Mrs Ashton's
last moments shed its influence over those which followed, and
when towards the dawn of the following morning she breathed
her last, her children turned with one consent from the kiss laid
on the cold, marble forehead to the warm, livir.g embrace, in
which, for the time, every angry word was forgotten. And there
was a peaceful week succeeding-most mournful indeed, and at
times unspeakably desolate ; yet with much to soften its bitterness, even to Katharine. Business was never reverted to, and
scarcely thought of, and even the reading of Mrs Ashton's willdid not, as Katharine had feared, tend to bring it forward.
What might have been the case if the distribution of the property had been different, Katharine did not distress herself
by thinking. John at least had now nothing to complain
of; an equal division was made of the whole, and if Katharine found herself in possession of about seven hundred
pounds, when it was her father's intention that she should
have had at least a thousand, the change was accepted withBu
out comment, and apparently without disappointment.
these halcyon days were not to last; Katharine, even whil
thankful for them, was aware that it could not be expected. Th
storm which had threatened to burst could not so suddenly ha*
passed away, and though she felt quietly trusting in looking t
the future, it certainly was not because she did not anticipa
trial. Whether she could have looked forward as calmly witho
the thought of Charles Ronaldson, it may be scrutinising too car
fully to inquire. She had received one note from him since h
mother's death; it reached her on the day of the funeral,
there was no business in it, except the offer to transact any
hers which lay within his reach. He had hoped, he said, m
earnestly, to have been able to attend at the funeral, but find
this impossible, he could not resist sending one line; not
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the idea of comforting her (he did not feel that he had the right
to offer her comfort), but only to make her feel that he thought
of her. This was all, but it was very soothing to Katharine.
She even blamed herself for deriving from it more consolation
than was right. It seemed in some ways to take the place of
Higher support ; but there was a dull, vacant blank in her life,
and even the glimmering of a faint hope that something might
yet be given her to fill it was indescribably precious. The few
words which had passed between them had indeed expressed but
little,-there was nothing tangible to dwell upon ; but she scarcely
wished that there should be. She had no heart for another
affection at that moment; it would have struck her as an insult
to the mother's love of which she had just been deprived. But
she could not be mistaken in the consciousness that his interest
in her was unaltered, and this she felt gave her, in a manner, a
right to his care, a claim upon his advice and protection, which
were all that in the bewilderment of her new grief she was conscious of requiring.
The wakening from the dreamy maze of sorrow to the percepion of the claims of definite duty, came quickly and suddenly.
A few days after the funeral Katharine was sitting one afternoon,
as was her wont, in the garden at work, feeling a relief in the
rapid yet monotonous motion of her fingers, which gave her the
idea of active employment, whilst setting her mind free to range
t will. She was thinking of her mother, and her young days,ravelling again in memory the beaten track of life, from its first
commencement, -not wishing to pass over it again, still less
entering to pursue in imagination its winding course into the
future, but lingering over it thankfully, as she read the lesson of
ust which it was formed to teach.
John and Selina were in the garden also, and they came and
t down by her, and said a few words kindly and with consideraron; John at least did, and Selina was not contradictory.
atharine encouraged them to remain, for she was willing to
ize every occasion which might prove that the newly-established
ace between them was not, on her part, about to be voluntarily
oken. They talked upon some indifferent subjects, principally
tle things concerning the farm. Katharine remarked that they
h had rather an abstracted manner, but this seemed natural
der the circumstances. She fancied that they, like herself, could
t really feel much interest in anything just then, though they
ght think it right to endeavour after it. Presently, Selina
2 B
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said carelessly, turning her head-wiay from Katharine, and looking towards Maplestead, ' I suppose you know, Kate, that Mrs
Forbes is expected home either tp-day or to-morrow ?' ' Home !
to-day !' repeated Katharine, and a thrill of pleasure made her
feel how much the darkness of her 'trial hour of woe' might be
lightened by what she should feel to be hearty sympathy. ' So the
dairy-maid said this morning when she came over to ask if we had
any milk to spare,' said Selina. 'And Colonel Forbes says the
same,' observed John, rather awkwardly, as he took a letter out of
his pocket. Katharine's heart beat very quickly ; these were the
old times returned, but one weight was gone, and though, she did
not dwell upon the thought of what was coming, or allow herself
to consider how it might act upon the future of her life, it would
have been impossible, after all she had gone through, not to feel
thankful that there was no one but herself to shrink from the 'evil
to come.' ' Did the dairy-maid know at all how Mrs Forbes is ?'
she said, shrinking instinctively from the subjects associated with
the letter. ' Very bad,' replied Selina, in the same careless tone ;
'her doctor has ordered her out of London, and from what they
say it's high time.' ' Colonel Forbes says she is not well,' said
John, again rather ostentatiously displaying the letter. Katharine
was obliged to take notice of it then. ' I did not know you had
heard from him,' she said. 'You never told me.' 'Because,'
and John hesitated, and folded the letter most carefully into
squares, making every edge meet, 'you see, Kate, it's no use to
worry you about things you don't like, and which can't be helped.'
'Things which must be,' interposed Selina. 'It may be better
I should know them,' said Katharine. ' Oh! know them, of
course you must, and so must every one in time; but I should
not like you to think we were hurrying matters.' 'Only that
when things can't be helped,' again repeated Selina. 'They had
better be told at once,' said Katharine, quietly. ',Well then'John looked at his wife, and stopped. 'John, what a coward !'
exclaimed Selina, half angrily ; ' it will not kill her; we are going
to Australia in six weeks, that's all.' Katharine was perfectly
silent; but all colour forsook her cheek, and she worked with
desperate energy. John caught her hand-' Stop, Katharine,
and tell us what you think of it.' ' It's very quick, John dear,'
said Katharine, trying to speak calmly, but the effort failed; a
sense of overwhelming change and desolation came over her,
and tears fell fast and bitterly. John was very much touched
'I did not think you would have felt it it so much, Kitty,' bi
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claimed, as he kissed her. 'You have often said it would end
n that, and you never seemed to want us to stay,' said Selina,
reproachfully. ' Hush! Selly, hush !-it's not now as bad as it
would have been, Kate;' an apology which at the moment only
served to make Katharine's tears flow faster.

' There's no need

for it to be bad at all,' said Selina; ' every one tells us we shall
be sure to make a fortune.' ' But there has been no time to
arrange about it,' said Katharine; 'six weeks !-how can everything be settled so quickly?'

'Why, as to that, Kitty,' said

John, ' it has not been quite so quick as you seem to think;
when people have been planning for long beforehand, they can

easily work everything up at the end.'
ency in this to Katharine.

There was an inconsist-

John had always before talked to her

as if all his plans were vague : now he seemed to say they had
long been determined upon ; but there had been so much insincerity in many ways lately, that she was not surprised, though
certainly pained. 'I wish you would explain things a little more
clearly to me, John,' she said, 'because I never quite know how
much I am to depend upon.' John's face showed some confuision of feeling. 'If you were one of us, Kitty,' he said, ' there
would be nothing to explain; but as you have always put your
face so decidedly against us, it was natural enough that we
should keep our own counsel.' ' And the land is actually bought ?'
inquired Katharine, remembering, with almost a terror, Charles
ronaldson's warning. 'Yes,' replied Selina, taking up the
answer, ' but that is nothing 'new. It has been as good as
bought for some weeks. There is nothing new except that, instead of leaving it all to Henry Madden to manage, we mean to
o out and manage it ourselves.' ' With the Moorlands farming
stock to help us, and some ready-money in our pockets,' added
ohn. 'As to Moorlands, Colonel Forbes is only too glad to
ut it into other hands; that, of course, I know, and George
ndrews' cousin will take the remainder of my lease off my
ands.' Then everything had been considered and was settled;
atharine felt utterly bewildered. She could only repeat Charles
onaldson's opinion, and begged that he might be consulted.
th John and Selina smiled. 'What is the use of consulting
man after the deed is done ?' said John. 'I confess to being
e you, Kitty, a little frightened at first; but I have talked
over with George Andrews and Jenkins, and seen Colonel
orbes' opinion. You know you told me yourself that he coners it a good investment; and, after all, it does seem to me I
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should be a fool to draw back merely because Charlie Ronaldson
(who, between you and me, is rather a stick in these matters)
chooses to say that Henry Madden and I want some one else to
advise us. If that is all, we may be able to find twenty men if
we want them.' 'And you really have been pledged to go for so
long?' inquired Katharine, reverting to that part of the subject
which rested almost more unpleasantly on her mind than any
other. 'Well, yes, pledged in a certain way. You see, George
Andrews is a shareholder, and it was a matter of importance to
him to give the thing a good push at the beginning, and so, to
oblige him, I undertook a certain portion; that was just when
Jenkins came down to Rilworth. Andrews quite understood I
could not be expected to pay down ready-money at once, but
it was easily managed when he knew what I was sure of having
before very long; though, of course, it would have been better
if the thing could have been done outright. It would have
saved me a matter of some pounds in the way of interest,
because, as it was, George Andrews himself advanced some
of the money.' Katharine felt most uncomfortable ; this, then,
was the reason why her mother had been so mercilessly urged.
John had pledged and embarrassed himself incautiously, and
then seen that it would be for his advantage to rest the burden
upon her. 'I don't know why you are to look so black about
it all, Kate,' said Selina, observing the expression of Katharine's
countenance; 'there is no harm done to any one.' Katharine
was silent. 'I don't take it kind of you, Kitty,' began John;
but Katharine stopped him, 'Dear, dear John !we won't, please,
say anything about kind or unkind. Let it all go-the pastwe can't help it, or make it better. If I was cross, you shall
forgive me; only will you, please, be quite open; quite open,'
she repeated again, ' in everything for the time to come ? I get
so confused, fancying that perhaps there may be something still
behind.' 'It is very hard to be suspected,' began Selina, but.
John would not let her continue. He was touched by Katharine's
gentleness, and owned, with something of self-reproach, that he
had not been quite straightforward, adding, however, as an excuse,
that he had known it would frighten his poor mother if she was
told suddenly that he had bought Australian land, and so he had
fancied it better to bring both her and Katharine round to the!
notion by degrees. The apology was very unsatisfactory, as much
so as the arrangement with Henry Madden, which he almost in-stantly afterwards began to explain with the nervous determina-
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tion of a man who has a very bad case, but is resolved not to
confess it. Henry Madden, it seemed, considered that the shop
had been a bad speculation, and that he had been very ill-used,
and was now wishing to exchange Katharine's annual claim for a
very small sum, which was to set him quite free and enable him
to carry on his plans without encumbrance.
'I did think,'
observed John, as, after some circumlocution, he managed to
make the plan clear to his sister, ' that it might have been better
.to give you a claim upon his profits in Australia; but he said
himself, that he would rather wipe his hands of the whole thing,
it had always been a burden upon him, and he was sure it would
be better for you in the end if I could only make you see it.'
Katharine felt that this might be quite true, but she saw in a
moment that her income at the present time must in consequence
be seriously diminished. That, however, was not the painful
thought; if she could see Charles Ronaldson, she might talk to
him, and he would help to put that right for her. But one word
of hearty affection from John, one affectionate wish that she could
share their home wherever it might be, would have made her
overlook every hasty word or even act of injustice; and there was
nothing of the kind. Through all this long conversation, she had
been put aside as if in no way concerned in anything which was
of importance to them. Her refusal to share in the speculationhad, it seemed, so entirely alienated them from her, that they
could leave her alone in the hour of sorrow, and scarcely
give a thought as to what would become of her. John did indeed
say once, 'You know, Kitty, there is no good in talking to you
of Australia, because you are so set against it;' but this was
literally the only allusion he made to the possibility of her accompanying them. Katharine knew quite well to whom this was to
be attributed, and one of those painful rushes of memory which
ome to us all in seasons of disappointment, brought back
forcibly the days when she had been first in her home, first in
ome way in the affections of every member of her familyThe sunshine of the parlour,' as her father had fondly named her;
.My great comfort,' as Mrs Ashton was wont to describe her;
d 'Darling little Kitty,' as John always called her whenever
e wished her to grant him a favour. Oh ! the bitterness of the
ange ! the exceeding loneliness of heart ! Katharine did not
ant to ask or hear more. She hastily took up her work, and
ft John and Selina to congratulate themselves that now Kate
s told, the worst was over.
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ABOUT

half-past six o'clock that same evening, Katharine
Ashton might be seen crossing the little path which led
from the Moorlands Lane through the park of Maplestead. It
was a warm, still, gray evening, almost oppressive in its sultriness,
and such as insensibly takes its hue from the human heart ;
an evening that in childhood would give bright dreams of the
warm morrow of pleasure, and in youth might make us feel
the luxury of repose, without any thought of satiety; but which
in middle age would seem only the visible expression of those
sobering words of the Preacher: 'I have seen all the works
that are done under the sun, and behold all is vanity and vexa.
tion of spirit.'
Katharine Ashton, though still young, had full cause now to
realise this truth; the dark night of sorrow which had hidden
both the present and the future from her gaze, and sent her back
to the dreams of the past, was vanishing, but the morning stealing upon it was colder and sadder than grief. She was to live,
for years it might be, and she was to labour, that was the appointed duty of man; but she was to live for herself,-to labour for
her own approbation,-so at least she allowed herself to think.
Sincere, earnest though she was, she had not yet learned that it is
possible to replace family ties by the larger affections of Christianity, or to labour for the Eye of God alone as cheerfully and
unweariedly as for the fond smile and the cheering gratitude of
an earthly parent. And so now, when all the interests to which
she had clung through life seemed suddenly to have forsaken
her, the glance which she cast around her seemed to reveal
merely the claims of duties which might or might not be acknowledged, and affections which had lost their charm because
there was nothing binding to render them lasting. She could,
at that moment, have loved anything which bore the stamp of
relationship, however really uncongenial; whilst she could
scarcely arouse in herself even a feeling of interest in those who,
whilst the ties of blood had been left untouched, were her most
cherished friends.
The necessity of loving, not the choice, it was, for which her
heart was yearning, and bitterly did she reproach herself with
her inconsistency as she felt that not even the love of Jane Forbes,
tried by years, and cemented by sorrow, could in the least mak"
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ends for the thought thatJohn had learned to live happily withat her, and that Selina could take the children from her without,
s it seemed, a regret for the fond care which would be lost to them.
True, there was another link between her and the prospect of
arthly joy; but, strange to say, it had suddenly ceased to be
angible. As the love of her own family forsook her, all other
gve became for the time unreal. She thought over her interview
rith Charles Ronaldson, and smiled in derision at herself for
raving ventured to build upon it a future of happiness. What
ad he done, or said, or looked, that she should believe he felt
More for her than the sympathy of old and tried friendship might
demand? What was there in his note which any one who had
nown her in childhood might not have written also ? In the
esolation of her heart she put aside the thought of his affection
s a mocking comfort, and steeling herself against what she conidered to be a weak and vain hope, resolved to face life in its
mneliness, and learn what were to be its duties.
Hers was no solitary trial. At that very moment hundreds on
arth must have been learning the same hard lesson,-happy if,
ike her, they could place themselves where only it can be
aastered-at the feet of Jesus. Katharine prayed long and fertntly for mercy on her weakness, for strength and guidance,
nd then in her nervous wretchedness, unable to think quietly
without moving, wandered forth into the park of Maplestead,
rith
a half-formed intention of calling to inquire for Jane, but
without any idea of seeing her. She kept at a considerable disonce from the house, and fancied herself quite safe from interLption, but after a little time she observed two gentlemen crossthe park from the carriage road, and, as they drew nearer,
he saw they were Colonel Forbes and Mr Reeves. Katharine
puld not turn back without rudeness, or at least without appearg as though she fancied herself an intruder; and this, after the
Iany permissions which had been granted her to walk in the
lark whenever she chose, she did not wish to acknowledge. She
ont on, hoping they might turn in another direction, but they
We straight towards her, in the direction of Moorlands, talking
rnestly, and neither of them saw her until they were about a
kndred yards from her. Colonel Forbes was the first to perve her, and his first impulse evidently was to turn back, but
Reeves drew him on, and they both came up to Katharine
shook hands-Colonel Forbes as if he did not like it, but
d not help himself; Mr Reeves with that hearty sympathis-
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ing pressure which says what words would fail to express. Then
Colonel Forbes made a hurried apology and turned back. Mr
Reeves looked a little doubtful whether he ought not to accompany him, till a glance at Katharine's face seemed to retain him.
'Are you going far ?' he asked. 'I meant to have walked to the
house; said Katharine, scarcely able to utter even these simple
words from the oppression of her feelings. ' You would not have
"seen Mrs Forbes,' observed Mr Reeves. 'I was afraid not, sir,
but I thought I would just go and inquire; I did not like to ask
Colonel Forbes.' 'She is very ill, indeed,' was the short reply,
and then Mr Reeves, turning suddenly into another path, added,
' Are you inclined to come with me this way ?' Katharine went
with him, and they walked on for some steps in silence. He
seemed as if he had something weighing on his mind. 'I was
coming to Moorlands,' he said, 'and Mrs Reeves would have
come with me, if she had been well enough for the walk. She
sent you her kind love.' ' It is very good of her, sir,' said Katharine, but her manner was almost cold. She was thinking of Jane,
and longing to see her. 'Many people feel for you, and would
comfort you, if they could, Katharine,' continued Mr Reeves,
still dwelling upon what he imagined to be the natural cause of
Katharine's constraint of manner. ' Thank you, sir,' repeated
Katharine, again, 'they are all very good to me. Did you say
that Mrs Forbes was very ill?' ' That is the servant's account.
Colonel Forbes says she has had a sharp attack, but he is not
alarmed.' ' I would rather believe the servants,' said Katharine,
quickly. ' So would I too ; they see things with a less prejudiced
eye : at any rate she has come back from London quickly.' 'I
think she would see me if I were to go to her at once,' said
Katharine. 'Would you be admitted?'
' I might be,' and
Katharine stopped, as if meaning to turn again to the house.
'And you cannot spare me five minutes?' said Mr Reeves, a
little reproachfully. 'Oh ! yes, sir, fifty if you wish it. I can
stay as long as ever I like;' and the burning tears which she had
been trying to repress coursed each other down Katharine's
cheek, as she remembered that there was no one now to say,
' Kate ! how I have missed you !' ' I had a little talk with
your brother this afternoon, Katharine,' continued Mr Reeves.
'Had you, sir? Then you know he is going to Australia?'
Katharine said this in a tone of perfect quietness ; and
Mr Reeves answered in the same way, 'And you are going
with him, I suppose.' 'Oh! no, no, sir, never,' and Katha-a
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tine stopped short in her eagerness, and again repeated,
',Never!' 'I am very glad of that; yet youwill be terribly
wanted.' ' I think not, sir. I might only be in the way, or they
would find it so ; I fancy at least Selina would.' 'And they have
not asked you ?' 'They knew I should not like it,' was Katharine's evasive answer. Mr Reeves looked pained. ' Then what
I don't know, sir.' 'But have you
shall you do, Katharine?'
not thought? have you no wishes?' Katharine felt as if her
' You
heart would break, but she managed to answer, 'None.'
will have,' said Mr Reeves, after the pause of a few seconds.
'Yes, if I could see duties anywhere,' said Katharine. 'One
duty brings another, begin the first and the second will follow.'
'I don't see any first yet,' said Katharine. ' The duty of being
resigned to do no duties, that may be the first,' observed Mr
Reeves. 'That is very hard for me when I have always had so
many,' said Katharine. ' You may be about to have many more,'
replied Mr Reeves, 'only they may be spread over a wider
circle.' 'And I may not be able to see them,' said Katharine.
'But you must, if you place yourself in the right position. The
children of God's family can never be without duties in this
world.' Katharine did not reply, and he went on: ' That notion
of a family,-of God's family, I mean, and of having work for
them, we have often talked of before. It is not imaginative; it
is the truest, most real tie of any, and stronger and more comforting, too, if we would let it have its influence.' ' It is vague to
me, I am afraid,' said Katharine. 'Vague only till we begin to
1
act. Think of all those expressions of servants, working for,
watching, waiting for their Lord; and the higher blessedness
given us, the title of friends, of children. If Christianity is any.
thing but a vain dream, those words must have a literal meaning,
and imply actual relationships and consequent duties.' ' Reason
says so,' replied Katharine, ' but I cannot feel it now.' 'Because
the earthly tie has been so mixed up with the heavenly, that the
rending of the one seems to be the destruction of the other.'
'Not quite, I hope, sir,' said Katharine. 'I am very weak
and ungrateful, I know, but I do not think I could ever
But it
content myself without doing something for God.
seems very difficult and sad to have to choose.' 'Perhaps
that is your mistake, Katharine.' said Mr Reeves. 'The thinking that you are an independent being, left alone in the world,
nd at liberty to choose, instead of an ignorant child waiting to
betaught.'
I would wish to be taught,' replied Katharine,
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humbly. ' But if the lesson is delayed, you would exercise your
own reason.' ' It would seem right to do so,' answered Katharine. 'That may be a fatal error,' replied Mr Reeves. 'You
have read, Katharine, of the mode in which the Red Indians in
the American forests follow the trail of those whom they are
pursuing, catching at every indication of the path, marking the
bent twigs, or the half-effaced footprints on the grass, and even
the tiny thread of a dress caught in the brambles ; so must we
oftentimes in life be contented to abide and search in the very
spot where we are left for the very faintest indications of the path
by which God would lead us onwards to heaven. Some such
there are always to be seen. The trail of our duties may be often
perplexed and intricate, or it may for a while appear absolutely to
have failed; but it is never so really, and if we will but follow
the very least claim which definitely presents itself, we may be
quite sure that the mercy of God will soon enlarge our sight, and
place us in the sphere for which we are intended. If, on the
contrary, we content ourselves with searching for even the
highest Possible duty, whilst we neglect even the very smallest
positive one, we shall infallibly be led into interminable error.
You may see it, if you watch,' he continued; 'you may see
persons, both men and women, clever, ingenious in argument,
professing the highest principles, standing at some doubtful
point in life, reasoning upon great duties, and at the same time
omitting some very trifling ones ; and if you follow their course
in life, it will be through years of perplexity, all resulting from
the first false step, which could never be retraced. Many things'
will lead to this,' he added. 'Impatience of doubt, energy of
mind, amongst others. People cannot wait to be told; or if
they do wait for a time, they are fretted because the duty to
which they are called is so simple. Like Naaman, when told
to wash in the waters of Jordan, they turn away, desiring rather"
the command to do some great thing.' 'Will that be my case?'
asked Katharine, with the simplicity of one who felt that the
judgment of a person who had known her intimately, for so
many years, would be more likely to be true than any which she
might form of herself.' ' It would be the natural fault of your
circumstances,' he replied, ' and I think it would belong to your
character. Activity of mind has its own peculiar snare and its
own special trial.' 'I have felt that,' said Katharine, 'it is as
difficult for me to sit still as it is for many other persons to act!.
'Yes, I was sure of that; and so when I heard of your brother's
a
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plans, and found that you were not included in them, I felt at
once how painful it would be to you to be thus suddenly, as it
were, thrown out of employment, and I could not help fearing
that you might be in consequence entirely dispirited, or tempted
to form some scheme without mature deliberation.'
'Then
John said nothing to you, sir, about my going with them ?' inquired Katharine. 'He alluded to it in a way. He said that
you were unfortunately opposed to his notions ! But you would
not like to go, should you, Katharine?'
' No,' exclaimed
Katharine; and the quick remembrance of all she might lose if
she did go gave energy to the word; 'but I should like to have
been asked.' ' You would have been placed in a great perplexity
then. It would have been the suggestion of a duty.' ' I did not
think of that before,' said Katharine. ' No, it is all best as it is;
yet I do think they might have thought of me.' ' Try and put
the thought aside,' said Mr Reeves, 'or what, perhaps, may be
more wise, face it, by putting yourself in their position. The
'more their hearts are bent upon the plan, the more they would
dislike the idea of having a person with them who disapproved
of it : and remember these are but early days ; your brother has
scarcely had time to think upon what he intends to do himself.'
'Yet he must sail in six weeks, so he says,' replied Katharine.
Mr Reeves looked rather startled. 'That is very quick,' he
remarked. 'It would seem impossible to settle everything in
;such a very short time.' ' Mr Andrews will help,' said Katharine ;
'in fact, I believe he has long been putting things in train. He
is too clever not to have seen that he was certain to gain his
p oint with John at last.' ' And you stay with them till they go,
!ofcourse ?' said Mr Reeves. ' I suppose so, sir, but I had not.
thought particularly about it.' ' You had not thought particularly about anything, I imagine,' continued Mr Reeves. ' No,
sir; I do not seem to care, except for the children,' she added,
;ilst tears glistened in her eyes. 'Well, then,' said Mr Reeves,
may I give you one or two little pieces of advice? One is to
ook upon this feeling of not caring as a fault; a natural one,
rhaps, but still a fault, and like all other faults, to be conquered,
st by prayer, then by action. We were not sent into the world
be indifferent, and one of the temptations of sorrow is that it
takes us so.' ' But I cannot see what I am to do,' observed
atharine. ' Follow the trail of your duties, and specially guard
against impatience if it should be perplexed. Can you be any
e to your brother?' 'Yes,' replied Katharine, 'great use, but
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that will soon be over.' 'God will provide,' said Mr Reeves;
'we need work only for the day. Business and interest, then,
are prepared for you for the next six weeks.' ' Business, certainly,' replied Katharine.
'And interest too, more than you
think, unless you are very strangely altered.' ' And after that ?'
said Katharine. ' After that I do most confidently believe that
something will be pointed out to you by a sure indication. If it
should not be so, there are certain guiding-posts which will
always help us and prevent our being left to the misery of choice
as to our road. Where we are we had better remain, unless
actually called upon to move. Rilworth will have a greater claim
upon you than any other place.' ' Certainly, and I could not
bear to go away from it,' said Katharine, 'though my life must
be very changed now.' 'Then old friends are a great tie.'
'Yes, indeed;' and Katharine thought of Jane, and wondered
that the possibility of leaving her could ever have crossed her
mind. 'The work you have been accustomed to will be better
than new work,' continued Mr Reeves. 'The district, you
mean?' said Katharine. 'Yes, work amongst the poor. So far,'
he added, 'you have at this moment some hints given you; but
I have not a question in my own mind that they will eventually
be made clearer, if only you will not throw yourself into confusion
by missing any duty which presents itself. I should say, for
instance, that if you were to be impatient now, and leave your
brother, because things are not quite comfortable with him, and
you desire at once to have a home of your own, you would be
making a great mistake; or if you were to sit down and form an *
ideal of the life you would wish to live, and then look round the
world to see where it could best be carried out, you would certainly blunder; or if even you were to plan the kind of work
which you considered best for your own mind, you would almost
infallibly err. Circumstances which put duties in our way, those
are the things to be attended to, only with one most earnest
caution, that if we put aside a duty, and then enter upon what
may seem to us a definite path, we commit an error at the
beginning, and shall most unquestionably suffer for it.' They;
were drawing near the house at Maplestead, and Mr Reeves
paused, and said, 'I have given you what some people would
call sorry comfort, Katharine; but practical people require prac
tical help. I think you understand why I have spoken in th'
way, when there must be other thoughts so much nearer yo
heart.' ' I can deal with them myself,' said Katharine. ' Ys
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there is consolation for them in every word of the Bible, and I
knew you would have sought and found it. Earthly perplexities are the things which sharpen the keen edge of sorrow.'
Katharine stood for a moment looking up at the windows of
the house. Jane's room fronted that way, and all the blinds
were down. 'I like to think,' she said, 'that old friendship
is a tie of duty; that Maplestead is not merely a romance to
me.'
Mr Reeves turned to her very quickly: ' Duty,' he
said; 'yes, the greatest possible duty. Katharine, she needs
all the help that you can give her.' The words seemed to
escape him involuntarily. Katharine had never before heard
any allusion so direct. She longed to ask him how much
he knew--whether the expression implied a suspicion of
Jane's unhappiness, or only of her illness; but he seemed conscious of having betrayed more than he had intended, and in his
usual quick and almost cold way, he shook hands suddenly, and
left her.

CHAPTER LVII.
TK ATHARINE went round to the back door to inquire for
E
Mrs Forbes; she was often in the habit of doing so, when
wishing to avoid Colonel Forbes, or, as was now the case, too
date to see Jane. Her appearance this evening, however, seemed
father mal d froos; there was a sound of scuffling feet and
ngry voices, amongst which Mademoiselle Laurette's was very
udible, and Katharine was kept so long without an answer that
he was induced at length to make her way to the housekeeper's
com. It was a cheerful, airy apartment, far enough from the
itchen to be out of the way of interruption, and Katharine had
ent many quiet half-hours there when waiting to see Jane, or
anaging little matters of parish business with Mrs Brown. She
ocked at the door with the easy confidence of a person who is
ite sure of a kind welcome, but the housekeeper's ' Come in i'
s a little hasty, and Katharine on entering found herself in
presence not only of Mrs Brown, but of Mr Crewe, who was
ending by the window with an air of supreme composure and
-approbation, apparently giving his testimony upon some
ortant subject. 'Good evening, Miss Ashton. Mr Crewe,
so good as to set a chair for Miss Ashton,' and Crewe slowly
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stepped forward and placed the chair, and then as slowly went
back to his position. 'I came to inquire for Mrs Forbes,' said
Katharine ; 'I was afraid it would be rather late to ask to see
her.' ' Mrs Forbes is in a slight degree fatigued with her journey,' replied Crewe, as if the question could only be addressed
to himself ; ' but it was a short time; we always travel per express.' ' Mrs Forbes would be a great deal better if people would
only let her stay quiet in one place,' said the housekeeper, angrily.
What can be more tiring than being whisked through the air
thirty miles an hour ? One might as well be a bird.' ' Different
people have different opinions, Mrs Brown,' observed Crewe;
'for my part, there's nothing more to my taste, provided only
my company's agreeable.' He said this with rather a marked
emphasis, and the housekeeper observed, shortly, that agreeable
company was rare enough in this world. 'Very rare ; nothing
more so, Mrs Brown. Have you any commands for Rilworth ?
The Colonel wishes me to ride in with a letter for to-morrow's
early post.' 'You would not attend to my commands, if they
were given, Mr Crewe,' was the reply ; 'so there's little need for
me to trouble myself with telling them ; though you might as
well call at the chemist's with that prescription for your mistress.'
'Mrs Forbes' prescription, did you say?' said Crewe, doubtfully. ' Mrs Forbes-your mistress's prescription,' repeated the
housekeeper, quickly. 'Oh! Mrs Forbes' prescription, I will
endeavour to remember;' and bowing majestically to Katharine
Crewe departed. 'If that is not airified, I don't know what is,
exclaimed the housekeeper, as soon as he had left the room !
' and it's the upsetting of the house, and the turning of every,
thing topsy-turvy; and I can't abide it. Did you ever now, Mis
Ashton, see a fellow like that ?' 'Not often,' replied Katharine
with a smile ; 'but he does not come much in your way, I su
pose, Mrs Brown ?' 'Not come in my way ! I should like t
know if he doesn't come in the way of every one in the hous
Why, he's quite master, you know,' she added, lowering h
voice. ' I should not have thought Colonel Forbes would ha
allowed any one to be master but himself,' said Katharine. '
would not if he knew it,' said Mrs Brown; 'but it's not the 1l
true that he does not know it; and I can tell you what, Mi
Ashton, if there's any one wants a thing done in this hou
why they'd best turn to Crewe, let it be what it may. There
more things behind the scenes in great houses than you
dream of, and, between ourselves-but there, won't you -*
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down now and take a cup of tea ? It will be up in a minute.'
Katharine would fain have excused herself, but Mrs Brown's
hospitality would not be denied. Rejoicing in the thought of
a little comfortable gossip, she drew a small, round table to
the window, took out of her closet a pot of choice preserves,
and, ringing the bell, gave directions that tea for two should be
made ready directly, adding, as she placed a chair for Katharine,
'There now, we'll just sit down and be snug.' Katharine cared
little for the snugness, but she did care a great deal to hear
anything that could be told her about Jane, and she was just
beginning to ask some questions which might lead to further
explanation, when the door burst open, and Laurette rushed
into the room, her black eyes sparkling, her hair in disorder,
and her little French cap scarcely resting on her head. She
was closely followed by Crewe.
'He is a poltroon, a liar, a
what-d'ye-call, a wretch,' she exclaimed, turning round to the
door, and almost thrusting her clenched hand into Crewe's face.
Crewe drew back and quietly folded his arms. ' Un mdchant !
un poltron !' again ejaculated Laurette. ' Point de pitie ! Ah I
pauvre madame !' ' You'd best go back to her, Laurette,' said the
housekeeper, 'it's only making a fool of yourself standing here.'
A bell rang violently. ' Your mistress wants you, Mamselle Laurette,' said Crewe, coolly. 'My mistress? ah! mechant ! poltron !'
and Laurette still stood, shaking her hand threateningly at
Crewe. 'What is all this folly, Mr Crewe ?' asked the housekeeper, angrily. 'Mamselle has a fancy for making me a
common carrier, that's all,' replied Crewe, in the same imperturbable tone; 'there's your bell again, Mamselle.' Laurette
oked as if she could have struck him, but not one step did
she move. '.I shan't be back till after supper, Mrs Brown,'
aid Crewe; 'you'll have some put by for me.' 'If there's
y left, Mr Crewe,' muttered the housekeeper, as he withdrew
owly, and perfectly unmoved. 'Come, Mamselle, we don't
ant you here;' but Laurette, instead of listening to the innction, only threw herself into a chair, and began to rock
herself helplessly backwards and forwards, interspersing her
use, of Crewe with piteous lamentations for 'pauvre madame,'
ose bell now rang for the third time. ' If it's not too bad I'
laimed the housekeeper, ' why she might be dead and buried
ore such a fool would be any good. Mamselle ! don't you
r ? Three times that bell's rung.' ' Let me go,' said Kathae; but she had scarcely spoken the word, when Laurette
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started up, and with a fierce look of indignation rushed away,
'And that's what they call the best lady's-maid to be had in
all London!' said the housekeeper, contemptuously, as she
closed the door and bolted it carefully, and then replaced
herself at the table. ' Now, would you believe it, Miss Ashton,
that we have had those scenes two and three times a day for
the last month ?' 'No, certainly, I should not have believed
it,' said Katharine; 'I should have supposed the case would
have been easily settled by sending Mademoiselle Laurette
about her business.' ' And getting another just like her,' said
Mrs Brown; 'why, Miss Ashton, the trouble those lady'smaids have been to me, and the fuss to my poor mistress, is
more than words can tell ; and all owing to that fellow Crewe,
with his stiff tie and set-up manner. You see,'-and she drew
her chair confidentially near to Katharine--' you see, Miss
Ashton, there are a good many of ins and outs in a house
of this kind ; and if things aren't quite straight at the top,
why it's not so reasonable to suppose they'll be straight at
the bottom; and there's none quicker than servants at finding
this out; and when 'tis found out, there's a want of what should
be, and folks will go their own way spite of all you can say to
them.' Katharine was accustomed to Mrs Brown's mysteries,
but the drift of her present observations was not quite distinct
enough to enable her to reply to them. 'An ounce of common
sense! that's what's wanted,' continued the housekeeper, despairingly; 'but where to look for it is more than I can say; and now.
my poor lady is so ill, she 's not able to look into things more than
a baby; and the Colonel listens just to what Mr Crewe says, and
nobody else is able to put in a word. No, Miss Ashton, it's not
a place to be envied, I can tell you, is that of overseer of all the
goings on in a great house; and when things aren't straight at
the top, as I said, there's no reason to expect they'll be straight
at the bottom; so it 's all natural enough ; but what 's to be done ?
Mrs Brown replenished her tea-cup, and, in default of other
comfort, helped herself to an additional lump of sugar. 'Not
quite finished I see, Miss Ashton,' as she looked into Katharine'ss
cup; 'you are not such a tea-drinker as I am: but, as I was
saying, what's to be done ?' 'With Laurette ?' asked Katha
rine. 'Oh ! for the matter of that, she may go, and somebod
else may come; but it isn't one or the other that will make th
.difference.' 'Then is itMr Crewe ?' asked Katharine, bluntly"
'Why, it is Mr Crewe, and it isn't. .No doubt he's for hav'
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his thumb in every pie, and no one else to put in a finger, and
certain he and Mamselle manage to make a regular fight of
it every day for nothing at all. But I should be glad to think
the evil would go with Mr Crewe; but I don't, Miss Ashton, I
don't. And that's what I would not say to every one, to no one
indeed who was not an old friend like yourself.' Katharine felt
that she knew quite well what the evil was, but she could 'not
bring herself to remark upon it. ' Parties,-that's what I can't
abide,' continued Mrs Brown; 'it never used to be, nor never
ought, nor indeed was till Mr Crewe came into the house. But
.now it's who's for master, and who's for mistress; and the lady'smaid and the gentleman's gentleman at daggers drawn; and it's
little enough that I can do to help it.' 'But it must be all nonsense,' said Katharine; 'it is impossible that Colonel or Mrs
Forbes can know anything about it.' 'Not the Colonel,' replied
:Mrs Brown; 'he's not a man to think whether he has got a servant
sr not, as long as he has his orders attended to; but Mrs Forbes
a different matter. It comes home to her, I'11 venture to say,
every hour in the day.' ' Because Laurette is so foolish, I suppose ?' said Katharine. 'Partly that, but partly it would be the
same with every one. Poor thing, how she is thwarted !' 'I
don't understand,' said Katharine. Mrs Brown refilled the teapot, left her seat, and tried the bolt of the door, and then sat
lown again, and in an under voice replied, ' The long and the
short of the matter is, Miss Ashton, what you and I have seen
his many a long day-sorrow to the hour that first I opened my
yes to it-the Colonel's got a will of his own, and my poor dear
ady has given into it till he's a perfect Turk; and it's grown
nto such a habit, that I do believe he contradicts for the mere
nake
of contradiction, and not a bit because he cares for what he
asses about. At least, I am sure that nine times out of ten they
re such trifles, it, would not be in the mind of any man with a
rain of sense to think twice about them. Well, there's Crewe
ways about him ; and a sharp man, and knowing that it 's his
terest to humour him; so whenever the Colonel makes a fuss
complains, there's Crewe certain to aggravate; and if Mamlie Laurette comes with a message or a wish, there's Crewe
ays going against her and finding fault, and then she flies
to a fury, and there's a grand scene ; you saw to-night what it
s. All that to-do was nothing, but because Crewe was cross
would not.do some errand in Rilworth,' ' And Mrs Forbes
ers fromit, I am afraid,' said Katharine. 'Doesn't she
2 C
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suffer ? She likes Laurette in a way, because of her being affectionate ; and, poor thing ! she clings so to any one that will love
her and be kind to her. But then, Laurette is a fool, and always
getting into scrapes, and making the Colonel angry, and many
a time he has threatened she shall be sent away; and she is
'But the next person who comes may be
going before long.'
just as bad,' said Katharine. 'Just as bad, or worse; what is
wanted is something that will never be found in any that call
themselves lady's-maids ; at least, ts far as my experience goes,
and I ve had a great deal. It's a nurse and a friend that is required, and how to get one.' Katharine felt as if she could not
answer. Such a dreary feeling came over her, such a sense of
Jane's trial, it made her very heart sink. If she could only help
her ! But how was that to be done ? At last she said, 'It is a
friend in her own rank of life whom Mrs Forbes needs.' 'It is.
not what people need, but what they can get, that's to be considered in this world, Miss Ashton,' replied the housekeeper..
4As for needing, my poor mistress needs enough in all conscience,
but she's never a whit the more likely to get it. The Colonel's a
good man; 'tis not for me who have eaten of his bread for fifteen
years come next Christmas, to say a word against him; but all
that time I 've never known any one come into this house, be it
man, woman, or child, that came, as far as I could see, for the
mere liking. There were the Miss Forbeses, good creatures as
ever lived, they used to be here at one time, and my poor mistress
was inclined to take a good deal to them, especially to the eldest
but somehow, it didn't do. I don't think the Colonel liked havin
his wife's thoughts taken off from him, and Miss Forbes us
sometimes to laugh at him, and sometimes to go contrary to hi
and so the visits have dwindled away till they have come to
mere nothing. It would be the same with any one. You mu
make up your mind not to cross the Colonel, or you can't li
with him.' Katharine sighed deeply. 'He'll see it by and
continued Mrs Brown, gravely, 'for he's fond of her.' Kat
rine sat silent for some seconds in deep thought, then she s
quietly, but very earnestly, 'Something must be done bef
that.'
The housekeeper's face brightened, 'And do you
that, Miss Ashton? Well, that's a comfort; for I'll tell
there 's many a month it has all been on-my mind, and no one
say a word to about it, though it was growing worse every
and only one comfort when you used to come over. That
the thing which did my poor mistress good, and that was wh
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used to look to to keep her up. And then we went off to London,
and there things were-I can't say what-always company at
home, or going out late, and Mrs Forbes wearing away to a
thread, and yet never saying a word, like an angel as she is; and
the Colonel getting worse and worse, for he's twenty times as
contradictory now as he was. It nearly drove me wild; and all
the comfort I had was in thinking that we should soon be coming
down here, and then you'd be at hand again. And then, just
when we came, the very first thing I heard was the news that
you were all to be off to Australia straight. It gave me such a
turn ! I declare I haven't recovered it yet. But it isn't true,
surely?' 'It is true that my brother, and his wife, and the
children are going,' said Katharine; ' but it is not true that I
am to go with them.' Mrs Brown breathed a sigh of relief,
' Well ! thank Heaven for that. There is some comfort at last
left in the world. But 'twill be a lonely life for you. What do
you 'mean to do with yourself? Not go far away, I hope!'
'Not further than Rilworth, certainly; but I have formed no
plans. I hope to do what may be most useful. 'Then you
won't go far away from Maplestead, for there's no place where
you'll be wanted more.' 'I should not like to go far away, and
you may be quite sure I will consider it in my plans.' 'Thank
you. Then I'm sure some good will come. You'll perhaps be
over here to-morrow again, and if by chance you should hear of
such a person as would do to take Mamselle Laurette's place,
you'll take care to mention it.' ' Certainly,' said Katharine, and
she rose and took up her bonnet and gloves. 'Will you please
tell
Mrs Forbes that I was here to-night, and that I only did not
sk to see her because I knew it was the time when Colonel
Forbes was likely to be with her?' 'And I may say you'll be
ere to-morrow,' said the housekeeper; 'she won't be satisfied
se; and I can't bear to fret her, she is terribly weak' 'I shall
pe to be here at eleven; but you don't think Mrs Forbes very
uch worse, I trust,' said Katharine, anxiously. The houseeper shook her head, ' It's a wasting, internal complaint, that's
y-belief, Miss Ashton. Some say it's one thing, and some
other, but nothing that any of them give is of any use, only
st at least to set her up for a time; and there's the fret of the
irits working always to keep her back. Poor thing ! poor
ng ! This journey to-day was quite sudden, when she wasn't
it fit for it. The Colonel heard something about possibly a
ange of Parliament, and so he must needs be down here to talk
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about his votes. How men do slave when their wills go with
their work.'
It was a truism which Katharine did not feel at that moment
inclined to refute, and she wished Mrs Brown good evening, and
returned to Moorlands.

CHAPTER

T

LVIII.

ETTERS are late,' said John, looking at his watch, as he
came down to breakfast the next morning. He had become an important man of business now, and the arrival of the
post was a serious event in the day. Katharine also looked out
anxiously for the post, yet her expectations were by no means
definite, only in her state of indecision every trifle became of
consequence, as serving in some way to indicate the future. 'We
shall hear about the passage-money to-day,' continued John,' and
the outfit.' 'And when we must go up to town,' added Selina,
who had seldom been in London, and looked forward to her necessary visit, and the pleasure of making purchases, with the excitement of a child. 'We shall have a fortnight there, at least,'
continued John; ' Kitty, you mean to go up with us, and see the
last of us, of course ?' He meant this kindly, and Katharine
tried to reply in the same manner. 'I don't know that there
will be much pleasure in seeing the last of you, but I will do
anything in the world I can to be of use to you.' 'Only you
won't throw yourself into the plan,' continued John, a little
reproachfully. 'That's an old story, John dear,' said Katharine, lightly, feeling in a degree relieved and pleased at his
mentioning the subject even in this way; 'we had better not
talk about it.' 'Oh ! it never would do for Kate,' interrupted
Selina; 'she hasn't half spirit enough, and never had from a
child.' Katharine smiled; for certainly want of spirit had not
been the accusation usually brought forward against her in he
young days. 'Old Downes has got spirit enough,' said John
looking at the postman, who was then just coming up to th
house. ' Did you ever see an old fellow trudge along mo
heartily? and such a heap of letters:-now for it !' He hurrie
out to the door, seized the packet of letters, and tossed them o
the table. '" Mrs John Ashton,"-that's for. you, Selly. " M.i
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Ashton," Kate, that's yours. Oh ! and here's the outfit.' He
tore open the envelope, and was soon so engrossed in his business, that neithdr he nor Selina, who leaned over his shoulder
and read the letter with him, perceived that Katharine had left
them.
The handwriting had brought a thrill to her heart, and a
heightened colour to her cheek, which she would fain hide from
notice. It was only when the door of her own room was closed
and bolted, that she trusted herself to break the seal.
Not a long letter-yet not one to be read with perfect indifference. It was dated from London.
'MY DEAR MISs ASHTON,-I have this moment heard most
startling news, that John intends going to Australia immediately,
and that you have resolved to go with him. May I entreat for
one line by return of post, to set my mind at ease ? I might ask
for more, but that I hope to be at Moorlands by the day after
to-morrow, at the farthest. In the meantime, one word will be
I cannot say how great a satisfaction. In the greatest haste,
'very sincerely yours,
'CHARLES

RONALDSON.'

The day after to-morrow ! And would she see him then so
soon; and would he come only for her; and was he really so
deeply anxious and interested for her ! It was a ray of dazzling
unshine in a most dreary world, and Katharine's heart bounded
with gratitude for the Mercy which had again sent her comfort
her hour of need. More she could not even then venture to
think of. Though there was much implied in the note, it was
till, even in its haste, most carefully worded. She read it again
nd again, but something in her own mind kept her from drawg forth all that another might have gathered from it. To
ect so much from him was to acknowledge to herself how
uch she required; and Katharine, even now, was striving to
ep from herself the consciousness of the state of her own
elings. She tried to persuade herself, and almost she suceded, that even her present comfort was derived from the
membrance of old times and the support of long-tried friend; and when the thought suggested itself that the note was
t a common note, and could not be shown to her brother, she
used her unwillingness by saying that if John saw it, Selina
st too, and she was always laughing at her about Charles.
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and so it might be better not to. bring uncomfortable remarks
upon herself.
Such was the state of Katharine's mind when she set out to
walk to Maplestead; and changed indeed was the appearance
of the world, both physical and moral, since she wandered forth
in her lonely sorrow the preceding evening. It was -morning
now, brilliant in beauty, warm and genial; there were sweet
songs of birds to be heard, and the lowing of browsing cattle,
and the cry of the shepherd amongst the hills, and the faint
murmur of the soft summer breeze amongst rustling branches,
and, from far away, the gurgling of a little brook, making its
way over smooth pebbles to join a distant river. All spoke of
hope, and energy, and a loving, working obedience to an
Almighty Will; and in Katharine's heart, too, there were feelings which sprang up responsive to the teaching of nature ;a heart to rejoice in loving trust, and an energy untired, because
it had never yet been allowed to slumber,-and an humble devotion, willing at any sacrifice to answer the call of Him whom
she served, and say, ' Speak, Lord, for Thy servant heareth.'
And so, even with the veil of sorrow over the natural gladness
of her disposition, Katharine went forth that morning rejoicing.
She went again to the back of the house; it was always more
pleasant to be admitted by a housemaid, and shown first into
the housekeeper's room, than to be received by a footman, and
perhaps encounter the stately Crewe. 'As good as your word,
I see, Miss Ashton,' was the greeting which she received; 'and
Mrs Forbes is all ready for you, and quite in a fuss expecting
you; and the Colonel's in the library with Mr Andrews, and
loads of people waiting to see him on business, so you'll have
your time all to yourself.' 'And how is Mrs Forbes this morning ?' inquired Katharine. 'Why, as ill as she need be. She
had one of her fainting fits last night, after you were gone,--,
all, suspect, from the flurry of that foolish girl Laurette, whi
would come in the Colonel's way, and got a threat of being sen
off at a moment's notice; and the consequence of that was
bad night, and so this morning she's not up; but she will s
you, notwithstanding; she sent down word about it.' ' Then
had better go at once, I suppose?' said Katharine. 'Yes,
you don't mind,-shall I ring for Laurette to show you
way?'
'No, thank you,' replied Katharine; 'not if I
expected. I know my way pretty well,' she added, with a smi
'and I suppose if I knock at the door, that will be sufficie
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' Oh yes, quite,-it will be all the better if Laurette is not there,
only take care she does not listen. Perhaps, if you don't mind,
you had better go up the back staircase, and then you will be
out of the way of the Colonel and the gentlemen.
Back stairs or front stairs were alike to Katharine, and she
e proceeded to the gallery leading to Jane's room,-the servants
Whom she met making way for her as a privileged person. Her
knock was not answered, as she had feared, by Laurette, for
Jane was alone. Her feeble voice was scarcely heard, and
when Katharine went in, she found her, as the housekeeper
had said, in bed. That might have made some difference in
her appearance; but Katharine was instantly struck by the
change which had passed over her even since they had last
met. Then she had seemed only very much out of health, in
a state from which many are known to recover, and to enjoy
years of comparative health; but there was np trace of this
now, she looked a complete wreck-worn and emaciated, and
with that unnatural sparkling of the eye which betokens the
presence of constant fever. She had no cough, or Katharine
would at once have considered her consumptive; but there
was something almost worse in this hidden disease, which no
one seemed exactly to understand; and there was a restlessness also in her manner, which was very painful. It might
partly have been physical, the consequence of the irregular action
of the heart; but Katharine had not been many minutes with
her before she perceived that it was in a degree the work of the
mind also,-she was like a person who had been frightened, and
has never recovered the shock. When Katharine first went
in, and sat down by her, the very way in which she seized her
hand, and kept it, betokened not only mere pleasure, but a nervous fear of losing something precious; and her eye wandered
perpetually to the door, and she made Katharine go and try it,
to be quite sure that it was bolted; and even then she was not
satisfied. Katharine was so quick in all her perceptions, and
ved Jane so truly, that these little things were seen and rearked, and even commented upon in her own mind as soon as
hey passed before her notice; but there was nothing in her
tward manner to betray any agitation-she was even, perhaps,
gularly composed. She spoke slowly, and without energy,
d only a very little touch of deep feeling, which she could not
strain, showed itself when Jane said, in her sweet voice, and
king at her with tears dimming her eyes,- - ' I have longed to
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come to you, dear Katharine. I did not think any one else
would be able to feel for you as I can.' 'I have had a great
deal of comfort, dear Mrs Forbes,' said Katharine; 'more a
great deal, t'hn I could possibly expect. Yes, a great deal
more,' she repeated, and she remembered the morning's letter.
'But I do think there is no one that can understand things quite
as you can.' 'I like to hear you say that,-are you quite sure you bolted the door?' Katharine only smiled; she would not
even look to the door again. 'Colonel Forbes might have things
to say to me, and he might wish to find me alone,' continued
Jane, apologetically; 'it worries him if Laurette is here, he does
not like her.' ' She is not a very pleasant person, is she ?' asked
Katharine. ' She is fond of me,' said Jane; 'and I like people
to be fond of me,' she added, in the touchingly simple tone of an
humble child. 'A great many people are very fond of you, I am
sure,' said Katharine. 'A few, not very many. I don't know
many people, Katharine; that is, I have not many friends,-not
any, I think, except you.' Katharine smoothed her hand fondly,
and said, ' You have no one who loves you better;' and Jane
looked up at her confidingly, and repeated, ' No one.' But a
change came over her face the moment afterwards, and she
added,-' No one amongst my friends; one never can reckon
children, or'-and she hesitated--' one's husband.' 'Are the
children well ?' asked Katharine. 'Yes, quite well : London
suited them very well ; and Lucy was just put in good training
about her shoulder, which is inclined to grow out; and I would
have stayed another fortnight, for her to have seen the surgeon
again, but Colonel Forbes did not wish it.' 'He is not generally
so anxious to get back to the country,' said Katharine. 'No;
but some persons say that Parliament will be dissolved before
long, and you see he was obliged to come. We had a very hurried journey yesterday. I did not know I was coming away till
the morning, and Laurette did not either; but it could not be
h~elped.' 'And is Laurette a helpful person in an emergency?'
inquired Katharine. ' Not very, she loses her memory, and it
flurried; and Colonel Forbes is rather quick in his orders some
times, and that makes her worse.' ' But surely you might flu
some one more useful,' said Katharine. 'More useful, perha
but not so fond of me. Is that very weak, Katharine ?' s
added, with a smile, which brought back to Katharine's min
the demurely arch expression of Jane's face in childhood. '<
think,' said Katharine, 'that it would be a good thing if y
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friends were to interfere for you, dear Mrs Forbes, and find some
one who is really competent to wait upon you. The scene I saw
down-stairs last night was quite sufficient to convince me that
Laurette is perfectly incapable of performing her duties properly.' 'Ah, you were here last night. Mrs Brown told me
about it, but that was onlydidn't you hear a step in the
passage ? Do just go and see if it is Colonel Forbes; but don't
show yourself if you can help it, or he might not like to come
in.' Katharine went to the door, but found no one there. 'Bolt
it ! be sure you bolt it !' said Jane; and then, when Katharine
returned to her, she continued,-' Crewe interferes, and puts
things wrong. I don't think anything will go right whilst he is
here.' 'You should have some one who would not care for
Crewe,' said Katharine. 'Ah, Katharine ! you can't comprehend; how should you!
But I shall not care for anything
now that I am at home again, and you here.' 'I shall come
and see you whenever I possibly can,' said Katharine; 'even
when I have left Moorlands I hope I shall still be very near.'
'Going from Moorlands !'-and Jane started up, and gazed
at her with a look of entreaty; 'who says you must?' 'No
one, exactly, but John and Selina are going to Australia.'
'And you are going with them, I am sure, and it was all
true,' exclaimed Jane.
She threw her arm round Katharine's neck, and clinging to her, added in a hollow voice,
'And you promised you would be with me.'
'Promised, and
therefore, God helpirig me, I will keep my promise, dear Mrs
Forbes,' said Katharine, soothingly. 'I am not going to Australia. I am not going anywhere far away;-not that I know
of, or intend, that is,' she added, correcting herself as if by
instinct. ' I did not mean to frighten you. I would not have
said so, if I thought you would have misunderstood,' she continued, alarmed at the quick throbbing of Jane's heart, which she
could even hear. 'It is not all your doing,' said Jane, recovering herself a little; 'but once before, a fortnight ago now, they
came to me with a story-Laurette did : I think she heard it
from Crewe, and it was very sad to me,-it made nie ill. O
Katharine ! I have looked so to your help since I have been worse,'
she added, as she sank back upon her pillow, and laid her burning hand in Katharine's. ' And did they tell you I was going to
Australia ?' inquired Katharine. ' Laurette said it, and I asked
Philip,-Colonel Forbes,-and I think I made him angry, he
Was so vexed at the moment. I was to have gone out to a party,
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and I could not, because I was ill. He told me it was nonsense;
he said your brother had bought land, that was all; and it was
what you had told me. He would not let me write again. You
know I had just sent you a few lines. He said I was to be kept
quiet, and writing letters, and having them, was excitement ; and
he made Dr Lowe forbid it. I trusted his word quite.' A quick
step was heard along the passage. 'That is Laurette,' said
Jane, quickly, her ear catching the slightest sound ; ' Katharine,
don't go, tell me again.' 'I am not going to Australia, I am
going to stay with you,' said Katharine, quietly, but very
earnestly. ' With me? ah ! if it could be ! Just look out; tell
Laurette she need not wait. I think sometimes she listens.'
Katharine opened the door suddenly, so suddenly that Laurette
was taken by surprise, and, with a face of indignant confusion,
turned away. ' This must not be, dear Mrs Forbes,' observed
Katharine, returning to her, and speaking very gravely.
'If
you were well, you would be the first person to see that it is
unfitting.' 'She is going,' said Jane, bitterly; 'I mean to tell
her to-day. Death will come, and I shall be at the mercy of a
stranger.' A sudden impulse crossed Katharine's mind; another,
equally sudden, checked it ; it seemed as if her heart, for the
moment, was paralysed. Jane looked at her anxiously. ' Katharine, you are very pale.' 'Am I ?'--and the blood rushed to
Katharine's cheek, but forsook it again almost instantly. ' It is
extremely hot,' she said; and she moved away to the open
window, and stood by it, looking out upon the large trees in the
park, as they glittered in the gladness of the sunshine. That promise,-that long-ago promise, that she would, if possible, comfort
Jane in the hour of trial, which she could not but think might be
near,-how was it to be kept ?-and what was it that held her
back when she would fain offer to keep it ?-Pride ? There had
been no pride when, weeks before, she had said that she would
be with Jane as her servant, and had felt that the permission
would be happiness. Self-indulgence ? shrinking from the discomforts of such a position ? But that was not Katharine's temptation at any moment, least of all when her affections were con-,
cerned. Coldness ? Had she suddenly forgotten the ties of youth,
-the true love of advancing years ? Now, when Jane was lonely
suffering, it might be dying-neglected by her husband, fretted by
her servants, clinging to her as her best comfort,-was she about to
shrink from making the offer, which before, in a calmer hour, she
had felt might be not only a duty, but an unspeakable comfort ?
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It was a moment of keen struggle; for ever as she thought of
Jane, and her sorrow, and her affection, a voice whispered in her
ear that a dearer love was at that moment awaiting her. It told
her that she was not free to act for herself, that another had a
claim upon her; and it suggested also--though the suggestion
was in a moment cast aside as unworthy-that Charles Ronaldson, rising in his profession, increasing in worldly wealth, holding
a station which, from his character, was higher than was due to
his birth, might hesitate to connect himself with one who, from
whatever circumstances, had been led to place herself in a position
of dependence.
Swift as lightning the thoughts flashed through her mind, and as
swiftly also were they rejected by the inborn sincerity of Katharine's noble heart. The trail of her duties-was it not here to be
found ? The present certain, the future uncertain ! Must not
the sacrifice be made, and the future placed in the hands of God ?
Whatever Charles might feel, she was as yet free; he had no real
claim upon her. Beyond this she need not look. Whether for
weeks or months,-whether such a step might involve a long
separation, or even worse sorrow,-it was not for her to inquire;
the present alone was her care. She went back to the bedside,
and, taking Jane's hand, said,-' Dear Mrs Forbes, would you
do me one great favour-the greatest you can ?' Jane looked
at her in surprise. 'A favour, dear Katharine ! Of course ; can
you doubt it ?' ' A favour greater than any you have conferred
yet,' continued Katharine. ' When Laurette goes may I replace
her ?' Jane evidently did not at once understand her meaning.
Katharine repeated her words ; and still Jane said, with the same
wondering look,-' Yes, I trust you to be with me as much as you
can.' ' Not as much as I can, but always,' said Katharine. ' I
will be your maid, if you will have me,' she added, speaking with
perfect plainness, from the fear of doing Jane harm by anything
like suspense. Jane's countenance fell. ' No, no, she exclaimed,
eagerly, 'it must not be; only be with me at the last, when that
shall come.' 'But you shall listen to me, dear Mrs Forbes,
said Katharine, in a tone of great quietness ; 'and I will tell you
why it may and must be.' But Jane would not hear; ' ImpoSsible !' she repeated, again and again; 'my maid ! impossible.'
'Then it is impossible to make me happy,' said Katharine.
But to give up your friends, your position, to wait upon rne,to be my servant ! Oh, no, Katharine, never; it would be beneath
u.' ' Beneath me to comfort you, and do God's will ?' said
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Katharine; 'that can scarcely be. Will you listen to me for a
few 'moments, dear Mrs Forbes?' she added, and she bent
tenderly over Jane, smoothing her pillow, and making her lean
her head against her shoulder. ' I will speak of the change in
my position first,' she continued, 'since it is that which weighs
with you, and I will tell you honestly what I feel about it. We
are all workers for God ; if we are not we ought to be; I at least
would wish to be. Years ago, Mr Reeves taught me to feel, that
to work for Him is so great an honour, that it makes the meanest
task noble ; so when He puts a claim before me, it cannot be, it
is impossible it should be, degradation. If I were a queen I could
not be greater, and if I were a beggar I could not be less, than I
am, for still I must be what I am in His sight.' Jane pressed
her hand and smiled, but still she murmured, 'The world will
not understand.' 'And if I were living for the world,' said
Katharine, 'that would assuredly be of importance to me. But,
dear Mrs Forbes, I may say to you what I could not to others. It
has been my prayer and my endeavour for years to live not for
the world but for God, and He has so far blessed me that I cannot
measure either duties or trials by the world's standard. I do not
mean,' she added, 'that I am above the weakness of being affected by it ; but I do mean that when it comes to a question of
decision in matters of real importance, it is absolutely impossible
for me to attach weight to what the world will say, except so far
as my duty to God is affected by it. Remember,' she continued,
'that I have no one to be in any way injured-if such a thing could
be-by what I may choose to do. I am free; with every tie of gratitude and love to make me sure that, in giving you comfort, I am
doing the work which God has appointed me.' ' But it may be
done in another way, dear Katharine,' said Jane, fondly. ' If you
will stay near me, you can still be my comfort.' 'But not in the
same way or to the same extent,' said Katharine. ' I cannot live
near you,-I must at least be two miles from you,-I can only
see you occasionally as a visitor; I shall have no power to interfere, however I may perceive things wanting for your comfort.
If I do more, I shall excite jealousy and ill-feeling in the person
who may be your attendant; for I could not speak with any
authority, ds a friend in your own rank, or a relation, might. I°
shall have no office, and no duties, and I can therefore be of very,
little use to you.' 'But, could you not come and stay here ?'
said Jane. 'No, impossible; I could have no pretence for it,!
and there would be still the same difficulties in the way of assist-,
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ing you. If I come at all it must be in a definite position, which
shall have its own duties, and which will excite no jealousy, because every one will understand it. And, think,' she added, her
face brightening with a smile, ' if I were penniless, and such an
offer were made me, you yourself, dear Mrs Forbes, would be
amongst the first to say that it ought not to be rejected. Has
the love of the friend to whom one has clung from childhood a
less claim than the necessities of self-love ?' ' O Katharine ! '
exclaimed Jane, eagerly, ' I did not know before how selfish I
could be.' 'It shall not be selfishness,' continued Katharine,
more lightly ; ' if you will consent, it shall be in such a way as to
make you feel that the obligation is on my side as much as on yours.
You shall give me all that you would give to Laurette, and you
shall have the satisfaction of feeling that you are enabling mne to
provide, not only for myself, but to put by something for others.
1 am very anxious about my brother's prospects,' she continued,
'and it would be a great comfort to me to feel that my little fortune was untouched and ready for him, or rather for his children,
when they may need it. The thought has crossed my mind before,
that I should like to do something of the kind. You will say yes,
if only for that reason !' Jane smiled, and said, 'I cannot fancy
it possible.' 'But it is agreed to,' persisted Katharine. Jane
looked up, with an expression almost of fear in her face. 'What
will Colonel Forbes say ?' she asked. ' He will not like it,' said
Katharine, quickly; ' but he will be brought round,' she added.
Jane's head sank back upon her pillow, and, in a tone of despondency, which showed how great was her disappointment, she
said, ' Katharine, it is very, very kind, but it is better not to
think about it.' 'Will you leave it to me to manage ?' inquired
Katharine. Jane smiled sadly. 'You cannot do everything!'
'Not everything,-yet more perhaps than you imagine; only
will you trust me?'
'You must not make him angry,' said
Jane, quickly, and instinctively her head turned to the door, as if
she thought she heard him coming. .' No, indeed, you may depend
:upon me. I think I know him.' 'Do you?' said Jane, doubtfully; 'he is very particular.' 'Yes, and not very fond of me,
aid Katharine. Jane made no answer. ' But he cannot be sorry
o know for certain that my brother is going from Moorlands ?'
ontinued Katharine. 'Not very, I am afraid,' replied Jane,
ravely. 'Then he will look upon me more favourably than bere?' said Katharine.
'Yes, a little, perhaps;' and then,
rin that she had betrayed too much of her husband's senti-
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ments, Jane added, ' I dare say he always looked upon you as
part of your brother.' 'I think, perhaps, he did,' replied Katharine ; 'but I mean, if I can, to make him look upon me now as
part of myself. I will speak to him myself !' Jane could not
conceal her alarm. ' It will never do,' she exclaimed. 'Nothing
else will do, if it does not,' said Katharine. Jane's face was
utterly desponding. 'Dear Mrs Forbes, if we are doing right,'
continued Katharine, 'we must hope that we shall be helped
through everything.' 'Yes, but you don't really know him,' continued Jane. 'I know myself,' replied Katharine; 'may I ask to
speak with him?' Jane hesitated. ' It seems madness,' she
said; 'and can it possibly be right ?' ' The right is for me to
decide,' replied Katharine; 'if I am satisfied, that is enough.'
'It is taking advantage of your affection,' said Jane; 'that cannot be right.'
'It is making me very happy,' said Katharine; and Jane smiled fondly and gratefully, and, once more
leaning her head against Katharine's shoulder, murmured, ' It is
rest.'

CHAPTER LIX.
Colonel
ISS ASHTON wishes to speak to you, sir.'
Forbes was in his study, writing. 'Ask her to walk in ;
and Katharine entered, and seated herself, whilst he scarcely
looked up from the table. The sight of her deep mourning
dress, when he did lay down his pen to give her more of he
attention, softened his feelings towards her; and he asked her
with something like interest, how she was, and her brother, a
the children. 'All pretty well, thank you, sir,' said Katharin
A pause-which Katharine thought proper to break by pr
ceeding to business ; so she added,--' You must have heard
my brother's plans, sir.' 'He has given me notice that he.
going to quit Moorlands said Colonel Forbes; ' I do not kI
anything more, except from report.' ' He is going to Austral
sir, almost immediately; he thinks it will be a good investm
of his money, as you said.' Colonel Forbes was a little flatter
yet anxious not to have a dangerous value attached to
words. 'I don't know that I spoke definitely of any partic
part of Australia; your brother has not regularly consulted
I hope he has had good advice.' 'He has been -told tha
9
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is doing wisely, by a good many people, sir,' said Katharine ;
'but I am afraid of it myself, and I have not liked to risk my
own money, and so I have settled to stay at home.'
'Oh !
indeed.' Colonel Forbes looked impatient; he did not see what
concern he could have in Katharine's plans, either of going or
remaining. 'And I have not much money, and I should like
to increase it,' said Katharine.
'Yes, very right.' Colonel
Forbes thought he had discovered her object. ' Have you any
particular scheme in view for making more of your money ?'
'Only by work, sir,' said Katharine. 'I should wish to work
whilst I have the power.' 'Certainly, quite right,' and Colonel
Forbes smiled approvingly, as he always did when he saw other
persons following what they considered their duty energetically.
Katharine, however, was not deceived by the smile'; she knew
there was a battle to come, but she went onboldly ; 'I am thinking of going to service, sir.'
Colonel Forbes did look then
"exceedingly surprised, but he was not pained; rather, perhaps, if
he had fully examined his heart, he would have found there a little
lurking satisfaction : still he put on the proper air of sympathy,
and said, 'I am very sorry ; is it really necessary ? Does nothing
else open to you?' 'Nothing that will suit me as well, sir,'
said Katharine; 'there .is no risk in it.' 'Certainly no risk;
but have you consulted your friends ? I scarcely think they would
'My brother will be out of England,' replied
approve of it.'
Katharine; 'I have no other near relation to care what I do. I
thought, sir, that perhaps if I were able to support myself without
touching my income just yet, you might be good enough to give
me some advice as to what I had better do with.it. I should feel
quite safe with your opinion.' Katharine said this heartily ; for
it was the one point in Colonel Forbes' character which she, like
every one else, had always understood and estimated. His strict
honour had kept up his influence, when his irritable temper and
absence of sympathy might otherwise have destroyed it. Colonel
Forbes also-was perfectly well aware of this one bright point in
isnatural disposition, and certainly he did not think lightly of
t. Katharine's allusion flattered his self-love, and he threw
imself with some interest into her concerns, inquired how her
oney was invested, what interest she received for it, and many
er business questions, all of which, for the time, madehim feel
a degree more friendly towards her, especially when he recolcted that Moorlands was free and that there would be no
re trouble about John Ashton's vote.
Katharine was as
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confidential as she could be about all her affairs, and very grateful for the advice offered her; though she quietly put aside the
frequent suggestion that she would consult her comfort and
respectability more by living upon her income, however small,
than by trying to increase it by taking a dependent situation.
She took care, however, not to give any trouble beyond mere
words; for she was aware that Colonel Forbes liked talking
much better than working. Her heart was trembling all the
time, for she was still far removed from the real object of the
interview. The conversation was drawing to a close; Colonel
Forbes' tone was a little sharper, his words were fewer, and
spoken more quickly - dangerous symptoms of impatience.
Katharine felt that she had no time to lose ; she took up her
parasol, as a token that she was going, and with some hesitation
said,' I had one more thing to ask you, sir, if you would not
think it very impertinent.'
'Pray speak,'-and there was a
polite bend of the head; but the movement of Colonel Forbes
fingers on the table showed, as usual, that he was a man who
had no leisure to trifle away. ' If I go to service,' continued
Katharine, ' I should not like to take any inferior place; I"
should wish either to be a lady's-maid, or a housekeeper, or
something of that kind; and I heard this morning that Mrs
Forbes was likely to have a place vacant before long, as Mademoiselle Laurette was going away, and I thought I should like
very much to try if I could suit it, if it were not taking a liberty
to offer myself.'
Colonel Forbes looked utterly confounded; an angry ejaculation of ' Folly, absurdity !' rose to his.lips; but Katharine stood
before him so humble, simple, and honest, so exactly fitting
even then the place she had proposed for herself, that he really
could not bring to his mind a single objection.
'Indeed!
strange ! I fear,' he began, and then broke off and commenced
again; ' I could not say; it is a sudden notion.' ' I am afraid
it is, sir,' was Katharine's quiet reply. 'I would not wish to be
troublesome,' and again there was a movement as if she was
going. He was still more puzzled by her calmness. He had a
vague idea of some plot, some romantic folly as he would have
called it, of his wife's ; but this extreme self-possession did not
favour the notion, yet he said angrily, as if determined to
fathom the depths of the mystery, 'Stop : may I beg you, Miss
Ashton, if you can spare me one minute longer. Does Mrs
Forbes know of this plan of yours ?' ' Yes, sir, I mentioned
__________________
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it to her just now.' ' And she approved, of course ? ' he said,
with some irony in his tone:. ' She was good enough to say she
would be willing, sir ; but she did not know whether you would
like it, and then I said I would ask.' Still more irritating to
Colonel Forbes' excitability. After all there was no mystery.
He was quite silent, and his attitude and expression, as he threw
himself back in his chair, were by no means encouraging. ' I
am sorry to have taken up so much of your time, sir,' said Katharine; 'there's no hurry for an answer. Perhaps you would be
good enough to speak to Mrs Forbes, and I might call again.
I can work pretty well,' she added, 'and I have been accustomed to read out, and I can sit up at night.' He fixed his eyes
upon her with an expression of bewilderment.
She was so
entirely the lady's-maid offering herself for a situation, that he
had a difficulty in thinking of her as Katharine Ashton. He
spoke to her again as in her new character, and said, ' Mrs
Forbes will require a great deal of attention; are you strong?'
'Yes, sir, very.' 'And you say you can work well ?' 'Yes, sir,
I have been always accustomed to make my own dresses.' He
considered for a few moments longer-what else could he ask ?
The question of wages crossed his mind, but it was rejected by
an instinct of unfitness. 'You shall hear either from me or from
Mrs Forbes on the subject ; it is impossible to give an immediate answer.' 'Thank you, sir and Katharine curtsied and
"moved to the door. Something n, her manner brought back
:'ividly to Colonel Forbes the remembrance that she was still
Katharine Ashton, and his parting bow was, if not cordial, at
least courteous.
Katharine closed the door behind her, and felt that once again
she breathed freely. What was to be done next was a perplexity.
She did not dare go up-stairs again to Jane, lest Colonel Forbes
might find her there and be annoyed ; yet she did very earnestly
'wish to give her some caution as to what she was to say. Jane's
affection might, she was sure, carry her beyond the bounds of
prudence. If Colonel Forbes' jealousy were excited, the plan
'was hopeless. Now he evidently looked upon her wish merely
as the desire to seize upon the first situation which offered itself.
She was already in his eyes his wife's maid, entitled to just the
same degree of attention as any other person similarly circumstanced, and Katharine knew him well enough to be quite certain
tat she could only be of real use to Jane by retaining that posiion. If Cblonel Forbes once felt himself under restraint from
2D
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having her in the house, there would be no chance of his allowing
her to stay. In her difficulty she had recourse to her friend the
housekeeper, and proceeded to her room to ask for a sheet of
notepaper, and a pen and ink, that she might write, as she
said, one line to Mrs Forbes, whom she did not wish to disturb
again. ' Dear Mrs Forbes,' the note began. Katharine felt as
if she ought to put 'Dear Madam;' but that would have vexed
Jane, and she wrote, therefore, as she had been accustomed.
'I have seen Colonel Forbes, and told him that I wish to have a
situation in order that I may put by my income for the present.
He did not seem so much inclined to object to my waiting
upon you as I had feared. I told him what I could do, and
he said I should hear from him or from you on the subject. I
was afraid it might seem impertinent if I said how much pleasure it would give me to do anything for you, so he does ot
know anything except that I wish for employment.
Perhaps
that is all it is good to say, for indeed I only wish to be allowed
to be your maid. I hope you will tell me everything that I
can do for you just as if I was Mlle. Laurette; that will be the
only way to make me comfortable.
'Your obliged and respectful
'KATHARINE ASHTON.'
Katharine went home, and the first thing which caught her
eye when she went to her room was the envelope of Charles
Ronaldson's note lying upon her dressing-table. Then, and not
till then, in the hurry and excitement of her feelings since her
resolution had been taken, did she fully feel what she had done,
and then also a terrible misgiving crossed her mind that perhaps.
she had made a mistake.
So great a sacrifice it might be ! for once entered upon Janes
service, she could not foresee when, or under what circus
stances, she would be at liberty to leave it. The rejected
scruples returned, and with them the pang of acknowledging
for the first time how deeply her happiness depended upon th
certainty of Charles Ronaldson's affection. She longed to hay
some other opinion upon her decision, her own reason seemed
for the time insufficient. Yet there was one fact to whi
again and again she could recur with comfort. If she h
decided differently, she certainly would not have been satisfy
even if she had waited till after her interview with Chart
which was the first thought that' had suggested itself to
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there would have been a lurking consciousness of selfishness
which must have rendered her wretched ; and, whatever might
.be the result of that interview, Jane's claim upon her could not
be affected by it. It would have been postponing a duty with a
secret wish to be prevented from carrying it out, and this could
not be honest.
There was a weary struggle of conflicting feelings, but peace,
or something which resembled it, came at last. Katharine had
done what was most single-hearted, and in that conviction she
could rest satisfied that He who was ordering the events of her
life, would overrule all for good, even those which seemed most
untoward.

CHAPTER LX.

AND

the morrow came, and Katharine awoke very early,
with the dim consciousness of something painful, undecided, important-something which was to render that day
different from all other days. She might have striven to hide
from herself before the state of her own heart, but she could do
so no longer. The barrier raised by her own hand between
herself and freedom had been the means of discovering it, and
now every other hope or fear was lost in the agonising doubt
whether, after all, she had not been deceiving herself as to the
extent of Charles Ronaldson's feeling. If he really loved her
still, then come what might-delay, separation, trial under any
form-it could be thankfully borne. If he did not-Katharine's
mind was strong, but so also were her affections, and she turned
from the thought with the prayer, that 'as her day so might her
strength be.'
There was a great deal of conversation at breakfast about
plans and business; and Katharine felt strangely put aside
when she found how everything could be arranged, and was
being managed without her. Everything important that is;
for Selina, as usual, made her very useful in minor ways, and
provided her with employment not only for that day, but for
many days to come. Both she and John seemed to think now
that there was only one thing in the world worth Katharine's
consideration, or indeed that of any other person, and that
was their own emigration. They knew that Charles Ronald
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son was expected, but they fully believed that he was coming
entirely on their account; and John boastfully vent through
the convincing reasons which he meant to bring forward to
prove indisputably that he was right in his schemes, and that
they must answer. As to any idea connecting him with Katharine, it either was destroyed by the sense of his own overwhelming interests, or if it did cross his mind, it was thought of as an
unimportant possibility.
Katharine occupied herself unceasingly all the morning, as much
to drive away distracting thoughts, as because she had really a
great deal to do. Charles could not arrive till two o'clock; he
might not come till five. The morning seemed interminable. She
was every minute expecting a note from Maplestead and longing
to receive it, feeling what a comfort it would be to have her mind
definitely settled upon that one important point. But it was not
till one o'clock that a note was brought her. It was opened with
nervous haste. She had but little doubt as to its contents; and
when she read, 'Dear Katharine,-Colonel Forbes has said
" yes." How shall I ever thank you enough ?'-the note dropped
from her hand, and she felt as if her fate was sealed. Still, perhaps, upon the whole, she was relieved. Suspense at such a time
was worse than any certainty; and her active, straightforward
mind instantly turned to the task of driving away any morbid
fancies, and looking to her position truly. Bound she was unquestionably, but not bound for ever. If Jane were to rally
again, she might be able to leave her comfortably in the course
of a few months; if not, at least there could be no regret in having
fulfilled a sacred promise at the expense of present personal feeling. At any rate, it was not well to exaggerate what she was
doing, either for her own sake, or for Jane's. To do so would tend
to make her conceited as to herself, and exacting as to the return
of gratitude she might expect. A lesson of simply doing right for
the present, and trusting the future, was put before her; and,
difficult though it might be, she was resolved, with God's help,
to bear it.
Two o'clock ! and dinner was over, and John preparing to drive
Selina into Rilworth. Katharine felt very thankful they were
going; she did not once remind them that Charles Ronaldson
might arrive in their absence, lest it should induce them to stay.
Selina came down-stairs dressed for going out, and impatient
because the chaise was not at the door. 'I hear the rattle of the
wheels,' said John, looking out of the window. Katharine heard
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wheels too, but the sound was much more like the rumble of a fly.
' It is not the chaise, it is a cart going down the lane,' said
Selina; and Katharine felt as if they must both have known what
foolish thoughts had been in her mind. ' I don't think it's anything going down the lane, but coming up,' observed John; an
observation which made Selina put her head out very far to see
whether it was correct. 'A fly, sure enough ! with one man in
it.' 'Charles Ronaldson,' said John. ' What a bore ! I must
go to Rilworth, if I walk,' said Selina. 'I shall not let any
Charles Ronaldson keep me at home; Katharine must entertain
him.' They both turned round and looked at her, and laughed;
but Katharine was not half as angry with them as with herself,
for she felt her face become crimson to the temples. The fly drove
up to the door, and there was a short pause whilst the driver was
being paid. ' I must go out and receive him, I suppose,' said
John, lingering as if he had not quite made up his mind what he
ought to do. 'Mind that I must go into Rilworth !' was Selina's
rejoinder, as the door closed behind him. ' So provoking !' she
added, turning to Katharine ; 'I made sure he would have come
by the five o'clock train.' 'Yes, very strange,' said Katharine.
'Not so much strange as provoking,' observed Selina, shortly.
' There's nothing strange in a man's coming at two o'clock, that I
know of. Why, Katharine, what a boggle you are making there '
She took up Katharine's work--a frock for little Clara. 'Am
I?' and Katharine felt ashamed to discover that she had been
sewing the sleeves together. She began to unpick them quickly,
but without looking up. ' They are a desperately long time,' said
Selina, going to the door ; but at that very moment it was opened,
and Charles Ronaldson entered, followed by John. Katharine's
work fell from her hand, and she stood up, but she was halfhidden by Selina. 'You are come early,' said Selina, shaking
hands with tolerable heartiness. 'Yes, thank you; but' -;He looked round, and, leaving his sentence unfinished, turned to
Katharine. She felt that her hand was icy cold, her manner
miserably stiff; but her head swam and her eyes were dizzy, and
she sat down again and took up her work. He gave her one
fixed, penetrating glance, and then spoke again to.Selina: 'You
are going out I see, and you must not let me interfere with you.
I know you must be wonderfully busy.' 'Thank you, but we
must look after you first,' said John. 'You have not dined, I
know. Selly, you must take care of him.' 'There's not much
in the house, I am afraid,' said Selina, 'except cold meat.'
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'Shall I go and see?' inquired Katharine, in a very quiet, low
voice. 'Thank you, if you would; that might be the best plan,
as we are forced to go into Rilworth. You won't think us very
rude, I hope, Mr Ronaldson ?' Katharine had laid aside her
work and was standing at tht door. Charles went up to her :
'Pray, Miss Ashton, don't trouble yourself. I don't in the least
care what I have; bread and cheese will be as good as anything.
'Please stay,' he added, in a lower tone. Katharine said something which was scarcely intelligible, and left the room. Selina
called after her: ' There can be a mutton chop ready in no time,
Kate, if you'll just be good enough to see about it. Or, are
you grown particular after your illness, Mr Ronaldson ?' she
added. He smiled, and said he was afraid his particularity consisted in not having much appetite; but his journey would do
him good, no doubt-change always did. There was a silence
of some seconds. John did not venture to allude to business;
he was afraid to begin the subject, for Seliha's patience was
nearly exhausted. Charles leant back in a chair and seemed
tired, as if even that short conversation had been an effort.
'The chaise at last,' exclaimed Selina, and she went up to the
window and began to scold the boy for his delay. 'It seems
dreadfully inhospitable to run away and leave you,' observed
-John; 'but we shall be back again by six o'clock.' ' What ? I
beg your pardon; pray don't think about it,' exclaimed Charles,
starting up from his reverie. John laughed. 'Dreaming, I
declare i Well, you may sleep to your heart's content, if you
will wake up to have a chat with me by and by. Don't let Kate
starve you ; she is a little inclined that way.' Charles made no
answer, but insisted upon going to the door, and helping Mrs
John Ashton into the chaise, and arranging her cloak comfortably for her. ' Good-bye, Mr Ronaldson; good-bye, my dear
fellow ; make yourself quite at home ; we must be back by six;'
-- and John and Selina drove off, and Charles Ronaldson, with
a face of deadly paleness, leant for a moment against the porch,
and then passing his hand across his forehead, as if to drive
away harassing thoughts, returned to the parlour.
No Katharine was there; he sat down in the arm-chair,
started up, paced the room, re-seated himself, looked out of the
window, walked the apartment again with even, rapid strides,
and at length, leaning his forehead upon the mantelpiece, actsally groaned in the agony of his suspense. The door opened
very gently,-Katharine and a little maid-servant came in te.
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gether. The maid carried a small tray, and Katharine moved
the books from the table to make room for it. ' It is a poached
egg, Mr Ronaldson; I thought you might like that first; and
will you take wine or beer ?' ' Nothing, thank you, only water.'
He did not move to the table, his eye followed the servant-girl,
as she placed the chair for him, and lingered to put things, as
she considered, tidy. 'The mutton chop will be ready in a few
minutes,' said Katharine, preparing to leave the room again,
'will you ring for it ?' He could bear this no longer, and, placing himself before her, he said, ' Perhaps you would allow me a
few minutes' conversation first.' ' Will that do, Miss ?' said the
servant, looking around her with a pleased air. 'Yes, thank
' And I will ring,' exclaimed Charles,
you, Fanny, very well'
following her to the door, and closing it. . It was reopened:
'Will the gentleman like whole potatoes or mashed ?' 'I will
ring; yes, I will ring,' was the incoherent reply, and the door
was once more shut. He came back to Katharine, who was
sitting down, for her knees trembled so that she could not stand.
' Miss Ashton, forgive me, I have been very impatient.' Katharine smiled faintly. ' Very impatient !' he repeated; 'but there
may be an excuse. I have not thanked you for your note.' ' I
was glad to send it,' said Katharine. 'Thank you, you don't
know what it was to me.' He paused. Katharine looked for
her work. It was her resource against nervousness ; he thought
she was wishing to leave him, and his voice changed. 'I beg
your pardon, I am detaining you; I see you are busy.' ' Oh,
no; not at all, I have nothing to do; my time is at my own
disposal,' said Katharine. Tears gathered in her eyes, and he
saw them. ' That must be very sad to you when you have been
so occupied. May I be allowed to say how much I have felt for
you ?' ' It has been a great comfort to me to think of it,' replied
Katharine. She raised her eyes to his gratefully, and a look of
confidence and hope passed over his face as he said, ' It could
never be so great a comfort to you to receive, as to me to offer
help of any kind. I have so feared that I might be intruding.'
' That could never be,' said Katharine, 'after years of friendship.'
He repeated the word friendship with an accent of pain. 'You
do not reject it, I hope,' said Katharine, trying to smile. 'Reject
it? Heaven forbid ! but, Miss Ashton, it was friendship years
ago.' ' Yes,' was Katharine's only reply, and her hands trembled
so that she could scarcely hold her needle. He hesitated, was
about to speak, then checked himself again, and said abruptly :
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'Are promises made in haste never to be broken under any
'That is not a question for me to decide,
circumstances?'
said Katharine.
' Promises,' he continued, 'rash promises,
may they not be altered by time?' Katharine was silent.
'May they not be retracted by mutual consent ?' he added,
more eagerly. 'Yes, certainly,' replied Katharine. He caught
her hand: 'Miss Ashton, eight years ago I made a promise
to you - a promise that upon one subject I never would
trouble you again; is it still binding ?' He almost gasped for
breath. Katharine's cheek was colourless, her eyes were suddenly dimmed, she thought of Jane. Oh, if she could only tell
hitn at once ! She must, she was bound in honour, for it might
influence him.
'Say that I may speak,' he repeated, 'or
'There is an obstacle,' said
if the obstacle still exists'Katharine, interrupting him quickly. He let her hand fall, and,
sinking back into a chair covered his face with his hands and
exclaimed, 'Fool that I was to deceive myself.' Katharine continued hurriedly, ' I will not pretend to misunderstand you, Mr
'And tell me
Ronaldson, but I would wish to be quite open.'
that you are, as you always have been, indifferent to me,' he said,
with a bitter calmness; 'I thank you for it.' 'Not so,' said
Katharine, and the blood mantled in her cheek; 'but I must be
true, honest, for your sake as for my own; I am not in the position you imagine, I am not free.' He started from his seat, and
gazed at her wildly. 'I am not free,' repeated Katharine, with
forced calmness. ' I have accepted a situation of what some may
term dependence ; how long it may last I cannot say or think;
but it is binding upon me.' 'I cannot understand,' he exclaimed, whilst a mingled expression of bewilderment and relief
crossed his features. 'Dependence ! upon whom ? and binding !
what can be binding as love? Love,' he repeated, and he
seized her hand, and kept it without resistance, 'which has
lived through long years upon the fragments of hope, which has
never changed or faltered, which even in its despair would rather
have chosen death than forgetfulness ? Yes, Katharine,' he continued impetuously, 'next to my duty to God, you alone have
been my object through the whole course of my life. You
rejected me in words, but I left you only to love the more. You
rejected me in manner when I came to you in your hour of sorrow,
and you received me with the kindly indifference which is worse
than enmity ; and I returned to my home to treasure up your
image in my heart, and devote all my energies to your service.
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You withdrew from me more; even your cold letters of business
all but ceased, and when compelled to apply to me, you gave me
nothing beyond the commonplace words due to the most ordinary acquaintance; and I humbled myself by seeking to learn
from others what I dared not ask yourself. Your brother told
me he believed you to be indifferent, and still, still my love lived,
nourished by the shadows of my own imagination. In life you
have been my guiding star, in the prospect of death the lingering
earthly tie which it was agony to sever, and now you speak to me
of claims more binding. Katharine, if there be truth in heaven,
or love on earth, there is no claim so binding as mine must be,
if only you will admit it. What God hath joined together, man
Katharine's tears fell fast, he
cannot, dare not put asunder.'
pressed her hand to his lips, and added more gently, ' Is there no
word of hope for me ?' Katharine raised her eyes to his unshrinkingly, and answered, 'You shall yourself be the judge, if only
you will hear me. Think of me not as Katharine Ashton, holding an independent position in the world, and free to follow my
own will, but as engaged in the service of another-one whose
claims dated before yours,' she added, attempting to smile. ' I
am Mrs ForbeS' attendant-bound, pledged to her. Stay,' she
continued, seeing that he was about to interrupt her; 'it sounds
an absurdity; you think it a wild, romantic fancy; it is not that.
Under the circumstances of the family I might probably have
formed a similar determination, if no such duty had presented
itself, but it has come before me with the most urgent claim.
Mrs Forbes is ill, unhappy, I must not say more; I owe her a
debt of gratitude for years of kindness, far more than kindness ;
it was she that brought me fully to the service of God. To leave
her now would be cruelty; to think of really helping her except
in the position I have undertaken would be folly. I have promised to be her servant, and that promise I must keep before all
others. Simply and entirely her servant,' she added, bound to
wait upon her, willing to accept her wages, and pledged to remain
with her so long as my services are essential. This is my situation; you will see at once how much in many ways it may lead
you to alter your views.'
During Katharine's explanation, Charles had gradually become paler and paler, and as she concluded the last sentence, and
turned to him expecting a reply, he sat down and buried his face
in his hands. Katharine saw the ashy hue of his forehead and
was frightened. A glass of water was on the table, and she put
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it to his lips, He leaned his head back in the chair, and his eyes
closed.
After a few moments he looked up again, and
smiling, said, ':I had a horrible dream. that you had left me,
but you are still near.' ' Near, if you will let me be,' said Katharine, timidly. He gazed at her with an expression of reverence
mingled with the most intense affection, and motioning to her to
sit down by him, said, ' I did not know I could have been so weak,
but it is from happiness.' 'And you do not care?' said Katharine.
He drew a long breath, and answered earnestly,' Care-when you
give me hope? God be thanked for the mercy I have, so little
deserved.' 'But you understand it-you understand it quite,'repeated Katharine, anxiously; 'that I am really to be her servant;
that Colonel Forbes, that every one will look upon me as such;
that I cannot leave her, for it may be very long; I trust you understand.' 'That we are one,' he said, interrupting her eagerly:
'in life and in death that we are one; let me hear it from your
own lips;' and Katharine, though her voice trembled, put her
hand in his, and answered clearly and audibly, 'One, if still you
will have it so.'

CHAPTER LXI.

A NEW
phase in Katharine Ashton's life.
adjoining Jane's dressing-room

In a little room
at Maplestead, she was
seated at work. It was an autumn day, clear but cold; a fire
blazed on the hearth, the sun shone brightly into the apartment;
the view without over the park, with a glimpse of the long beech
avenue, was quieting, perhaps imposing in its stateliness; the
view within-the work-table; the books, the prints covering the
walls-was cheerful and very home-like. Katharine worked as
diligently now, whei she was making frocks for little Philip and
Lucy, as she had formerly done for her own little niece and
nephew. She was a person always to put her heart into what
she was doing, not for the sake of the work, but of Him who
gave it her to do. Yet there was pleasure also, great pleasure in
working for Jane; in feeling, as Katharine could not but feel'
that she was able to soothe her in hours of suffering, and hel
to restore peace to her mind. She had been at Maplestead no
three weeks, but the life had become so natural to her that sh
might have imagined it rather three months. She looked ba
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upon the time preceding, full as it was of excitement, pain, and
business, as upon the disturbed memories of some troubled
period of childhood or of youth; so separated it seemed from
the quiet tenor of her present existence. Yet, whilst she was
thus calmly employed in that still, solitary little room at Maplestead, John and Selina, and the children (who had become so
dear to her that separation from them was as the severance of a
limb from the body), were sailing over the wide seas, -to seek
their fortunes in a distant land, carrying with them the last link
which bound her to the sunny days of childhood. Sometimes
Katharine allowed herself to recall all that had passed in detail.
There were many lessons to be learned from it of faith and gratitude. She had been spared much, even when expecting to suffer
most. First, doubtless, owing to her engagement. That happihess increased day by day, though many might have murmured
at the restraint which circumstances imposed upon her, One of
Katharine's chief wishes was that it should not be made public;
that indeed no one should be told of it, except Mrs Ronaldson,
and her friends Mr and Mrs Reeves ; the former, of course, had
a claim of duty; with regard to the latter, Katharine felt that
guidance and counsel might be necessary to her in her untried
position, and she was anxious to put them in possession of the
facts, which would enable them to direct her rightly. Her
brother and Selina were to be told immediately before they
sailed, but Katharine very naturally shrank from putting herself
in the power of Selina's raillery, and was aware also that she
could in no way depend upon her discretion; and it was discretion which just then was most needed. If Mrs Forbes were
to learn how she was circumstanced, the dread of possibly interfering with her happiness would, Katharine knew, in all probability
so distress her that the plan for her benefit must fall to the ground.
And above all things it was most important just then to keep her
inind at rest. She was so shaken by her last illness that anything
like excitement, whether painful or pleasurable, might have most
fatal consequences. John and Selina were therefore informed
that Katharine was going to Maplestead for a time, and Katharine said also that she was to wait upon Mrs Forbes; but they
were too busy to realise the actual situation she was to hold.
They believed she would be there as a kind of temporary nurse,
rom kindness ; and this was so far a relief to John, that he did not
-el he was leaving his sister without the protection of a friend.
Yet the secret might probably never have been kept but for the
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necessity of Charles Ronaldson's leaving Moorlands the day after
his explanation. The parting was very painful; but Katharine
felt more for Charles than for herself. She had duty and affection for Jane to support her, he had nothing but her assurance that
the step she had taken was a duty. Yet he never attempted to
alter herresolution; he nevereven complained when she cautioned
him as to self-restraint and reserve until their engagement could
be made public, and entreated hih not to attempt to see her at
Maplestead, but to give her careful notice when he was coming
into the neighbourhood, that she might arrange to meet him elsewhere. His mind seemed to have found complete rest for the
time in the certainty of Katharine's affection ; whether this feeling would bear a long ordeal remained to be proved. Katharine,
however, did not try him unnecessarily. She made him see that
her promise to Jane need not necessarily delay their marriage
longer than would have been necessary from other circumstances.
Respect for her mother's memory would, at all events, have postponed it

for many months;

and she willingly

allowed that

the

engagement gave him a claim upon her to which she wasbound
to attend; and that she ought on no account to allow a fancied
necessity to interfere with it. Katharine was not a person to make
herself an unnecessary martyr, and then, as so many do, look
round for admiration. She wished to do what she felt to be right,
but she did not desire to exaggerate duties. For the future
Charles was to be always her first consideration; and now all
that seemed needed, both for him and herself, was patience and
a mutual resolution that love should not make them selfish.
With this feeling they separated, but to meet again before
long. Katharine worked for her brother and Selina up to the
last moment of their remaining at Moorlands, and then accompanied them to London, where her cousins in Great Russell
Street gave them a welcome and a home. Then came ten days
of incessant harass, and great pain, which would have seemed
to Katharine scarcely endurable, but that Charles managed to
be in London at the same time, and shared all her cares. Its
was then that John was told of her engagement, and in the
fulness of his satisfaction he evinced a warmth of affection,
which Katharine had before supposed to be entirely lost to her.
Selina also gave her cordial thanks for past kindness and wishes
for future happiness ; and when at last the bitter moment
separation arrived, and Katharine's heart, seemed well-nig
breaking, as the children clung to her, and entreated her t
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follow them, she was soothed by hearing John whisper in her
ear that they might carry with them good spirits and bright
hopes, but they were leaving their greatest treasure behind
them.
They were pleasant last words to treasure in the memory,
after all the hard ones which had preceded them, and peacefully
though very mournfully they lingered in Katharine's recollection,
as she stood watching the crowded ship, and waving her handkerchief, till all individual objects were lost in the distance.
: The world was very desolate to Katharine at that moment,
even with Charles by her side. Perhaps she realised then even
more than before, the barrier that she had raised between herself
and immediate freedom.. Jane was needing her at Maplestead,
and it was necessary that she 'should keep her engagement;
Charles had urgent business claiming his attention in the
North; and the very day that the ship sailed for Australia, they
separated once more at the railway station, when to meet again
neither could say, but trying to persuade themselves that constant correspondence would at least soothe the aching regret,
which both felt would only cease when they should be at liberty
to be always together.
And Katharine was now Mrs Forbes' lady's-maid. How
strange it seemed to every one ! how much more strange than
to herself! She might have: appeared a most consummate
actress, for every part in life which she undertook became real
to her. She could answer Jane's bell, speak of her as her mistress, and receive her instructions; she could stand aside
espectfully for Colonel Forbes to pass, listen with a most
unmoved countenance to his hasty words, and deliver his orders.
She could assist the housekeeper if required, in domestic
'rrangements, and consult with her as to little plans for Jane's
comfort. She' could, in fact, do every duty which might at any
ime be required of a lady's-maid, not only without causing any
'eling of awkwardness to others, but actually without feeling it
erself. She was Katharine Ashton through everything, and
ot to be altered by any outward change of circumstances. It
as impossible to offend her, she had no false dignity to make
er vulnerable. If Crewe gave himself unpleasant airs, it was a
use of regret for him, but not for herself ; if some of her old
ilworth acquaintances looked at her with pity, and perhaps a
le mixture of pride, she could smile at their total misconcepn of her feelings. But she could not be annoyed with them,
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because it was not possible they should understand her. She
had learned to live so entirely above the world, that whenever a
thought crossed her mind of having lowered herself, or that
others would think she had done so, she could put it aside in an
instant, by considering herself not as working for man, but God ;
not as a member of a human society, but as a fellow-citizen with
the saints, and of the household of God. Doubtless there was
much of this to be attributed to the disposition born with her.
Some persons are naturally much more simple than others, but
like all other graces, simplicity is unquestionably to be acquired ;
and Katharine had laboured with the one talent which it had
pleased God to bestow upon her, until through His grace it had
become five.
A bell rang, and Katharine laid down her work and went to
answer it. Jane was in her own morning-room, the scene of
that eventful arrangement of the books which had caused
Katharine so much annoyance. Jane had rallied very considerably in the last few weeks; indeed ever since Katharine's
offer of being with her. .Her mind seemed to rest upon the
idea as a stay, and any little inconveniences which before had
fretted her, were put aside with the thought, 'When Katharine
comes, all will be right.'
It was very pleasant to see the
smile which passed over her features when Katharine entered;
it told of such thankful trust; yet it was followed just now
with a sigh of weariness. 'I rang, Katharine, to ask if you
would be kind enough to see if any one is going into Rilworth. I want some note-paper; just look,' and she pointed
to a rather closely-written paper, 'This is to be copied six
times.' 'I am afraid it will tire you, ma'am, very much,'
said Katharine. 'Must it all be done to-day?' ' To-day or
to-morrow, if I can; that is, Colonel Forbes did not exactly
ask me, but he said he should like to have it done.' ' Sittin
up will make your side ache, ma'am. Don't you think you ha
better lie down a little and rest now?'
Katharine moved to th
sofa and arranged the pillow. 'You would make me so ve
lazy, Katharine,' said Jane ; but she put her head back and owne
that it ached rather. 'I do not think you have finished t
book which you said Colonel Forbes wished you to read, ma'a
Might I fetch it and finish it to you ?' ' I had quite forgott
it,' exclaimed Jane, quickly, and in a tone of alarm. 'Yes, pr
get it; only what shall I do about the papers?' ' I suppo
they are private,' said Katharine.
' Oh no I they are mer
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some political circulars to be sent to a few people.' 'It would be
very easy for me to copy them if I might be allowed,' said Katharine. Jane looked a little inclined to agree, but after a moment's
thought, shook her head, and said it would not do. ' Then per,
haps I had better go and order the note-paper,' said Katharine.
'Mr Crewe is going into Rilworth I know.' ' There are a good
many commissions in my memorandum book,' said Jane, 'if you
don't think he will be put out by having to attend to them.'
Katharine smiled, and said she would try to soften his heart ; and
once more putting Jane's pillow in a comfortable position, and
placing a little table with a work-basket by her side, she went
away, Jane entreating her as she closed the door not on any
account to forget the book. Katharine went down to the housekeeper's room. She was looking over the linen, and adding to
the inventory, and good-humoured though she usually was, yet on
this occasion she was a little inclined to be cross. Katharine.inquired if she could tell where Mr Crewe was likely to be found.
'Indeed, Miss Ashton, I don't know-four, five, six-I'm sure
there's one of the dusters missing.' Katharine picked it up from
the floor. 'Thank you; that's one set right. Just give me
those others on the round table, will you ?' Katharine did as
she was directed, and inquired if all the linen she saw there was
to be entered in the book. ' To be sure it is, every bit, and a
good long day's work it will be for me to-day, and to-morrow, and
the next day too.' ' You had better let me come and help you
by and by,' said Katharine, ' I am used to writing.' 'Well, I
must say that would be very good-natured of you. It is a terrible
job if one has not help, and the upper housemaid has a desperate
headache, so I began without her.' 'I will come, if you like,
when Mrs Forbes goes out for her drive,' said Katharine.
'Did you say you had seen Mr Crewe lately?'
Not for the
last half-hour; he was in here scolding something about one of
the grooms; but I haven't seen him since. Let James go and
look for him.' ' No, I won't trouble any one, thank you,' replied Katharine. 'I dare say I shall find him in the servants'
hall. Shall you be ready for me about half-past two o'clock ? I
think Mrs Forbes will go out about that time to-day. She was
too late yesterday.' ' If the Colonel means to drive her, she
won't get out before half-past three,' said the housekeeper ; 'but
i that s not your concern nor mine, Miss Ashton. Come when you
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will, I shall be glad to have your help.' Katharine proceeded

to the servants' hall,

meeting on the way a kitchen-maid, a poor
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girl whose mother was dying in the village. ' Susan, I saw your
mother this morning,' she said, 'when I took Miss Lucy and
. Master Philip out for a walk. I could not stop an instant; but
she was a little betters and sent her love to you.' ' Thank you,
Miss, very much;' and the kitchen-maid dropped a curtsey to the
grand lady's-maid, and thought how different she was from Mlle.
Laurette. 'You have not seen Mr Crewe anywhere, have you?'
asked Katharine. 'No, Miss; couldn't I go and look for him
for you ?' 'I won't trouble you,' was again Katharine's answer ;
and the politeness was as strange and as pleasant to the little
kitchen-maid as the sympathy.
Mr Crewe was found in the servants' hall, reading the Times,
the only difference between him and his master in this respect
was that his newspapers were always a day old. He had just the
same nonchalant air on these occasions as Colonel Forbes, and
did not suffer himself to be at all more disturbed by the knowledge that any person was wishing to speak to him. 'I think,
Mr Crewe, you are going to Rilworth this afternoon,' said
Katharine, standing at the door. 'I think, Miss Ashton, I am.'
'There is a list of commissions, which perhaps you will be good
enough to attend to for Mrs Forbes and your master. The books
Colonel Forbes would wish to have particularly this evening. I
will leave the list on the table. The things are to be sent to the
" Bear," and the carrier will bring them over.' And before Crewe
had time to reply either civilly or uncivilly, Katharine was gone.
How Crewe hated her ! she never was cross, or flighty, or troublesome; she never came in his way, or even asked him to do disagreeable things. Even now she had taken away the only cause
of complaint he could find as regarded the commissions. Laurette
had always insisted upon his loading himself with brown paper
parcels. Now that Katharine was come, they were either given
in charge of one of the'other servants, or sent by the carrier. He
had no opportunity of teasing her, except when they dined together
in the housekeeper's room, and then Katharine kept up such a
pleasant conversation with Mrs Brown, and was so civilly indifferent to himself, that he never could tell whether she noticed his
manner, and certainly he never felt that he had any power over
her. It was intensely irritating to be forced to respect her, when
hitherto the chief amusement in his rather dull life at Maplestead
had been alternately tormenting and flattering the unfortunate
lady's-maids who were in attendance upon Mrs Forbes. Katharine was perfectly unapproachable, and Crewe's dislike increased
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in exact proportion to the approbation of the rest of the
household.
Katharine of necessity reciprocated the feeling to a certain
extent; Crewe was the only really disagreeable person she was
obliged in any way to associate with, and she could never feel
thoroughly at ease when he was present; but happily for her she
saw nothing of him except at meal-times. Her fear of him was
very different from that with which she regarded Colonel Forbes,
who, whatever might be his irritability of temper, never forgot
that he was a gentleman, and that as such all women had a certain claim upon his protection. The pain he caused her was for
Jane, not for herself, and certainly Jane was the greater sufferer.
Colonel Forbes might be haughty to Katharine, but it would have
lowered his dignity in his own eyes to be pettish with her, as he
was with his wife. Katharine, however, took great care never
to come in his way, and never, if it could be avoided, to remind
him of former days. The tone which she had adopted, or rather
which had been natural to her, when first she proposed to enter
his service, was always retained. It was that which had weighed
with him when agreeing to receive her. He had said to Jane
when first the subject was discussed between them, that Miss
Ashton seemed to know her position. He was afraid she might
be romantic, but she was of a good, steady age, and had seen
enough of the world to know that such folly would not do for
everyday life; and if she really was in reduced circumstances,
why it might be as well for her to enter a service like theirs,
which was of a superior kind. He had no objection to her trying
the place, if she did not give herself airs; if she knew how to
keep her proper distance ; but he could have no sentimentalities.
If she came to Maplestead, she would be Mrs Forbes' maid, and
she must be content to be treated as such. He worked himself
up into a fit of indignation; as if Katharine had ever expressed
a wish to be anything else ! and he touched his wife's sensitive
feelings to the quick, and made her feel as though it would be
impossible to allow Katharine to accept a situation in which there
would be such jealousy of her every action. But when, yielding
to this feeling, she began to suggest obstacles, Colonel Forbes
turned completely round, blamed her for encouraging Katharine
in pride, insisted upon it that in her circumstances the higher
grades of service offered the best possible prospects of happiness,
nd at length from the mere spirit of contradiction, did the very
thing which Jane and Katharine were anxious he should do.
2F,
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Katharine went to his room to fetch the book which Jane
wanted. She knocked at the door, was told to come in, and found
Colonel Forbes busied in conversation with Mr George Andrews.
Very much perplexed was Mr Andrews whenever he met Katharine now. She had become an amphibious animal, and he wasalways under the fear that by allowing her to approach too near,
she might drag him from the position which he had attained,
and in which he by no means felt himself secure. His goodnature suggested to him to shake hands, his dignity warned him
that it would be safer to bow, and dignity gained the victory ;
and most solemn was the reverence he bestowed upon her.
'Might I take this book, sir, for Mrs Forbes ?' inquired Katharine, seeing the missing volume on the table. 'That book? let
me see;' he took it from her, and turned to Mr Andrews. ' It
is worth reading. I advise you to get it, Andrews. It treats the
question of reform more cleverly than anything I have seen yet.
Has not your mistress finished it, Miss Ashton?'
'No, sir,
she was wishing to do so.'
Mr Andrews expressed a great
desire to peruse the volume, and turned over the pages, murmuring to himself as he read the heads of the different chapters:
'Very important-highly interesting-new views,' etc. Katharine, the most patient of attendants, stood at the door, waiting till
he had done with it. 'I thought your mistress was to have finished
it this morning,' said Colonel Forbes. ' She was going to do so,
sir, directly. I think she has not many pages to finish, she read
a good deal last night before she went to bed.' 'Mrs Forbes is
a politician I see,' said Mr Andrews ; but Colonel Forbes never
liked personal remarks upon his wife of any kind, and did not
reply to the observation, but merely said, impatiently to Katharine,
'Well ! you may take it, Miss Ashton, only tell Mrs Forbes -it
must be sent away this afternoon.' 'My mistress is going to
read it directly, sir, after she has finished some writing she has
to do.' ' Tell her to put away her writing, unless she doesn't
care about the book, which I suppose is the case,' he murmured,
pettishly, to himself. ' I think my mistress would like to finis
the book, sir, if I might take it to her; the writing was onl
copying.' 'Copying! oh! yes, I remember. Circulars, Andrew
just a few of them for our own private friends. Here is one I
Mr Andrews perused the circular diligently, and Colo
Forbes continued, 'It would be well to have a good many mo
there is nothing like pre-occupying the ground.' 'Nothing 1
it,' repeated Mr Andrews. 'Excellent, indeed,' he added, layi
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the papers on the table, 'wonderfully to the point; really,
Colonel, you do manage to put things in the most striking way.'
Colonel Forbes winced a little. Even after so many years of
acquaintance, he could never quite get over the familiarity of
Mr Andrews' manner. 'It is merely a simple explanation of
my views,' he said, carelessly; ' but it may be as well to let
people know them. Mrs Forbes has six of these papers written,
you say?' he added, speaking to Katharine. 'She will have
by post-time, sir. If there was nothing private in them, perhaps I might be allowed to help.' A gleam of satisfaction
crossed Colonel Forbes' countenance. 'Well, perhaps, yes,
I think that is a good notion. Then I shall reckon upon
twelve?' Katharine was not in the least prepared for this, but
she assented, and that willingly. Anything to save Jane the
weariness of so much writing I 'And if my mistress has time,
sir, she may finish the book too?' she said. 'Of course, only
don't forget to let me have it by post-time.' Katharine retreated,
first making a curtsey to Mr Andrews. A little compunction
touched him then, and he inquired if she had any news of her
brother. 'None, sir, yet, thank you ; except from the pilot who
took the vessel down the Channel.' ' No tidings of poor Mrs
John,' said Mr Andrews, laughing; 'I wonder how she and
sea-sickness will agree.' A short cough from Colonel Forbes
recalled him to his dignity. He certainly never was safe when
he ventured beyond its protection; and he drew back in a
moment, and with a patronising ' Good morning, Miss Ashton,
I am glad to see you looking so well and comfortable,' retreated into the safe sphere of politics.

CHAPTER LXII.
HAT copying of the circular was but a trifle, but it worked
Colonel Forbes had never felt
considerable effects.
quite comfortable when making his wife write for him. He
ew the attitude was painful after a time, and he was not
t all sure that it was good for her general health; but the
estion was between his comfort and hers, and as usual hers
as to give way.
His conscience was relieved by Katharine's offer, and he took
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great advantage of it-more a great deal than he had any
right to do, more than any other person in Katharine's situation would probably have been willing to bear. But love makes
all things smooth, and Katharine would have laboured ten
times more to save Jane trouble, or give her a moment's pleasure. And it was very useful too, in other ways, to be thus
brought more in contact with Colonel Forbes. It gave her
almost insensibly to herself, and certainly to him, a share in
his interests, and so softened his feeling towards her. He did
not look at her now in an antagonistic point of view; his first
thought when he saw her was not what he had to complain of,
but how he could make her useful. He never praised her, and
scarcely thanked her, but he endured her, and would have felt
her loss if she had gone away; and that with a man of his
temperament was a great point gained.
Now and then it even crossed Katharine's mind that she might
be making herself too useful, raising up additional barriers between herself and the freedom which eventually she hoped to
attain; but again her sober judgment of duty came to her aid,
and taking the first step which presented itself to her as right,
she left the second to God. Jane was better-able to see more
of her children-to attend a little to the poor-to drive out, and
occasionally see her friends; but there was nothing like real, permanent strength to be seen. Katharine was very clear-sighted
on this point ; all the more so because she felt how much her
own happiness might depend upon it. Charles was extremely
good and patient : he never complained, or put forward his own
wishes selfishly, but as weeks went on, Katharine could see that
he was pained at their long separation, and anxious for an excuse to
come to Rilworth, and unhappy if ever an obstacle was suggested.
And when this was the case so early in their engagement, she
could not but fear what the effect of the prolonged delay might
be upon his spirits. Such a state of things naturally brought up
again the question of comparative duty to him and to Jane; but
that was looking into the future. They could not be married
yet, even if she were free, and doubtless before the year was ex.
pired which feeling for her mother's memory required shoul
elapse, her duty would be made clear to her. In the meantim
separation and annoyance had been as it were accepted b
them, and must be borne with resignation. For herself, s
had much to lessen her trial. First, perhaps, that which it
always in human nature to feel, that the suffering was h
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voluntary choice, not brought upon her by the will of another;
and next the constant, brightening influence of Jane's presence
and companionship. For it was companionship, notwithstanding Katharine's watchfulness lest affection should lead either
of them to a degree of intimacy which Colonel Forbes might
disapprove.
Katharine read aloud well; she had been carefully taught at
Miss Richardson's, and had always been in the habit of reading
to her mother. Jane's eyes were weak, and on what she used
to call her bad days, the effort of reading to herself was very
fatiguing. It was a great pleasure to find that Katharine could
go on reading for nearly two hours at a time without showing
any signs of weariness; and when the book was laid aside, there
was a still greater pleasure in hearing her simple, frank, clever
remarks, so totally unbiased by the world, so unlike the trite
observations which Jane had been accustomed to in general
society. Katharine had cultivated her mind of late years as far
as in her lay, because she was anxious to follow the advice of a
person whom she respected like Mr Reeves; now she found the
benefit, as he had told her would be the case. She was the
better fitted by it for the position in which the providence of
God had placed her. Such intercourse was like a new sense to
Jane, and now and then she was induced to bring forward Katharine's doubts and questions to her husband, not saying whose
they were (for that might have jarred upon him), but putting
them before him as he liked to hear them, in an humble, submissive manner, which allowed him fully to feel his own superiority.
A little conversation of this kind was very sweet to her after the
perpetual contradiction to which she had been subjected. She
wondered why she had so seldom before been able to discuss
books with him. But there was a difference between bringing
forward her own opinions or convictions and those of another.
Her own were more precious to her, more important, and to
hear them contradicted or ridiculed seemed to widen the breach
between them. Katharine's were sufficiently like her own to be
,interesting, but not sufficiently so to make her unhappy, if they
were not deemed worthy of attention.
And there was good for Katharine also in this intercourse. A
eat difference exists between minds trained in the active and
e passive schools of life, by action or by endurance. Busy
minds too often want softness, refinement, elevation; there is
ttle poetry in them, or that which they possess is only latent,
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crushed beneath the load of present interests; and so too often
they lack that spirituality which is poetry in its truest and highest
sense. There is danger in this. We may work, even for God,
so as to forget Him, and very good therefore it is for us if, when
forbidden the leisure to pause ourselves, we are permitted to gaze,
though but for awhile, upon those whose existence is spiritual
rather than material, and who bring before us a faint image of
the undying, yet ever-resting love of Heaven.
Jane's life was, even now, in Katharine's eyes, like that of an
angel-as pure, as raised above all worldly hopes or fears. If
at times she grieved bitterly over her husband's coldness, or
thought anxiously of her children's future lot, her fears and
sorrows were fast becoming absorbed in the daily, hourly contemplation of the far dearer love, to the enjoyment of which she
was, in God's mercy, hastening. It was repose to sit by her,
to hear her speak, to watch the bright, calm smile, which so
often, even in the midst of suffering, lingered on her worn face.
Even whilst exerting herself still at times beyond her strength in
attending to the necessary duties of her station, there was no
forgetfulness, no absorption in earthly cares. It might have
seemed that an invisible hand was ever before her, pointing to
the dial-plate of time, and warning her that she was about to
hear the summons to eternity.
Yes, it was very good for Katharine to live in such a presence.
It was a lesson to be remembered through life, to elevate her
mind in sorrow, and sober it in joy. And fully and thankfully
she realised its blessings. Not all her love for Charles, her glad
hopes for the future, her peaceful yet sorrowing regrets for the
past, could make her insensible to the fact that the providence of
God was placing her where, for the good of her own soul, it was
best that she should be. If she had in a degree sacrificed her own
for another's happiness, the sacrifice was a hundredfold repaid.
The quiet life in Jane's room-the sight of her childlike yet
intense devotion, her unresisting submission, her wonderful unselfishness-was more powerful in its effect upon Katharine's
mind than the most eloquent sermon or the most holy words of
meditation. Essentially practical herself, she required, in order
to be influenced, the sight of practice in others. Mere poetry,
enthusiasm, or abstraction, would have had no power over her.
However beautiful in appearance, she would in a moment have
discovered the element wanting to their reality. But there could
be no doubt with Jane. Religion was in her every thought,
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word, and action. It could no more have been separated from
her existence, than the air she breathed, and, when withheld from
expressing itself outwardly, it worked inwardly, effacing, day by
day, the remaining stains of human infirmity, and tracing upon
her fair, calm features, the indescribable beauty of the world of
purity in which her thoughts so fondly dwelt.
By living with Jane, Katharine learned that there were heights
in religion within her own reach, but which hitherto she had only
imagined attainable in the entire seclusion of a solitary life.
And Colonel Forbes lived with Jane also. What effect had
such an intercourse upon him ?
He had no key to the language of her soul, and he did not
understand her.

CHAPTER LXIII.

K

ATHARINE

had been at Maplestead three months. She
had during that period seen Charles once, for about two
hours only, when he came to his aunt's for a day, and she had
been able to meet him by appointment at the Rectory. He had
talked of coming again in six weeks, and Katharine was beginning to expect him. She was working as usual in her own room,
a little troubled in her mind at not having heard from him that
morning, as she had anticipated, and wondering whether silence
meant that he was coming. The two children were with her, for
her room was a favourite resort with them. They had a nursery
governess, a Swiss, only lately arrived, and it was rejoicing to
them to escape from a stranger to one whom they had so long
known. ' Mademoiselle reads so oddly,' said Philip, 'I don't a
bit understand her, and she can't teach me Latin at all, and I
want to learn Latin very much.' ' To be a man,' added Lucy.
' Miss Ashton, Philip always wishes he was a man.' 'He will
have his wish one of these days,' said Katharine, smiling, ' if he
ould live long enough; but he must have patience.' ' Made-,
oiselle has not patience,' said Philip; 'she got into a great
'No, not about
passion this morning all about nothing.'
othing,'said Lucy, whose love of truth was remarkable; 'it was
because you laughed at her, Philip.' 'I could not help it,' relied Philip; 'nobody could. You know, Miss Ashton, she
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reads Sare for Sir.' ' That is her foreign way of pronouncing,'
observed Katharine; 'but do you ever read to her, Master
Philip ?' ' Sometimes ; but she was reading a story to me, then.
'Only it makes
You know I read to mamma generally.'
mamma's head ache,' said Lucy. 'It ached so much this morning, that we could not read at all,' continued Philip; 'and we
didn't yesterday, nor the day before.' 'Except the Bible,' said
Lucy; 'you forget. ' No, I don't; but we didn't read the Bible,
Katharine bemamma read it to us,' replied Philip, hastily.
came a little thoughtful. She knew enough of education to be
aware that this irregular training was very prejudicial. 'Well,
you must go back to the schoolroom now,' she said. ' It is
mamma's luncheon time, and I must go and see that she has it
comfortably.' 'And ask her if she will take me out in the carriage with her this afternoon,' said Philip. ' I don't like walking
with mademoiselle, at all.' ' We needn't walk ; we may play in
the garden if we like,' said Lucy. ' Yes, but I like the carriage
best; it goes along so fast.' ' The pony would go faster,' said
Lucy. ' I don't care for the pony, because mamma won't let me
go without a leading rein.' ' That is what I like,' said Lucy, 'it
is so safe.' 'But you are a girl,' exclaimed Philip, contemptuously. ' Boys never go with leading reins.' 'Except when their
'But now, Master
mammas wish it,' suggested Katharine.
Philip, you really must run away, and I will remember to ask
about the carriage.'
The children departed, and Katharine,
after lingering for a few moments in thought, went to the morning-room.
It was one of Jane's bad days, as Philip had said; she had a
very bad headache, and she had no appetite. Katharine placed
a little table by her side, and carved the wing of a partridge for
her, and poured out a glass of wine, but she could not touch anything. She seemed very exhausted, and talked of not going out
in the afternoon. Katharine did not tease her to eat when she
found how her appetite was gone, but rang to have the things
taken away, and then made Jane lie down, and offered to read to
her; but her head was aching too much, and Katharine, at he
request, took her work instead, and sat down by her. She ha
hoped that Jane might sleep, but she did not seem inclined, an
they began talking about the children. ' It vexes me so, som
times,' said Jane,' to have them so little with me. This mor
ing I sent them away, and so I did yesterday, and the day before
I can't read to them at all scarcely, now, it tires me so.'
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must be worse reading to children than to grown-up people,
said Katharine, ' because they cannot be kept quiet.' ' No, and
that distracts one; but I can't bear hearing many people read
the Bible, it is one of my fidgets ; Colonel Forbes reads beautifully,' she added. ' I can imagine that,' replied Katharine; ' he
has such a good voice.' 'And he reads with such reverence,'
said Jane, in a sorrowful tone, as her mind travelled back to
those past years when one of her great pleasures had been pointing out to him her favourite passages in the Prophecies, and
listening to him whilst he read them aloud, or spoke of them
with an admiration of their beauty, which she had fondly believed
to proceed from the heart, as well as the intellect. ' He has
not much time for reading now,' she added. ' Perhaps he does
not know that you would like it,' observed Katharine.
Oh! yes,
he does, he must know it,' said Jane; and yet,' she continued,
with a smile, 'I dare say I never said much about it; I was
dreadfully shy in those days.'
I wish he would read to the
children in the morning,' observed Katharine ; 'it would be
much better, ma'am, than your doing it.' ' He has not time,'
said Jane ; ' and he does not understand children, he would be
fretted by them ; and I could not talk before him; not that I
talk much now, I am too tired.' ' I should have thought Colonel
Forbes liked reading out,' said Katharine; 'most people enjoy
doing what they do well.' ' I think he would like it, if it came
into his head ; at least, it depends upon the kind of reading.'
Katharine longed to say, why don't you ask him to read; but she
was afraid it might appear a liberty. ' What are you thinking
of, Katharine ?' said Jane, after a short silence.
Katharine
smiled, and blushed a little; she had been thinking what she
should feel if the time should ever come that she was afraid to
ask Charles to read the Bible to her. ' If I were not a coward!
continued Jane, thoughtfully; ' that has been my bane through
life. Katharine, I am very glad you are not one.'
'I could
not say that I am not,' said Katharine; 'I think I am a great
coward in some things much more than you were, ma'am, when
first 1 knew you.' 'Ah ! but I was free then,' said Jane; and,
after a moment's thought, she added, 'cowardice comes with
love.' 'But it cannot stay,' said Katharine. ' Perfect love
casteth out fear.' 'That is not human love,' said Jane, earnestly; 'there must be some fear, I think, where there is imperfection.' 'And fear creates fear,' said Katharine. An expression
of pain crossed Jane's face; she was silent again for a few
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moments, then she said, ' Katharine, if I were to begin my life
over again, I would try above all things never to give way to
cowardice; it has done me much harm, and others also,' she
added, in a lower tone. Katharine hesitated a little before she
replied: 'I suppose it is possible to overcome it, whether at the
beginning or the end of life.' 'It is possible to be resigned to its
effects, said Jane ; 'but I do not think it is possible to overcome
it, or, at least, I do not think it would be wise to attempt it, because it would be unnatural and jarring.' ' And so things must
remain as they are,' observed Katharine, sadly but timidly ; she
had seldom before approached so near the subject of Jane's
private feelings towards her husband. A faint smile passed over
Jane's face as she turned to Katharine affectionately, and said,
'Don't fret for me, Katharine; it is good for me-and,' she added
solemnly, 'in God's mercy, I think it may be good for him : I
have great trust.' Katharine could not echo the words. 'His
heart,' continued Jane, speaking quickly, as if anxious to pour
forth all that was working in her mind, now that the barrier
which had kept it in was for a season broken down, ' has never
been touched by real sorrow. I think he will feel it when I am
gone; he will know then the love that he has lost with me.'
Tears dimmed Katharine's eyes; it was a mournful hope, after
years of what ought to have been happiness in married life ; and
again she thought of Charles and her own prospects. ' It will
come,' continued Jane, her cheek tinged with the faint crimson
of excitement ; 'the change will come ; not yet-not that I shall
see it; but it will surely come; and when he is restored to me
again, it will be with the love of which I dreamed in childhood,
and for which my heart has yearned through life. Once,
Katharine, I prayed that it might be permitted to me now
to see it and rejoice; but the prayer has been denied, doubtless in great mercy. It must be good that I should bear,
the punishment of my own failings.' 'Yours, dear Mrs Forbes !'
exclaimed Katharine, eagerly; 'oh! who can ever have had'
a claim to happiness in married life, if not you ?' 'Ah ! Katharine, you do not know; you have seen but the outside;
whether, if I had been different, he would not have been;
different also, who can say ? and besides, I did err in many.
ways. I had constitutional defects, and I yielded to them.'
' You were very timid and reserved,' said Katharine. 'Ant
cold from timidity,' continued Jane; 'I never helped him on
he often told me so, and he was right, quite right.' ' But
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Katharine hesitated. 'Say what you think, dear Katharine,'
said Jane, ' you cannot hurt me; I am past the power of being
wounded,' she added, trying to smile. 'It was not against
you,' replied Katharine; 'it was an excuse. I was going to
say, that in your place, I should have been quite as timid, and
in consequence, as cold.' 'No, you would not, Katharine;
or if you felt yourself inclined to give way, you would have
struggled against the weakness. In my case there was no
struggle; reserve was in my nature, and I yielded to it. Even
before I learned to fear, I was reserved.' ' But you showed your
feeling in action,' said Katharine. 'In obedience,' replied
Jane; 'but obedience is not necessarily love, and even if it were
so, it is not sufficient. A man's nature requires that his affections should be brought into active exercise, not.permitted to lie
dormant. The spring is not quick and ever-flowing like a
woman's; and if it is covered up, it will become dry.' ' But,
surely,' said Katharine, ' with a wife and children, a man's
affection can never be said to be dormant.' ' Not until his wife
has spoiled him,' said Jane, very gravely ; and the words carried
Katharine back to the unconscious prophecy which she herself
had uttered on Jane's wedding day. ' People have said to me,
laughingly,' continued Jane, 'that I spoiled my husband. They
little knew the pang which the words brought. Yes, Katharine,
I acknowledge humbly, without excuse, that I have spoiled him.
Because I dreaded to see him fretted, and- shrank from the
slightest appearance of contradiction, I put out of his way everything which might annoy him, however necessary it might have
been for him to see it. I did not give him the opportunity of
consulting my wishes, because I seldom or never expressed them.
I made him think I could live without him, because I never told
him in what my own inner life consisted, and so never put it
into his mind to wish to share it. It was all wrong-all a mistake-I hope it was not sinful; but it was a great error, it was
fear.' She paused-and her breath came quick and faint with
the exertion she had made in speaking. There was a silence of
some seconds-then Katharine said, 'I can scarcely fancy
Colonel Forbes a man to bear any different treatment.' ' Because
you see him as he is now,' said Jane ; 'when for years he has
never, in his private life, known what it was to be contradicted;
but, Katharine, it was not so once. There was the germ of the
same disposition, but it might have been very differently nurtured,
and it would have brought forth different fruit. He did care for
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the things for which I cared in those first days; and if I had not
been so sensitively fastidious, if I had been able to bear a hasty
tone, or an impatient look, he might have cared for them still;
he might have been angry for an instant, but it would have passed
off; and if then, instead of a chilling timidity, which I was conscious of, and which made me wretched, but which I seldom or
never heartily strove to overcome, I could have shown him what
I really felt, he would not only have forgotten, but even have
loved me the more because I taught him how to bring out his
-own feelings. Men like that,' she continued. ' The more they
feel themselves drawn off to the world by business or politics,
the more they value everything which shows them that their
higher nature is still living within them. They have not the
power to bring it out for themselves : at least after they have
passed beyond youth: it is a woman's quicker impulse which
must do that, and if this is wanting, it too often sinks, and is
buried.' 'Never to rise again?' asked Katharine, repenting
the words as they escaped her; but she need not have feared.
Jane looked at her quietly and fixedly, and said in a voice which
did not falter, ' Yes, Katharine, to rise, but at the call of God, in
sorrow and in death.'

CHAPTER LXIV.

KATHARINE

recurred to that conversation often in her
own mind. Jane was right, there had been an error in
her life. Whether it were in human nature to have rectified it,
Katharine was some times inclined to doubt. Cold and fretful
as Colonel Forbes now was, she could scarcely imagine the possibility of any amount of warmth of manner, or any claim upon
his sympathy, however judicious,rousing him from his selfishness.
Yet there were symptoms which although they perplexed her,
made her believe that she did not thoroughly understand him;
and that there might be feelings to be touched with which as yet
she was unacquainted. He was always more cross than usual
when Jane was particularly ill; there was a cause for this in the
interruption to his own comfort; but then it also implied that his
comfort in some degree depended upon her. He was never satis
fled unless she approved everything he did. This again was th
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result of his impatience of contradiction, but it was also a proof
that he had a respect for her opinion. He was always urging her to
go into society, or to receive company. This was done very
selfishly, but it showed that he could not rest satisfied unless she
shared his interests. He was not indifferent to his wife; he
might complain, and fret, and tease her ; he did so perpetually;
but he evidently could not live without her. Katharine did not
comprehend this till after she had been some time at Maplestead,
and not thoroughly then until after her conversation with Jane.
The idea that there had been an error in what might be called
Colonel Forbes' training threw a new light upon his character.
If he had in any degree been made selfish, perhaps the fault
might be unmade. A very difficult task it would be, with all his
natural inclinations working against the attempt; but still with
watchfulness and prudence, and the aid of Him without whom
all such efforts are vain, not to be set aside as hopeless.
Katharine called little Philip to her one morning, about a week
after she had talked to Jane, and inquired whether he had been
to his mamma for his Scripture reading. Philip's answer was, as
she had expected, in the negative : ' Mamma was not up, and
they were to read in the afternoon.' ' Mamma ought to go out
for a drive in the afternoon,' said Katharine; 'and when she
comes in she will be so tired. I wish she would let me come
and read for her.' ' I shouldn't like that,' said Philip, bluntly,
' I don't like any one to read to me but mamma.' ' Or papa,' said
Katharine, 'he reads so beautifully.' ' Did you ever hear him ?'
asked Philip. 'Sometimes, a little, but mamma says he does, and
she must know.' 'He never reads the Bible,' said Philip.' 'Oh !
yes, I dare say .hedoes often to himself, but it would be very nice
to hear him read it aloud, wouldn't it ?' ' I don't know,' replied the
' But then if it tries poor
boy, 'I would rather hear mamma.'
mamma, you would rather hear papa than any one else ?' ' I
will ask Lucy,' said Philip, unable to decide the point without reference to his constant companion and elder sister. They came
back together. 'Will papa read to us ?' asked Lucy, who had
gained only a very vague notion of the conversation from Philip's
report. 'I don't know whether he will,' replied Katharine, 'but
I think it would be very nice to hear him if he had time, because
mamma says he reads more beautifully almost than any one,
especially in the Bible.' ' Papa does a great many things better
than other people,' said Philip, who had already imbibed the
feeling of importance from his father's man er. Katharine did
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not cordially respond to the remark,'but observed again that it
would be very pleasant to have papa to read to them every
morning. 'I think I shall go and ask him,' said Philip, considering. 'I don't like to go to the study,' said Lucy, 'papa
always has so many letters to write, and says "run away," and
then I am frightened.' ' That is just like a girl,' said Philip ; ' I
shouldn't be frightened if he said "run away" to me !' 'You
would, though,' replied Lucy; 'you sent me the other day when
you wanted the sugar plums from Rilworth.' ' I don't like asking
things for myself,' said Philip, 'but I don't mind at all for other
people.' ' Perhaps papa would attend more if you went both
together,' said Katharine. 'But do you really mean us to go?'
asked Lucy. Katharine paused a moment, it was a perplexing
question. 'If there was no one with him,' she said, ' I think you
might ask him; at least you might say you would like it if he
was not busy. Mamma would be sure to like it, because he
reads so beautifully.' Philip ran off, followed by Lucy, and,
rushing into the study with one idea prominent in his mind, exclaimed, 'Papa, Miss Ashton says you read so beautifully, won't
you come and read to us ?' Colonel Forbes laid down his pen.
' What ? my boy, what?' ' Miss Ashton says it would be very
nice it you were to read to us instead of mamma.' ' What does
the child mean ? Miss Ashton ! impertinence !' 'She says you
read better than any one,' said Lucy, humbly ; ' Philip and I wish
you would let us hear you.' 'I don't understand; run away,
children. Lucy, tell Miss Ashton to come to me,' and Colonel
Forbes placed himself in a magisterial attitude. Katharine
obeyed the summons, not quite with a quiet mind. She was
afraid of the result of her experiment. She stood by the tables
looking Colonel Forbes full in the face, though her eyes woul
much more naturally have turned to the ground. ' Miss Ashton
my children have come to me with a very strange message; on
I am not at all accustomed to. I wish to have no interferen
with the children, or with their pursuits ! I wish you to und
stand that your office is confined to personal attendance up
Mrs Forbes.' ' I beg your pardon, sir,' replied Katharine,
an unmoved face; ' I hope there has been some mistake. I b
no intention of taking a liberty.' 'I trust not. There is noth
to which I am more alive, or which I should more severely re
mand.' May I ask what induced you to send my children to
with such a message ?' 'Perhaps you would be good enough
tell me what they said, sir,' replied Katharine. Colonel For
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repeated Philip's words, and a smile crossed Katharine's face as
she heard them, though she felt herself in a most awkward position. ' Master Philip did not quite understand me, sir,' she said,
'I was saying to him what Mrs Forbes was saying to me the
other day. I hope you will not think it impertinent in me to repeat it.' 'No, no ! say on, let me hear.' 'Mrs Forbes was
observing, sir, how few people she could bear to hear read the
Bible, and then she said, that almost the only person she could
bear was yourself; and so when Master Philip told me his
mamma was not well enough to read to him this morning, I
said how nice it would be to hear you read instead, and that
put it into his head and Miss Lucy's to ask, and I said I thought
they might if there were no one with you.' Colonel Forbes
listened with a frowning brow, which relaxed a little unconsciously, as Katharine reached the end of her explanation.
'Very much like what my little boy said, Miss Ashton. I will
thank you not to let me be interrupted again on such foolish
errands. 'I am very sorry, sir, I will take care for the future,'
and Katharine curtsied and retired. Colonel Forbes resumed
his pen for a few moments, then laid it down again, and thought.
His work, whatever it might be, seemed unsatisfactory, and
after another attempt at completing it, he thrust it aside, and
went up-stairs to his wife's room. ' Jane, may I come in?' and
he entered, scarcely waiting for an answer. Katharine was there,
but she went away directly. ' You are not good for much today?' he said, in the cross tone in which he so frequently addressed her whh she was later than usual. ' Only a little tired,'
replied Jane, cheerfully. 'I mean to get up directly.' 'You
ought not to have the children with you as you do,' he said; 'it
is very provoking that you should so entirely disregard Dr
Lowe's advice.' 'The children have not been with me at all
this morning,' replied Jane. ' I was obliged to send them away,
and put off their reading till the afternoon.' 'And then you
won't be fit to hear them,' he replied. ' It would be much better
to have all that sort of thing over in the morning.' ' Yes, if possible, but then if one can't ?' 'There ought not to be any can't
n a case of health. I would come and read to them myself
other than have all their lessons put out in that way.' 'Would
u, indeed ? O Philip! it would be so very pleasant I' Jane
d her little white hands on his, as it rested on the coverlid,
d added, with a smile of inexpressible sweetness, ' it would rend me of the old times.' ' When I had nothing else to do but
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to read,' he said, shortly. 'But what is it you read to thesechildren ?' 'The second morning lesson generally, at least that
is what I have been reading lately. Do you really mean you will
read ?' she added, looking at him wistfully. 'Why, yes, I should
not have said so if I had not intended it; only they must be
quiet. I shall ring for them.' 'Send the children here, Miss
Ashton.' ' I should like the children to come, Katharine,' were
the words simultaneously spoken ; and in a few minutes, Philip
and Lucy were seated by the bedside, listening with reverent
faces, as Colonel Forbes read, certainly with the most perfect
tone and expression, the portion of Scripture appointed for the
day. 'It is better to hear papa read a great deal than old Mr
Norton,' was Lucy's comment when he had ended. 'I think
papa ought to have been a clergyman,' said Philip. 'Nonsense,
child;' but Colonel Forbes turned over the leaves of the Bible,
and looking for a particular passage in the Prophecy of Isaiah,
pointed it out to his wife, and asked if she remembered their
reading it together in the beech-tree avenue, on a summer after.
noon, before they were married? Jane remembered it well, and
said timidly, 'I suppose you could not read it to me again
now?' 'We have not had any questions asked us,' said Philip.
'Never mind the questions now, take your chairs away, children,' said Colonel Forbes, quickly. He drew his own armchair nearer to the bed. 'Go now, darlings, and you shall
answer the questions in the afternoon,' said Jane; and the.
children jumped up on the bed to kiss her, and were dismissed
with a hasty: 'Make haste, don't be troublesome, my dears;
by their father, and then he went on reading. Longer he read
than was desirable for Jane or at all convenient, for it delayed
her dressing till she was obliged to interfere with Katharine's
dinner; but still it was great enjoyment to Jane, and very satisfactory to him. He had given his wife pleasure, instead of her
giving it to him. The sensation was very pleasant, and it had
all the charm of novelty. He gave Jane really an affectionate
kiss, when he left her, and went back to his work, pleased rather
than not at finding that he had lost an hour. He fancied he ha
been self-denying. That was a mistake; it was selfishness still
but in a better form than what he had lately indulged. It w
reverting to what he had been when first he married; when
consulted Jane's wishes because he was in love with her, an
so in pleasing her was pleasing himself. His vanity had bee
flattered ;-how indignant he would have been if he had hea
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himself accused of vanity, though pride he would have acknowledged to any extent !-that put him into good-humour, and the
effects were seen throughout the day. He had his luncheon with
Jane, instead of by himself, and actually consented, at her request,
to take Philip for a ride with him, without the leading rein. Jane
longed that he should go for a drive with her, but that would have
interfered with Philip's pleasure; so she agreed to drive in the
same direction in which they were going, though it made her
nervous to see her boy on horseback, in order that Philip might
show her what a good horseman he was becoming, and Colonel
Forbes might have some one to whom he might say what a fine
manly little fellow Philip was.

CHAPTER LXV.
was gradually growing up at Mapleof things
A NEW
stead. state
Katharine
thought she saw it, then feared she was
mistaken, then hoped again, then doubted whether it could possibly last-it seemed to have so little root. Colonel Forbes read
to his wife every morning. Jane expressed her enjoyment
warmly, a great deal more warmly than she would have done
some years, or even months before. That little mutual interest
brought another, and another; neither of them exactly knew
how or why; perhaps no one in the hcise could have told except Katharine. Jane wanted to work a sofa-cushion for Mrs
Reeves, and Katharine managed to bring the patterns into the
room just when she knew Colonel Forbes was likely to be there,
so that he might give his opinion, which she knew he would do,
because he piqued himself so much upon his taste. Jane and
he agreed in liking the same ; and then Katharine ventured to
ask whether, as he would be in Rilworth in the course of the
afternoon, he would bring back the lambs-wool; and the proposal being made at a happy moment, he consented. The work
began thus under his sanction, as it were, so of course he tool
an interest in it, and liked to see how it went on, and this brought
him more frequently to Jane's room. He generally found Katha,
rine reading to her, and having made a discovery as to his own
talent for reading aloud, he was not indisposed to exhibit-it, and
would now and then take the book from Katharine's hand, and
3F
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go on himself. Jane and Katharine did not always read polite
pamphlets when they were alone, and Colonel Forbes' thoughts,
therefore, were a little diverted out of the well-worn channel
which he had dug for himself. He was a man of considerable
natural taste and refinement, and when he and Jane began t6
talk about books, as it was natural they should after reading
together, the conversation generally ended with a reference to
other books. Then came the necessity of having them, and
Writing for them; and when there was to be a parcel from London, Jane, at Katharine's instigation, would venture to express
some wishes of her own, to ask for something which she had often
wanted to have, but which, perhaps, she had fancied it would be
a little troublesome to procure. Her expressed wishes suggested
to Colonel Forbes the possibility of forestalling those which were
unexpressed, and thus there sprang up by degrees some of those
little, delicate attentions, and signs of thoughtfulness, which are,
the green-house plants of the domestic garden.
And all this was, humanly speaking, Katharine's doing; the
result of incessant watchfulness, and the tact of her unselfish
mind. Yet she kept herself always in the background, not from
any direct intention, but merely from that sense of fitness and
propriety which had distinguished her through life, and so she
harmonised with whatever might be going on, and completely
forgetting herself, never, for a moment, sought to obtrude iii
order to bring herself into notice. Colonel Forbes began to
remark this at last, and when he found that Katharine might be
spoken to- safely, he relaxed a little in his manner, and now and
then made an observation about her to Jane which did more td
produce unity of feeling between them than even personal kindness could have done. Katharine was becoming dearer to Jane
every day, and to find that her husband could, even in a remote
degree, appreciate what she herself felt so deeply, was an indescribable comfort.
'Miss Ashton here, Mrs Brown ?' inquired Crewe, looking
into the housekeeper's room about post-time, one morning ittd
the spring succeeding Katharine's first arrival at MaplesteadL
Do you want me, Mr Crewe ?'asked Katharine, appearing froiti
behind the screen which the housekeeper had put up to save hi
self from rheumatism. ' Only a letter for you,' said Crewe, sc
ning the address with a look of impertinent curiosity; ' the o
hand, so I dare say it will be welcome.' A rush of colour cove
Katharine's cheek, partly from confusion, but more perhaps
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ettreme indignation. This was not the first time that Crewe
had ventured to observe upon the frequent letters which came
to her in the same handwriting. ' I suppose it is because you
have so few letters yourself, that you find time to remark upon
other people's, Mr Crewe,' said the housekeeper, coming, as she
hoped, to Katharine's assistance. 'I take the liberty of keeping
my correspondence to myself,' retorted Crewe. 'And I should
think Miss Ashton would take care to do the same for the
future,' said the housekeeper; 'I thought letters were always
private property.' 'A cat may look at a king,' said Crewe,
carelessly. ' I never heard yet that the outside of a letter was
hot property for any one that chose.' Katharine was for a mo,ment tempted to reply, but she never trusted herself to have anything like an altercation with Crewe, and opening her letter, she
began to read it. ' There is enough of it, at least,' said Crewe,
glancing at the closely-written sheet. Katharine folded up her
letter, replaced it in the envelope, and saying to the housekeeper
that she hoped to return almost immediately, left the room. Crewe
burst into a fit of laughter, which still rung in Katharine's ears
When she reached her own apartment. This was the hardest trial
of all Coldness she felt she could bear, and misapprehension,
and loneliness, but vulgar insult seemed a trial. beyond her
strength-till the thoughts which now habitually came to her
mind in every trial, brought the remembrance that even this
suffering had in a far greater degree been endured for her. She
could read her letter calmly then, forgetting Crewe, and not even
troubling herself as to the consequences of his curiosity. Where
there was nothing of which to be ashamed, there could be no fear
of any discovery. Charles hoped to be at Rilworth the next day
but one. That was the first sentence of the letter, and it made
Katharine's heart beat with a feeling of such delight that she
scarcely thought of reading further. He had arranged everything
go as if possible to save her any inconvenience. He hoped, he
Said, she would go to his aunts' for luncheon, for he knew they
ould like it, but he could not say whether he should be there
imself. If, however, she could contrive to have business with
ts Reeves, he would follow her there, and they might, he trusted,
ave the little inner study to themselves, as had several times
en managed before, only she must write to Mrs Reeves and
ttle it. The concluding sentence of the letter made Katharine
ile, for it contained a warning which he was much more likely
need than she was. ' Pray, remember that, if we should meet
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ut my aunts', we must be extremely polite to each other. Aunt
Priscilla has a most keen eye.' Katharine hoped that she shouk
not meet him there, notwithstanding her longing to see him.
She did not feel she could quite depend upon his discretion; and
certainly, unless they wished all Rilworth to know of their engagement, it would not be wise to trust the two old aunts with
it. That fear, however, was to be left, like many others, not
to reason, but to circumstances. The principal thing, then,
for Katharine to consider, was how to carry out the plan he
proposed. Jane was very dependent upon her, yet Katharine
knew she would not for an instant object, if leave were asked to
go into Rilworth for the day. Colonel Forbes was the awful
person-he meddled more now with little family arrangements
than he had done before, and in spite of the amendment in some
ways,' no' still came more easily to his lips than 'yes.' Probably he might have found some special employment to occupy
her at home, exactly at the time she wished to be away, but
that, happily, some new curtains were to be chosen for the
morning-room, and Katharine was supposed to be a better
judge of the proper material than any one else; and thus, when
Jane asked whether he happened to be going into Rilworth, an|
could allow Katharine the back seat of the carriage, a reason
was at the same time assigned for the request, which even h
could not find fault with.
'Going out so early, Miss Ashton?' said Crewe, when he sa
her in the hall with her bonnet and shawl on, waiting for t
carriage.
'I am going into Rilworth, Mr Crewe,' repli
Katharine, quickly, but good-humouredly. 'Then I shall ha:
the honour of accompanying you,' said Crewe. Katharine d
not reply, though perhaps her features betrayed a shade of
great annoyance which she really felt. 'You don't waste wor
Miss Ashton,' said Crewe: 'most persons who give themsely
out. for being civil would have had the grace to say they w
glad, whether they felt it or not.' ' I am glad you should go if y
wish to go, Mr Crewe,' said Katharine; ' but it is not a mat
of much consequence to me.' ' It's best, doubtless, to go ab
the world by one's self when one has secrets,' said Crewe; 'the
less chance of being found out.' Katharine went to the
door to look for the carriage. ' It's not coming yet,' said Cre
planting himself in her way; 'and there's no use in trying to
away, for you'll have me close beside you the whole way, soJ
may as well take matters quietly at once.' ' Perhaps you
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have the goodness to let me pass, Mr Crewe,' said Katharine, as
he stood in the doorway when she was about to re-enter the hall ;
'I think my mistress wants me.' ' Oh ! so you're not too proud
to have a mistress,' observed Crewe ; ' I suppose that's since
you've made up your mind to have a master.' Katharine became
very pale, though she tried not to appear to understand him, for
she thought he had discovered her secret; but it was only as
yet his suspicion, and he went on, not knowing now really vulnerable she was, but from the mere love of tormenting her.
'And you are going into Rilworth on important business, Miss
Ashton ? I suppose you look down upon me too much to condescend to tell me what it is.' 'I have several commissions,'
replied Katharine, endeavouring to speak gently and unconcernedly; 'one is to choose some new curtains for Mrs Forbes'
morning-room.' 'Oh; yes, I forgot; I quite forgot,' said
Crewe, sneeringly; 'Miss Ashton is such a very important
personage at Maplestead, it is quite impossible even to choose
a curtain without her permission. Would it be taking a great
liberty to ask what the pattern is to be ?' ' It is at the bottom
of my bag,' said Katharine ; ' I am afraid I cannot take it out ;'
and again she attempted to pass him, for he had been standing directly in her way all this time. 'Not quite so fast,'
exclaimed Crewe; 'you ladies must spare a little of your curiosity
to the gentlemen.' He put his hand out as if he would have
taken the bag from her. Katharine was very angry then, and,
holding the bag firmly in her hand, she said, ' Mr Crewe, if you
do not understand your proper place, I shall be under the necessity of applying to your master.' She turned round, and Colonel
Forbes stood behind her. Crewe slunk back abashed. Katharine did not notice him farther, but, addressing Colonel Forbes,
said, 'Perhaps, sir, you will have the goodness to tell Mr
Crewe that the members of your household are to be treated with
respect by him, as they are by yourself. I am sure it is what
you wish.' There was a spark of chivalrous feeling in Colonel
Forbes' breast, easily excited when his selfishness did not come
in the way, and Katharine's appeal to his protection roused it.
' Quite right, Miss Ashton, I hope you will always keep your
right position, and allow no liberties. Let me hear no more of
this, sir,' he added, speaking haughtily and angrily to Crewe;
'but remember that the next time will be the last.' Crewe
muttered something about a mistake, and only intending a joke,
and disappeared into a side passage, whilst Katharine, as the
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carriage drove up, mounted to the back seat. She was rejoicing
in the hope of having escaped from her troublesome companion;
but no such fortunate circumstance was destined for her. Crewe
kept out of sight till Colonel Forbes had seated himself, and there
appeared from a side door, and with a sullen glance of triumph at
Katharine, placed himself by her side.
That was the first stern rebuke which Crewe had received
from his master. It rankled in his breast, and he vowed revenge.
Not a word was spoken on either side during the drive, and when
the carriage stopped at the 'Bear,' Crewe was particularly attentive
to Katharine, and helped her down, and even held the apple of
discord-the bag-for her. He took care, however, to make her
name every place to which she was going, and maliciously insinuated to Colonel Forbes in an under voice, that Miss Ashton
was not always very punctual, so it might be well to make her be
at the ' Bear' by three instead of half-past, else she might keep hinm
waiting. Colonel Forbes never had had any experience of Katha,
rine's want of punctuality, but through life he had gone upon
the principle that it was better to make others wait for him than
for him to wait for others; so he very naturally took the hint,
and Katharine was curtailed of half an hour of her afternoon's
holiday.
It was a keener disappointment than Crewe was aware of,
though not keener than he would willingly have inflicted. Ka,
tharine did not recover it till she had completed her business,
and found herself on her way to the Miss Ronaldsons'; then the
feeling of freedom, and the hope of meeting Charles, made her
put every disagreeable thought aside.
'Come in, my dear, come in, here's our nephew Charlie, and
he'll be glad to see you,' was Miss Priscilla's welcome ; and in its
heartiness and ignorance it nearly overthrew Katharine's self,
command, and she drew back with an unaccountable fit of shyness
and amusement. ' Don't be nervous, my dear; he's only an ol 4
friend, you know. Not but what I can quite understand,-I was
shy myself when I was young. But he will like to hear all th '
news; he is quite as much interested about Rilworth people ~q
ever.' Miss Priscilla gaye Katharine a gentle push, which as..
sisted her: resolution,.and she went -on. The two hasty strides
which Charles took to meet'her, and tlfe sudden pause; were ok
served by Miss Ronaldson, from hergreat arm-chair, and attributed
to their right cause, and commented upon in her own mind wi'
the usual 'Ahi poor fellow ! if she'had but said yes.' 'YOpI
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did not expect to meet our nephew here, did you, my dear ?' said
Miss Priscilla. 'I heard he would be in Rilworth,' replied
Katharine, honestly, 'but I did not know that he would be here
now.' A smile passed over Charles Ronaldson's face, but happily
it was not observed by Miss Priscilla, whilst Miss Ronaldson was
engaged in begging Katharine to sit down and take off her bonnet,
and tell her all the news. 'And so you are getting on pretty
well at Maplestead, my dear, are you ? and you don't find it very
hard work ?' Charles turned quickly from his Aunt Priscilla,
who was deep in the history of a proposed marriage which had
just been broken off, in order to listen to the answer. Miss
Priscilla drew herself up with a look of annoyance. 'Well,
Charlie, I must say there's little use in troubling one's self to
tell you things, if you won't take the trouble to hear. Yet I
should have thought you might have gained some good from other
people's experience. You may be engaged yourself some of these
days, and then you 'll feel there may be "many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip."' ' I feel that already every day, Aunt Priscilla,'
said Charles, gravely. 'But there's no harm in hearing it again,
Charlie. It's a thing young people are very likely to forget ; and
then they pin their hope upon something which never comes to
pass, and so they are miserable.' ' But Charlie was never given
much to hoping,' said Miss Ronaldson. 'Do you think he was,
Katharine ? You have known him from a boy.' 'I should say
he was more given to patience than hope,' said Katharine, demurely. 'That is because you don't know me,' replied Charles,
quickly. 'My patience is much sooner exhausted than you may
think for; it is nearly gone now.' He said this with marked
emphasis, and Katharine cast at him an imploring glance, which
unfortunately was noticed by Miss Priscilla, who had been watching something that was going on in the street, but happened to
turn round just at the moment. 'Ah ! it's very well to look at
him,' she said, rather angrily; 'but if he won't listen to his
aunt, who nursed him when he was a baby, it's not to be supposed
that looks from anybody else will do any good, or if they do
they ought not. You were always an impatient baby, Charles,
crying directly you hadn't everything you wanted ; and I declare
it seems to me that you are not much better now you are a man.
If you would only have had patience just now; I would have told
you something worth listening to.' ' We will hear it after dinner,
Aunt Priscilla,' said Charles, laughing; ' but Miss Ashton, I am
sure, must be hungry, after her drive. Let me put a seat for you,'
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he added, addressing Katharine with an airof stiff politeness, which
almost upset her gravity, whilst it caused Miss Ronaldson to
murmur to herself : 'Ah ! so attentive as he always was ! I do
wonder she couldn't like him.' The dinner came most opportunely to engage every one's attention. Charles carved and talked,
and made himself very agreeable, but he kept Katharine in a continual fright, from the impulse which always led him to listen to
what she was saying, though he constantly checked himself, and
tried to be doubly attentive to his aunts afterwards. It was a
'very doubtful kind of pleasure, and she was sure he felt it so, for
every now and then her ear caught a suppressed sigh; and this
made her uncomfortable and thoughtful. It certainly did seem
hard upon him, after the many years of hopeless hope which he
had passed, to be thus checked, and forced into constraint, at the
very time when he might fairly have anticipated being at liberty
to express all he felt. Such a state of things could scarcely go
on; it was requiring too much of him; and it was worse now, as
the time drew near when, but for her engagement at Maplestead,
he might fairly have claimed the fulfilment of her promise to be
his wife. These thoughts made Katharine very silent at last,
and then Charles noticed it, and looked anxiously at her, and
became silent also, and Miss Priscilla wondered what had become
of his cheerfulness all at once. 'When you have a wife, Charlie,
you won't be allowed to have these moods,' she said, sharply; fo=
she was always sharp when she alluded, in Katharine's presence,
to the possibility of his marriage. 'Wives don't let their husbands
change with every change of the wind, do they, Katharine?'
'Miss Ashton is not a wife,' said Charles, 'so she cannot be
expected to know.' 'But she may be one of these days, my
dear Charlie,' said Miss Ronaldson; 'there is nothing more
likely, considering the quantity of fine company she must see at,
Maplestead.' Katharine thought of Crewe, and smiled. ' However that may be,' said Miss Priscilla, 'I'm quite sure that
Katharine Ashton is not the person to bear dull faces and sighs;
and what has come to you, Charles, all of a sudden, I can't for
the life of me think. It is just like the wind going down.' ' And
the lull after it,' said Charles, playfully, ' which every on
enjoys so much.' ' Which no one enjoys, you mean,' retorted
Miss Priscilla; 'at least I can answer for myself. Come, now,
tell us more what you were saying about the Rilworth agency.
'It is a secret,' said Charles, scarcely able to control the sm
which curled his lips. 'Oh! but Deborah is gone away,' sai
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Ronaldson,' and Katharine Ashton is quite one of ourselves,
she will never tell anything; she has been too well brought up
not to know how to keep a secret.' An assertion to which Katharine, when appealed to herself, replied, with a most composed
countenance, ' that she could assure Mr Ronaldson that she had
had great experience in the art of keeping secrets, and thought
that she could even rival himself.' Charles still hesitated, apparently from real unwillingness to enter upon the topic, and
Katharine sat in most painful suspense, increased tenfold when
the servant re-entered, and put an end to all hope of hearing what
was so important to her. A desultory conversation followed
principally about the news from Australia, which as far as it went
had been tolerably satisfactory. They had heard once on the
voyage. John wrote in good spirits, full of hope as usual. Selina
only sent her love, for she was too ill to write. The children
were becoming accustomed to the sea, and seemed to be very
happy, notwithstanding the confinement ; but they sent a particular love to Aunt Katharine. All this was very well; and since
then a few lines had been received, written immediately on their
landing, but not entering into any details of John's prospects.
Katharine told all this, and talked about it, and was supposed by
Miss Ronaldson to have her whole heart in the subject. But she
did not quite deceive Miss Priscilla, who interrupted her, as from
time to time she paused, not to take breath, but to recover the
thread of the discourse, which in her abstraction she had lost,
with, ' Well ! my dear, well! and what next ? Charlie can't help
you, can he ? You look at him as if he could.' Charlie could
have helped her very well, for he had seen all the letters, and
once or twice he was upon the point of correcting some little misstatement, unintentionally made, till a glance from Katharine put
him on his guard.
Nothing could be more disagreeable and more contrary to the
habits and feelings of both; and most rejoiced was Katharine
when dinner was over, and she could adduce business with Mr
Reeves as an excuse for departure. Miss Ronaldson regretted
that they had yet a great deal to say, and that Charlie had not
told her half he had to tell about the North, and what a comfortable house he had, and such a nice garden, and a good bit of
land; and how he had lately bought a little property near it ;
and Miss Priscilla declared that they had not had time even to
ask after Mrs Forbes; but Katharine was not to be prevailed
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upon to stay, and she departed with a kiss from the Miss Roaldsons, and what looked like a civil shake of the hand from
Charles.

CHAPTER LXVI.

'

HIS is not to be endured, Katharine,' exclaimed Charle#,
I
when he found himself alone with Katharine in the little
inner study at Mr Reeves' house, where they were free from all
chance of interruption. 'I don't think it is,' was Katharine's
calm reply. He brightened up instantly. 'You don't think so;
then you will give me some hope. O Katharine! if you knew,
if you could but for a moment imagine, how infinitely dear it
would be ! But you cannot, you have not loved for eight years
as I have.' ' We will not compare notes upon that point,' said
Katharine, with a slight blush. ' Perhaps I might be able to sympathise more than you would think proper; but, Charles, dearest,
we must not be selfish, even for our own sakes. I am sure there
is no evil so irremediable. 'I will not be selfish if I can help it,'
he replied, eagerly; 'but is it possible not to be? To have all
one most longs for upon earth put just within one's grasp, and
'By duty,' said Katharine: 'is not that the
then withheld.'
case with everything through life?' 'But why should it be
withheld ?' he continued; 'or for how long? Is my happiness
for ever to be made subservient to that of another ?' Katharine
looked pained, and he instantly checked himself, and added,
'Forgive me, I feel I am very wrong, but I have suffered sq
much-so very much-it has made me, I am afraid, impatient.'.
Katharine laid her hand fondly upon his shoulder, and said, '
will not let you be impatient with me. I do not think this state
of things can last: perhaps,' and she smiled, ' I do not think it,
ought to last; but it must be put an end to gradually.' ' u
this secresy, this horrible secresy,' he exclaimed, vehemently p
'not to be able to think, or look, or move naturally!' ' Thgt
certainly must be stopped, she said ; ' I feel myself that I cannot
bear it. I doubt even if it would be right to continue it;.'Rigby
. or not right, it could 'not be' possible,' he contintred, 'ifI ho4
to Rilworth.' 'To Rilworth ! really, to take the agency, do yob
mean ?' Katharine's face became bright with happiness as shy
added, 'That would indeed make a difference.' 'The agency has?
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been offered me at last,' he replied: 'I may remove hither in
three months. Katharine, must my new home lack its chiefest
treasure ?' Katharine pressed her lips to his forehead, and in a
low voice answered: 'Not if it please God to open the way.'
His manner changed directly: he looked at her with fond reverence, and said, 'My better angel, now as ever. Yes, we must
wait for that.' 'And wait cheerfully and unrepiningly, dearest;
but I do hope our path will be more easy than we dared hope.
If you are settled here or in this neighbourhood, it would not be
going away from Maplestead in the same way as I had feared.'
'And you will tell Mrs Forbes at once ?' he said, eagerly. ' Not
at once; I would watch for a good time. She is so little able
to bear anything like a shock.
Will not that satisfy you ?' she
added, looking anxiously at his grave face. ' It ought to satisfy
me, I, know,' he said; 'but Katharine, I am not like you, I have
no second interest to share my heart. Nay, do not interrupt
me,' seeing she was about to speak; ' God forbid that I should
be jealous; yet it must cross my mind occasionally,-that your
thoughts are not all given to me.' 'All that you would wish
are. Indeed, indeed they are, Charles,' exclaimed Katharine,
hastily. 'I know it - I believe it. It would be death to me
not to believe it; but, Katharine, my life is a continued straining after future happiness, and it makes me wretched.' 'It
could not have been otherwise, dearest Charles,' said Katharine,
'even if I had never gone to Maplestead.' 'Yes, but there
would have been no secresy then ; I might have seen you as often
as I chose, and without any fear of unpleasant observation.'
' The secresy shall not last,' said Katharine, firmly; ' I will promise you that. But you must let me take my own time. It would
be but a miserable thought for us both that, in order to save our.
selves a short pain, we had been the cause of a lasting evil. O
Charles ! do not let us begin life together with a feeling of self,
reproach !' He was silent for some minues, and then, heaving a
deep sigh, he said: ' Katharine, I am not worthy of you; I could
never be as unselfish as you are.' 'You would feel as I feel, if
you were in my place,' said Katharine. 'You know little or
nothing of Mrs Forbes, except by my report. If you were with
her daily, watching and nursing 1er.; if you Fould tell what it .isto see her anidtalk with her, hoi€ iti raises orie's mind,-aid idhat
a different feeling it gives one about life, and its pleasures, and
business, you would understand what it is to think of giving her
pain. For her sake I am a coward, Charles, even where you are
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concerned ; but you will forgive me. Our first thought was that
our own love should not be the means of diminishing our love for
others.' 'I must forgive you whatever you wish,' he replied.
' You know too well how impossible it is for me ever to be angry
with you : but, Katharine, my patience will not bear again such
an ordeal as I have gone through to-day.' Katharine smiled,
and said : ' You behaved very badly. If Miss Priscilla were not
your aunt, the report of our engagement would have spread half
over the town by this time. I am sure she suspectedsomething.
But indeed, Charles, for my own sake, I am anxious to have every,
thing known as soon as possible. No one can tell the pain that
anything approaching to deceit gives me. It was one of Miss
Richardson's strongest lessons ; so it has grown up with me from
childhood.' 'Yet you could deceive me,' he replied, in a tone
of playful reproach, 'and for eight years too.' 'Because I deceived myself, or tried to do so,' said Katharine, laughing;
'and we must not go back to those old grievances: I want to
hear about the future now.'
A long conversation as to the Rilworth agency, and the plans
which Charles had for removing from his home in the North,
followed. There had often been the report before that the change
would be made ; but it had never come from good authority; now
there could be little doubt, for Charles had himself received a
letter upon the subject from the Duke of Lowther. His mother,
he said, was rejoicing in the thought of returning to her own
neighbourhood, and most especially happy in the hope that it
would make some difference in Katharine's determination. Thre
months only remained of the year which Katharine had alway
felt ought to elapse between her mother's death and her marriag
In that time she hoped to prepare Mrs Forbes' mind for the id
of parting with her, and soften what might probably be h
regret by the promise of settling near her. Charles, after all
uncertainty, received this fixed plan with unmitigated delight
but Katharine's feelings were less buoyant. She had begun h
work at Maplestead ; and even if called to leave it on the morro
she would at least have the satisfaction of feeling that Jane
been made permanently happier by her influence; but mu
remained to be done, and, even if it were not so, there was som
thing in looking forward three months to the probability of Jan
life which made Katharine tremble. Death might be nearer ev
to herself, but with Jane it seemed ever actually present.
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CHAPTER LXVII.

K

ATHARINE was at the 'Bear' punctually by half-past
three; so also was Crewe. Colonel Forbes had not arrived.
Crewe lingered in the inn-yard, looking at carriages and criticising
horses, and showing off airs to the stable-boys and ostlers. He
did not take any notice of Katharine, and, finding it awkward
to be standing about amongst the mixed set of men who crowded
the doorway waiting for the arrival of an omnibus from the
railway, she thought it would be better to walk a little way down
the street, still taking care not to be far enough away to give
any cause for complaint. She had just parted from Charles, and
tried not to think it possible that she should see him again;
yet her restless eye wandered everywhere, not mistaking any one
else for him,-that would have been impossible,-but with an
undefined hope that he would appear suddenly round some corner, and that she should see him even if he did not come near
enough to speak to her. She did not think he would be seen
very near the 'Bear,' for they had a half scolding and wholly
affectionate quarrel ere they parted, because Katharine would not
allow him to walk with her there; and he had threatened that,
since she would not permit him to show her any attention in
public, he should think it his duty to cut her if he saw her in
the street. Ten minutes had gone by, and the omnibus had
arrived and deposited its passengers, and the loiterers around
the inn door had dispersed, and then Katharine thought it would
be wise to return. Crewe met her at the entrance, and in his
usual free way addressed her : ' So Miss Ashton, come at last !
I hope you have had enough of parading the streets.' 'Is
Colonel Forbes ready, Mr Crewe?' asked Katharine, not
choosing to notice his manner. 'He might have been ready
half an hour ago,' said Crewe ; 'but it would have been no thanks
to you.' 'I should like to inquire if all the parcels are put into
the carriage,' said Katharine, and she moved on. Crewe placed
himself by her side. ' I should just like to hear what you have
been doing with yourself all the morning,' he said. His tone
was so insolent that Katharine looked round for some one to
whom she could appeal, and just at that moment Charles
Katharine's impulse was
Ronaldson crossed the entrance.
irresistible. She rushed back down the passage, followed by
Crewe, and, touching Charles on the arm, exclaimed, 'Stay with
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me, please, Mr Ronaldson, stay.' He turned round, frightened
at her vehemence. Crewe stood still, looking at them with an
air of cool impertinence. ' Come this way with me, Katharine,'
said Charles; 'this is not a place for you to wait in.' He drew
her aside into a little waiting-room, and Crewe, bursting into a
loud laugh, withdrew into the yard.
The carriage was ready. The parcels were examined and
found to be right. Colonel Forbes was seated delivering some
messages to Crewe, the most obsequious, smooth-mannered of
his race. 'Where is Miss Ashton ?' asked Colonel Forbes, impatiently. 'Not ready, sir, I believe,' was the reply ; ' she was
here just now talking to the Duke's agent, Mr Ronaldson, and
Crewe knew his master well.
they went in-doors together.'
This was precisely the very thing most likely to irritate him.
The Rilworth household were expected always to behave so
discreetly as never to excite even a passing observation. ' Tell
her I am waiting,' said Colonel Forbes, in a dry, haughty tone;
and in a moment Crewe was heard inquiring of every one he
met where he could find Miss Ashton and Mr Ronaldson.
Colonel Forbes listened in an agony of annoyance. 'Stay at
Maplestead !' he thought to himself; 'no, that she should not ;
if his fortune depended upon it. To be kept waiting by his
wife's maid-to hear her name called out in that way in an inn!
it was atrocious. Ronaldson ! what business had he at Rilworth ?He would have nothing of that kind going on in his household.
No dangling nonsense and folly. If Katharine Ashton did not
know better how to conduct herself than that, the sooner she
left Maplestead the better. It was a disgrace-a perfect disgrace.'
In a few moments he had become so indignant that
he actually did believe he was himself disgraced by something
which Katharine had done.
Crewe knocked at the door of the room in which he was told
that Katharine was, and instantly afterwards, throwing it open,
announced that Miss Ashton must not keep the Colonel another
minute, for he was quite tired of waiting. Katharine looked extremely vexed, but not in the least confused : Charles very much,
as if he could have knocked Crewe down, had not an appealing
glance from Katharine restrained him. He hesitated about following her; but she turned round to him, and said, in a quiet,
self-possessed way, which perfectly bewildered Crewe : 'Yes,
come, I wish it ;' and they went out together. Crewe followed
with a lowering brow. Colonel Forbes leaned forward in the car.d
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riage as she drew near, and, studiously avbiding Charles, but
fixing his eyes upon her with a look which he meant to be annihilating, said, 'You will be good enough another time, Miss
Ashton, to remember punctuality.' ' I am very sorry, sir,' replied Katharine; but she ventured upon no excuse. ' Well, let
nie have no further waiting.' He motioned to her to take her
place in the back seat. Katharine turned to Charles, and said,
in a voice which every one might hear, ' Good-bye, Mr Ronaldson, and thank you.' There was a very cordial shake of the
hand ; Charles assisted Katharine to her seat, and the carriage
drove off.
'Miss Ashton, I wish to speak with you in my study.' Most
alarming words'to Katharine-most agreeable to Crewe ! He
was glad that he was not to be examined himself; he might have
found it difficult to make out a case against Katharine; but she
was certain, he thought, to inculpate herself. Colonel Forbes was
just in that state of mind which magnifies the least offence into a
crime. Crewe had remarked quite enough to convince him that
Katharine's feeling for Charles Ronaldson went beyond that of ordinary friendship; and,whether engaged to him or not, Colonel Forbes
Was equally likely to be displeased. He never realised the fact,
that persons out of his own sphere in life ever really fell in love, or
indeed had any right to do so ; like pheasant and partridge shooting, it seemed a privilege peculiarly reserved for the fortunate
individuals ' who live at home at ease,' and have nothing else to
occupy them. And as to any member of his own household
having a feeling approaching to attachment-much more venturing to form an engagement-without his full consent, it was
little less than high treason.
Crewe's opinion was well founded-at least to a certain extent. Colonel Forbes felt himself an injured man; and, as most
injured men would have done in his place, had in his own mind
tried, condemned, and sentenced the culprit many times during
that short drive from Rilworth to Maplestead. But there was
something in Katharine's quiet dignity, when she appeared before him, which baffled all his intentions of awing her at once
into the confession of her fault. It was as perplexing as the
cordial ' Good-bye, and thank you,' which remained in his memory
spite of his prejudices, and suggested that it was impossible
r one so open and simple to have offended in any degree
gainst the laws of good taste and right feeling.
Still he was not a man to yield to weak impressions from
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mere manner, and he placed himself in his arm-chair, in an
attitude at once commanding and easy-a happy mixture of the
magisterial and the gentleman-like; and motioning to Katharine
to be seated also, said : ' I have sent for you, Miss Ashton, at
once, because I feel that it is better in all cases to have no delay
in matters concerning the regulation of my household. In Mrs
Forbes' state of health, many things which would of themselves
fall naturally under the notice of the mistress of the family are
forced upon mine. I am unfortunately compelled to be cognisant of them, and I must, therefore, of necessity remark upon
them. A very painful duty this is, in some cases, especially
where reproof is involved; reproof,'-and he looked at her sternly,
'of those who, having great trust reposed in them, are peculiarly
called upon to set an example of propriety of behaviour. I have
been grieved to-day, Miss Ashton-deeply grieved; I do not
wish to enter into details; your own conscience will sufficiently
suggest the cause I have for addressing you in this manner;
but I wish to put you on your guard. Mrs Forbes is much
attached to you, and I do not pretend to deny that she has
great reason to be so. You have shown yourself most devoted
to her service; but no amount of consideration for you wilt
render either her or myself insensible to the duties incumbent
upon us as being at the head of a large household. It is our
first duty to see that decorum is observed in it; and if thos
who are dependent upon us choose to transgress the laws
decorum, there is but one alternative-they must leave us.
do not mean,' he added, observing Katharine change colour
'that your conduct has yet been such as to bring us to this ditressing decision ; I wish only to warn you, that you may be o
your guard for the future. In the meantime I should wish t
make some inquiries, to which I trust you will not object to giv
a straightforward answer. May I ask how long you have bee
acquainted with Mr Ronaldson ?'
'From childhood, sir, and we are engaged to be married.'
Poor Colonel Forbes ! What a downfall! After that lo
speech, that well-turned, dignified, almost paternal address, whi
he had studied, as he was accustomed to study his speeches
Parliament, to find that there was nothing more to be said !
wonder that he had no sympathy for Katharine's weaknesspity for the blood which crimsoned her cheek till the tears sto
in her eyes, or the tremulous voice which, although each wo
was uttered quite clearly, seemed as if it came from the de
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of her heart, so low and changed yvas its tone. He went on
mercilessly: 'Engaged!
Very strange ! most strange ! very
unfitting ! without any person's knowledge !'
' Mr and Mrs
Reeves have known it from the beginning, sir,' said Katharine, venturing to interrupt him. ' From the beginning ? what
beginning?
I wish to have no beginnings in my house.
Very unpardonable conduct, indeed ! The last thing I should
have expected.
May I inquire how long this engagement of
which you speak has lasted ?' 'About three-quarters of a
year, sir. Mr Ronaldson and myself were engaged before I
entered Mrs Forbes' service.'
' Then you came under false
pretences,' exclaimed Colonel Forbes, his eyes flashing; 'or
did Mrs Forbes know this? Has she encouraged it?' 'Mrs
Forbes knows nothing, sir,' said Katharine, beginning to feel
more frightened than she had anticipated, since she had
imagined that when the truth was known no one could find
fault with her. ' It was on her account that I persuaded Mr
Ronaldson to allow'of our engagement being a secret. I feared
that if Mrs Forbes knew it, she would not like me to bind myself to attend upon her.' ' What? I don't understand you.'
Colonel Forbes was quite right; he did not at all understand.
Accustomed to look through his narrow worldly telescope, he
could not at once reach the sphere of higher motives by which
persons like Katharine were actuated. 'I have often wished
lately, sir,' continued Katharine, her voice becoming more steady,
and her manner calmer, 'that Mrs Forbes did know of my engagement; in fact, it was only this very day Mr Ronaldson and
myself agreed that it ought not any longer to be kept from her.'
'.It was a pity that you had not thought so long before,' said
Colonel Forbes, interrupting her hastily; but Katharine went
on as composedly as ever. ' When I offered to be Mrs Forbes'
maid, sir, she was much too ill to bear anything like a shock, or
indeed even ordinary excitement. I had then but one thought
on my mind-to wait upon her, and nurse her; to repay, if I
could, some small portion of the infinite obligation I am under
for years of kindness.' She paused, but, finding that Colonel
Forbes did not reply, she continued :-' My wish was granted,
sir, and I thank you for it, from the very bottom of my heart I
thank you. Whatever change of plan your knowledge of my
position may make, I can have but one feeling of deep gratitude,
first, to God, for having given me the thought, and next to you,
for having been the means of enabling me to fulfil a service, the
2G
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remembrance of which will be a blessing to the latest hour of
my existence. As regards my conduct to-day,' she added,'it
was not, I confess, strictly according to established rules; but
perhaps Mr Crewe will, if asked, acknowledge that it was his
insolence which made me hastily seek protection from the only'
person in the world of whom I have a right to claim it.'
KatLarine was silent. Colonel Forbes raised his head, which,
while she had been speaking, he had leaned upon his hand. He,
looked grave and unusually pale. 'And how long was this
agreement with Mrs Forbes to last ?' he asked, in a softened
tone. ' We could not say, sir; it depended upon circumstances.'
' Upon Mrs Forbes ?' ' Partly, sir ; I could not leave her if she
were very ill. But Mr Ronaldson has been offered the Rilworth
agency, and that would make a great difference, because I still
should be in the neighbourhood, and able to attend upon Mrs
Forbes, if she wished it, at any moment.' 'And Mr Ronaldson.
consented to your undertaking this service; binding yourself in
this way in spite of your engagement ?' said Colonel Forbes.
' My promise to Mrs Forbes, sir, was given before my engagement was formed. Mr Ronaldson would have been the last
person to wish me to break it.' 'And he did not object? he
' Mr Ronalddid not think that you were lowering yourself?'
son, sir, thinks as I do, that we can never lower ourselves by
performing the duties which God is pleased to set before us.'
Again Colonel Forbes' face was hidden as he leaned down with
his forehead resting on his hand. There was a silence of some:
seconds; then he said, scarcely looking up as he spoke, 'Miss
Ashton, your explanation is perfectly satisfactory.' And Katha.,
rine rose to retire. 'Will you allow me, sir, to ask that Mtrs
Forbes may not be told without my knowledge.' 'Certainly,
you may depend upon it ;' and Katharine closed the door, and
Colonel Forbes leaned back in his chair to think.
To think ! had he ever more cause to think ? for what a ne
light had broken in upon him ! Disinterestedness, unselfishnes
self-denial,--he had heard of these things before; he fanci
that he understood them; but they were not the same virtu
when practised in his own circle of friends as when seen in th
conduct of Katharine Ashton. He could almost have said
was a wild enthusiasm--a romantic attachment-that Kathar'
loved Jane more than she did Charles, and therefore had b
consulting her own pleasure in sacrificing one to the other. B
Charles Ronaldson had consented likewise; he had put asi
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pride and personal feelings, and consented, as it seemed, willingly, that Katharine should separate herself from him, lower
herself in the eyes of many, subject herself to the restraints of
domestic service,--for what ? Was it folly, or coldness ? or was
it that which Colonel Forbes had often described, but never
practised-Christian unselfishness ? He thought-it was great
pain, but something within seemed to compel him to dwell upon
it-of what he would have done for Jane,-what he had done.
He remembered how he had thwarted, fretted, contradicted,
blamed her; in all cases consulted his own will. How, when
her health was in jeopardy, he had urged her to exertions beyond
her strength ; how, even when he had tried to please her, it was
never at his own expense. Katharine Ashton in a lower rank of
life, with no claim except that of early acquaintance and affection, could sacrifice time and freedom, and the feelings of all
others the dearest to human nature, and not even put herself in
the way of receiving gratitude in return-and he had given up
nothing; he knew not, except by name, the meaning of self=
denial. He had lived for himself; his best actions, his highest
virtues in the sight of men, were but the tinsel fruits of a mean
and miserable calculation for his own aggrandisement. God
had bestowed upon him fortune, intellect, influence, blessed him
in his domestic relations, given him a wife whose only defect
seemed to be her power of self-sacrifice for him, and children,
whose simple innocence might day by day have been a lesson of
the purity and beauty of heaven. His life had been one unbroken series of successes in whatever he attempted; and now,
when he looked back uporn the road he had travelled, in what
position did he find himself-nearer to, or farther from his

Maker ?
Conscience gave a mournful answer. There had been a time,
-- how well he remembered it ! for it was the one green and
freshening spot in the dreary wilderness of a life passed in the
service of self-when he had known the rejoicing thrill of hallowed enthusiasm, the strong energy of devoted purpose, the free
lightness of heart, of a spirit which has given itself with intensity
of will to the service of its Creator. That time had been when
he first knew Jane, when he caught the inspiration of her heavenly
love, and shared in the purity and gladness of her exalted hopes.
But it had passed ; the very love which first raised his heart to
od afterwards became his snare. The selfishness which he had
nurtured in his breast from childhood re-entered his earthly para-
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dise in the guise of an angel of light, and the affections which
should have guided him on his way to heaven led him down to
the darkness of earth. He could trace the gradual decay now by
the light shed upon his conscience-by the sight of pure unselfishness. He could see how, by degrees, he had fallen short,
suffering his love to be an excuse for the neglect of small duties,
whilst still retaining the tastes which charmed him from their
elevation and refinement ; and then endeavouring to tempt Jane
to like neglect ; and, when he found he could not succeed, throwing himself again into the spirit of her holier feelings; not because he loved them, but because they were pleasing to her. And
so began that fatal deception which led him to place himself at
her feet, and listen to all she said, as to 'the very lovely song of
one that hath a pleasant voice, and can play well on an instrument, whilst he heard her words, but did them not.' At that
time he had no fear of being led to neglect any duties. He
thought that he had a guardian angel always at hand ; he loved
her so dearly, and made himself so entirely one with her, that he
imagined, when he entirely approved of her charity and selfdenial, that he was charitable and self-denying himself. He
could not believe this now, for the first delirium of affection had
long vanished ; his wife had sunk to the level of mortality, their
interests had in many instances been separate%, his enthusiasm
was gone, but the selfishness which he had fostered under its
shadow remained to be his curse and his reproach. And yet on
Colonel Forbes' table there were lying at that moment letters
from men of talent and high principle, acknowledging his unflinching integrity, and complimenting him upon his sound judgment; letters from bishops, and rectors, and curates, appealing
to him as the patron of all that was good and religious in the
land; petitions from the poor and oppressed, entreating his aid,
as the person the most able, and certainly the most willing, to
aid them in their difficulties.
Could they all be deceived 2
Colonel Forbes did not answer the question in words, but i
feeling-a feeling of humiliation, bitter, intense. But how Ion
would it endure?
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CHAPTER LXVIII.

A

and Katharine was again summoned
MONTH
to Colonelafterwards
Forbes'study-not by Crewe. There had been
a strange alteration in the Maplestead household. Crewe was
gone. Mrs Brown said she knew why, and hinted that he had
reasons for being Miss Ashton's enemy for life ; but Katharine
merely remarked that she was surprised a man of his character
could so long have deceived Colonel Forbes, and then changed
the conversation. The new man was remarkably civil to the
lady's-maid ; perhaps he took his tone from that of others ; perhaps he had been warned that female influence was at that time
paramount at Maplestead. Certainly Colonel Forbes' manner
to Katharine must have had some influence in teachingehis servants the light in which he himself regarded her. He did not
intend to make it different from what it had been ; but respect
shows itself unconsciously, and as Colonel Forbes' respect had
deepened, so also had his attention increased. Not that he felt
quite comfortable in Katharine's presence ; she was still a problem to him. He could have understood her a great deal better
if she had been born in his own station, and mixed in his own
society. He was a man full,of prejudices, which he had never
taken the trouble to combat; narrow-minded, because he had
never looked upon human life except in a worldly point of view.
The large circle of the Christian Church, embracing within
itself all orders and all ranks, and giving to each class, and each
individual in that class, a work without which the happiness of
the whole could not be complete, was as unreal to him as the
myths of ancient historical records. It might be true, or it
might not ; but it was nothing to him. He lived for a select,
exclusive circle; he believed that others did the same. The
power which should unite them all in one was unknown to him.
Yet Katharine was a lady; he felt that, and it was his great
difficulty. She was a lady, because she had the true spirit of a
lady. She did what every one who wishes to be so thoroughly
must do. She kept precisely in the position in which the providence of God had placed her. She was perfectly unpretending,
simple in dress, gentle and unpresuming in manner; her taste
and tact were those of the most refined education. When he contrasted her with his wife, he could see that Jane had more outward polish, that she was more graceful, more accomplished, and
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better informed, that her accent was softer; but the difference
went no further. He had seen hundreds of women moving in
the fashionable circles of society obtrusive, flirting, noisy, or
even, with great apparent elegance, civilly impertinent and contemptuous, who could not have been named in the same breath
with Katharine Ashton for real refinement. , What was the cause
of her superiority ? Nature might have done something, but it
could not have done all. She had had few advantages of education; none of society, beyond the little she might have met at
the house of Mr Reeves. She had always moved in what might
be called her own set, except of late, when she might be said to
have left it for one which was lower; but she was a lady in the
true sense of the word still. And why ? It was nothing outward. Colonel Forbes felt strongly that the very instant any
one should attempt to move her out of her natural place, and
make her assume the manners and habits of those above her,
that moment the charm would be gone.
Katharine Ashton
dignified her position; her position did not dignify her; that
was the essential distinction. She dignified it by taking it from
the hand of God, and using it as the means of promoting His
glory. If she had once attempted to divert it to her own service,
her power would have been over.
Jane did not yet know of Katharine's engagement; it was
Katharine's particular request that she should not be told till
Charles Ronaldson's removal to Rilworth should be a matter of
such absolute certainty-humanly speaking-as not to admit of
a doubt. This morning, however, the letter conveying the intelligence that the change was finally decided upon had arrived,
and Katharine was wishing to see Colonel Forbes upon the subject at the very moment he sent for her.
'Pray sit down, Miss Ashton.' There was marked courtesy:
in Colonel Forbes' manner now, and even more than that-gentleness and interest. ' I sent to ask your opinion about a littl
plan I have in my mind for Mrs Forbes. I wanted to know i
you thought she would be equal to it. The Duchess of Lowthe
has begged us to go to Rilworth Castle for a few days : she thin
the change may be good. What do you say?' Katharine w
taken very much by surprise. Jane had not left home now f
some months. 'It would not be a long journey,' continue
Colonel Forbes; 'and she might be as quiet as she liked w
she was once there.' 'But, I suppose, there would be ag
many persons in the house, sir,' said Katharine. 'Proba
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but they would not come in the way. She might breakfast and
dine alone ; in fact, live quite by herself if she wished it. I think
it might be a good thing for her; but of course I would not urge
it.' He said this in an apologetic tone. Some inward feeling
always made him anxious now to excuse himself to Katharine
whenever he did or said anything tending to selfishness. 'If she
could be quite quiet,' began Katharine, doubtfully. I Oh ! you
might be assured of that. I should take every precaution myself,
and indeed I should insist upon it that it was so. I think she
would like it.' 'It might be an amusement to her,' observed
'Yes, and Dr
'. Katharine, 'and it would be change of air.'
Lowe recommends both, if they could be had without fatigue.
But still I would not urge it, and give up the idea for myself.'
'I would take every care of Mrs Forbes, sir,' said Katharine,
'if you were obliged to leave her.' 'I should not leave her,'
was the rather short reply. Katharine felt a little thrown back,
afraid that perhaps she had jarred upon him by some unintentional forwardness of tone or manner, so she merely observed that
Mrs Forbes had seemed stronger the last few weeks. He paused
again, and then said with some abruptness, ' Dr Lowe rests a
'Yes.'
But there
great deal upon her gaining strength ?'
was no assent to Colonel Forbes' meaning, though there was to
his actual words. He caught the accent of doubt, and said:
'You don't think she is gaining strength ?' ' I can't 'say, sir;
she has seemed able to do more the last few days,' said Katharine. Colonel Forbes sighed deeply. 'It is her appetite which
seems to fail most now,' continued Katharine. 'Change might
be good for that,' he remarked; but there was very little hope
or energy in his tone. 'I should think it might be, sir,' was
Katharine's cautious answer. 'And you would go with us,
Miss Ashton ?' The question was so strange that Katharine was
quite confused in replying to it. 'I could not take her without
'Certainly not, sir,- of
you,' continued Colonel Forbes.
course,-I never thought it possible,' replied Katharine; 'that
Yes, as
is, as long-if I am permitted to remain with her.'
long,' repeated Colonel Forbes, thoughtfully. ' May I be allowed
to ask you a question ? When do you think your engagement
'I was wishing to speak to you upon the
must terminate ?'
'I have heard'subject, sir,' said Katharine, blushing.
''And so have I,' said Colonel Forbes, quickly, 'Mr Ronaldson
is to come to Rilworth immediately; it was that which made me
anxious to know your plans.' ' There are none formed yet,
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sir,' replied Katharine; 'but I suppose Mr Ronaldson would
' To have them soon settled,' said
not like, would wish '
Colonel Forbes, gravely, but good-naturedly; 'very natural.
Do you think the time would be as much as two months?'
'I
should like to consult Mrs Forbes' wishes as much as possible,
sir,' said Katharine. ' I could not be happy in leaving her without some one who would really look after her.' ' Then it might
be as well to let her know soon,' said Colonel Forbes; 'there
would be more time then to inquire for some one to supply your
place; as far, that is, as it can be supplied. I think you said
you would like to make the communication yourself !' ' If you
have no objection, sir.' ' And it should be done without delay,
said Colonel Forbes; 'otherwise, if she should distress herself
much, it might interfere with my proposed plan of taking her to
Rilworth Castle.' There was a good deal of the old feeling about
this. He was very anxious for the visit, and disliked the idea of
anything which might interfere with it. 'I would tell Mrs
Forbes to-day, sir,' said Katharine, 'if you thought it right.
I think she will not care much now that I can be with her at
any moment if she should want me.' 'You must not go far
away, Miss Ashton,' said Colonel Forbes, with a smile which was
kind, though his manner was stiff. 'Mr Ronaldson has an idea
of taking the Duke of Lowther's small farm of Westbank, sir,
said Katharine; 'that would be only a quarter of a mile from the
lower lodge.' ' Oh ! a very good arrangement. I trust it may
answer.' Colonel Forbes thought a moment, and added, ' Mr
Ronaldson, I conclude, would not like so large a farm as Moorlands, as his time will be so occupied elsewhere? It may be
vacant again soon.' Katharine's heart was very full with many
mixed feelings. She had great difficulty in expressing them,
yet gratitude was uppermost. She felt as if Colonel Forbes must
have conquered much of undefined antipathy to herself, and oc
annoying recollections of her brother, to make this propos
'You are very, very kind, sir,' she began; 'indeed, you a
very kind; and Mr Ronaldson would be most grateful for t
offer; but I could not say for him.' ' Only would you like it
inquired Colonel Forbes. 'I don't quite know, sir.' Her ey
were dimmed with tears. 'I think it would be happy in so
'ways; not in all ;-perhaps,' and she smiled, 'a new life h
getter begin in a new place.' Colonel Forbes felt a little damp
He had not yet learned to throw himself into the minds of other
so as to judge correctly of their feelings. He became rath
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more stiff, and renewed the subject of the visit to Rilworth
Castle. They would stay a week, he said; it would not be
worth while to go for a shorter time. He should wish Katha-"
rine to say nothing on the subject until after she had made
her own communication. Katharine merely replied that she
would certainly take an opportunity of talking to Mrs Forbes
in the course of the day, and then, with her usual curtsey,
retired.
Colonel Forbes felt very uncomfortable when she was gone;
he knew he had been so cold, but he could not forget his old
manner. He was angry with himself, however, now ;-in former
days he would have been angry with Katharine. It was very
hard ip-hill work, at his age, to unlearn the lessons which he
had been taught from his infancy. Nature, or rather habit, that
second nature, would often have its way. Yet he was, in a
measure, improving ; if he was not yet unselfish from Christian
principles, he at least seldom or never acted selfishly without
having a feeling of self-reproach.
Katharine went up to Jane and found her with the children,
looking particularly happy, if not particularly well. Yet there
had been, upon the whole, a marked change for the better, within
the last few months. Katharine could not help now and then
hoping that, after all, her affection might have exaggerated the
weakness of Jane's constitution; and that, now that her mind
was quieter, her physical frame would recover its strength, and
the threatened evil be averted at least for years. 'Mamma says
we shall be going to London again, soon,' said Lucy, running
up to Katharine, as she entered the room,' and that you will
go with us.' 'We hope so,' said Jane, gently; 'we should
not like to go anywhere without Miss Ashton, Lucy, should we?'
'And then we will take you about to see all the sights,' said
Philip : 'but a long time ago, we wanted you to go to London,
and papa did not like it.' 'Hush ! Philip,' said Lucy; 'you
should not say that.' 'But it is true,' retorted Philip. 'I
remember it quite well. It was one day we were playing in the
long walk, together; and then,-I forget exactly what-only I remember afterwards, papa told me he did not want Miss Ashton
to go to London.' 'Papa did not know Miss Ashton as well
then as he does now,' said Jane; 'that makes all the difference.
But you must go to Mademoiselle, now, my darlings, for Miss
Ashton and I have something to say to each other.' The two
children ran up, as usual, to their mamma, to be kissed; and
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Philip, as he was leaving the room, came back again, and insisted
upon putting his arm round Katharine's neck, and whispering,
as a great secret, that he loved her dearly, and he should not at
all like to go to London without her.
The expression of Katharine's face struck Jane as sorrowfuland when Philip was gone, she said to her affectionately,-' You
- are not vexed, dear Katharine, at any nonsense the children have
talked ? Times are very much altered, as you know, since then.'
'Yes, indeed, they are,' replied Katharine, ' I was not thinking
of that, I assure you, ma'am. Might I ring for your luncheon,
if you are inclined for it ?' ' It is not luncheon time yet,' said
Jane, looking at her watch. 'Please give me my work, and sit
down for a few minutes, unless you are very busy.' ' I could not.
be busy, if you want me, ma'am,' said Katharine, 'and I had
something to say to you, if it would not worry you to listen.'
' Not very much,' said Jane, with a playful smile. 'And I am
not in a humour to be worried to-day. O Katharine ! it is such
a blessing to feel something more in health, both in mind and
body;' and as Katharine brought her work, she made her sit
down on a low chair by the sofa, and added: 'Now make me'
your confessor, and tell me what is in your mind.' Katharine
hesitated. 'Shall I help you ?' continued Jane, in the same
light tone; but seeing that Katharine looked pale and nervous,
her voice changed, and she said,-' There is not anything really'
the matter, dear Katharine ?' ' Nothing of consequence-in the
house, or about the servants,' replied Katharine, knowing that
Jane's thoughts would naturally turn in that direction; 'and
nothing really the matter at all,' she added, observing that Jane
still looked suspicious of evil; 'but I am afraid,-it has com
into my mind, that perhaps I may not be able to go to Londo
with you.' ' Because of that foolish speech, that nonsense of t
children, exclaimed Jane. ' O Katharine ! how could you for
instant remember it?'
'Not for that !' replied Katharin
eagerly. ' Oh no, indeed ; but I think there may be difficulties
Jane gazed at her with a look of alarm. ' Dear Mrs Forbes,
forgive me,-I am engaged to be married to Mr Ronaldsol
and Katharine's composure quite gave way, and her tears
very fast. She did not see the expression of Jane's face, for s
had covered her own with both her hands. Perhaps it was w
she did not. It might have given her a pang which she co
not have forgotten. She only felt the warm kiss imprinted
her forehead, and heard the sweet, though now low and tremble
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voice, which whispered : ' Thank God ! dear Katharine, fir your
sake !' Katharine could not look up,-but she went on speaking rapidly. ' He is coming to Rilworth to live, and he does not
like any delay. Dear Mrs Forbes, I must leave you.'
Poor
Katharine ! her tears became almost sobs; the confession was
much worse than she expected. She had been very abrupt !
She was not saying at all what she had intended, and at the
moment of speaking she felt that she was doing harm. But she
had miscalculated Jane's strength; at least, for that instant.
She was exceedingly quiet,-soothing in voice and manner, as
she might have been to a child,-and fondly she placed her hand
on Katharine's head, and again and again kissed her forehead,
forgetting all worldly distance and distinction,-everything but
the deep love which had grown with their growth, and strengthened with their strength. 'And you do not think me unkind and
selfish?' began Katharine; 'you do not think I could leave you
if you were not stronger ?' 'I do not think you could do anything but what is most good and considerate for everybody,'
said Jane, interrupting her. ' God forbid that I should give you
cause to grieve for having come to me, because I was selfish in
parting from you. O Katharine ! I could not be so ungrateful
for that which has been the greatest blessing of my life.' Katharine looked up with a smile brightening her face. Jane's eye
rested on a small and most beautifully-bound Bible which lay
on her work-table. It had been Colonel Forbes' present to her
that morning, because he said that it tired her to hold a larger
book; and there were rare flowers on the table which she had
especially longed to see; and beside her lay a little pencil note
which he had sent her from his study, fixing the hour at which
he would drive with her to see some poor person about whom
she was anxious. She made no comment, however, upon these
things, but merely said, 'All has been different, dear Katharine,
since you came.' 'And there will be no real change when I am
gone,' replied Katharine, reading her thoughts. Jane put her
hand to her eye to wipe away a tear, yet she smiled instantly
afterwards, and said : ' I must not complain if my nurse is still
near; and you will remain at Rilworth, you say?'
' Almost at
Mapiestead,' replied Katharine, 'Mr Ronaldson talks of taking
the Duke of Lowther's farm at Westbank.' Jane was silent, but
the muscles of her throat moved convulsively.
She laid down
her work, and stood up. ' I am going to my room, dear Katharine,' she said, 'don't let any one come to me if you can help it.'
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She stooped, as if intending to kiss Katharine again, but it
seemed as if she could not trust herself, and slowly she left the
room; and Katharine listened to her light step crossing the
gallery, and heard her enter her chamber and bolt the door.
She did not appear for another hour. Then she was very
pale, but quite cheerful, and went out for her drive with Colonel
Forbes, and dined with him as usual; but whenever Katharine
was in the room, Jane's eyes lingered upon her with that gaze
of yearning tenderness which is the language of those to whom
God has denied the power of venting their feelings in words.

CHAPTER LXIX.
! It was a place of which Katharine
CASTLE
R ILWORTH
had heard from
infancy, which she had seen occasionally
in the distance, and now and then had heard described; but
this was all she knew about it, though it was only seven miles
from the town. It was not a show place, so there had been noi
excuse for making excursions to see it. The Duke of Lowther
happened to be very fond of it, and spent a larger portion of his
time there than at his splendid seat in the North; but there was
really nothing in it very remarkable. Castle, in fact, it was not.
Tradition said there had been such a place once, and a piece of
an old wall in the park was pointed out as having formed par
of the original building; but Rilworth Castle now was a sub
stantial, gothic house, built round a quadrangle, with an attempt'
at cloisters on three sides, a little turret at the north-east angl
and a tolerably handsome gateway at the entrance, surmounte
by the ducal arms. The house certainly was not striking i
beauty, yet Rilworth Castle was a place which on the whole ha
great charms. It stood high, and there was exceeding beau
in the glimpses of richly-wooded country, and far, blue distan
seen at the extremity of the broad walks shaded by splendi
trees, by which the grounds immediately adjoining the hou
were intersected; and there was a flower-garden on one sid
quaint and formal, and brilliant with all the hues of the rainbb
such as the most fastidious of gardeners might have envied
and a very pretty little village, with ornamented cottages, cl
at hand, to give occupation to any one who might desire
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and, above all, a most perfect and picturesque old church, properly cared for, and within a convenient distance of the house.
Very pleasant objects to look at. And Rilworth Castle was a
very pleasant house to stay at. Hunting and shooting, politics
and theology, poetry and art, music and dancing, gossip and
embroidery; there was something to suit every taste. And the
Duke was very good, though a little prosy; and the Duchess
extremely kind and hospitable; and the grown-up sons and
Sdaghters, who congregated around them, were, for the most
part, clever and amiable; so that, without any exception, it was
ite most popular house in the country. But it was not particuhrly agreeable, but only particularly odd to Katharine, to find
. herself on the road to Rilworth Castle : it produced a wonderful
confusion in her memory. Barnes-Colonel Forbes' new man
-- a very discreet and respectful person, could scarcely extract a
word from her during the journey. She could think of nothing
but that old, long-past-away absurdity, the Union Ball at the
' Bear,' and the poor Duchess's discomfiture, and Lady Marchmont's graceful dancing, and Colonel Forbes' wasted energies,
and George Andrews' pretension, and Selina, and Martha
Dobson, and her own dear father and mother, and that strange,
- Yes, life was
quiet, shy, thoughtful individual, whom now
indeed stranger than romance. To look back upon it, and read
it, and understand it, how very wonderful, yet how infinitely
merciful was the arrangement of its every detail ! The carriage
entered the park, and Barnes pointed out the best view, and was
proud to do the honours, for he had once lived in the Duke of
Lowther's service. But he could only gain a quiet assent of
admiration from Katharine, whose chief thought, as they drew
near the house, was how she should undergo the ordeal of meeting the innumerable ladies'-maids, whose acquaintance doubtless
she would have to make. Mrs Brown had warned her that the
Castle was always full, even when the Duchess professed to
have no one there; and urged her to make herself smart, as it
would be expected of her. But Katharine's black dress saved
her from any such painful necessity ; and, what was still better,
she had a private assurance from Jane, that, beyond the! necessity of joining the regular housekeeper's party at meal times,
she would be at liberty to remain by herself as much as she
chose. Forgetfulness of self, however, was her great assistance
now, as it had been many times before in her life. As soon as
the carriage stopped, she might have been in the presence of
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royalty, and she would have been unembarrassed, for all heri
thought was for Jane; all her anxiety, to know whether she felt
over-fatigued by the long drive; and when the inquiry was
answered by a bright smile, and a ' Thank you ! I really think
I am refreshed,' her heart bounded so lightly, that the appearance of all the ladies'-maids at the same moment, begging
for an introduction, would have failed to disturb her equanimity.
' This way, Miss, if you please,' said one of the men-servants,
who was assisting in carrying the luggage up the stairs; and
Katharine was ushered through innumerable passages, and made
to mount broad stairs and narrow ones, and turn to north, south,
east, and west, till all her dawning notions of the topography of
the house were utterly confounded; and at last she was left in a
huge apartment, much larger than Jane's at Maplestead, with the
information that Mrs Forbes' boudoir was within, and the maid's.
beyond.
SKatharine thought it all very grand, and comfortless, though
there was ample furniture in the room, and a large blazing fire.
It took her so long to walk from one end of the apartment to the'
other, that she felt as if half her days would be wasted in wandering
from the wardrobe to the bureau, and from the bureau to the wardrobe. And when she began the business of unpacking, everything
seemed to have a knack of putting itself in the wrong place, aind
nothing was to be found that was wanted. She began to be quit-e
alarmed at last, for the dressing-bell rang, and Jane she was sure
would appear to be dressed for dinner, long before anything
could be ready for her. After all, it was doubtful whether she
really was fitted for the office of lady's-maid. But Jane came upstairs, tired, and not inclined to go down till the evening, and then
Katharine was in her element again; and when she had made they
little boudoir exactly what she thought Jane would like, an*
established her there upon the sofa, with a cup of coffee, whie
was the only thing she fancied, everything seemed quite nature
and home-like ; most especially when Jane looked up at her witt
her bewitching smile of gratitude, and said, 'Ah! Katharine
Rilworth Castle was never so pleasant to me before.'
It was not at all home-like, however, to be summoned downs
stairs to tea. Such an array of ladies'-maids; such silk gow
and ribbons, and brooches ! and such etiquettes and proprietie
If anything could have discomposed her, the ceremonies of t
housekeeper's room unquestionably would; but Katharine w
not in

a mood to be affected by

them

and only

smiled to

her
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As she thought how she should amuse Charles by describing
them.
Jane was amused, too, when Katharine went up-stairs to her
,again, and gave an account of her entertainment. It was a new
life to her, for she had never liked to talk to her former attendant
upon such subjects, though Laurette would have gossiped interminably if permitted. She was rather anxious, though, for
Katharine's comfort, and afraid that her good taste and refinement of feeling might be offended by the absurd display and
pretension, which could scarcely be avoided where there was such
a mixture of society. But Katharine put all fears to flight by
her quiet remark: ' You know, ma'am, we can't always expect to
meet people who understand how to keep their station ; but it does
not signify as long as we keep our own.' Jane had often felt that
irii her own circle, for human nature is the same everywhere, and
vulgarity, like true politeness, is confined to no rank.
And that first evening at Rilworth Castle was passed by Katharine as quietly as it would have been at Maplestead. Mrs Forbes
went to the drawing-room, and she sat in her own chamber,
writing to Charles. She had little curiosity as to anything that
was going on in the house, except that she thought it would be
pleasant, if there should happen to be any dancing, to watch
Lady Marchmont, and see whether the years which had passed
over her head since the Union Ball, had in any way diminished
her grace and beauty. But there were only distant sounds of
some very sweet singing, and the notes of a harp. About ten
o'clock, Jane came up-stairs to go to bed. She was looking weary,
and said that the evening had been dull rather than otherwise,
for the gentlemen would get together and talk politics, and the
ladies were rather stiff. The next day, however, there were
to be more arrivals, some very agreeable people; and there was
an idea of making a large riding party, and going to see the ruins
of a large abbey about twelve miles off. A cousin of Lady
Marchmont, who was staying in the house, had never been there;
nd it was thought that it might be a pleasant expedition.
'They have been trying to persuade Colonel Forbes to go,'
he added, with a happy smile, as she sat down by the fire, and
tharine began to unfasten the pearl spray in her hair; 'but
e seemed inclined to say, "no." The Duchess told me she was
re he was afraid I should fall into some mischief if he left me,
d I do think he is very anxious about my being kept quiet?
Colonel Forbes made so many promises that you should be quiet,
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ma'am,' said Katharine, 'he is bound to keep his word.' 'Froni
fear of your grave looks also, Katharine,' replied Jane; ' I
am sure he stands in considerable awe of you.' She spoke play!
fully, but a sigh followed, and she added, gravely, 'I am not
sure that I do not feel some awe of you myself now. You are not
quite what you were.' Katharine smiled, and said she did not
feel like what she was, herself; it was all very strange, she could
not understand it. Jane became very thoughtful. ' You must
explain it more to me to-morrow,' she said, ' some things perplex
me since I have been thinking it all over; and Colonel Forbes
says'--she paused, as if she had a difficulty in expressing herself,
and then added, in a tone of affectionate reproach, ' Katharine,
I thought you would have told me everything,' 'I would, if I
might, ma'am,' replied Katharine, simply; 'and I will, if I may,
to-morrow. I think to-night you ought to go to bed.'
'Colonel Forbes knew of your engagement before I did,' con,
tinued Jane, in a musing tone. ' Only because it seemed better
that he should,' replied Katharine. 'And he knew the sacrifice
you made for me,' said Jane, turning suddenly round, and looking
at her intently. Katharine knelt down by the side of the chairi
and raising Jane's hand to her lips, said : ' Dear Mrs Forbes, he
knew only what I could not venture to say to you, that the sacrifice of years, instead of months, of earthly happiness, would have
been all too little for one who long ago guided me on the way to
heaven. Please, may the subject never be mentioned between ue
again ?' Jane's eyes glistened, and as she laid her hand upon
Katharine's, she said, 'There is a blessing which descends frorn
generation to generation. Katharine, it will surely be yours.'
was all that was said, but the words were graven upon Katharine'
heart, deep as a promise which shall never be broken.

CHAPTER LXX.

A

BRILLIANT morning-a bright sun-a sky sufficien

clouded for beauty, but not for fear-a fresh yet w
spring breeze-what could be more inviting for the expedition
Liscombe Abbey? Katharine, when she went down-stairs
breakfast, heard the proposal discussed with considerable ani
tion, in the housekeeper's room. She could almost have suppo
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that the ladies'-maids, and the gentlemen's gentlemen, were bent
upon joining it themselves, so eager were their conjectures as to
the chances of a fine day, and so vehement the contests as to the
horses and their riders. Her chief interest was centered in knowing
whether Colonel Forbes was likely to be of the party; in her own
heart she very much wished he might not be. The Duchess was
so overpoweringly anxious and good-natured, that, if he were
absent, she was likely to tire Mrs Forbes with kindness; and
Katharine had already been informed by Lady Marchmont's maid,
who knew everything about everybody, that it was the general
opinion at Rilworth Castle, that Mrs Forbes was cooped up a
good deal too much, and that the Colonel kept her quite a prisoner, and something like an insinuation had been made, that it
was the Duchess's full intention to break through the old system
of seclusion, and bring poor Mrs Forbes out again. Katharine
was expected to give either an assent or a contradiction to these
surmises, and when neither could be extracted from her, she was
pronounced, by Lady Marchmont's maid, dreadfully proud and
close; a condemnation which, although uttered so loudly that she
could not help hearing it, was very comfortably indifferent to her.
'Miss Ashton has seen nothing of the Castle yet,' said the
housekeeper, with an appealing look to several of the party, who
were well acquainted with it ; 'I should think it might be agreeable to go round with her when the riders have started, and her
Grace is in the morning-room.' Barnes, who naturally felt particularly at home, and liked to show that he was, professed extreme
willingness to take upon himself the office of leader, if he might be
permitted; asserting that he knew where all the curiosities came
from, and could tell the names of every picture in the long gallery ;
and one or two other strangers, like Katharine, seized upon the
idea as a very pleasant way of ridding themselves of the tedium
of a long morning. It was settled, therefore, that they were to
meet in the housekeeper's room at twelve o'clock, and Katharine
then went up-stairs again to be ready for anything that Mrs
Forbes might require. The Castle hours were very late, and she
found Colonel Forbes in his wife's room reading to her, according
to what was now his usual custom. He was urgent that Jane
should have her breakfast at once, and alone. The Duchess, he
said, never made her appearance till ten o'clock, and the breakfast
was an interminable affair. Jane had much better take hers as
she was accustomed, no one would remark upon it ; in fact it was
quite the common practice of the house. He should be inclined to
2H
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stay with her himself, he added, only he wanted to hear a little
what the plans for the day were. ' You are going with them all to
Liscombe, dear Philip, areyou not ?' said Jane. ' I hope youwould
not think of staying at home for me.' ' I am not sure, my dear ;
Liscombe is nothing new, and you would like me to drive you out.'
' Oh ! the Duchess will do that,' replied Jane; 'she told me she
'But she
would last night-please don't let that prevent you.'
will tire you to death, my dear, with talking. I don't know any
one more agreeable than the Duchess when one is in good health
and spirits, but it really does require a fair amount of both to be
with her.' The thought crossed Katharine's mind, as she stood
by, waiting to hear what she had to do, that Colonel Forbes had
not seen so clearly the Duchess's powers of wearying, when he
had urged Jane to come to Rilworth Castle ; but it seemed severe
to blame him for not having quite overcome his natural and longfostered fault, especially now, when he seemed so really anxious
to consult Jane's comfort. ' We might drive through the park,
and over the hill,' he continued ; ' it is much higher ground than
at Maplestead, and Lowe always said that fresh, pure air was the
best tonic you could have.' ' I should like it very much, very
much indeed,' said Jane, putting up her face for him to kiss; ' I
don't quite think you know how much; but I could not bear to
stand in the way if you wanted to ride, so please not to think of
me; and remember, Katharine will take excellent care of me.'
'I think your mistress does look stronger and better this morning, don't you, Miss Ashton?' said Colonel Forbes, turning to
Katharine. Katharine hesitated a little. She did not see any
difference herself, and she knew that Jane had slept badly in
consequence of the unusual fatigue of seeing so many people
Colonel Forbes was fretted, because she did not immediately
assent, and said, rather in his old tone, that it was never well td
make the worst of things when people were not strong: there
was nothing they required so much as cheerfulness. 'It is my
fault,' remarked Jane, in a tone of apology; 'if Katharine doe
not think me very brilliant this morning, for I have beef
foolishly complaining of fatigue whilst she was dressing me; but
I shall forget everything, dear Philip, in the pleasure of a drive
with you.' Colonel Forbes walked to the window; his br6d
was overcast; he had not been thoroughly comfortable ever
since he had insisted upon this visit, and now Katharine an
Jane both seemed determined to make him feel that he h4
done an unwise thing. 'I can't say what I shall do,' he t
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marked, perversely. 'Perhaps I may be wanted for the ridingparty; the Duchess won't like her daughters to go unless there
is some one she can trust with them.' 'Oh! no, of course; I
quite forgot that. Certainly, Philip, you must go.' Neither
Jane's face nor accent betrayed anything like annoyance, except
to Katharine's eye. She could see a grave shadow flit across it,
chased away by the unselfish smile, which in a moment could
throw itself into another's wishes.
Colonel Forbes walked
moodily to the door, not approaching Jane again, and, turning
his head in another direction : ' I can't decide anything yet,' he
said, as he went out of the room; ' you had better have your
breakfast, Jane.' Jane was not inclined for her breakfast then;
her husband was vexed with her causelessly, and the weight of
former days settled itself upon her heart, in spite of all Katharine's efforts to interest her.
Colonel Forbes did not appear again, and Jane, anxious to
learn what he would do, at last sent Katharine to inquire.
Barnes, the only person likely to have heard, could tell nothing;
there had been great consultations, but none of the gentlemen
seemed to know their own minds. All he had heard was, that
his master had said he had letters to write, and probably should
not be able to go anywhere. This augured ill for his goodHaving letters to
temper, as Katharine knew by experience.
write always meant that he was not in a mood for any company
but his own. 'Here they come,' said Barnes, moving away
from the foot of the staircase, where he and Katharine had met;
'perhaps you can ask him about it yourself.' Colonel Forbes
and Lord Marchmont crossed the hall from the library. Katharine heard Colonel Forbes say decidedly, 'If I am not wanted,
I would much prefer staying at home;' to which Lord Marchmont replied, carelessly, that he hoped Colonel Forbes would
consult his own pleasure. This seemed conclusive; and she
hurried back to Jane to beg her to prepare for going out before
luncheon, as the afternoons and evenings were still very cold.
A knock at the door :-the good-natured Duchess was come
.to see how Mrs Forbes was, and to recommend her a special
remedy against wakefulness ; but especially to enjoy a little
London gossip. The enjoyment, however, consisted in talking
all the time herself, for Jane knew little really of London life,
and did not like talking of it. She made, however, an excellent
listener, and the Duchess was quite satisfied, and went on and
on in the most interminable way, heaping anecdote upon anec-
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dote, and pouring forth a flood of reminiscences upon Jane,
which it required much greater strength, both of body and
mind, than she possessed, to endure. Katharine heard something, and guessed more, as she went in and out of the room;
and if she had not heard, but only seen, she would have been
quite sure, from Jane's face, that all this was a great deal too
much for her. But it was impossible to give a hint to a Duchess
in her own house, especially when she was so very good-natured,
and every now and then said, ' Now, my dear, I am not tiring
you-you are sure I am not tiring you? you must tell me if I
and then
am; only if you had but seen Mr So-and-so'-followed an anecdote, of course. Katharine's only hope was in
Colonel Forbes. He would certainly come and inquire after
Jane soon, and offer to take her out for a drive, and then the
Duchess must depart. But Colonel Forbes had letters to write;
that is. he lounged away his time in the library, turning over the
pages of the Quarterly Review, talking desultory politics with
the Duke of Lowther, and bandying compliments and repartees
with Lady Marchmont, who was bent upon persuading him to
join the riding-party. He did not think of his wife, or, rather,
when he thought of her it made him cross; and too much out of
humour with himself to make up his mind to please her, he sat
in a most uncomfortable mood, not caring for what he was doing.
then, because not able to resolve upon what was to be done afterwards. He was a colonel in the army and a member of Parliament, but his dignity did not save him from the consequences of
human infirmity.
'Well, Forbes, going or not going?' said Lord Marchmont,
entering the library with his wife, dressed in her riding-habi
just as the clock struck twelve. Colonel Forbes shrugged hi
shoulders, and observed that it was bitterly cold, and he thoug
the fire the pleasantest sight he was likely to see that day. ' A
surdity !' exclaimed Lord Marchmont. 'One would imagine y
were an old man of sixty. Louisa,' appealing to his wife, 'd
tell him how foolish he makes himself.' 'I have been trying
persuade him of the fact all the morning,' said Lady Marchmon
'but I have quite lost my influence with him. It was differe
in the days of "auld lang syne," when we made our dlbut
gether at the Union Ball at Rilworth. I was vain enough th
to flatter myself that Colonel Forbes was my most devo
servant.' 'You forget the infirmities of age, Lady Marchmo
replied Colonel Forbes. 'The Union Ball was antediluvi
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What a compliment to me!' exclaimed Lady Mach

'Of course I am antediluvian too.

I shall say nothing

you, but leave you to the Duchess; and don't flatter you l
that we shall not be a very merry party without you.' Sl
this very good-humouredly, and Colonel Forbes felt a
shaken in his determination to sit by the fire all day, He asked
whether every one was ready. ' Ready, or nearly ready, or ought
to be ready,' said Lady Marchmont : 'but you must not judge
of others by me, for I am a very pattern of punctuality. - I have
been trained into it ever since I married. Do you know,' she.
added, addressing her husband, 'that if we don't go at once we
shall create great ill-will and confusion in the establishment.
My maid tells me that they are to make a party to go over the
house when we are gone, and exhibit its wonders to all the
strangers. Colonel Forbes, they won't at all fancy being excluded from the library.' Colonel Forbes stood up, and Lady
Marchmont laughed, and declared she had gained the victory;
but he was still irresolute. At that instant the Duchess appeared
at the door. Checking his irritable feelings, he appealed laughingly to her : 'Your Grace is come just in time to prevent my
having violent hands laid upon me. Lady Marchmont is almost
threatening to carry me off by main force, and take me as a
prisoner with the riding-party. She will accept no excuses on
the score of age.' ' Of course not,' said the Duchess, ' for your
age involves hers; we all grow old together. But, whatever
you intend to do, I must beg you all to decide quickly. I have
been offering your poor little wife, Colonel Forbes, to drive with
me before luncheon, and she has been making a hundred pretty
excuses on the score of dutiful obedience to you, and now I find
you are going to run away from her.' A most unpleasant pang
of self-reproach was felt by Colonel Forbes; he bowed, and
smiled, and hesitated, and said he should be very sorry to interfere with any of her Grace's plans, and then asked whether Mrs
Forbes seemed inclined for a drive. ' Why, really I can't say,' was
the reply. 'I am afraid I may have tired her a little ; but she is
so vastly agreeable, I could not possibly get away from her. We
have been talking for the last hour and a half.' A smile passed
over Lady Marchmont's face, the meaning of which Colonel
Forbes quite understood. 'I had better decide upon not going,'
he said, turning rather abruptly to Lord Marchmont. 'If her
Grace will excuse me, I think I had better keep to my first
engagement with Mrs Forbes, and drive her a short distance.
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She is rather nervous, and does not like trusting herself with any
one but myself.' ' That means, that you doubt my charioteering powers,' observed the Duchess, laughing ; 'but I forgive you.
It is not the first time they have been called in question. Besides,' she added, with a pleasant tone of cordial kindness, ' I can
entirely sympathise with the wish to keep your engagement; you
will find no companion more charming.' ' Well, then, we may
reckon upon you in a quarter of an hour from this time,' said
Lady Marchmont, returning again to the charge. 'You shall not
reckon upon him for anything, Lousia,' observed the Duchess;
' I will not have any one tormented in my house. He shall go
up-stairs and talk to his little wife, and do exactly what he pleases.
Now, is not that amiable?' she added, laughing, as she appealed
to Colonel Forbes. 'Most kind, as your Grace always is,' was
the reply. ' I think perhaps it would be better just to see what
Jane wishes.' He was not sorry to escape from the room, for
his perverseness was becoming rather too much for his self-command; and when the Duchess so readily agreed to the propriety
of his staying with Jane, his will to join the riding-party became
on a sudden uncontrollably strong. The nearest way to Jane's
room was through the Long Gallery; and as he went on in his
moody state, not thinking of anything but himself, he did not
hear the voices which might have been heard through the foldingdoors leading into the anteroom; and, throwing them open, he
came suddenly upon the party of sight-seers, who, tired of waiting
for the departure of the riders, had betaken themselves to what
was usually considered public property-the Long Gallery. They
were looking at the pictures which Barnes was explaining and
commenting upon. Katharine was not there. Colonel Forbes
drew back, and the noise at the door made Barnes look round ;
he went up to his master to excuse himself for what would have
seemed an impertinence, but that it was a common practice of the
house. Colonel Forbes never vented small humours on his servants, and he was very gracious to Barnes, and pleased that he
should find amusement; he even went so far as to inquire why
Miss Ashton was not there. 'Miss Ashton wished to come, sir,
but she did not like to leave my mistress. I think she was reading
to her.' ' You should have made her come,' was Colonel Forbes'
' I told
reply, ' she will not have as good an opportunity again.'
her so, sir, but she would not hear of it. She said Mrs Forbes
was tired, and that she would rather not.' 'Oh! very well,
and Colonel Forbes retreated, and the party in the Long Gallery
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continued their tour of inspection. It was a very little trifle,-"
nothing but Katharine's duty; she was engaged to attend upon
Jane, and of course her own pleasures were not to be put in
competition with her mistress's comfort ; yet a feeling of selfreproach touched Colonel Forbes' heart. This was not the only
instance of the putting aside of personal inclination for the duty
of making others happy. It was always so ; whether the questions were great or small, Katharine Ashton's determination
was always on the side of unselfishness. Yet Colonel Forbes
was not then softened by the example. It was too petty for
him, and he was too proud to profit by it. Katharine might
have taught him to make great sacrifices; but it required deeper,
firmer principles to induce him to use the effort required for
small ones.
He knocked at Jane's door hastily, begged pardon rather pettishly, when he saw Katharine sitting by her, and said he did not
intend to interrupt them. 'Interrupt, dear Philip?' said Jane,
her face brightening, ' Oh ! no, how could that be possible ? Are
you come to say good-bye before you set off for your ride.' ' I
came to see how you were,' he replied. 'Oh! very tolerably
well, I assure you. I shall be quite well after a little rest. I
have had the Duchess here,' she added, smiling. 'Yes, I know
that; you should not have allowed her to tire you.' 'Oh ! that
is all nothing; and you know I could not possibly send her away.
But tell me who are going ? What a charming day you will have !'
'Every one in the house seems going except the Duchess,' said
Colonel Forbes; and, after a momentary pause, he added, 'She
talked about driving you out, Jane.' 'Yes, but I rather got
out of it,' said Jane laughing. 'It is very well in a room; but
really the effort of listening in a carriage, and losing half she says
-for her voice is despairingly low,-is rather more than I feel
equal to.' ' And you told her I was going to drive you,' he
said. ' I told her I had agreed to go with you, if I did drive at
all,' replied Jane; 'which was quite true; but that was merely
a civil excuse. Don't look grave about it, dear Philip, and think
you must stay at home and take care of me merely because of
that.'
It did seem rather a stupid thing to do, at least at that moment
Colonel Forbes thought so. Just then something made him look
round for Katharine. She had left the room, as she almost always
did when he came in. Jane watched the direction of his glance,
and interpreted it. ' You know I shall not be alone,' she said ;
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SKatharine will be with me. She has been reading to me for the
last quarter of an hour, and she will go on as long as I like. Oh !
dear, how I shall miss her !' Colonel Forbes did not respond,
and Jane continued :-' By the by, I want her to see the house.
Can't Barnes take her over?' 'Barnes is going over it now,'
said Colonel Forbes, shortly. ' Now? how very provoking! and
not to let Katharine know ! Really he ought to be scolded.'
' He did let her know,' said Colonel Forbes, 'but she said she
'Because of me,' said Jane, ' I know that
could not come.'
was it. How vexatious ! as if I should have cared about being
alone for an hour, if it was to give her pleasure ; but she always
will think of others before herself.' 'It is her duty to think of
you,' was the answer. ' Yes, perhaps so, but there are different
ways of doing one's duty; and besides, you know, Philip, we can
never look upon Katharine as a common person.' ' I don't
exactly see that,' he replied; 'at least whilst she is in your
service.' Jane was silent. She could not discuss the point if
he did not understand it, and she could see that he was 'put out.'
She returned to the question of the riding-party, thinking that
would please him best, and said, ' I suppose you are just ready to
start ?' ' I don't know; I never said I was going to start at all.'
'Oh! yes, but you are. It will do you so much good, and I
shall like so to hear all you have been doing when you come back.
You will pass, too, by the Maplestead turnpike, and you can
leave a note for me there, and tell them to send it up to the
house.' ' I rather wish that the Maplestead turnpike was going
to be passed by both of us,' said Colonel Forbes, moodily. ' I
don't think I can stay here beyond to-morrow, Jane ; there are
too many people.' ' Oh ! you will like them after a day or two,'
said Jane; ' especially if you ride with them to-day, and make
Colonel Forbes felt so exyourself acquainted with them.'
tremely like a pettish child. He was most intensely provoked
with himself. But there was the old habit of indulged temper,
and he said, with some bitterness, 'You seem wonderfully anxious
to be rid of me, Jane.' Jane looked up at him with tears in her
eyes: 'Anxious ! O Philip, when I have thought of nothing
but my drive all the morning !'
It was an unfortunate speech; it grated against his will. He
could scarcely after that say he would leave her. A quick knock
was heard at the door, followed immediately by 'May I come
in ?' and the Duchess appeared. ' My dear Colonel, I beg tent
thousand pardons; Jane, my dear,.I hope you will forgive me;
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but, do you know, I must run away with him. They are all
ready and waiting, and they won't think of going without him ;
and at last I was obliged to say I would try and persuade him
to let me drive you instead.' Colonel Forbes looked impenetrable, and did not speak. Jane smiled-such an April smile
that she was ashamed of it. ' You will go, dear Philip, of course ?'
she said, in the sweetest and most persuasive of tones. His
better feelings were touched. 'It is all nonsense,' he said;
'they don't really care about it. I have a shrewd suspicion that
Lady Marchmont has a wager depending upon it.' ' Oh no, I
assure you it is all pure love and affection,' said the Duchess,
laughing; 'but I told them it was very hard upon this poor,
little sick wife of yours.'
' The sick wife will be only the more charmed to see her husband when he returns,' said Jane, laying her hand fondly on his
arm. 'Good-bye, dear Philip; now,- you are gone.' Still he
hesitated. ' I will take excellent care of her,' said the Duchess ;
' and it is a delicious morning for a drive.' Colonel Forbes' conscience reproached him so painfully, that he withdrew from Jane,
and would not say good-bye. 'Oh ! and here is your maid come
for orders,' said the Duchess, as just at that instant Katharine
appeared at the door. ' Going out directly, shall we say? Yes,
directly,' she repeated, turning to Katharine. 'And" now I must
give orders for the pony-carriage. Come, my dear Colonel,what! still irresolute?' His eye caught Katharine's. She
meant nothing-she scarcely understood what was going on;
but he fancied it reproachful, and it goaded him. 'Good-bye,
my love. Miss Ashton, wrap your mistress up well, she is going
with the Duchess in the open pony-carriage: He passed Katharine proudly, and went down-stairs, thankful that at any sacrifice
he had at last decided.

CHAPTER LXXI.
ANE drove with the Duchess in the pony-carriage; came in
less tired than she had expected, and went down to
luncheon without resting, because it seemed uncourteous to
remain above when the party was so small. There was talking
all the time, for the Duchess of Lowther was seldom known to
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be silent. Katharine found her after luncheon lying on the sofa,
exhausted in body and depressed in spirits. She did not know
why this should be, she said it was probably only because of the
fatigue. She was not subject to fits of melancholy, and there
certainly was no particular cause for the feeling now. Katharine knew herself very well what was the matter. Jane was disappointed; not of the drive, that was a mere trifle, not to be
thought of another time; but the circumstances of the morning
had been so like those of former days, they had brought back
all her old feelings. Katharine herself was surprised; she had
not yet realised how long it must take to cure the indulged fault
of years, and she had given Colonel Forbes credit for stronger
feelings of regret for the past than he had really felt. She
might have been more merciful in her judgment if she had read
the secret working of his mind; but we see only the faults of
our fellow-creatures, we know little or nothing of the struggles
against them. And Colonel Forbes had not yielded without
pain; he had not acted as he would have done some months
before, following his own inclination without even a thought
of what others might feel. Selfish he was still, but his selfishness was a reproach to him. Even the very irritation of feeling
which had at last led him to do exactly what he knew Katharine,
in his place, would not have done, was a homage to her higher
principles. His esteem was now so deep, that he could not be
unmindful of her opinion; but his pride was also so great that
he would not allow to himself that he was influenced by her.
The flinty heart had been struck; but it required a softer, more
tender influence, to bid the healing waters flow. Katharine had
made him admire unselfishness ; but it was only Jane who could
teach him to love it.
' It was nearly six o'clock. The evening was becoming chilly,
and Jane drew her seat nearer to the fire, and enjoyed the quietness of the twilight. Katharine was gone down-stairs to tea.
The riders were expected to return every moment. Jane listened
for them occasionally, but her room looked out upon the flowergarden, and she could only catch indistinctly the sounds in the
front of the house. It was a time for softening thoughts, and
Jane's memory travelled back through the course of her life, and
read, as in the pages of a living book, the steps by which she had
reached her present resting-place. Her life had not been happy,
but it had been very good for her ; a less severe discipline must
have failed to work the merciful end which He who loved her
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had marked out for her. She did not dare to wish one trial
altered, to think it better that there should have been one pang
less. For herself all had been mercy, and for her husband surely
it must be the same. She tried to think that it would be so ;
that in some way or other the events which were ordered would
do their work for him, as she could not but feel they had done
for her; and, in the sure confidence of child-like faith, she laid
her cares to rest, and reposed upon that untiring, infinite Love,
which had become the unfading solace of her existence.
Katharine came to the door to ask how she was, and whether
anything could be done for her, and if she would like to dress for
dinner, or wait till Colonel Forbes returned. Jane was too comfortable, she said, to move; she would like to wait a little
longer. Perhaps Katharine would come again in ten minutes'
time. Katharine went away, and Jane returned to her quiet
reverie. The ten minutes had passed, a quarter of an hour,
twenty minutes; Jane looked at her watch by the light of the
fire, and thought that Katharine must have mistaken the time.
She touched the bell and listened to hear if it rang. It was not
easy to tell, for other distant sounds caught Jane's ear-voices
and the trampling of horses; of course, the riding-party returned. She stirred the fire, drew a chair near the sofa, and
arranged the few books on the table, that the room might have
a cheerful aspect when Colonel Forbes came in, cold and tired
as he would probably be. She was glad now that she had not
begun to dress, there would be quite sufficient time to have a
little talk with him before dinner, if he would only come at once.
Still, delay and great stillness! That was strange, when such a
large, merry party had just come in, and many of them occupied apartments close to hers. But there was a footstep on
the stairs-a man's footstep ; it was heavy, like Colonel Forbes'.
No; she was disappointed, it must have been Lord Marchmont.
His dressing-room was at the other end of the gallery. Jane felt
impatient and reproached herself. Why should she expect
Philip to come to her at once? Probably they were all in the
library telling the Duchess what they had seen and done. She
heard the trampling of the horses as they were led round to the
stables, and supposed that the dressing-bell would ring immediately. That was very provoking, it would prevent her seeing
anything of Philip before dinner, and afterwards there would be
politics and music, and then she would go to bed too tired to talk.
But Jane would not even then be impatient. She rang the bell
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quite gently, and before she thought it could have been heard,
there was a gentle tap at the door, followed by the entrance of
the Duchess of Lowther.
She came up to Jane without speaking, and stood with her
face hidden from the light of the fire, which, in these moments
of delay, had sunk from a brilliant blaze into a dull red. Then
she said, in a voice full of agitation, but which she was evidently
trying to keep in the tone of indifference, 'The riding-party have
returned.'
It was marvellous to Jane afterwards, how the light flashed
upon her in that one moment. She was not agitated like the
Duchess; but she rose and stood by her, and said, without the
smallest faltering in her voice,' You need not be afraid to tell
me; something has happened to Philip.' The Duchess burst
into tears: 'An accident, nothing more; pray don't be frightened; don't think it worse than it is.' And the Duchess sat
down on the sofa and sobbed hysterically. ' If you will tell me
where he is, I will go to him,' said Jane ; but the Duchess only
shook her head, and uttered indistinctly : 'Not here, not here,
at Maplestead.' 'Then I will go to Maplestead,' was Jane's
reply. ' Yes, yes, your maid said she knew you would; she will
be here directly. Dear Jane, I thought I could have done
better; but indeed it may not be so bad, there is no limb
broken.' Jane rested against the wall, trembling violently, but
she was silent.
When Katharine knocked, it was the Duchess who told her she
might enter. Jane was cold as a marble statue. Katharine went
up to her, and gently forcing her to sit down, said, 'The carriage
is ordered, ma'am; it will be here directly.' Jane caught her
hand, her lips framed a word, but her voice could not utter it.
' Tell her about it, Miss Ashton,' said the Duchess; ' I could
not.' 'The horse plunged and threw him, and when they took
him up he was insensible; that is all we know,' said Katharine.
' All,' she repeated again. ' It happened near Maplestead, and
they have taken him there.' Jane's hand shook violently, but
she did not shed a tear. The Duchess was frightened, and, calling
Katharine to her, whispered, ' Had we not better send for a
If your
medical man?' 'There will be one at Maplestead.
Grace will be good enough to give orders that the carriage should
be brought round, I think that will be the best thing,' said
Katharine. She went back to Jane and said, in the same very
quiet way, ' I will bring your things, ma'am, if you will put them
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on;' and then placing Jane's shawl and bonnet by her side, she
left her to help herself, even more than usual, whilst she busied
herself with packing. The Duchess seemed perfectly bewildered.
Unable to leave Jane, unable to help her, she could only say
to herself, ' Poor little thing ! poor child ! If she could only cry !'
And then aloud to Jane, ' Now, my love, let me put your shawl
on, you will very soon be there. I dare say he will be in sense
then. He was only stunned, there was no limb broken.' Consolation, which Jane might have heard, but to which it seemed
she had no power to reply.
They went down-stairs ; the Duke was in the hall, no one else.
Lord Marchmont had gone to Maplestead. It was impossible to
speak words of comfort; to say anything indeed but good-bye
only. Katharine had placed Jane in the carriage, and was about
to enter it herself, when the poor Duchess called her back, and
said, in a voice scarcely intelligible from broken sobs, 'Miss
Ashton, you will let me know yourself how she is. Poor little
thing ! You will be sure to write to me. I would rather hear
from you than any one.'
They reached Maplestead. Jane had not spoken a word during
the long twelve miles' drive. She would not even lean back in
the carriage; but, sitting upright, gazed fixedly on the trees, and
hedges, and fields, as they seemed to flee from them in the twilight. Lord Marchmont came to the hall-door, and she took his
arm, and went up-stairs mechanically. Katharine followed. Lord
Marchmont left them at the door of Colonel Forbes' room. Jane
opened it herself and went in. The curtain was drawn around
the bed, and she pushed it aside with a slow determination which
was fearful in its self-command. She gazed upon her husband,
but there was no eye to notice her; she touched his hand, but it
was deadly cold; at last she murmured 'Philip,' and the soft
sound of her own voice, as it seemed to echo through the silent
room, touched the over-strained chord of feeling, and, sinking
on her knees, she hid her face by the bedside, and wept in
anguish.
Katharine was comforted then, and left her. Mr Fowler was
in the adjoining room, and she went to speak to him. He said
it was a critical case. He would not go so far as to call it one
of great danger, but he recommended further advice. The injury
was very complicated, principally on the head ; it was worse than
a broken limb. He did not think, however, that there was any
fear of the brain, which was what Katharine most dreaded, and
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he thought that Colonel Forbes might be restored to sense before
many hours were past. Even then Katharine was struck with
Mr. Fowler's manner. His great anxiety was for Jane. He
begged that she might not be allowed to sit up, or exert herself.
He reminded Katharine again and again, that she was to speak
of everything cheerfully, and that she was not to repeat all he
might say to her; and when, in the midst of the conversation,
Jane herself came in, his manner was almost painful to Katharine, there was so much more hope in it than she could think
him justified in giving, knowing as he did the peril of the
case.
Jane was as anxious now as she had been apparently stony
before, but still all was done and said with great outward composure of manner. She made Mr Fowler give every direction to
herself, and even suggested things which might be necessary. It
was as if she had cast off all the shrinking timidity and nervousness of her character, and her spirit had suddenly risen to new
energy in the consciousness of a great emergency. Katharine
asked her if she was tired, and she said, yes, she thought she was ;
but she did not sit down, except for a few minutes, for nearly an
hour. At the end of that time she consented to have a sofa
moved near the bed, and lay down upon it; but she did not close
her eyes, and watched every restless movement of her husband,
and started up at every sound, in a way which gave little hope of
her obtaining any rest through the night. Katharine was obliged
to yield to all this-it was Mr Fowler's advice. Opposition,
he said, would be worse for her than any other excitement; but
he promised to give her a sleeping draught, which might procure
her some hours' rest, and by that time, his own opinion was that
Colonel Forbes would be restored to sense.
Katharine did not know what she had gone through herself,
till about twelve o'clock at night, when Jane having consented to
sleep in the dressing-room, and Barnes being placed as a watcher
by Colonel Forbes, she found herself at liberty to retire to her
own room, and began to write a hasty note to Charles. The
effects of fatigue and fear then were painfully felt. Her hand
shook so that she could scarcely hold her pen, and it seemed at
first impossible to collect her thoughts, so as to frame a connected
sentence; but the consciousness of perfect sympathy, and the
thought of his love, were unspeakably resting; and at last,
wearied out in body, yet soothed in mind, she fell into a disturbed
sleep.

J

CHAPTER LXXII.
morning.
was strangely unnatural the next
M APLESTEAD
Lord Marchmont breakfasted alone in the library, preparatory to his return to the castle. Mr Fowler waited in Colonel
Forbes' bedroom for the arrival of a surgeon from the county
town. Jane, the first agony of excitement over, lay almost as
helpless as her husband in the dressing-room ; and Katharine,
still thinking first of her, endeavoured to soothe the eager fears
with which she listened to every sound, by reading to her the
r.orning Psalms.
Mr Fowler was mistaken. Colonel Forbes did not recover his
consciousness in a few hours. The injury seemed worse titan had
at first been anticipated; fever was coming on, and in the few
words he uttered there were signs of delirium. An attempt was
made to keep all this from Jane, but she was not to be deceived,
and Katharine thought it would be better not to try to deceive
her. Whatever she had to say herself, she said openly. She
told her that the symptoms were not so good; that Mr Fowler
was very anxious, but not in any way hopeless ; and Jane's mind
rested upon every word which Katharine spoke with that perfect
conviction of truth which alone can give repose. She was very
winning and touching in her grief; so thoughtful, and gentle,
and obedient,-yet so unutterably wretched. Katharine read
truly all that was in her mind,-the agonising suspense, the
intensity of her inward entreaty that her husband might not be
taken from her suddenly without preparation. It could not be
spoken of-that overwhelming thought of awe; but the hotars
were passed in stillness and prayer by his bedside; and Jane
would often sit with Katharine's hand in hers, tears coursing
each other down her cheeks, and her eager eyes fixed upon the
face so dear to her, as if striving to read by the prophetic power
of her deep love the fate that was reserved for them both.
Strange it might have seemed that one already so purified by
suffering should be called upon to endure such bitter grief. But
who may venture to judge what shall be needed for the work of
educating the soul for heaven before that work is accomplished ?
So passed the morning hours : in the afternoon the new surgeon
arrived, and fresh remedies were adopted ; in the evening, as Jane
stood bending over her husband, he looked up at her with a faint
smile, and whispered her name. That was a moment of exqui-
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site happiness--almost it repaid her for the long hours of agony
which had gone before! Yet it was not to last. There was a
fear of relapse-a dread of some internal injury not yet discovered-and again Jane's spirit sank, not as it had done before
(for he knew her, and could speak to her), but yet with anticipations of evil which she could not conquer.
Moments in a sick-room pass very slowly, and days are weeks
to the watchers by a bed of suffering. A dreary calmness brooded
over Maplestead-not so much the quietness after a tempest which
has passed as the dulness of dread, lest another may be gathering. Three days after the accident the household had fallen into
the habits natural to anxiety and nursing. There were those
who waited by day, and those who sat up at night; and by
these duties all others were regulated. Silence fell like the
shadow of death upon the empty chambers, the deserted passages; laughter sank into a smile; words of welcome were
exchanged for looks of anxious inquiry ; and rumour, busy with
the events of which it caught only the distant sound, already
occupied itself with thoughts of the future.
Candidates for the anticipated vacant seat in Parliament were
suggested by significant glances and circuitous modes of speech.
Votes were reckoned in private, and vague propositions made
with the idea of sounding the minds of certain influential persons. Outwardly all was decorous sympathy; but grave looks
and altered tones showed clearly that the people of Rilworth
believed that Colonel Forbes would die.
Did he think so himself ? Did the echo of that solemn undertone, the ground-swell of death, reach to his sick-chamber ? Such
seasons are not always those of clear perception. The body holds
the mastery over the soul, and thought and feeling are too often"
devoted wholly to its service. Colonel Forbes thought of little
but his own suffering at first. He was in great pain, and he was
not used to it. It seemed a hardship, and it surprised him. But
he never imagined that it would not be subdued in time; he did
not even realise the fact that he had ever been in danger. But
the sharp pain did not subside, and still there were grave faces
around his bed, and long and anxious consultations; and at lastit was a week after the accident-Jane stood by his bedside, and
told him that she had a favour to ask-a great favour-he must
not deny her; she wished that Dr Lowe should be sent for.
He looked at her in wonder. ' Lowe, my dear ! you are laughing
at me. What good can Lowe do me?' 'None, perhaps,' said
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Jane, sadly, ' except be'a comfort to me.' 'But, my love, I must
not have you fanciful. ,You must not be over-anxious about me,
Jane,' and he gazed at her kindly and sorrowfully. 'Mr Fowler

would be more satisfied,' said Jane. 'Fowler is a fool!' he exclaimed, in his old, impatient way; but he was sorry that he had
spoken so when he saw how Jane's countenance changed, and he
smiled and called her his foolish, little, anxious wife. ' Then we
may send for Dr Lowe,' said Jane, timidly. 'Send for any doctor
you please, my love, but don't flatter yourself that he or any one
else will do me any good. Time is the only thing. If I could but
get up my appetite, and sleep better, and be rid of this terrible,
dull aching at my side, I should be quite myself.' 'Yes,' said

Jane; 'but, dear Philip, you would not object to see Dr Lowe if
it made me happier?'

'I don't object to anything, my love ; but

I don't like you to wear yourself out with fancies.
a ghost as it is.

Why don't you lie down ?'

You look like
'I cannot rest,

Philip ; I would rather sit by you.' ' Not rest, you foolish child ?
What is there to prevent your resting ? There are plenty to do
anything I may require.' ' But I would rather do it all myself,
dear Philip, if I might.' He tried to turn in the bed to look at
her, but weakness and pain were too much for him, and he groaned
in suffering. Jane went round to the other side, and endeavoured
to ease him by raising the pillows; he scarcely thanked her, but
he did not like her to go away, and she stood by him in silence.
Presently something seemed to cross his mind as to what had been
said, and he asked again, 'What made you think, Jane, of sending
for Lowe ?' ' It was not my thought,' said Jane, gently. ' Oh !
then it was Miss Ashton's. Sensible woman as she is~ I wonder
she does not know better than to indulge in fancies.' ' No, it was
not Katharine,' replied Jane; ' it was Mr Fowler. I thought I
said so.' Colonel Forbes did not reply; his face wivaturned aside,
and she could not see its expression. He did not move again, but
seemed likely to sleep, yet the ringing of the hall door bell roused
him, and he said, 'If that is Fowler, I wish to see him alone.'
Jane left him, and went to the head of the stairs. Katharine met
her there, and asked how Colonel Forbes was. ' Much the same,
perhaps in rather more pain.' It seemed as if all her energy had
suddenly forsaken her, and she sat down on the upper step of the
staircase and cried bitterly. 'He will allow Dr Lowe to be sent
for, I hope, ma'am ?' said Katharine. ' Yes, he says so now ; but
he may change again. O Katharine ! he thinks so lightly about
it all !' This was the root of her grief, and Katharine could not
21
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comfort it. 'I will go down and speak to Mr Fowler,' she said,
trying to divert Jane's thoughts; 'and I will tell you, ma'am, before he goes.' And as Mr Fowler was heard coming up the
stairs, Jane rose up suddenly, and rushed away.
It was not a long conference between Colonel Forbes and Mr
Fowler; when it was ended, Mr Fowler sat down in the library
to write to Dr Lowe. Strict orders were given for perfect stillness; it was thought that Colonel Forbes would sleep.
And he did sleep for a few moments-nature was worn out by
pain; but it was only a short repose; he woke to toss his head
restlessly from side to side, and moan in the extremity of his suffering, and then try to sleep again, and all the time to have before
him a horrible phantom-yet not a phantom, a reality-a presence
of danger from which he could not escape-a fear which could
not be soothed-an anguish for which he could find no opiate. i
He was a brave man-physically brave ; he would have faced
death in the battle-field, and called it glory ; but to know that it
might be stealing upon him unperceived ; to be called to meet his
enemy calmly and deliberately, with memory busied in the past,
and conscience goading him to gaze upon the future,-that was
a trial for which no mortal strength could suffice.
He had asked the question, and it had been answered unflinchingly as it was put ; for who would have thought of hiding the
truth from a man strong in mental power like Colonel Forbes?
The internal injury had not yet been reached; if this were not
soon done, a few days, Mr Fowler believed, would probably put it
beyond the reach of human skill. That was the thought which
Colonel Forbes carried with him to his dreams, and brought back
with him to his waking hours. He did not speak of it; he did
not speak, indeed, of anything for the remainder of that day, except what might concern his illness. Jane thought him drowsy,
and he allowed her to believe it ; or if he moaned in the anguish
of his heart, she fancied that the pain he endured was becoming
more unbearable.
She might have been happier if she had known the truth ; any
suffering would, in her eyes, have been better than the insensibility
which she believed had stolen over his heart, and from which she
did not dare, in his present state, to rouse him.
That was a very long day, for Dr Lowe could scarcely arrive
till the evening. Katharine had sat up the previous night, and
was obliged to take some rest, as it was possible her services
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About four o'clock she went into Colonel Forbes' room, and
found him lying in the same apparently torpid state, and Jane
half-sitting, half-reclining, in an arm-chair placed by the bedside;
a servant was in the dressing-room, so that everything could be
procured that might be wanted ; and Katharine, feeling that her.
own strength and spirits must be recruited, if she hoped to be of
any use, asked if she could be spared to take a few turns in the
park. Jane smiled an assent, and begged that she would stay
as long as she possibly could,--nothing would be wanted till Dr
Lowe came. There was such a ghastly attempt at cheerfulness
in her manner as she said this, that Katharine could scarcely
summon courage to leave her; but Jane insisted upon it strongly,
and Katharine went out.

CHAPTER LXXIII.

T

the seavery mild, warm as April, though
was
HE
sonevening
was only
the beginning of March. Katharine walked
towards Moorlands, it was her natural direction whenever she
was alone. The thoughts which it awoke were often mournful,
but they were more interesting to her than any others. She
went on slowly this evening, thinking less perhaps of herself and
those immediately belonging to her, than usual. The suspense
of life or death, in whatever form it may present itself, for the
time absorbs into itself all other interests.
That last week
had been like a horrible dream, from which Katharine had
not yet awakened. All was changed, even Jane herself; she
was living a life most strange for her, a life which Katharine
would, a short time before, have thought must be fatal to her;
yet she was bearing up against it, and never allowed that her
strength was giving way. If she neither ate nor slept (and
Katharine knew that it was seldom she could do either), the excessive fatigue seemed to have little or no effect upon her. And
she was in general, too, very calm, though once or twice Katharine had detected symptoms of nervousness, which without great
self-command would have seemed likely to be uncontrollable.
Could all this last? and if it did not, what would be the reaction ?
Katharine trembled to think; she tried resolutely to turn from
all fear and trust; but that was not so easily done, for still un-
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bidden, the thought came again and again, stealthily creeping
into her mind in every form, till they had carried her far into
days which she might never live herself to see, but in which she
had traced the course of the children, orphans as it seemed
probable they might soon be; and mourned for sorrow, the
very beginning of which might still, in the mercy of God, be
spared them.
Katharine was conscious then how little such thoughts could
profit her, and raising her eyes to give herself new impressions,
she saw standing directly before her,-Charles Ronaldson. Her
exclamation of intense delight jarred upon her own ears, it seemed
unfeeling; but it was the sweetest music to him; and as he drew
her arm within his, he said, 'I had thought of writing, but I
should have lost great happiness, the happiness of contrast.
Katharine, it seems now that I would not for worlds have been
spared those years of trial, if with them I must have lost also the
blessedness of feeling that all is now ~o different.' 'So very,
very different 1' repeated Katharine ; 'it almost seems wrong to
feel how light every trouble is when you are near.' 'But you
have had great trouble,' he said, 'that made me so anxious to
come. I knew I might be here to-day, and remain till the day
after to-morrow, but I would not tell you for fear of disappointment. You are looking terribly worn, dearest.' 'Every one is
that now at Maplestead,' said Katharine; 'but no one thinks
of it, dear Charles; it has been, and is, a terrible time.' ' Is ?
but Colonel Forbes is surely out of danger ?' ' He is in sense,'
said Katharine; 'but no one can say more. Mr Fowler thinks
badly of him.' ' And Mrs Forbes ?' 'I don't know how she is,
I could never describe it, it is wonderful; but it cannot last.'
He turned round to her quickly; ' Katharine, I am fearfully
selfish, but I must ask,-you will not let all this make a difference?' She did not instantly answer, for her heart beat very
quickly, and her voice seemed to have failed her. He stopped
suddenly; and was about to repeat the question, but she interrupted him ; ' Charles, I have promised, and my first duty is now
to you. You will trust me ?" ' Implicitly as I would trust the
word of an angel. God forgive me, if my fear was wrong.' He
walked on silently, it seemed as if his conscience was reproaching
him. They sat down under the branches of a spreading oak,
still, however, leafless. The unusual warmth of the evening
seemed oppressive to him, and he took off his hat and laid it down
beside him. Katharine took it up. 'I will rule for once,' she
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said; 'you shall not take cold.' He smiled, and answered,
'You shall rule for always, if you will; I can have no jealousy
of your authority.' ' I would not trust you,' replied Katharine;
'I am not your wife yet.' ' And you think I shall change?' he
said. 'No indeed, indeed, I think only that you will one day
become accustomed to me, and see me as I am. O Charles !'
and she sighed, 'that is the fear which would frighten me, if
anything could, when I think of you.' 'It may be a mutual
fear,' he said, gravely; ' but, Katharine,' and his voice grew
more cheerful, ' we have known each other long enough.' 'Yes,
but still,-don't think I am speaking or thinking of ourselvesI could not, it would be impossible to be afraid; but when one
sees what may Be the end of deep love, how it may all melt
away, it does frighten one.' 'There must have. been a fault
at the beginning in those cases,' he replied. ' Not always,' said
Katharine, thoughtfully. -' We can never tell, he replied;
'people are punished for faults of ignorance, as well as for
those which are wilful. Perhaps in questions of marriage,
ignorance is in a measure wilful; we will not see what we do
not like to see, and yet we may be sure that the faults which are
exhibited to others before marriage will be exhibited to ourselves
afterwards.' ' Constant little faults would weary my love, I am
afraid,' said Katharine ; 'daily selfishness, for instance. I could
much better bear many greater failings.' Charles laughed,
'Thank you, I shall know now what I have to expect.' ' I don't
think you have any faults,' said Katharine, simply; 'that is,'
she added, as she saw him look grave, ' I can't see them.'
'Take them upon faith, dearest," he answered; 'it will be happier for us both. But tell me more about Maplestead. Is Mrs
'The grief has passed
Forbes so very miserably anxious?'
beyond my sympathy now,' said Katharine; 'we never speak of
it. And I am allowed to do very little. That frets me sometimes, I seem suddenly to have become nothing.' 'Then you
will have more time to spare for me,' he said ; 'but, Katharine,
she will surely break down suddenly.' 'That is my fear,' she
replied ; 'but I must not talk about it, Charles, it unfits me for
what I have to do; and though I say that I am allowed to do
nothing, I know that really it is of consequence that I should be
able to keep up, if it is only to prevent other people from blundering.' 'And Mrs Forbes then does nothing but attend to her
husband ?' said Charles. ' I do not think she has a thought
for anything else,' replied Katharine; 'though I have known
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her so long and so intimately, I never understood till now what
her feeling for him is. I am sure he himself has never comprehended it in the least. He would have been a different man if
he had done so.' ' He may have comprehended it,' said Charles,
'without returning it.' ' No,' replied Katharine; ' I do not think
that is possible. I do not believe we can comprehend anything
'That means that
in feeling except from our own feeling.'
Colonel Forbes is selfish, and does not understand unselfishness,' said Charles; 'you are very cautious, Katharine, but the
Katharine sighed. 'I do
world has known that long ago.'
not quite approve of your doctrine, though,' he continued; ' I
could never say that my love was not selfish, and yet, indeed, I
trust I can understand yours.' ' Your love is not selfish,' said
Katharine; 'if it had been I should not be where I am--at
Maplestead. O Charles ! if it had been otherwise-I may say
it; may I not, now ? I could not have loved you.' He paused
for a moment, and then in a low voice said, 'That frightens me;
I may have deceived you.' 'No,' exclaimed Katharine, eagerly,
'impossible ! with the experience of such long years, impossible ! It is the realisation of the dream which I have had from
childhood;' she continued. ' From the first moment, that is,
when I could think what love might be. It has been such a
marvel to me ; I have seen it so unlike, so very unlike anything
that I could esteem or desire ; and I was told that it could not
be different,--that it must always make people forgetful of
others, that it must take the place, for the time, even of the
highest, most unearthly love; and so I dreaded it. I shrank
even from the thought of it, or if I did think, I had my own
visions, but they were lonely ones, I had no one to share them
with; no one could understand them.' ' It may be so still,' he
said, interrupting her. She smiled brightly, and replied, ' I
have no fear. We could not love each other if we did not love
God first.' They stood up to return to the house, for it was
late, and the sun was sinking low in the horizon. Charles lingered still, leaning against the tree. ' Katharine,' he said, 'it is
very hard to part with this indefinite time before me; harder
now than it was months ago.' ' It shall not be parting for one
moment longer than you yourself shall say is right,' she replied;
and then, as a blush crimsoned her face, she added, ' Have I not
said more than even you would venture to ask ?' The answer
was in action, not in words, but the kiss which he imprinted on
her forehead showed that even he was satisfied.
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CHAPTER LXXIV.

THAT evening

Jane knelt by the side of her husband, and
prayed, as only those can pray who feel that on the balance
of life or death hangs the destiny, not of time but of eternity.
She might have deceived herself before, but she could do so no
longer. The little faults in daily life so constant as scarcely to
be regarded ; the habitual neglect, the increasing indifference to
religion, which had been dawning upon her for years, stood forth
now in startling clearness. He, whom with all the clinging
tenderness of her nature, she had loved through years of disappointment and indifference, was about, it might be, to pass into
the dread presence of his Maker, with the burden of those years
still upon his conscience. Oh ! for an arm to rouse him while yet
there was time-a voice to whisper in his ear, 'Prepare to meet
thy God.'
But he lay silent-suffering; unthinking, so it seemed, of all
but the physical pain he was enduring; anxious, so it seemed,
for nothing but the arrival of a physician who might soothe him
with the flattering hope that death was yet far off. Many times
he had asked to be told the hour, sent messengers down the
avenue to look out for the carriage ; at last Katharine herself was
stationed at the window to give the earliest notice of Dr Lowe's
arrival. It was the agonising longing for life,-did he think what
was involved in it? 'There are the carriage wheels-I hear
them,' and Jane staggered rather than walked to the window at
which Katharine was standing. The carriage turned into the
avenue. Jane turned more than pale, her face was death-like.
' Go to meet him, Katharine,' she said; ' take him to the dressing-room, I will follow you;' and then slowly she returned to
her husband, and said, 'Philip dear, Dr Lowe is come.' He
looked his comprehension of her meaning, but he did not express
either pleasure or pain; and she sat down again, for sh6 could
not stand. There was an intense stillness in the house ; the halldoor was far off, and they could not hear the carriage drive up.
Colonel Forbes' hand rested on the coverlid; he raised himself
up feebly, and laid it upon Jane's head, as she leaned it against
his pillow. 'Jane, my best treasure ;' she started, and throwing
herself on her knees, caught his hand, and covered it with kisses.
'Pray for me that I may be forgiven,' and, sinking back again,
he closed his eyes, and Jane, as in a voice scarcely audible, she
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repeated the fifty-first Psalm, could not tell even by the motion
of his lips that he was conscious of her words.
Low voices were heard in the adjoining room. Jane said
quietly to her husband, 'Will you see Dr Lowe now?' and he
faintly gave assent, and she went in. Katharine was there too.
Jane's manner was, what it had ever been, composed almost to
coldness, but something in her tone struck Katharine as changed;
it was as if she breathed more freely. Dr Lowe forbade her going
back; he. wished to be alone with his patient, he said; at least
only with the medical man who had been attending him. Jane
seated herself, but she did not appear to want support. Her
limbs seemed rigid. Katharine stood by her, and neither of them
spoke.
Long, long, very long it appeared to Katharine. Jane had no
consciousness of time; she was not living in this world. Some
one in the inner room twisted the handle of the door, and then
went back again. Katharine's knees trembled violently; she
leaned against the wall. Jane looked up :-' You had better sit
down, Katharine, you will be tired;' and Katharine took her
place in the window-seat. Again the handle of the door was
touched. Mr Fowler opened it, and asked for paper, and pens,
and ink. It was Jane who gave them. Katharine's head was
dizzy; she could not see where they were. Once more a step was
heard, slow and heavy,-then a pause,-a murmuring consultation. Katharine glanced at Jane, and saw that her hands were
clasped together, as if held by bars of iron, but even then there
was but the stern compression of the lips, the dark deep line
around the fixed eye, to mark the inward agony. And the door
opened, and the physician entered. Katharine could not go.
She stood behind Jane's chair. Dr Lowe spoke at once. 'My
dear Mrs Forbes, he is very ill, but there is much to hope;' and
the rush of Jane's tears was like the torrent of rain which tells
that the darkness of the thunder-cloud has passed.
He spoke kindly and soothingly to her, as one who had known
her long, and shared her fears with more than ordinary sympathy.
He said that the symptoms which had alarmed them were not as
dangerous as had been supposed; that the shock Colonel Forbes
had received was very great, but that with a naturally strong
constitution there was no reason to fear that he would not ultimately rally. But he said also that he would not deceive her
by telling her there was no cause to fear; until the pain was
entirely subdued, there must be. And Jane covered her face
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with her hands, and Katharine heard her murmur, I Thy will be
done.'
Colonel Forbes hovered between life and death ; each day saw
but little change. The pain, the symptom of danger, was very
obstinate; but it did begin to subside at last, and he was able,
though very weak, to be moved from his bed to the sofa. Jane
nursed him still; he would bear no other attendant; or rather, if
he spoke of bearing it, her altered countenance showed the pain
he was giving by the proposal. So they passed hour after hour
together. He spoke little, except to ask Jane how she felt, and
beg her not to tire herself, but lay quietly thinking. Jane sat
by him, and sometimes read to him for a short time, though in
a feeble voice, for her breath was short and faint. He seemed
to have no choice as to the book. It was always left to Jane
to say what it should be; and his thoughts frequently seemed
wandering to other' things. But she read on still; it was
enough for her happiness that the sound of her voice cheered
him. Often he gazed upon her fixedly, and there were moments when the dark knitting of the brow which had once
betokened his inward agitation, was seen again working almost convulsively. But if she asked what ailed him, it was
gone.
Since that one prayer for her prayers, uttered as in the very
presence of death, not one word had passed between them on
the subject of religion, except that he would, morning and evening, point to the Prayer-Book and Bible, and asked her. to read
to him; and then his voice would be heard in the Confession
and the Lord's Prayer, and at the close he would thank her, and
bid her kiss him.
Was he penitent ? was he grateful? was he hopeful? Who
could tell ?
They had passed three weeks together in this way. Colonel
Forbes was recovering his strength, and was able to walk about
his room, and talked of soon going out. Jane always went out
a little in the middle of the day, if the weather was fine, but she
could walk only a very little distance, and often it happened
that she would stop, seized by a sudden tremor-a heart sickness, like the ebbing of the tide of life.
She had been walking one afternoon a little earlier than usual:
it was so beautiful that she was tempted out by Katharine, and
Colonel Forbes urged her to go also; he always did urge her
now, anxiously. He would not let her stay with him, or read to
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him, or do anything which might over-fatigue her, if he could
help it.
They sat out-of-doors some little time, upon the terrace, and
the children came to them. Jane had seen but little of them
lately; they had naturally been kept away from their father's
sick-room in the day-time, and only went to him to wish him
'good night,' and it was a new delight to her to have them
about her, and hear their cheerful voices. She talked a good deal
about them to Katharine; and said what she had observed of
their dispositions, what were likely to be their temptations in
life, and how it would be well for them to be treated. She was
afraid, she said, that her own reserve might stand in the way of
gaining their confidence. It was a dread which she had always
had, more or less, particularly during the last few months.
'Colonel Forbes is reserved too,' she added, ' and with both
parents shut up from them, it will be hard for them.' Katharine observed that as the children grew older, and were more
her companions, this feeling of reserve might wear off. 'Perhaps so.' She paused. 'If anything were to happen to me, I
should like Miss Forbes to have the care of them. She would
be very kind to them, and she would make Philip happy.' ' If
Jane's pallid face
that were possible then,' said Katharine.
flushed a little. ' I shrink from the thought of his unhappiness,
Katharine; but I should not like him to forget me. I do not
Lucy
think he will,' she added, after a' moment's thought.
had been walking by Katharine's side unperceived, and, looking
up in her mother's face, she said, 'Why should papa forget you?
He called you an angel last night, to Philip and me.' There
was a pause. ' Papa calls me that because he loves me, dear
child,' said Jane; 'but there are no angels living on earth.' And
she walked on silently. 'Papa does think her an angel, though,'
said Lucy, lowering her voice, as if only wishing Katharine to
hear: 'and he cried last night when he said it. I never saw
him cry before.' Katharine felt Jane's arm press more heavily
upon her, and asked her to sit down, but she said no, she would
go indoors. Katharine went with her to the door of our dressing-room, but Jane would not let her remain to assist in taking
off her walking things; she said she would go at once to
Colonel Forbes; they had been away from him some time. The
children followed. Jane made a sign to them to go in very
quietly, for she thought he was asleep; but he was not, he had
been reading. Jane knelt down by him, and kissed him, and
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smoothed his hair, and he looked at her fondly, and observed
that she had been long away. Her heart was very full, and
she said timidly, 'Do you miss me?' The strange contraction
of the brow was visible, which always frightened her, and she
trembled. 'If mamma is an angel, papa,' said Lucy, 'you
'Angels live in heaven, my darling,' said
must miss her.'
Jane, gently but reprovingly; 'and you must not stay and
Philip jumped
talk now; nurse will be waiting for you.'
upon his father's sofa, and kissed him, and then both went away.
Colonel Forbes scarcely noticed them; his eye rested upon Jane.
It had a strange eager expression, as if he was gazing upon something unreal. Once more she spoke. The question was wrung
from her by the sorrow of years. ' Philip, if I were gone, should
you miss me?' A pause-a glance-oh ! how vivid in its expression of the soul's bitterness-and the barriers around the
proud heart were broken down, and the cold, haughty, selfish
man of the world leaned his head upon the shoulder of his gentle
wife, and sobbed convulsively.
Miss her ! Would to God !-it was the prayer of his spirit's
agony-that she might be spared to him, though it were at the
sacrifice of all else that was precious to him on earth, so that he
might but prove his love and his repentance. Miss her! Would
not life be death without her? Would there be hope, or joy, or
fear, if the sun of his daily existence was taken from his sight ?
And almost wildly he clasped her in his arms, as if dreading that
even at that hour, the decree which was to separate them had
gone forth.
And then the feeling changed, and it was not sorrow, but compunction, remorse, the hidden grief which had been corroding his
heart since first he had stood face to face with his past life, and
gazed upon that most awful of all sights-a soul, the life of which
has been apart from God. He poured it forth with all the fiery
impulse of one in whom the pent-up springs of a higher life have
by one sudden shock been set free. He told it fully freely, without self-excuse or reservation. God had in mercy forced him to
look upon his own heart in the presence of death, and there was
nothing else worthy of dread.
No, he could not be proud now ; least of all in the presence of
her whom he loved, and yet had deceived in her dearest hopethe hope that they were united for eternity. It was peace, even
in its humiliation, to trace how the light had dawned upon him
-how, insensible to the daily love and goodness to which his
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eye had become accustomed, he had been first awakened to the
contrast between the service of God and the service of self by
the simple self-devotion of KatharineAshton ; how then he had
thought that he would improve, and strive to correct his faults
by the aid of his own reason ; and how the deeply-rooted habit,
the long-indulged feelings, had been too strong for him, and,
mastering him in little things, might well have carried him back
again to the downward course which he had so blindly followed,
but that a strong hand had interposed to save him, even at the
risk of his earthly life, from the peril of those who forget God.
It was a tale of deep repentance, and Jane listened to it, kneeling
still by his side, dizzy and bewildered in her thankfulness; her
cold hands clasped in his, her head reclining upon his breast;
and, at last, whilst still he was speaking, she fainted away.

CHAPTER LXXV.

THERE

was a great change in Jane from that evening;
SKatharine was the first to perceive it. Happy she was,
indeed-intensely happy; but the feeling was too great for her.
If, by her husband's care, repose had been granted to her years
before, it might have given a fresh spring to her life; now she
was too weak for joy, and it crushed her. But so it is; repent
though we may, earnestly, bitterly, we cannot undo the past;
forgiven though, through God's mercy, we may hope we are, we
still must bear the punishment in this world entailed upon transgression.
Colonel Forbes had been told that his wife's existence, humanly
speaking, depended upon kindness and care, and he neglected
her. Now, when he would have thought wealth, and political
prospects, and worldly reputation, all too little to purchase but a
single year of life, it was too late. Yet it was difficult for Katharine to realise what she knew was Jane's danger. She was so
calm, so quiet, so cheerful; her voice, though feeble, told of
such a spring of inward happiness i It was not like the decay
of consumption. She was very thin, but she had no cough, no
hectic flush. Even when she complained of illness, it was only
of sudden faintness, sharp throbs of pain, feelings which she
could not account for; and when these were past, the stream of
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her happiness seemed to flow on again, pure and glad in her
husband's presence, as the mountain rill, long hidden amongst
rocks, bursts forth for a space, and glitters.in the light, ere its
waters are blended with the ocean. She lived, perhaps, less in
her husband's room than before. He was becoming much
stronger, and could better attend to himself, and he was very
anxious for her to be in the open air; but the hours which she
did spend with him were more really life than the whole course
of her previous married existence. She had lost her fear of him,
and they talked without reserve, and both perhaps forgot the
sword which hung over them in the joy of their newly found
sympathies.
Colonel Forbes, indeed, had never thoroughly
understood what he could not bear to believe; and now, when
he took such care of her, and was so desirous that his wishes
should not interfere with her comfort, and felt so vexed when
she seemed to have exerted herself too much, it was not with
any definite feeling of fear; it was only that his treasure was
new to him, and therefore he guarded it the more anxiously.
One morning, a Sunday morning, about a month from that time,
Jane rose earlier than was her wont, for she was to go to church
with her husband, only for the second time since his illness ; not
to the whole service, however; it was now some time since she
had been equal to that on the Communion Sundays; but she
was to join him there after the sermon.
Katharine stayed at home with her. She had been so used to
attend upon her, that no one else could well have taken her
place. Colonel Forbes, when he left her, remarked that she
looked dreadfully ill that morning, and, for a few minutes, he
seemed undecided whether to go or stay; but Jane was very
earnest with him to go, and assured him that it was rfierely her
usual morning face, only he had not before observed it. He
appealed to Katharine, and she too thought that Jane looked
very worn, but she changed so rapidly that there might not
really be cause to think her worse than usual.
And she did seem to rally when she was dressed, and walked
down-stairs with a firm, easy step, and even took a few turns on
the terrace whilst waiting for the carriage. The fresh air, she
said, did her a great deal of good, and the country was looking
so particularly lovely, it seemed to give her a new sense of
enjoyment.
She talked but little to Katharine, but when she did, her
thoughts seemed dwelling very much upon the service, and upon
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the happiness of joining in it with her husband. This point she
referred to more than once, though she could not bring herself
to say what was really in her mind, that it would be the first
really happy Communion which had been granted her for years.
Colonel Forbes met her at the church door, and Jane turned to
Katharine, and whispered : ' Katharine, you will remember us !'
and then she walked up the aisle, leaning on her husband's arm,
and he placed her with an anxious and tender care in her seat
close to the chancel.
When Katharine looked again, Jane was kneeling at the altar
with her husband, as, in bygone years, she had knelt by his
side when plighting him her troth.
The blessing which had then been neglected, was now
earnestly sought, and doubtless obtained; and when Katharine
herself, kneeling at the same altar, offered the prayer for which
Jane had asked, it was blended with a thanksgiving, fervent, it
might have seemed, as angels would utter in heaven over the
lost and found.
'Jane, my own treasure, it has been a very happy day.'
Colonel Forbes sat by his wife's sofa, which had been drawn in
front of the window. The pale yet vivid rays of a glorious moon
were shining into the apartment. 'So happy, Philip, it is almost
pain!' And she slightly gasped for breath.
'Is Katharine
there?'
'In the bedroom with the children; shall I call
them ?' He brought them back with him, and Katharine came
too, thinking she was wanted.
Colonel Forbes made Philip
stand by him, and Lucy sat upon a little stool at his feet. Jane
drew them towards her, and kissed them fondly. 'Look at the
moon, darlings,' she said; 'is it not lovely ?' They had scarcely
noticed it before, and Lucy jumped up, and they both went to
the window. Colonel Forbes knelt on one knee upon the stool
which Lucy had left. 'Jane, is it wrong to feel peace when life
has been so misspent?'
She put her arm round him, and said :
'When God gives peace, dear Philip, who can take it from us?'
'And I will try, He knows it is my wish to try and serve Him,'
said Colonel Forbes, humbly. Jane started up suddenly. ' Are
you ill? Are you worse, my darling one? Are you worse?'
Jane put her hand to her heart. ' Happiness ! but too much.'
He looked at her uneasily, but the moon passed under a cloud,
and he could not see her face. ' There is a candle in the next
room; bring it, Lucy,' he said, quickly. Lucy seized her
brother's hand, but lingered in the doorway ; she was frightened.
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'Go, both of you,' whispered Katharine, 'and I will fetch the

candle.' Jane stretched out her hand to retain them. ' Kiss
me, my precious ones 1 Katharine-Philip! O God ! help
me.'

When the moon broke forth again, it shone upon the face of
death.

CHAPTER LXXVI.
a darkat Maplestead,--deep sorrow;
was
THERE
ness as
of sorrow
earth when the gladness of sunshine has departed ;-a stillness of desolation, as when the whirlwind has
rushed by, and we sit alone to gaze upon the ruin that it has
made.
No one saw Colonel Forbes for many days ;-even his children were denied his presence. He did all that was necessary
by writing, not by words.
But on the day of Jane's funeral, he left his room, and saw his
friends, and conversed with them calmly; and when he returned
home after the service, he called Katharine to him, and talked
with her of the plans which he had formed, deliberately, with the
sober, unexcited judgment of a man who has faced the future,
and steeled himself, not proudly, yet manfully, to bear it without
shrinking. His eldest sister, he said, would come to him almost
immediately. In the meantime he begged that Katharine would,
if possible, remain and take the charge of the children. The
request was made with hesitation.
He evidently feared to
propose anything which might interfere with her own private
arrangements, though he did not plainly allude to them.
Katharine was only anxious to assure him that the children
would be her first thought and her first claim, until they were
placed under their aunt's care. They were Jane's legacy of affection, and she could not have borne the appearance of neglecting them. She told Colonel Forbes at once that her time would
be free for several weeks; and then his mind seemed relieved,
and he spoke to her upon other subjects, all connected with
Jane, but her name never passed his lips.
It was very touching and grateful to Katharine's feelings to
see how he turned to her with the feeling that she could understand him. Little wishes which she scarcely thought he would
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have endured to realise, even in his own mind, were mentioned
to her; and he would even have gone further in his trust than
Katharine could see to be right, and would have given her the
dis :osal and arrangement of various questions as to things which
had belonged to his wife; but Katharine was under no mistake
as to her true position. All that she could do to help, in the way
of giving an opinion, or superintending, if necessary, shisaid
she would do, and she did; but the real business was left for
Miss Forbes. She was now to be the mistress of Maplestead;
and as Katharine had formerly deferred to Jane, so now much
more she was anxious to defer to her. As yet Miss Forbes was
known to her only by sight, and Katharine could not help feeling
uneasy until she had seen more of her-so much of the children's
happiness was likely to depend upon her. Report had spoken of
her very favourably, but report tells only of the external life, and
it is not that which is of importance with children. She was
likely to be a great contrast to Jane, and the children would feel
this keenly, for their little hearts were very full of grief which
they could not understand, and which it required a gentle and
loving hand properly to soothe.
But Miss Forbes came, and Katharine was inexpressibly relieved. She was, indeed, unlike Mrs Forbes in many things;
she had not the grace of manner which had given a charm to
Jane's least movement ; she was more energetic and less timid;
but she had sympathy-true sympathy; the tone of her voice,
when speaking to the children, was gentle and alluring; to
Katharine she was cordial, almost to affection; and to her
brother, reverent and thoughtful.
Katharine had always
trusted to Jane's discrimination of character, yet a weight had
been upon her mind greater than she knew till it was taken
from her. Now she felt that, humanly speaking, the little ones
would be safe; and for Colonel Forbes, he could but be left
to God's comfort; none else could reach him. He was very
wretched, Katharine could well see that; wretched even in his
wish to do right. His work was to begin alone, and with the
burden of a regretful past crushing his spirit. But he did not
shrink from it ; he Wient on steadily, allowing nothing to escape,
putting forth the power of his strong will for self-control in
small things as well as great; labouring almost painfully in
Katharine's eyes, to live for others now, as once he had lived for
self. The feelings which influenced him must have been very
deep, but they were never alluded to. Jane's picture hung in
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his room, and a lock of her hair was always next his heart; but
the gaze which rested upon the one, the kisses so passionately,
and, at first, almost despairingly, bestowed upon the other, were
never known.
He was pitied. People said it was a grievous loss, but they
added that it was fortunate for him to have a person so estimable
as Miss Forbes to replace it. The tale attached to the lossthe spring which had been touched for eternity was not thought
of, at least, at first. Time wore on, and it was said that Colonel
Forbes was changed; that, he who had once been proud, was
now humble; he who had once been severe, had now learned to
be lenient; that the rigid landlord had become the kind friend;
and the ostentatious patron of benevolence, the secret, untiring
benefactor; that the stern master was changed into the careful
adviser and guide; the exacting head of the family, into the
patient, forbearing, tender father. But this was in other and
distant years, and our path lies with the present.
Katharine Ashton was free. Her task was done. She had
taken the straightforward path of obedience to an outward call,
and it had led her through much trial, to a peace which the
world can neither give nor take away. Katharine, indeed, could
not see all that she had been permitted to do; nor how, by working in the place which God had appointed for her, she had influenced those above her; but she felt that there was nothing upon
her conscience to regret, or to cast a shadow over the sense of
great happiness, which, by slow degrees, as the sun steals upon
the twilight, was again dawning upon her.
By degrees, for she could not realise it all at once-that was
not to be expected. And Charles did not expect it. Jane's
death, so long anticipated, was a grief to be softened by time, but
never forgotten; and anxiety for the children and Colonel Forbes
occupied much of Katharine's thoughts. But Charles was very
patient with her, and was quite willing to meet her wish of remaining at Maplestead until Miss Forbes should be permanently
settled there ; and in the meantime a care of a different kind had
arisen, which in some degree was useful, as serving to give a
new turn to Katharine's ideas.
Letters from Australia arrived very unsatisfactory. John was
speculating as usual. His land was by no means what he had
hoped, and required more money spent upon it than he could
command. He had suddenly thrown it all into Henry Madden's
hands, and embarked in a new undertaking, which, of course,
2K
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like everything else at the beginning, was sure to succeed.
the meantime he was begging Katharine to further his plans by
advancing money. The letter was written in a very uncomfortable, anxious tone, in spite of his sanguine assurances; and a
postscript by Selina said, that whatever might be the prospects
for the future, which John was always talking of, the present was
as bad as bad could be.
'What is to be the end of that, Charles ?' said Katharine, as
she put the letter into his hands one evening. It was the last
evening that she was to spend at Maplestead. On the next day
she was to take up her residence with the Miss Ronaldsons, in
Rilworth, preparatory to her marriage. Charles looked grave,
but not anxious : 'The end will be what we have all along foreseen,' he said; 'so it will not take us by surprise. He will come
back to England.' ' But how, and when?' 'No need to think
of that, dearest, except so far as it troubles you.' ' It troubles
me mostly for the children,' said Katharine; 'he and Selina
carved out their own fate, and they must abide by it. But the
little ones :-you know, Charles, I was always a dreadfully weak
aunt in my fondness for them.' ' You shall be a weak aunt still,
if you will,' he replied ; 'and I will be a weak uncle. Katharine,
you know they could never be houseless as long as we have a
roof to shelter them.' Katharine smiled gratefully. 'Thank
you, dearest; I felt you would say that ; but I do not think so
much of the boys. They will be able to struggle on well enough
by themselves ; but that poor little Clara, my god-child, brought
up so carelessly, and with no prospect of anything except marriage.' 'Would you wish for anything better !' said Charles,
laughing. Katharine laughed too. 'Nothing better if it is a
woman's voluntary choice, and she has had plenty of time to
think about it; and nothing worse, if she is forced into it, because it is all she has to look to. I do believe earnestly that one
of the things most essential for a woman's goodness and happiness, is to be independent of marriage. So, Charles,' she added,
playfully, ' the first lesson I would teach little Clara, if I had to
educate her, would be that she need not necessarily follow my
example.' 'As you will,' he said, 'as long as you don't think it
necessary to preach the same doctrine to yourself; but, Katharine, dearest, do you think it would be possible to persuade John
to part with her, at least for a time, till he can see better how his
affairs are likely to prosper ? We would give her a good colonial
education, and send her out again to them if they wanted her,'
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'You don't like the notion?' he said,
Katharine paused.
anxiously. 'I like it dearly, because it comes from you, and is
just like you,' said Katharine, heartily ; 'but I see so many reasons why she should remain with them, that there is only one
thing which would make me agree to it.' 'Her mother ?'said
How well you guess ! I have such a dread of
Charles. 'Yes.
'John will
Selina's way of educating, or rather not educating.'
seize upon the notion,' said Charles; 'he has such an opinion of
you.' 'And it will be one care off his mind,' said Katharine.
'Then we will offer it. It is all we can do. We cannot send
him money.' 'No,' said Katharine, quickly; 'that would be
only adding fuel to the flame; all one longs for is to stop his
spirit of speculation.' 'And if he once feels that he can come to
as for money, there will be no means of stopping it, I am afraid,'
said Charles; 'so in spite of ourselves we must be hard-hearted;
but that notion is a relief to me. The letter weighed upon my
'Neither do I,' said Kaspirits, and I want no weights now.'
tharine, affectionately; 'I have been longing so for my walk this
evening, and thinking how pretty Westbank would look, and
how nice it would be to see the new furniture in it. After all,
Charles, I am afraid I am something of a child yet.' Charles
smiled. 'That was the first thing which struck me in you years
ago,' he said; 'I like people who know how to be happy, and
you always were happy.' Katharine considered: 'Yes, I thought
I was. I was so really, in a way, but I did not know then what
happiness might be.' LNor how lasting, we will pray and believe,' said Charles, thoughtfully ; and Katharine took his arm,
and they set out for their walk.
' Westbank is like Moorlands, only smaller,' said Charles, as
they entered the garden ; 'and it suits me better for that reason.'
'The church is farther off at Moorlands,' observed Katharine;
'that was always in my eyes one of the charms of Westbank,
having the church so close.' ' And Maplestead in full view,
added Charles ; 'how well it looks amongst the trees.' Katharine moved a few steps, that she might see the window of what
' Her rest is sweeter now than
had once been Jane's bedroom.
it ever was then,' she said, turning to Charles, and almost involuntarily she walked towards the churchyard, which was separated
from the garden by a narrow lane.
They stood by Jane's grave. It was marked by a large stone,
with a recumbent cross ; a few flowers were springing up around
it. Katharine remained by it in silence. A rush of sorrow came
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over her, and her heart seemed full, as if it would burst. She
did not hear the gate open again, and she saw no one. Suddenly Charles drew her aside, and she looked up. Colonel
Forbes had just entered the churchyard. 'We will go out by
the other gate,' said Charles, walking on before her. Katharine
turned away, yet cast one lingering look upon the grave ; Colonel
Forbes quickened his pace towards her, and she stood still to meet
him. She thought he had something to say; and he did come
up to her, and began in that strained, cold voice, which now so
often made her tremble for the volcano of feeling working inwardly. ' Miss Ashton, you leave us to-morrow?' ' I am afraid
so, sir,' said Katharine. He paused, twice essayed to speak
again, and failed. At last, stooping down, he gathered from his
wife's grave the bud of an early rose, and giving it to her, said,
'Keep it, and think of me in your prayers ;' and then wringing
Katharine's hand convulsively, he turned away.
She did not see him again till she had left Maplestead for ever.

CHAPTER LXXVII.
parlour
Maplestead to the long, low, sunny
from
THEin change
the Miss
Ronaldsons' house, how great it was ! And
how different were the mournful looks of every one in the large,
luxurious mansion, from the warm, happy, maternal kiss of
Mrs Ronaldson and the hearty delight of Miss Ronaldson, and
the quick, Argus-eyed affection of Miss Priscilla.
It was a new life to Katharine, and a new life to those who
were to receive her.
To be sure !-such a strange world-as Miss Ronaldson observed, whilst they were standing talking together, soon after
Katharine's arrival : who would have thought it? And Katharine, too, to have played them such a trick !-to be saying 'yes,'
when they all thought she was saying 'no.' 'But I knew it-I
am sure I knew it,' said Miss Priscilla; ' I guessed it at least if
I did not know it. Don't you remember, sister, how I said to
you, after Katharine was here that day with Charlie, that they
were so odd I couldn't make them out, and that I thought they
had their heads full of something.' 'Yes, Prissy, certainly-I
remember quite well; and I said I wished it had been their
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hearts; and you said they were too old for that.' 'No, my
dear ; no, sister, I assure you,' interrupted Miss Priscilla.
'When did I say that ? When could I ever think people were
too old to have hearts ? What I said was-I forget now exactly, but I know I thought their heads were full.' 'And that
they were too old to be thinking of such folly as falling in love,
I dare say, Aunt Priscilla,' said Charles, laughing; 'but you
see the wisest folks may be mistaken. And now I want you to
take great care of Kate, and carry her to all the shops in Rilworth this afternoon, or we shall have some delays, because the
grand dress is not ready for next Tuesday.' ' The grand dress
is to come home on Saturday evening, Charles,' said Katharine.
' Don't distress yourself about that; and you shall see it on
if you like it; and for your comfort, I will promise you it
shall not be white satin.' 'White satin ! no, my dear, of course
not !' said Miss Ronaldson. ' Why, Mrs George Andrews wore
white satin.' 'And had six bridesmaids, and flowers strewn in
the churchyard,' added Miss Priscilla. ' And my Kate would
not at all like to compete with Mrs George Andrews,' said Mrs
Ronaldson, kindly. ' Kate is not very fond of competing with
any one,' said Katharine, laughing, ' as she is almost certain of
failure. But, Charles, I really do want to make you curious
about the dress, and you won't be.' 'And yet you know it is
to be your mother's present, Charles,' said Miss Priscilla. 'The
very reason why I am not curious,' observed Charles ; 'because
I know it will be precisely what it ought to be. Besides I look
forward to seeing Katharine come forward like a new star.' ' In
pale lavender silk,' said Miss Priscilla, gravely. 'And a straw
bonnet,' added Miss Ronaldson; 'though I am not so sure that
is right.'
'It is right because I like it, dear Aunt Rebecca,' said Katharine. 'You don't care, Charles, do you ? I have an objection to the thought of seeing myself in a white silk bonnet.'
'Such as you used to have to the white muslin and pink bows,'
said Charles. ' You see, Katharine, I know more of the secrets
' That was because
of your early life than you imagined.'
Selina was such a gossip,' said Katharine. 'And because he
would always talk about you, my dear,' said Mrs Ronaldson.
'But seriously, Charles, we do all think the straw bonnet is a
little too demure.' 'Katharine shall do as she pleases,' he replied. ' But what is the objection, Kate, to the white silk? I
thought it was a regular part of the ceremony. It always has
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been at every wedding that I have seen.' Katharine laughed
heartily. 'I should not so much care,' she said, 'if after I
came out of church, I might dig a hole and bury the bonnet.
But the thing I object to is being seen in it afterwards, and
pointed out as a bride; and it struck me that if I were to have a
straw bonnet-you know, Aunt Priscilla, it may be a very
good one of its kind-I might take out the orange flowers and
the other finery which I suppose I must have, and make it like
any other person's, and then nobody would know anything about
it. But I don't really care ; I would wear twenty white bonnets
to please you,' she said, laying her hand affectionately on Charles'
shoulder. He turned round and gave her a kiss. ' Wear anything you like, my darling : you will be first in my eyes whatever
it may be.'
So the straw bonnet was decided on, and in the afternoon Katharine and Miss Priscilla went to choose it; and Charles drove
his mother over to Westbank to make some final arrangements
about the house.
They were very busy days--receiving presents, writing notes
of thanks and invitations, seeing visitors, trying on dresses,
arranging the wedding breakfast. Charles and Katharine did
not spend much of their time alone ; and now and then when
going to bed very tired, Katharine was forcibly reminded of the
fatigues of similar events in the old times, and her thankfulness
that weddings did not come every day. Betsey Carter and the
eldest Miss Locke were to be her bridesmaids; her cousin, Mr
Davis, who with his wife was invited to Rilworth especially for
the occasion, was to give her away; and Mr Reeves was to
marry them, and with Mrs Reeves to join them at the breakfast.
Katharine did not ask this herself, but it was the offer of genuine
affection and respect. Charles and Katharine afterwards were
to start for the North, Charles wishing to introduce her to his
former home and his numerous friends. Katharine might have
felt this excitement painfully after her quiet, sorrowful life at
Maplestead, but that, as usual, she was so full of thought for
others that she had no leisure to give to herself. Her great
anxiety now was that the Miss Ronaldsons should not be overtasked by all that was going on; and half the discussions which
would naturally have been settled in their presence, took place
in a little back room, between herself and Charles, and Mrs
Ronaldson. Katharine felt very much for the latter. Notwithstanding Mrs Ronaldson's satisfaction in seeing her son married,
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her own home was broken up by it, for she would not consent to
live with them. Young married people, she said, ought to have
a home to theniselves; they would never understand each other
properly if they had not ; and it was very difficult for parents to
keep from interfering and giving advice, and that caused jars
and unpleasant feelings. No, she would remain with her sistersin-law for the present, as they were kind enough to say they
would like to have her; and then, by and by, she might find a
cottage near Westbank to suit her. At any rate she was living
in her native place, and amongst old friends; and with such a
son as Charles, and such a daughter as Katharine at hand, she
could never feel lonely.
That name of daughter was very dear to Katharine. It seemed
to bring back buried feelings, old joys and hopes, which she had
fancied would never find their object in this world again. She
was a true daughter even then, in the midst of the excitement of
her life, and the absorbing affection which every hour became
more dear to her. Mrs Ronaldson was never forgotten either
by her or by Charles. She was always consulted, and her
opinion deferred to. They never allowed her to feel solitary, or
as if she was set aside. She was the sun around which they
moved together; and tenderly, the evening before the marriage,
as Katharine, sitting at Mrs Ronaldson's feet, was recounting
the little incidents of the day for her amusement, she bent over
her, and blessing her, whispered, 'There are many Orpahs in the
world, my child, but few Ruths like you.'
Brightly shone the sun on Katharine Ashton's wedding-day,
and joyous and hearty were the kind wishes and congratulations
of the friends assembled in Miss Ronaldson's long parlour.
And there sat Miss Ronaldson herself, in a cherry-coloured silk
gown, rejoicing in her hearty benevolence, in doing the honours
of reception as the mistress of the house ; and there moved Miss
Priscilla, cherry-coloured also, but more youthful, in lace and
white ribbons, eager, excited, and nervous, determined that everything should go right, yet prepared to bear up bravely if all
should go wrong. And there, from time to time, appeared
Deborah, to receive whispered orders about jellies and cakes,
and to beg that Miss Priscilla would just step, out for one
minute, to see about setting it all out in the back parlour, or to
inform her, in a loud undertone, that Miss Carter and Miss
Locke were come, and had gone up-stairs to see Miss Ashton.
Five times had Deborah made her appearance on different
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errands, and three times, at least, had Miss Priscilla offered
hasty excuse for leaving the company, begging them to remember that Deborah was not accustomed to such gay doings, so, of
course, she wanted a little training. Time was passing on. It
was nearly half-past nine; and at ten precisely the carriages
had been ordered to take them to church. Once more Deborah
made her appearance : ' Miss Priscilla, ma'am; Miss Priscilla !'
-the sibillation was audible at the furthest extremity of the
room. 'A wonderful basket of fruit, ma'am, from Maplestead,
and a note; will you please come and see ?' 'A what, sister ?'
said Miss Ronaldson, who was at a little distance. ' Never
mind, my dear; don't trouble yourself. Yes, Deborah, I 'll
come,-our kind friends won't care; never mind, my dear;'--and with another oracular nod, which only had the effect of
aggravating Miss Ronaldson's curiosity, Miss Priscilla adjourned
to the back parlour. 'A wonderful basket you may well say,
Deborah-such flowers ! and early strawberries, I declare, and
melons, and pines ; did you ever see such a show? Well ! was
there ever anything like it ? What shall we do with it all? Tuin
out that dish of biscuits, and put the strawberries at the corner;
and, oh dear! there's the clock striking the half-hour, and the
fly will be here-and what shall we do ?' ' And there's the note,
ma'am,' said Deborah. 'The note !-where? I had quite forgotten; and it's to Katharine too. I must take it to her.
Deborah, I'll send Miss Carter down to you, and you, and she,
and William from the " Bear," must help to put out the dishes,
and dress them with the flowers, as you can. To think of
Katharine's having such a present of fruit so late on her weddingday !' ' The man made an excuse who brought it,' said Deborah ;
'I don't know whose fault it was; but Colonel Forbes told him
he was to say that it ought to have come an hour ago.' 'An
hour or two hours, there's not much difference,' said M iss
Priscilla; 'nobody ever was ready on a wedding-day, that I
ever heard of. But I'm not down-hearted, Deborah--don't think
so; it will all come to an end, if we live long enough. Here,
give me the note.'
Miss Priscilla hastily ascended the staircase, and knocked at
Katharine's door. 'Kate, my dear-sister-Mrs RonaldsonBetsey-please somebody open.' Katharine herself came to the
door. She was alone, dressed-very calm-very pale. Miss
Priscilla forgot her errand in the pleasure of looking at her.
It might have given pleasure to any one. Simple, pure-
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minded, unselfish, her character was written on her countenance
at all times; on her bridal morning and in her bridal dress,
with her bright face softened, yet not shaded, by serious thought
and the traces of earnest prayer, Katharine Ashton might almost
have laid claim to beauty.
A tear dimmed Aunt Priscilla's eye : 'God bless ycu, my
child, and give you a happy life, for I am sure you deserve it,'
and she folded her in her arms, and kissed her again and again ;
and then the tear was dashed hastily away, and Miss Priscilla
was herself again. 'Here's a present for you, my love, just
come-a basket of fruit and flowers from Maplestead-wonderful
melons and pines, and splendid geraniums; the Colonel must
quite have robbed his greenhouse and hothouses. And stay,
here's a note too; that was just what I came for, besides wanting to ask Betsey Carter to go down-stairs, and see about a few
things for me in the back parlour. Where in the world is she
gone to ?' ' She and Mary Locke are doing something to their
dresses in Mrs Ronaldson's room,' said Katharine, as she broke
the seal with a trembling hand. Miss Priscilla was going, but
stayed to pick up a paper which had fallen on the floor.
'Katharine, what is this ?' Katharine took it, and her countenance changed; she trembled and sat down: 'Nothing, Aunt
Priscilla,-please don't mind; I will tell you by and by. Can I
see Charles?' Her voice was broken and agitated. 'See him?
yes, to be sure. But nothing is the matter I hope.' ' Oh! no,
indeed-nothing; only if I might see him,-I must-if you
would only ask him to come to me.' Miss Priscilla wondered
for a moment more, and went down-stairs.
Katharine's impatience would not suffer her to sit down. She
stood in the doorway, listening for Charles' step. He came in
a minute, and she threw herself into his arms. 'O Charles !
it is too much. Why did he think of it ?' and she put the envelope into his hand.
It contained, not a note from Colonel Forbes, but a slip of
paper, on which was written, 'A legacy of gratitude and love
from J. F.' With it was enclosed a bank bill for five hundred
pounds.
Katharine was pale, more agitated, less able to think of others
when she went down-stairs than those who knew her well had
expected. Charles hurried her into the carriage, and whispered
to his mother not to speak to her; and by the time they reached
the church she had recovered her ordinary self-command.

There was a crowded church-crowded not so much with the
rich as the poor; the many whom Katharine had known and aided,
for whom she had prayed and worked, and who now were earnest
in their prayers that Katharine Ronaldson might be as happy as
Katharine Ashton deserved to be : whilst with them gathered
others also who had memories of old times, and long-remembered
feelings of respect for her father and her mother, and the days
when the name of Ashton had been influential in Rilworth. It
was very strange to Katharine to be the centre of all thought and
interest, to be what Jane had been on her wedding-day; that
day which flashed across her mind, as she walked up the centre
aisle, as vividly as if it had been only yesterday. The tale of
that marriage had been told ; her own was but beginning. Did
she tremble ?
One glance at Charles, and, oh! what a thrill of confiding,
grateful happiness accompanied it ; and then, sincere, earnest as
she was in every other action of her life, forgetting all but the
*Great God in whose presence the vow was made, Katharine gave
herself to him, in whom every earthly wish was now centered, 'for
better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and health, to
love, to cherish, and obey till death.'
A yet more solemn rite followed; and when others had risen
and were departed, Katharine and Charles still knelt side by side,
lingering in the enjoyment of that peace of God, passing understanding, which, through His mercy, had been granted them in
His Holy Communion.
In that Sacred Presence we will leave them. The blessing of
God was upon them, and for what further happiness need we
seek ?

THE END.
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